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HERE RESTS A DELIGHTFUL DWELLING.

A Group of Spokane Homes
POKANE, Wash., is a city pe-

culiarly fortunate in a scenic en-

vironment, which affords a won-

derful setting for its beautiful

homes.

Built upon a rocky sub-stratum of black

basalt, a volcanic deposit of past ages,
it is surrounded by distant mountains,

iilr-topped hills, among which lakes nestle

and broken by picturesque, rocky ra-

vines and deep gorges through which
streams trickle, while its mighty river

rushes past. Picturesque and charming
points of view arise on every hand. The

people are alive to all this beauty, and so

are the architects. Therefore Spokane
is famous for the beauty of its homes.

Without doubt, there are not more ele-

gant residences anywhere in the country
than in Spokane, millionaires' homes

with a great wealth of nature and art

combined in their setting.

The first illustration shows one of

these rich men's homes, the dwelling

melting into the beautiful grounds as if

moulded there. With great taste the

house has been kept free from any sense

of dominating or overpowering the land-

scape, as so many pretentious mansions

do, its many picturesque features almost

concealed in the masses of luxuriant

growth about it. In the background is

seen one of the great boulders of the

black basalt rock which underlies the
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DINING ROOM IN F. LEWIS CLARK HOME.
re richly panalad in Honduras maho*any. left the natural color. It U fumiahed in antique mahogany.

The chair* are upholiterrd in tapeatry ; rich Turkiah rug.

\\holc city and crops t> tlic surface in

huge, fantastic and irregular shapes,

which are the delight of the landscape
artist and to which the rest of tin

grounds are conformed. The lower story

<>f the house is composed of the black

)>a>alt. with half timber w>rk. some of it

finely ornamented, and rough-cast plaster

panels. There is a formal, but not too

ial garden in the foreground, en-

high hrick wall. There is

>t' the tall, massive chim-

ney, also <.f hrick. and covered with I

;vy clear to the top.

Tlu sumptuous elegance of the dining

room, and its rich appointments, shows
the character of the interior.

It is not. h.. \\rver. with the stately

mansions of the millionaire that we are

chiefly concerned, but the type of home
built by the man of moderate means, in

Spokane. Take for instance the home of

the editor of the Spokesman Review

Kditors are not popularly supposed to be

rich, but this house might be coveted by

many a rich man.

Here rests a delightful dwelling; on

the crest of rising ground, yet seques-
tered and with an air of repose. With a

grand, distant prospect, the house itself

nestles confidingly among the firs and

pines, its placement partly behind the

slight rise of ground o n\ eying a charm-

ing sense of retirement. The drive cir-

gracefully up to the entrance, which

is modest and unpretentious. The house

hugs the ground, after the manner now
in vogue, and dear to the artist's heart.

The low. down-sweeping r< { lines o>n-

"f shelter and kind:

though gathering all within into its

friendly embrace. The first -tory and
the basement walls are built of the basalt

rock which is such a valuable architec-

tural asset to builders in Spokane. Not

only docs it make for picturesque effects
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THE USUAL PLASTER AND HALF-TIMBER TYPE.

A FORMAL DESIGN IN AN INFORMAL SETTING.
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in the composition of the building. l'"t

in the landscape and scenic effects as

well. The whole m the

basements nearly all have to be blasted

out of it. Foundations are thus easily had,

more rugged and picturesque than cobble

stones, and of great variety, as some of

it looks like dark granite, while other

sections of rock are black and frowning,

or sparkle with mica like gern-.

Thus it comes about that this sym-

ing. The house melt> into the landscape

as though it were made with it. Some-

what more upon ordinary luu- is the

residence shown in the third house

shown, and built in a newer and less

finished section of the growing young
I or Spokane, with its population

of 105,000, is a very young city. The

basalt rock enters into the construction

of this house also. In the fourth instance

it is composed with brick and plaster, in

CRIES ALOUD FOR ORANGE GROVES AND OLEANDERS.

pathetic use of a local material, links the

dwellings to the site and makes them an

integral part of the nature about them.

Nor does this free use of the rock become
tiresome or monotonous, for the ideas are

so varied and the interest does not stale.

In the present instance the basalt is

combined with shingles stained brown,
with an ivory trim which is given inter-

est by the quiet but elegant ornamenta-
tion of the barjje boards in the gables
The roof dormers are most happily dis-

posed ; the quaint rounding casements set

in the black rock form a delightful foil

to its roughness, while the hooded oriel

hanging out upon it is simply fascinat-

a more formal and regular design, a type
of house which is familiar to Easterners,

and which does not seem quite happy in

its union of such opposite materials. The

severer, classic form, the dominant hori-

zontal lines, the regular, centralized

openings, the smooth, hard, plaster sur-

face, do not compose well with the rough
rocks and the scraggly pines. Nature

here has provided a setting for a more
informal architecture, while this house

demands a lawn as smooth as the velvet

a milliner draws over a hat brim.

Every architect nowadays is a law

unto himself, except in so far as his client

is a law unto him. With some it is al-
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ways the "five orders," with others un-

usual effects of color and unusual manip-
ulation of materials. It is not surprising

therefore, that even in Spokane we find

people wanting a Spanish-American

dwelling, and architects to embody their

desires.

This house .cries aloud for orange

groves and oleanders for it is truly a

lovely vision, a house full of charm. The

pure ivory of the exterior, the rich

warmth of the red tiled roof, the beauty
and symmetry of the openings, all give

pleasure to the beholder. The rather un-

usual treatment of the inside trim of the

openings which is stained the same dark

moss green of the outside trim, forms an

agreeable relief to the ivory surface of

the stucco exterior.

Modern habits of travel have brought
the old world very close to us, and modi-

fied bits of old world architecture are

abundant in Spokane. But it is the in-

formal and irregular forms of beetling

crags and frowning castles that are most
in harmony with the imaginative land-

scape of Spokane.
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Harmony in Furnishings
By MARGARET GREENLEAF

A "WING CHAIR" HOBNOBBING WITH 'MISSION."

Ill-', amateur in lx>u-r decorating
and furni>hing i> more than likely

to feel when the time for select-

ing the furniture arrives, that the

real k \ cr. and the

il completion of the house will

be easy. The promising advertisement ^

irniture i<l departmei
which -cem t. provide for every room
and ever)' contingent y that may ari-e, are

in a measure responsible for this feeling.
which unfortunately is rarely justified.
A word of warning then is timely when

this pha>e of the fitting of the house is

reached.

It must he borne in mind that there are

al important considerations to be

reckoned: first, the uses to which the

r. ...in to be furnished will be put : second,

the setting provided by the detail of wood
trim and wood treatment; third, the style,

f. Tin and color of any pieces of furniture

on hand which must be included in the

scheme; and lat. but of no means of least

importance, the amount of money to be

expended on the rooms as a whole. It
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is always found much more practical to

make an estimate on the whole scheme

rather than on individual rooms, as fre-

quently unexpected saving may occur in

one room which will permit r vme more

X extravagance in an adjoining

room.

Where the house is suggestive in any
of the Colonial, much of the wood-

work is likely to be finished with white

enamel. If this is true, mahogany fur-

niture, or of some wood resembling it,

will be found to adapt itself most readily

to such setting.

Frequently, even in the house of mod-
erate cost, the hall, reception-room and

living-room will show the standing wood-
work finished in ivory white with the

doors and hand rail of the balustrade of

mahogany. In these rooms the furniture

should all be of mahogany, birch or

cherry, and of simple and quaint lines.

The charming Colonial room, of which
the fireplace end is shown in the picture,
is a good example of typical Colonial fur-

nishing where the livable qualities of the

room are not sacrificed to the period idea.

The Governor Bradford chair shown on

the left of the fireplace is one which i-

particularly successfully reproduced. In

i this may be purchased for $6.75, in

solid mahogany the price is somewhat

higher. The two tone wall covering used

in this room and the simple restrained

decoration of the mantel is worthy of

study.

Where the architectural detail of the

standing woodwork in the dining-room
of such a house is simple to plainness,
oak furniture will find an effective back-

ground in the ivory finish of the paneled
wainscot, if such be used.

A very attractive living-room and li-

brary is shown in illustration No. 2. This

room is in the Washington home of a

well known literary woman, whose ex-

cellent taste and charming hospitality is

admired and enjoyed by many. Here the

the davenport is set facing the fireplace,

and back of it stands the library table.

This is a very wise arrangement in a room
where space will permit, as the reading

A VIEW OF THE UVING-ROOM
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THE OVAL IN THE BACK OF THE SOFA WAS COMPEMENTED BY THE OVAL FRAMED
PICTURES HUNG ABOVE IT.

lamp may find a convenient place upon
the table. The built-in book shelves at

either side of the mantel shown in the

photograph are excellent features. It

should be noted that the line of the man-
tel is continued in the top of the book-

shelves, thus keeping the balance of the

room.

In illustration No. 3 another type of

living-room and library is shown. Here
the paneled walls are of wood like the

cross - beamed ceiling. The furniture

shows a mixture of types, but the pieces
are well placed and there is a spacious
airiness about the room which is ex-

tremely attractive.

Where old furniture is to be utilized it

may often be brought well into the

scheme by such doing over as even the

amateur in upholstering is able to man-

age. The corner of the little drawing-
room shown in photograph No. 4 shows a

small old fashioned sofa which was not,

however, old enough to be quaint, dated

about the period of the Civil War. This

furniture was of cherry, and to utilize it

in the drawing-room shown, it was care-

fully treated with ivory enamel and given
a soft finish. In its original state it was

upholstered in slippery black hair cloth.

Over this the clever woman 'who was do-

ing the work herself stretched tautly,

heavy unbleached cotton, tacking it se-

curely in place, then the final covering
was added. This was a linen and satin

damask, selling for $2.50 a yard, fifty

inches in width, and showing the little

lattice design which is always quaint and

attractive in color; it was in two tones of

soft old red, the walls being of rough

plaster, tinted a lighter shade of the same
color. The woodwork in the room
showed the same ivory as the furniture.

The oval in the back of the sofa was com-

plemented by the oval framed pictures

hung about it. There were several chairs

belonging to this set which were treated-

in the same way, and at very little, ex-

pense some exceedingly attractive pieces
of drawing-room furniture were obtained.
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Winter Gardening
Tomatoes Ripened in January

I \KMI.K in a suburb near New
York p'cks his tir>t tomatoes when

he is cutting his hay, and another

gardener, not far a\\a\. ripen

matoes indo.r> from the first frosts until

after \ u Y.
%

1 \rry home garden ^ro\\s tomatoes, but

every gardener does n.-t ^ct the best results

frmn the time given to it. Although we all

tomatoes from August t<> < )ctol>er.

why should we not double tin- -i-a-on of

this useful vegetable, especially as it can

be done without any great trouble or ex-

|K-nse?

A is the winter of our discontent made

glorious summer by the gorgeous cata-

logues of the seedsmen those brilliantly

tinted, seductively worded brochures whch
so often "but allure to fly

* * * like

Dead Sea fruits, that tempt the eye. but

turn to ashe- mi the lips." And the ama-
teur gardener's heart is cheered by the half-

tone illustrations of great globular beets,

crimson-skinned radishes, tomatoes clus-

tered on the vine in scarlet fleshed pro-
fusion that bring a rapture to his heart

-ui-h a- is only known to the enthusiast.

I'-r your gardener, even if he garden*
only beside the January fireplace, from
ratal alwa\s an enthusiast, and

recurring catalogue season brings on
an attack of gardening mania that too often

is completely cured IK? fore the time for

actual operation* is at hand.

all means, grow your own tomato

pk u have a sunny south window
in an upstairs room, where you can place
.a broad, shallow \>\. you need nothing eNc
in the way of hotbed. Toward the latter

part of January fill your box with good,
rich soil; if you can get mold from the

. much tl:r Letter. A portion c.i"

the -oil should be sand; this makes the mix-

ture friable and keeps it from packing hard

and drying out. Knrich. if necessary, with

sort of fertilizer; old, black, thor-

oughly rotted manure from a cow stable is

preferable to any and all others. If, in the

sunny window above mentioned, there hap-

pens to be a low radiator, fine! Set your
earth-filled box thereon. letting sunshine

and the heat of the radiator work their

will with the soil. Moisten it from time

Toowtoe* Ripened in an Enclosed Shed.
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to time, and turn it over occasionally ;
an

old, discarded kitchen fork answers mighty
well for this purpose.

Along toward the middle of February
a couple of weeks later, if preferred plant

your tomato seeds. Take a little extra

pains in doing so
;
mark off little furrows

in the soil, half an inch deep and three to

four inches apart. Then place the seeds,

one at a time, in the furrows, laying them

as straight as possible, and at least one

inch apart. By doing this, you will find

that you have rendered unnecessary a lot

of thinning out after the plants are up, that

you will have finer, sturdier plants, and

fewer sickly, spindling yellow weaklings,

and your packet of seeds will go about

three times as far.

Firm the soil down over the seeds,

sprinkle lightly, and go away about your
business. The tiny plants will be up within

two or three weeks, even under unfavorable

conditions
; a pane of glass laid over the

box, but raised, say, a quarter of an inch

above the sides, will hasten germination.

Keep the earth sufficiently damp, but never

too wet. When the second leaves show on

the plants, thin out to stand from two to

three inches apart in the rows
; when they

are an inch and a half to two inches tall,

scoop them, plant by plant, out of their

original location and transplant ; by this

I mean simply to move each row over, say,

an inch or two. This promotes root growth
and makes the young plants much more

stocky and hardy than would be the case

if each little plant were left in its original

location. Keep them growing right along.

With the coming of warm spring days set

the box covered with its pane of glass

out of doors, thus gradually hardening
the youngsters, and when the weather man

says you may set your plants out in the

garden you are assured of strong, sturdy,

healthy vines, of your own growing, and of

a variety that you can vouch for; vastly

different from those that neighbor of yours

bought at the grocery.

Tomatoes demand heat and moisture, and

a steady and continuous growth is very

important. Any check, especially when the

plants are small, will be apt to affect both

the quantity and the quality of the fruit.

Better results come from one transplanting,

when the seedlings are small, perhaps two

weeks from seed sowing, and another

when they are set in the open garden, after

frost is over, than from more frequent

transplantings, which naturally checks

growth for the time. The proportions of

light, water and heat must be such that

the little plants keep up a constant growth.
The plant is trained to one stem, so that the

number of stems is reduced, and the

growth is forced into these few.

It is easy to keep tomatoes in good con-

dition outdoors until November, in a mild

season, by laying flat a few well-filled vines,

and protecting them with several thick-

nesses of bagging. At the approach of

frost all perfect green tomatoes that have

reached full size may be picked off and

ripened in a closed drawer or closet. Vines

well filled with good-sized green tomatoes,

when frosty weather comes, should be up-

rooted and hung, upside down, on a nail

in a sheltered outbuilding or cellar, where

they will ripen fruit for weeks. Sliced to-

matoes on January 6 was the record from

vines so treated.
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A Little House with Rustic Trimmings
By UNA NIXON HOPKINS

HI-, plot of ground here is merely

a ledge and the bungalow has been

made to fit it.

The rustic accessories were con-

structed of small trees that had to be cut

before the house was built, and the plan

is to cover all of the rustic detail with ivy.

Vines will certainly add to the picturesque-

ness of the place. esj>ecially when the per-

gola porch in front is covered.

The big room lias four exposures, and is

living room, dining r<x>m and sleeping room

in one. though breakfast is to be served in

the buffet kitchen during the winter and on

the terrace in summer the little terrace is

paved with cobblestones picked up on the

hillside.

The main room is covered with a heavy
canvas which has been painted with two

coats of light tan water color, put on

roughly so that the brush marks show.

This gives a leather-like quality to the

walls. Window hangings of plain cotton

material are a shade lighter than the walls,

with bright stencil borders, and couch

covers of burlap are likewise decorated.

Home-made rag rugs cover the floor. The
house and lot together cost less than four

hundred dollars, but is preferred by its

owners to "rooms" in the near-by city.
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Attractive Small House at Low Cost

IHERE is always a demand for

houses that, while suitable to

occupy a large lot in a somewhat

restricted suburb, will not cost more

than $5,000. Such a house as that shown in

the accompanying illustrations might, if

erected under contract, cost nearly $6,000,

yet it was actually built, some two years

ago, for $4,573. This was made possible by
the fact that it was built by day-labor, and

that the owner not only bought all his ma-

fl. WAITE

terials direct, but superintended much of

the construction work himself.

This house is constructed in the usual

manner, with a substantial frame. The
exterior walls are sheathed with spruce, or

hemlock, boarding, over which the shingles

are applied. The side walls are stained a

dark brown, and the roof a moss green,

colors that contrast pleasingly with the

white sashes and cypress trim.

The first floor is about three feet above

BUILT BY DAY LABOR FOR $4.573.
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the grade of the lots. This n,>t or

a better po> rhe hnii-i-. hut

the cost of excavating a full depth cellar

The foundation walls, in this cast-, were

made of local stone, and the effect i-

pleasing.

The cellar, which has a height of seven

feet. is provided with a concrete floor, is

whitewashed throughout, and ample pro-

is arc made for laundry, servant's toilet,

up. .11 a small vestibule whicli loads directly

t.. tli. ....in. Hero the woodwork i-

stained a dark brown and ami. like

all other rooms on the first and second floor,

it has a hardwood floor. The great at-

traction of the living room, however, is the

generous fireplace, which is made of uncut

rubble stones. To produce the <K

effect, the chimney was made large enough
rve the heater and the kitchen range

FIREPLACE OF UNCUT RUBBLT STONES.

table cellar, and a cold-storage room

for other provisions. There are also bins

for coal and wood and a hot-water heater

to supply the nine radiators distributed

through the house.

Th a built nearly square, with a

front porch that is ten feet wide, and a rear

p..rch lix and one-half feet in width. The
second st,, r \ over the porch, and

even ext foot over the walls be-

which tends to reduce the possibility

of the unattractive l>ox-like appearance
which it might otherwise

j

From the front porch the door opens

as well as the fireplace, and as this was so
- ed that it protruded nearly two feet

into the living room, it formed a most

unique natural mantle. By the side of the

fireplace a high-backed settle was placed,

which makes an ideal cozy corner for a

cool night.

The dining room, which opens from the

living room through a wide doorway. i<

made very cheery by its lightly-tinted walls

and white enamel paint. The deep alcove

at the rear of the room is utilized as a

nient place for the sideboard. The
second floor contains four good-sized bed
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rooms, or, as is done in this case, one of

the rooms may be used as a studio, or

"den." There is a good bath, with tiled

floor and wall, to the height of five feet,

and plenty of closet room, the large closet

in the rear being fitted with moth-proof
cedar drawers. There is a finished maid's

room and an unfinished attic on the floor

above.

The walls and ceilings of all the rooms,

except in the living room where the beams

are exposed, are plastered with two coats,

and sand-finished and tinted. The further

treatment of the walls, of course, may be

left to individual taste, as there would be

little difference between the cost of wall-

paper and oil paints, while the slight extra

expense due to the use of the latter would

be readily offset by the increased durabil-

ity.

The following table shows the detailed

cost of the house :

The Cost.

Foundation, labor and material. . $325.00

Chimney, labor and material.... 75.00

Flue lining for chimney 13.00

Stone fireplace, labor and material 43.00

Lumber, including framing,

sheathing, floors and mill work. 1,194.00

ROOM
j KITCHttt

POR.CH.
10' * ZS'

SECOND FLOOR PLAN.

FIRST FLOOR PLAN.

Shingles, 16-in. for sides : 18-in.

for roof 172.00

Lathing 113.00

Carpentering work 848.00

Plastering, labor and material . . . 250.00

Tiling 35.00

Painting and staining, labor and

material 277.00

Plumbing 380.00

Heating plant, including nine radi-

ators 328.00

Hardware and trimming 98.00

Wall paper, labor and material. . . 81.00

Cellar floor, labor and material.. 45.00

Electrical work, including fixtures 96.00

Incidentals, including cost of plans

($25.00) 200.00

S4.573.00
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Construction Details of the Home

Built-in Pantries

|HE arrangement of the pantry, its

shelves, drawers, etc., and the

rangement of kitchen dresser de-

pends considerably upon the size

and shape of the pantry and kitchen, each

house presenting a different problem;

but mostly the arrangements depend

upon the requirements of the house-

keeper. Each mistress of a home has

her own ideas as to where she wants the

chinawarc. silver, table linen, kitchen

utensils and food stuffs, and her wishes

should prevail.

The first requirement should be con-

venience more than looks. If one prefers

to do their pastry work in the pantry

away from the heat of the kitchen, there

should be provided at least two flour

hiii>, one for white flour and the other

divided into two compartments for other

kinds. The best arrangement is to have

three bins, two of them divided into com-

partments; in this way, white flour, corn

meal, rye flour, whole wheat and sugar

can be accommodated.

The flour in the bins should be easily

accessible and the bins should be so made

that they can be removed at pleasure for

cleaning around them. There are sever-

al ways of doing this ; the best, however,

have them roll back and forth on

four lar^c wheels (detail 80, these wheels

can be made of wood, iron or china), in

thi- way they can be easily managed and

easily removed. The size of each bin de-

pends somewhat upon the amount of

flour it is desired to store at one time and
the space in which they can be placed.
As too much flour in the bin makes it

hard to manage, a good size is 20 inches

wide, 20 inches deep and 26 inches from

the floor to the top, outside measure-

ments. The bottom of the bin should be

at least four inches from the floor. Above
the bins should be a flat shelf at least 24

inches from front to back and 30 inches

where it can be allowed. Above this shelf

should be a pantry window. There

should be a smooth board above the

shelf at the wall, 16 to 10 inches high.

The shelf should be 30 inches from the

floor. It is best to have a movable knead-

ing board and a place for keeping it

handy. Directly under or within reach

of the shelf should be one or two small

drawers in which to keep pastry utensils.

Eight or ten spice boxes should be close

at hand, either in the pantry fixtures

(73) or in a separate case on the wall.

They are sometimes placed above the

bins just under the kneading shelf. A
good size for a spice box, inside measure-

ments, is two and a half inches wide and

deep by three inches long, and the box

made of quarter-inch boards.

Near the bin should be some open

shelving whereon to set the pans of

bread, pies and other pastry as they arc

made. These open shelves are also neces-

as a place to lay the dessert and
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other dishes which are to be placed on

the table during the progress of the meal.

The lower part of the pantry fixtures

should be divided into compartments
and drawers to suit individual require-

ments. Some housekeepers would re-

quire in the pantry fixtures a place for

the hash bowl, kneading board and a

place for storing extension table boards.

A little careful planning will usually find

a place for all of these. Each pantry
should have several broad drawers for

table linen and small drawers for knives,

forks, etc. The average table cloth is six

feet wide and folds up to eighteen inches.

It needs a drawer about two feet long to

contain it properly. A six foot drawer

for table cloths is sometimes used in a

larger pantry. It is a mere luxury, how-

ever, and is not absolutely necessary. It

should be very shallow when used or it

cannot be pulled out easily. A drawer

about 28 inches by 28 inches by 2 inches

deep, inside measurements, is really need-

ed to contain doilies, center pieces, and

tray cloths which are never folded. It is

best not to make the drawers very deep,
but make more rows of them. A deep
drawer when filled cannot be easily

drawn back and forth. Five inches is a

good depth for a pantry drawer and six

inches should be the limit.

Drawers more than 24 inches wide

should have two drawer pulls. Drawers
should be made of seven-eighths inch

boards, and have a board shelf division

between each row. The fronts of the

drawers can be paneled for looks, but are

kept clean easier when the front is one

plain board rounded on the outward

edges. All lumber in pantry fixtures

should be perfectly smooth and dry, of

white or yellow pine. In pretentious
homes oak or birch is sometimes used for

all exposed parts. Pantry shelves should

be of seven-eighths boards. They are

usually fixed in place but can be made

adjustable. There should be from 10 to

12 inches distance between the shelves

inches wide.

While these dimensions for shelves are

given, it is better to give the matter of

and each shelf should be from 12 to 14

shelves more study on each problem

(tho it is seldom done). The wider the

shelves are, the greater should be the

space between them in order to be able

to reach over and take out the dishes be-

hind. It is best to make the lowest space
above the counter about twenty inches

high, for the platters often run as wide as

eighteen inches and should be stood on

edge on the counter top at the back
;
for

this purpose a narrow strip should be

run along the top of the counter near the

back. When a tall space is required for

tall vases, pitchers, etc., it is a good plan

to place a thin shelf about four inches

wide and six inches from the top for

tumblers. On the edge of this shelf can

be placed a row of brass or nickel plated

hooks on which to hang cups, cream

pitchers, etc.

Pantry shelves and kitchen dresser
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shelves should not be more tn.r

MI the floor, as higher than this

makes too high reaching. The front of

tnc .
i l>c built up t"

ig t.. prevent the dust from gather-

top. I'autry doors should be

Juhs inch thick and narrow iu

width, i lass or wood panels. If

- panels arc used they can be plain

\ neat plain moulding, run-

ning along the top edge of pantry fixture.

I well. Pantry fixtures are

If the latter they can :u-d and \ar-

uished to look like uiah- \ pretty

fixture is one that i- stained screen and

varnished for the main case and doors,

with a white enameled crown mould.

counter board, shelves and lining.

Plan 7i. of which 73. 74 and 75 are

the elevation-, illustrate many 01 the

foregoing remarks. It is a compact ar-

rangcment in as small a pantry as one

should he. It is 4 feet 3 inches by 9 feet

long.

stained and varnished, hut are

painted. All pantry doors should

(see door problem) both wa\ ~

from the hinge. When the pantry fix-

tures are >f pine and painted it is a good
plan t" s\\ing the door to the dining-
riM.m from the side. That will make the

ant walk around it to enter as she

sum-- i; befon ln-r. In this way it

as a screen. If the fixtures are painted
ained with ite, this arrange-

ment i- not absolutely necessary. Fix-

tures if of oak or birch can be made to

harmonize with the dining room in finish.

3ZI.

Plan 79 shows a still better arrange-
ment in a larger pantry. A kitchen dres-

ser, so-called, is only a small pantry fix-

ture for kitchen use, divided into upper
and lower compartments about the same
as a regular pantry. The flour bins are

sometimes placed in the lower part of the

kitchen dresser. It is very convenient

and every kitchen should have at least

one dresser, the longer it is the better.

The size of some homes allows for two

pantries, a kitchen pantry, and the but-

le r's pantry; one for dishes and serving

and the other for pastry work and
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kitchen utensils. This makes a very con-

venient arrangement when the space is

available.

A floor plan is submitted showing an

almost perfect arrangement, such as one

seldom sees, not even in an architect's

own house (he often has the hardest

client to please). There is a vestibule

entry with space for fireplace wood and

access to the refrigerator, which opens to

all compartments in the kitchen pantry

side, which is really a work alcove hav-

ing no door but instead a cased opening.
This contains a marble pastry table under

which are three flour boxes and space for

the hash bowl. There is also a spice box

and plenty of drawers and cupboards for

kitchen utensils. Also cupboards for

table leaves and brooms. In the serving

pantry are cupboards for dishes and a

sink for washing the fine china ware.

Under one sink board is a dish warmer

consisting of a built in metal oven with

small radiator pipes close together form-

ing two shelves. Under the other sink

board is a bottomless drawer containing

quarter inch rods set one and a half

inches on center for the dish towels.

When the towels are needed the drawer

is drawn out. Just under the counter top
in both kitchen and serving pantries are

sliding shelves that slide out when need-

ed, in the same manner as office desk

slides. These are very convenient at

times. The two pantries are connected

by a pass and the serving pantry is also

connected with the sideboard at one end,

which at the otner end is connected with

the kitchen by a pass. These short cuts

for passing dishes save many steps dur-

ing the day. The clothes chute starts in

the bath room above and therefore in

its location in the pantry makes it handy
for passing down the towels, etc., from

above, table linen and kitchen clothes.

The hardest problem is a little home
whose size and cost will not allow of

any special pantry, and the kitchen must
do service for both. Plan 78 is a good
solution of one problem. This kitchen is

9 by 12 feet. It is merely presented to

illustrate a few suggestions, as its size,

shape and location should be altered to

meet the different requirements of each

with window over, are placed across one

end of the room with dining room door

opening toward it. A kitchen dresser is

placed in the corner opposite the gas
stove. A chimney in the corner would

make a wood stove possible. The kitchen

table is placed under a window. This

table should be built by a carpenter with

flour bins and drawers under it. A
smooth marble slab always makes a good
kitchen table top. The heat register or

radiator should be placed under the sink

or kitchen table out of the way. Illustra-

tion 77 is a detail of the sink end of this

kitchen. This convenient arrangement
around the sink can be put in almost any

kitchen. Space has been left between

drain boards and the wall fixtures above

for stacking dishes. Never enclose the

under part of a sink, as it is very unsani-

tary. Pantry doors between pantry,

kitchen and dining room should be di-

rectly opposite and swing from the same

side. (Plans 76 and 79.)

The foregoing remarks and the illus-

trations contain' many suggestions which

can be applied to any pantry or kitchen.

They are not intended to apply entirely

to the plans and details referred to.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

Design B 306.

The opening design in our New Year's

number i- a very excellent >tuly by Arch-

itect Geo. M. KautTman for a cement

plastered house of fair proportions. The

perspective rendering is an artistic one

and shows the pergola treatment of the

open terrace at the south side of the

house. It is a sketch well combined for

comfort both -as to its exterior appear-
ance and interior arrangement and Mr.
Kauffman suggests that the plaster finish

of the exterior wall be left in the natural

gray cement, treating the roof in red.

The interior is treated with the now
ever desirable long living room running
across the entire end of the east side of

the house, with fireplace located on the

middle of the outside wall, thus giving
a splendid view of it from both dining
room and hall. The library is so located

as to be quite a retreat from the general

living rooms. In addition to this, is also

a moderate sized den with fireplace.
From the den one can step out onto the

garden porch which could easily be en-

closed and used for a garden dining room,
or sun porch as might be preferred.

Customary hardwood finish with hard-
wood floors, either Hirch or Maple, is in-

tended for the ground floor and soft wood
tinMi enameled, for the second floor. The
house stands 50 ft. 6 in. in width by but
24 ft. in depth with an 8 ft. porch and the

estimated cost is placed at from $8,500 to

$11,000, according to locality and condi-
tions prevailing.

Design B 307.

A country house unpretenti..u- in it-

simple and straight lines of architecture,
with restful detail has again come into its

own. Towers, terrets and cupolas, giving

place to a simple rational treatment in

keeping with the uses of a country house ;

and from the work of Architects Keith &
Whitehouse, we are delighted with the

example of this style of home shown in

our next study. It is a house quite re-

cently built of which we are fortunate

to show an actual photograph as built,

standing at the top of a gentle slope and
its soft coloring of grays and greens are

given a most effective background by the

large pine trees flanked on either side.

The exterior is of shingles which are laid

seven inches to the weather
; the details of

the portico and trimmings are Colonial.

It is a most complete modern home in

every respect with its full basement con-

taining furnace, fuel, vegetable, toilet

rooms and laundry as well as dumb
waiter and clothes chute

; and on the first

story the cement floored conservatory
with its windows arranged to drop into

pockets in pleasant weather and the gar-
den entrance are noteworthy features.

The kitchen and pantry arrangement
leaves nothing to be desired there. The
rooms throughout are of very good size

and of pleasing propv,-Jons. The Colo-
nial detail is carried out through the

house and its effect heightened by white
enameled finish throughout the entire

second story. The kitchen and pantry
are finished natural and the main rooms
of the first floor in hardwood.

The private bath off the owner's room
is an unusual luxury in a house of this

size. The closet provision is ample.

Design B 308.

This design is in marked contrast to

the preceding ones. It possesses the feel-
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Geo. M. Kauffmau, Architect.

Straight, Broad Lines for Cement Exterior

DESIGN B 306

ing and character of the modern German
trend of architecture. Its construction is

of hollow tile with cemented walls. The
roof is red slate. The exposed woodwork
of exterior being stained green and the

production is that of a very inexpensive

fireproof cottage home.

The main portion of the house is

square, being 24x24, and contains a large

living room. Note particularly the treat-

ment of the dining room alcove and the

cozy arrangement. The second floor pro-

vides three chambers and bath. There is

a full basement and small attic, making a

most complete, livable little home. Mr.

John Henry Newson is the designer and
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places a maximum .>-t of $3,00() on thi-

Design B 309.

\\ e an ten requested to publish

houxe di iiich art- peculiarly
-

a home in the South and \\c are

pleased to sh\\ fr-in the \\ork . .f Mr.

Arthur Clausen, arvhitr. e south-

ern colonial home, now being built at

\\ i-t I'alm I'each. Fla. That it i- a home
:he S. -uth IN well evidenced by the

expansive porches It i- intended to l>uild

this h"U-e without a basement. The ex-

r walls to he of siding, with c\j>-

-hin^led r. .of. The interior t<> he finished

in quarter sawn Georgia pine throughout
the house. The owner who i- now con-

structing the hou-e in question, estimates

that in hi- section, it will cost about

$9,000, but of course, it must he under-

stood that this figure would he materially
increased for a home built in the north-

ern climate where full basement and heat-

ing plant would be required, as well as a

house of somewhat warmer construction.

The design is one which has been very

thoughtfully planned for the require-
ments of a southern home and should

certainly please a great many of our read-

Design B 310.

We imw take up for the remaining de-

the s tu ,iy of the cottage home.
Mr. Worthington ha> contributed a pleas-

ing little pictured home of a six room cot-

where the main r<x>f comes clear

D a an overhaul,' for the porch, which
* in the clear. The vestibule is

mmodated within the main portion of

the hotisi-. i' r(Pm which entrance is made
directly into the living room. The ar-

rangement ! rM,m* in this cottage will

appeal to many and it is a desi-n worthy
ireful consideration.

Th 1

^
re finished in j-oft woods,

ed. with fir flooring throughout, fur-

nace heat and concrete foundation walN.
i- estimated , little over $3,000.

Design B 311.

\ illy be

with bin m-. a- \\cll a- a

:|>e<l with man\ more room-.

;ped a- .in i-nience in their

arrangement. This design i-> i 'olonial in

rnent. with a cl- :n< -ulded cor-

I lu- exteri-r linish is in rough ce-

ment or -t mvo an<l the roof -hin.^led and

-tained. The wide elevation is to the

front and the plan provides for a central

\e-tibule from the portico entrance. At
the right >ide of the house is the enclosed

pia//a which comes under the main roof,

adding length to the design. Both liv-

ing and dining rooms open upon the

pia/xa with wide French windows. This

piaxxa is really carried up to give a splen-

did sleeping porch off the second floor

which will he glazed in. of coiir-e. during
the winter months.

The interior finish is intended to be

Washington fir. stained mission, with

oak flooring. The second story finish be-

ing natural pine varnished, with light

birch floors. There is considerable stor-

age space under the long sloping roof, but

no attic. Finished as above described,

the cost would be approximately $3,000.

Design B 312

One of the most pleasing cottage de-

-igtis to be found and suitable for either

a cement exterior wall or siding. The

heavy square porch columns are detailed

for the design in cement according to

plans and as built.

Much study was given to obtaining the

correct size and placement of the reci

dormer, which proves to be the striking

keynote of the design.

The interior is well planned; note the

h"ii-e was built after the reversed plan.
l-"ur medium sized chambers and bath

on -econd floor. Furnace heat in full

basement. Soft wood finish, stained,

with fir flooring, lessens the cost, esti-

mated at $3,250.
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I

Keith fit Whitehouse, Architects

An Unpretentious Country House

DESIGN B 307

i-PL.
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John Henry New*on. Architect.

In the Modern German Architecture

DESIGN B 308
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Arthur C. Clausen, Architect.

A Colonial Southern Home
DESIGN B 309

I
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George Worthington. Architect.

An Inexpensive Six-Room Cottage

DESIGN B 310

-SCC.CXND FLOOR
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LMfl^. "

Chas. Sedgwiclc, Architect.

A Commodious Six-Room Cottage

DESIGN B 311
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An Interesting Cement Cottage

DESIGN B 312
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He Saved $80022

On This Bungalow!
Dr. Whitehurst, of Texas, Tells ofBig Saving in Building
Cost by Use of Gordon - Van Tine Millwork and Lumber

Here's His Letter
Peniel. Texas, May 7. 1910.

Gordon-Van Tine Co.. Davenport, Iowa.

Gents: Enclosed are photos <5f our new house, in which

wie used your millwork, including White Pine Siding, Mapl
Flooring and Bishopric Mastic Wall Board. It is almost

X^ave

c

have the swellest bungalow I think I ever saw now
ed about $800.00 in the buildine of it.

I received your check for $25.70 some time back, cover-}
r an overcharge in freight f

ept my thanks for your honest treatment. _

These hardwood veneered doors, thick maple floors and
Queen Anne windows are the talk of the town.

Respectfully,

ew of Dr. Whitehunt'* Bungalow

This Good Evidence of
Dr. Whitehurst's Satisfaction?

T T ir n/fii* r^ 1 1 e roec ur usomers n-
Hair a Million Customers and \ terests in Every Possible Way

Every One SATISFIED!
Over half a million home builders are buying their materials at bargain

prices, direct from our great Millwork and Lumber Plant.
We carry a tremendous stock of building

1 material everything: needed
to build complete and beautiful homes of the most modern types, even to
mantels and hardware. We guarantee quick shipment, no matter how
large the order.

Quality, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

Have You Written for Our Latest
HOME-BUILDERS' CATALOG?
Solely through this wonderful Catalog of 5,000 Bargains in highest grade

Millwork and Lumberwe haVe built up a patronage extending from ocean to
ocean. Everything offered at dealers' prices. K very item we selUs guaran-
teed uptothe officialgrades of the Sash& DoorManufacturers 'Associations.

We Protect Our Customers' In-

Side View of Bungalow

Further Evidence of
Intense Satisfaction

GORDON-VANIINECO
BOOK- PLANS

At Last A Plan Book That Keeps CostWithin Estimates!
The Gordon-Van Tine Plan Book shows over 60 designs of Houses. Cottages. Hunimlows,

etc . costing from S600 to Sfi.MKi. that have actually been built at the exact cost specified.
Doubtless you have sent for numv of the Plan Hooks advertised for sale. Have yon

ever tried to put up a house at the prices stated in these books? The Oordon-Van Tine Plan
Hook wins out because it safeguards the builder! For a limited time we will Bend thin
splendid volume free on receipt of lUc to cover bundling and posture.

Get Our FREE BOOKS and Save Big Money!
Our Grand Free Mill work and Lumber Catalog* will nave an average of 50'; on mnterfal.

and our Plan Book will enable you to build with the positive assurance that the cost will
not i-\.-eed th original estimnte.

\Vo offer to the Hume Huilder a service thut no other concern in America can duplicate.
Injustice to \ourself. investigate the liiu advantages which we place at your disposal.

ESTIMATES FREE! Send on your list of materials. \Ve will I.e t:lad to furnish com-
plete estimates. You incur no obligation by availinK yourself of this service.

All correspondence receives prompt, courteous and careful attention. Write us. (79)

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 2704'Case St., DAVENPORT, IOWA
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u u to

by ELEANOR ALLISON CUMMINS. Decorator. Brooklyn. N. Y.

The Vogue of Period Furnishing.

|
'I every one want-* to have 1

hi ni si- furnished in the style of a

particular period, and indeed
what is called period furnishing

mewliat out of place in the average
h"ii-e. fojr the reason that the types of

furnishing which have come down to us
!iaracteritic of the various historical

periods are usually those of the palace
or the chateau rather than of the dwell-

.f that middle class, to which most
i u> In-long. The exception is the Dutch

-tyle of furnishing, which was comfort-
aide rather than splendid or elegant, and
which was the inspiration of much of our
wn culi m ial furniture.

Hut the vogue of period furnishing has
been of general benefit, in that it has in-

fluenced the designs of all furniture. Be-
cau-e of the demand of a few rich people
for chairs and tables of definite style,
there has been a great improvement in

the designs used for the furniture bought
the average family. Look at the

frames of the low priced parlor furni-
ture now in the market and then at the
-et of the vintage of 18%. for sale at a

-id-hand shop, and notice the im-
provement.

' >ne thing we have all learned, since

period furnishing came into vogue, and
that is not to crowd our rooms. The cosy

t once so much admired, is no longer
an walk across the floor of

our living rooms without danger of col-

people now indulge in a

confusion of small pieces of bric-a-brac.
'1'r displays of dressing table silver are

diminishing in ruantity and gaining in

quali woman JMW boasts the :

ty embroidered pillows. \Ve
are learning to l, K .k with equanimity at
the uncurtained door W ay. and to think

that shades are a sufficient protection for

some of our windows. Such things as
these are long strides in advance. They
tend to the simplification of life, to addi-
tional leisure, to a mind at rest from

anxiety about trifles, and to the develop-
ment of the sense of beauty.

The Decadence of Golden Oak.

One good thing has resulted from the

copying of historic styles of furniture,
and that is the lessening popularity of

golden oak. Comparatively little of the
newer furniture is in light tones. When
a light color seems to be desirable, the

bed, or chair, or table is frankly white,
or maple in its gray or yellow tones is

used. Or else some delicately colored
enamel is used, the stone gray of the
French decorators, a greenish gray, or
the grayish blue dear to the Adam Broth-
ers. But for furnishing which pretends
to any artistic quality the strongly
marked, highly varnished, molasses taffy
colored oak has fallen completely into
disuse. And this is a gain in more ways
than one. for. apart from its essentially
disagreeable color, it is almost impossible

ntrast golden oak successfully with

anything else. English decorators, it is

true, use light colored oak, but its tone is

entirely different from that of our native

wood, and even they employ it with great
discretion.

Practicable Adam Furnishing.

The Adam Brothers were the great En-
glish interior decorators of the eighteenth
century, having the vogue in their day
that William Morris had a century later.

Their work was an adaption of class
ideas. The furniture made for them was
usually of white mahogany, delicately
painted and inlaid, with painted medal-
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HANDEL LAMPS
The highest attainment in

artistic and practical illumination.

They are genuine works of

art and at the same time they

furnish clear and restful light in

the most efficient way.

Made for electricity, gas or

oil, Handel Lamps and Lighting

Fixtures are sold by leading jew-

elers and lighting-fixture dealers.

Write for our [Booklet, "Suggestions for

Good Lighting."

THE HANDEL COMPANY
384 East Main Street, Meriden, Conn.

New York Showrooms: 64 Murray St.

Gain Comfort, Secure Health and
Economize Heating Expense

by warming your home with our
open grate fire that does More than
look bright and warms More than
one room.

The Jackson

Ventilating Grate
does all these things, and
More. It draws in fresh air

from outside, warms It by cir-

culating it around the fire in a
wanning chamber and then
pours it out into the room thru
the register over the arch, just ictly >s i fvnuce
does. It warms several connecting rooms, or
other rooms upstairs, furnishing four times the
heat from tne same fuel. The best heating in-

: fo ng ho
can set it up from our cemilele plmi furnished

Free. Heats the house In Fall or Spring as well

as a furnace with about half the fuel.

Sen* fir Free Citilig of ventilating grates,

mantels, andirons, and all kinds of fireplace

Information and price* ; also reference to users

in your region.

styles of grate and
antels to choose from.

Study this diagram
and you will see at

once the heating
and ventilating
principle which makes this grate
superior to all others.

EDWIN A. JACKSON & BRO.
MANUFACTURERS

25 Beekmin SI. Mew Tirk

Protect Your Holiday Books

Provide a suitable place to

keep the books given you, where
they will be instantly accessible
and always free from dust and dirt.

Start with one or more Siot%r<mickc
units and add other units during succeed-

ing years as your books accumulate.

Each section will hold an average
of 25 books.

Bookcases
without exposed metal end*.

You can obtain Slots ^Virnicke Book-
cases in certain designs without the
metal interlocking device that shows their

sectional construction.

The new styles have the appear-
ance of the solid.bookcase, while retaining
all the advantages of the unit system, thus

providing for the future addition of extra

units which are always obtainable in styles

and finishes to match original purchases.

Sold by 1500 authorized agencies. Where
not represented, goods will be shipped on

approval, freight prepaid.

The "Blue Book of Fiction" Free
It contains a comprehensive list of good.

wholesome novels pubfiahi-d in English, selected

from the world's greatest writers of fiction, by
Hamilton W. Mabie.. .

A copy of this helpful, instructive book,
together with the Clobe-Wernlek* Bookcase Cata-

suggestiona for
ill be mailed free

* oocase a-
log containing many beautiful suggestiona for

Individual and Home Libraries will

on request. Address Dcpt. 1. -V

ftcSlcbclVcrmckceOL. Cincinnati

Branch Store*: ATcio York, SSO-38t Broadway
Philadelphia, 10lt-10ll Chextnut Street

Boston, 81-93 Federal Street

Chicago, tSl-iS5 So. Wabath Avenut
Waskinaton, MlS-im F St., N. W.
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Ix .MS -i-t into the and

sofa- -MC of the furniture wa
rsc upholstered, more of it had

generally
\\ith painted tops an<i four tinted

Ic^v The\ used tall cabinets for China
and curios, standing on legs and with del-

icately made latticed do. t
- The walls

I thrir rooms were generally panelled in

white wood, with much finely carved or-

nament, and the ceilings were similarly
adonu-d. The whole effect of an Adam
room is light, bright, dainty, with a

wealth of beautiful detail.

Much Adam furniture is t<> lie had. and
it i an excellent choice for a small recep-
tion room, as while it is unsuitable for

general use it has a permanent artistic

value, from its beauty of form and deli-

cacy of finish. It is of course modern.
and it is well to eschew the pieces with

painted medallions, as they are not, like

thi -sc in the old pieces, the work of artists,
but rather mechanical performances. As
with all reproduction-, the simpler pieces
are the better ones.

For the walls of such a room, an ad-
mirable substitute for the carved panel-
ing is found in the wall papers which copy
the lines and ornament of that period
closely. They are rather expensive, and
they require the services of a very super-
ior

paper hanger, but they are the only
sort of a background which is at all cor-
rect. There is a regular Adam ceiling.
with classical ornament in relief, general-

ranged in a circle, and easily copied
for a new house, but failing to use the

ceiling should be absolutely plain. The
lighting should be from the sides of the
r-.i-m, and a very charming mode is with
candles in gilt mirrored sconces.
Modern taste demands a certain amount

lor, perhaps because clothes are so
much more sombre than they were once,
and cither the grayish Louis Quinze blue,
or a low toned green is appropriate in
an Adam room. The best way to use it

is in the rug. which should be of plain
velvet, and for the upholstery of a long

h. Whatever upholstery fabric is

used should be of small pattern, the best
being a two toned satin striped damask.

r the little things ,,f an Adam room
the choice is limited. Naturally strictly
modern things are out of place. There

should not be much in the uav of orna-

ment, a clock tlanked by candlesticks be-

eiiough for the mantel -hclf. Old
< helsca figures, or their modern repro-
ductions, are suitable, and so are pieces of

the cameo Wedgewood, medallions of

which, by the way, were often made for

Adam furniture. And although pictures
are hardly needed there can be no ob-

jection to really old steel engravings in

narrow gilt frames. Better still are old

copperplate engravings, purplish or
brownish in tone.

The Return of an Old Color.

The middle-aged recall the time when
the acme of elegance was crimson rep.
< >rdinary people had black hair cloth up-
holstery and very white lace curtains,

generally of the Nottingham variety.
Those of more distinction, or prosperity,
covered their furniture with crimson rep
and had curtains of it as well, and the
effect was supposed to be very rich and
splendid. Still higher in the scale was
parlor furniture in crimson brocade, dam-
ask or brocatel, but still crimson. The
came the era of subdued tones, of pea-
cock greens and blues, of mustard yel-
lows, of sage greens and old blues, and
crimson retired apparently forever.

After all these years one begins to see

crimson, in wall papers, in fabrics and in

rugs. To be sure it is not quite the old

crimson, it is less crude, less purplish in

tone, has a suggestion of rose rather than
of blue or purple, but still it is crimson.

Red is one of the colors which makes a
definite appeal to very many people, es-

pecially to men. It has a pleasant sug-
gestion of good cheer, of fireside com-
fort, and although it has certain associa-
tions of splendor, it has so many of a
humbler sort that the others do not

really count. Yellow on the other hand
is so largely associated with the festivities

of life that it is seldom really homelike.
It is the color for a ball room but not for
a study or a living room.
Red is open to one objection, which

limits its usefulness. It is one of the
colors which have the effect of coming
toward the spectator, and of thus reducing
the apparent size of the room in which it

is used. And it is a color which has a

stimulating effect upon the nerves of
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Have You Had Your Sample?
There is a free sample of Utility Wall Board and a handsomely illustrated

book of interior designs waiting for every reader of Keith's Magazine.

If you haven't had yours

Write for It Today!
Utility Wall Board is being used in io,ooo homes all over the country Used
in the dining room, the living room, the bedroom in the attic, the laundry or

the garage It has fully proved its convenience, its beauty, its economy.

Utility Wall Board is extremely tough and durable Takes the place of lath

and plaster Is easy to put up and makes a wonderfully attractive wall or ceil-

ing when it is up. Positively moisture proof Will not shrink or warp Lasts

as long as the house does.

Write today for your sample

THE HEPPES COMPANY
4504 Fillmore Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

A Bed-room in \Gs**gif] is Satisfying
There is solid satisfaction and lasting pleasure in the substantial, dignified

Come-Packt Sectional Furniture. Made from choicest Quarter Sawn White Oak,
rich in beautiful flake and grain, correct in pro-

portion and honest in construction. Shipped

completely finished your choice of eight shades.

A Happy Surprise
is the cost. Guess the price of this handsome suite,

then refer to page 29 of our bigr "Money-Back" Cata-

log. You save over half because we sell only from

factory to you no dealers. This book of six depart-
ments full of economy and quality mailed free for the

asking. WRITE US TODAY FOR IT.

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO.
156 Fernwood Ave.,

(Formcrlu Ann Arbor)

Toledo, Ohio
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sen-
1 t.. small rooms, for the other

except in small quantity, doirab!

living rooms. Its b< il in the hall

or the dining room, and in its paler shades
it i- a Kood color for a reception room.

ill paper is at it- best when
above a high wainscot of dark \v< .<!, ;md

rks in a.lmiralily with rooms of the

('raftsman t\pe. in which the amount of

wall space is much limited bv the

struct ive features of the woodwork.

Crimson in Oriental Rugs.

In choosing a ru- t<r the crimson room,
one finds a wide choice among the various
Oriental weaves. Many of the Kashmir
rugs introduce rose and crimson shades,
in combination with dull blues and green-.
while the Serapi rugs many of them have
a crimson center. Although in both sorts
the red is combined with other colors,
these are so subdued that there is no nec-

v of introducing them in the rest of
the furnishings.

It is, of course, always possible to get
a plain velvet pile carpet, in a good shade
of crimson, but the crimson papers are
so nearly in monotone that a patterned
floor covering is more effective. Some of
the imported Wiltons are in excellent
shades of red.

Japanese Ware with Silver Decorations.

Some interesting Japanese porcelains
have a ground of solid red or green, with
an effective dragon decoration of silver
black. Of the two, the red is the better,
as Japanese greens are seldom very good,

te a tete service of this scarlet porce-
lain has a tray of the carved and lacquered
wood, mentioned in a recent number.
Other Japanese novelties are figure*

ipanese ladies elaborately costumed,
in realistically colored china. These fig-
ures are about eight inches high, and cost

tch.

< >ld bronze sword guards are imported
in great numbers and are sold for paper
weights. Some of them are highly orna-
mental.

Suggestions for Bed Spreads.
An embroidered bed spread, worked

heavily and elaborately on white linen, is

a desirable possession, and one of indefin-
ite durability, but few people have the

11 and the average h

Led rim are ver\

The way of makiii. 1 spread de-

pends on the sort of bed. An in>n <-r

- bed demands a spread which will

IKUIJC to the floor at the sides and foot.

With a wooden bed the spread is usually
tucked in all round. Occasionally one is

seen tucked in at the foot and hanging
over at the sides, where it is finished with
a ruflle. A very good one of this sort

was made of a scrim of fine quality,
marked off in three inch squares with
lines of drawn work. A valance edged
with wide Cluny lace was set on ju
the edge of the bed on each side, and hung
almost to the floor. The round bolster

was covered plainly with the scrim, and
had a similar frill around each end.

For a man's bedroom, a Turkish towel-

ing bath sheet in the natural brown color

makes an effective bedspread. A white

spread is extremely ugly in a room whose

furnishings are dark or bright, as is so of-

ten the case in a man's room.

Gray Wall Papers.

Among the very prettiest of the wall

papers shown this season are the tapes-

try effects in gray tones. After a good
many years of strong tones of color, we
are beginning to feel the charm of the

natural tones in association with some
sorts of furniture.

Most of these gray papers have tree

designs and suggest a dim wood, on a

misty, gray winter morning, when every-

thing is shadowy and mysterious. One
of them has the misty effect, but it is

mist suffused with sunshine. Papers like

these are meant for drawing rooms with

mahogany furniture, choice pictures and

porcelains, rooms whose every detail is

daintily perfect. Used in bedrooms they
are beautiful back-grounds for flowered
cretonne furnishings.

In a room where, for any reason, a

dado treatment is desirable, one of these

papers might be laid above a width of

gray grass cloth, the two blending beau-

tifully. Once in a long time there is a

dining room which seems to cry out for a

gray wall, and the gray tapestry paper i-

just the thing for it.
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The HEART of the HOME is the FIREPLACE
Lei us help you to

select a fireplace
that is right a fire-

place of modern de-

sign a fireplace that

fits in harmoniously
with its surround-

ings.

One section of our ROOKWOOD TILE display rooms in Reaper Block, Clark and Washington
Streets, Chicago, 111.

Our catalogue
shows an exception-
ally large variety of

characteristic styles
and we will be glad
to submit sketches
of special designs.

The Lorenzen
Fireplaces are

equipped with the

Improved Lorenzen
Colonial head throat

and damper which
insures perfect ven-

tilation. This combination of ventilation is a result of twenty years experience in the construction of

fireplaces. Send for free catalogue showing mantels in wood, tile and brick, grates and fireplace fixtures of all

kinds, consoles and colonades, etc.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., 701-709 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO., ILL.

Kraft
Novel texture, durable, s,jn-proof this newest

Wiggin Creation is distinctive for unique, effective

wall decoration. Kraft Ko-Na is of the famous

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of highest grade woven wall coverings, which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, etc., ana the finest

quality Fast Color Burlaps. Send for booklet of samples
mentioning goods desired.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.. 214 ARCH ST.. BLOOMFIELD. N. J.

This Trnde Mark on back of every yard. Patent applied for.

ever attained
in a woven
wall fabric

That Bungalow
which you intend to build this Spring
will need the soft, artistic tones of

Cabot's Shingle Stains
to make it harmonize with its surroundings.

They are for shingles and all other exterior wood
work, and preserve the wood thoroughly from de-
cay and insects. 50% cheaper than paint, 100%
handsomer, and any intelligent boy can apply them.

Send/or samples of Stained Wood anil Circvlart. Fret

faVkrtt Tnr>i,aooi, inc.,

Agents at all central points.

Sole Manufacturer*
BOSTON. MASS.

Woodruff Leeming, Architect, Neiv Yorii
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

A. H. B. "I am sending you herewith
sketch of first and second fl""r- ><i

cottage.
The second floor mums are all

en suite, while at the same time they are

almost entirely separated ; the writer is

anxious to carry out a harmony of colors

as far as possible. The woodwork in the
rooms will he mahogany, waxed finish.

and the furniture of the same wood. My
idea, is grey for one room say the south-

east, delicate pink or old rose for the
southwest, \..\v the northwest room will

he for my son and it is my desire to fur-

nish this in mission, originally it was my
intention to finish and furnish this room
<>ak. weathered; but I think mission ma-
hogany furniture with dark green paper
and this color carried out in the hangings,
carpet, etc.. will prove much more effect-

ive and richer; now the northeast room
or guest chamber, what would you sug-
gest? Or better, improve the entire floor
with your ideas.

The first floor, you will note, has hall,

library and dining-room. The finish of
the wood throughout will be dark weath-
ered oak, and the furniture will be the
same. My idea is brown oatmeal paper

dining-room, with maroon drop ceil-

ing; library, dark green, same ceiling, and
hall lighter shade of green with same
n-iling."
Answer. We cannot agree with you

in your scheme of color treatment for

either floor. The northwest room, with
one small north window and one
window deeply shaded by the covered

b, would be excedingly sombre with
dark green walls, hangings, etc. We ad-

a return to the original plan of oak
Iwork in a light fumed brown finish.

with Circassian walnut furniture, which
is light brown in o-lor. \Ye would paper
the wall in a pale, golden ecru, and
a rich red rug on the floor, with English
chintz hangings, having much warm red
in them ; also have a brown wicker Mor-

ml are extended to all reader* of Ketlh'i Mafatint. Inquiries
i the attention of an expert.
I to Decoration and Furnuhinc Department, and be ccom-
will be ancwered by mail. Such replies as are of general in-

ris chair upholstered in the same chintz.
1 he plan for the other chambers seems
good. On the first floor, however, we
would not put brown in the south

dining-room, but rather a scheme of blue
and green, with pale green between the

ceiling beams. We should reverse the
colors suggested, using browns and soft

tans with pale tan ceiling in library and
hall.

C. M. S. Will you please write me the
correct way to curtain the windows in the

living and dining rooms.
If net and over hanging curtains are

used, should they be used over the leaded

portions as there are two clusters of
three windows entirely leaded and a
cluster of five with the upper sash only
leaded should the curtains hang from
top on the latter?

The woodwork is fumed oak of very
pretty grain and did not like to hide it

with curtains.

Answers. Answering your inquiry
with regard to window curtains, etc.. it

is quite a good way to use a slight sug-
gestion of drapery with such leaded win-
dows, a^ for instance, the groups of three
could dispense with net or lace altogether
and have merely one width of this silk,

the color to be used in your furnishing-
or wall decorating at the outer sides of

the outer windows of the group. This
can either be well pushed back on small
brass rods, hanging straight, or be looped
back midway up on the window. The
large group of five windows should have
inner curtains of lace or net or thin scrim,
but on the end windows only on the outer
side. Then use a drapery over these of

same color as silk curtain, only of heavier

material, as velour or Aurora cloth.

a 10-inch valance of the thin silk could
run across the draperies with very pretty
effect. In this ca- c .

, ,nc rod. the length
of all three windows, would be used and
the balance shirred on that.
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ome
your

Heart

otne

>"TpHE interior wood finishing of your home is the

last touch of refinement or abuse-. Nothing so

beautifies a home as properly finished woodwork whether it be of ordinary

pine, finest oak or costly mahogany.

On the other hand, nothing so mars a home as improperly finished wood-

work. But it is easy to have beautiful woodwork. Simply insist on the use of

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes develop the natural beauty of the wood

and never cloud or obscure it. They emphasize Nature' s artistic markings

of the grain and never raise it.

And Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes give a smooth elastic finish

that will stand the test of time and changes in temperature, without

signs of wear or loss of beauty.

^ Write for "Modern Wood Finishing"
Our corps of experts have prepared an excellent book on

Wood Finishing. Every home builder should have it. It

tells all about wood finishing and is illustrated with

plates of finished wood in natural colors.

Simply write the request on a post

card, and we will send you the book

by return mail.

TheBRIDGEPORT VOOD FINISHING <

NEW MILFORD, CONN.
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Golden Oak Woodwork.

M. E. B. I am always very much in-

terested in your letters on "Interior Dec-

oration." and as I have recently purchased
a home I wish to consult you concerning

ii the first place, the woodwork in all

the rooms on the first floor is of a very
dark golden oak. If there is anything I

dislike, it is golden oak furniture. Can

suggest any way in which I can fur--

tush living room and hall without pur-

rhnsing furniture to match the wood-
work? I must be quite economical in my
purchases, hut wish my home to be at-

tractive.

For my dining room I must use my
present furniture, which consists of a

round dining table and chairs, of weath-

ered oak with a wax finish, I believe it is

what is known as "Early English." In

the dining room I must also use a rug I

have, the prevailing color of which is red.

Upstairs there is a front bedroom with
a west and north exposure, quite light
and connected with a large dressing
room. The arch between the two extends

nearly across the width of the two rooms,
so that they have much the appearance of

one room. In the dressing room is a lava_

tory. The woodwork of both rooms is

white enamel, with doors of cypress in

the natural color.

A bedroom, with south and east expo-
sures, is also finished in white enamel
with doors of cypress. In this room 1

must put a brass bed (satin finish), and
bureau and dressing table of bird's eye
maple. I do not like the combination of

bird's eye maple and white enamel, but

perhaps you can suggest something.
\ns. We think your interior can be

made very attractive. It is not at all nec-

essary to purchase golden oak furniture.
While mahogany would not be in har-

mony with the woodwork, some of our
best furniture comes in the fumed oak
and this would tone in with the dark
woodwork very well, though itself a

much lighter tone of brown. The dull

finish, of course, helps to harmonize.

Also, a couple of chairs, stained
ker, in living room, upholstered to

suit coloring of rugs and draperies, would
be attractive. We should advise a neu-

tral tone f.r the walls, one of the self-

toned figured papers in putty or greenish

I, textile effect, with draperies and

upholstering in a rich tone of either green
or blue. The hall could have the same

paper and furniture of fumed oak or wal-

nut with antique cane seats and backs.

Such pieces made expressly for halls are

among the most attractive of the new of-

ferings. The hall ceiling could be ivory,
as the hall has very little light.

The dining room could have a grayish

grass cloth wall with frieze showing deep
reds, dull greens, etc. If grass cloth can-

not be afforded, there are very good pa-

per imitations. Then with soft old red

velour side draperies at the windows and
the red rug, the room will be rich and

dignified.

With the cypress doors of front bed

room, we should have furniture of Circas-

sian walnut, a gray chambray wall and

furnishings of cretonne in pastel shades
of rose, blue and dull green. The bed
room with birds eye maple should have
wood work painted deep cream, wall pa-

per pale ecru with narrow border in rose

and cream, running round top and bot-

tom of wall, also outlining the corners.

Use plain rose hanging. If you prefer,

green could be the contrasting color, but
it would not be as good.

E. M. H. Our living room is north-

west exposure and the trim is in oak
wood. I am verv partial to mahogany
furniture on black leather or even the

green willow and dislike very much the

regular oak finished furniture for any-

thing but dining room. Will you be so

kind as to tell me how to have the living
room woodwork finished so as not to

clash with mahogany furniture?

Ans. The only possible finish for oak
woodwork that will not "clash with ma-

hogany furniture" is a silver gray stain

and dull rubbed finish. It would be far

better, however, to use mostly brown
wicker if you dislike oak, with a few oak

pieces. Oak woodwork and furniture in

a fumed brown, are very delightful if in-

terspersed with brown stained wicker

upholstered in tapestry. Mahogany up-
holstered in black leather is an abomina-
tion.
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Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately and

holds your admiration permanently

OAK FLOORING will harmonize
with any kind of trim, furniture or
color decoration, and is susceptible
to any kind of finish. In color, it is

rich and cheerful, and imparts an
air of refinement and elegance to

a home.

1 OAK FLOORING ^" thickness by
l^j" or 2" faces can be laid over
old floors in old homes, or over

cheap sub-floors in new homes, at

a very low cost. Cheaper than

carpets or pine flooring.

q OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings is still in good condition,
after very hard service. For durability,
OAK is the best.

q Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment. No
other part of the interior finish will increase
the renting and selling values like OAK
FLOORING.

Write us for further information

The Oak Flooring Bureau
860 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

THIS FREE BOOK
Will Help You

and
Your Client

Because its speci-
fications are correct.

Its list of covering
capacities accurate.

its testimonials true.

It gives you the bene-
fit of our expensive
experiments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.
Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your
opinion by actual work-

ing test. We want to

prove the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels of any
woods finished with our Dye. Judge for

yourself the beauty of the results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Ma-
hogany

No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-
ered Oak

No. 132 Green Weather-
ed Oak

No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and con-

tractors, painters and home owners every-
where. Johnson's Wood Dye makes the
soft woods cypress, red gum and others
as artistic and rich as expensive hard woods.
Never raises the grain; easy to apply.

Johnson's Prepared Wax gives that

lasting polish which your clients

are all asking about.

Leading paint dealers have
free samples of Johnson's
Wood Dye and Prepared
Wax. If your dealer
hasn't the samples,
write us for them,
mentioning his name
and the shade ofdye
of which you wish a
sample and we will

see that you are
immediately sup-
plied, free and
postpaid. Also
write for a Book-
let Edition K.E. 1.

S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wi.

"Tin- u'i>iii rtnUhini
Authorities"
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HOUSEHOI/D ECONOMICS

Pressing Toward the Mark.

|O efficient work is purposeless, a

mere aimless doing, day after

lay. of routine, which after a

time becomes absolutely mechani-
cal. The man in the shoe factory who
shapes heels all his working life fulfils

some purpose, but he is not an accom-
plished mechanic. When the shaping of
heels fails he is useless for any other sort
of work.

Hut good housekeeping must aim at a
definite end, the primary essentials of life

for the members of the household, the
maintenance of a definite standard of com-
fort and the economical administration of
the financial resources of the family.
Otherwise, domestic life is a muddle cul-

minating in a deficit.

The essentials of life are food, shelter
and clothing, and every one above the
class of the submerged tenth gets them in

a greater or less degree. As for comfort,
it may he questioned whether the aver-

age American family of the middle classes
knows a great deal about it. involving,
as it (Iocs, a high standard and an eternal

keeping up to the mark. Moreover the
requirements ,,f individuals vary so great-
ly that it is difficult to judge. The essen-
tials of comfort seem to be comprehended
in the union of a % 1 tire, a good light
and dainty food, yet life may be efficiently
maintained in their absence. As for the
matter of economical administration it is

the V ,,f the arch, the thing which
is absolutely csMMitial to self respect, to
nine hundred and ninety-nine families in
a thousand.

r the economical administration of
the financial u-.nrces of the family, the

what is generally known as

economy, the constant habit of saving on

every expenditure is not the be-all and
end-all of the matter. Economical ex-

penditure is balanced expenditure, and
expenditure nicely adjusted to the essen-
tial needs of the family. It is quite pos-
sible to pinch on essentials, while squan-
dering on non-essentials. The sort of

catering which supplies some of the ele-

ments of nutrition lavishly and stints on
others is false economy, even if it is cheap.
Too few housekepers understand the

sort of provision which is expressed by
the term, "a balanced ration." Still fewer
know how to balance the various items of

family expenditure so as to get the most
for the money expended.

In getting the idea of balancing expen-
ditures, it is a substantial help to keep a
book of household accounts, specifying
the items purchased, and occasionally
adding up the sums expended for each
article. In this way one learns to note
the preponderance of any one item, as

butter, sugar, or eggs, also is able to
check the leaks which sometimes occur
when servants are given control of the
food supplies.

A Short Cut to Household Accounts.

Keeping an itemized household account
book is a great piece of drudgery, which
no one appreciates better than the pres-
ent writer. It may be simplified in this

way: Insist that an itemized slip is sent
with all meats, groceries and other sup-
plies, and preserve these slips from day
to day, having a separate envelope for

each tradesman. At the end of the month
add up the slips in each department,
entering the totals in the account book.
At the same time, run over the slips and
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Install the Dean Electric Company's
Home-Lighting and Power System

Give yourself the many conveniences to be had only in a home equipped with electricity.

Just consider what electricity will do for you. It will not only enable you to perfectly
illuminate any corner of your home, but will also operate

Electric Toasters Flat Irons Foot Warmers
Coffee Percolators Sewing Machines Curling Irons
Vacuum Cleaners Washing Machines Chafing Dish

Ventilating Fans Cooking Stoves Clothes Mangles
Hot Plates Heating Stoves Hair Dryers
Alarm Systems Ice Cream Freezer House Phones
Door and Signal Bells Fireless Cookers Heating Pads

A WORD TO
ARCHITECTS

INCLUDE the Dean Electric
I Company's Home - Lighting
and Power System in your

specifications of homes, stores
and churches not situated with-
in city electrical zones. Recom-
mending this private system of
illumination and power enables
you to lay out far more complete
and satisfactory plans. Its use
requires no additional floor

space and it is much cheaper
to install and operate than
other systems. Get our book
free.

You Can Install and Operate It

Any man can install this system and run wires for power or light
to any point without having: had experience with electricity. It can
be located in a corner of the basement as it is practically noiseless.

Requires no attention except to supply gasoline and lubricating oil.

The Chloride Accumulator Batteries will furnish power and light for
24 hours continuous use without operating the engine.
This is the Dean iron-bound guarantee : "We will at any time make

good without charge any defect in workmanship or material in The
Dean Electric Co. Home-Lighting and Power System."

Write for Descriptive Catalog
Our free catalog explains the distinctive features of the Dean guar-

anteed home lighting and power system. Send for a copy today.

The DEAN ELECTRIC CO., 1012 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio
Manufacturers of Electric Apparatus, Power and Switch Boards

"Look for Dean when Quality's Seen"
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select the principal items, one by one.

and in .mother part of the book enter the

jiiantity "i each purchased during
the

month. "al-n the price paid for it. Thus
ur supplementary account may

read:
5 Ibs. butter . .$1.65

2 <|t>. ..il .. ..1.70
.88

If in the next mouth the quantity of

butter bought jumps to nine pounds, you
know immediately that something is

wroni; AU, .. by tabulating the amount
of each Mipply. \-u get an idea of the

proportions of different things used, and
\<>n know if the family is consuming too
much starchy food, or using too much

r. Vice verr-a. you will detect any
falling off in important elements of nutri-

tion. If the slips are carefully saved, and
cash purchases accurately recorded from

lay to day. the matter of keeping accounts
reduces itself to a matter of a few hours
at the end of the month.

What Constitutes a Balanced Ration?

Careful analysis of food values made
some years ago, in connection with an
institution for the insane in Illinois, re-

sulted in the following computation as to

the amount of the different elements of
nutrition required to produce the mus-
cular activity required for persons en-

gaged in physical labor:

4*/2 oz. proteid.
4 oz. fat.

\5 l
/i oz. carbo-hydrates.

In the average diet of the temperate
zone, the proteid is principally supplied
by some form of animal muscular fibre,

the fat by animal fats, including butter
and milk. Among people whose diet is

principally vegetable, proteid is supplied
by eggs, cheese, beans, and various
cereals. Cocoa and chocolate also con-
tain a large proportion of proteid.

The average table supplies an ample
sufficiency of proteid, too little fat and
an excess of carbo-hydrates. To correct
the deficiency in fat is not a difficult mat-
ter, while small self-denials in the way
of sugar will rectify the carbo-hydrate
excess. It is when the occasion arises for
an exceptional diet that trouble comes.
To give an example: a man known to the
writer, engaged in mental work of a very

exhausting -,,rt. getting almost no e

cise, suffered from chronic indigestion
and lived I- r more than a year upon tin-

white meat of chicken, m-tards and
baked apples. Practically all proteid was
eliminated from his diet. An extreme
case of anemia was the result. When, for

any reason, the red meats are eliminated,
the necessary proteid must be

supplied
in

some other way. preferably in their vege-
table form, as the person who cannot di-

gest red meats will hardly be able to di-

gest cheese, which is the other most avail-

able form, or the highly concentrated type
contained in eggs.

The Hygiene of Rest.

The mother of a large family, who lived

to a great age, attributed her powers of

endurance to the fact that she always
rested half an hour in the middle of every
day. One would like to know whether
she was a person of extraordinary
strength, or whether she chose the

psychologic moment for her siesta.

The time to mend the weak article is

before it breaks. The time to rest is

before you are dead tired. When the

day's work has brought you to the point
of exhaustion, nothing but a night's rest

will do you any good. It seems to be in-

bred in most women that it is a merit to

keep on working until you are ready to

drop. Never was a greater mistake.
Work strenuously if you will, for a few

hours, then make a break. Drop down
flat on your back and relax all your
muscles for ten minutes or so, rise up
and go on.

Another help in easing one's daily work
is to vary it as much as possible. Try
not to have long stretches of doing one

thing. It is horrible drudgery to stand

all day long at the ironing table. But a

couple of hours' ironing, sandwiched in

between sweeping a room and baking a

cake, is not at all arduous. There are

seven days in the week and it is not

necessary to clean all the rooms in one

day. Outside the necessary routine of

the meals for each day the household pro-

gramme ought to be elastic, subject to re-

vision as occasion arises. The definite

order is valuable in the house with serv-

ants, a bondage to the woman who does
her own work.
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$25.85
For this elegant,
massive selected
oak or birch, ma-
hogany finished
mantel

"FROM FACTORY
TO YOU"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas Grate
$2. 50 extra. Man-
tel is 82 inches

high, 5 feet wide.
Furnished with round or square columns,
full length or double as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.

CENTRAL MANTELS
are distinctive in workmanship, style and
finish and are made in all styles Colonial to
Mission. CATALOGUE FREE Will send
our new 112 page catalogue free, to carpen-
ters, builders, and those building a home.

Central Mantel Company
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

"REPUTATION AND
QUALITY COUNT"

ROTAKY ASH
HKfEIVIXG HYSTEM

So Simple a Child Can Operate it.

T~\O AWAY with unsightly ash barrels, the incon-
*-^ venience and drudgery of ash disposal. No piling
of ashes on the cellar floor no furnace dust in your

living rooms. All waste matter is contained in re-

movable, strong iron cans with the ashes in a cement-
lined vault. All odors and dust go up the chimney.
Mechanically perfect a practical solution of the ash and
garbage nuisance, guaranteed to give satisfaction.

Easy to Move Ashes in Portable Cans.
THE SHARP ROTARY ASH RECEIVING SYSTEM can

be installed in any building old or new under any style of
House-Heating Furnace or Boiler before or after it is in oper-
ation. Ashes fall directly into strong iron cans that revolve

easily as filled. Endorsed by Health
Officers, Architects and Heating Con-
tractors. Worth while to investigate be-
fore you complete your building plans.

Write today for Illustrated Catalog
of practical demonstrations and testi-

monials. Dealers and Architects
names appreciated.

The W. M.SHARP COMPANY,
257 Park Ave.. Binghamton, N. Y.

Holds 6 to 10 weeks
ashes, removal of
which is no effort.

INSURE YOUR ROOF
Make your roof last until the wood or the slate crumbles

with ace.
By using "MIFCo" nails which are insured against rust by

a heavy zinc coating.
To coat each hundred pounds of "MIFCo" twelve pounds of

pure zinc are used.
This heavy zinc coating makes "MIFCo" nails practically

indestructible.
Moisture, exposure, even salt air cannot affect them.
Work done with those nails lasts twice as long as work done

with thinly coated nails.
"MIFCo" nails cost a little more at the start but it's econ-

omy to use them for all exposed work.
Il is the only way you can insure the far more costly work

of roofing, fencing, etc.

Owners' stories and the nails themselves prove these nails
have been in use on roofs for twenty-nine years.
Yet these shingle nails today are as free from rust as on the

day driven.
Think what this long record means to you. Then specify

these nails for all exposed work.
Hardware dealers have them in all sizes, both iron cut and

wire, but if yours is not supplied write us for the name of
your nearest dealer, and for booklet.

MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS CO.,
Branford, Ct.

j-\ *

CBILINO
LIKE THIS

for your Dining- Room or Library is only one
cf the many attractive designs we have to offer.

We have appropriate Ceilings and Walls for

every room in your house from Parlor to Cellar,

and for all classes of buildings.
We make a specialty of Church work.

If about to build, remodel or decorate, you will find

the No-Co-Do Steel Ceilings and Walls the most decorative,
durable and economical of anything you can use. Can be

put over old plaster by any mechanic.

Dust, Vermin and Fireproof.
Will not crack or fall.

A Dainty Bathroom

Tile your Bath Room. Laundry.

Pantry and Kitchen Wall* with the No-

Co-Do Steel Tiling, better and cheaper

than tuc Porcelaii , lasts a life-time.

Separate Catalogues for Ceilings

and Tiling will be furnished either

direct or through your dealer. State

which you want.

We want a dealer in every town.

01THKOP, COBURN < DODGE CO.. 33CirSL, NtwTort
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5CVn MA MAT THAT CANNA AT~ AND 5O/A6 WCXJLD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W MA AAAT AND We CAN CAT
5A L6T TM LORD B TMANKIT

TABL OMAT
Serving a Crown Roast

Any butcher who takes pride in his call-

ing now knows how to prepare the lamb
in what is known as a crown roast, the

ribs being used for this, with the bone

scraped as for French chops and the tops
notched so that they can be easily separ-

pound in a hot oven, basting being done

every ten minutes. When done put on a hot

platter, filling the center with mashed po-
tatoes, and put in the oven, with the door

open, to keep warm while the gravy is

made. For this pour off most of the fat

CROWN ROAST.

ated in carving. The meat taken from the
bones is passed through the chopper and
used for a filling or stuffing for the roast.

Arranged in this attractive fashion the
lamb is dredged with salt, pepper and flour,

t in the baking dish with a cup of boiling
water and baked fifteen minutes for every

from the pan, sprinkle in a tablespoonful of
flour and stir away from the fire until

smooth with a fork, then add a cupful of

boiling water and cook with constant stir-

ring until brown. The mint sauce should
be made several hours before it is needed
so that the full flavor of the herb may be
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Silver Plate that Wears'

Spoons, forks and fancy serving

pieces proven to give longest
service bear the trade mark

1847 ROGERS BROS.
xs

TRIPLE
the stamp that guaran*ee the heaviest triple

plate. Send for Catalog "K-25 1 '

showing designs.

NEW YORK

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO.,
(International Silver Co., Successor)

MERIDEN, CONN.
AN FRANCISCO

TheONLYWAYisthe
PHENIX WAY.

Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-

tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Center Si. Milwaukee. Wii,

! IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

Selected Red Birch

Bird's-eye Maple and

Cherry Flooring

One important feature
is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times without
after smoothing, an advan-
tage that is not obtained by
any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying has stood
the test for twenty years.

ASK FOR IXL

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co,

HERMANSVILLC, MICHIGAN

Save Money and Toil

Modernize Your Country florae

""THE pleasure of living' in the country or small
* town is greatly enhanced by a few city con-

veniences, the most necessary and comfort giving of

which is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes.
Gas to heat water for the bath and other uses.

Gas to operate a gas engine for pump-
ing and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences
cheaply and automatically by in-

stalling the

tfTRfiy Combinationiv^^ Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Willl not increase your insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than Ifi.OGO in use in Residences. Stores,
PaotonM, Churches, Schools. Col li'ii"

1
*.

Hospitals. It will Pny You to inv.-ti-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight St.. Detroit, Mick.

Tactive Proposition to Plumbers

SEDO WICKS
"BEST HOUSE PLANS," a beautiful book of 200 modern homes cost-

ing $500. to $6000. I have had many years experience in planning houst 8,

cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and economi-
cal to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of ex-

perience and reputation for GOOD \\OKK. This Ixxik rives plans, ex-
teriors and descriptions. Price $1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COT-
TAGES," a new book showing 50 up-to-date ilesigns. all built from my
plans, prettv one-story bungalows and cottages. If yon want a small
ECONOMICAL HOME, .lon't fail to send for one of these books. Price
5Dc. For $1.25 I will send vou BOTH BOOKS. To prospective church
builders I send my portfolio of churches for 25c.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. 1028 K. Lumber Exchan-. Minnepnli

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable Kuide which every owner snould

carry with him on the job. Illustrated with
cuts, showing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. $1. postpaid.

'The Building of It"
M. L. KEITH. 425 McKoiiht Bid*.. MINNEAPOLIS
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drawn out. Wash a bunch of fresh mint,

then cut off the leaves from the woody
stems and cut or chop the former fine. Put

in the sauce boat and cover with powdered
sugar, then pour in half a cupful of good

vinegar. Stand in a cold place until ready
for serving, when give the sauce a good
stirring fur the sugar and mint will sink to

the bottom.

Preserving Apples.

A great many people think that it does
not pay to make preserves of any sort.

If one's time is very valuable, or one is

entirely dependent upon servants for that

saving in money is appreciable, to say

nothing of the fact that the domestic

product is much better than anything that

can be bought cheaply.

Green Corn and Clams

An agreeable combination for a lunch-

eon or Sunday night supper is that of

corn and clams. There are two ways
of making it. One is to combine the

chopped clams and grated corn, season-

ing them with chopped green peppers,

mixing them with eggs and cream sauce,

and baking them in shells, after the or-

dinary au gratin fashion.

YOUNG ONIONS BOILED. WITH CREAM SAUCE. TO SERVE WITH LAMB.

sort of thing, it is undoubtedly better to

buy what is needed already prepared, or
to rely upon evaporated fruits. But if

one is willing to take the trouble, it cer-

tainly pays to put up apples. Apples are

generally supposed to be a cheap fruit, but
no one ever gets cheap apples in a city.

If the crop is short they are dear, if the

crop is plentiful it does not pay to mar-
ket them, and so they are always dear
and scarce. But it is possible, in the early
autumn to get a basket of apples at a rea-

sonable price, and to can them for win-
ter use. Moreover the pippins and other
sorts of early apples are the best apples
for cooking of the season. The work is

not difficult and the amount of sugar
needed is small. The principal expense
is for the two-quart cans, and they, of
course, are a permanent investment. With
a shelf of them at hand, one is never at
a loss for an acceptable dessert, and the

Or the clams may be devilled by them-

selves, covered with crumbs and

browned, and the ears of corn be simply
boiled. Probably this last method will

appeal to the enthusiast for corn, more
than the first, but either is excellent.

Green pepper sandwiches are a pleasing

accompaniment.

Spinach.

Spinach is in season well-nigh all the

year around, and is one of the most
wholesome of vegetables, but it cannot
be impressed too strongly upon the cook
that every grain of sand must be re-

moved by many washings of each leaf

or the dish will be spoiled. After it has
been boiled until a leaf can be rubbed to

pulp between the fingers, remove from
the fire, drain as dry as possible, pressing
out the water against the side of the col-

ander with a tablespoon, then chop me-
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Is there any excuse for unattractive

houses on account of expense?
In answer to this Geo. M. Kauffman, Architect announces
1st, 2nd and 3rd series "Distinctive Homes and Gardens."
The masses are just awakening to the fact that there is

mere building: and then there is art in building; that under
favorable conditions and with proper knowledge one should
cost no more than the other.

These books are devoted to the home, its planning,
building, remodeling beautifying, etc. Much thought and
labor has been expended on them. They are therefore just
the books the home lover should possess. They contain
many illustrations, floor plans, descriptions and correct
estimates of the best, moderate and low cost houses built

today, thus offering an excellent opportunity of studying
some of the best designs of the various and popular types
of domestic architecture. These books also contain plans
of gardens and best of all we devote many pages to general
information and in telling you how to secure all these
things. The information and suggestion will greatly aid

you in crystallizing your ideas in deciding what you really
do want and need. This timely advice alone might save
or make you hundreds of dollars to say nothing of having
as a result a true home instead of perhaps a life-long
disappointment.

Your home means much to you! It expresses your
life your individuality your taste and the degree of your
culture and refinement. The soul must be fed in the home
as well as the body, therefore there must be poetry as well
as mathematics, and while your home should be made to
fit your every need it should also be wholesome in its art,
fitting to its environment and possessing the charm that
will increase with age.

Why not spend your money wisely?
We can help you.

1st and 2nd series each have 72 (10x13) pages and 35
designs. Houses of 1st series vary from 1,000 to 6,000. 2nd
series from 6,000 to 15,000. Price of each $1.00 post paid.
Third series (a combination of 1st and 2nd series) will be
sent post paid upon receipt of $1.50.

We furnish plans and specifications as per our special offer.

619
THE KAUFFMAN CO.

621 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device to

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing: screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey. U. S A.

When you plan your home give
careful consideration to the varnishing.
Don't trust to luck.

Specify BERRY BROTHERS'
VARNISHES and be certain of good
and economical results.

You cannot get better finishes than the four
listed below. Insist upon having them used.
Any dealer or painter can furnish them.

For finishing floors in the most durable manner
possible. Its quality has made it the best-known
and most widely used of all varnishes. There is

no substitute.

For the finest rubbed or polished finish on inter-
ior woodwork. It has for years been the standard
to which all other varnish makers have worked.

FINISH

For interior wood work exposed to severe wear
and finished in full gloss, such as window sills and
sash, bathroom and kitchen woodwork. Stands
hot water, soap, etc.

For front doors and all other surfaces exposed
to the weather. Dries without catching the dust
and possesses great durabilty under the most try-
ing weather conditions.

Send for Free Booklet :

"Choosing Your Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.

Largest Varnuh Maker* in the World.

Address all correspondence to DETROIT.
Factories: Detroit Mich., and Walkerville, Ont.
Branches: New York, Boston. Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Fran-
cisco.

Dealers : Everywhere.
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ilium fine, make into a mound in a vege-
table dish and garnish with egg quar-
ters ; or chop very fine, season with but-

ter and lemon juice, make into balls the

size of fishballs and powder the yolks of

hard-boiled eggs over the tops.

Corn.

rn. the king of all the summer vege-

tables, is usually boiled far too long. The
cars, after being stripped of husk and
silk and having the ends cut off, should

be plunged in rapidly boiling salted wa-

ter and cooked for five minutes if young,
ten minutes if older, and not used at all

if so old that the kernels do not break
v under the finger nail. Serve the

ears wrapped in a napkin. Corn pud-
ding to eat with the meat course is deli-

18. Score the kernels on a dozen ears

!.\ running a knife down through the

centers, then with a spoon press out the

pulp, which mix well with the well-

heaten yolks of four eggs, a pint of sweet
milk and pepper and salt to taste; add-

ing last of all the egg whites that have
been beaten well. Butter an earthen-

ware pudding dish, pour in the mixture,
and bake in a moderate oven for forty
minutes. Serve in the baking dish with

a napkin wrapped around it.

Sweet Potato Dishes.

Candied sweet potatoes go well with

roast mutton or poultry. Boil and peel
as for the scallop. Put in the baking pan
a generous coating of butter, then a layer
of the sweet potatoes, sliced, covering
these with a thick layer of granulated
sugar, which dot with butter. Repeat for

throe layers, ending with the sugar and
butter. Put a very little water in the pan

not over two tablespoon fuls and set

in the oven until the top layer of sugar
and butter browns and melts into a kind
of candy. Another way is to put a lump
of butter, the size of an egg, in a deep
frying pan with one cupful of sugar and
two tablespoonfuls of water. Into this

syrup put the potatoes which have been
boiled and sliced and simmer very slowly.
turning the slices from time to time until
the syrup becomes very thick.

illoped sweet potatoes may be a new
dish to many who only know this delici-
ous tuber as baked or boiled. For the

scallop, boil until tender five good-sized

potatoes, then peel and -lire them. I'.ut-

I baking dish ami put in a layer 'i

the slices, seasoning with pepper, a little

-alt, a little nutmeg or mace, if liked, and
Jut with l>its of butter. Cover with a

sprinkling of bread crumbs, and repeat
until the dish is rilled, finishing with the

i rumbs. Beat an egg with four table-

spoonfuls of cream and pour over the

whole, then hake for half an hour in a

moderate oven.

Sweet potato pie is another dainty of

long standing. Boil and mash sufficient

sweet potatoes to make a pint, whipping
them light with a fork, and adding to

them a pint of milk, four well-beaten

eggs, sufficient granulated sugar to make

quite sweet, and nutmeg to flavor. Bake
in a single crust in a deep pie plate, and
when firm cover with a meringue of the

whites of two eggs beaten to a froth with

two tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar
and flavored with lemon extract. Press
this through a pastry tube in fancy pat-
tern on top of the pie and put in the oven
until tinged with brown. This is quite
as nice as pumpkin pie.

Sweet potato biscuit are a novel and
delicious tea dish. For a batch sufficient

for a family of ordinary size, boil three

good-sized sweet potatoes, mash, then
beat light with a pint of cream. Sift to-

gether three cupfuls of flour with one and
a half teaspoonfuls of baking powder and
a pinch of salt and add to the potatoes.
This should make a firm, smooth dough.
If too soft, add a little more flour. If

too stiff, a little more cream. Cut off

pieces the size of an egg and pinch into

roll shape. Lay these close together in a

greased biscuit pan and bake for twenty
minutes in a hot oven.

Sweet potato waffles are another hot
bread not generally known, but alv

popular after they have been introduced.

They require two tablespoonfuls of

mashed sweet potato mixed with a table-

spoonful of butter, while hot, then are

added a tablespoonful of granulated
sugar, a well-beaten egg, a pint of sweet
milk and six tablespoonfuls of sifted flour.

Mix well and bake in well greased waffle

irons. Butter and powdered sugar, sugar
and grated nutmeg, or maple syrup and
butter may be used for sauce to the waf-
fles.
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THE NATI BUILDEK
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Great Building Opportunity:
j f^ complete plans witn <P

B ^T estimate of material *P [
00

and price For

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-
thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.00 per year 20 cent* per copy

NATIONAL BUILDER,
362 Dearborn St., Chicago:

Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which
I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name_

City,

Street No..

Keith's, Jan., "12.

New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^*

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.

After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system

by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. Itisguar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the

dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 191C

book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
nostal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largeil Makers af Steel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Slate Roofs for Concrete Buildings.

II V is slate the ideal material with
which to cover the roof of a con-
crete building asks a writer in

"Concrete." Because slate is al-

most absolutely indestructible; will not

rust, rot or burn ; is not affected by cli-

mate changes, nor acids, gases or other

substances; will not contract or expand
under influences of heat or cold. Embers
may fall on the roof of slate and will lie

there harmless and in time die out. There-

fore, a concrete building covered with a

slate roof is a fireproof building.

Roofing slate of uniform shade con-
tributes to the beauty of the building.
No deposit can obscure its original color,
for with each passing shower every par-
ticle of dust or dirt is washed from its

plain, smooth surface. Consequently a

neatly designed concrete building covered
with unfading black roofing slate makes
a handsome appearance.

A slate roof, when once in position,
needs no repairs and requires no paint-
ing or other preservative care. The su-

periority of a roofing material is deter-
mined by its first cost, durability, resist-

ance to fire, the cost of maintenance, re-

pairs and insurance.

Slate is sold by the square, that is,

enough slate to cover a space of 10 feet

square or 100 square feet. The part of
the slate exposed to the weather is the

part sold or figured to make up the num-
ber of pieces of the various sizes to make
a square. A square of slate is almost as

cheap as 100 square feet of tin in original
cost, and costs but little more than a
thousand shingles.

It is claimed with confidence that a
roof made of good slate will last 75
years without appreciable deterioration
either in appearance or serviceable qual-
ity. Consequently a building built with

good cement and covered with a good
slate roof should last several generations.

Life of Metal Lathing.

The question is often asked: "How
long will metal lathing last under ordi-

nary conditions and in ordinary build-

ings?" This is hard to answer, inasmuch
as a great deal depends upon the quality
of the material that constitutes the fabric,

the process of manufacture, and the meth-
od of applying the plaster.

For three-quarters of a century prior
to the last decade, a wire lathing was
quite extensively used in the construction
of high-class structures in Europe and
America, especially in the United States.

These structures have been replaced since

by larger and more modern buildings and
in the process of demolition, it has been
found that this wire meshing was in ap-

parently as good a state after thirty or

forty years, as when installed.

A couple of years ago, the Fifth Avenue
Hotel, on Broadway, New York, was de-

molished to make room for a commercial

structure, and the wire lathing there was
found in as good a state of preservation
as when installed, fifty years previous.
A year or so previous to this, the Boston
Theater, then one of the oldest buildings
of its kind in the United States, was de-

molished, and the wire lathing there was
found in excellent shape. Now, why was
this lathing practically imperishable in

these buildings? The reason is that, the

strands of the mesh were thoroughly im-

bedded in the plaster slab. Metal lathing
should be properly protected from rust

before installation by a coat of paint or,

preferably, of zinc or galvanizing, then

thoroughly imbedded in the plaster.
This wire mesh was exclusively used in

the United States until about twenty
years ago, but the consumption was nat-

urally curtailed by the comparative!}
cessive cost over wooden lathing, until
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Asbestos "Century" Shingle Roof Quintard Estate, Portchester. New York.

Asbestos 'Century' Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

VOU will pay just about the same for an Asbestos "Century"
Shingle roof as for any other roofing that is ordinarily put

on first-class buildings.
But consider their durability their immunity from fire risk

their freedom from repairs and painting.
You find that Asbestos "Century" Shingles are the cheapest

roofing known to the building trade.
We are often asked why we do not charge more for them.
The answer is obvious it is better business to sell a million roofs at

a fair price than to charge double the money and sell only a hundred
thousand roofs.

As the matter stands, two hundred million Asbestos "Century" shingles
were sold last year at a price that brings us a conservative profit over
the cost of making them.

It will pay you to look into Asbestos "Century" Shingles. You can

get them in shapes to suit any architectural style in several sizes and
in three colors : Newport Gray (silver gray) Slate (blue black) and Indian
Red. Ask your representative roofer about this indestructible roofing
or write us. Send for Booklet "Reinforced 1912." It will settle your
roof problems to your great satisfaction.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

AMBLER, PENNSYLVANIA

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United Stales
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nceived the idea of mam.
turing what appeared to be a wire mesh
..ut of high-class sheet steel. This wa-
the birth of expanded metal, which has
i lutioni/ed lathing and plastering

in

recent years, and made possible the erec-

tion of thin fireproof partitions, suspended
ceilings, and a thousand and one utilities,

where heretofore they had been great

problems.
Great care should be exercised, however,

in selecting the quality of the lathing. If

Circumstances will permit it. galvanized
lathing should be specified in all cases,

more especially in Western Canada,
where wood fibers and gypsum plasters
are used. Contributed.

Use of Sawdust Concrete.

Sawdust concrete has been used in the

new Public Library building at Spring-
field, Mass., as a base on which to lay the
cork carpet covering the floor. The ob-

ject of the sawdust concrete was to ob-
tain a layer into which nails could be
driven and which at the same time would
hold the nails. The company that laid it

states that it accomplished both these

purposes. If it had not been used it

would have been necessary to lay the
usual wooden floor, on sleepers and a
cinder till, between the structural slab
and the cork carpet. The mix originally
*pi-cihi-d wa> 1 :2:2, one part cement, two
parts sand and two parts sawdust; but
In-fore applying it the contractors decided
to experiment with various proportions.
It wax found that the 1 :2:2 mixture would
not set and after a couple of weeks could
almost IK- Idown away by the wind. Fur-
ther experiments led to the conclusion
that a 1 :2:-V4 mix. three-fourths of a part
of sawdu-t. \\ould give proper results
and 5.000 square feet of this mixture were
laid. The thickness of the layer was 1

inch and after four months of service in-

dications are that the material is sue.
ful. No cracks developed, says Contract
Record, even in strips a- long a- 125 and
150 feet, except at the joints at the end
of a day'- work. At some of these points
cracks opened to a width of % inch.

For Securing Dry Cellars.

In localities where a porous or sandy
"1 the depth of vj x or more feet,

cellars are usually dry without the use of

any prc\ entat i\ e t- dampiu--- : hut where

compact soil exists, usually about 80 per
cent of all cellars are subject to damp-
ness, as few have been waterproofed.
While concrete is subject to dampness
like brick and stone it is more readily

terproofed than those materials, as those
who have done work below the water line

know. Damp cellars cause sickness, it

goes without saying, and while cellars

may be made more cheaply by not using
waterproofing the ultimate cost is greater
in doctor bills.

A monolithic wall below grade is

cheaper and stronger than any other kind
of wall, and when waterproofed on the
outside and on the top it will insure dry
walls. It. however, causes water to re-

main on the outside, which is also injuri-
ous to health ; and nothing but proper
drainage will overcome this evil.

Perhaps the best method of securing
the necessary drainage consists in loosely
placed rough rock near the wall with a
4 or 6-inch porous drain tile, joints not
cemented, placed in the bottom of the
trench. The drain tile must have no less

than 1 foot drop in 20 feet. This size of

drain pipe is sufficient for buildings up to

60 feet in length. In localities where clay
soil or hardpan are found it is necessary
to place another drain 6 feet from the wall
in a trench of sufficient depth to be free

from frost. This drain is also covered
with cinders or brick bats, allowing space
to cover with soil of sufficient depth to

give nourishment for the lawn. In no in-

stance should the drain next to the wall
be below the cellar floor level, while the
drain in the lawn may be just below the
frost line. The cellar and conductor pipes
should be made of socket sewer pipe, well
cemented at the joints, and have a trap at

every opening on the inside of the build-

ing, and one trap after all connecting
drains have been entered into the outlet.

This trap must have a vent to allow the

escape of gases.
There are two kinds of waterproofing,

one variety is the kind mixed with the ce-

ment dry, before it is used in the concrete
or in the finishing surface of the floor.

Another kind is used for application to

walls after thev are set. In every case
full directions are given for their use.

Cement World.
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"The Proof of the

Pudding Is in the Eating

The house shown here is but one of

the many proofs of the adaptability of

KNO-BURN Lath.

Residence of A. Salisbury, San Antonio,

Texas.

Wooden frame, sheathed on outside,

Portland Cement stucco on KNO-BURN
Lath.

Interior walls lathed with KNO-BURN
Lath.

Our booklets "K" and "O" contain

full information about KNO-BURN
Lath and methods of using it. Sent

free.

North Western Expanded Metal Co.
930-950 Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Tell Us What You Want!
We take especial interest in all buildings where prepared roofing is u,sed.

We study their requirements.
We have all kinds of roofing for all kinds of roofs.

We recommend

VULCANITE ROOFINGS
Tell us what kind of a roofing you desire and we will send you sample.
Complete Stock of Building Papers, Roofing, etc.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY

DULUTH
'The Home of Quality
: MINNEAPOLIS FARGO

NC DELAY TO GET THE CLOTHES DRY ON WASH DAY
When using the

''CHICAGO FRANCIS ' ' Combined Clothet Dryer and Laundry

Stove. Clothes are dried without extra expense, as the waste heat from the laundry

stove dries the clothes. Can furnish stove suitable for burning: wood, coal or gas.

Dries the clothes as perfectly as sunshine Especially adapted for use in Residences.

Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dryers are built to order in various

sizes and can be made to fit almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive

circular and our handsomely illustrated No. K 12 catalog. Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO. OR SHANNON MFG. CO.
630 So. Wabash Ave., CHICAGO. ILL 124 Lexington Ave.. NEW YORK CITY.
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Making Cement Lumber.

An effort is being made to introduce

cement lumber, and the means whereby
in be used for exterior and interior

walls for residences, hotels, stores, gar-

ages, factories, stables, etc., at no greater
cost than wooden siding. It can be sawed
like ordinary lumber and the same archi-

lal effect accomplished with it, and

uperority in appearance and endur-

ance universally admitted. It is fireproof
and practically time-proof it does not

begin to show depreciation from the

minute the job is completed, like wooden
siding it does not call for that continual

upkeep expense in the way of painting,
l>ut it can be painted any desired color.

Contemplate a residence with wooden sid-

ing located next to the one shown above
think of the difference in their selling

price, of their rental value, of the dif-

ference in their upkeep expense for 15 or
20 vears, of the difference in their selling
and rental values 10 years hence, of the
difference in the satisfaction and comfort
of living in them, the cement lumber
house being much warmer in winter and
cooler in summer, more healthy and prac-
tically fireproof. Cement lumber is very
inexpensive cement plaster can be had
in every town any mortar maker can
make cement lumber and any person of

ordinary intelligence can learn in five

minutes how to make it. Simply mix the
mortar and jxmr it in the moulds and in a
few minute^ it is hard enough to take out
and put in the wall, in sizes of l

/* square
yard by one inch thick the labor cost

should not exceed two cents per square yard
the moulds are very easily made and in-

expensive $5.00 is sufficient to pay for
labor and materials for moulds for any
ordinary job and not 10% of the lumber
is wasted 100 pounds of stucco with two
parts sand makes four yards of cement
lumber one inch thick the iron tie stud
costs two cents per foot, and it can be
nailed on the wood studding and the ce-
ment lumber attached, forming the wall
for not exceeding four cents per square
yard (the tie studding is shipped punched
ready to receive nails). These are the ele-

ments of cost to the point of plastering and
that varies in different localities and is de-

pendent upon whether a smooth or rough
finish is desired. For interior walls,

stucco and wood fiber (100 pounds of

stucco and seven pounds of fiber) is
j

in-

ferable to stucco and sand as the weight
is much less, is a better sound resister

and costs but very little more and works

up more easily this combination makes
three square yards. Plaster for cement
lumber should not have any retarder in

it. Waterproof paper nailed to the wood
-tudding before attaching the tie stud

and cement lumber provides against any
possible dampness.

For handsome residences any desired
finish of plastering can be had, for in-

expensive houses only a thin coat is re-

quired. This form of construction is es-

pecially desirable for stores and other
kinds of buildings, in sections of cities

and towns where only non-combustible
materials can be used and the rental

values will not warrant expensive build-

ings, and in all cases where fire is likely
to communicate from point of origin to

other buildings.

The tie stud is made of galvanized iron

and is punched ready to receive the nails

and is shipped in 10-foot lengths, but can
be cut to any length with a chisel this

tie stud is nailed directly to the wood
studding on 16-inch centers. The tie stud

properly attached, ordinary labor can
erect the cement lumber by putting it in

place and hammering over the bendable

prongs of the tie stud the wall is then

ready for plastering.

The moulds are simply long box-like

tables, with sides and ends one inch high
attached with hinges the bottom, or
table proper, should be of material that

will not sag and be straight and level.

This long mould is then divided into as

many small sections as its length will per-
mit by tacking one-inch strips across it,

making these small sections 40^ inches

long, so that each unit of the cement lum-
ber is one-half square yard. Moulds
should be cleaned after each operation.

A Good Cement Crack Filler.

For filling large cracks in brick or stone
walls mix up and strain some old paint
and pot cleanings, and add enough ce-

ment to make into a putty that will not
stick to the hands; or add whiting and
cement in equal proportions.
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HEART

The Heart of the Home is Where You Live The Inside

Within the Interior Walls and Ceilings.
Whether .you secure a home-like, cozy, quality-lined interior sanitary and health promoting -

depends upon the materials you select for the construction of your walls and ceilings.

SACKETT PLASTER BOARD as your lathing material, and U. S. GYPSUM WALL PLASTER
in combination, makes a solid wall of Gypsum, and so far superior to the flimsy, fire-trap ordinary con-
struction that there can be no comparison. Sackett Plaster Board does not swell, shrink, or buckle; pro-
tects the building from fire and sound avoids plaster cracks, lath stains and future repair expense.
Insulates you against the winter's cold and the summer's heat, adding real comfort to your building.
And it is good for any building, large or small.

You simply cannot afford to build without investigating; the merits of Sackett Plaster Board
and U. S. Gypsum Plaster. Write at once for Booklet "K" yours without obligation.

UNITED
NEW YORK

STATES GYPSUM
CLEVELAND CHICAGO MINNEAPOLIS

COMPANY
SAN FRANCISCO

Glidden's Concrete Floor

Dressing

jPHIS is the material that protects concrete floors against abrasion and wear, and

against the absorption of moisture, oil, grease and disease germs, and makes them

sanitary and beautiful. It is made in Light Drab, Dark Darb, Terra Cotta, Tan, White

and Transparent. It is the most satisfactory material made for concrete floors and

Better Than Paint For Wood Floors

TT is easily applied with a brush and any painter can use it. Let us send you

our free book on the subject. It contains valuable information, and is beauti-

fully bound in limp leather.

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES: Cleveland, U. S. A. ; Toronto, Canada BRANCH WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, London
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Colonial Decorations.
(Fran the Spectrum.)

X decorating the Colonial interior

the characteristics of this style

should be maintained as closely as

possible, keeping the keynote of

simplicity constantly in mind, for it is only

by having the decorations to conform with

its architectural features that this distinctive

style can be fully appreciate* 1.

Light colors are best, as the white wood-
work tone is more satisfactory in combina-
tion with the lighter wall effects. Soft

yellows, green, rose, gray and blue are

characteristic of the Colonial interior, while

rich reds, dull dark blues, orange, green
and browns predominate in hangings, up-
holsterings and rugs.

\ dull, flat paint is best for the ceiling
and is also favored for the walls, although
a figured or two-toned wall covering can be
introduced. The latter, however, is not
suitable in the moderate-sized Colonial home
and will be little discussed. Tapestry
papers, reproductions of old prints, seem
favi -red. but do not permit of the use of pic-
tures or other decorations which require a
flat or at least unobtrusive background. A
flat-tone or blended treatment permits of
more freedom in furnishings and allows of
the introduction of stenciled border decora-
tion which is in keeping with the simple flat

surface effect-

The open stairway in the hall is an im-

portant feature and its parts should be prop-
erly finished. The hand rail and treads are
best in the mahogany with the other parts
white enameled. The low-paneled wains-

coting is often used in the hall as well as
in the dining room, while a solid wood
wainscoting for the lower wall is frequently
used in library or living room. The latter
can be treated in mahogany as well a-
white or ivory. The lighter, warmer tints

are essential in the rooms which are not
well lighted, so that a living room would
not U> appropriate in blue if the plan of
the home does not allow of more than one

exposure, and that unfavorable. Rose or

old gold would be advised under such con-

ditions, while dull blue will be very appro-
priate in the sunny, well-lighted library.
As a quiet, dignified appearance must be

produced in this room, a rich deep tone of

blue should be combined with the mahog-
anv woodwork, paneled if possible the

height of the bookcases.

The second floor should be treated in

simple flat wall tints introducing figured
materials for hanging. Here lighter blues,
flat-tone pale azure or pearl gray, also

rose, such as flat-tone shell pink, as well as

the following flat-tone shades: silver grav,
lichen gray and old gold, are suitable, while

the decorations with stencil borders can

suggest or repeat the pattern of the cre-

tonne, taffeta or chintz hangings.
With the light woodwork finishes it is

advisable to retain the natural tone of the

wood used on the floors in order to avoid

strong contrasts or give undue prominence
to the floor itself.

Painting Galvanized Shingles.

A painter writes to ask what can be done
to a roof covered with galvanized iron shin-

gles from which the paint is coming. He
was told by an old painter that a coat of

asphaltum over the old paint would hold
it on. But it won't. On the contrary, it

will only help to make matters worse.

Asphaltum is not fit to coat such a roof
with. The only thing to do is to remove
the old and perishing paint by scraping off

as well as possible : then apply a fresh coat
of good lead paint, to which add a trifle

of varnish after thinning with turpentine

mainly, which will serve as a binder. In

the first place the shingles ought to have
been sized with the following: To one gal-
lon of water add two ounces each of copper
chloride, copper nitrate, sal ammoniac, and
muriatic acid, mixing together the three

first-named articles, then slowly stirring in

the acid. Apply a coat of this, and let

stand until dry. Then brush off loose pow-
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Did you ever look out of your window at a friend
who has stopped in front of your house? When the
eyes of that friend are raised and your house is

scrutinized, have you ever felt just the least little bit

of a twinge, as you remember that your house is in
need of paint?

While an uhpainted exterior does not always mean a shabby interior

yet the first impression that one gets from the outside of the house is

oftentimes lasting.
And if the interior of the house, too, is in need of painting, if the

wood-work is a trifle dingy or the walls in need of touching up, the

impression gained by that casual glance at the outside of the house is

strengthened.
Save yourself that momentary twinge and that impression upon your

friend by keeping the house well painted inside and outside with Dutch

Boy Painter white lead and pure linseed oil paint.
We have some very interesting booklets on the subject of paint and

painting, showing harmonious color schemes for both interior and ex-

terior. They will be sent to you free for the asking. Send to our
nearest branch for "Paint Helps 0664."

National Lead

Company
New York Boston Buffalo Chicago Cincinnati

Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

(John T. Lewis& Bros. Co.. Philadelphia) (National Lead & Oil Co.. Pittsburgh)
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dcr, and it is then ready for the paint.

AppK any ordinary paint.

Paint It Every Year.

Down East, in New England and more

|>articulnrly in Maine, painting is an annual

function. The famous white houses with

the equally famous green shutters are thus

made new every year. True, the salt air

>f the Atlantic is a bit trying on paint. But
that is not all. The coast population is

composed largely of sailors, retired sailors,

or the descendants of sailors. The sailor,

for generations back, has painted his ship

every year. Ashore, he clings to the prac-
tice, lie has an unconsciously inherited

knowledge of the value of paint, which he

imparts just as unconsciously to the entire

community. That is a striking instance of

paint education. But, inland, it's necessary
to educate property owners to the value of

protecting their houses against the weather,

just as the experience of ages has educated
those who go down to the

.
sea in ships.

The Building Age.

Amount of Paint for a Given Surface.

It is impossible to give a rule that will

apply to all cases, as the amount varies witli

the kind and the thickness of the paint, the
kind of wood or other material to which it

is applied, the age of the surface, etc. The
following is an approximate rule: Divide
the number of square feet of surface by
200. The result will be the number of

gallons of liquid paint required to give two
coats, or, divide by 18 and the result will

be the number of pounds of pure ground
white lead required to give three coats.

Hints on Painting of Exteriors.

As a town is made up of individual
houses each must bear its part in making a

picture that is artistic and pleasing when
taken as a whole. Regardless of what color
i- chosen, do not paint in rainy, damp or

dusty weather.

The newest style of painting for outside
work is to use only one color, except as to
sash and doors. The work is easier done
in this way, and it looks just as well as the
old style.

Pure white is beautiful, but hard to keep
clean. For that reason many take cream
as the next best. Some prefer dark paints,
and they cover up the defects of an old
house. It is all a matter of individual

taste. Ruskin said that tlu- IK--I painter-

ill-lighted in bright colors, and those who
took the wrong course spread dismal shades

on their canvas.

In all cities there ought to be a sort of

a color matcher in the building department
who would give the choice of several hun-

dred shades, but would draw the line at

some of the lurid kind that hurt the eyes.

Or a color card might be kept that would

give so large a choice as to leave no cause

for dissatisfaction and yet keep out some
that are too coarse for a newly started min-

ing camp.
There should always be three coats on the

outside of a new house, especially if a light
color is used

;
but two are often made to

serve.

Shellac. On paint work all knots must
be shellaced before any paint is put on. This

stops the flow of resin. It will flow over
the finished surface, in some cases, if this

is not done.

Priming. Use lead and oil for priming
or first coat. This is the best material for

all coats. Some painters like ochre, but
others will not use it. The other is safe.

But on tin, galvanized iron and metal do
not use lead and oil, but mineral. Lead and
oil scale off the metal after a time. This

applies to the first coat only. The other
coats may be of the same material as is

put on wood. Copper is not painted. This

warning is sometimes required. Sheet
metal should be painted on the underside
before laying. Puttying should never be
done before the priming. The raw wood
sucks the oil out of the putty and it dries

and drops out.

Alternatives. Some prefer zinc white to

white lead, and raw linseed oil to boiled.

The boiled is used seven times out of ten.

Very little, if any, turpentine is used on
outside work.

Shingle Stains. These are of manv
kinds. Green is the most expensive. Black
seems to be the favorite. The soft green
is beautiful, but there are many coarse

glaring greens that should not be used on
a good house. The stain does not cover

the pores as paint does. It sinks into

them, fills them, but still leaves the grain

partly visible.

Sometimes the whole house is stained

instead of painted, especially if the walls

are shingled. From the Building Age.
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Our Beautiful Booklet, "Pergolas"
Illustrated with views of some of the most attractive new

homes and grounds showing exceedingly artistic results in
pergola treatment. This booklet is right off the press, and is

yours for the asking. Send for catalogue G27 of pergolas, sun
dials and garden furniture or G40 of wood columns.
Our illustration shows the attractive effect that can be ob-

tained by adopting pergola treatment for your garage This
adds but very little to the cost of the building and makes it
an attractive feature of your general landscape scheme in-
stead of an eyesore, as it frequently is.

Proportions in columns make or mar the success and artis-
tic effect of the pergola That is why a pergola built with

Koll's Patent Lock Joint Columns
made in classic proportions, will insure your getting a charm-
ing and beautiful pergola. They are equally suitable for
porches or interior work and are made exclusively by

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY
Elston and Webster Ares., Chicago, III.

Eastern Office: - - 1123 Broadway, N. Y City

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO,

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

The useofgood prepared

paint is economy. It covers

more, looks better and wears

longer than cheap mixtures or

hand-mixed lead and oil.

There is no better paint than

Sherwin-Williams' Paint (prepared)

sold everywhere under the name

SWP..
It is a paint for the outside of buildings

that will stand exposure, hold its color

and preserve the wood. SWP is the

result of forty years of paint mak-

ing. You can depend on it.

As to the color scheme, write for our portfolio

of exterior painting showing many attractive

color combinations suitable to all styles of houses.

It's fret.

SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS
PAINTS&VARNISHES

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co.

629 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio
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Heating, Lighting

I

and Plumbing
N . . ;

Things the Home Builder Should Know About Gas and

Electricity

By CHARLES K. FARRINGTON

FW householders realize how im-

portant it is always to purchase
gas and electrical apparatus that

will operate economically. This

applies to many devices in every day
use, such as gas stoves, electrical motors
of various sizes used to operate fans,
*eu ing machines, washing machines,
vacuum cleaners, etc., and also many
kinds of electrical heating apparatus such
as chafing dishes,, stoves, frying pans,
toasters, irons for laundry purposes, etc.

Many people have no idea of the large
amount of money which it is possible to

lose each year from lack of care in these
directions. It is often possible at the
start to make a slight saving by purchas-
ing inferior goods, and soon to expend
many times that amount in operating
them. For example, how many pur-
chasers of a gas MI \e ever select a stove
with reference to the amount of gas it

will consume when it is in operation? Do
not most people simply select a large
enough si/e t > do properly their cooking,
with iu> thought a> to whether it will do
the work economically- When a

stove is purchased you should examine
several, and select the one which will

burn the least amount of gas. irrespective
he initial cost. Find out from the

maker or agent what the >t'.ve i* rated
to burn per hour when operating, and
any other similar details, before placing
your order. It will pay you well t.. take

every precaution.

\\ hat has been said a- regard-
iiuld apply equally well in pur-

chasing any of the electrical devices men-
tioned at the beginning of the article.

Find out how much current will be con-

sumed by the different makes before you
purchase, and do not make the controlling
factor the price of the article itself. It is

the cost of operating that you are anxious
to plan for, and carefully designed appar-
atus consumes a far less amount of cur-

rent; therefore always buy it even at a

greater cost.

But another very important item to

remember is, never to purchase a larger
sized article than is necessary for the

work you wish to do with it. For ex-

ample, if a five pound electric sad iron is

heavy enough for your laundry work, do
not allow yourself to be sold a six pound
one. The following table shows how
little difference there is in the cost of the

various sizes, and how much difference

there is in the cost of operating them.
4 Ib. size, cost $3.75 ; expense to oper-

ate, two and one-half cents per hour.

( Lamp illustrations from designs of The Handel Co. )
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Big Book On
Hot-Water Heating
OUR

big, portfolio book contains 72 pages of information of great value
to everyone considering installing a heating plant in a new or old home.
It is prepared from the experience gained through 25 years of contract-

ing, manufacturing and designing heating plants for all classes of buildings from modest cottages
to the largest public and private buildings. It shows in detail and with fine illustrations what we
have done on these various kinds of jobs, some one of which may be similar to yours.

$274

The Andrews Hot-Water Plant
in this South Dakota 8-room
home cost $274. In satisfactory
operation for several years.

Andrews
Thermostat

This is the simplest tem-
perature regulator on the
market. A small, very neat
Thermostaiic Thermometer
in the living room governs
a basement motor whirh in

turn opens and closes the
dampers at changes in tem-
perature. Saves fuel

and all the bother of fussing with

dampers. Only $20 direct or
through your dealer. Quaran
*d for Life.

Andrews
Steel Boilers

The two styles of Andrews
Steel Boilers,venii.aKshown in

cut in center of ad.) and loco-
motive, are the highest types
of hot -water boilers. They
are ma.le of steel-plate like

power lioilers and their very
large fire travel together with the
close proximity of fire and water make

t he m heat
quicker than
any other
boilers on
much less
fuel. A child
can clean
either style in
a few mi n -

utes. Average annual cost of coal
$3.00 to $5.00 per room.

Boilers
Andrews Peerless Cast

Iron Boilers have been
widely used for a niimlier
of years and give fine satis-
faction. A nuinlier of fea-
tures uot found in
other cast iron boilers
make them very effi-

cient and the most
utially constructed on the

From It You Learn
how we cut, thread and ream all pipes to fit

perfectly; how fittings, radiators, boiler, etc.,
are made ready; how all parts are tagged and
crated ready for shipment and how our in-
structions are made St> simple and clear that
any handy man can set up the plant.
Two styles of steel boilers as well as cast

iron boilers are described and illustrated, and
their large amount of heating surface is

shown. The kind of grate which experience
has shown to be the best, as well as styles of
ornamental radiators for various uses, are
fully described. You can easily understand
the fuel economy of these boilers after study-
ing their construction and the diagrams which
show what fuel-saving means to you.

Andrews Regurgitating Safety Valve
a wonderful <!evi< e which makes the radiators 50$
holier in cold eather, is explained. Stops "boiling
over." An exclusive feature with Andrews Systems.

Phot* 'graphs of liur.'lreri: of residences, business
blocks, etc., using Andrews Plnnts ith satisfaction.

are shown as well as a list of thousands of users from
every state in the Union Write for this Big Hook
before buying any healer and send plans for es-

I x tim.ite Both are

Andrew! Plant

(Veniral Boiler)

All tigged and
boxed r<ady for

shipment.

free. Please send
also the names of

your acquaintances
who minht become
purchasers.

market.

Estimates Free
For Old or New House*

It is nearly as easy to install an Andrews Plant in

an old house as in a new one. Just give MS a rough
sketch or an hitei t's plans of your floors and basement,

showing sizes, windows, doors, height of ceilings,

etc.. and our engipevrs will figure out the exact cost

of a plantto give 'best efficiency under your particular
conditions.

We Do It Right In 44 State*

36O Days Free Trial
Guaranteed By Bond

You take no risk in buying an Andrews Piant or

any Andrews Equipment If at the eml of %0 dys
trial you find it othfr than as represented we will

take it b;ick :>nd return >ou your money in full.

ANDREWS HEATING (jo.
I 232 Heating Bldg., MlNNEAPOLlS,Minn., U. S. A. soid direct ort"h'rouVn"a'deie'r'.'

Other Lines of
Modern Equipment

Sold On "Cut -To-Fit "Plan
As our business grew,we have added

various features of home equipment
in each case choosing the very best
line on the market. Several products
are Mr. Andrews' own inventions and
his superior engineering skill is much
in evidence in each. These systems
are sold all cut to fit, ready to erect, or
individual parts ill be sold separately.

Air-Pressure
Water Supply

This system is particularly desirable
for country homes or any place where
'

'city water'
'

is not obtainable. A steel

Unk in base-
ment or any
out-of-the way
place in IK>I se.

furnishes run-

ning water to

anv part of

the house as well as affording fire

protection. No freezing or getting
out of order. State capacity desired

hen writing lor prices.

Sold Direct
Or Thru Dealers

"Knock-Down," ready to
screw together

The only special tool necet-

sary is a pipe' wrench which

every home owner should have.

Sewage Disposal
The Septic Tank is one of

Mr. Andrews' own inven-

tions. A small steel tank

placed undergiound just out-

side the basement treats the

sewage in such a manner that

it becomes puijfied and pisses oB
into a drain bed.

An almost indis-

pensable device for

any home not hav-

ing sewer connec-
tions. Cheap and
lasts forever. State size of house and

grounds when writing for estimate.

Plumbing
The Andrews Plumbing line is com-

plete of the vet y best ma-
terial Cwniplete plans
a .d instruct ions for erect-

ing accompany e.ich

order. Pipes are cut to

fit, threaded, etc. , so that

any handy man can easily

erect. Write for estimate.

Good For 8B.OO
To check up the people who buy
from this ad. it w ill be accepted as

payment of $5.00 on the price
of a hot water heating plant
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5 lb. size, cost $3.90; expense to oper-

ate, three and one-quarter cents per hour.

6 lb. size, cost $4.00; expense to oper-

ate, four cents per hour.

The above prices are based upon a rate

for electricity of ten cents per kilowatt

hour, which is the usual rate charged for

electricity for household purposes
throughout the country. But to avoid

technicalities the writer has given the

cost of operating in cents per hour so that

the figures will be clear to the non-tech-

nical reader. Let us suppose, for in-

stance, that a person has a six pound
iron which is used for work upon which
a five pound one would be sufficiently

heavy. As noted in the table, the addi-

tional cost of operating the six pound
over the five pound is three-quarters of a

cent per hour. Assuming that the iron

will be used on an average of ten hours

per week, in only one year the amount
of money wasted would be $3.90, enough
to purchase a five pound iron, which will

of course waste no current as it is the

size necessary to do the work. Let us
next consider the electric fans which are

so much used in the summer time. An
eight inch size costs one-half cent per
hour to operate. A sixteen inch costs

slightly over one cent. If the smaller

size is sufficient for your requirements it

is of course extravagant to use the other,
but the average person does not know
how much difference there is in the cost

of operating; consequently large sized

fans are often used where a smaller size

would give sufficient breeze for the room
in which they are placed.

Electric lights are also often a source
of needless expense if the right sizes are
not used. For ordinary household pur-
ooses "sixteen" and "thirty-two" candle

power lamps are employed. As both sizes
fit the same sockets I often find thirty-
two candle power lamps used where six-

teen candle power ones would give suf-
ficient light for much less cost. But
again, I sometimes find ceiling lights,
with a fixture using a number of small

lamps, when a few large ones would give
ample illumination at a decided saving in
current. Each householder must govern
the sizes he uses to suit local conditions.
The candle power of each lamp should be
upon it.

While speaking of lamps I should men-
tion the new "metal filament" lamp>
which are now so extensively used in-

stead of the old style "carbon filament"

ones. The first cost of the lamp is great-
er, but not excessively so by any means,
and the additional outlay is soon made
up in the reduced cost of operation, for

it is possible to obtain a far greater
amount of light with them for the same
amount of current. For example, a thir-

ty-two candle power carbon filament

lamp takes from one hundred to one
hundred and fifteen "watts" to operate it

properly. A "metal filament" lamp which
takes only forty "watts" will give the

same amount of light. Figuring the cost

of operating the thirty-two candle power
carbon filament at one cent and one-

tenth per hour, or eleven-tenths cents,

and the 40 watt "metal filament" at four-

tenths of a cent it is obvious that the

"metal filament" lamps make a saving
which it is well worth while to make use

of, since for an expenditure of only four-

tenths of a cent you obtain the same
amount of light that you formerly paid
one and one-tenth cents for. The color

of the light given by the "metal filament"

lamps is good indeed, being perhaps the

nearest approach to sunlight that has
been obtained thus far, and the light is

therefore excellent to use. If you have

your home lighted by electricity it will

pay you to look carefully into this mat-
ter. The lamps are manufactured by a

number of reliable companies, and if

carefully handled will give good satisfac-

tion.

The writer trusts that what he has

said will enable the householder to make
a good yearly saving. The high cost of

living these days makes it very necessary
that economy should be practiced in

every possible way. The examples could

have been greatly multiplied if it were
not for lack of space, but those given
were carefully selected, and may be con-

sidered typical. What has been said

about them would apply in a general

way to all types of apparatus. The
reader can figure to make a saving by
using the methods given, no matter what
form of appliances he may have in his

home.
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While House, Washington, D. C.

Going to Build ?

Not so much the fact that

BUILDING PAPERS were used in the

White House, but the reason why is what in-

terests you.

And that was because they keep out damp-
^^^^ ness, draughts and noises per-

manently.

But let us send you book-
let with full description.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Mass.
TRADK MASK

Beg. U. 8. Pat. Office

A COZY FIREPLACE
FOR YOUR HOME

Send for This FREE BOOKLET Telling
How to Get and Install Any Design

The fireplace is the heart of the home. No house
is really a home without its cheery blaze on winter even-
ings. If you are building or thinking of remodeling, you owe it

to yourself to send for our beautiful booklet, "Home and the Fire-

place." It tells all about Colonial Fireplaces the only real ad-
vance in fireplace construction in the last century all about the
Colonial Plan, which makes obtaining a fireplace as simple as or-

dering a picture. It contains beautiful illustrations of (~

designs, and tells how you can have a special design made free of
cost. Colonial Fireplaces are adapted to any fuel. They radiate a
full warmth all over the room. No inconvenience no dirt abso-
lutely all smoke goes up the chimney. The only up-to-date fire-

place. Recommended by leading architects. You nood this booh
write today just send us your name and address but we sug-

gest you write at once. Just drop us a line right now. (16a)

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO., 1771 W. 12th St., CHICAGO

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer such liberal terms
if we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will
save you all middlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

Your name and address on a fast card
it sufficient.

HESS. 717 Tj coma Bidf., Chicago

TA DITV $10 DOWN AND
1U DUI $10 A MONTH

Our monthly payment plan makes it easy for anyone to have
the best heating system. Buy direct, save the dealer's big

grofits
and excessive charges for installation and repairs,

aves one-third to one-half the cost.

JAHANT Down Draft FURNACE
For residences, schools, hotels, churches, etc.

Sold Under a Binding "Guaranty Bond" to give
perfect satisfaction after 365 days' use or
money refunded. We send complete outfit

furnace, rcni^ti-rs, pipes, special blue print
plans, full directions and all tools for install-

ing. So easy to install a boy can do it.

OUR FREE CATALOG
Explains the patented Down Draft System
fully, tells why it gives more heat and saves
half the cost of fuel. Write for it now.

The Jahant Heating Co.
4 Mill St.. AKRON, O.

ESTICrOUNDATION
COAL CHUTE

Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening.
<IThe heavy
steel hopper
catches all the

<J When not in use.

the hopper lies in

the bottom of the

chute body.
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed.
Strictly burglar-

proof . jWith K-
inch wire glass or

steel panel In door.

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co.

88-98 Erie Street Huntingdon, Indiana
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Workingmen's Homes in New Zealand.

ordancc with an act passed
in December. 1'HO. the govern-
ment nf New Xealand is now put-

ting into operation a plan for the

sale tn wurkmen in cash installments. i

dwellings especially suitable to their use.

Any persons, rich ur poor, may secure

a government loan for the building of a

home, under the plan of advances to set-

tler >. but such loans cannot be for less

than $121.66 or for more than $14,600.

Applications for loans not exceeding
SJ.433 have priority over applications for

larger sums. Mortgages are repayable
by half-yearly payments of principal and
interest combined. They may also be re-

paid in whole or part at any time. Inter-

est is charged at the rate of 5 per cent, re-

ducible to 4J/2 per cent provided payment
is made not later than fourteen days after

due date and no arrears in respect of in-

stallments or other payments under the

mortgage remain outstanding.

Construction of the Dwellings.

Workers' dwellings under the new act

may be built of wood, concrete or brick,
but the total cost must not exceed $2,920.
The department of labor has recom-
mended to the workers that they choose
houses i if ferroconcrete, for although they

somewhat more than wood (approxi-
mately $30 per dwelling), this extra cost
is more than compensated for by the ex-
tra durability, the saving in cost of main-
tenance and insurance.

s. une of the workers' dwellings
in Wellington constructed under the
terms of the act of 1908. and found con-
crete and wooden buildings side by side.
The concrete dwellings present the l>r-t

appearance and give the best satisfaction,
vially as regards saving in tire itiMir-

ance.

The total number of dwellings erected
under the act of 1908 was 127, of which
all but 9 had been leased up to recent
date. These dwellings are located in the

t<nir leading cities of New Zealand and
cost between $1,945 and $2,675 each.

Description of Two Types Planned.

The new houses, whether of wood, con-
crete or brick, are intended to be substan-

tial, comfortable and inexpensive, but not
without ornamentation of a quiet char-
acter. The following is a description of

five types of houses as planned by the

government architect:

First A dwelling of four rooms with

conveniences, a scullery 7 bv 12 feet being
counted among the latter. There are tw
front rooms about 12 feet square, a living
room 16 feet 4 inches by 15 feet 4 inches
which contains the range fitted with hot
water apparatus, a bed room 12 feet by 9
feet 6 inches, and a reasonably large bath
room. The front door leads to a hall 4
feet wide and at the back is a lobby con-

taining a coal bunker under shelter. The
washhouse, with copper, has two fixed

tubs. Price, $1,380 to $1,825.
Third Four rooms; this is distinctive

in having a veranda along the whole front,
and it will probably be popular because it

is of the familiar "square" type of archi-

tecture beloved in the colonies. Three
bed rooms (one with a fireplace and suit-

able for sitting room) are 12 feet square,
while the dining room is 12 feet by 11 feet

4 inches. Price, $1 ,350 to $1 ,700.

TAX FIXED SIZE OF BRICK.

How Uniform Dimensions Were Estab-

lished in England Long Ago.
Taxation is responsible for the stand-

ard size of bricks, and if they were gen-
erally larger it would save time and labor,
contractors say.

In England, when bricks were first

made, and up to sixty or seventy years
ago, there was a tax on bricks. To evade
this, bricks were made of larger and

larger sizes. These were used for cellars

and other concealed places. To stop this

fraud an act was passed in the reign of

George III fixing the legal size of bricks.

Early in Queen Victoria's reign the tax
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Warm Air Heating
is a success in such measure as you have perfect warm
air circulation. This truth has been tested out in

thousands of homes where the "JONES" system has
been used with great satisfaction in results.

Send for our Booklet "Home, Sweet Horne"-
telling- how to heat one room on two floors from the

same basement pipe.

Our improved "JONES" Side Wall Registers have been in-
stalled in over 350,000 of the most comfortably heated homes
of the United States and Canada.

U. S. REGISTER CO., Battle Creek, Mich.

r\O you expect to build? Are you interested
^^ in Concrete Construction? If you want to

learn something new about cement and concrete,

write for a FREE sample copy of

CementAge
the progressive magazine telling something new-

each month about concrete building and cement
construction. <J Send $1.50 for a year's subscription,

(Canadian and foreign postage 50c additional) . Our Annual
May House BuilJirg No., 25c each, or given as a premium
with a year's subscription. <I Write for our

special
combin-

ation book and subscription offers to new subscribers only.
One of them is sure to suit you. Write now to

CEMENT AGE CO., 30 Church St., NEW YORK

HOMES OF CHARACTER illustrates 40 Design* for
the Home-Buildei Bungalows, Cottages and Houses,

costing- from $1,000 to $10,000 with floor plans, exteriors,

interiors, descriptions and accurate cost estimates. We
develop these plans to suit the individual requirements of
clients all over the world. We will develop one to fit

YOUR needs, or make SPECIAL PLANS according to
YOUR ideas, at reasonable prices. HOMES OF CHAR-
ACTER $1.00 postpaid. Descriptive Circular, 2c stamp.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON, (Inc.) Architect

1243 Williamson Bldg.. - Cleveland. Ohio

HESSMPflOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

.,.,1 *.,,.,. I HESS. 917 LTacoma Bldg., Chicago
Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

lend for the

AlDINE FIRE PUCE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well aa

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in

use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5601 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Plumbing

Supplies
AT

Wholesale
Prices

Evrything in the
Plumbing Line

I guarantee to save you 20^ to 40rr on high class goods.
No seconds, only fi-st quality. Write and let me prove to

you the money I can save you. Illustrated catalog free.

B. K. KAROL, 768 to 772 Weit Harrison Street, Chicago, 111.

Exclusive Sales Manngers,
WILLIS MFG. CO..Galeiburg,Hl.

Do not fail to have a

Gale Wall Safe
in your new home. It

makes your valuable*
wife agairiHt flre, tli

No home or apart-
ment house complete
without one. Made of a
combination of Iron and
Steel equipped with a
combination loi'k.

GALE WALL SAFE CO.

554 Empire Bldf .. Seattle,

Wash.. Sellics Atenti.

MORGAN DOORS
The standard of door
quality. Strong,
light, never warp,

crack or shrink. Write for fine catalog of interiors.

MORGAN COMPANY, Dept. F, OSHKOSH, WIS.
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was taken off and bricks may now be

legally made of any >i/e whatever. But

any change from the standard size would

bring about great inconvenience. All cal-

culations arc made for building on this

standard size, and the London and other

building acts have practically fixed it.

As i>r Minneapolis, however, bricks of

larger than the standard size are in com-
mon use. the increased size giving an
effect pleasing to many builders. The
new Saint Paul hotel is an example of the

effect of the large type. Bricks are fre-

quent in Minneapolis which are thinner
ami longer than the standard common
brick, as well as thicker, or shorter and
thicker.

Tiles on the Porch Floor.

A- y..u -tep from the walk or lawn to

the porch of your house the material that
seems to be most natural for the cover-

ing of the floor is tile.

Tile is related to the earth. It is made
from clay, subjected to tremendous heat
until it becomes vitrified, but still its

source is the earth. Therefore it is a nat-
ural connecting link between the house
and garden.
There are only two reasons why you

use wood for a porch floor instead of tile.

One reason is that tile may never have
occurred to you, and may not have been

suggested by the architect or builder.

The other is that you may think tile costs
more than wood. The purpose of this

article is to suggest that tile is not only an
attractive material to use for a porch floor,
but it is absolutely the best from every
consideration and from every standpoint.
The idea that tile costs more than wood

is true only as to the first cost. A tiled

floor once laid lasts forever. A wooden
floor will wear out in a comparatively
short time, exposed as it is to weather. A
tiled floor requires no treatment after it

is once laid. A wooden floor has to be
painted and repainted more frequently
than any other part of the house. A
tiled floor offers more attractive colors
than can possibly be obtained by the use
of paint upon wood.

It is not only the color of the tile that
is attractive; it is its texture. It is not
>nly pleasant to look at; it is pleasant to

walk upon. It suggests coolness in sum-
mer when porches are most us<

It has been used for the floors of

porches, entrances, vestibules, loggias and
ices from time immemorial. Tile is

one of the oldest building materials made
by the human race, and it is today one of

the best.

A porch should be attractive. It should
be a comfortable retreat for rest and rec-

reation. Its accessories should help to

this effect. The cool, inviting texture of

a tiled floor is one of the means to this

end. The change from the house to the

garden is made less abrupt by the use of

tile, a material so akin to the earth.

Tile lends itself to every architectural

scheme and offers a range of colors un-

equaled in any other material. A porch
must be kept clean. It needs constant

scrubbing. A wooden floor can not be
scrubbed as clean as a tiled floor, and it

takes longer to dry. A tiled floor can be
made absolutely clean. It can be flushed
off with a hose any time. It is easier to

sweep on account of its smooth surface.

If a porch has trees in tubs or flowers
in boxes, there is no annoyance from wa-
ter which may be left upon the floor. It

will not do the harm that it would on a

wooden floor.

The floor of the vestibule should be of

the same material as the floor of the

porch on which it opens. The same rea-

sons that apply to tile for porch floor ap-
ply to the vestibule floor. Even if there
were no other reasons for using tile than
the reason of its great attractiveness, this

would be sufficient reason for the home
builder, because it is one of the first quali-
ties of a home that it should be attractive.

But the attractiveness of the tile is one
of the least reasons for using it. The
greatness of its attractiveness is over-
shadowed by its wonderful utility. The
human race has not used tile for 3,000

years except that it has been found very
valuable for building purposes.
One would hardly build a house with-

out a porch. Consider very carefully be-

fore you build, this question of tile for

your porch floor. Roughly speaking, a

tiled porch or vestibule costs from 40
cents upward per square foot. Construc-
tion Record.
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HAS THE QUALITY OF LIVEABLENESS.

New Types of Dwellings in the

Southwest

OR a number of years scarce any-

thing- was illustrated of south-

western architecture, except mis-

sion or Spanish types. The archi-

tectural publications were filled with plas-

ter and stucco designs abounding in

arches, courts and minarets. Then came

the reign of the bungalow, and nothing
but low one-story structures were to be

seen. For some time, however, a more

Catholic spirit in house architecture has

slowly been gaining ground in even Cali-

fornia, the home of patios and loggias.

and everywhere is to be seen examples of

a more varied architecture. A few of

these newer types, taken at random, are

here grouped together. While each

dwelling shows individual treatment and

distinctive features of its own, all arc-

pervaded by one quality that of homi-

ness. This quality of livableness is sub-

tle and not always easy to ascribe to any

one particular thing. We feel it when

present, and are aware of its absence. It

often atones for real defects, from a strict

architectural standpoint, and often a state-
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HAS REPOSE AND AN AIR OF QUIETUDE

A SQUARE HOUSE RELIEVED BY INTERESTING DETAIL.
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ly and perfectly symmetrical composition

fails to attract us by reason of its lack of

this essential charm.

The modest, unpretentious residence of

moderate cost is generally more favorable

to the expression of this quality of liv-

ableness than houses of lavish expendi-

ture, though it is sometimes achieved

even in these. Agar's prayer, "Give me

the ground and guiltless^! a formal foun-

dation wall. There are many minor fea-

tures that please the slight Japanese up-
turn to the edges of the deep roof cornice

like the young beauty's nose "tip-

tilted, like a flower;" the quaint little

oriole hanging in the high, peaked roof

gable ;
the interesting arrangement of the

balconies and flower boxes in the front,

CONVEYS A FEELING OF UNEASINESS AND UNREST.

neither poverty nor riches" is thus again

happily the true one of the designer of

homes. Happy is the architect who is

thus unhampered either by the demands

of the millionaire for statliness, or the

limitations of a too slender purse.

The first illustration possesses to a

marked degree this quality of livableness.

Here, one can see, is a home. Perhaps it

is due to the low, downward sweep of the

roof, with its brooding, gathering em-

brace perhaps its setting right close to

and the effective contrast of the nearly

white Arizona sandstone with the green

shingle of the second story and with the

green ivy which almost hides it in the pil-

lars. The whole ensemble is pleasing and

satisfying. While the second photo shows

a plainer design and severer lines, they are

given grace and charm by the extremely

pleasing disposition of the openings and

the treatment of the hooded entrance

front. The coloring of the exterior,

which is soft green, with white roof shin-
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gle an<l white xamUtoue for entrance and

i-hinmey at once attracts attention. The

house has repose and a quietude that

soothes like an old song. Its severity is

tempered, too, by the growing thing's

about it. which yet are kept subordinate

to the dwelling. The third house is a San

I >iego home of dignified aspect on

straightforward lines. The severity of

the square outline is tempered and given

a slight local color by the front loggia,

with its symmetrical arches, vine-

wreathed and filled with palms and ferns.

The house itself is of light colored buff

brick and brown shingle; the window
treatment is unusually felicitous, the dif-

ferent openings varied, yet harmonious as

a rhythmic chord.

It is a forceful and vigorous architec-

ture, -uited to almost any climate or lo-

calitx .

The -mall house shown last faces east

with plenty of windows to receive the

sunlight.

The foundation is clinker brick, also

the OIK- heavy pillar supporting the porch
roof. The rough siding is stained a soft

green. The lines of this house are quite

the opposite of those previously shown
and convey a feeling of uneasiness and

unrest. The composition is heterogeneous
and inharmonious. .- patching together of

unequal and unrelated forms. Iregular-

ity of form is not always picturesque or

pleasing, nor is it so in this instance,

where it is simply misused.

BUILT-IN CHINA CLOSET CENTERED ON WALL. WITH END SEATS.
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THE
SMALL HOU5E

5ERIE5.

A Cement House in An Attractive Setting

By ARTHUR E. MARR
EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building- has, after all the manner of all the other costs of jivinsr-

mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and^ comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

important where the wood cost is high,

and last, but not at all least, pleasing ap-

pearance.

The plans for this house called for serv-

iceable construction, practical arrange-

ment, ample room and good lines, all at

a moderate cost. The photos and floor

plans will make clear what was achieved,

and the text how the results were accom-

plished.

Perhaps it may not be amiss to say

here, this house has been pronounced by

a builder of wide experience in house

construction, to be the largest small house

he has ever inspected, to contain more

room space for its size, about nine hun-

dred and twenty square feet, than any

house he has ever seen.

The lot was located in Brookline, Mass..

and, by the way, not by any means one of

the cheapest towns to build in, and. hav-

ing a greater depth than frontage, was

utilized in an original way. The house

was set back considerably to allow a bet-

ter air circulation, and an improved out-

look from the windows, uninterrupted

sunlight, and to overcome the monoto-

S all things change and pass

through various stages of evolu-

tion, so it is with the house.

There are more different types of

construction today than ever before.

Each one a representation of an individ-

ual taste. It is certainly the period of

house expression. And yet, notwith-

standing all this, whether it be the simple

bungalow costing but a few hundred

dollars, or the elaborate mansion with its

outlay of as many thousands, there seems

to be a growing demand for cement con-

struction. It is with the above method

this article deals, and the accompanying

photographs depict an especially attract-

ive house, a structure which, because of

many unique yet eminently practical ideas

in its construction, must appeal to a host

of home-builders.

Whereas, the first cost of cement is prac-

tically that of wood under usual condi-

tions, yet there are many points favoring

the plaster, such as durability, saving in

paint cost, fire resistance, adaptability to

all sections wherever bags of cement can

be shipped, and this point is especially
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nous sameness that a straight-front line of

houses present-.

The house frame is the usual \\

and metal lath is used to attach th<

ment to. The outside dimensions are

about twenty-five by thirty-five feet.

The entrance is on the right of the h.-u-e

front. this IK-MIL; done so a- t<> leave more

plaster, and the result i- b. >th simple ami

pleading. At one end of the fireplace with

it- wide brick hearth and flanked by a

cozy settle and low book -helve- -ives a

feeling of comfort and rest fulness. The
floors arc . .1 quartered oak and the -land-

ing tini-li cypre--, while the walls are

tinted a soft gray. The arrangement of

THE WALLS ARE OF SCOURED PLASTER.

space for a large living room. The vesti-

bule, with coat closet, takes up little

space, but serves its purpose fully.

The first floor is divided into three

rooms; the living room about fourteen by
twenty-three feet, the dining room twelve

by fourteen feet and a kitchen ten by
twelve feet. The service portion has am-

ple arrangement of closets, cupboards,
etc., including a china closet.

The living room walls are of scoured

the windows is very attractive and adds

to an already pleasant effect.

The dining room has been treated

somewhat as an alcove, a wide opening

leading from the living room into it.

This room has the same plaster, floor and

wood finish as the preceding room. The

problem of light has been most satisfac-

torily solved by a large bay containing
six prettily designed windows, utilizing

one entire end of the room, flooding it
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with light and allowing unlimited air.

From this room one enters the china

closet, which is well supplied with draw-

ers and cupboards. Continuing towards

the kitchen one enters an entry, or what

may be used as a pantry. It is well

equipped with shelves and has a built-in

ice chest, whose ice door opens from the

chambers and bath, two of the rooms be-

ing about ten and a half by fifteen and a

half feet, while the other two are about

ten by twelve feet each. The chamber

over the living room contains a fireplace,

and this room, as well as the other three

chambers and bath, are finished in white

wood with floors of North Carolina rift

THE DINING ROOM IS FLOODED WITH UGHT.

outside. This entry also serves for the

rear entrance vestibule. The kitchen

comes next in order and has the usual ar-

rangement of sinks, tubs, etc. Ample
windows give good ventilation and light.

The entire service portion of the first floor

is finished with floors of Georgia rift hard

pine and standing finish of North Caro-

lina rift hard pine.

The second floor is divided into four

hard pine. These four chambers are cor-

ner rooms and each one has two windows,

one on either outside wall, affording ex-

cellent ventilation and light. The hall,

with its linen closet, has floors the same

as the rooms and the wood finish is of

cypress.

The third floor, or attic as it is called,

is divided into two rooms, a large studio

with fireplace and a maid's room. This
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r is well supplied with cupboards .md peaked-up effect. There must be a rea-

drawers. space being utilized to accom- sonable wall height in each story, and.

modate ju*t such things as every house- when there are two and a half or three

wife has. but frequently wonders just stories built on a little more than nine

where they can be put. The floors and hundred square feet, the problem to keep
finish arc of North Carolina rift hard the house down from being mistaking

pine. for a church spire becomes a problem in-

The cellar is finished with cement floor deed. In this case it was happily solved

and is supplied wjth the necessary coal by ingeniously pitching down the eaves

bins and compartments and equipped to the middle of the second story, there-

with furnace. by apparently reducing the height, and

And now concerning some of the origi- also actually giving more head room in

nal features in this house, practical fea- the attic.

tu res as several years' use has demon- The complicated question of the house

strated. The room space has been saved builder, can a small house with lot> "t

wherever possible and as little space as room, a really good house, be built at a

i- coii-istent with service given to pas- low cost? is answered most satisfactorily

sage ways and stairs. One stairs system by a glance at the itemized account, but

carefully designed to answer the a penny wise and a pound foolish applies

three purposes of front, back and cellar here as aptly as elsewhere; the last item.

-tairway. This ingenious arrangement architects' commission, is really the key-
has saved much room and the graceful note to the situation, for it is these added

angles, especially where the staircase en- which stand between the homeseekers'

ters the living room, give an appearance purse and many building pitfalls,

of attractive simplicity which is indeed The Cost Itemized
most pleasing. The arrangement of

StQne Work ^
chimneys i, ,,itcrestmR and unique, one

nrick Work
chimney servm- for the furnace, kitchen R ht Frame StQck
and three ope,, (replaces. Plastering 725.00

special attention was given to mak- InsMe Fjnjsh 45000
ing the rooms really roomy, and. with

IIanlwaref R h am , Fmishc(1 15000
this idea in m.nd. the placing of closets

p,umbi 32500
I Staircase was carefully worked out.

pj { for Gag
with the result that every room but one. \yj r jne
and that one in the attic, are rectangular. Furnace

' '

and there are no unsightly jogs or closet paimi
'

walls jutting out into the rooms. . . ^ ... . tt^itvt
. Lumber and Carpenter Work. . . 2,169.97One of the knotty problems always

arising in house construction where the Cost of House $5,404.97

building is to occupy small ground space.
Architects' Commission 10%.. . 540.50

yet designed to be roomy, is the usual Total Cost 15.47
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Substitute for Writing Desks

By MARGARET S. BEDELL -

URING the 18th and early part of

the 19th centuries, a writing desk

was a luxury, and one not always
to be found even in the homes of

the wealthy. One desk accommodated
the family ;

a commodious desk it was

too, usually of beautifully grained ma-

hogany with innumerable drawers, both

large and small, convenient cubby holes

and slides, the possible secret drawer,

quaint brasses, swell, double swell or box

front, and the ball and claw feet ; built to

hand down from one generation to an-

other, and today we pay periodical visits

to all the antique shops of our acquaint-
ance, search the country towns and visit

isolated farmhouses in the hope of dis-

covering one of these desks that has been

treated gently by Old Father Time and is

not too decrepit to be rejuvenated by the

hands of a skillful cabinetmaker.

Our search may require months, and

if one possesses a knowledge of old furni-

ture and is at all exacting even years, but

the treasure once in our possession is

trebled in value according to the discour-

agement and disappointments of our pro-

tracted seeking.

One is considered fortunate to possess
one of these heirlooms, but one desk or

even two do not accommodate the family

today, for practically it is necessary to

provide a desk for every room in the

house, excluding the dining room and

drawing room, and this demand is often

a tax on the young housewife, especially
in a country summer home or bungalow,
or even in a small city apartment, and

these little substitute desks are designed
to meet this need.

No. 1.

They can even be made by an amateur

carpenter who possesses a little ingenuity
and skill, and at a surprisingly small cost.

Make them of wood to match the wood-

work of your room, or should you prefer

of the same wood as your furniture. If

the woodwork of your room is white,

make your desk of ordinary pine and

paint to correspond with the room. Many
of the stains so much in demand now are

very effective, especially those in greens
and browns.

The distance between the two shelves

is from two and one-half to three inches,

and this space will be found very conve-

nient for account books, books of refer-

ence, and extra writing paper supplies.

The spaces between the bookshelves

above and below the desks are made wide

enough to accommodate books of ordinary
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No. 2.

size, otherwise they will look too heavy
and out of proportion.

The writing tables are fastened to the

wall by wooden supports or iron brackets,

but this part of the work should be done

l>\ an experienced carpenter, as the desks

must be securely fastened and braced to

avoid any possibility of accident.

These little de-ks will be found not

only attractive, but practical and most

convenient, and any housekeeper, no mat-

ter how limited her allowance, can have

several of them in her home at a very

slight cost.

Desk N.o. 1 is designed for the library
or living-room, as it is somewhat larger

than the other desks and better suited to

family use. This desk is 33 inches long.

27 inches high and 20 inches wide. The
shelf above the desk is 10 inches high and

i> indie- wide. The middle shelf below

i- H f

i inches wide; the side shelves 8

inches long, 9 inches wide and 6 deep.

No. 2 is a bedroom desk, and can be

placed in any light and convenient cor-

ner; from $2. to 34 inches is a good length

for this dc-k. the upper -helves spaced to

-nit one's fancy.

\o. 3 can be used for one of the guest

rooms, and is somewhat smaller than the

others 27 inches long and 19 inches

wide. The shelve- 2<> inches high. The
shelf for book- not over o inches wide.

The height given is from the bottom shelf

of desk to the top of the ball at back.

This little desk is a very pretty addi-

tion to any guest room and an unfailing

-oiirce of admiration and appreciation.

No. 3.
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Small Problems in Furnishing and

Refurnishing

By MARGARET GREENLEAF

|N the heart of every good woman
is strongly implanted the love of

home, and according to her light

and opportunity she will endeav-

or to embody within this, to her, "place of

places" her feeling for the beautiful.

Where everything is to be newly pur-
chased for the house, the wall covering or

color should have her first attention.

This decision must be influenced by the

architectural detail, and the finish of the

wood trim, and in color the walls must

show the tones best suited to the expos-
ure and lighting of the room. This im-

portant point settled, and armed with a

length of the paper she has decided upon,
she may proceed to find her floor cover-

ings. If her walls will show more than

two tones, and a pronounced pattern, the

rugs or carpet should be quiet and unob-

trusive and reproduce in a deeper shade

the dominant color of the wall. After

this the draperies may be chosen, and

then, in turn, the various pieces of furni-

ture
; these should be assembled and tried

together if they are not bought en suite.

The small things of the room table-

covers, the piano scarf, and the simple

decorative bits she may permit herself

in ornaments, should be placed after the

actual furnishing of the room is done.

In thus working out the decorative

scheme for an entire ^.house^there is no

smallest detail of finish or ^fw-qishing
which can be left to chance.

'

Frotuuthe -

balanced placing of rugs and the adjust-

ing of the various pieces of furniture there

must be no departure from the painstak-

ing care which brings such rich returns

for its expenditure. It should be remem-
bered that it is easy to overdo, and much
restraint must be exercised, for a multi-

plicity of small things in a room renders

it confused and unpleasant. Many other-

wise attractive rooms lose all of their

charm by the introduction of some un-

necessary pieces of furniture, too many
pictures, or too pronounced figure in side

walls and rugs.

All rooms opening together should be

considered relatively, and certain color

effects repeated in each. For instance,

it is a good, though not an imperative,
rule to carry the same general treatment

for the standing woodwork into all rooms

which throw together. If English oak

stain is used for the hall, lighter or deep-
er tones of the same color look well in

the adjoining library and living room.

If ivory white enamel is the finish em-

ployed, it may appear in combination with

mahogany stain for doors and hand rail

of banister; also the mahogany can be

appropriately used for the entire standing
woodwork of any one of the rooms, as

the precedent for this treatment is es-

tablished by some of the best Colonial

architecture. To tint all ceilings of ad-

joining rooms in the same color, and stain

and finish the floors alike adds to the

apparent size of the room and gives a har-

monious and restful effect, which is so

difficult to secure, otherwise.

Where the "roorrrs "show Colonial feel-

ing, and the white enamel and mahogany
stain are used in combination, the wall
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covering of the central hall may be in

two tones of oyster white, the walls of

the living room deepening to a tannish-

gray in broken conventional figures on

an ivory ground.
The dining room may depart somewhat

from the strictly period idea and show a

decorative frieze of paper above the white

paneled wainscot. If this room is of

northeastern exposure it should be treat-

ed in a way to bring warmth and color

into it. The ceiling between the beams
should be tinted with a soft yellow tone,

and the frieze showing shadowy trees

against an almost orange sky is especially

beautiful with the fine old ivory tone of

the enamel woodwork, and provides a

perfect setting for the choice pieces of

Colonial mahogany furniture used in the

room. The door curtains of dull yellow
velour repeat the tawny shade of the rug,

in which appear also blue, olive, green,

and dim old rose. The bricks about the

fireplace should be more brown than red,

and laid in yellow mortar. The quaint
blue and white china set along the plate-

rail would contrast agreeably with the

rich yellows of the frieze.

The greatest problems which confront

the amateur house decorator arise in the

remodeling or redecorating of the old

house. Where there is but little money
to spend and many difficulties in the way
of furniture and draperies to be recon-

ciled, the ambitious housewife often feels

overwhelmed and discouraged. However
she should bear in mind there is always
some road to be found toward improve-
ment. She should first take careful stock

of the various fittings of the room, ar-

ranging together such pieces of furni-

ture as seem relative. For instance,

if the living room shows the not un-

usual mixture of golden oak, mahogany,
old-fashioned walnut, and some over-

stuffed pieces, the three last mentioned

should be assembled together, removing

the golden oak. If the only reading table

is of this wood a cover which will extend

down about eighteen inches will serve to

disguise it. If the material used on the

overstuffed furniture is of passable color

and design it should stand, as the re-

covering of such pieces is costly. If this

cannot be used, slip covers made from

domestic linen taffeta, which comes in

various attractive colors of good tones,

can be here used. If the wall paper, for

instance, is to be retained and shows dull

old blue in its figure, a similar shade of

this color should be selected for the fur-

niture covering. The table cover should

be made from upholsterers' velveteen in

the same tone and trimmed about with

dull gold galloon. The domestic linen

taffeta will be found to make excellent

over-draperies at the windows (we are

supposing the wall covering shows more

than two tones). Ecru net curtains could

hang next the glass, and the ceiling could

be given a wash of the same tint. Even

though the carpet is of pronounced design

and figure, the introduction of so much

plain color will go far toward making the

room attractive and interesting. If it is

possible to use a carpet of small figure or

showing two tones this should be done.

Also, there should be a careful weeding
out of the accumulated bric-a-brac which

such rooms usually hold, selecting only

such pieces as are decorative and of prac-

tical value.

In refitting bed rooms many odd pieces

of furniture can be successfully used to-

gether, provided the lines of such pieces

are not antagonistic, even though the

wood may be different, for under the

mask of smooth ivory enamel, oak, birch

and other woods appear the same. \\ IKMI

the pieces which look best together are

selected, the varnish should be removed ;

this can be done by wiping the surface

with wood alcohol, as in painting furni-

ture it is not necessary to cleanse it from
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the stain In- 1 urc applying the paint. This

application can be successfully mal<

the amateur if time is given and care tak-

en to follow t the letter the direi

which come with all good qualities of

mixed paint. Three coats of white lead

should he applied successively, allowing
each coat t dry thoroughly, then two

coats of enamel, selecting enamel for this

u-e which dries with a semi-gloss finish;

this will not require rubbing.

The question of the bedstead is easily

and cheaply solved by the iron ones , ,f

simple lines, which can be purchased
even- where. Most of these when found

in the shops are painted a ghastly blue-

white, which is most unattractive, there-

fore, if such a bed is used, it should be

given a c->at i the ivory enamel, which

will bring it into harmony with the other

furniture. Better still, have one of the

wood bedsteads, with simple, slatted head

and f<x)t pieces, that can now be bought
in the unfinished wood and enameled by
the home decorator to suit herself.

To bring the decoration of a room into

accord with the characteristics of the

hi .u>e,-- -to have them, in a word, suited to

the surrounding as well as the needs of

the occupants, is of first importance.

Harmony of color, or pleasing contrast

comes under this head, next the entire

elimination of all articles of ornament or

furniture which are unnnecessary from an

utilitarian or decorative viewpoint.

Old Houses Remodeled
By WILLIAM W. PURDY

stead."

[KRHAPS some of our readers con-

template doing something in the

way of building either by tearing
off or adding to the "Old Home-
It is for this reason that this

article has been written.

Of late years since the so-called "ce-

ment age" or the cement house has come
into vogue, a great deal of this work is

being done.

One often hears the expression "Well.
after I have put $100 or $500 as the case

may be on repairing I still have the same
old house. It is true, but at the same
time how few of just these such people

stop to consider how much this small

sum expended is going to increase the

chances for selling of such a place or

keep it from going to "rack or ruin." The
home like everything else in order to pre-
serve and prolong its life must be kept in

good repair.

The writer has known of several in-

stances where say $250 has been expend-

ed on a coat of paint and the building of

a new front porch would increase the

value of the property and often times re-

sult in the sale of same and bring from

$500 to $1,000 more. What then is a bet-

ter investment?

Some people instead of painting prefer
to cover the siding with expanded metal

lath.

In the illustration Fig. I shows just
such a typical old colonial house, built

on substantial lines but with the exterior

much in need of paint and repair, where
this has been done and a couple of coats

of cement plaster applied.

The first coat being given a chance to

get perfectly dry before the second one
is applied. In some cases this is thrown
on with a stiff brush and left as rough
cast work, while again it is applied with
the trowel and left perfectly smooth as

is shown here.

In Fig. II shows this same colonial
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Frequently you find an old claphoard house built on substantial lines but with the exterior much in

need of paint and repair.

house after this cement coating has been Then too, the building of a new porch or

applied. Note what a solid, permanent the adding of a porch makes a vast

appearance insuring a desirable weather change in the exterior appearance,
surface for generations to come. In Fig. Ill we have the architect's con-

This is done at an expense of about 90 ception of a colonial porch well adapted
cents per square yard. to this particular design showing hov\

Concrete applied to the exterior gives it a solid, permanent appearance and insures a desirable

weather surface for generations to come.
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tin* same old house would appear aitei

$150 had been expended on such a porch

tluis adding t" it- brauty and the <>1<I ves-

tibule trn n\va\.

The construction of a sleeping pon
another feature just taken into considera-

ii..n in the building <f the new home.

Why not have this on the old as well

as the new.

Then t.xi. in some ,,f ,.ur different t>

Id holies in our larger cities that are

number of so-called -mall cut-up rooms.

*uch as reception hall, parlor, sitting

room, dining room, library, pantry and

kitchen on the first floor and some five

or -ix bedroom and bath on the second.

Today what do we have, one large living

room aero-* the entire front or side, large

dining room, pantry and kitchen with

-ibly a den on the first floor.

Rooms few in number but large and

open. Why not then preserve some of

The fmce of the hou*e can be improved by reinforced concrete pillar*, developing the

colonial feeling and adding to iu beauty.

growing very rapidly, a threat many of

these old homes after the expenditure of

several hundred dollars, are being made
into very desirable duplexes to meet the

demands of the renter.

But this problem of remodeling need

not only be confined to the exterior, for

in many cases a few dollars well expended
on the interior will add greatly to one's

comfort.

The "old homes" as we look back ami
think of them today were rather queer

specimens beside our modern square type
colonial design, long, usually rather nar-

row, irregular in shape containing any

these old homes, the large majority of

them being better constructed of better

materials and finish than we are using to-

day by simply making a few minor im-

provements on the interior by cutting a

wide cased or columned opening thus

giving a more open homelike appearance,

making a large living room and dining
room and constructing a new front porch
or adding a sleeping porch and having
not only the attached relationship of the

old home thirty years ago, but the com-
forts of the day also at a very small ex-

pense.
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Construction Details of the Home
The Bathroom

Size, Location of Fixtures, Floor and

Walls.

HE bath room should suggest
sanitation the moment one sees it.

The fixtures, floor and walls

should be in harmony as to ma-

terial and color scheme, that everything

may look bright, clean and pleasing.

Size is a factor which enters largely in-

to convenience, but is not essential to

the above requirements. Plan A shows
an arrangement about as small as it could

possibly be, yet there is the required
amount of space for the fixtures. The

principal objection is the necessity of

reaching over the bath tub to operate the

window which is a single sash to swing
in, placed just above the wainscot cap.

Plan B is not open to this objection, as

the fixtures are arranged at either side,

leaving a free passage to the window.

Plan C is only 2 inches larger than Plan

A, yet the arrangement of fixtures and

windows is most admirable for its size.

A small window is placed at each side of

the wash bowl above the wainscot light-

ing up both sides of the face when shav-

ing and producing a light reflection in the

mirror above the bowl in the door of the

medicine cupboard.

Plan D shows the long bath room with

the fixtures arranged along one side, with

the wash bowl close to the window for

light. This shape of room may result

from the demands of more important
rooms adjacent where the floor space is

limited. Many prefer this type to any
other.

Plan E shows a complete bath room of

good size, but containing no more than

the necessary space to contain the fix-

tures. The bath tub is shown here in

front of the window, but the fixtures at

either end make it possible to reach the

sash with less difficulty than directly over

the tub. The sitz bath is of great value

in applying heat to the vital organs, con-

centrating the effect of increased circula-

tion and correcting abdominal ailments.

A well appointed bath room should con-

tain one.

A pedestal bowl is indicated upon the

plan, the most ornamental design of this

fixture.

The shower bath is located in the cor-

ner and is provided with the various

sprays at different levels for effects on

the body and is enclosed with a protect-

ing curtain.

The foot bath next to the shower bath

is a convenience which may not be classed

altogether as a luxury in a well appointed

bath room.

The closet is isolated from the other

fixtures, but may be approached through

the door from the bath room or from the

hall. In this way it is handy to the bath

room without being actually in it and is

not put out of commission as far as the

rest of the house is concerned by the

presence of anyone in the bath room.

Plan G shows an arrangement which is

found in some small homes, but which

is open to some objection. It has two

doors, one to the hall and the other to the

adjoining bed room. The arrangement

of fixtures is satisfactory, but the possi-

bility of intrusion upon privacy is not.

Where it is possible it is always well to

arrange clothes closets or wardrobes
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Linoleum is a satisfactory floor cover-

ing in many respects, but hardly gives the

appearance of quality necessary in a nice

bath room. Dirt collects beneath and

must be removed occasionally to keep the

bath room in a sanitary condition.

A non absorbent floor of a color that

does not show dirt readily would seem to

be best, but may interfere seriously with

a bright, pleasant color scheme for the

room.

If pipes are likely to need attention at

any particular point in a tile or composi-
tion floor, it is well to put in a metal

screw plate at once rather than to repair

the floor after the plumber has chiseled

through in several places to find the right

one.

The Bath Room Walls.

A tile wainscot 4 feet high is very

appropriate with a tile floor and should

be finished with a neat tile cap.

A very nice effect may be obtained by
the use of the tile marked oil cloths which

are on the market, provided they are

carefully hung and provided with a wood

cap.

The plaster wainscot may be marked
off to imitate tile and given a coat of

enamel, in an inexpensive house both in

bath room and kitchen. The wall above

the wainscot cap should be hard finish for

painting. A 3-inch "Crown mould"

placed at the ceiling and white enameled

like the other finish will add much to the

general appearance.

SITZ.
>ATH

BATH-Ropy-A
u'xe-e"

root
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A Brick and Plaster House
1 1 KK I-', is n.. cud seemingly to the

splendid combinations which

architects ami builders arc de-

vising for human habitation. F.x-

tcrior and interior alike are formed to

meet the greatest whim, to accommodate

the greatest needs and to fulfill the ever-

nit desire for comfort and com cn-

ience. ami at all times to plea-e the eye.

Sveral important features of the hu-e
illustrated on this page command atten-

tion. The combination of brick and ce-

ment plaster is not uncommon; it is the

way in which the combination is made
that makes it handsome and serviceable

as well. The first story of this house is

of frame construction with a veneering of

brick that gives the structure an appear-
ance of permanence and Bubstantiability,
and this appearance is not artificial, for

the hou-c is -et upon a 12-inch wall which

encompasses the spacious basement.

The second story is of frame construc-

tion covered with metal lath upon which

the cement plaster was applied. The
wood work on the porch and the finish at

the eaves of the roof is of cypress stained

a dark brown. The window frames and

the sashes are painted white, and the roof

is covered with unfading green slate.

Mildnrr Ac Einen, Architect*
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FIRST FLOOR.

The interior of the first story is finished

in quartered sawed white oak, stained a

light brown. The kitchen is finished in

southern pine. The "second story is fin-

ished in whitewood, for a white enamel

finish, and some portions in southern

pine.

All of the floors in the first story, ex-

cept the kitchen, are laid with white

quartered sawed oak flooring, the kitchen

in clear white maple ;
the bath room and

toilet rooms have tile floors. The mantel

in the library is a plain brick mantel.

The entire building is heated with hot-

water heat.

The arrangement of the rooms on the

first floor is at first glance a bit un-

common, the dining room being entered

from the hall and facing the thorough-
fare. The arrangement, however, in this

case is a very desirable one, architects

having given prime consideration to the

location, which is an essential to, but fre-

quently overlooked, ,proper construction.

The living room and the library look

out over a pretty valley, and it is emi-

nently proper that these two rooms,
which are the most frequented, should

afford the best view and give the best

light. Both the living room and the li-

brary have well lighted bays.
The location of the dining room is a

pleasant one. Facing to the east, as it

does, it gets the morning sun that always
cheers the breakfast room when it reaches

it. Both the kitchen and dining room can

be enclosed from the living room by slid-

ing doors.

Cost Itemized.

Carpenter work $3,100.00

Mason Work 1,600.00

Electric Fixtures 198.00

Plumbing and Heating 1,159.00

Painting and Glazing 403.00

Plastering 600.00

Hardware 114.00

Cut Stone 80.00

Electric Wiring 95.00

Granolithic Floor 102.00

Roofing 209.00

$7,660.00

SECOND FLOOR.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
D*icNo.
B 31} W. C NORTHRUP. W,n.ton-Sleni. N C.

B 314 A. M. WORTHINGTON. KaUmvoo. Mich.

B 315 CHAS. S. SEOCW1OC. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 316 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis Minn.

Design B 313.

|1IK opening study for February is

a cottage design in brick and

.shingles by \\ . C. Xortbrup,
architect :

A >iinple yet very effective design and

if built for a lake cottage where plenty
of ground was available to give it the

pn.per setting it would make a very at-

tractive home.

The living-room might be termed ideal

with plenty of light from three sides and

open fireplace. Note the bay window
with seat, also the other fireplace in din-

ing room.

A nice den another feature not often

found in a house of this size and within

this price, with space for a closet or toilet

off of same. On the second floor are

three large chambers, two of which have
a fireplace, a sewing room and bath, all

with ample closet space with a linen

closft off hall.

The finish is softwood to be stained

with hardwood floors throughout.
The house being designed for the south

no basement has been provided for. it be-

ing intended to heat with fireplaces, but

one could easily be provided for and heat-

ing plant installed at a cost of a few hun-
dred dollars extra. Size, 37 ft. 6 in. by
38 ft. 6 in. over all. Estimated cost to

build $3.500.

Design B 314.

In this design by II . M. \Vnrthingtmi.
architect, we have a rather "dutchy ap-

DwinNo.
B 317 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio

B 318 CEO. M. KAUFFMAN. Cleveland. Ohio.

B 319 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. MVIY
B 320 F. D. CHASE. Chico. III.

pearing type" of the gambrel roof treat-

ment. The main feature is the large liv-

ing room somewhat divided by a col-

umned opening so that in entering from

the side as one does, a portion serves as

a reception hall. The combination stairs

lead to the second floor from this recep-
tion room. There is a grade entrance

leading to the cellar jar up four steps to a

little entry off kitchen. With this entry
the rear porch and entry is done away
with.

There is no pantry but with kitchen

cupboards each side of the sink help to

make this a very compact little plan.

The unique little bay in dining room
is a very attractive feature from the in-

terior a- well as tlie exterior.

The three chambers and bath on the

second floor are all that is needed to make
this little cottage complete for a small

family.

Birch or maple floors are intended

throughout with hardwood in the main

rooms downstairs, balance in pine to

paint.

The basement contains a hot air fur-

nace and laundry.

The size exclusive of porch is 22x26

feet. Estimated cost to build about

$3,000 complete.

Design B 315.

The use of the English half timber

construction combined with cement dash

work is not new in this country, but is
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W. C. Northrup. Architect.

Built for a Lakeside Cottage

DESIGN B 313
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growing in use very rapidly in some lo-

calities.

In this connection the gambrel r<M1 ^ ' s

appr. .priatc where low cottage effect

i- desired and for rural homes, lake idc

is is especially desirable.

The design by Charle dgwick.

architect. i* on the rambling order, with

the entrance receding and back in the

angle formed by the dining room wing.

The living room with the wide piazza

IS the front makes a very attractive-

room and is well lighted on three side*-.

The dining room is of ample si/e and

well connected with kitchen through the

pantry. There is a bedroom on the first

floor and a bathroom accessible from

both b-.-d room and kitchen.

< >n the second floor are three good bed

rooms and ample closets. The rooms he-

ing full height and well lighted. The
first floor is mission oak and the second

floor is natural yellow pine or fir.

Estimated to cost $4.200.

Design B 316.

A simple gambrel roof cottage designed

by A. C. Clausen, architect.

The attractive feature of this design is

the screened-in dining porch, the rooms

are all good sized.

The living room has a large corner

fireplace. This necessitates only the one

chimney for fireplace and kitchen range.
There is a built-in sideboard with seats

on each side in the end of dining room.

A well fitted up pantry together with

rear entry and place for refrigerator go
to make the plan complete.

Three chambers and bath comprise the

second floor arrangement together with

balcony over dining porch.
There is a basement under the entire

house with hot air furnace.

The main rooms downstairs being fin-

ished in oak or birch and pine to paint
for the second floor with hardwood floors

throughout.
Size is 24x32 feet exclusive of porches.

It i- estimated that this h,,u-e can be

built complete with heating and plumb-

in.L; as described for $3,600.

Design B 317.

With its exterior wall of lap siding

and stained a dark brown, the trim paint-

ed white, moss green roof and cream col-

ored brick chimney makes a very har-

monious color scheme for this charming
little five room bungalow.
The plan is very complete with open

fireplace in living room, built-in buffet

in dining room, pantry with cupboard,
and work table, linen closet in the hall.

A bath and one bedroom on the fir-t

floor and one finished off on the second

floor with space enough for another pro-

vided a front or r<-ar dormer is added.

Hardwood floors throughout with

hardwood finish in main mom. balance in

pine to paint. Basement under entire

house with hot air furnace.

The house was designed by John

Henry Newson, architect, and is 27x34

feet and is estimated to cost $2,100 ex-

clusive of heating and plumbing.

Design B 318.

Another picturesque cement plaster

home designed by George M. Kauffman,
architect.

The large cement chimney, the corner

veranda with little pergola entrance are

among the attractive exterior features.

In this plan we have a small breakfast

room off the kitchen.

The second story overhanging the rear

porch which is accessible to dining rooin

and kitchen can be used as a dining

porch.

The second floor has four good sized

bedroom^, -ewing room, bath with an

extra toilet and lavatory. There i- a

ba-ement under the entire house with hot

water heating plant, also a fair sized attic

The main rooms are finished in hard-

\\ 1 with pine to paint for second strv

with hardwood floors throughout.
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A. M. Worthington, Architect.

A Shingled Gambrel Roof Cottage

DESIGN B 314
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Size 40 ft. '' in. !> in

I -timated cost as described, a

$6,500.

Design B 319.

A simple inexpen-ue little cottage ir.

-tncco with shingles in the side gables.

The living room occupies the entire

in nt with window ledge at each end and

.-pen fireplace.

The stair is a combination stair from

living room and kitchen with stair to

l>a-ement underneath.

On the second floor are three chamber*

and bathroom.

It has hardwood floors throughout
with hardwood finish in the main n> >m-

downstairs, the balance in pine to paint.

The basement extends under the en-

tire house and contains a small furnace.

The house is 30x30 feet, the lowest wall

height being 5 ft. 4 in.

Estimated cost to build including heat-

ing and plumbing, $3,500.

Design B 320.

In this design we have somewhat of a

pretentious two-family house, well adapt-

ed to a corner lot as shown by the illu-

stration.

The main features of this design are

that each family ha- their own separate

entrance with covered front and rear

porches.
The exterior i- a dark brick with white

gla/ed terra cotta window and door

trimming-. Tile floor . m the porches and

slate roof.

The living room, reception hall, din-

ing room and library all being connected

by a cased opening, .yi\r- rather an open
homelike appearance.
The r. M in> are all good sized, the large

bedroom having a dressing room an;i

bath adjoining.

The kitchen, pantry and servants' quar-

ters with servants bath are very com-

plete.

There is hardwood floors throughout
the finish of the main rooms is ma-

hogany or oak. There is full basement,

each family having their own separate

hot water heating systems, laundry, fuel

and dry rooms.

The size exclusive of porches is 33 ft.

by 76 ft. 4 in.

This residence was designed by F. D.

Chase, architect, and is estimated that it

can be built as described for $20,000.

HIGH PANELED WALL FOR DINING ROOM.
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Chas. S. Sedgwick, Architect.

English Half-Timbered Cottage

DESIGN B 315

PIAL7.A
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-Arthur C. Clun. Architect.

A Simple Gambrel Roof Cottage
DESIGN B 316
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John Henry Newson, Architect.

A Seven-Room Cottage

DESIGN B 317
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Ceo. M. Kauffmmn. Architect.

An Attractive Design in Cement Plaster

DESIGN B 318
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A Little Stucco Cottage

DESIGN B 319
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F. D ChM*. Architect

A Pretentious Two-Family Flat Building

DESIGN B 320

~. . ..
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WHEN
winter's blasts are fiercest,

the UNDERFEED best proves
its superiority over other

systems in producing clean, EVEN
heat at LEAST cost. If the hole in

your coal pile is UNREASONABLY
large and you are not enjoying even-

heat-comfort at all times, you should
interest yourself at once in the

comfort-insuring, money-saving
Underfeed. Send for the Underfeed
Booklet and learn WHY your coal bill

will be reduced ONE-HALF to TWO-
THIRDS by the installation of

Williamson Underfeed
M /\ I R. STEAM-HOT WATER

THe
Peck-
HEATING
SYSTEMS

The principle of Underfeed coal-burning ia right. Coal i* fed from below. All fire is on top. Smoke and
gases wasted in other heaters, must pass up through the fire in the Underfeed, are consumed and converted into
heat. Soft coal slack, which would smother fire in other furnaces and boilers, and pea and buckwheat sizes of
hard and soft coal yield as much heat in the Underfeed as highest priced coal in furnaces and boilers of the ordi-

nary type. The few ashes are removed by shaking the grate bar as in other furnaces and boilers.

The Underfeed System is adapted for ALL buildings large or small residences, offices, churches, halls, etc.

Frank C. Krueger, of Kalamazoo, Mich. one of Jack Frost's favorite retreats-
writes: "I am beating a ten-room bouse and every room is kept warm during the

whole heating season. I burn West Virginia slack Farnact Underfeed
without smoke or soot and my coal bill has never Device
been over $32 a year. The Underfeed Furnace
does more than yon claim it will do and Is the best
investment I can find."

Many fac-simile letters of appreciation like the above
and our Underfeed Furnace Booklet or Boiler Catalog
will be sent FREE. Plans of our Engineering Corps
also are FREE. Write today using coupon giving
name of local dealer with whom you prefer to deal.

HJL WILLIAMSON CO. 385 West Fifth Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Furnace Dealers, Plumbers and Hardware Dealers Write To-day for Our 1912 Proposition

Boiler

Underfeed
Device

Mail Coupon To-day r

and Learn how to

OilYflURlMlll

I would like to know more about how to cut down the coat of my Coal
Bills from one-half to two-thirds. Send me FREE

I TT\ini7I?I7I7irrfc Furnace Booklet.. .......UfNUE.KrrL.rLU BoUer Booklet ............

(Indicate by X Booklet you deiire)

Name

Posfoffice

Street

Stato

. Name dealer with whom you prefer to dil.
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by ELEANOR ALLISON CUMMINS. Decorator. Brooklyn. N. Y.

The Recessed Window.

ilKKK is a charming window,
which we associate with English
rural architecture, which ought
to be more popular here than it

is. I mean the long low window taking

up the best part of the side of a room,
with an embrasure a couple of feet long,
drawers below it and closets on either

side of it. It is a feature of the dining
rooms of many of the Craftsman houses,
where it is made a part of the sideboard.

Hut it is specially charming for a bed
room. Its structure lends itself to all

sorts of charming arrangements in the

way of curtains, and the quainter the

cretonne used the more delightful the
effect.

If the sill is the right height, such a
window can be used for a dressing table,

following the English fashion of having
a mirror with its back to the light. The
drawers should be omitted from about
three feet to the center of the space be-
low the window, so as to leave room to

sit before the mirror.
The mirror itself should be swung be-

tween standards, and its back should be
covered with cretonne like that of the

curtains, as it is seen more or less from
ut side. Sometimes the whole sill of the
window is covered with cretonne, and
the dressing things are kept in front of
the mirror. An improvement on this is

t<> have the wide sill painted white like

the rest of the woodwork, having a suf-

ficient space in the center at a slightly
lower level. This space of lower level is

filled in with cretonne and covered with
a sheet of glass, held in place with a
narrow moulding. With a rather high
chair with its back cut down so that it

is not more than nine inches high, you
have a charming dressing table at slight

expense. One thing in favor of arrange-
ments of this sort is that in small rooms
they diminish the amount of furniture
which must be bought.

Supplying a Foil.

The average room with cretonne fur-

nishings and white woodwork is color-

less, or if not colorless the color is so dis-

tributed that it is not impressive. It

needs something to bring it into line.

Nor is this supplied by mahogany fur-

niture, which too often only emphasizes
the discordance. In very many cases the
floor covering is at fault. Rag rugs in

delicate colors are not the best choice for

such rooms. Rather they need rugs of

positive, if low tone. The room with
masses of rose patterned cretonne is

greatly improved by a rug of plain, or

nearly so, gray blue. Flowered effects

in lilacs or old pinks are at their best
when they are contrasted with green, or
in rare cases with grey, while what we
call the nasturtium colors are helped out

by golden brown. These latter, by the

way, are much more agreeable to live

with if they are contrasted with some-

thing else than clear white.

Recent Wall Papers.

While on the subject of floral effects,
it is in order to mention an unusually
g'ood floral paper suitable for a large
bed room with mahogany furniture. It

has a wide stripe, almost the width of
the roll, with an effective design of tropi-
cal birds, flowers and foliage on a pure
\\hite ground. These wide stripes are

separated from each other by a stripe of

classical ornament, the conventional fil-

letted leafy branches, in low toned green.
The character of the design demands
rather large and hitjh wall spaces, but it
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Have You Had Your Sample?
There is a free sample of Utility Wall Board and a handsomely illustrated

book of interior designs waiting for every reader of Keith's Magazine.

If you haven't had yours

Write for It Today!
Utility Wall Board is being used in 10,000 homes all over the country Used
in the dining room, the living room, the bedroom in the attic, the laundry or

the garage It has fully proved its convenience, its beauty, its economy.

Utility Wall Board is extremely tough and durable Takes the place of lath

and plaster Is easy to 'put up and makes a wonderfully attractive wall or ceil-

ing when it is up. Positively moisture proof Will not shrink or warp Lasts

as long as the house does.

Write today for your sample

THE HEPPES COMPANY
4504 Fillmore Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Kraft
Novel texture, durable, s>un-proof this newest

Wiggin Creation is distinctive for unique, effective

wall decoration. Kraft Ko-Na is of the famous

FAB-RIK-O-NA
line of highest grade woven wall coverings, which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, etc., and the finest

quality Fast Color Burlaps. Send for booklet of samples
mentioning goods desired.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.. 214 ARCH ST.. BLOOMHELD. N. J.

This Trnde Mark on back of every yard. Patent appliedfor.

\ 1ft I IT

ever attained
in a woven
wall fabric
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DECORATION AND FURNISHING Continued

is most effective. A cretonne can be had

exactK matching the tl..ral design of the

stripe. \\hich might be sn.vi---mll\ u-ed

as a covering for a single large chair <>r

h. bill a plain material, cither while

or green, i- heller lW u-e with

elaborately paMcrncd papers.

There is a good \ariety of small

tcrned. \\\ t";u-<l green papers, cither in

-hades of the color or in two sur-

:he -aim- -hade. Papers of this

.sort are admirable for sunny living niins
with many pictures, as they are excellent

and unobtrusive backgrounds, and they
will admit of the association of almost

an\ co|.r.

The light colored tapestry papers, in

cither grey or green tones are excellent

for formal parlors. ,.r for bed rooms in

which it is desired to use much bright
colored cretonne. For the latter use they
are preferable to the largely used two-

toned papers in white, cream, or pearl

gra\. as they are much less likely to

show soil, and the design is so shadowy
that it does not conflict in any way with

the stronger pattern of the cretonne.

Black Wall Papers Again.

The wall papers with black grounds
and highly colored floral patterns con-

tinue to be shown, and will probably have
a limited vogue, as they are exquisitely
beautiful, but they certainly do not ap-

peal to conservative tastes. The writer

has seen a small music room in which
one of them was used. The coved ceil-

ing was a very dull gold. The wood-
work was also dull gold. The wall paper
had bunches of deep pink flowers on the

black ground. Lamps with deep pink
silk shades stood on either end of the
ebonized piano, the rug was a Kashmir,
its predominant tone a dark rose, the
furniture teak wood, with loose cushions
of dark old p.>e Liberty velvet, while the
curtains were of a figured mercerized ma-
lerial in n>sC and black. There were no
picture but some bits of bronze. It wa-

really very beautiful, particularly by ar-

tificial light, but very unusual. Abroad,
where the fashion has taken largely, they
are using ebonized woodwork ami black
velvet hangings With the black ground
the color tones of the design are neces-

sarily strong, and whatever is used with

these papers must have a certain depth
of tone.

An Over-Mantel Arrangement.
A Fifth Avenue decorator shows an

:ive over-mantel arrangement for a

drawing room furnished and decorated
in the lormal French -t\Ie. Woodwork
and furniture frames are old ivory. The
\\all paper is a two-toned stripe in tan,
with a silk surface. The curtains are old

blue brocade, the coverings of the chairs
a tapestry uith a tan ground, the rug old
blue. The space from the ceiling to the

mantel shelf is covered with old blue bro-

cade, slightly draped here and there.

Against this background hangs the only
picture in the room, a portrait in pastel
in an oval gilt frame. It is flanked on
either side by gilt sconces, each holding
two candles, and on the shelf are a gilt
clock and two vases of the same material.

The same idea might be effectively car-

ried out in a simpler room, where it is de-

sirable to give special prominence to some
one picture.

The Decorative Value of Screens.

A screen has its uses, although they
are less evident in a generation which

sleeps out of doors and is not afraid of

draughts, than they were once. Its uses

today are more those of concealment than
of protection. But nothing can rob the

screen of its decorative value. It is a

piece of furniture which has the valuable

quality of distinction, and it imparts
something of that quality to an other-

wise commonplace room. It is invalu-

able for cutting off a corner, for filling
in an awkwardly wide door, for conceal-
in- the back of an upright piano, or for

breaking the approach to a reception hall.

A high screen is also useful as a back-

ground to a group of small articles of

furniture which might look patchy with-

out it. And it is almost indispensable in

a, bed room occupied by more than one

person.
Screens to Match Furniture.

When a screen is to be used in a room
with a distinct color scheme, it should
either match the rest of the furniture, in

frame and covering, or else carry out the

general tone of the room. In a drawing
room with upholstery in light colored
and small patterned material, the screen
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Bring Out the Beauty

of Your Floors

IT'S
THERE. Just needs

the right finish such as

only Old English Floor Wax
can give to impart the rich-

ness and lustre that made "Old

English" finish famous.

It's the large proportion- of

hard, imported wax in Old

English that does it. It also

"akes a pound of

go farther than a pound of ordinary w^Hbd r< ie finish exceptionally durable." ^^J
When it does show wear, you need not ^^B whole floor. Just nib a little

wax on the worn spots. Old English Floor Wax gives a finish to floors, furniture and

woodwork which will not scratch nor hold cttiSt. Makts housework a lot easier. It's not ^*
expensieve, either a SO-cent can will do the flwr of a large room. lfhy don't you try f
Old English on your floors? ^

Send for Free Sample and Our Book ^'Ico

"Beautiful Floors Their Finish and Care"

You'll find lots in it to make housework easier. It tells about

Finishimc New Floon
Finishing Old Floori
Hardwood Floors
Pime Floors

Cleaning and Polishing
Care of Waxed Floors
Finishinp Dance Floors
Kitchen, Pantry and
Bathroom Floors

Finishing Furniture
Interior Woodwork
Stopping Cracks
Removing Varnish, etc.

Send BOOKLET
and FREE Sample

so I can try Old Eng-
lish at home.

Nam

A. S. BOYLE & CO.
1924 West 8th Street Cincinnati, Ohio

Address.

My dealer is.

A Bed-room in is Satisfying
There is solid satisfaction and lasting pleasure in the substantial, dignified

Come-Packt Sectional Furniture. Made from choicest Quarter Sawn White Oak,
rich in beautiful flake and grain, correct in pro-

portion and honest in construction. Shipped

completely finished your choice of eight shades.

A Happy Surprise
is the cost. Guess the price of this handsome suite.

then refer to page 29 of our big "Money-Back" Cata-

log. You save over half because we sell only from
factory to you no dealers. This book of six depart-
ments full of economy and quality mailed free for the

asking. WRITE US TODAY FOR IT.

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO.
256 Fernwood Ave., Toledo. Ohio

(Formerly Ann Arbor)
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should have its panels covered with t he-

same fabric. Or the panels of the screen

may be covered with a plain silk, repro-

ducing some tone of the figured fabric.

In the ordinary room of this type, a soft

old rose, or a grey green will be har-

monious. Such a screen is often used as

a background for a collection of minia-

tures, or small framed prints may be

hung against it. A good covering is a

raw silk, of Japanese make, or a French
toile with an armure weave. There is

also a taffeta silk in a soft weave, sold

by upholsterers for curtain linings, which
is agreeable in texture and good in color,

and admirable as a covering for a four-

fold screen, with an edging of dull gold
braid.

Closet and Screen Combined.

Where space is limited, a substantial,
four-fold screen, solidly made, can be
utilized as an annex to the closet of a
bed room. The frame should be made by
a carpenter, of substantial material, and
it should be covered on both sides with
cretonne of stout quality. Pockets for

shoes and stockings are fastened to the

lower part of each panel, on the inner

side, and a row of small hooks, for bath

gowns, and night dresses set across the

top. If the carpenter is instructed to

fasten an additional strip of wood, from
side to side, midway of each frame, a

second row of hooks can be put on, and
the hanging capacity increased. Natural-

ly the screen can never be entirely closed,
hut that is not a serious objection, and
when the need for its use as a closet is

over, pockets and hooks can be removed.

Metamorphosing a Paper Screen.

The ordinary paper screen, sold very
cheaply in Oriental shops, is not often a

thing of beauty, nor does it "compose
well" with most furnishings, but it can be
made over. People who are clever with

paste have sometimes covered such
screens with a handsome wall paper, but
the process is beyond most of us. It i-.

however, possible, by using very small

brads, to cover the face of each fold with
a strip of figured cotton, turning in the

edges very neatly. For this purpose,
nothing is better than Japanese cotton
crepe, as it is firm in texture and can be
had in most effective designs.

There is another sort of screen which
has a wooden frame made in imitation of

bamboo, or one of bamboo, and -lunr-i

Mlkolinr panels. Even this has possibili-
ties. With the silkoline removed and re-

placed by burlap or denim, in brown or

green, tightly stretched over the wooden
rods, it becomes a very presentable af-

fair. The fixtures on which the panels
swing will have to be removed before the

change can be made, and the strips of

denim must be hemmed at the sides, and

very tightly stretched. A screen of this

sort is sometimes used as a background
for unmounted photographs and other

pictures, which have a merely temporary
interest.

One thing is greatly in favor of the

Japanese screen, that it is four-fold, and
that it is possible to get one of good
height for a very moderate price. A
four-fold screen, five foot six in height,
costs $7.50, one of five feet, $5.50, four
and a half feet, $4.50. The designs are

either the familiar cherry blossom or

landscapes with the inevitable Fujiyama
in the background. While all of these

screens are effective, those with white
and yellow grounds appealed to the writ-

er more than the others.

Beginning at $8.50 there is a wide range
of screens whose panels are framed in

polished cherry, either ebonized or in

the natural tone of the wood, which is

not unlike the natural birch, with which
we are all famaliar. These frames have
rounded upper corners, and they are filled

in with satin of various colors painted in

chrysanthemum or cherry blossom de-

signs.
Screens of the same style embroidered

exquisitely in either ins or chrysanthe-
mums are $25, and from that figure range
up to the hundreds. The cloth backs of

these screens are painted in landscape.
The familiar black and gold screens range
from $4.50 to $80. A really handsome
one, five foot six in height, can be had
for $27.50.

An effective bit of furnishing is a low,
four-fold fireplace screen, designed to

conceal the empty grate in warm weather.
These are covered with gold paper, of a

peculiarly rich tone. Plain they cost $10,

painted sketchily in black in a landscape
design they are $11.
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Is There Any Excuse for Unattractive

Houses on Account of Expense ?

IN answer to this Geo. M. Kauffman, Architect, an-
nounces 1st, 2nd and 3rd series, "Distinctive Homes and

Gardens.
" We are in the dawn of a new era in which the

value of domestic architecture will be based not so much
upon the cost of production as upon merit. Who would
think of judging the value of a picture by the cost of the
paint? The expression of a house, its looks forbidding
or homelike and inviting, cozy or cheerless, is due to the
design. Good architecture has qualities which appeal
with special force to the cultured, therefore as we progress
in art and refinement, the demand for meritorious homes
naturally follow.

"Distinctive Homes and Gardens" is devoted to the home,
its planning, building, remodeling, beautifying, etc. It

contains many illustrations, floor plans and descriptions of
the best moderate and low cost houses built today; thus
offering an excellent opportunity of studying some of the
best designs of the various and popular types of domestic
architecture. These books also contain plans of gardens,
and best of all, we devote many pages to suggestions and
general information which will greatly aid you in crystal-
izing your ideas in deciding what you really do want and
need. This timely advice alone might save or make you
hundreds of dollars, to say nothing of having as a result a
true home instead of perhaps a life-long disappointment.

)Your home means much to you! It expresses your life

your individuality your taste, and the degree of your
culture and refinement. The soul must be fed in the home
as well as the body, therefore there must be poetry as well
as mathematics, and while your home should be made to
fit your every need it should also be wholesome in its art

fitting to its environment and possessing the charm that
will increase with age.

WHY NOT SPEND YOUR MONEY WISELY?
WE CAN HELP YOU

1st and 2nd series each have 72 (10x13) pages and 35 de-
signs. Houses of 1st series vary from $1,000 to $6,000, 2nd
series from $6,000 to $15,000. Price of each, $1.00 postpaid.
Third series (a combination of 1st and 2nd series) will be
sent postpaid upon receipt of $1.50.
We also furnish plans and specifications as per our

special offer.

THE KAUFFMAN CO.
Rose Building Cleveland, Ohio

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device to

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.

251 Main Street Flemington, New Jerey. U. S A.

Even the Modest

Home Should

Have the Best

Varnish
While you're about it, get

the best job of varnishing
you can.

Berry Brothers' Varnishes

may cost a trifle more than
some but the ultimate econ-

omy in their use makes them
the least expensive finishing
material you can find.

Berry Brothers'

Architectural

Varnishes
They're made for every need in

the finishing of every class of

building.

Write for free booklet "Choos-

ing Your Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.

Largest Varnish Maker* in the World
Address all correspondence to DETROIT
Factories Detroit, Mich., and Walker-

ville, Ont.

Branches New York. Boston, Phila-
delphia, Baltimore, Chicago, Cin-
cinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Dealers Everywhere.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. Th courteaie* of our Correspondence Department rr rxtrmird lo all reader* of Kttth'i Magazine. Inquirir*

pwtaimnc to the decoration and furnuhinc of the home will be given the attention of an expert.
Letter* inlander! for anewer in thi* rtrfann should be .ddrja*ed to Decoration and Furnuhinc Department, and be accotn-

peaied by a itiMHin el floor plan. Letter* ndoeiix return po*ta*e will be ancwered by mail. Such repliea a* are of mvl in-

Mrartwflil

treatment of these small rooms, with the

furnishings you mention. Plain and
neutral tints should be used on the walls,

<

ially of the apartment to be rented.
I lu- best choice for the second floor par-
lor is a pale ecru with ceiling a shade or
two lighter. The same colors should run

through into dining room. The dining
room wall above plate rail to be plain
ecru a little deeper shade, with an eight
inch border in dull reds, greens, etc. Be-
low the plate rail, one of the paper imi-

tations of wood wainscoting could be
used.

The front bed room should have a grey
chambray wall with or without a narrow
border of red beneath picture moulding.
The den with green rug, mission furni-

ture, could have grey-green burlaps on
the wall with ceiling tinted a lighter
shade.

We can only suggest tones of grey or

greenish grey to be used on first floor

in place of the ecru on second floor, if

you desire a difference. The walls should
be neutral.

Mrs. C. D. W.: "I would like sug-
gestions for color schemes, etc., for new
home built of cobblestone and cement
first floor plan. I have thought of green
or a green-gray combination for the

living room, and browns for dining room,
but do not know what to use for the hall.

Any suggestions you may make will be

gladly received. Although a regular
reader of your magazine I have not found

just what I need in this case."

Ans. Your ideas of color to be usi-l

in the living and dining rooms are excel-
lent. With a Craftsman trim, the happi-
est wall would be a silver grey, green
grass cloth, for living room. If this can-
not be afforded, there are paper imita-

tions of grass cloth effects that are fairly

O. G. B., Honolulu: "Again I am
-rmlinjj you a very rough floor plan, and
I would like you to tell me how to finish

my walls above the plate shelf. My
room which is used as a dining room and

living room together, is paneled to the

plate shelf and stained a weathered oak
color. The space above the shelf and be-

tween the ceiling beams are burlaped and

painted a light yellow.
"The shelf being so high, it seems odd

to put plates, steins, etc., on it.

"What would you suggest as a finish-

ing for the wall above the shelf."

Ans. The plate shelf should have been
run on a line with the tops of the doors.
If you can have it set down there, the
effect will be better.

If you do not like the pale yellows of
the burlaps, paint it over again, a soft,

pale ecru. Then at the top, stencil a
decorative frieze in dull jeds, dull greens,
blues, etc., with some yellowish browns.
You could hang your steins underneath

the plate shelf which would help out the
effect of too great height.

J. M. Q. : "I am enclosing floor plan
of my new two family house. Will you
kindly make suggestions as to painting
and papering the interior. The owner
will occupy the second floor. The par-
lor furniture is mahogany with green up-
holstery, the rugs are Oriental design,
cream color with some blue and old rose;
there will be a mahogany mantel.
"The dining room furniture is golden

oak; a Wilton rug. red, cream, and black,
re<l predominating. There is a plate rail

in this room.
"The bed room furniture is Circassian

mahogany, brass bed, red rug, white lace
curtains, etc."

Ans. There can be but little depart-
ure from the conventional style in the
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It is the

interior furnishing

and finishing that makes
a house a house that makes

a home the most delightful place in

the world. Even more important than the furnishing is

the finishing of the woodwork.

The finest oak or the costliest mahogany, unless properly

finished with the right materials, will prove a poor invest-

ment. On the other hand, ordinary pine, where properly

finished, is both beautiful and attractive.

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes

will develop the natural beauty of any woood costly mahogany, finest

oak, or ordinary pine. They emphasize Nature's artistic markings of

the grain, and never raise, obscure or cloud them.

Men who know wood finishing architects, builders, furniture, piano
and car manufacturers, etc., use Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes in

preference to all others. They give a smooth, tough, elastic finish

that will stand the test of time without signs of wear or loss of beauty.

"MODERN WOOD FINISHING" Write for it.

This book was prepared by our corps of expert wood finishers. It

tells all about wood finishing and is illustrated with plates of finished

wood in natural colors. Every builder should have a copy of thi book.

Simply write the request on a post card and

we will send you the book by return mail.

MlLFORD. Cd.
CHfCAGO
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ory. Of course they lack the

lie lit and changing surface of the grass
cloth This should be plain with no top
iini-h. but the picture moulding in MU!I

low room-

An ecru wall in dining room with nar-

row border at top of dull reds, greens
and yellows, would be very good in a

northwest room. Ceilings paler shade.

One of the "iridescent" papers, $1.00 a

roll, showing coppery reds, greens, yd
lowish browns all blended together, in the

hall, would harmonize with the rooms
and be handsome.

Mrs. X. H.: "Am enclosing floor plan
of our new home. Main rooms finished

in oak. We expect to furnish the dining
room, sitting room and hall in oak fur-

niture, but am undecided about the par-
lor, am a little partial to mahogany.
\\ould you advise it with the oak wood-
work. I had thought of a brass bed and

birdseye maple dresser for the bed room.
Would it be good taste to have a small

square rug for the center of floor in par-
lor with small rugs laid in front of
chairs and piano, or do you think a room
-i/e rug would be more appropriate, or
not have the small center rug and have
little rug in front of chairs and piano.
The woodwork in kitchen will be painted
-tone color.

Ans. Replying to your recent inquiry
would say, that if the woodwork in par-
lor has not already been placed, better

change it to birch stained mahogany, if

you wish to use mahogany furniture.

Oak furniture is not suitable for a par-
lor, when there is a separate living room.
If the woodwork is in place, you could
stain the oak silver grey instead of brown
and you could then use mahogany fur-

niture with it. Sherwin-Williams silver

grey stain is a beautiful finish.

By all means, have one large rug in-

stead of several small ones. You cannot
do with less than 9x12 in that room and it

ought to be 10x13. An all over lace cur-
tain net would be pretty for such a room.
In the living room and dining room, use
cream voile or scrim with narrow edge
for finish.

The walls of the parlor could have an
all over design in pale shades of terra

i. sort of tapestry pattern. Just a

moulding in ceiling angle for !ini>h. The

sitting room, a putty grey crepe paper:
the dining room in green tones. The
same ceiling, a light grey, -liquid run

through both these rooms. The hall

could have a mahogany colored burlap.

pale terra cotta ceiling. It is a pity to

finish the bed room pine natural. It

should be painted cream color. Then
your birdseye maple would look very
pretty with a blue chambray wall paper.
Lead colored woodwork makes a very
dismal kitchen. Better paint it light
brown with buff walls.

11. E. M.: "I am sending under sep-
arate cover, floor plan of my new home.
What color scheme would you suggest
for the sand finished walls, which we
wish tinted? Inside woodwork to be

golden oak. My parlor rug is green, brown
and red, green predominates. Living
room rug in tan and brown, also hall

runner. Buff brick fireplace in living
room. I have a heavy new rag rug in

dark colors, mostly brown. Could it be
used in small chamber on first floor?

Would neat scrim curtains, sash length,
be in good taste for parlor and living
room ? How shall I treat middle window
in parlor which is higher from floor than
other two and has small diamond panes?
Also the window in vestibule and bath,
which are also diamond latticed?"

Ans. A pale ecru tint with cream ceil-

ing would be the best color for your
parlor wall, with a rug in such strong
and varied colors. You can introduce

green into the furniture and hangings.
The living room and hall walls can be
tinted with a warmer shade of tan or

golden brown with ecru ceiling. Use
ecru scrim for curtains in living room
and cream net or all over lace in parlor.
On the outer sides of the two end win-
dows of bay, hang a half width of 50 in.

soft green drapery. Aurora cloth at $1.50
a yard is excellent, with one width on
each window of lace, hanging straight,
shirred on small extension rods next the

glass. But on the middle window, use

only lace, two widths looped back each
side about half way up. The window in

vestibule could have sheer, ecru net or
lace very slightly fulled, shirred on small
rods top and botton, but so that about
12 inches of space in center will be bare.
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Get the Best
the strongest, lightest and most

beautifully grained doors made.

MOMORGAN
DOORS

The standard doors of America, made in
the special Morgan way from special
woods by special machinery. Morgan
doors are specified and recommended by all

leading architects. Built of separate layers
of kiln dried wood with the grain running
in opposite directions. Shrinking, warp-
ing or swelling is impossible.
Each door is stamped "MORGAN" which guar-

antees quality, style, durability and satisfaction.
Be sure your doors bear the "MORGAN" stamp.
Send for a copy of oar elegant new
catalog "The Door Beautiful" just
out full of page illustrations of interiors
and attractive exteriors in all styles, showing
Morgan Doors and their surroundings tells

why it is the best kind of economy to use
Morgan Doors throughout your building.

Write for your copy today
Morgan Company, Dept. F Oskosh, Wit.

Distributed by Morgan Sash and Door Co., Chicago
Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore, Md.

Morgan Doors are handled ty dealers who do not substitute.

The HEART of the HOME is the FIREPLACE
Let us help you to

select a fireplace
that is right a fire-

place of modern de-

sign a fireplace that

fits in harmoniously
with its surround-

ings.

Our catalogue
shows an exception-

ally large variety of

characteristic styles
and we will be glad
to submit sketches
of special designs.

The Lorenzen
Fireplaces are

equipped with the

Improved Lorenzen
Colonial head throat

and damper which
insures perfect ven-

tilation. This combination of ventilation is a result of twenty years experience in the construction of

fireplaces. Send for free catalogue showing mantels in wood, tile and brick, grates and fireplace fixtures of all

kinds, consoles and colonades, etc.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., 701-709 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO., ILL.

One section of our ROOKWOOD TILE display rooms in Reaper Block. Clark and Washington
Streets, Chicago, 111.
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Mi "As I am a regular reader

of your magazine, I would like very much
to get a few pointers on decoration ami

furnishing of my house by mail, for which

please find enclosed postage for same.

irst floor \e>tibule and hall, parlor
to the left of hall, dining room off parlor

extending to hall (full width of house),

having an archway from parlor also an-

other archway in parlor into hall. Li-

brary off dining room, also kitchen. I

would like to know if I should use the

same paper on parlor and dining rooms.
Furniture for both rooms mahogany;
library, mission. Woodwork on first

floor grained or oak. Furniture for hall,

oak. Second floor, stairs polished, three

bed rooms and living room. Woodwork
enamel and doors white. Furniture ma-

hogany. What, would be the best papers
to use on bed room and curtains long or

all short:

Ans. It is not necessary to paper par-
lor and dining room alike. In fact, paper
suitable for parlor would not be good in

dining room, usually. Since the wood-
work throughout main floor is oak with

A COZY FIREPLACE
FOR YOUR HOME

Send for This FREE BOOKLET Telling
How to Get and Install Any Design

The fireplace is the heart of the home. N< > IK >use
is really a home without its cheery blaze on winter even-
ings. If yon are building or thinking of remodeling, yon owe it
to yoandf to and for oar beautiful booklet. "Home and the Kir.--

UUfleaJlaboot T H I IFIrealanai th. only real ad-

Uhjstratione of
design made free oi

-cr^r-~ X f** ^**7 rdi t< ft

wanpUi all ovOTth*room. No ineonwi&ne* noAt rntwo-

^t2ttZttSU?&33tt&
^T! "T*^ ^g? * "^ M~Z%5Z*ZZ(t yoa write at once. Jost drop as a line right now. (la)

COLONIAL RREPLACE CO, 1772 W. 12tfc St, CHICAGO

mahogany furniture. >. -me of the neutral

toned papers would be best on the walls.

A rough surfaced fabric paper in warm
greys, small tapestry design, would be

good in parlor and hall. In dining room
u might use an imitation grass cloth in

dull green, with 5-inch border in dull

reds, greens and blues, etc. The cham-

bray papers in grey, blue or dull rose or

green, are excellent for bed rooms. They
have narrow floral borders or deep cut

lit frieze or get your color contrast in

cretonne curtains and furnishings. Cur-
tain * nowadays are seldom made tc

come below the window sill or bottom of

casing.

E. C. S. : "Being a subscriber of your
magazine I take liberty of asking you to

give me a personal reply and suggest a

decorating scheme for the enclosed plan
which I propose erecting.

"I would like to use dark green solid

paper and mahogany woodwork for the

reception hall, dining room and bed room
opening into reception hall, but am in

doubt as to whether this would work well
with a beamed ceiling in the reception
hall. Do you think the three rooms
should all be finished alike?"

Ans. A mahogany finish would not be
correct with oak furniture in hall and bed
room. The dining room and hall should
both have a mahogany stain with mahog-
any furniture in dining room and either

mahogany or fumed oak with antique
cane seats and backs, in reception hall.

As to the beamed ceiling in hall, that

would be correct with either an oak or

mahogany finish. The ceiling beams
must of course match the other wood-
work, the plaster spaces between can
be white. Dark green walls would
be a very poor choice anywhere. Light
leaf green might be pleasing in the din-

ing mom. with white ceiling. The hall

walls could be light shades of terra cotta
in a sell-toned figured paper. The bed
room walls could be tinted with the prep-
aration you mention, but a white stone
mantel would be entirely out of place.
Better have a w<ul mantel, same as fin-

i>h of rooms, with cream tile facings.
We should paint the woodwork in bed

rooms cream color, with cap moulding
over baseboards, doors, etc., oak, to keep
in countenance with the oak furniture.
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DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

D___ 1 Round Hot

IXOyai Water Heater.

|5 ^^-T-^ 1 Sectional Steam and
IXOyai Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

ROTARY
Ash and Garbage Receiving System

Sets under any Furnace or Boiler

Eliminate the ash dust nuisance and the garbage
menace from your cellar. Install the "SHARP
ROTARY ASH RECEIVING SYSTEM" under

your heater and let the ashes'accumulate for from 6 to

10 weeks, when they are easily removed.
Use one can for garbage and allow the odors and

dangerous germs to be drawn through the fire and up
the chimney.
Can be installed complete in one day under any

type of heater already in use without disturbing the

fire. Be progressive.

Write for Illustrated Catalog
Don't let another week K-O by before getting

particulars about this labor and nuisance saver.

W. M. SHARP CO., 243 Park Ave., Binghamton, N. Y.

It is just as important to

get the right paint or

varnish for a surface

as it is to get the best

The right paint for the outside of your
house is Sherwin-Williams Paint

(prepared). Known to the painter as

SWP
It is the right paint as well as the

best paint for this particular purpose-
made to spread well and to wear long.
It is made of pure ingredients,
mixed and ground together in correct

proportions and delivered to you in

"full measure" cans ready for use.

Some beautiful color combinations for house

painting are shown in colors in our free port-

folio, together with complete specifications for

producing the results shown. Send for it.

SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS
PAINTS VARNISHES

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-WHliarrs Co.

629 Canal Road, N. W.. Cleveland, Ohio
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HOUSEH01/D ECONOMICS

E are all more or less famaliar
with the painstaking housekeper
who makes such a bugbear of

daily living that her family and

guests feel no freedom in her house. Such
a one is credited with washing the broom
handle after its ordinary use, and rushing
to the door to warn her vistor to scrape
her feet lest mud be tracked in on her

hardwood floor. Life with such people
is measured on a narrow scale, and one
wonders if the first act of such a woman
on leaving this mundane sphere will be
to house-clean heaven. Such women
carry the fine art of housekeping to an
excess, but there are certain conditions,
such as dust and bacteria, which must
be fought, if only for hygienic reasons.

Decay takes place in food, dust gets into

the house, and mould and bacteria are
liable to grow wherver they find con-

genial soil. When organic substances are

kept clean or protected, decay is not so

apt to ensue.

The natural home of bacteria is the soil.

Hence, they can be brought into the house
on the clothes or body. For this reason
street clothes should be brushed often,
and the sunlight and fresh air admitted

freely to the house. In hundreds of ways
the housekeeper should be on the alert tc

keep her domain free from injurious bac-

teria, and many daily occurrences show
this necessity. Changing the water in y

vase of flowers, and emptying the pan
under the refrigerator, being careful never
to put away a damp cloth for fear of
mould these seem simple things, yet are

necessary if one would keep a sanitary
home. Dozens of other everyday dangers
could be quoted. One of the arguments
in favor of boiling and sunning clothes

is that the intense heat to which they are

subjected kills all the bacteria that may
come from the body.
An important kitchen furnishing that

requires constant care, on account of

sanitary reasons, is the refrigerator. The
proper place for this receptacle is in the

pantry, but as many pantries are too
small it is frequently placed in the kitch-

en, where it is exposed to dirt and dust.

When it is built in a house, it often has a

trap door in the back which enables the

ice-man to fill it without entering the

house, but the ordinary refrigerator has
no such convenience, and its chief essen-

tial is that it shall be so lined that no
moisture can reach the wood. For this

reason n refrigerator that leaks should be
attended to at once.

Many refrigerators are now placed so

that the waste pipe connects directly with
the sewer. This does away with the pan,
and the annoyance of emptying it night
and morning, but some good authorities

claim there is danger of sewer gas in this

way, and that the care of the pan is

nothing in comparison to the risk to

health. Other people let the pipe drain

upon the cellar floor. This creates damp-
ness and is unheahhful. A good, zinc-

lined refrigerator, with inner lining of

cha-coal, should have a removable pan.
It costs from twelve to sixteen dollars.

These, lined with tile or enamel are more

expensive. The refrigerator should be

large enough so that the shelves will hold
all the food, and no eatable should be

placed on the ice. Sal soda in water is

the best cleanser. At least once a week

everything should be taken out, and
shelves and walls washed thoroughly and

wiped dry. The best time to do this is
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Dr. P. B. Leakey's Bungalow, Marblehead, Mass.
Covered with Neponset Prostate.

Going to build a Bungalow ?

You will find N E P N5ET PROSLATE
ROOFING AND SIDING less expensive
but a more permanent and better protection

against the heat and cold than shingles or clap-

boards.

There are different NEPONSET
ROOFINGS for different types
of buildings, all with at least ten

years of service.

Write for booklet.

TRADE MABK
Reg. U. 8. Pat. Office

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Mass.

POUNDATION
COAL CHUTE

A
IJ Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening.
|The heavy
steel hopper
catches all the
coal.

<J When not in use,
the hopper lies in
the bottom of the
chute body. jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed.
Strictly burglar-
proof. fwith 1A-
inch wire glass or
steel panel In door.

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co.
88-98 Erie Street Huntington, Indiana

Figure Paint Cost by
Years of Service

and by square feet covered not by
price per gallon.

The real test of value is in the paint

itself in its ability to do the work you

buy it for. If you use

you get security of utmost hiding power
and longest possible wear.

Sample sections of exposed surfaces in our
Museum of Tests, prove conclusively that

"High Standard" Paint covers more square
feet per gallon, and furnishes a more lasting

protection than any other paint. Not one
test proves this; but hundreds, made under

various conditions, favorable and adverse, for

long periods, on all sorts of surfaces.

Before you paint inside or out investigate
"High Standard" Paint, Mellotone, Linduro. Little

Blue Flag Varnish and the other Lowe Brothers'
products One for every purpose. "The Little Blue

Flag" on the can is your protection.

The High Standard dealer is an authority on
painting. Let us tell you about him, and send a

handsome and hejpful book. "Homes Attrac-
tive," (free) "Harmony in Color," (free)

"Melotone," (free) or for 25e. 'Good
Homes by Good Architects," a rich

portfolio, printed in beautiful colors,

showing exteriors, interiors, and
plans of different types of practi-

cal houses.

THE LOWE BROTHERS COMPANY
465 E. Third Street, Dayton, Ohio

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY

LOWE BROTHERS, LTD.. TORONTO. CANADA
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uhen the supply of ice i^ low u-nally
..ii Moiidav morning when the small

'e placed in a pan while

the ire receptacle i> lein.u leaned.

:i..uld he wipe.l with a

wrapped around a knife .>r >k

Tl. pipe needs special at

for i i nit ful source of germ-
neglected pipe i> .-ftcn tilled with slimy

wth, germs of putrefaction^
\\hich contaminate hntter. milk, and
other food. The pipe must be cleaned

nt ire length hy running a tlexihle

wire or rattan, around which is wrapped
a cloth or ^pongc. through it. Lastly a

Mron- -olutioii of sal soda and boilng
water should he poured down. If the

water falls from the waste pipe into a

trap underneath the refrigerator and from
the trap into the waste pan, this ought
to he cleaned in the same way. with sal

soda water. A refrigerator needs con-

stant vigilance to keep it and the waste

pan perfectly clean. Warm food should

never be placed in it, and the ice should

he well washed before it is deposited.
Some housewives cover the ice with

newspaper-, to exclude the air. It makes
it keep longer

This Bungalow Book FREE
f^RIGINAL, practical, beautiful ideas and designs for
**' building Bungalows, Country Homes. Cottages and
Two-Story Residence*. It specially deals with the delight-
ful Went Coast Bungalow, a style of home most suitable
to all climates. Contains 24 photographs and floor plans
designed by 24 leading architects -actually built for the
amounts given. Tells also the interesting story of Red
Cedar Shingles, how to make your roof last a life-time.
bow to save frequent paintings, how to finish the exterior
of your building artistically and economically. We have
no plans nor books to sell. We are manufacturers of Red
Cedar Shingles and want you to know about Red Cedar
before you build. Book mailed free.

Red Cedar SHisgle Manufacturers' Association

513 White Building Seattle. Wathinuton

An. .ther kitchen accessory that ic.|;

6 for fear of l,. ; the

-.ink and draining hoard. l'n>anitary
condition- ii, ,t only lo,,k had hut there i-

dan-er of n.ache> ,md insect-, and germs
that menace health. Few iron -.inks are
now n-ed. When they are in the house

they can be covered with white paint and
several not one hut many coats of hard
white enamel. < irease should never he

poured down the sink, and all vegetable
parings, tea and coffee grounds and ref-

use should be caught in a sink strainer;
a three-cornered one that fits into the
sink corner is hest. The refuse should be
burnt or put in a garbage can. After

every dish washing, the sink should be

thoroughly washed in hot, clean suds and
>cruhhed with a tampico brush, that every
crack and corner may be sanitary. The
wall hack of the sink and draining board
should receive similar treatment, and
care will prevent sewer gas.

The drain pipe is always a source of

danger. Usually, the dish water is

greasy and as it goes down the sink pipe
the grease settles. The sink should be

immediately flushed with hot water fol-

lowed by cold, that the pipes may be
cleaned at once before the grease adheres

firmly. No matter how many times the
sink may he used for dish-washing it is

well to Hush it in this way several times
a day. Neglect to do this is one cause

wer gas. One should not wait until

an odor is perceptible but give a periodi-
cal flushing several times a day. Occa-

sionally, a disinfectant should be poured
down. A good one is chloride of lime or

potash dissolved in boiling water. An-
other excellent wash is one pound of sal

soda to three gallons of boiling water.
This should be poured boiling hot down
the pipes. A small quantity of the soda
solution will not accomplish much.
There must be enough to reach every side

of the pipe and thus destroy the putre-
faction that mav breed di-c,.

E 13 O W I C K
"BEST HOF8E PLANS," a heaotifol book of 300 modern homes coot
ingKOO. to SHOO. I hare had Btanjr years experience in planning houses,
cottages and building, well arranged, well constructed and ^Mtmiil
cal to build. If ?oa want the BEST &E8ULT8. convult a man of <-x

peHeace and reputation for GOOD WORK. This book rjrea plan*.
terion and descriptions. Price $1.00. "HIV. \J

TAGK8," a new book showing 10 up-to-date design*, all built from my
i>Un, tirettr one-story bungalows and cottages. If TOO want a umall
KOOSrtMICAL HOME. donYfall to send for one of these boob. Price

J1.25I will send jou BOTH HOOKS. To protpectire church
MiiMrm I send my portfolio of rhurrhp* for So.
CHAS. S. SLOGWICK. 1028 K.. Lumber Exchan*e . Minneapolis
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A. G. C. Fletcher, Architect, New York

Artistic, Economical and Reliable
If you have had bad results with the kerosene-
oil shingle-stains, don't condtimi all stains.

Cabot's Shingle Stains
have stood the test for over twenty-five years in all

parts of the world. Thousands of people have used
them, and hundreds of unsolicited testimonials have
been received, showing that they look better, wear
better and preserve the wood better than any other
exterior colorings.

Samples of colors on wood with catalogue sent free

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Manufacturer.

141 Milk Street, Boston, Mac*.
Agents at all Central Points.

If You Have A Fire-

place

You can secure four times the usual amount
of heat by using a

Jackson Ventilating Grate
These grates each heat two or more rooms

on one or different floors in severest weather,
and they will heat an entire residence with
two-thirds the fuel of a furnace.

IF You HAVE No FIREPLACE you can se-
cure the effect of an ordinary open grate by the
use of a MAYFLOWER OPEN FRANKLIN. Many
people use them in preference to the ordinary
open fireplace.

CATALOG "K" shows the Ventilating
Grate. Send for this, and also for catalogues
of Mantels, Franklins, Andirons, or anything
else you wish in the fireplace line.

Edwin A. Jackson & Bro.
25 Beckman St., N. Y.

CEILING ^

LIKE THIS
for your Dining Room or Library is only one
of the many attractive designs we have to offer.

We have appropriate Ceilings and Walls for

every room in your house from Parlor to Cellar,

and for all classes of buildings.
We make a specialty of Church work.

If about to build, remodel or decorate, you will find

the No-Co-Do Steel Ceilings and Walls tl.c most decorative,
durable and economical of anything you can use. Can be

put over old plaster by any mechanic.

Dust, Vermin and Fireproof.
Will not crack or fall.

A Dainty Bathroom

Tile your Bath Room, Laundry.

Pantry and Kitchen Wall? with the No-

Co-Do Steel Tiling, better and cheaper

than ti.c Porcelaii , lasts a life-time.

Separate Catalogues for Cdline
nd Tiline will be furnished either

direct or through your dealer. State

which you want.

We want a dealer in every town.

OITHIOP, COBURN 4 DODGE CO.. 33 Ckrry SL. Nw Tort

T\O you expect to build? Are you interested

in Concrete Construction? If you want to

learn something new about cement and concrete,

write for a FREE sample copy of

CementAge
the progressive magazine telling something new
each month about concrete building and cement
construction, fl SenJ $1.50 for a year's subscription.

(Canadian and foreign postage 50c additional) . Our Annual
May House Buildirg No., 25c each, or given as a premium
with a year's subscription. <J Write for our

special
combin-

ation book and subscription offers to new subscribers only.

One of them is sure to suit you. Write now to

CEMENT AGE CO., 30 Church St., NEW YORK

P A CV TA DITV $10 DOWN AND
EASY 10 BUY $10 A MONTH
Our monthly payment plan make* it eay *".">."<" *"

the best heating H.vntem. Buy direct, wivo Uve dei ler8

profits and excessive charges for installation and repair*.

Saves one-third to one-half the cost.

JAHANT Down Draft FURNACE
For residences, schools, hotels, churches, 1 1> .

Sold Uod.r a BiDdim "Goar..tT Bond" to give

,. r r.'<-t K.ti^fii.-tion iilt.-r 365 days' u~- -T

raonc> rvfun.l.-.l. \\V *.-mi complete outfit

furniu-.-. n-ri-t'-rx. |.i|'-. .-pccial blue print

plan*, full <lirM-t ionn ""! H to<lllt fo f ""tall-

ing So easy to install a boy can do it.

OUR FREE CATALOG
Explains the imtrntc.l Down Draft System
fullv tells why it gives more heat and saves

half" the cod of fui-1. Write for it now.

The Jahant Heating Co.
4 Mill St., AKRON, O.
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TABL OMAT
Preparing and Serving Winter Fruits

By BEATRICE D'EMO

TWO MODES OF SERVING APPLES.

1 1 MX one gets on the subject of

cooking winter fruits an endless
li>t of delightful desserts is pre-
sented. Take the apple, for in-

stance. Every woman knows how to
bake an apple, but if she wants to do it

in a way to make a sweet dish fit for

royalty, in fact the name of the recipe is

Royal Baked Apples, let her core but not
peel the fruit, then fill the center cavity
with chopped English walnuts mixed

with powdered sugar. Put the prepared
apples in a pan quite close together, tlun

pour in a cupful of boiling water in which
has been simmered the sliced peel of a
lemon (sliced very thin so hardly any of
the bitter white skin is attached to it).

Bake the apples for twenty minutes in a
hot oven or half an hour in a slow one,

taking them out as soon as they can be

pierced with a straw. Put them in a glass
dish and pour whatever juice is left over
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SARGENT
Hard

r~T'HE beauty and artistic quality of

Sargent designs are apparent; they

are on the surface, to be seen by everyone.

Beneath them are qualities of material and

workmanship that are appreciated by expe-

rienced architects and expert workmen.

Carpenters and locksmiths recognize the

inner worth of Sargent Locks,

in the solid construction the security for which

these locks are famed ; they find every part

accurately fitted in its place.

Sargent Hardware and Locks are smooth-

working, efficient; they work with ease, quiet

and sureness through long years of service.

illustrates many patterns suitable for public buildings, residences, etc. Write

for this book and confer with your architect in the selection of a design t<

harmonize with your architecture. Ask him to specify the use of Sargent

Hardware throughout the building.

SARGENT & COMPANY, 151 Leonard St., New Yorb|j
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them, then grate on a link- nutmeg or

sprinkle with powdered cinnamo:
with plain cream. The pictured apple
tart ; in the usual tart, in

a-much that the pa-tr\ form i- tilled with

, then a thick slice of

apple which ha- been cored hut not peeled

put on top the slice should he at least

three-quarters of an inch thick. This is

sprinkled thickly with granulated sugar,
dotted with butter and baked until the

apple is soft, when nutmeg is grated over

the top. This is a great improvement on
the ordinary fruit tart. Porcupine apples

jelly on the top "!' each apple and pour
around them the \\rup which has been

I e minute- longer, after the

apples have been reim>\ed. If tin- di-h
i- allowed t" -land for a few hours the
>\ rup will form into jelly. Plain or

whipped cream may be served.
I'.aked banana> are temping to the pal-

ate and are wholesome. The fruit should
be slightly green and must be baked in

the .skin for ten minutes or until thor-

oughly hot all through and soft but not

mushy. Carefully remove the peel with
a fork, then arrange the fruit in the serv-

BAKED BANANAS WITH SUGAR SAUCE.

are highly decorative and universally
liked. For them first make a syrup by
simmering together for ten minutes a pint
of granulated sugar with a pint of water.
Pare and core six firm, tart apples
greenings, if perfect, are the best put in

a deep saucepan and pour over the syrup,
then cook slowly until the apples are
soft, but do not let them cook to pieces.
Remove from the syrup to the dish in

which they are to be served and fill the
hollows with chopped almonds which
have been blanched by soaking in boiling
water until the skins slip off, when they
are pressed between the thumb and
finger. Split some of the almonds and
stick them all over the outside of the

apples. This can be more easily done if

a hole is first made in the apples with the
tip of a teaspoon. Pile quince or grape

ing dish and pour on a sauce made by
beating together the white of an egg, the

juice of a lemon and all the sifted pow-
dered sugar the egg will take up. Serve
at once before the hot banana melts the

sugar and egg. Bananas may also be

peeled, scraped, and fried until hot in but-

ter, then served with a sauce made by
bailing together half a cupful of water
and a cupful of granulated sugar.

Grape Fruit and Oranges.

When buying a grape-fruit select the

heavy, smooth-skinned ones. If lar-

half is sufficient for a portion, and if it be
-erved for breakfast clip out the cork-
like center with a pair of kitchen
loosen the section- and remove the seeds,
then fill the hollow with powdered sugar
and let stand in the ice chest for two
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Our Beautiful Booklet/Tergolas"
Illustrated with views of some of the most attractive new

Jiomes ami ground! showing exceedingly artistic- result- in
pergola treatment. This booklet is riht off the press, and is
vours for the asking. Send for eatalouue G'27 of pergolas, sun
dials and garden furniture or G40 of wood columns.
Our illustration shows the attractive effect that can be ob-

tained by adopting pergola treatment for your garage This
adils hut very little to the cost of the building and makes it
an attractive feature of your general landscape scheme in-
stead or an eyesore, as it frequently is.

Proportions in columns make or mar the success and artis-
tic effect of the pergola That is why a pergola built with

Roll's Patent Lock Joint Columns
made in classic proportions, will insure your getting a charm-
ing and beautiful pergola. They are equally suitable for
porches or interior work and are made exclusively by

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY
Elston and Webster Aves.. Chicago, III.

Eastern Office: - - 1123 Broadway, N. Y City

Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Strong
Durable

Economical

Twice Proved
First by laboratory tests, second by

,
actual use, S*mon Spot Sash Cord has

, proved from three to forty times more
durable than substitutes. Specify Samson
Spot Sash Cord and insist on its use. Made
of extra quality cotton, scientifically braided
to equalize the strain, guaranteed free from
flaws.

The Spot* Are Our Trade Mark
and Your Protection

For sale by hardware dealers. If your dealer
cannot supply you, order of us direct, giv-
ing: his name. Write today anyway for

sample and our illustrated booklet No. 4,

showing1 various kinds ofSamson Cord.
A handy guide to buying.

Samson Cordage Works
Boston, Mass.

NO. 103. COST S25OO

LJOMES OF CHARACTER illustrates 40 Designs for
*^ the Home-Buildei Bungalows, Cottages and Houses,
costing from $1,000 to $10,000 with floor plans, exteriors,

interiors, descriptions and accurate cost estimates. We
develop these plans to suit the individual requirements of
clients all over the world. We will develop one to fit

YOUR needs, or make SPECIAL PLANS according to
YOUR ideas, at reasonable prices. HOMES OF CHAR-
ACTER $1.00 postpaid. Descriptive Circular, 2c stamp.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON, (Inc.) Architect
1243 Williamson BIdg., - - Cleveland, Ohio

endforthe

ALDINE FIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 8f>

r
c of the heat

uniformly into the room instead
of 15^ given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5601 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sprm-er & Powers, Architerts.

A $7,000 BUNGALOW
Every window a casement. Every
casement fitted with our "BULL
DOG "

adjuster. Everybody happy
owner tenant architects.

The only perfect, TROUBLE-
PROOF, "FOOL-PROOF" adjust-

er at a cottage or bungalow price.

"Post a postal for our Casement ffjooklct

THE CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.

Room 58, 175 N. State St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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SERVING GRAPE-FRUIT AND ORANGES.

hours before serving over night is really
better. For a course at dinner or lunch-

eon, when the grape-fruit frequently
takes the place of clams or oysters, pre-

pare as just described, but add if there

is no objection a teaspoonful of sherry
to each half of the fruit, and put two or
three Maraschino cherries in the center.

A very delightful and simple dessert

may be made of a combination of oranges
and pineapple, by paring the former,

slicing and removing the seeds, and slic-

ing the pineapple very thinly, after cut-

ting off the spiny outer coat. Put a layer
of the pineapple in a glass dish and
sprinkle with powdered sugar, then a

layer of oranges, which sprinkle with
de-iccated cocoanut or fresh cocoanut

grated and sweetened. Repeat until the
dish is full, then top with a meringue
made by beating the whites of two egi,

r s

stiff with two tablespoon fuls each of

HESSMiaOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
TEEL Medicine Cabinet

orlocker finished in snow-white. baked
everlnHtinsc enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimminx*. Steel or Kla&s
shelve*.

Costs Less Than Wood
N'ever warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Oust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
l
;"u r styles four sices. To rcrcM in

wall <>r to hang outside. Send for illus-
trated circular.

I HESS. 91 7 LT.com. Bids.. C
t J*at*r* of SU*l Funuuxt. Fn

grated cocoanut and sifted powdered
sugar. The meringue should not be put
on until just before serving. This is one
form of the old-time dainty ambrosia ; and
another way to prepare it is to omit the

cocoanut but sprinkle each layer with

sherry. The dessert should be very cold

whichever way it is prepared. Bananas

may be combined with the oranges in-

stead of the pineapple.
If oranges are served raw at breakfast

a dainty mode of preparing them is pic-

tured, which is to cut the fruit into

eighths, or even smaller sections, and ar-

range them around a salt cellar filled

with powdered sugar. The sections are

eaten by turning back the peel at each
end and using it as a holder while the

juice is extracted from the pulp. The
small, rather tart oranges are the best to

serve this way, as the sections are just

lari^e eunuch for a mouthful. For after-

dinner service cut the orange peel so that

it forms a little basket, as pictured, re-

move the seeds, and as much of the pith
as possible from the pulp, pile the pieces
in the basket and chill thoroughly. If

the oranges are large they may be merely
cut in half, like a grape-fruit, and the sec-

tions loosened with a pointed knife.

Again, as a dessert, the top of fine, large

oranges may be removed in one slice,

then the pulp extracted with a teaspoon,
leaving the skin intact. The pulp may
then be sweetened and frozen in a water
ice or sherbet and returned to the peel,
the top put on and a filled orange served
to each diner.
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When using the
' 'CHICAGO-FRANCIS ' ' Combined Clothe* Dryer and Laundry

Stove. Clothes are dried without extra expense, as the waste heat from the laundry
stove dries the clothes. Can furnish stove suitable for burning wood, coal or gas.

Dries the clothes as perfectly as sunshine Especially adapted for use in Residences.

Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dryers are built to order in various

sizes and can be made to fit almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive

circular and our handsomely illustrated No. K 12 catalog. Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO. OR SHANNON MFG. CO.
630 So. Wabash Ave. , CHICAGO. ILL. 124 Lexington Ave., NEW YORK CITY.

It's The Care In Manufacturing!
Such great care is used in the Manufacturing of

VULCANITE ROOFINGS
that it is called today, and rightfully so, The WORLD'S GREATEST ROOFING !

Absolutely the very best of material is used in its Manufacture from the Starting of the

Felt to Coating of the Surface.

ALL PLYS AND SURFACES.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY

DULUTH
'The Home of Quality"
: MINNEAPOLIS s FARGO

2? "Crescent

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made in Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

TheH. B. IVESCO.;Mfrs.,

TheONLYWAYisthe
PHENIX WAY,
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hunger re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-

tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof

Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue addreM

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Center Si. Milwaukee. VI*.

The Latest Ideas inHome Decoration
A FREE Correspondence Service

TO the subscribers of Keith's Magazine is offered the service of our Expert Decoration Depart-
ment in planning a decorative scheme for any room in your home or for several rooms. This

service should prove very valuable to you, especially where strictly up-to-date decorators are not

accessible in your home town. We make this a free service as one of the advantages open to the

subscribers of KEITH 1 MAGAZINE, the recognized authority on Building and Decorating Artistic

Homes. Subscription, Two Dollars a year.
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111) iiKTra-ing pr.irtii.-i- of carry-

ing on concrete construction
thr. ughuut 'the winter months
has resulted in an accumulation

of experience that should have weight
with those contractors and engineers who
now close down the concreting plant dur-

ing cold weather. Satisfactory results

can he obtained in all classes of work.

The cost of an idle plant and the cessa-

tion of profits must be considered. The
actual extra expense occasioned by the

protective measures necessary for safe

concrete work will certainly be far less

than the actual losses were work to stop.
This yearly loss is not justified on the

grounds of custom. It is now an un-

reasonable drain on the contractors' year-

ly profits, for the successful examples of

previous winters have demonstrated the

entire safety and the moderate extra ex-

pense accompanying cold-weather con-

creting.

However, the practice of mixing, plac-

ing and protecting concrete in cold weath-
er in the same manner as in warm weather
is most certainly to be condemned,
a writer in the Bulletin of the Universal
Portland Cement Company. Freezing
will not damage concrete that has had a

chance to harden under favorable condi-

tion x for from twenty-four to forty-eight
hours. The freezing simply retards the

procc>< of hardening, which again pro-
ceeds under favorable conditions, and in

the end the concrete obtains its full

strength.

ncrcte that is frozen before the ac-

tion of hardening has started is not apt
to be permanently injured if upon thaw-

ing it is not again frozen until it has had
a chance to harden sufficiently to with-
stand the action of subsequent freezing.
Alternate freezing and thawing i< very
apt to damage green concrete.
A given amount of heat expended in

heating material- and proU-ciing the work
from iree/ing immediately after placing
will be infinitely more ettective than an

equivalent amount of heat expended in

attempting to hasten the hardenin
concrete that has been mixed with cold

materials and subjected during the next
few days to unfavorable conditi

Heating the materials accelerates the

rate of hardening, lengthens the time be-

fore the concrete becomes cold enough to

freeze, and in temperatures but little be-

low freezing will insure the hardening of

the concrete before it can be damaged by
freezing.
Thus it is imperative to mix and place

concrete in such a manner as to insure

proper hardening during the first few

days.

Lowering the Temperature.

Lowering the freezing point of the con-
crete is probably the simplest and cheap-
est, but not the best method of concret-

ing in cold weather. Ordinary <alt is

most commonly used, and while the addi-

tion of a limited amount retards the hard-

ening somewhat and lowers the initial

strength, the ultimate strength of

the concrete is not affected by its

use. More than ten per cent of salt

>hould not be used, and this amount is

not effective for temperatures lower than
22 degrees F. The use of acid in place of
salt i- not to be encouraged.

Large plain mass work, such as retain-

ing walls and abutments, do not require
tin- -ame care and protection as thin walU.
columns, beams and floor slabs. Th<
ditional equipment considered n

in any case for winter work is compara-
tively limited, consisting generally i a

sufficient amount of canvas for hou-ing
in or covering the work, salamander
other form of heaters for maintaining a

temperature above the freezing point and
some provision for heating mater
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Asbestos "Century" Shingle Roof Residence F. B. Tainter, Scarsdale, N. Y.

Asbestos 'Century' Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

""THE extremely light weight of Asbestos "Century" Shingles means
a good bit more saving than perhaps yoa realize.

You can plan for a lighter roof framing probably a lighter

framework all the way down to the foundations.

That's a big item saved especially the way lumber prices are

now. It may make enough difference to provide that extra room

you'd like to have or added niceties in trim and decoration and

plumbing.
In every way it will pay you to look into Asbestos "Century" Shingles.

They are absolutely fire-proof.

They do not deteriorate with weather, climate or time. They need

no painting or repairs.

You can get Asbestos "Century" Shingles in numerous shapes and

sizes and in three colors. Newport Gray (silver gray), Slate (blue black)

and Indian Red. Ask your responsible roofer or write us. We'll send

you our booklet "Reinforced 1 9 1 2" a valuable solution to your roof-

ing problem.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

AMBLER, PENNSYLVANIA

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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CEMENT Continued

Sand and stone may be heated l.\ piling

directly upon pipe coils supplu 1 with

steam or by covering with tarpaulins and

applying the steam directly to the ma-
terial to be heated. For heating water

a steam pipe placed in an ordinary barrel

is not to be recommended. A suitable

tank should be provided, the water being
heated by means of a coil supplied with

steam from the boiler supplying the

mixer engine, or from one erected for

purpose.

When Not Necessary to Heat the Sand.

For heavy mass work, thick walls, abut-

ments, etc., it is not necessary to heat the

sand if dry and free from lumps of frozen

matter. The water should be heated. If

the concrete goes into place unchilled it

will harden rapidly, as mass work retains

its initial heat for a long time, and addi-

tional heat is generated during the proc-
ess of hardening. If the forms are tight
and made of heavy material it will only
be necessary to protect the top or ex-

posed surface of the work with tarpaulin,

applying a jet of steam or by covering
with boards or building paper and apply-

ing a thick blanket of straw or manure.

Careful inspection of winter work is

necessary before removing the forms.

Frozen concrete, which upon thawing has
but little strength, closely resembles thor-

oughly hardened concrete in appearance,
and when broken frequently shows a frac-

ture through the aggregate, but with
these precautions concrete work properly
handled may be successfully carried on

irrespective of weather conditions.

Building Age.

Sewage
,HLEY ~. .

STEM Disposal
Without Sewers

FOR COUNTRY HOMES
is best secured by the ASHLEY SYrra. Don't allow dis-
ease germs to breed in open drains or in MSSUUOJS at your
country place. Write for Free Illustrated Booklet. Address

ASHLEY HOUSE SEWAGE DISPOSAL CO.
1O8 Armida Avenue. Morgan Park, IIL

Why Stucco Crazes.

'1 he crazing or hair-cracking of stucco

is a universal complaint and rather <li--

couraging to many owners of stucco cov-

ered buildings, ina-much as a crazed
Nttnvo will ruin the l>eauty of any suc-

cessfully designed building. The reason
for the crazing of stucco varies, hut the

principal cause is the lack of knowledge
f the mixing of the proper proportions

and also the application of the mat
and finally the protecting of finished

>tucco from the elements until it has

properly hardened.

Cement applied on walls in about one-
inch thickness acts entirely different than
when cement is poured into moulds in a

compact body and the cement, while har-

dening, has sufficient dampness from the

water of its own mixture. On the walls,
the water mixed with the cement is ab-
sorbed on the back by the ground work
on which the cement is applied and on
the face by the air and wind in a shorter
time than the cement would naturally re-

quire to harden. A stucco facing is com-

posed of two or three coats. It depends
on what finish may be desired. Naturally,
the application of the cement mixture in

two of three coats requires a great
amount of care in order that each coat

may properly adhere to the other. On
the mixing of the various coats it greatly
depends that the finish coat, which acts

as a veneer over the undercoat, should be
mixed of the various ingredients so that

it will act as an elastic cover; that is, that

the mixture after it has hardened shall be
of a less tensile strength, and therefore
less brittle than the under coat.

The cement for the final coat should
never be more than one part mixed with
three parts of good, sharp, washed sand
or marble grit, and also with a very small

proportion of lime. This lime should be
fresh-burned shell lime

;
if this is not ob-

tainable, a good quality of hydrated lime

may be used. This mixture (after the

ground coat is well wetted down with
clean water until it can absorb no more),
is applied in the regular method and if

properly floated and padded will eliminate
the crazing and at the same time the lime
will act as a waterproofer to a reasonable
extent. Record and Guide
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- "
The Proof of the

Pudding Is in the Eating"

The house shown here is but one of

the many proofs of the adaptability of

KNO-BURN Lath.

Residence of A. Salisbury, San Antonio,

Texas.

Wooden frame, sheathed on outside, Our booklets "K" and "O" contain
Portland Cement stucco on KNO-BURN

full information about KNO-BURN
Lath.

Interior walls lathed with KNO-BURN Lath and methods of using it. Sent

Lath. free.

North Western Expanded Metal Co.
930-950 Old Colony Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Cure for a Creaking Door

Stanley's
Ball Bearing Hinges

eliminate friction so that the door
opens softly and smoothly. Equip-
ped with Non-Rising Pins.

Artistic Booklet Free.

THE STANLEY WORKS
Department T New Britain, Conn.

New Edition Now Ready

VioO INTERIORSBEAUTIFUL
AXDTHKIR DECORATION

This lxx>k will print- to Ix- one of the im>-t int.-r.--t int "f
Keith'- I'lililiciitiiui*. ami of great value to tin- lioim- I mi I.I. -r.

CONTKN I
v

Int.-rior l>.Tr:it ion
Kntr.-im-.-- :iml Vratibuiw

Hall- ami Stair"
Living Room- Dininu Koonis

Slrt-i'inu ROOIIIH Outdoor KoomH
Deiif .iii.l PtreplacM

Ku-tic- HuiikMiow tntolon
PRICK. cNK HOLLAR

M. L. KEITH, 426 McKnight Bldg.. MINNEAPOLIS
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F NISI NPAINTIN
The Failure to Paint Greater Than the

$250,000,000 Annual Fire Loss.

By Dr. Geo. B. Heckcl

|<
>M K years since, the writer, as an

after-thought, added the follow-

t-ntences to the title page of

a booklet on paint: "Paint is as

important as fire insurance. A building

may never burn, but unless constantly

protected by paint it will surely decay.

Decay is slow burning: paint is insur-

ance against decay."
This statement elicited prompt protest

from the fire underwriters, and it was

necessary to point out the context, in

which it was stated that "The man who
understands the value of paint will look

on it as an insurance policy against de-

and will as carefully renew his paint
as his fire insurance." the inference be-

ini,
r that the wise man needs no prompt-

:> keep up his fire insurance. The
protest'-r> were not wholly satisfied, but

they at least realized that no depreciation
of fire insurance was involved.

Now. after the lapse of some five years,
the same o.m iction is creeping into the

literature of the paint trade, and it really
seems that the hard-headed people of the
I'uited States are beginning to realize

that the small leak requires at least as
much attention as the occasional catas-

trophe.
I have before me an article by Powell

Evans in the Augusta (Ga.) Herald, in

which figures are given which indicate
the annual fire loss in the United States
t. hi- ab..ut $250,000,000, while this waste
added to the cost of fire departments and

patrols is computed by the United States
ietio Survey to amount to $400,000,000.

This is. of course, an enormous drain on
our resources, and should be reduced by
every j>.

.x>jl,l c means: but what about
that other loss which goes on constantly,
hut which as surely reduces buildings to

gas and dust as does a great conflagra-

Steel or wood in a vacuum will, so far

a- ue know, last forever. Steel or wood,
exposed to the elements, will degenerate
and disintegrate just as certainly as if it

were fired by an incendiary. And, to

continue the parallel, the process is es-

sentially the same oxidation the chief

difference being that one is rapid and the

other slow.

We may escape fire. I don't know the

proportion of buildings burned to build-

ings not burned, but it must be compara-
tively small. In my lifetime I have lived in

at least twelve different houses, and not
one of them has yet burned down, though
four of them passed through the great
Chicago fire.

Furthermore, if one of these houses
does burn down, the fire insurance com-
panies will make good at least a part of

the loss.

Some of these houses, however, have
either fallen down or been practically re-

built throughout since my boyhood, sim-

ply because the owners, while making
ample provision against the fire that ha-
never occurred, overlooked the slow con-

flagration of the elements which was oc-

curring every day and all day. Others of

these houses have been properly cared

for, and one, especially, after over sixty

years of service, is still in practical!

good condition as when built. The en-
tire difference is due to paint. The house
that lasts and does not succumb to that
slmv burning which we call decay, is the
house that is kept properly protected by
paint. "Paint is insurance against decay."

Hints on Inside Work.

White pine is an excellent wood for

paint finish, but the best qualities are ex-

pensive. White woods of various kinds
are about as good as white pine. Poplar
makes about the best wood available.
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Find Your New HOUSE
in Our Plan Book!

Build It Complete at Half the Usual Cost
We Supply Everything, at Wholesale Prices!

Our Book of Beautiful, Practical Homes
KEEPS COST WITHIN ESTIMATES

The Gordon-Van Tine Co. Book of Plans is not a
"theoretical" publication, based upon some architect's "guess"
as to cost of completing the homes shown in pictures and "blue

prints." Every house in it has actually been built at the price
stated and can be duplicated at the same figures. The architect.-?

who drew the plans are in the employ of America's Greatest Build-

ing Material Plant and are posted on prices of materials as well as
on styles of architecture.

Houses, Cottages, Bungalows, Costing $600 to $6,000
are shown in this beautiful Plan Book actual photographs of real homes! Beauty.
convenience and economy in cost have received equal consideration. The result is a
wonderful book that safeguards the home-builder against disastrous bills for "extras."

Our Great FREE Home-Builders' Catalog
Offers 5,000 Bargains in Millwork and Lumber

DIRECT FROM MILL TO USER
We operate the larsrest independent Building Material Plant in the United States. We sell

all our goods direct to the user. This saves the combined profits of the various middlemen
which tlie user must pay if he buys from the retail dealer. We carry an enormous stock of

bright, new goods, in great concrete warehouses, ready for immediate delivery. We ship
wherever railroads go. Our prices are the same to all whether you buy a few doors and
windows or order in carload lots.

We Save Home-Builders of America

\Ye are supplying immense quantities of Building Material to home-builders, contractors
and city and suburban real estate operators throughout the country. Our wholesale prices
save our customers over a million dollars a year. One customer alone has built 150 houses,
from material furnished by us.

We Guarantee Quality, Safe Delivery and Satisfaction

on Doors, Windows, Mouldings EVERYTHING!
The Gordon -Van Tine Guarantee of satisfaction or money back gives you the most

ample protection.

Ranlr RafAvAns>oc We have been established here since 1865. Our financial responsl-UdllK. IXCierenceb
bility is unquestioned. We refer you to the Scott County Sayings

Bank of Davenport. Iowa; the Iowa National Bank of Davenport, Iowa; the Bankers' National
Bank of Chicago, or any bank in America. See our rating in Dun's or Bradstreet's Com-
mercial Agencies.

Get Our FREE BOOKS Before You Let the Contract!
Write for Home-Builders' Catalog and Book of Plans. Send your list of materials for

Free Estimate.

In ordering Plan Book, enclose lOc for postage and m< iling.

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 2791 Case St., Davenport, Iowa
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PAITTINC. AND FINISHING Continued

There is no resin in it, and the grain is

good.
For the first coat mix \\liite lead and

oil, for the second the same, if more than

two coats are put on; for the third use

about half oil and turpentine ; if a fourth

coat is put on make it all turpentine and
lead for a flat finish. Regardless of the

number of coats, the idea is to use more

turpentine than oil on the last coat to

keep the work from having too glaring a
finish. Turpentine "flattens" it.

Shades. There is no end of choice in-

side as well as out. Cream is a good color

and hides the defects of the wood better

than white. For a new house a cheerful

tint should be used.

White Enamel. This excellent finish is

becoming more popular than in former

years for bed rooms, kitchens and bath
rooms.
Number of Coats. Common houses are

often finished with only two coats. I

have seen six or seven applied to some
houses. If pure white is desired it is im-

possible to get good results with fewer
than four. This is what makes the white
and gold finish so expensive, apart from
the gold leaf, but it remains fashionable

amid the wreck of mammon and the crash
of contending women.

Straining. All paint should be careful-

ly strained through a piece of fine fly-
-orccn netting or cloth.

A little turpentine added to the water
used for scrubbing floors will give a de-

lightfully fresh smell to the room.
-The Building Age.

Suggestions for Inside Painting.

The usual finish for oak is one coat of

filler, one of grain shellac, two of varnish,
and rubbing down. Sometimes the filler

and one coat of varnish is made to serve
on cheap work, and the rubbing down is

omitted.

Fillers. Paste filler, and not liquid filler.

Do not fall to hare *

Gale Wall Safe
In roar new home. It
makes roar Talaablea
Mf xin.t flrr. thieve*.
rtr. So home or apart-
ment boa IP roplet
without one. Made of a
combination of Iron mmA
Htwl equipped with a
combination lork.

GALE WALL SAFE CO.
554 Enpirt BUf .. S.ttW.

Wofc. . &tH ( ASM*.

Kxrlnnlr* Bale. Man*en,
WILLIS M FG, CO., Gle.bur. III.

i- used on oak. It is thinned down with

turpentine and brushed on. <iram ^hellac,

od not wood alcohol shellac, is used. The

grain costs about twice as much as the

other. The work between the varnish coats

is rubbed with light sandpaper to a smooth
surface. If an egg-shell gloss is wanted,
ruh down with powdered pumice stone

and linseed oil. Steel wool is used for

ruhhinjj down. It does the work faster,

but leaves a poorer job.

A prepared varnish gives the effect of a

dull finish at a lower cost than by rubhinj;
down.

Staining. It was formerly customary to

finish oak in the natural color of the wood.
We now improve upon nature by staining

nearly all the oak that is used. There are

all shades of stains. It is not advisable to

use one that is too dark. It may suit the

taste at the time it is applied, but it will

come to look too like an undertaker's room
to permanently please in a home. The
stain is sometimes mixed with the filler,

which saves times and gives good results,

or it may be applied after the oak is filled.

Sash. Sash and frames have to be fin-

ished to correspond with the room. The
frame is covered with oak stop and the rest

stained. On a brick building an oak facing
is put on the box. The sash are usually
of pine, but on the best houses the inner

half matches the woodwork of the room.

If a water stain is used there must be

plenty of sandpapering to rub down the

^rain of the wood. Putty must be colored
to match the stain.

Oak may be darkened by using several
thin coats of ammonia. One heavy coat

might do the work quicker, but make the

surface too dark.

There is more trouble with maple floors

than with oak, and this in spite of a dozen
floor finishes that are for sale. Sometimes
it is treated to a coat of liquid filler and
two coats of wax. Boiled linseed oil is

occasionally used. This finish makes the
floor look too dull, but if it is applied
often enough it gives a lasting surface.
It should be rubbed off and dried with a
cloth as quickly as possible after it is put
on. It should not be allowed to get
gummy. A finish recommended by some
is one coat of grain alcohol shellac and
two of floor wax.
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Preserve the House
You Build

What matters it how well you build provided you do not preserve your handi-

work ?

The house that is admired today is scorned tomorrow if proper precaution is

not taken to make its beauty lasting. This has been the history of architecture from
the earliest days.

Many of the houses erected in the days of powdered hair and minuet we still

admire and wonder at the remarkable state of preservation in which we find them.
In those days pure white lead and pure linseed oil paint was used for painting

interiors and exteriors. This paint is still used as it was by our forefathers. Nothing
better has yet been found and for this reason

Dutch Boy Painter

White Lead

the purity of which is guaranteed by the Dutch Boy Painter trade-mark, and pure
linseed oil make paint that will preserve your property indefinitely. The beautiful

white and the soft yellow of the Colonial Period, as well as any other tint or shade,

can be secured with this paint and for interior and exterior work it is unsurpassed.

We have a book of color schemes for both interiors and exteriors which will

interest you if you are contemplating painting.

They will be sent you free if you will write to our nearest branch for "Paint

Helps 0864."

National Lead Company
New York Boston Buffalo Chicago Cincinnati

Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co., Philadelphia)

(National Lead & Oil Co., Pittsburgh)
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Heating, Lighting

and Plumbing
. r

:

Do Gas Lights Contaminate Air?

|

'!.!.< \\'INi; closely upon the

doubt x expressed as to the value
of the carbon dioxide test for de-

termining the purity of air, the

statement is now made that gas lighting,
so far from having a deleterious effect up-
on the air in a room, has a positively bene-

ficial effect upon such air in adding to

it-* hygienic value. Just how this is ac-

complished is explained by R. F. Pierce,
in The Illuminating Engineer. One of

the greatest advantages of gas lighting.
he states, and one that strangely enough
has received little or no attention, is the

highly beneficial effect upon the quality
of the air in illuminated interiors. As
this effect is not at all obvious, but, on
the contrary, the reverse would, upon
casual consideration, appear to be true, it

is highly desirable that the facts in the

case be set forth in such a manner as to

admit of the rational comparison of dif-

ferent illuminants in this respect.

Many people carelessly and unthink-

ingly assume that because the burning
of a gas light discharges products of com-
bustion into the room, a perceptible vitia-

tion of the atmosphere must result. As
a matter of fact, the precise reverse is the

case, and this fact really constitutes one
of the greatot advantages to gas over

electricity for illuminating purposes.
The combustion of gas produces, from

a chemical standpoint, four different ef-

fects upon the air taken from the room,
mixed with the gas in the burner and

hargcd back into the room.
These effects are:
First The amount of n is re-

duced.
Second The amount of carbonic arid

<'< >.. i is increased.

Third A verv small amount of sul-

phtr .-nerally added.

rganic impurities and, as a

matter of fact, deleterious substances are
mno\ed by incineration.

It is evident that the absurd practice
of rating each gas burner as equal to a
certain number of human beings in vitiat-

ing the air in interiors is not only highly
ridiculous, but precisely opposite to the

dictates of common sense and the testi-

mony of established facts; for. as will be
shown later, the presence of gas burners

actually removes the vitiating matter.
The first, second and third effects are

caused by the oxygen combining with the

carbon and sulphur contained in the gas,
and this oxidizing process generates heat

in sufficient quantities to raise the mantle
to the temperature of incandescence
about 1500 F., which is sufficient to

produce the fourth effect.

The physical effects produced upon the

air are:

First The temperature is increased.

Second The circulation of the air in

the room is accelerated and the ventila-

tion improved.

Learning to Use Light.

In these days when every one has so

much to say about efficiency, illuminat-

ing engineering is of the first importance.
'

In order that employes may w< -rk rapidly
and well they should be protected from
needless fatigue. About the quicke-t and
surest way to tire out a roomful of people

flood the room with a uniform light
at high intensity. \Yhere work
done by artificial light the general illum-

ination should be moderately lo\\- with
local lights of higher intensity above the
work bench or desk. And. bv the way.
the average desk light or reading lair

too low.
The color of the light, too, plays an

important part in tiring people out.

Fatigue occurs far more quickly with

orange and yellow rays at high inten-
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Glidden's Concrete Floor

Dressing

'
I

AHIS is the material that protects concrete floors against abrasion and wear, and

against the absorption of moisture, oil, grease and disease germs, and makes them

sanitary and beautiful. It is made in Light Drab, Dark Darb, Terra Cotta, Tan, White

and Transparent. It is the most satisfactory material made for concrete floors and

Better Than Paint For Wood Floors

TT is easily applied with a brush and any painter can use it. Let us send you
our free book on the subject. It contains valuable information, and is beauti-

fully bound in limp leather.

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES: Cleveland, U. S. A.

; Toronto, Canada BRANCH WAREHOUSES: New York, Chicago, London

$25.85
For this elegant,
massive selected
oak or birch, ma-
hogany finished
mantel

"FROM FACTORY
TO YOU"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas Grate
$2. 50 extra. Man-
tel is 82 inches

high, 5 feet wide.
Furnished with round or square columns,
full length or double as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.

CENTRAL MANTELS
are distinctive in workmanship, style and
finish and are made in all styles Colonial to

Mission. CATALOGUE FREE Will send
our new 112 page catalogue free, to carpen-
ters, builders, and those building a home.

Central Mantel Company
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

"REPUTATION AND
QUALITY COUNT"

Save Money and Toil

Modernize Your Country Home
THE pleasure of living in the country or small
A town is greatly enhanced by a few city con-

vnifnces, the most necessary and comfort giving of

which is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.

Gas to Cook with.

Gas for Laundry purposes.
Gas to heat water for tbe bath and other uses.

Gas to operate a gas engine for pump-
ing and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

:heaply and automatically by in-

stalling the

tfTRyy Combination

}^^^ Gas Machine

FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

111 not I nrrease.von r insurance rates,

i tin- m;.rki't ovt-r 40 years. More
.nan 15,000 In use in B**idence, Store*.

i-.r.'iiivi -.

HoipiUlx. It will Pay You t<> ;

Writf us today Nn^ .
i

-'

card.

DETROIT HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wixht St., Detroit. Mick.

Attractive Proposition to Plumber*
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sities than from green and bluish green
light like that from the mercury vapor
lamp. Nothing equals the bluish white

of diffused daylight.

In other ways color plays an important

part. If there were such a thing as an

untidy housekeeper she would doubtless

be glad to know that colors resulting
from age and dirt may be obscured if not

altogether hidden by using a reddish yel-
low light like that from a carbon filament

electric light or a candle, for these rays
harmonize with the typical yellow or

brownish shades of dirt. The bluish

green mercury light, On the other hand,

exaggerates blemishes and dirt, while the

white arc light is nearly as bad. Mercury
and arc lights are also too harsh and

disagreeable for use in the ball room.
There the yellow carbon filament is the

best.

Shadows also have an important part
to play. In fact one of the principal aids

in distinguishing objects is the differ-

ences in brightness. If there were no
shadows but only a perfectly diffused il-

lumination of high intensity it would be
hard to see clearly. In order to have
shadows there must be directed light
from one or a number of sources and not

merely diffused light coming from all

directions. There must be enough di-

rected light to mark the edges of objects

by shadows and also enough diffused

light to enable one to see clearly in the

shadows. The directed light should come
from above at a considerable angle with
the horizontal so as to limit, the length
of the shadows. There are cases, how-
ever, when a combination of directed and

I IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

SUct.d Red Birch

BirdVy. M.pl
CKrry Flooring

One important feature
is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times without
after smoothing, an advan-
tage that is not obtained by
any other manufacture.

Our method of
and kiln drying
th te.t for twenty 7

ASK FOR IXL

Wisconsin Land & Limber Co,

HCRMANSVILLK. MICHIGAN

diffused li^ht will n..t an>\vcr. In a tl-ur

mill or a foundry, for example, where

everything is of the same color diffused

light would be pactically useless; but in

a draughting room where all the objects

requiring distinction are in one plane a

directed light casting shadows would be

equally objectionable.

To light the home with comfort and

economy requires a combination of con-
centrated illumination of fairly high in-

tensity at the dining or reading table

with a general illumination of low in-

tensity. The lighter the walls and ceiling
are the more light they reflect to give
the required diffused general illumination

and so less direct light will be needed.
As artificial light is deficient in blue and

green rays walls and ceilings of a bluish

or greenish shade gives them greater
reflecting power for daylight than for ar-

tificial light, which is generally desirable.

Illuminating engineering is rather a

complex art, for it embraces architecture,

decoration, color effects, optics, physics,

physiology, and psychology in addition

to the commercial aspects of lighting.
While much remains to be learned, the

progress already achieved makes recent

ignorance of the elementary principles of

lighting seem appalling. As recently as

two years ago the only thing considered
was the specific density of illumination,

regardless of anything else. But now it

is understood that the quality and direc-

tion of light, quite as much as the quan-
tity, have a most important effect upon
the eye. The color of the light, too, is

carefully considered in adapting illumina-
tion to the specific purpose for which it

is required. There is a great difference in

the color of artificial lights. The old car-

bon filament incandescent lamp, the flam-

ing arc and the plain gas flame give a yel-
low light, the mercury lamp a greenish
light, the Tungsten incandescent lamp a

so-called white light, while the Moore
vapor tube approximates daylight so

closely that it can be used in matching
colors with perfect satisfaction. Each
form of light is adapted to some par-
ticular use. It is the business of the

illuminating engineer to select the right
light for each purpose and see that it is

used in the proper \\a\ .

-Tech. World.
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Keep Your House Clean
Without Work

It's over! All the laborious sweeping dusting beating of carpets
and rugs moving of heavy furniture. All the futile back-breaking vvork

that cannot keep a house really clean. The

TUEC STATIONARY
Air-Cleaning System

is the housewife's emancipation.

10 Hurford Street

Installed in the cellar with con-

necting pipe to each floor, it sucks

in every grain of dust, drawing it

down to the cellar where the dirt is

caught in an air-tight receptacle and
the dusty, germ-laden air passes
outdoors.

No dust remains on carpets, walls

or furnishings. No dust is stirred

up from one place to settle in

another. Your house is always

scrupulously clean and absolutely
healthful all this without dragging
a heavy machine from place to place
and without a moment of tiring work.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC CO.

TUEC Companies in All Large Cities

As a stationary system has solved

your heating problem, so you must
look to the TUEC to solve your
cleaning problem. Easy to install in

any building, old or new, large or

small, public or private. A special

type machine for homes using a gas

engine to generate power.

Actual use in thousands of build-

ings proves the TUEC to be the

system for any house.

Write today for illustrated booklet

and letters from owners of TUEC-

equipped buildings in all parts of the

country.

Canton Ohio

Plumbing

Supplies
AT

Wholesale
Prices

Ev rything in the
Plumbing Line

I guarantee to save you 20% to 40% on high class goods.
No seconds, only first quality. Write and let me prove to

you the money I can save you. Illustrated catalog free.

B. K. KAROL, 768 to 772 West Harrison Street, Chicago. 111.

FENCE
Designed for Beauty

Simplicity and Strength

generally go together. In

Lawn FenceCyclone

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days ofwinter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer such liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels In service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy t

We are makers not dealers and will

save you all mlddlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

Your name and address on a post card
it sufficient.

Hfm, 717 Tmcemf Bldg., CMemgo

they are combined with beauty, making this the most practical,

economical and most widely used lawn fence on the market.

It is chosen by the most particular because of its design, and

by the most careful buyers because it outlasts any other and

is the cheapest fence made in the long run.

It is made of large, heavily-galvanized wire, rust proof, aril-

adjusting to uneven ground and easily put up on wood or iron

posts.

We have grown and prospered until our factory Is now the

largest and best equipped of its kind in the country. Our

progressive spirit always leads in designs and methods of con-

struction. We stand behind every foot of fence we sell and

guarantee it to satisfy you.
Get a Cyclone Fence to protect and beautify your premises.

It stands for prosperity and progress. Our free books show all

our designs and describe them fully. Write today.

We also manufacture afull line of Tubular Slef I Farm Gales.

Write for special Farm Gate Catalog.

CYCLONE FE.NCE COMPANY.
Dept. .7

WAUKEGAN. ILL.
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BUILDING COSTS IN 1912.

Extract From Statement to Thompson-
Starritt Co.. by the President, Louis

J. Horowitz.

iHAVK in mind the present build-

ing costs as against those which

prevail during a 'boom' period.

Adhering to the over-built theory,
let us a^unie that the owner of an office

building now in course of erection may
have to wait a year before leasing his

entire available space. It is my conten-
tion that the saving to him in the present

of construction will far more than
t any possible temporary loss of

rental.

"To illustrate: A building which would

normally cost $2,000,000 can be e rected

during times like the present for $1,800,-
000 or less. This statement is borne out

by the costs on buildings we are now
erecting. Is not the loss, say from $50,000
to $75,000 in rental far more than offset

by the saving of $200,000 in the cost of

the building? Thus the alarmist clouds
have an optimistic lining after all.

Building Age.

Pointers on Cellar Excavation Work.
\Ye are quite likely to slight the parts

of a building which are out of sight, and
the cellar of a house is one part which
sometimes gets slighted more than it

should.
It is generally best to have a cellar un-

der the entire house, but in cases where
thi< is not desired care should be taken
that the excavation for the walls are suf-

ficiently deep to avoid trouble from frost

and to provide good drainage, so that
there will be no large amount of water
under the walls.

In excavating for the wall it is well to

i^lit or ten inches beyond the line of

the walls. This gives a chance to lay a
line of tile outside the wall and have it

low enough to take care of all water
which may ever be there.

You are likely to get a better wall

cavating beyoiui than \ ou would
if it were laid again >t the bank. Then

you may have the wall plastered on the

ut>ide and may have the dirt puddled
and rammed in again>t the wall, all of

which tends to make a dry cellar.

Another reason for excavating beyond
the wall is that you want a footing cour-.

which shall extend at least six in

beyond each side of the wall. This may
be of broken stone or of concrete and
should be entirely below the level of the

floor. You should also see that the drain

is below the level of the floor and that

the floor will have a slight slant toward
the drain.

In places where drainage is not practic-
able, additional precautions should be

taken to guard against trouble from fn>-t.

This means to make the excavations and

footings deeper and to keep the water out
of the wall by waterproofing the out-ide.

Kxcavations for porch piers or for any
wall, not enclosing a cellar, should be

deep enough to have the bottom below

frost, from three to four feet.

The same caution should be observed
in excavating for drains. The best meth-
od of doing the excavating will depend
largely on circumstances. In most cases,
a team, plough, scraper and wagon can be
used to good advantage.

In some cases it will be desirable to
the top soil for grading. If this is

done it must be removed to suitable

places. The proper disposal of the dirt

will depend on the nature of the soil, the

depth excavated, the nature of the >iu-

and the size of the cellar.

After ploughing the area and sera;
out as much as is practicable of the dirt.

we can use a wagon by leaving an <

grade at one corner or bv digging out
where the cellar-wav i- t-> be. If th<

not room to turn a team and wagon in the

cellar, they can be backed in. When tin-

site is on a hill, considerable dirt can he
wheeled .ut in wheelbarrow^, cither

through the cellarway or through excava-
tions for the drain.
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Mr. Builder:
IT PAYS to Deal with Practical Lumbermen

Nearly 10,000,000 feet in sight. This cut shows our big Southern Illinois
Plant, situated where 27 Trunk Lines and 3 interurban and Traction Systems
have their terminals. Our customers get as prompt service as they could from
their home lumber yard, and many other advantages which the local yard cannot
offer them.

We do not claim to know any-

thing but lumber lumber and
mill work. We handle nothing
else but in lumber and mill-work
we are experts, and we can give

you material of selected quality at

rock-bottom prices, that even to

the closest buyers are simply
amazing. Send the free coupon
today and investigate.

We have been lumber-jacks and
mill-owners and then had 20 years
of actual experience in the lumber

business, in which we are today.

During all this time every ship-
ment has had our personal inspec-
tion and has been made at the very
lowest rock-bottom figure. This
is the way we have built up our

tremendous business.

"Increase Your Profits
Send free coupon below for our big history-making lumber and mill-work book listing hundreds of

astounding bargains bargains that will mean a tremendous increase in your profits. Remember, these

prices are rock-bottom and are quoted on material that is selected by expert lumbermen, and absolutely
guaranteed in every respect. We ship to your customers without any money down, thus assuring them
of the best quality, since they may unload the car and examine before paying.

Our Big Helps to Builders Carpenters Contractors
We offer all of the facilities (and more) of the local lumber yard. We offer the highest grades of lumber a great

stock to select from the lowest prices, because of our enorrious capacity and the man who engages you to build has
the opportunity never before offered.

Our whole plan is to help you the builder the carpenter the contractor. Remember, we are doing something more
than just selling lumber. We are lumbermen and in the lumber business alone. We don't deal in anything but lumber,
and, as we told you once before, we don't know anything but lumber, but we do know THAT. Write us if you want to
deal with out-and-out lumbermen whose enormous stumpage and far-reaching facilities enables you to buy just aa if

you stood right in our lumber yards.

Big Book of Bargains FREE
Send for it today. There is everything in this catalog bargains in doors windows

transoms cellar sash barn sash stall sash wall board porch columns newels
spindles brackets balusters mouldings battens lattice nosing wainscot

"

window stools casings base blocks head blocks stair rails grilles everythi
positively everything and at rock-bottom prices. You can find anything in lum-
ber and mill-work in this book anything to build a house from cellar to gar:

Send COUPON Now
No matter what you are going to build write to us and let us give a

Lumberman's Delivered Estimate positively free and postage prepaid
Write your name and address on the free coupon and mail it to us
today nov. We want to give you an estimate on any bill of lumber
you want a positively free estimate. Get our Free Catalog at ooce.

BARROWS & DONNELLAN
LUMBER CO.

TRUDE BUILDING. Dept. 1662

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

With the under-
inding that I am

not buying anything or
l>:iy ing anybody for any-
ng you may send me free
prepaid your Lumber

and Mill Work Catalog, and
(plain your helps to carpenters,

builders and contractors.

Address

Occupation
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1 1 the cellar is small and not too deep
a man can throw out considerable dirt

with a shovel, but, of course, cannot
throw it far.

It will generally be necessary to cm

ploy this means at the last and there will

be enough dirt to be shoveled out after

making use of other methods. National

Builder.

Oak Flooring Material.

Vitruvius was an architect of Rome a

few years before the beginning of the

Christian era. He published a book about
B. C 25 which bears his name. It is con-

sidered the oldest book on the architec-

ture of antiquity that is known. In this

book there is a mention of sawed timber,
and it is likely that planks or boards were
sawed, perhaps with hand saws similar

to the "pit" saws of our grandfathers.
Yitruvius writes that oak boards were
used for floors, and recommends that each
board be nailed with two iron nails to

every joist. This sounds very much like

our own modern specifications, inasmuch
as there is a special oak floor at the pres-
ent time made with holes bored through
the face for nailing.
Oak has always been taken as an ex-

ample of strength and endurance from the

very beginning of civilization. The oldest

hewn wood in existence today is from the

oak. No other kind of wood would have
stood this supreme test of time. It is not
alone the age that oak attains that al-

ways made it renowned, but its lasting

qualities and strength when put into use
for any purpose. It is considered by au-
thorities on wood and interior decora-

tions, as the best for all flooring purposes,
and combines beauty, distinction and dur-

ability.

Oak Flooring Grading Rules.

Revised.

The grades of Oak Flooring shall be
known as "A" GRADE. SAP CLEAR,
"B" GRADE, COMMON and FAC-
TORY.

Quarter Sawed.
"A" Grade (Clear). Shall have one

face practically free of defects, except ft
of an inch of bright sap ; the question of
color shall not be considered ; lengths in
this grade to be 2 to 16 feet, not to exceed
10% under 4 feet.

Sap Clear (Sappy Clear). Shall 1

one face practically free of defects, hut will

admit unlimited bright >ap. The question
of color shall not be considered. Lengths
in thi> grade to be 1 to 16 feet.

Plain Sawed.

"A" Grade (Clear). Shall have one
face practically free of defects, except ft
of an inch of bright sap ;

the question of

color shall not be considered; lengths in

this grade to be 2 to 16 feet, not to exceed

10% under 4 feet.

"B" Grade (Select). May contain

bright sap, and will admit pin-worm
holes, slight imperfections in dressing; or

a small tight knot, not to exceed 1 to

every 3 feet in length ; lengths to be 1 to

16 feet.

Common (No. 1 Common). Shall be
of such nature as will make and lay a

sound floor without cutting. Lengths 1

to 16 feet.

Factory. May contain every character

of defects, but will lay a serviceable floor

with some cutting. Lengths 1 to 16 feet.

Dripping Roofs.

Dripping roofs have been placed under
a ban at Fond du Lac, Wis., where the

council has ordered that roofs or cor-

nices which overhang the walk line must
be equipped with gutters or other forms of

preventing the drip from falling to the

walk. The downpour of rain from the

edge of a building is unpleasant, and
where the stream is augmented from a

valley on the roof, it is worse. In the

winter, the icicles which hang from such

edges are dangerous. Yet it is no un-
common thing to see spouts pouring
water down upon a walk and dangerous
icy spots forming in cold weather. They
should be forbidden and the prohibition
enforced.

Right to Lien for Materials Furnished

But Not Used.

The law does not secure a lien upon a

building for materials furnished and nec-

essary for its completion according to the

original plan, but left unused by reason
of a change of plan by the owner after

the materials have been delivered. (Cali-
fornia Supreme Court, California Portland
Cement Company vs. Wentworth Hotel

Company. 118 Pacific Reporter 113.)
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AFTER 29 YEARS
NOT RUSTED YET

This picture shows a few "MIFCo" shingle nails that have
been in service for 29 year*.
During all this time these nails have been in use on a shingle

roof less than one mile from the seashore on Mr. M. P. Hard-
ing's store at Branford, C't.

These shingle nails have been exposed to salt air. to rain and
frost and snow, till the wooden shingles have become badly
rotted.
But not one of these heavy zinc coated nails rusted. Not

one broke off. or lost its grip on the weather-boarding beneath
until pulled out by force.

That most of these nails were bent in drawing, proves that
"MIFCo" nails do not rust and enlarge the nail hole, that frost

cannot lift them, that they outlast the toughest wood.
We have other owners' stories just as convincing aa Mr.

Harding'*. We have "MIFCo" nails from more than 20 other
roofs almost as old as these illustrated.

Farmers, architects and builders will agree that such nails

will insure the long life of roofs, fences and all outdoor work.
It is economy to use them.

If your dealer isn't supplied with "MIFCo" heavy zinc

coated nails write ua for booklet and your nearest dealer's
name.

MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS CO., Branford, Ct.

With Our Compliments
A New Book of Wouldn't you like to have a book con-

Photo?raohs of tainine plans and photographs of houses
g P of the greatest architectural merit, designed

Distinctive Homes by leading architects? Wouldn't you like

to have the opportunity to study in detail the interiors, exteriors

and garden settings of some of the best moderate priced houses the

country over? Wouldn't you like to have a book full of just such

suggestions as the prospective builder would appreciate, with an

introduction on the choice of a style for the country or suburban

home by Frank Miles Day, past president of the American Insti-

tute of Architects? Wouldn't you like to have this book of over 125

illustrations of houses that have actually been built, giving costs,

interior details and construction? Inexpensive Homes of IndMdu-

ality is just such a book and we offer it to you FREE to introduce

HOUSE & GARDEN
the magazine for the man or woman who wants to make the most
of the home where there is little or much to spend. House &
Gardtn brings you into homes whose owners have planned them
with wonderful ingenuity and imtu idual taste, it shows distinctive

decorative effects, portrays successful gardens and beautiful land-

scape results and, best of all, tells you just how to secure each one

of these things and at what expense, while a profusion of actual

photographs aid in planning the many details that insure a home of

individuality. On mention of this magazine and receipt of 25c we
will send postpaid, the current Building Number of House &
Garden and include Inexpensive- Hums c/ Individuality, FREE.

McBRIDE, NAST * CO., Union Square, New York

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately and

holds your admiration permanently

q OAK FLOORING will harmonize
with any kind of trim, furniture or

color decoration, and is susceptible
to any kind of finish. In color, it is

rich and cheerful, and imparts an
air of refinement and elegance to

a home.

q OAK FLOORING -#" thickness by
\

l
/2* or 2" faces can be laid over

old floors in old homes, or over

cheap sub-floors in new homes, at

a very low cost. Cheaper than

carpets or pine flooring.

O OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings is still in good condition,

after very hard service. For durability,

OAK is the best.

Cf Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment. No
other part of the interior finish will increase

the renting and selling values like OAK
FLOORING.

Write us for further information

The Oak Flooring Bureau
863 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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Growing Demand for Metal Roofing.

significant tendency of the time

sho\\n 1>\ the increasing amount of metal

roofing used in rural communities and

smaller town I Mr. llarr\ l-'ulen

wider, treasurer of the East Birmingham
Ir.-n Roofing and ( orrugating Compam
to a Birmingham daily paper.

in- feature is plainly indicated by the

large increase in the percentage of orders

\ed by us fr>in dealers in small

:ry towns for the farmers and citi-

zens oi' their districts. Our receipts In-m

such sources having been augmented suffi-

ciently in the last GO days to make the

tendency apparent.
"In the mind of the observant man in-

:ing deductions arise from this fact.

i >ne is that the rural communities, \il-

lages and towns are more prosperous than

in the recent past, a condition corroborat-

ed ly the reported 'bumper' crops from

many sections. Another is the protec-
tive feature is being more and more le-

ali/ed by those who own their own homes,
metal roofs being 'insurance in them-
selves' against fire and other minor
troubles with which all who live under

shingle roofs are conversant. Rates for

insurance are lower, too, on metal-covered

duellings.
"A good metal roofing is leak-proof,

wind-proof, rust-proof and above every-

thing else, fire-proof, and as this fact be-

comes more widely disseminated the de-

mand for such material will grow apace.
"It gives a man in the rural districts,

Uj miles from the nearest fire-fighting

machines, a great feeling of security to

know that his dwelling is safe from that

source of alarm which gives more trouble

in the country than any other, destructive

tatistics show that 42 per cent of the

residence fires in the southern states orig-
inated in the roof, an appalling per-

centage when all is considered. There
are so many other legitimate uses for

lumber, and in many channels the demand
is growing, that it is not 'knocking' the

old-fashioned shingle to advocate metal

roofing in the ordinary sense of the word
and the greater protection from danger
or damage by fire makes it far more con-
sistent in dealers in both to advocate the
latter.

be ^r. .\\tli of the demand ir i;

ii the Mnallcr communities, in

connection with the inferences drawn
al>'-\e. indicate aii"ther th. .light the in-

e in the adoption of up-to-date meth-
;n the farmer's life in man

metal roofing's increased use b

;it of that tendency also."

Inutility of a Cost Restriction to Prevent

Neighborhood Depreciation.

In a number of suburban places in and
about Philadelphia the plan has been tried

of inserting in the deed for the sale of the

land a provision that the house to be

erected thereon shall not cost less to build

than a certain stipulated sum, the idea

back of the restriction being that thi-

limit will operate to prevent the depr<
tion of surrounding property by inter

dieting the erection of cheap and ugly
houses. The plan failed of its purpose in

a large number of instances, because, as

might have been foreseen, the question oi

cost has really little or nothing to do with

the exterior charm of a house, artistic

feeling being as possible to a home build-

ed at a cost of five thousand dollars in the

hands of an architect capable of crowding
his resources as it is impossible in a house

opting twenty-five thousand dollar

the hands of an owner or architect desti-

tute of or wanting in correct ideals of

taste. The sensible plan, to insure the

result aimed at in restrictions of the kind,

is to adopt some such scheme of proce-
dure as that in vogue at Roland Park.

Baltimore, regarded as, perhaps, the most
beautiful suburb in the country. Here,
in place of a cost limitation, there is in-

serted in the deed a clause to the effect

that no owner may build until his plans
have first been submitted to and approved

i kind of Home Owners' Defence So-

made up of the founders of the Park.

The outcome is a suburb where the homes

vary considerably in cost and reasonably
in style and design, but where a certain

level of taste and congruity has been

vigorously enforced to the lasting beauty
and comfort of the suburb as a whole.

There is no uneasiness over the possibility
of this level of taste being lowered, for

the reason that every owner is aware of

the requirements he assumes in buying.
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THE NAT I BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Qreat Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For n. 00

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

^

Send in the coupon and you may find some-
thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.00 per year 20 cento per copy
NATIONAL BUILDER,

362 Dearborn St. , Chicago:
Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which

I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name_

City.

Street No.

Keith's, Feb., "12

New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and^
dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.

After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages co-4

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

hists several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the

dimensions of your buildinK and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1910

book on beautifying- the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
oostal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers of Steel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI. OHIO
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

The Leader Iron Works are sending
out a very comprehensive and instructive

booklet catalogue E for 1911, setting
forth the merits of their Water Systems
Tanks, Pumps and Power. The illus-

trations are partly in color, gaining in

clearness thereby, and the descriptions
and tables very full and complete.
The Leader is now prepared to furnish

hand power plants all ready to connect
with suction and discharge, shipped com-
plete, tested and crated, thus doing away
with the trouble and expense of fitting
extra parts. Their new Domestic engine
is of special interest to homebuilders.

The attractive little booklet of the
Sherwin-Williams Co., called The Spec-
trum, issued monthly, contains many
practical suggestions on interior decora-
tion for homebuilders. Among these the
series of hints on Stencil Decorations,
which has been continued thru the fall

numbers of the Spectrum, is especially

helpful. Some very artistic designs in

colors are shown, with directions for us-

ing them. The reader is also referred to
their book, "Stencils and Stencil Mate-
rials," for fuller treatment of the subject.
These publications are mailed free on re-

quest.

The Southern Cypress Manufacturers
Association, New Orleans, have taken a

unique method of calling attention to
their specialty, "Cypress the Wood
Eternal." They send out a small pocket
library in several volumes, bound in scar-
let. Vol. 8 contains photograph of a

bungalow built from cypress, with work-
ing plans on large sheet attached and
folded up in the booklet, also complete
specifications for carrying out the plans,
with guide for interior and exterior finish.

Nothing so helpful to contractor or car-

penter or local builder in so small a com-
pass has been issued in such practical
form.

The Concrete Age Publishing Co. have

just issued a new ! ...k. 'Tnirtu-il Cement
Work," which is of special interest to

anyone identified with the cement or

building industry. The volume of 110

pages is in a convenient size for carrying
in the pocket and handy for reference.

The author, W. B. Henry, has here com-

piled much practical information in ce-

ment construction, gathered from twenty-
five years of experience in his craft of

mason and cement worker, much experi-
ment work and intimate acquaintance
with methods and principles. The me-
chanic who aims to be something higher
than a common laborer will find this book
well worth studying. Price, 50 cents.

A. A. Vantine & Co., New York, issue

an illustrated catalogue of some of their

specialties, which is a convenience to

those living at a distance from shopping
centers who desire something different

from the wares ordinarily found in de-

partment stores. The catalogue presents
a number of moderately priced articles,
most of them Oriental, in Porcelains,

Wicker, Teakwood and Brau, as well as

semi-precious stones mounted in Oriental

style. Sent free on request.

The Corbin Hardware Co. have placed
a new door check and spring upon the

market and send out a booklet with cuts
and description. The new model has an
automatic attachment, adjusted to hold
the door at any point and is supposed to

be the best ever.

The Red Cedar Shingle Manufacturers'
Association are sending out a little book
which contains very valuable information
for those who are interested in building
and many unique and original ideas may
be obtained from it. This helpful booklet
will be sent free upon request, addressing
them at Seattle, \\"a>h.
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A House Full of Writers
RECREATION'S Staff

of Contributors for

1912 Includes

The 24 Best Liked

Writers in the

Outdoor Field

(24)

Caspar Whitney

Harris Merton Lyon

Edwin L. Sabin

Leonard Dewitt Shermar

Ernest Russell

Edward Cave

Charles Askins

Anthony Fiala

Borden H. Mills

L
Fine V

Photographs

N
N

W. H. WAL LACE
B.

H
U
NFineDrawino

Hollis Burgess

RalpK M. Pearson

Mrs. Reward A. Colby

Wm. M. Newsom

Edward Breck

James Watson

Todd Russell

Stillman Taylor

Lou. S. Darling

RicKard Maxwell Winans

CHarles Frederick Holder

Howard French

Joseph Mills Hanson

Dr. R. W. Shufeldt

Theodore G. Langguth

S. S. Metzger

Kirkland B. Alexander

The intimate, personal touch that gets into the work these most popular writers are

doing for RECREATION, is something not to be found in any other magazine. Current

number on all news stands. If you are not acquainted with RECREATION we will be

glad to send you a sample copy on request if you will mention this magazine. We will

also make you our liberal "JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED" offer.

RECREATION MAGAZINE, 24 West 39th Street, NEW YORK
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THIS FREE BOOK =n
Will Help You

and

Your Client

Because it speci-
fications are correct.

Its list of covering

capacities accurate.

its testimonials true.

It tfives you the bene-

fit of our expensive

experiments, and will

saxe you mistakes and

delay.
Free samples of John-
ton's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that \ou may form voiir

opinion by actual work-

ing test. \Ve want to

the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels of any
woods finished with our Dye. Judge for

yourself the beauty of the results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No. 126 Liirht Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 126 Minion Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Ma-
hogany

No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-
ered Oak

No. 132 Green Weather-
ed Oak

No. 121 MOM Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and con-

tractors, painters and home owners every-
where. Johnson's Wood Dye makes the
soft wiM.ds cypress, red gum and others
as artistic and nch as expensive hard woods.
Never raises the grain; easy to apply.

Johnson's Prepared Wax gives that fc
lasting polish which your clients

are all asking about.

Lrading paint dealers have
free samples of Johnson's
Wood Dye and Prepared
Wax. If your dealer
hasn't the samples,
write us for them,
mentioning his name
and the shade ofdye
of which you wish a
sample and we will
see that you are
Immediately sup-
plied, free and
postpaid. Also
write for a Book-
let Edition KJL 2.

S C. Jotu^o.
lUcia. Wfc.

"Th* \v

Hit**

Install Electricity in

Your Home
Here's a Guaranteed Power &

Light System
No matter where you live don't be without

the benefits and conveniences of electricity for

lighting and power. The Dean Electric Co. ^
Home Lighting and Power System is guaran- ^
teed absolutely satisfactory for life, as shown
above.

The Dean Electric Co.

Home Lighting & Power System

is made in all sizes. The first cost is not pro-
hibitive. The operating expense is extremely V
small, a few cents worth of gasoline daily. It Sh
requires no attention while running, except to ^
supply gasoline and lubricating oil. Starts '

itself, without cranking. Can be installed m
alone by the purchaser. Is noiseless. Lights ,

will not flicker. The storage batteries will

supply lights and power through the night or sw

at any time while the engine is idle.

Write for Details

Tell us how many lights you need -how many |

you will burn at night how much power you .

can use and all similar points. Then with our I

catalog we can send you specific information.
J

Do It Now.

The Dean Electric Co.
Manufotlurtn of 3B

Electric A t>pa 'alia. M
Power and Suitch m
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A House Built for Sunshine

By SYLVANUS B. MARSTON

XCEPTING three stipulations re-

garding the price limit, number

of rooms, and last but most em-

phatic instruction, that all rooms

must have east, south, or west exposure,

preferably east, with plenty of good sized

windows, the owner 'of this delightful

house gave the architect carte blanche.

The lot on which the house was to be

built had an east frontage of one hun-

dred feet, so there was abundant room

to carry out almost any reasonable build-

ing scheme. The architect succeeded ad-

mirably, as can be seen from the accom-

panying floor plan, almost every room

having been arranged for an east expo-

sure. From year's beginning to end, this

is a veritable "summer house," for sun-

beams frolic in every portion of it, some

time during each day, while those rooms
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FRONT PORCH OR TERRACE SHOWING SIDE DETAIL OF FRONT ENTRANCE.

having southeast and southwest expos-

ure, are cheery from morning until night.

In striving to make the floor plans meet

the family requirements, people often

neglect to allow for plentiful admission of

sunshine. Frequently it seems impos-
sible to avoid locating some rooms on the

north side of the house where they get
no enlivenment except a cold light for,

though sunbeams can do lots of things,

they rarely perch on window sills having
a north exposure. North rooms are de-

cidedly undesirable, except perhaps, for

use during hottest summer days, and it

is always well to strive to eliminate the

north room from the home.

Nothing equals sunbeams for clearing
our hearts, as well as our houses, of shad-

ows and cold. A house can, with numer-
ous east, west and south windows, be
made into a sun theater, where Old Sol
can hold continuous performances with-
out stopping for breakfast or lunch. Sun-

beams are the best of disinfectants after

an epidemic of either sickness or sorrow,

and the man who economizes on win-

dows, or gives little thought to their lo-

cation, economizes on health and good na'-

ture. and shuts a lot of pleasantry out of

his life. And even if the "man" doc-

arrange for many and well placed win-

dows, there is some times the "woman"
who insists on keeping the shades drawn
to prevent rugs, draperies and wall paper
from fading. Furnishings fade from too

much light. Humans fade from lack of

it. Of course it i^ every woman's privi-

lege to decide which is most important to

protect her furniture or her family.

The dominant idea in building the

houe >hown in the accompanying illus-

trations wa- -unshine." While two of

the rooms, the dining room and one bed

room, as can be seen on the plan, are

on the north side of the house, both have

east exposure as well as north, and are
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therefore bright and cherry in the morn-

ing. The kitchen, to be sure, is on the

north side of the house, but that is where

a kitchen should be. When stove and

oven are in operation, sunshine makes a

kitchen uncomfortable, and the cooler a

kitchen naturally is, the better. When

preparing meals the housewife and the

maid are usually too busy to think of

sunbeams, or anything, in fact, except po-

tatoes, baking powder, etc. It is when

they get into the "leisure" part of the

house that sunbeams really count for

most. The screen porch in this house is

bright and sunny part of the day, and is

a pleasant place to work if one wishes to

be in the open air. While this kitchen

is on the shady side of the house, it is

always light and cheerful, owing to the

finish, white enamel and white tile. Al-

though a white kitchen requires a little

more scrubbing than one with darker

decoration, it more than repays the

trouble it causes, by its good looks. Even
the most irascible cook is apt to be good
humored in such a pretty kitchen. A
white kitchen is a promoter of good

housekeeping, in fact it demands cleanli-

ness. A dark kitchen never looks es-

pecially immaculate, even when it is

clean. A clean, white kitchen is a "joy

forever," a room the housewife is always

proud to show her friends.

The dining room with its wide east

windows, its rich wood panelling, its

handsome built-in buffet, and its warm
red color scheme, is most attractive. I'.ut

daintiest, prettiest, and best loved of all

rooms, is the little breakfast room, which

is a symphony in Delph blue and white.

The lower portion of the plastered walls

is tinted a deep blue, and divided into

eighteen-inch panels by means of three-

inch wood strips, painted white. This

paneling is topped by a plate rail, and

above this is a hand-painted frieze show-

LOOK1NG FROM DEN ACROSS LIVING PORCH INTO BREAKFAST ROOM.
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LOOKING FROM UVING ROOM INTO DINING ROOM.

ing quaint Dutch scenes. The ceiling is

palest blue. The electric fixture is of

brass and crystal, window hangings of

blue and white Japanese crepe, the rug,

blue and white straw of finest Japanese
weave. Chairs and table are of odd de-

sign and are dark, thus affording pleas-

ing contrast to the rest of the room. A
breakfast room always economizes labor,

for it saves cluttering up the big dining
room three times a day. If there is no

servant in the house, the family can eat

in this room altogether, except when
there are guests who require, or rather

de-erve "big" hospitality.

Another delightful feature of this most

delightful house is the enclosed porch be-

tween the breakfast room and the den.

This porch is approached from the living

room and from the two above mentioned
rooniv. which enclose it on three sides,

by double French windows. The south
side is screened and opens into the rose

garden. This porch is almost entirely

protected from the weather, and is, of

course, secluded from the street. It is a

charming rest spot, quite free from the

possibility of outside obtrusion, and is

luxuriously furnished with wicker loung-

ing chairs, a couch piled with soft gay

pillows, tables, tabourets, and rare Jap-
anese urns filled with beautiful growing
ferns.

The den, in furnishing and finish, is a

-t inly in browns, reds and tans. The
lower walls to a height of six feet are of

red pressed brick, corresponding with

those used in the fireplace. Above this is

a frieze of odd tapestry paper in red. tan

and brown. On the west are two wide

casement windows, on the south, three.

so the room is flooded with sunshine fn -in

morning until nijjit. It is small enough
to be cozy, and large enough to give com-

fortable breathing and lounging space.

Furnishings are mostly in brown wood
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with brown leather upholstery. Hanging
on the walls are interesting old arms,

while on mantel shelves and plate rail,

are many steins of wonderful workman-

ship, design and material.

The largest room in the house, 18-6x26,

designated as living room, but which,

properly speaking is the "guest" room, is

finished in ivory and green. All wood-

work, including the mantel and the box

beams on the ceiling, is done in ivory

enamel. Tiles in the hearth and around

the grate are a rich green in color, and

blend with the wall paper which in its

design, shows several contrasting shades

of green. Excepting two or three pieces

of handsomely carved teakwood,. the fur-

niture is mahogany handsomely uphol-

stered. Bric-a-brac in this room consists

of rare pieces of bronze, hammered brass,

cloisonne and Satsuma. Almost half of

the entire front of this room is a win-

dowed alcove, which not only lets in a

world of sunlight, but presents a charm-

ing view of the terrace and the garden.
The hall is paneled in native California

redwood, which is of exceptional grain

polished to a high degree. In appear-
ance it strongly resembles mahogany, but

is even more beautiful because of the

grain. The hall is entirely furnished in

carved teakwood.

The house is so arranged there are four

large bedrooms facing the east, and one

facing the southeast, all of them having
abundance of sunshine. One of these bed

rooms is finished in white enamel, with

yellow hangings, yellow flowered wall

paper and white and gold furniture. An-

other is done in white enamel with a rose

pink color scheme. The other two bed

rooms are finished in native redwood,
with furnishings of mahogany. In Cali-

fornia, a house is but half a house with-

out a sleeping porch. This home has two

screened sleeping porches, besides a good

A COZ\ UTTLE DEN.
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sized balcony and a spaci.ai- upper |-

with a pergola roof. The lattei

used for sleeping purpo-
\.t i.nly is this home thoroughly and

delightfully livable, hut it is an in

ment to attract consideration. During the

"touri-t" season in southern California

which is nf ahoiit six months' duration,

this house rents for $500 a month. In

the meantime the family enjoy a pleasant

change, either hoarding, traveling or liv-

ing in a quiet picturesque little bungalow.
The balance of the year they li\fe "at

m.i--i\e \\eathered timbers projecting;

from the facade, give a touch of Indian

1'uehlo element. :is well as of contrasting

color. Black iron is well placed in the

quaint iron balconies, in the "Spanish"
entrance door, and in the porch lights.

The wide terrace is of cement and ex-

tends adX>Sfl the entire front of the hou-e

and fourteen feet to the south. Tubbed

palm-, rare shrubs and trees, and pil-

lowed lounging chairs are scattered com-

fortably along this space, making a semi-

tropical outdoor living room of great

O=J

home." Many people consider a home
an expen-ive proposition, one necessitat-

ing taxes. I,,-, of intere-t mi money in-

\ested. etc.. but if managed in this way.
a home is a "provider."
The architectural scheme for the ex-

terior of this house. Mexican-Spanish,
with here and there an intimatioi.

Indian Pueblo and Moorish, has been

cleverly and carefully worked out In the

artist architect, so that the linished ii

is a picture, not only in lines and ma-
terial, hut in color. It is a part of the

atmosphere of the southwest. The main
roof, as well as the smaller balcony and

porch roofs, are of crimson Spanish tile-.

The walls are of rough plaster over metal

lath, and in color are almost white. The

beauty. The broad-topped cement wall

of this terrace is ju-t high enough to af-

ford privacy from the street. Helen

Lukens Gaut.

Dimensions.

(iround front of house 58 feet, with

terrace 72 feet : -ide '

Living room lS-n\_'s

Dining room 15x15.

Hall 11 -Sx I'M,.

Kitchen 11x13.

1 '. rea k fa - 1 room 8-8\ 1 3-J.

Terrace 14-2x72.

X. I-:, bed room 14-n .\l o-ll.

Middle bed room 13-2x14-9.

S. K. bed room 14-9x16-11.

S. W. bed room 14-9x18.
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The Doors of the Dwelling

Ancient Door of Solid Oak.

X the earliest days, doors were

only considered in their relation

to the safety of the dwelling.

Heavy doors of solid oak plank-

ing, three or four inches thick, thickly

studded with iron spikes and reinforced

by broad iron straps extending half way
across the door from the hinges, defended

the occupants of castle and hall from in-

vasion by savage foes.

But conditions have vastly changed

during centuries of civilization, and a

man in armor with a raised battle-ax no

longer waits behind those old oak doors

with their black bosses and heavy hinges
to receive attack but instead, a maid in

cap and apron presents a silver tray to

receive the caller's card.

The esthetic qualities of doors are now
considered by all architects of standing
in planning a modern dwelling. Those
ancient oak doors had a picturesque

beauty of their own, and in truth often

serve as a motif for the architect of today,

freely modified and interpreted in the

light of present requirements.

The form of the exterior door of the

modern dwelling takes on many motifs.

It may be Colonial or Georgian ;
it may be

Craftsman, or it may be just plain "door,"

but that it should be emphatic, and the

dominating feature of the exterior detail,

is a sine qua non of design. Nothing will

atone for an insignificant entrance or a

cheap, snippy front door. One can for-

give other faults in detail, but no amount
of fancy work can overcome the damag-
ing effect of an insignificant door.

Xapoleon, when asked the secret of his

success in battle, replied, "whip the

enemy in detail" a rule that will tell in

many things, and in none more than in

house building. Even the small house of

today is complete in detail, and equipped
with every kind of convenience and com-
fort. Nor is the esthetic element of the

small house overlooked, but architects

vie with each other in creating attractive

small houses. Nothing makes more for

this completeness of detail, than the doors

of the house, be it large or small.

Take the bungalow type of dwelling,
so omnipresent today. "What importance
the entrance door assumes in this type of

design. It makes or mars it quite. The
Craftsman door shown in illustration No.

2, fits in perfectly with its environment

of rustic shakes.

This bungalow door is of unstained,

simply oiled oak, but it does not have an

unfinished look. The inner panels are

painted dark reddish brown, like the red-

brown shingles, and shows through the

slits. The cross pieces are studded with

black iron bolts, and black iron hinges
and a black iron thumb latch have been

used. Such a door, while so effective on

the rustic bungalow, would not be at all

in keeping with a finished house.
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A Craftsman door that is well MHU

the cement and concrete o>n>trurti"ii

now M> much in vogue, i> ^IMUII in illu>

t rat ion N'o. 3.

There are as many types of Craftsman

design almost as there are people, for it

placed the HIM ri|.n >\\ over an old

manor house, "Through thi> wide-opening
. none come too early none arrive-

too late."

Many houses of the Craftsman type

may appropriately be fitted with what i-

CRAFTSMAN DOOR FOR RUSTIC BUNGALOW

is a type full of subtle changes and varia-

tions, expressing strong personality. But
could anything look more solid or. sub-

stantial than the exterior door illustrated

in Xo. 3? What a sense of security the-e

sturdy oak panels convey. Hospitality
too is indicated by its generous dimen-
sions. Over such a doorNnight be well

known as the Dutch door. This door is

constructed in two sections each swini;-

in- independent of the other. Or, the

lower half may remain closed, while the

upper is open for light and air. Many
.t" the old shingle and stone houses of the

early Dutch settlers in Xeu York and

Pennsylvania show excellent examples of
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i_
CRAFTSMAN DOOR SUITED TO CEMENT EXTERIOR.
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THE DUTCH DOOR-ADAPTED TO A CRAFTSMAN EXTERIOR.
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this type of door. The one illustrated

is not unworthy of its prototype. It is

best suited to the bungalow type of house

and the windows to go with it should

have small square panes and slide in

their frames. Of course the Colonial

tvpe of house is well taken care of by
the door man. The Colonial home builder

always considered his door. If needs

must, he could go without a carpet on

his floor, but he lavished money on his

doors. Also, he believed in doors, not yet

being emancipated from the tradition^ oi

his English ancestry regarding privacy.

And here we may remark to the builder

of a Colonial house, that a Colonial in-

terior writh openings closed by portieres

is an anachronism. Doors were frankly

in evidence, and intended to be shut.

Every house builder desires a hand-

some, harmonious interior at the least ex-

pense. If the doors are common, old style,

and poorly hung, no matter how hand-

some the furniture may be, the room will

look cheap. The veneered hardwood

door manufactured today enables the

home builder to obtain this desirable, rich

interior effect without greater expense.

Practical builders and architects assure

us that the veneered door is really a bet-

ter door than the solid one. It has the

richness of solid hardwood without its

extreme weight, making it easier to hang
and best of all it will not warp. The

construction of these hardwood doors as

they are made today is a wonderful story

too intricate a process to describe in

this article. Wonderful machinery has

been devised for building up these doors,

which in no wise resemble the veneered

doors which were glued up by hand 25

or 30 years ago. Heavy hydraulic presses

make the door more substantial and solid

than if it were one solid piece, and the

direction of the grain being changed in

each narrow strip prevents all warping
or checking.

It must be admitted that well designed.

well made doors are not cheap. Doors
built to order from special drawings at

the mill are expensive. There are, to be

sure, what are called stock doors

made up cheaply from one pattern by the

thousand, but they are neither economical

or beautiful though they will answer in

certain service portions of the house.

These doors are sure to warp after a

few months, and what is more annoying
than a door that springs away from its

fastening. They are hard to hang true

and they look cheap. The high class

hardwood door now manufactured does

none of these things ;
it does not warp ;

it hangs true and it is like a picture to

look at.

Hardwood doors are now demanded by
all classes of owners and renters as well.

It is almost impossible in these days to

sell a house that is not equipped with

hardwood doors. Even if the rest of the

inside trim be of fir or cypress, there must

be oak or ash doors, and the trim is

stained to match up as nearly as possible

with the finish of the doors.

This enormous demand for hardwood

doors has stimulated their manufacture

to such a degree and developed the busi-

ness on such an immense scale, that it

i- possible to buy high-grade hardwood

doors at little more than the cost of the

inferior soft wood doors when specially

made. Some times the o>-t i- even less.

The writer of this article, when building

a house recently, found it actually

cheaper to use the handsome birch door

of a well known firm for white enamel

work inside, than far poorer pine ones

made to order at the mill.

Illustration Xo. 5 shows the door se-

lected in this instance. The same door

was used in the rooms that were given

a mahogany finish, and thus an effect of

uniformity obtained most sati-fying. Not

only can the ordinary doors most in u-e

be thus obtained, but French doors >\m-

ilar to the illustration
a -tyle of door
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C^^X^

INTERIOR DOOR OF BIRCH USED FOR WHITE ENAMEL FINISH.
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which is being freely used in all sorts of

houses, not only for opening into gardens
and out upon terraces, but between

rooms. The simple elegance of this door

not only lends distinction to an interior

in lieu of so many arched openings, but

lets in light and reveals charming vistas,

what in design and be in harmony at

least with the entrance door.

We hear nowadays not only of con-

crete houses, but of concrete furniture

and even doors, but we predict it will

be many a* day before people in genera!
will consent to make jails of their in-

THE POPULAR FRENCH DOOR.

while permitting a closed effect when de-

sirable.

Even an old house may have its char-

acter completely changed by the simple

expedient of changing the style of the

doors and windows. It is true that a new
front door may involve new inside ones

as well, for these should conform some-

teriors. Who could give up these beauti-

ful doors, the beauty of the forest's heart

fixed in these rich panels that are soft as

velvet when properly stained and finished

The beauty of these doors is not half

revealed by the illustrations, and is only

equaled by the staunchness and perfec-

tion of their construction.

NOTE: We are indebted to Morgan Co. for some of the door illustrations.
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THE OLD HOUSE.

The Remodeled House
T was just an old house, to begin

with, two story and attic, with

a one-story kitchen projecting

at one end. and a ^hed attached

at the back. Outwardly it was a solid

looking, proper enough affair, without

any particular distinction. Within, two

good fireplaces with simple mantels,

some wainscoting of the old-fashioned

wide boards, and a rigidly plain stair-

case with small landings were the only
details that one could take an intere-t

in. Soundness of frame was well enough
guaranteed by the fact that the hon-r

wa> built in 1801. a time when builder>

had not learned the trick of making large

timbers, or <\m^ without them, by
means of a combination of little sticks

and naiK.

Here, then, was the material to work
with. How should a good result lu

cured without the cost of building a

practically new house- Here was good
material in a sound frame, and there

were charming views to be made avail-

able. How?
The first thing to do \\a> to get win-

dows on the back of the house, and \.

make those windows serve rooms which

would be in frequent use by the family.

To this end the space occupied by the

shed was turned into a sewing-roi-m.

Then an addition was put on from about

midway of the sewing-room to the line

of the chimney in the parlor, the rear

wall of the original little bed room Mid

part of the parlor wa- removed, and

presto! here was a fine space for a

library, with two windows opening on

the views, and a door leading to a 1

piax/a. The new library gave i>;-.~

floor to the dining room and sewing

room, and by a bmad. open space to the

living room.

In the old parlor two cl"-et> had filled

up the space on each side of the fire-

place. One of these clo-et< was done

.-way with in making the opening into
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the library. The other closet was torn

out, a window put in the outer wall

space it had obstructed, and a window
seat built in below, still another chance

at the pretty view on the east. The din-

ing room was considerably changed by
two alterations in its shape and size.

The first change was cutting off the two

rear corners by oblique walls, one of

these containing the doorway which led

into the library, and the other giving
entrance to, and helping to furnish space

for, the china closet which was inter-

posed between the dining-room and the

kitchen. On the southeast side of the

room the old single window was dis-

placed by a half-octagonal plant bay,

which let in much more of the morning
sun, and added the decorative effect of

the plants themselves.

The kitchen was also remodeled. The
main change in the kitchen was the ad-

dition of about four feet to its length.

This additional space provided for a

fairly roomy vestibule in the east cor-

ner, where the refrigerator was placed
at the north of the new back door, under

a window looking to the northeast. The
other part of the added space served to

lengthen the southern side of the kitch-

en, and this was provided with a new
window looking east. A little study of

the revised plan will show how greatly

the convenience as well as the comeli-

ness of this end of the house were in-

creased by the added kitchen space and

its better arrangement.
Two other considerable changes in the

body of the old house were the enlarge-

ment of the cellar and the addition of

dormer windows. The first of these

changes was made necessary by the

greater space demanded by a modern

central heating plant. Naturally the

builder of the old house was not wise in

the complications of furnaces and steam

heaters, and the cellar which contented

him was only about half large enough
for the requirements of today. The ad-

dition of dormer windows was necessary

'to make the attic chambers comfortable

in summer weather, and it produced, in

addition, a rather pleasing change in the

external aspect of the building.

THE OLD HOUSE REMODELED.
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The Newcomb Art Pottery

fly LUCY WATSON KIRK

\KTKK i.i a century ago Old
\\orld critics were skeptically

unking. "Has America produced

anything original in art Y' The

question today can be answered in the

affirmative, and by various handicrafts,

hut possibly there is none more interest-

a touch of thumb ami finger it becomes

a bowl. Then a compelling forefinger

down the inside makes it grow taller and

narrower. The potter is skilled and ac-

curate, having a firm but delicate touch,

and with a pinch here and a pressure
there, with fingers first on the inside and

The Newcomb pottery w an achievement of art handicraft of a ve.y high order.

ing than pottery ; yet the manner of mak-

ing pottery has not advanced since the

days of Pharaoh, and the same style of

wheel is still used for the finest work.

It is fascinating beyond description to

watch the shaping of a graceful vase from

the shapeless lump of clay. The potter

picks up a piece of moist clay about the

size of a coffee cup, and kneads it for

eral moments on a metal-top stand till, of

the proper consistency, which means de-

void of air and bubbles. It is then care-

fully centered on the horizontal "potter'-

wheel." the wheel put in motion, and the

interesting process of making the vase is

begun. With deft fingers the potter
draws the lump of clay into a cone, but
almost before you decide it is a cone, with

then on the outside follows the design.

Occasionally pressing the cutting with a

sharp tool, and throwing off the waste, at

length it assumes the shape desired, and

the potter caressingly puts on the finish-

ing touches. If for purely commercial

work, the vase will be put onto another

wheel for measurement a wheel revolv-

ing below a set of knives adjusted to the

shape of the piece, so that it shall be per-

fectly -ymmetrical, the knives cutting

away any excess of clay. Tarts which

cannot be formed on the wheel, such as

handles, spouts and knobs, are fashioned

by hand, and added while soft, and irregu-

lar shaped designs are made in molds.

These molds are of plaster of Paris, into

which the liquid clay is poured, and the
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A vase of beautiful design.

mold then put in the drying room. As
the mold absorbs the moisture, the clay
is left the desired shape, though the

curled edges are made by hand after leav-

ing the mold. The molds are kept in the

dry room for several days to thoroughly

dry. After the vase, whether molded or

shaped by hand, has been measured, it is

put into an air-tight, moist room till need-

ed by the decorator.

In the kilns are electrical barometers

to register the degree of heat, though
sometimes the heat is determined by
"settle" pieces, put where they can be

seen without opening the kiln. These

"settle" pieces are tiny strips of clay set

upright, and when heated to a certain de-

gree they turn over. Crude oil is mostly
used for heating the kilns, and the pot-

tery rests in white sand in "saggars,"
which look as though they might be bon-

net boxes from Pompeii. As many as

possible without touching are put into the

saggar; each saggar is sealed, the kiln

filled with saggars, and the kiln then

sealed.

For the first, or "biscuit," fire two thou-

sand degrees of heat are sometimes re-

quired. After this firing, each piece is

carefully sandpapered that the slightest
flaw may not be left to mar the evenness
of the glaze. The effects of color after

this firing are beautiful, and but for the

fact that dust would in time spoil the

beauty, many of the pieces without the

glaze would be chosen, though totally un-

like the glazed pieces. Each piece is

dipped in a tub of glaze, which looks like

a thin paint, but lacking luster, and soon

drying, covers the vase, obscuring all

decoration. After dipping, the pieces are

put into a cold, moist room till a suffi-

cient number are ready to fill the kiln.

Then each piece is set on tripods in the

saggars, which are sealed as for the first

firing, and the glaze firing given. This

is the time of greatest interest as well as

The reducing flame employed with success, gives a deep,
impressive red.
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A hand-carved frame.

peril, for the glaze may not vitrify prop-

erly, or a fire crack may ruin the whole.

The fused glaze sometimes produces as-

tonishing modifications of color, and

qualities absolutely unknown are devel-

oped in the clay.

The characteristic color is a bluish

1,'reen with occasional touches of yellow.

These color tone> and ..nations

make thi- potters an excellent choice for

decorative purposes in the home, a- it i-

in hann.my with almost any color -cheme
a red- and brown-. With Idne and

-rccn color M-henie- it i- ideal, and

rharniin- with yellow or jjn

The ex(|iii-ite lines of the picee> illn>-

trated speak for them-el\e>. a- well a- the

decorative designs for embellishment

A Ncwcomb loving muK
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THE
SMALL HOUSE

5EUIE5.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building has, after all the manner of all the other costs of living-
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption ''The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

A Good House Built on a Narrow Lot

By ARTHUR E. MARR

O the man of unlimited means the

problem of house-building is an

easy matter, but it is the indi-

vidual who finds it necessary to

consider cost and saving, the man with

the average income, who, because of these

things, finds home-conrtruction a prob-

lem which requires careful thought and

judicious planning. And especially i> this

the case with the person whose work i

in the city and yet who1 wishes the rest

and relaxation that a home in the suburh-

brings.

At the present day transportation facili-

ties for the public are especially good, but

this fact also acts on real estate values
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Pint Floor Plan.

and the usual building lot generally is

restricted in area and of narrow front-

age. It is with this particular condition

this present article deals, and this type
of house has been chosen to illustrate

aptly what has and can be done on a

small lot and at a low cost. The plan is

practical, as use has shown, design at-

tractive, and the interior both comfort-

able and well arranged. The construc-

tion is thoroughly sound and the cost re-

markably low. The kcyix.te to the model
is room, unusually good room space for

house size and cost, and an abundance of

light and air.

The frame, covering a ground span
about twenty-six by forty feet, is of two
and a half stories, of wood, and with the

metal lath. The balance is finished with

shingles, the sides being broken up, and
the entire height apparently reduced 1>\

a double layer of shingles being used

every three or four layers. This same

height reduction is further enhanced by
dormer windows and also by the second

story projecting out and overhanging the

lower, floor. These two features give

imu-h more .d the dormer. lietu-r

li-lit ami air. Tin- latter, the dormer.

al-o serves to break up an other \\i-e

rather plain roof slope.

The piazza extends across the entire

front and is about seven feet deep. The

effect of the three large square plaster

posts at this point is pleasing, seeming
well to sustain the story and a half above,

and skives an air of stability to the entire

structure.

The front entrance is on the right of

house, so as to give a larger living-room,

and is flanked with two long panel-leaded

glass windows. These afford sufficient

light and have a simple attractivene

The first floor contains reception hall,

three rooms and a pantry. The hall

which really serves as a reception room,

is twelve feet six inches by eight feet

six inches, and is finished in white wood

painted white.

The living room is entered through a

Second Floor Plan.
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large double doorway, and this room,

which is fifteen- feet by twelve feet six

inches, is finished in white wood painted

a dead white. Two windows on the front

give light, and a small stained leaded

glass window on the side gives tone. The

dining room is directly back of this room

and connected by means of a double door-

way. This room is twelve feet six inches

by eleven feet six inches, is finished in

North Carolina pine stained a deep green,

and rubbed down with wax to a satin

finish. It is supplied with plate-rail and

papered with a soft green two-tone

striped cartridge paper. The border

above the platerail is plain green. The
room is lighted with a brge bay as well

as by another window at the end.

The approach to the kitchen is through
a large pantry, which is well supplied

with shelves, cupboards and drawers, and

has a window admitting plenty of light

and air.

The kitchen is twelve feet six inches by
eleven feet six inches and is finished with

hard pine, varnished. The walls are

painted plaster. This room has soap-

stone sink and the usual kitchen fixtures

and is lighted by two windows. The
rear vestibule is large enough to serve

as an overflow room where various

kitchen things may be stored, it also con-

tains the refrigerator and is piped for the

ice water outlet.

The coat closet is located by the stair-

case, which is a system of square angles,

to save space, and these stairs can be

reached from either the hall or the

kitchen. Both these approaches are pro-

vided with doors.

The second floor contains- four very

good chambers and bath, and it is this

floor which is especially noteworthy. The
two front chambers are, one, twelve feet

ten inches by twelve feet six inches, and

the other, twelve feet six inches by twelve

feet, and, in addition, both these rooms
have an alcove measuring about five by

eight feet, this space being formed by
the dormer windows. The finish in these

two rooms is whitewood painted white

and rubbed down. They are papered with

simple bed room paper, contain ample
closet space and have two windows each.

This entire story has floors of rift hard

pine.

The other two chambers are, one,

twelve feet six inches by eleven feet six

inches, and the remaining one, twelve feet

six inches by ten feet two inches. These

rooms have the same finish as the preced-

ing ones, as well as the same window

space and closet room, one of them, the

smaller one, being especially well favored

with a large clothes room.

The bath room has enameled iron

tub and lavatory, nickeled pipes and fix-

tures, and is finished in North Carolina

stained pine.

The attic contains a large maid's room

which is finished with hard pine. The

balance of this floor is devoted to storage

space. The floors throughout this attic

are hard pine, the same as the rest of

the house. The cellar has a cement floor,

contains the laundry and is equipped with

furnace, and the whole structure well

built and conveniently arranged.

The Cost.

Excavation and foundation $450.00

Carpentering 2,140.00

Plastering 300.00

Heating 150.00

Plumbing 300.00

Electric and gas piping 60.00

Electric fixtures 50.00

Paper 50.00

Cost of house $3,500.00

Architect's commission 10% . . . 350.00

Total cost $3,850.00
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Construction Details of the Home

Painting, Staining and Finishing

External and Internal Effects, Treatment

of Finish, Walls and Floors.

The Exterior.

OLOR treatment depends entirely

upon the architectural style, the

materials employed, and environ

nient.

The Wooden House.

Stained shingles and painted siding i-

often used in small houses with trimmings
of a light color. Good color combina-

tions are made with two shades of brown
for shingle and siding, the upper shin-

gled portions receiving the darker tone,

roof shingles of moss green stain and

trimmings of ivory white paint including

sash. Or, the ivory white trim may be

used, with dark green for shingles and

Aiding of the body, and a gray or brown
stained roof.

Where the foundation of the house is

of gray stone or brick with the same gen-
eral tone on porch floors, a good combina-

tion is a rich, dark red for walls, dark

moss green for the roof stain, with dark

green trim. The combinations we sug-

gested are especially appropriate for the

bungalow or cottage.

For the more symmetrical house, or

those of Colonial motives, lighter colors

are necessary and may be pure or ivory

white. Colonial yellow, light or ash gray.
The white is often used very effectively

for trimmings, with either of the latter

for body coats.

Outside shutters or blinds are suitable

to this type and should be painted a rich

leaf green like the surrounding trees or

white like the trim.

\ well kept lawn and green trees form

an appropriate setting for such a house

and color scheme.

Brick or Cement With Wood Trim.

Red brick or cement stucco is now very

popular, used with half-timbers in upper
Ntorie>. with stucco panels between.

Moss green or dim weathered gray or

brown makes a pleasing contrast with the

natural gray of some cements. If the ce-

ment is of a dark muddy color it can be

painted with specially prepared paint

which can be had in a variety of tint>.

Kntire stucco exterior can be so treated

with trimmings in stain or paint.

Application of Exterior Paint.

For good results use enough pure raw

linseed oil, on new or very old surfaces,

in the first and second coats to properly
till the wood, and prevent absorption of

oil and binder from the paint film, and

still leave enough oil to bind the pigment

thoroughly.
If new surfaces are hard and resinous

ndd a liberal percentage of pure spirits of

turpentine to first and second coats to in-

sure adequate penetration and assist the

drying to a proper surface for recoating.

l'-e equal parts of pure spirits of tur-

pentine and pure raw linseed oil for the

hard surface of old painted work, thin-

ning the first coat to ensure penetration
and homogeneous drying of the new cat
of paint.

Paint should be spread out in thin coats

and brushed well into the pores of the

wood.

A 5-0 or 6-0 round or oval brush i- bet-
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ter than a flat wall brush. A new house

should contain no wet plaster or basement

when it is painted. If siding absorbs

moisture the paint will blister or peal.

Avoid heavy frost, fog or dew. It is not

good to paint in the direct heat of sum-

mer sun. Keep in the shade as much as

possible. Fresh mortar beds will destroy
the life in oil because of moisture and

fumes which the oil absorbs if paint is

used near them.

One coat should follow another before

it gets too hard to have the proper '"tooth"

necessary to give the next coat the proper

grip upon it.

Leaky gutters and down-spouts often

cause paint to blister and peel.

When the final coats are to be of lead

and zinc colors, yellow ochre and mineral

reds, such as Venetian, iron ore, and other

oxides, as well as Prince's mineral, etc.,

should not be used as primers, because

when mixed dry, do not combine readily

with linseed oil. Unless ground, certain

particles are not thoroughly saturated and

upon being applied to the surface absorbs

oil leaving the film of orchre or oxide,

without any binder, resulting in peeling
and perishing.

On account of the difficulty of spread-

ing these pigments they are often applied
in a very thick coat, which if allowed to

become perfectly hard forms an impervi-
ous surface, preventing the proper adhe-

sion of subsequent coats of paint.

Exterior Varnish Finish.

Only the best grade of varnish, spe-

cially manufactured for outside work
should be used as the constant dampness
will affect an inferior material seriously.

The stains for exterior doors should be

non-fading and the varnish must form a

thoroughly impervious coat. It is best

to use only goods of some well known
manufacture according to directions.

Shingle Stains.

These stains not only preserve the

wood, but produce beautiful effects in the

many colors in which they are manufac-

tured. Samples are usually obtainable

from manufacturer's agents.

Stain should be thoroughly mixed be-

fore using. When delivered in a keg, the

head should be removed that the contents

may be mixed with a paddle. Some paint-

ers try to accomplish this with a lath

through the bunghole and it is always

unsatisfactory because the pigment is not

well incorporated with the liquid, result-

ing in a loss of color and strength. It is

better to employ a thoroughly practical

man who will do things right rather than

the easiest way, even if it costs more.

Woods For Interior Finish.

Finishing woods should be in harmony
with the thought and tradition of the

rooms in which they are used. The use

and contained furniture of the room are

deciding factors. In like manner the fin-

ish that is put upon it should be in har-

mony with the contents. Some woods

are best adapted to stain, others to paint,

and white enamel and some can be treated

with either. The effect produced in one

wood by a given stain is not necessarily

similar in another wood. Special treat-

ment is required in each case.

The woods most in use are oak, ma-

hogany, birch, walnut, maple, southern

pine, white pine, white wood, fir, cypress

and some redwood.

Among other woods may be mentioned,

chestnut, ash, cherry, gum, sycamore, and

spruce, but those preceding are most in

evidence.

Oak.

White and red oaks are used for inter-

ior woodwork, furniture and floors and

is either straight or quarter-sawed, the

latter bringing out the beautiful flaky

effects so familiar to all.

Oak is open grained and when a rubbed

or polished surface is required must first

be filled and then receive the various

coats ' -f varnish.
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\\ lien a mission or wax finish is want-

ed, no filler is used. For a natural tim-li

a transparent filler is used without >tain.

Oak stained finishes are known as fumed

oak. (a rich brown, light in tone), Old

English oak (a medium tone of rich

brown), cathedral oak (a dark reddish

brown), early English oak (weathered

brown in medium tones), and silver gray

(light silvery effect). Any of the above

methods may be used for finishing these

Mains.

Owing to the presence of gallic acid

in oak woods the stain used should be

scientifically manufactured to resist it.

Mahogany.

Mahogany is used sparingly for finish

and sometimes in combination with paint-

ed or enameled wood as for hand rails of

stairs with white enameled balusters.

Moth straight grained and crotch ma-

hogany is used, the latter as a veneer on

account of its high price. Mahogany
takes a high polish or may be very at-

tractive when the varnish is rubbed down
to a dull finish. It is open grained and

requires a paste filler. The beauty of its

grain is unsurpassed and the wood is of a

rich brown color. Special stains are made

light, medium and dark and each can be

reduced if desired.

Birch.

This is a very popular wood of light

reddish brown color and close grain
which requires no filling. It is finished

natural or may be stained walnut, cherry
or mahogany. No better surface is known
for white enamel. It is less expensive
than oak and makes a good floor.

Walnut.

This heavy, tough, beautiful, open
grained wood requires filling. Its color

varies from light to dark brown and is

used mostly for furniture, but is getting

very scarce.

Circassian walnut is different from the

common black walnut and has beautiful

streaks of brown and black in the grain.

It makes a handsome room but the lurn-

ture should be of the same wood, (ium

wood is stained in imitation.

Maple.

This wH.<l i> fine grained and of com-

pact texture. Its fiber is sometimes dis-

torted producing "bird's-eye," "blister,"

and "Ynrley" effects. No filling is re-

quired and it is usually finished natural

but good effects can be had in mahogany,

cherry and silver gray. Floors of maple
Implied with good floor varnish are very
durable.

Southern Pine.

The close, strongly marked grain of

thi> wood does not require filling and is

heavy, hard, strong and durable. It is

much used for interior trim and shades

of brown or silver gray stains are very
effective. The minion finish adds much
to these stains. A first coat of shellac

should be applied when the wood is full

of pitch. While it may be used for white

enamel, birch, whitewood or poplar will

give better results.

White Pine.

This might be called the most common
of our woods. It is soft, light, straight

Drained and does not require filling.

Light yellowish white in color it is uu-

ally finished white but takes any stain

readily and its beauty is surprising to

one accustomed to associate it alway-
with paint. White enamel may be placed

upon it to advantage.

Whitewood, Poplar and Cottonwood.

These woods have similar character-

i-tu-s and are used for interior woodwork.

White wood is suitable for carving, but

the chief use of these woods is for white

enamel work.

Fir.

This wood has a close grain which does

not require filling and takes stain beauti-

fully. It resemble-" >i>ruce and pine in

appearance and -tructural qualities and
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is largely used for interior work. The

markings or slashes of the grain range
from very fine to very coarse or may be

had perfectly fine and straight. The light

and dark portions are in beautiful con-

trast and harmony and is best with a dull

finish or wax. The wood should be thor-

oughly kiln dried, pitch pockets removed

and any remaining pitch "killed" in the

finishing, as it is likely to appear later

upon the surface of -the finish if not thus

treated. For flooring it is extensively

used both inside and out.

Cypress.

This is a very durable wood and while

it has always been used outside has come
into use for inside finish on account of

the many beautiful stains which bring
out the different variations of the grain.

Browns, such as Cathedral, Old Eng-
lish, Weathered and Fumed are very sat-

isfactory. The grain is close and requires
no filling.

Redwood.

A native of California, the tree is noted

for its enormous size. Its color is red-

dish brown, it is of light weight and its

grain is close requiring no filling. Curley
redwood is occasionally distortious of the

grain and is used in costly interior decora-

tion. Finished natural it is very beauti-

ful, but is also well suited to stain. The
wood should be thoroughly kiln dried for

interior work. Externally it is much used

for shingles.

Painted Walls and Ceilings.
Flat toned paints are now extensively

used upon interior plastered walls and

ceilings for the very best work. The sur-

face may be rough or smooth and a great

variety of soft beautiful tints are obtain-

able. Stencilling is very much in vogue
and appropriate stencils are kept in

stock for rooms of any character. Soap
and water may be used freely upon sur-

faces so treated.

Selection and Use of Materials.

No materials for painting or finishing
should be used other than those of a

reputable manufacturer. Such goods
have the guarantee of quality, are accom-

panied by specifications or to their ap-

plication and finished samples will be fur-

nished by request to the manufacturer.

If used according to directions manufac-

turers will stand back of their product and

will furnish advice to cover the special

requirements of the purchaser. These are

good reasons for using only goods of

standard makes.

In letting a contract see that all things
are included if possible. The bath tub

is often forgotten in the painting contract

and the plumber leaves it with the coat

of red lead upon it just as it came from

the wholesale house. It is unsightly and

must be painted, but the plumber says

it is painted and the painter says it is not

in his contract. As an extra it costs more

money than if put in the original painting

contract.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS

B 321 GLEN L SAXTON. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 322 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio.

B 323 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 321.

|'.'l\ .'polling study for March i- a

good example of the modern

type of -tory-and-a-half bunga-
1 i\v designed by Glenn L.

Sax ton.

The exterior is of siding painted a

chocolate brown with ivory white trim-

mings, shingles a moss green and the

chimney a red sand mould brick or

"rough cast" cement plaster could be

substituted at an additional cost of about

$100.

The living room extends the entire

length of the house with an open fire-

place in the end. The combination stair-

way leading from the living room and

kitchen to a landing with basement

stairs beneath.

The dining room would appeal to the

most critical. The two china closet- at

each side of the sideboard, beam ceiling

and paneled burlap wall- up to the plate

rail, make it complete in every respect.

In the second story are three good
sized chambers, all full height, with

ample closet space. A linen closet,

medicine cabinet and clothes chute go to

make the plan complete in every respect.

There is a full ba-ement with vege-
table cellar, laundry, furnace room, etc.

Hardwood floors throughout with oak
or birch finish on the first floor and

white enamel for the bed room-.

Size is J'.xJS i\- t-t ,, V er the main part.

Cost, exclusive of heating and plumb-
ing. $3,250.

Design No.

B 324 CEO. M. KAUFFMAN. Cleveland. Ohio.

B 325 CHAS. S. SEDCWICK. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 326 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. MVIY

B 322.

At a glance at the exterior ..IK- think-

tin- a duplex but it is "an extreme

colonial type" of a home that appeal- to

many who admire a plain and state!

terior.

The same severe colonial lines of the

exterior are carried out in the interior

a- well. The house is not as large as

one would think from the exterior.

The living room and dining room have

beam ceiling with an open fireplace in

the living room.

There are four chambers with bath on

the second floor with a closet for each

chamber.

Full ba-einent with heating plant and

laundry.

Hardwood floors throughout with pine

to paint for the finish. Si/e 2ox3J feet.

This house was designed by John

Henry New-on and i- estimated to co-t

<) complete, including heating and

plumbing.
B 323.

A simple colonial type of a house de-

signed by Arthur C . C'lau.-en. architect.

With it- ma--ive front porch column-

extending up to the second story. The

living porch, however, being i u the -ide

and connected to the library by a pair

of French window-.

The rooms are all large and. being
well connected by columned opening-,

give a spacious and roomy appearance
as one enters in the main hall. The

large bay in front with open fireplace
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Copyrighted 191 I. Glen L. Saxton, Architect.

A Story and a Half Bungalow
DESIGN B 321
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in living room makes an ideal P.. mi.

The sink with drain 1- Mil- <m each

side across the entire end of kitchen i-

very de^iraldr. I lie pantry is well

e(|iiij>|>ed with cupboard* and work table

\\ith bins and drawers under.

On the second floor are four good
Chambers and a small sewing room, all

provided with a closet. There is a good
closet off hall and one off bath that can

be used for linen. Full basement with

hot water heat, laundry, etc.

Hardwood floors throughout with hard-

wood finish down stairs; balance in pine

to paint. Size 32x44 feet.

Estimated cost to build, including

heating and plumbing, $6,300.

B 324.

In this design by George M. Kauff-

man, we have an attractive exterior in

cement plaster with a red roof. The

design is well adapted to a high lot and

would make an ideal suburban home
where plenty of ground or garden space

was available. The portion of the front

terrace is covered giving the necessary

protection to the front door, the large

veranda being on the side and at the

rear with French doors leadingonto same

from both the living room and dining
room.

This porch may be screened in sum-

mer and glazed in winter, making an

ideal living porch the year around. The
rooms are all good sized, the living room
and library both containing an open

fireplace with built-in book cases in the

library. The dining room has a china

closet on each side with space for a

buffet in the center.

The second floor contains a sitting

room with open fireplace or may be used

for bed room. Besides this there are

four bed rooms with a large linen room
and two bath rooms.

There is a large closet for each bed
room. Full basement with hot water

heat, laundry, etc., also a good attic.

Hardwood il. .. ,r* throughout with

hardwi-tcl hni>h d-\\n Blairs in the

main rooms.

I'.irch or pine for white enameling up
-tairs. The size is 56x35 feet.

l-.-timated cost complete, including

heating and plumbing. $10,000.

B 325.

In this design, by Chas. S. Scdwick.

we have a "cement half timber" bunga-
low. The plans call for a good sized

living room, (lining room, kitchen, two

bed rooms and bath on the first floor

and space enough on the second floor

for finishing off two more bed rooms if

desired. There is a small rear porch
with place for an ice box. Sideboard in

the dining room ; cupboard in the kitch-

en.

The plans call for Washington fir

floors and finish, stained brown or a

dark mission to good effect.

The fireplace is of vitrified or sewer

brick with deep joints. The outside

walls are to be tinted, with shingles

stained red. Basement under main part

"f the house. Furnace heat.

The size is 41.6x24 feet, and it is esti-

mated that this bungalow can be built,

exclusive of heating and plumbing, with-

out finishing the second floor, for $2,500.

B 326

A very attractive colonial design. The
first story of clapboards, painted white,

with shingles in the gables stained a

brown and roof shingles green, makes a

good color scheme for this design.

The living room is large with a bay
in front and an inglenook directly op-

posite, with open fireplace, with book

cases and seats on each side.

On the second floor are four good
sized chambers with bath, all rooms

being full height. There is full base-

ment with furnace room and laundry.

Hardwoods floors throughout. The fin-

ish of the main rooms is oak or birch,

balance pine to paint.
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John Henry Newson, Architect.

A Dignified Colonial House

DESIGN B 322
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Arthur C. Qaucen. Architect.

A Simple Colonial Design

DESIGN B 323

btx.cnD
M.OCC
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Ceo. M. Kauffman, Architect.

A Study in Cement Plaster

DESIGN B 324
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Ch*. S. Sedcwkk. Architect.

Half-Timbered Bungalow
DESIGN B 325

B
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An Attractive Design for a Gambrel Roof

DESIGN B 326
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Conducted by ELEANOR ALLISON CUMMINS. Decorator. Brooklyn. N. Y.

The Arrangement of Rooms.

OU may have the most beautiful

and artistic furniture possible, an

absolutely good color scheme, ju>t
the right pictures and bric-a-brac,

and yet your room may be very unsatis-

factory. In such case the arrangement
is at fault.

When we first emerged from the dark-

ness of the black haircloth and marble-

topped table period, some thirty years
ago, we reacted to the opposite extreme.
Because the arrangement of rooms had
been absolutely rectangular and symmet-
rical, we jumped at the conclusion that

the way of safety lay in higgledy-pig-

gledy. Any angle was admirable so long
as it was not a right angle. It was the

day of the apotheosis of the broken line.

But we have emerged gradually from this

state. We are content to set our chairs

and couches against a wall, instead of

across corners, and we understand that
a certain formality of arrangement is de-

manded by some styles of furniture.

Why then, do we so often fail of a har-

monious result?

The Value of Balance.

A good many rooms fail to please be-
cause the groups of furniture do not ba-
lance each other. Suppose a massive

chimney piece, with deep recesses on
either side. If one of these recesses is

occupied by a high bookcase in dark
wood, and the other by a low couch with
a light colored covering, with delicate
water colors hanging above it, the effect
is extremely bad. It would be better to

place the bookcase elsewhere, as its lino
are almost certain to conflict with those
of the chimney piece, but if it must re-
main either a corresponding piece of fur-

niture, another bookcase or a high cabi-
net, should occupy the other recess, or

tlu- couch be covered with a dark mate-
rial, and the wall hung with pictures,

deep in tone and heavily framed.
This same principle of balance applies

to the hanging of pictures. If part of a

large wall space is covered by a single,

large picture, heavily framed, it should
be flanked by a group of smaller pictures,

closely set together, and of the same gen-
eral depth of tone. You cannot balance
a mirror with anything but another mir-

ror, therefore a mirror should either oc-

cupy a single wall space, which it nearly
or entirely covers, or else the center of a

large space, with balancing groups of pic-

tures, light in effect on either side.

The Dominant Line.

The ideal room is very nearly square,
but the average room is oblong, and in

the city house is apt to be exaggeratedly
so. The object in arranging the furniture

in such a room is to counteract the ef-

fect of the predominating long lines.

This is best achieved by breaking the

room into two sections, which is most

easily done by setting a couch at right

angles to the fireplace, and treating the

two spaces thus formed as separate
rooms. Only in this way is it possible
to break the long lines of the room by
placing pieces of furniture at an angle
with them. Otherwise they must follow
the length of the room, and the exaggera-
tion of that dimension is more noticeable.

The Arrangement of the Very Large
Room.

This room of extreme size is apt to be
a library, in which the need of accommo-
dating very many books has compelled
the use of extraordinary dimensions. A
room thirty-five feet square is difficult

to furnish so as to avoid a bare look. The
initial difficulty is finding a rug that
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THE COLOR, SPECIFICATIONS FOR THIS ROOM ARE
CEILING S-W Flat-tone Cream WALL S -W Flat-tone terra cotta WOODWORK S -W Varnish Stain dark oak

FLOOR S -W Floor-lac light oak

YOUR painter can practically duplicate

any of the rooms shown in color in our

free Style Portfolio of Interior Decoration

People are getting away from the old

method of decoration.They no longer

carpet their floors; they finish them
with paint or varnish or wax and throw

rugs about. They no longer cover

their walls, they color them. And
the result is not only more sanitary

and more durable, but also more
artistic.

This Style Portfolio of ours contains

20 color plates. All of the rooms of

the average home are worked out to

the last detail and there are a number
of excellent suggestions for outside

painting. If you contemplate build-

ing, remodeling your house or dec-

orating a single room, the portfolio

will prove of exceptional value to

you in many ways. We mail it free.

Write for it today.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS MRNISHES

Sold by dealers everywhere. Ask your local dealer for color cards and full information.

*or Special Home Decoration Service writetoTheSherwin-WilliamsCo., Decorative Dept.,629 Canal Road, N.W.,Clevelard,Q.
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make* am QCC "ii

an < I "lit- < >riontal

to he had in -uch large M/es air nearly
all <f tin- most expensive s, ,rts. and
the\ lea\e a preposterously wide ma:
Tin- writer's own solution of tin- difticul

t\ would In- a made rug of \\ 'iltmi, or

A Minister, in two tone- of brown or

green, almost co\ering the floor, with

smaller ( >riental rugs at fireplace and

doors.

N'aturalK. in Mich a library, the writ-

ing table is the central feature, occupy-
ing the middle of the room, but it too.

howexer large, is often dwarfed by the

expanse ,,f space about it. A davenport,
or other large couch, standing facing the

fireplace, with its back to the length of

the table, is pleasantly placed for use.

and also remedies the disproportion be-

tween the centre and its suroundings. A
revolving b< . kcasc added to the group
will help.

Making Much of ^Fireplace and

\Yindo\\ s

The apparent size of these very large
n Minis is helped by making the chimney
piece project well into the room, making
deep recees at either side. The capac-

ity of the library can be considerably in-

creased in this way. as bookcases can he

carried along the ends of the chimney
breast. The projecting chimney piece
will give an opportunity for the construc-
tion of convenient presses for clothes in

the bedroom over head.

The windows may also be pressed into

the service, and bookcases be carried

along the wall below them. < >ne window
space may well be occupied by a project-

ing case of some sort for prints or music,
whose top will serve as a resting place
for a dictionary or other book of refer-

ence.

The use of cases projecting at right
angles from the walls of the room. SO

common in public libraries, might well

be adopted, when a large collection of

books is t<> be housed. It gives a room
a very distinctive character, and a L

many thousand volumes can be quartered
in an apartment of moderate size. The
objection which used to obtain that it

was almost impossible to read the titles

of books in the farther ends of the al-

- is ( ,b\iated by the very general use

iectricit\ Je bulb can be

placed in each alcove.

The Sideboard for the Small Dining

t'nless one is fortunate enough to live

in a house which has built-in cupboards
in the dining room, a sideboard seems
almost a ncce--it\. \ et almost all of those
of the best styles are very large, and
when placed in a room not more than
ten or twelve feet square are overpower
ing.

This being the case, it i> well to sub-

stitute for the sideboard what is known
to the trade as a buffet, a compromise
between a serving table and a sideboard.
These come in dull finished mahogany
and in the highly polished wood, also in

various tones, of oak. They differ prin-

cipally from a sideboard in not having
much of anything in the way of a back.

merely a slight elevation to distinguish
them from a table. They have also the

advantage of costing much less than a

sideboard, and with one of them and a

plate rack, if one is fancied, there is am-
ple accommodation for all the china and
silver that ought to be displayed. Too
many people make the mistake of over-

crowding the dining room with silver.

glass and china. A few good pieces tell.

the rest are best left in the china closet.

until needed for actual use. Cut glass.
which is charming on the white-covered.
flower-decked and candle-lit dinner table.

Idom effective as a part of the orna-
mentation of the room. When it is kept
in a mirror lined and glass shelved china
closet, the effect is to say the least gla-
cial.

Some Point- About Jacobean Furniture.

And speaking of Jacobean furniture for

the dining room, it is well to realize that

it belongs to a period when porcelain
was. if used at all. unusual in Fngland.
and that it harmoni/es better with silver

and pewter, and with the older French
and Italian wares than with delicate

modern china. The Cantigalli and Gi-
nori potteries of modern Italy send out

many reproductions of. old designs in

vases and candlesticks, which are admir-

ably adapted for the decoration ..f the

chimtieypieces of the Jacobean dining
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Have You Had Your Sample?
There is a free sample of Utility Wall Board and a handsomely illustrated

book of interior designs waiting for every reader of Keith's Magazine.

If you haven't had yours

Write for It Today!
Utility Wall Board is being used in io,ooo homes all over the country Used
in the dining room, the living room, the bedroom in the attic, the laundry or

the garage It has fully proved its convenience, its beauty, its economy.

Utility Wall Board is extremely tough and durable Takes the place of lath

and plaster Is easy to put up and makes a wonderfully attractive wall or ceil-

ing when it is up. Positively moisture proof Will not shrink or warp Lasts

as long as the house does.

Write today for your sample

THE HEPPES COMPANY
4504 Fillmore Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

The Architects of this Charming Little

House Were Good to the Owner

They made all the window casements open-
ing out and equipped them with our Holdfast

adjusters and Holdfast fasteners.

The windows look well and work, well,

being operated from inside without disturbing
the screens or storm sash : he says so and we
know so.

Our free booklet tells why. It's illustrated

and worth five dollars to any one planning to

build. Get it now.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58-175 N. State Street Chicago
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room. 1 here arc also French wares of

Mimlar >tyle, equally effective, but dif-

ferent in coloring from the blues and yel-
lows of the Italian kiln-.

Another point t.. be considered in 1

ing Jacobean furniture is the height of

the chair back-, also the tone of the d
work. There are two styles of chairs.

has a carved framework to the back,

Mirrounding a narrow panel of fine cane
work. The other has a back almost en-

tirely of canework. with a narrow frame,

grooved at the edge. Both styles have
backs which to modern eyes seem

proportionately high, and this dispropor-
tion is one of the distinctive marks of

tiie -tyle.
The canework of a good reproduction

is never yellow, but is of a grayish brown
tone, rather lighter than the woodwork.
It is also of a much finer weave than
the ordinary cane work used for chair

seats. These may seem to be minor

points, but looking out for them in the

beginning may save later discontent.

Library Furniture in Leather.

The leather covered chairs and couches
for library use are rather smaller than

they have been for some time past.
Backs are lower and seats not quite so

deep and the pieces are plainly covered,
with welted edges. A good deal of roan

Spanish leather, or its imitation, is used,
and there is a very good shade of green,
rather brighter than olive. Some of the

couches show the loose seat cushions
which are a feature in much of the newer

upholstery.

Something About Lampshades.
It ought to be a consolation to people

who cannot afford cathedral glass lamp
and electrolier shades that some of the

made ones are so effective. The skill re-

quired to make a silk lamp shade is not

great and the saving in making it one's

self very con>iderable. )f course the

material used inu>t depend upon the

i for which it is intended. For a liv-

ing room, or library, Japanese grass cloth.

edged with antique gold braid is admir-
able. For a parlor, filet net over a thin

silk lining, or accordion pleated cretonne
small pattern are good. The cr

bead fringe so common in the ready-made
ones is not to be advised, and gives a dis-

agreeable striped effect to the light pass-

through it.

When it comes to choosing a shape for

the shade, the plain circular Empire pat-
tern is as effective as any, and is more

rasily managed than more elaborate

shapes. An eighteen-inch wire frame
a thirty-nine cents, a larger size fifty.

Whatever the material chosen for the

shade, a thin lining of white, cream or

pale yellow silk is a great improvement,
and obviates the tedious winding of the

wires with silk, necessary if the lining is

to be omitted.

Dressing Table Lamps.
Small brass lamps come to be used

instead of candles on a draped toilet'

table, and are much more satisfactory.

They have a shade covered with the cre-

tonne used for the furnishings of the

room, or else of the popular filet net over
a silk lining. The inevitable antique gold
braid finishes the cretonne shades.

Blue Brocades.

Some beautiful silk furniture brocades
are shown, the ground a rather deep pas-
tel blue, the pattern an elaborate one in

highly lustrous white silk, which has al-

most the effect of silver. Brocades like

these, costing ten dollars a yard, come
under the head of luxuries, and are used
for covering a single large chair. They
go particularly welj with the beautifully
carved Circassian walnut furniture, but
demand a special setting, and are only
suitable for formal rooms.

NC DELAY TO GET THE CLOTHES DRY ON WASH DAY
When using the "CHICAGO-FRANCIS ' ' Combined Cloth* t Dryer and Laundry
Stout. Clothes are dried without extra expense. as the waste heat from the laundry

stove dries the clothes. Can furnish stove suitable for burning wood, coal or gas.

Dries the clothes as perfectly as sunshine Especially adapted for use in Residences.

Apartment Buildings and Institutions. All Dryers are built to order in various

sixes and can be made to fit almost any laundry room. Write today for descriptive

circular and our handsomely illustrated No. K 12 catalog. Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO. SHANNON MFG. CO.
630 S*. Wa*sfe Avc.. CHICAGO. III. 124 Lexistto* Avr .. NEW YORK CITY.
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and thousands of others equally attract-

ive owe more than half their charm to

MORGAN
GUARANTEED

PERFECT DOORS
All the splendid quality all the style all the

through -and 'through trustworthiness that two

generations of perfect-door-making could possibly

suggest, are built in every Morgan Door No
home is as good as it might be unless it has

Morgan Doors That it why reputable arch'tecls everywhere

woods and finishes to match every style ol architecture.

Are you thinking of building or remodeling ?
Then the coupon in upper right-hand corner is for you.
Fill it out and mail it today. We will tell you how to get
the utmost satisfaction and rave money at the same

thentic. Handsome illustrations of correct interiors
and exteriors included. Not a cent to pay Do
lot fail to write today

MORGAN CO, Dpt. B3, OSHKOSH..WIS.
Distributed by

Morgan Sash & Door Co.. Chicago, HI.

Morgan Mill work Co., Baltimore, Md.
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IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

Selected Red Birch

Bird's-eye Maple and

Cherry Flooring

One important feature
is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times without
after smoothing, an advan-
tage that is not obtained by
any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying: ha* stood
the test for twenty years.

ASK FOR IXL

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

HERMANSVILLE, MICHIGAN

TheONLYWAYisthe
PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture
Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-
tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
JBuildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Center St. Milwaukee. Wit.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. -The eeartMIM of oar Correspondence Department are extended to all feeder* of Ktith'i Magatin*. Inquirie*
pertecniac to the decoration MM! furnwhinc of the home will be given the attention of mn expert.

Letter* intended for anewer in due column should be addramd to Decoration and Furnuhinc Department, and be accora-
P*B*ed by a iliaarim of ioor plan. Letter* eodoainc return poetage will be aneweced by mail. Such repliee are of general in-

in theee column*.

( i. X. S. F.nclo-ed plea-e find

addressed envelope lor an-wer to my in-

quirie- by mail. \\ e have a fine new
loine in prooc-- of c< m-truction. and I

u >uld like your ideas about rugs, wall

tints, furnishings, and curtains for lir-t

floor rooms.

The house fronts south. i> the ( )ld I

lish style of achitecture. Living room
running north and -outh with south end
all windows. dimcn-ion- Joxl5j4 feet, fin-

i-hed in fumed oak. large fireplace on
built-in bookcases at one side of

fireplace. My idea was to have this room
in the brown > and greens of the woods.
The fireplace will be of faience tile (6 in.

-<|.. The floor will be the narrowest
white oak flooring, and I do not like t

r it all up with one rug, and would
like the permanent possession of some
< >rientals. but am afraid small rugs would

-lip.

The dining room has north and east

exposure, shaded on east by dining porch
will be finished in ivory enamel with some
oak -uch as top . .f sideboard and mun-
tins of the French doors. Room is 14xl'.

What would you advise for curtains, din-

ing table and chairs and wall tint.

The hall is wide and long, opening in-

to living room with pillared arch and in-

to dining room with French doors and
ha- the broad open -tair- with large fine

west windows on the landing, and is fin-

i-hed all in oak like the living room.
What color shall the walls be and what
rug- and furnishings would you ad\

Now about the den which i- a -mall
rootn finished in natural ash. with no. .k

and fireplace laid up with rough stone.
What color shall the wall- be. what kind
of rug- and curtains. The den
the south we-t o-fner of the hou-e.

Ans. In reply to your recent inquiry,
your beautiful interior de-H-r\e* thon

ful treatment. In the space that can be
devoted to this gratuitous service, only
a general outline can be given ; but a more

ided >ervice can be given at the small
fee of 50c a room, if you desire, in which
detailed Miyge-tions are given for walls,

rugs, draperic- and furniture, with >am-

]>}(** of material- and wall coverings sug-
gested, with prices.

Your own ideas are well considered
and you have a beautiful ground floor to

carry out. The idea of the greens and
browns of the woods for living room is

restful and refined. Nothing could be
better to carry out this than one of the

greyish, lichen green tapestry papers in

small inconspicuous design and with a
textile or fabric surface. But it would
be difficult to carry out this woodsy feel-

ing with oriental rugs. It would be al-

most imperative to use mossy green Sax-

ony or Amaxin rugs for this. \Ye sym-
pathi/.e with your wish to show a portion
of the handsome floor and also our ex-

perience is very decidedly against the u-e
of a number of small rugs. We would

:est a center rug of good size, say a
''\12 or 10x13. with a narrow rug, 4 ft.

wide and as long as the width of the
large one. laid at each end. The smaller

rug- would have to be made to order.
This would give a substantial rug for the
center of the room before the wide open-
ing and in front of fireplace, with a space
of floor between it and the two -mailer

Before the fire on this rug. we
would place the davenport, with the 6
ft. library table backing up against it.

!' r the hall a grey grass cloth with
a browni-h cast to the grey, would be
ideal and here we would have an oriental

rug. long and not very wide, a Ka/ak or
a M'-oul, in dull blue-, old red-, etc..

with a runner on the stair at least {

landing turn, to match. There should be
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The
Long- Life WHITE ENAMEL

YOU can secure nothing more beautiful in

your home than the purity and richness of

an intense white enamel finish. See that Vitralite,

'The Long-Life White Enamel," is used in
your home. Then the color will be white and the finish permanent

years after. Vitralite does not yellow nor crack. Goes on easily and

dries hard with a smooth, porcelain-like gloss, without a sign of where

the brush touched it. Can be rubbed to a dull finish if desired. Tell

your architect or decorator you want Vitralite used for all white effects,

inside or outside. It's water-proof. Can be tinted to any shade.

Send for Free Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with Vitralite. Judge it for yourself. "Decorative Interior Finishing" is

another book you need when you build or decorate. Its color-scheme sug-

gestions will prove of value to you. Be sure to send for it.

Free Sample Panel finished with "61"

and test it with your hammer or

your heel you'll be convinced.

"The Finished Floor" will help in

floor finishing and care. Ask for it.

__. If your dealer can not supply "P& L"
Varnishes, write us at 121 Tonawanda

IJljf Stnvt. Buffalo, N.Y.: in Canada. 65
Courtwricht St.. Bridgfburg. Ontario

The floor-finishing problem is

quickly solved. "61" Floor Varnish

is mar-proof, heel-proof, water-

proof. It withstands heavy wear
and never cracks. Ask for our

FLOOR VARNISH

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
Z ESTABLISHED 63 YEARS

F
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draperies in the opening of warm, sor
\elour lined mi the living rm side with

some lighter material in dull greens.
The den should have a wall of .

grass cloth and since it i- a smith

P" ,m. the furnishings .should he rich

M. We should also use a silver grey
staiti on the ash woodwork, a very de-

lightful effect.

The dining room could be made \

lovely with one of the grey tapestry pa-

pers in a tree design, that are like woods
in a misty morning. This paper could
lie ahove a 2]/2 ft. dado of gr<

cloth, or of the ivory wood paneling. But
it must have mahogany furniture and a

rich crimson rug. We would stain tin-

top of sideboard and the door trim dark,
hrownish mahogany, rather than oak.

Then, if the dining porch has bay trees

in tubs, ferns, hanging baskets, etc.. and

^rey green grass matting on the floor, the

effect will be delightful, thru the French

doors.

C. W. P. We are subscribers to your
magazine and I have taken a great in-

t in your answers to questions so I

would like to ask for a few suggestions.
We are building a new house that faces

the northwest, it is 41 ft. broad, the re-

ception hall is in the center of the house,
12x13 ft., with a column arch into tin-

living room on the north side. The liv-

ing room is 13x22 ft. and has a red brick

fireplace. There is a column arch from
the reception room into the dining room
on the south side. Would you please
suggest colors for decorating those rooms.
We would like burlap in the living room
and reception room, up as far as the drop
ceiling and in the dining room up to the

plate rail. We want to decide on the
decorations before we pick out our light
fixtures. Also please tell me if it would
be good taste to have the piano in the

reception hall."

Ans. Your letter omits rather an im-

portant point, viz., the character of the
\v Iwork. Assuming that the wood-
work is oak and that it will have a fumed
brown finish, the burlaps advised for the

living room side wall-, i- a -oft ecru, with
ceiling tinted a shade lighter. In the hall,
side walls, a rich warm red with terra
cotta ceiling carried on the side walls of
the upper hall.

The dining room walls a golden burlap
with ceiling tinted deep cream. Tin-

plate rail should be placed at the to;

the doors and the burlaps carried up to

it. This will give a warm yet cheerful
interior for a northwest facing and the

rooms will open harmoniously.
There should be rich red drapcrii

the dining room windows and a deep, red

rug, to carry the hall color in there. The
U-st all-around choice for light fixture-.

I- dull, brushed brass, in simple design-
The only objection to placing the piano
in the hall, is that the light would not
be good.

B. S. B. ''I am sending a rough floor

plan of our five-room cottage which is

finished in southern pine. We have no
furniture. Will you kindly tell me how
to make it home-like, the very cheapest
way as some of the finish is dark in

places, we think it best to use some kind
of stain. The floors require crack filler,

but I do not know what, nor where to

get it. It has a one coat plaster the
rooms I mean would like something for

draperies for windows, not the old-fash-
ioned lace curtains, also for opening be-
tween living-room and den. This den
will have couch bed and desk. Ceilings
10 ft. high.

Please suggest floor coverings for each
room, etc."

Ans. You are right in thinking it will

be best to stain your woodwork and for

such a cottage, brown oak or bog oak

give excellent results on southern pine.
The bog oak has a greenish tone and the
different grains of the pine produce a
mixed green and brown shade that is

very pleasing. Send for booklet, free, of
Handicraft Stains, which gives full in-

formation and directions and also sam-
ples of color effects. You can put it on,

-nly be sure not to brush it in hard. Thin
it and brush it on lightly. There is also
a crack-filler paste for your floors. With
this woodwork, if you will furnish mostly
in brown stained wicker and upholster
some of the chairs in green foliage cre-

tonne, using table, desk, etc., of brown
wood, you will have a very pleading in-

terior.

The sheer ecru scrim is the best ma-
terial for your curtains. As to rugs, a

mossy green Moresque Wilton, costing
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THIS FREE BOOK

Will Help
You

Because its speci-

fications are cor-

rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, its testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

^^^^
will be sent on request

that you may form your opinion by
actual working test. We want to prove
the Johnson merit. You may also

have on request, panels of any woods
finished with our Dye. Judge for your-
self the beauty of the results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

V

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Ma-
hogany

No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-
ered Oak

No. 132 Green Weather-
ed Oak

No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere., Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Ne
raises the grain;
to apply.

Johnson's Pre
pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K.E.3.

easy

S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wis.

"The Wood Finishing
Authorities"

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately and

holds your admiration permanently

I OAK FLOORING will harmonize
with any kind of trim, furniture or

color decoration, and is susceptible
to any kind of finish. In color, it is

rich and cheerful, and imparts an
air of refinement and elegance to

a home.

q OAK FLOORING #" thickness by
1 /^" or 2" faces can be laid over
old floors in old homes, or over

cheap sub-floors in new homes, at

a very low cost. Cheaper than

carpets or pine flooring.

<|
OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings is still in good condition,
after very hard service. For durability,
OAK is the best.

(J Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment. No
other part of the interior finish will increase

the renting and selling values like OAK
FLOORING.

Write us for farther information

The Oak Flooring Bureau
863 Hammond BIdg., Detroit, Mich.
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$1.85 per ><1 . would be excellent in the

living r< .. ,in, tho y.u could use Wiscon-
sin Woven Wire grass in a greyish green
if the carpet is too expensive. There are

Japanese cotton rui^ for the bed rooms.
or tlie I'ri-cilla i which come i"r

that purpose. Such rugs arc often de-

scribed in the maga/ine and in the

veniber isxue are -everal curtain sugges-
tions.

Mrs. <;. H. 1 enclose sketch of my
new home. Will you please suggest cof-

ors for all room-.

1 have several pieces of pretty golden
oak furniture all quarter-sawed, and ruu-

1 have made rug light blue and dark
blue for my kitchen, and also bath room,

they will answer till I can afford better.

Kitchen wiH have tile 4 ft., white with
blue border. Xow what to do for the

wall> puzzles me. Soon to finish the

rooms, please help me.

Always thought I would like my din-

ing room silver and old rose. Would you
stain the walls gray and old rose cur-

tains for sj<le draperies or shades at the

U^lipIS
"""Hnit HNIV r4*"

1
* HRTTX!^HOLLfltlO-

OUTO1

Style Book of Dutch Write for one today it is

Furniture FrM> **>* "><*t beautiful and com-
plete Furniture Style Book

ever offered. It illustrate* over SK) pattern* of real
Holland Dutch Art, * CrmfU Furniture made by
clever Dutch CrafUmen in a quaint little Dutch City.

It tells an interesting story about these Dutrh
Craftsmen, and how. why and where they make this
charmingly unique furniture.
We will send you the address of our Associate Dis-

tributor nearest you where our Roods can be procured.
look for our branded Trade Mark on every piece
this is your means of identification and our guarantee
of excellency.

CHARLES P UMBERT COMPANY
GrmsJ R.pU.. Hit.. D*st. 2. HolUd. Mick.

windo\v>. a large house on each side of

me. I bought a bolt of white goods,
thought of making curtains f, , r all win-

do\\x alike full length and hem by hand.

Will send you a sample, etc.

\DS.- -You ha\e sin ,\\n excellent :

of your own in many of your arr:r

inents; your blue and white kitchen is

ideal. Yes. ivory paint is right for both

walN and ceiling. Sherwin - William-

F.nameloid for the last coat, as it g
a washable finish like varnish. Ii

decide to leave the walls of the other

rooms in the white plaster till spring, why
not wait till then about color scheme?
Then write again and enclose 50c and we
will scm l you samples of wall papers,
marked with prices, for each room: al-o

samples of cretonne for curtain draperies
to go with the papers. You say you want

your living room in green, but green is

not a good wall color for a northwestern

exposure. You can, however, have the

walls a soft ecru and use green for the

furnishings. This would be in harmony
with the green tile of fireplace and your
rug, tho such a crocheted rug is hardly
suitable for a living room. It is very nice

for kitchen and bath. You can also have
a green cushion on your window seat and
i^reen overdraperies at the windows. The
sample of material you send for curtains

next the glass, will look very pretty
hemmed as you say. but we fear will not
launder well ; it is so slazy. However, u-e

it as long as it lasts. It would be pretty
to use a narrow finishing edging on some
of the curtains, stitched on the edge of

the hem down the inside edge and across
the bottom. Do not think, you can

along without shades as well as curtains,

your idea of color is all right and
the outside of the hoti-e i> just right as
\ oti say. But do not stain porch ceiling
oak; paint it light green.

Your dining room would be lovely in

grey and rose color, but golden oak fur-

niture would not look right with that

color si-heme. Must be either mahogany
or fumed oak or silver grey. Could be

painted silver grey. You must not make
the northwest bed room green; make it

either rose color or a primrose yellow
wall with green furnishings.
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It's the one perfect illuminant. Safe no exposed flame. Clean no smoke
cr soot. No heat. No odor. Doesn't vitiate the air by consuming oxygen as

do open flame lighting systems. As a power supply it will operate scores of

home conveniences and labor saving devices.

Install The Dean Electric Co.'s

Home-Lighting & Power System
You can install it yourself without mechanical experience. Requires no attention except

to supply gasoline and lubricating oil. The Chloride Accumulator Batteries will store up suf-

ficient electrical energy for twenty-four hours continuous service without operating the engine.
You can run wires for power and light to any point.

A WORD TO
ARCHITECTS

INCLUDE the Dean Electric
I Company's Home - Lighting
and Power System in your

specifications of homes, stores
and churches not situated with-
in city electrical zones. Recom-
mending this private system of
illumination and power enables
you to lay out far more complete
and satisfactory plans. Its use
requires no additional floor

space and it is much cheaper
to install and operate than
other systems. Get our book
free.

The Dean Engine Is Trouble Proof
The engine used in The Dean Electric Company's Home-Lighting &

Power System is extremely simple in construction and operation. It

has no gaskets, gear wheels, triggers, springs or other superfluous
trimmings to get out of order. It is air cooled and so has no water
pipes to leak or freeze. Made to be simple, reliable and economical.

OUR IRON-BOUND GUARANTEE
We know that this outfit is made right and will give continuous

satisfaction as long as properly cared for. This is our perpetual
guarantee: "We will at any time make good without charge any de-
fect in workmanship or material in The Dean Electric Co. Home-
Lighting and Power System."

Send for Our Large Free Catalogue
It explains everything you may wish to know about electrical

illuminating and power outfits. Sent absolutely free on request.

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO., 1012 Oliye St., Elyria, Ohio

Manufacturers of Electric Apparatus, Power and Switch Boards

"Look for Dean where Qual.ty's Ken"

I
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"rfl HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS ffi

"The beauty of the house is order;
The glory of the house is hospitality;
The crown of the house is godliness."

1 1 IS series of mottoes has become
familiar to us in numberless il-

luminations; it has been carved
over fireplaces and emblazoned on

windows, and remains a very admirable

summing up of the things which make up
a perfect home, and it might, at the be-

ginning of the winter's activities, be prof-
itable to reflect a little on its different

points.
"The beauty of the house is order."
The first thing impressed upon the stu-

dent of design is the necessity of symme-
try and balance. Every good design, for

whatever purpose, balances, corresponds
in all its parts, is built upon a perfectly

regular skeleton of geometric lines. This

arrangement of lines may be so intricate

as to be undiscoverable, as is the case
with some of the designs of William Mor-
ris, but it is there, and without it the

pattern would have no artistic character.

Just as this structure of lines under-
lies the elaborate pattern of carpet, bro-

cade, or wall paper, so the principle of
order must underlie the whole fabric of
the household life. Without it all effort

is ill-directed, all results disproportioned.
Its lack means spiritual and material
waste. But, as in the intricate design,
which is the triumph of the artist, the
structural lines should not be too visible.

We are all familiar with the houses where
the rules of the road are plainly posted
and never forgotten, and they are hardly
the places which we choose for a pro-
longed sojourn. Beauty is best unadver-
tised and. if order is beauty, the less said
about it the better.

"1 he glory of the house is hospitality."

Pleasure is doubled by being shared,
and the house is a better place for having
open arms for the stranger. It is often
a revelation to us to see how someone
else enjoys our possessions; we begin to

realize that we have been unappreciative ;

we attach a new value to the used and
the commonplace. Our peculiarly Amer-
ican festival ought to bring home to us
the blessedness of sharing with those less

favored, not always by any means the

poor in this worlds goods, but the lonely,
the tired, the unhappy, who may find

peace within our gates.

"The crown of the house is godliness."
The word is an old fashioned one;

sometimes it seems as if the thing itself

had passed out of the modern world. But

perhaps it has not passed away, only
changed its manifestation. Deep down
in the human heart lies the aspiration af-

ter the highest, but the mode of its rea-

lization changes with the generations.
The old type of piety which we associate

with the word godly no longer exists, ex-

cept in some remote communities, un-

touched by modern thought, but the im-

pulse of soul which underlay the old time

pieties is not less vital, and without it

the most orderly and hospitable house is

a poor thing. We may call it anything
we please, the Christian spirit, the social

impulse, what we will, but its essence is

an unselfish regard for the pleasure and
comfort of others. Theoretically we are
all committed to it; practically we fall

very far short of it in our household life.

Yet. as compared to all the other things
for which \ve strive with such enthusi-

asm, it is the one end worthy our efforts.
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FO U N DATION
COAL CHUTE

ij Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening.
<JThe heavy
steel hopper
catches all the
coal.

<J\Vhen not in use,
the hopper lies in

th,e bottom of the
chute body. jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed.
Strictly burglar-
proof. JWith l/4 -

inch wire glass or
steel panel in door.

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co.
88-98 Erie Street Hunting-ton, Indiana

indow

Shades

no
.i

,]j

II 3
A CEILING in Mode

.

rn English style for

| life
1 T14IQ your Library or Dining

J-'l^.C' * H13 Room, is one of many we
have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil- ^^
ings in metal if desired, all differ- 25?
ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- - - Incombustible
Nothing better for a new building
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St., NEW YORK

The Brenlin Before y u select y ur

D 1 shades, write for this

BOOK booklet. In it are
actual samples of Brenlin in all colors and
in Brenlin Duplex, light one side; dark
the other; and many helpful suggestions
for the treatment of your windows.

Brenlin is the most attractive, durable
window shade material made. It is a

closely woven cloth not a coarse muslin
with chalk or clay "filling." It is this

"filling" in ordinary shades which cracks
and falls out after a few months' use,

leaving unsightly cracks and pinholes.

There is no "filling" whatever in Bren-
lin. It will outwear several ordinary-
shades. It always hangs smooth and
even never wrinkles. The sun won't
fade Brenlin, water won't spot it.

Brenlin is not expensive. There is scarcely
any difference in cost for a few cents more a
shade, you can get,Brenlin.

Write today for this booklet

With it we will give you the name of the dealer
in your town who handles Brenlin. So that
you may know that you are getting Brenlin,

the name is perforated, BRENLIN along
the edge of every yard. Be sure that you see
it when buying, and when your shades are
hung. Chat. W. Brenneman & Co., 2066-2076
Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

BRENLIN BRENLIN
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The Use of Natural Sugar.

The cra\ing ir sweets is instincthr
with most --I MS. hut its gratification i-

fraught with danger to our internal econ-

omy. Sugar i- s \\i-ft. hut uric acid is its

ible converse, the last estate
w>r>e than the tir>t. It may not l>c gen-
erally known that while cane sugar and
glucose are injurious in the extreme,
when taken in excess, other forms of nat-

ural sugar can be eaten with impunity.
The -i- j'urms of sugar are found in var-
ious fruits, dates, raisins, tigs and prune-,
and any amount of them can be eaten
without injury. Moreover, a sufficient

quantity of the>e fruits in custard, or bat-

ter, will sweeten the pudding sufficiently,
without the use of sugar or syrup.
Honey is another natural sweet, which
might to be used more than it is. \Vhcth-

tfl used by ( ierman housewives for

cake> and puddings, it is more economical
than sugar is a matter which depends
upon the market price of honey. It is

seldom cheap in cities, but country peo-
ple might experiment with it to advant-

age. And here is a bit of experience
which may help someone. The Norweg-
ians use a great deal of honey, in its

strained form, and an excellent quality is

always to be found in grocery and deli-

catesxen stores kept by them. They also

have excellent and cheap fruit syrup-.

Economy of Motion.

One point upon which tests are made
in experiment stations is the economy of

motion. If you can reduce the number
of motions required for any process, it

can be performed in just s ( , much less

time. Boil the water and make your
coffee on the table, and you have saved

just so many steps, reducing the time b\
a perceptible number of minutes. Kcon-
omy of motion is involved in almost all

mechanical improvements, in all labor-

saving machinery, and might well be ap-

Do not fail to hare *

Gale Wall Safe
In roar new home. It
make* >our valuables
afe airainit flre. thieve*.

s.> home or apart-
ment home complete
without one. Made of a
romliination of Iron and
st.-,-l ,.., t |j|,|...t with a
combination lock.

GALE WALL SAFE CO.

,
lw *aer. 5S4 Eaipir* BWi . Se.ttU.

WILLIS MFG. CO.. GJ.^rg. ffl. W-k.. S*r, A,***

plied to the endless going to and fro m
the doing of household work. ( >ne de-

velopment of the principle is the small

kitchen, with everything in easy reach.
Another is the wheeled table, by means
of \\hich all the dishes from a meal can
be carried into the kitchen at once. A
little thought enables one to apply it to

all the work of the day, even to minor
matters of personal care.

There is a side j>^ue to learning to do
things with the least possible expendi-
ture of energy, which is the great advant-

age of such habits when old age, with its

dulling of the natural energies comes on.
When every motion is a source of fatigue,
the fewer needed the better. Personal

neatness, making the most of one's good
points, need not be a matter of slow and

complicated process, but a rapid adapta-
tion of means to end, carefully thought
out and systematically carried on, almost

mechanically.

Buying in Quantities.

If the stores are in the hands of the
mistress of the house, it is worth while
to buy some things in quantities, but it

is well to remember that many articles

of food deteriorate. Cereals are apt to
become wormy, and this is especially true
of the coarse flours. Sugar loses its flavor

and roasted coffee its strength. Canned
goods, tea and cocoa in air tight recept-
acles will keep a long time. Raisins, cur-

rants and the like get very dry, but can
be brought back to their original condi-
tion by steaming them. Candles improve
with age if stored in a dry place, and soap

fully twice as far if well dried.

Portable Refrigerators.

( >ne of the small portable refrigerators
which come specially for nursery use,

ought to be kept in every house, even if

there are no young children, as it is in-

valuable in the sick room. It enables one
to dispense with the array of glasses and
bottles on the outside of the window,
and obviates the necessity of frequent
opening of the window, often a source of
real danger to the patient or the m
A refrigerator holding perhaps ten

pounds of ice and with a good sized cold

chamber, costs about $3.50, with smaller
s even cheaper.
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The Home of Wholesome Food
A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment

Kach *

Compartment
a solid piece

o/
*

Porcelain Ware,

LiKc This. *

A Germleu Food
Compartment

CKMonroe"
A Lifetime Refrigerator

It does away with cracks, joints,

crevices, corners and other natural

hiding places for dirt, odors, decay-
ing food and dangerous microbes
found in other refrigerators the one
really sanitary food compartment.

Send for Our Free Book on Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to keep your food sweet and wholesome how to cut down ice

bills what to seek and what to avoid in buying any refrigerator. It is packed
with money-saving hints, and every housewife and home owner should have

one. It tells all about the "MONROE" describes its wonderful liningand
the many other grand features that have given this refrigerator its posi-

sthe world's

best.The "MONROE" is sold direct to you
at factory prices on 30 days' trial. We pay the

freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money
back." Liberal credit terms if not convenient to pay cash.

The "MONROE" is the ONE REFRIGERATOR with each food com-
partment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white porcelain ware
with every corner rounded as shown in above cut. The ONE REFRIGER-
ATOR accepted in the best homes and leading hospitals. The ONE
REFRIGERATOR that can be sterilized and made germlessly clean by
simply wiping out with a damp cloth. The ONE REFRIGERATOR that
will pay for itself many times over in a saving on ice bills, food waste and
repairs. The ONE REFRIGERATOR with no single point neglected in
its construction, and suitable to grace the most elaborate surroundings.

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
(15) Station 6, Lockland, Ohio

MALLORrS
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device trt

open and close the Shutters

without raising
1 windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Fleminjjton, New Jersey. U. S A.

HESSmCLOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

Tin- u. <.>..,! -,.-. i HESS. 917 LTacoma Bldg.. Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnace*. Free Booklet.

A COZY FIREPLACE
FOR YOUR HOME

Send for This FREE BOOKLET Telling
How to Get and Install Any Design

The fireplace is the heart of the home. No house
is really a home without its cheery blaze on winter even-
ings. If you are building or thinking of remodeling, you owe it

to yourself to send for our beautiful booklet, "Home and the Fire-

place." It tells all about Colonial Fireplaces the only real ad-
vance in fireplace construction in the last century all about the
Colonial Plan, which makes obtaining a fireplace as simple as or-
dering a picture. It contains beautiful illustrations of Colonial
designs, and tells how you can have a special design made free of
ci>st. Colonial Fireplaces are adapted to any fuel. They radiate a
full warmth all over the room. No inconvenience no dirt abso-
lutely all smoke goes up the chimney. The only up-to-date fire-

place. Recommended by leading architects. You need this book
writ* today just send us your name and address but we sug-

ifi't-t you write at once. Just drop us a line right now. (16a)

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO., 1773 W. 12th St., CHICAGO
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MCAT THAT CANNA 6AT~AN&5OAA WOULD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W HA MATAND W CAN CAT . . A
5A LT TM LORD B THANKIT V

TABL OMAT
Preparing and Serving Winter Fruits

TWO MODES OF SERVING PINEAPPLE

LOSE connection by rail and
steamer between North and
South. Kast and West, has made
the list of winter fruits a larger

one than it was fifteen or twenty years
ago. If one be disposed to pay extrav-

agant prices one may even indulge in

peaches, plums and strawberries while
the snow is flying, the first and second
coming aU the way from Africa, packed
about with cotton as if they were Crown
jewels, while the strawberries from Ber-
muda or Florida can be had at holiday

time for a dollar -a quart. But, after all.

these are not the real fruits of winter,
which are now bananas, oranges, pine-
apples and apples, with the dried fruits

figs, dates, prunes and raisins pressed
into service for variety's sake. White or

Malaga grapes, too, can be had the year
n >und.

Anyone of the fruits mentioned are de-
licious raw, and for the little folks, dates
and prunes are certainly preferable to

sweets.
In serving pineapple raw and without
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SHARON
65

Years Ago
Quality

From the starting point back in 1847,

when Rogers Bros, silver plated ware

was first made and sold, there has been

o reduction in the original superior quality,

To-day the trade-mark

.1847 ROGERS BRQS.1

SALEM

'Silver

mate

represents the highest grade of triple plate. Our process of

finishing closes the pores of the silver so that it is worked into a

firm, hard surlace that will stand years of the hardest kind of wear.

This process has given 1847 ROGERS EROS, the well-earned title of
''

"Silver Plate that Wears"
Sold by leading dealers. Send for illustrated catalogue

"
Q-35

MERIOEN BRITANNIA CO., MERIOEN, CONN.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAX FRANCISCO HAMILTON, CANADA

^TO-DAY Quality,Beauty,
and a Reputation Unsurpassec

I

I

I

When It's a Case of Keeping
the Food Right

then you must have a McCray.
Built to give active cold air circulation

inside, acting on Nature's rule that heat
ascends and cold descends. This with the

heat excluding construction of the McCray walls, gives
a law temperature and a dry, cold circulating atmosphere

that keeps foods at their best.

McCray Refrigerators
are made in all stock sizes to serve the needs of the smallest or the largest family. No refrigerator in

the world is made more carefully or closer to the ideal of perfect ventilation and refrigeration by circula-

tion of cold, dry air. Most sanitary, easiest cleaned linings, opal glass, enamel, porcelain, or odorless white
wood no zinc generous capacity thorough workmanship.

The McCray Refrigerator will protect the family's health and
give unequaled service.

Any of the stock sizes can be arranged to be iced from the outside,
thus avoiding the inconvenience and muss of the ice man. You get
every special feature in a McCray stock size.

Write for Free Book "27 o?
to use a Refrigerator" and

the following catalogs:

No. 83 Regular sizes for Residences No. A.H. Built-to-orderfor Residences
Nu. 08 For Groceries No. 59 For Meat Markets
No. 4For Hotels, Clubs, Institutions No. 7iFor Flower Shops

McCray Refrigerator Co., K Iiiv*i7nd: n^^HM
>XO^OXOXO^OXO^O^^OXO^O^OXO2k<>

1

I
I
8

1
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oranges, select t\\.> -mall pine>.

their ripeness by trying t pull ut m-

of the spiky leave-. 1 1 it comes out easily
with a delightful odor following its re-

in. >\al the pine is just right for eating, If

the leal" is dark at the l>a-e the fruit i-

too ripe. If it refuses to cotne out the

fruit is too k'reen. Cut off the top of

one pine and scoop out the pulp, which

chop in small cubes. I 'are the other

and aNo chop, for it will take the two to

fill the one shell. Mix with powdered sugar

morning -iminer <-r c. ...k in a double
l>..iler in the water in which they were
soaked, adding t e\ery pint of prunes
t\\<> tablespoon fills of -ugar and the juice
of half a lemon. When the prunes are

soft remove from the juice, which cook
down until it is a thick >yrup. Make two
la\er- of cake by any plain layer cake

recipe and put together with the cooked

prunes, which have had the stones re-

moved, pouring on enough of the syrup
t.. moisten the lower layer of cake. Put

PRUNE LAYER CAKE.

and pile in the shell, then sprinkle with

sherry or with orange juice, put on the

top and chill. Serve in the shell.

Apples, bananas and white grapes need

only to be rinsed and dried off before

serving raw, but a banana is much more
wholesome if the surface be scraped with
a teaspoon or fruit-knife before the pulp
is eaten; also a little sprinkle of salt im-

proves the flavor of either raw apples or
bananas.
To give a passing notice to the dried

fruits: the prune has been served in pies,
whips and as a sauce, but the prune jelly
cake or, more properly speaking, layer
cake, is sufficient of a novelty to be worth
giving a recipe for. For the filling, soak
the prunes overnight in very little water,
reserving some of the largest and finest
for the decoration of the cake. In the

on the upper layer a soft white icing
flavored with lemon, and on this put a

ring of the reserved prunes, which have
been soaked for a few minutes in boiling
water, to soften them, then the stones re-

moved and a mixture of chopped almonds
and ginger put in with each slice. Prune

pudding is made by preparing the prunes
as for the cake filling, removing the
stones and putting back on the fire with
the water in which they were cooked,
and thickening this with five tablespoon-
fuls of cornstarch for every quart of

prunes and juice. Flavor with lemon or

cinnamon; boil for five minutes after the

addition of the cornstarch, then pour in

a mold and let stand in a cold place for

several hours. Serve with cream and

sugar, or a sauce made of prune juice
thickened with a little cornstarch.
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Keep Your House Clean
Without Work

It's over! All the laborious sweeping dusting beating of carpets
and rugs moving of heavy furniture. All the futile back-breaking work
that cannot keep a house really clean. The

TTTPr1 STATIONARY
1 WLjV^ Air-Cleaning System

is the housewife's emancipation.

10 Hurford Street

Installed in the cellar with con-

necting pipe to each floor, it sucks
in every grain of dust, drawing it

down to the cellar where the dirt is

caught in an air-tight receptacle and
the dusty, germ-laden air passes
outdoors.

No dust remains on carpets, walls

or furnishings. No dust is stirred

up from one place to settle in

another. Your house is always
scrupulously clean and absolutely
healthful all this without dragging
a heavy machine from place to place
and without a moment of tiring work.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC CO.

TUEC Companies in A II Large Cities

As a stationary system has solved

your heating problem, so you must
look to the TUEC to solve your
cleaning problem. Easy to install in

any building, old or new, large or

small, public or private. A special

type machine for homes using a gas

engine to generate power.
Actual use in thousands of build-

ings proves the TUEC to be the

system for any house.

Write today for illustrated booklet

and letters from owners of TUEC-

equipped buildings in all parts of the

country.

Canton Ohio

HPHE pleasure of living in the country
* or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing:

the

IfTROA*Combination

1}^^ Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your Insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,
Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,

Hospitals. Jt will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan
Attractive Proposition to Plumbers

RED CEDAR MOTH
PROOF CHEST

ONLY

$15.75
Wepy the freight

east of Rocky Mt.

( 41 in. Ion*
Size 19 in. wide

( 1 7 in. high

PrnfprU Fnr anil flnthina Red Cedar is Nature's
rrotects rurs ana uocnmg sure protection again8t
moths and vermin. Keeps furs, blankets, silks, laces,
woolens always safe, clean, in perfect condition. A thing
of beauty in any home a most suitable wedding: grift.

From factory to you you cave dealer's profit. Send to-

day for catalog: of great variety of chests, kitchen cabineta
and writing: desks.

THE JEWEL CABINET CO., Dept.63, Downers Grove, 111.

!end for the

ALDINEFIRE PLACE will heatyourhouse.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5603 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapids, Mich.
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A Large Municipal Garbage Reduction Plant

The First of Its Kind Erected by a

Municipality

R. I. MUNICIPAL GARBAGE REDUCTION PLANT AT COLUMBUS. OHIO.

)MKBODY once said that a mod-
ern packing plant utilizes every
part of the American hog except
the squeal. In point of efficiency

the new Municipal Garbage Reduction
Plant of Columbus, Ohio, belongs in the
same class, for in disposing c;6f 80 ton-,

of garbage every day. it \\a-u-s nothing
except the water in the garbage.
The plant as a whole, consist of four

buildings, the Unloading Building, the
Reduction Building, an Office Building,
and a small Stable.

The Unloading Building is used for the

unloading and assorting of all garbage
delivered at the plant. It is 45 feet by
S5 feet and has elevated railway tracks

extending through it. The Reduction

Building contains the reducing machinery
r< >nsisting of digesters, roller presses,

grease separating tanks, refining and stor-

age tanks, drying equipment and evapo-
rators. It also contains the boiler plant,
machine shop and water supply pumps.
The part containing the digesters,

presses, dryers and storage rooms is three
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Drawing of the Residenc on Bitter Root Stock Farm, Hamilton, Montana
Roofed with Asbestos "Century" Shingles.

Owner, Mrs. Marcus Daly.

This
notably fine and pure example of modern

colonial architecture is the residence on Mrs.

Marcus Daly's Bitter Root Stock Farm, Hamilton,
Montana. It is built of brick, with white woodwork.
1 he roof, the dormer windows and the triangular

space over the portico are covered with

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"
The Roof that Outlives the Building

"

In a building of this kind, architectural

fitness is the prime (actor in the selection of a

roof. Its price is hardly a consideration.

Yet no property owner will ignore the

fact that an Asbestos "Century" Shingle roof

costs no more than any other first-class roofing.

That it needs no repairs and no paint-

ing no upkeep charges that it is proof

against fire that it never "grows old."

Asbestos "Century" Shingles are the first

and only practical light-weight roofing made

of reinforced concrete.

Ask your responsible roofer or write us.

We'll send you our booklet, "Roofing: A
Practical Talk," presenting many roofing

pointers of great value to property owners.

Keasbey & Mattison Company, Factors

Dept. G

Ambler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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-t..nes liiuli. and the other part one st-r\

high. This entire building covers a space
80 feet ly 167 feet and i- provided with

a radial hrick chimncv . 72 inches in di-

ameter and 150 feet high, constructed for

the boilers and the ga-cs from the re-

duction machinery.
I'.oth the I'nloading Building and the

Reduction Building are fireproof, with
steel columns, floor beams and roof

I 11 loading Building where the free water
is drained off and the grease in the -will

water separated by evaporation. After
the garbage is assorted, it is conveyed
to the di.uc-tofs. of which there are eijjht.

where it i> cooked from six to eight hour-

with steam at 60 to 70 pounds pressure.
When cooked, it is discharged into a re-

ceiving hopper which i- directly connect-
ed to a roller press. Four digesters, one

Fi. 2. INTERIOR VIEW OF THE MUNICIPAL GARBAGE PLANT SHOWN IN FIG. I.

trusses, and concrete floors. The walls
are of brick, and the roof is constructed
of hollow terra-cotta tile on which is laid

4-ply Asbestos Built-up Roofing.
This Asbestos Roofing is an all-min-

eral covering, especially adapted for flat-

topped roofs on account of its great du-

rability. It is built upon the roof of suc-
cessive layers of pure Asbestos Felt and
Trinidad Lake Asphalt, both of which
are weatherproof and fireproof materials,
unaffected by gases, heat, cold or acids.
The Stable is a two-story building, on

the ground floor of which are stalls for
106 horses and the harness room

; feed is

stored on the floor above.
When garbage is delivered at the plant,

it is dumped into loading cars, weighed,
and then spread upon the floor of the

receiving hopper and a roller press con-
stitute one unit, and there are two of
these units in the plant.
As the material passes through the

press, the water and grease pressed out
are conducted to separating tanks where
the grease is separated from the water

gravity. After separating the impu-
rities from the grease by heating, the

grease is pumped into storage tanks for

shipment and sold for approximately
$100.00 per ton.

The tank water, after the grease has
been separated, goes to an evaporator
where it is condensed and comes out in

the form of a syrup. The solid refuse
from the roller presses is fed into a re-

volving cylinder dryer constructed with
a steam jacket and a blower. To thi<
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^* dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.
After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering:, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking: system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1910
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
costal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers afSleel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

Just the Book
You're Looking for

If you have any kind of wall and
ceiling problem in any kind
of new or remodeled building

"BEAVER BOARD and Its Uses." will hold your
interests from cover to cover; for its illustrations are
from photographs of actual roomsand cover the widest
range of Wall and Ceiling problems. Send for it at
once it will be sent free at your request and learn
all about this pure-wood-fibre material that meets the
highest requirements of modern designing.

The number of ways Beaver Board can be
used is no less remarkable than the beauty and
durability of the result.

Its freedom from the settling, cracking and
repairing of lath and plaster, the superiority
of its attractive painted pebbled surface over
unsanitary wall-paper; its economical cost and
ease of application are but a few of many
points brought out in the book.

BEAVER
BOARD

PURE-WOOD -FIBRE

WALLS & CEILINGS

DEAVER
BOARD

Look for thit

Trademark
on lack of every

panel.

The Architectural Department of The Beaver
Company co-operates with every user. This free

service enables you to get the full benefit of the suc-

cess achieved by thousands of others.

Beaver Board is sold by Builders' Supply, Lumber,
Hardware and Paint Dealers, and Decorators, in sizes

to meet all average requirements.

The DEAVERCOMEANY
465 Beaver Road, Buffalo. N. Y., U. S. A.

The DEAVERCOMPANY. LIMITED
515 Beaver Avenue, Ottawa, Canada
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material, when lry. is added the concen-
trati-tl \\rup fr< -in the evaporator, which

produces a high grade of tankage from
a mechanical and fertilizing standpoint,
and this is stored for shipment and sold

for approximately $10.00 per ton.

The electric current for both lighting
ami power is furnished by the municipal
light plant at the cost of \ l

/a cents per
kilowatt-hour. An independent motor is

connected with each power driven unit

and operated with 440 volt, 60 cycle, 2

phrase current. The boiler plant consists

JJS" Concrete Mixer $218
mi !(< with hitch urailt- Kannline

i-nuini-. nil Boosted on truck.
C|.-ity 40-SO jiinU In ti-n linur*
with two men. Low feed. Bavn
d>t in i.

C..i, .!!< Machinery of nil kind*.
MIXERS FROM S35.0O UP

Cntnlnic fiw.
MONARCH MFC. CO.

M3 SWrJ BUt .. CnuU R.p.d. Mick.

of three horizontal tubular boilers 78
inches in diameter by 20 feet long. Two
of these lioilers are in regular service and
the third is held in reserve.

All the steam pipes, evaporators and

dryers, al-o the dig* :n part), are

red with Magnesia Blocks finished

with A-l>cMox lenient and canvas jack-
ets.

During the first six months of 1911,

there was received at the plant 7,066 tons

of garbage which resulted in net receipts
of $29,615. This showed a profit of $2.07

per ton over the cost of disposal of the

garbage.
As an illustration of what can be done

by a Municipal Garbage Reduction Plant

efficiently designed and carefully operat-
ed in a city of 182,000 inhabitants, this

Columbus olant establishes an encourag-
ing precedent.

Plumbing

Supplies
AT

Wholesale
Prices

Kv ry thinn in the
Plumbing Lane

I guarantee to aave you Vft to 4Drt on hurh clan roods.
No seconds, only first quality. Write and let me prove to

you the money I can aave you. Illustrated catalog; free.

B. K.KAROU 7 to 772 Wt tUmtM Stnti. Chicago. 111.

".T1 j." SASH
Crescent FASTENER

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made iii Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Pace Catalogue Banders' Hardware Free.

TheH. B. IVESCO.;Mfrs.,

SATISFACTION !

When your roof is covered with VL'LCANITK ROOKING there is absolutely
no need for you to feel anxious as to the life of, or the protection it affords your building.

VULCANITE ROOFING
IS THE SAKKST ROOKING IN THE WORLD

ANOTHER THING-When you buy VULCANITE you get the maximum
value for the money expended.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"The Home of Quality"

DULUTH n s s MINNEAPOUS :: s = FARGO
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Make the Roof
Fire-Proof

J-M Transite Asbestos Fire-proof Shingles
offer the most perfect fire protection known,
because they are made of Asbestos (rock)
Fibre and Portland Cement both minerals.

Are absolutely proof against fire, water, acids,

gases and chemical fumes, and are not in the

least affected by the most severe weather con-

ditions, except that the longer they are ex-

posed, the harder and tougher they become.

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles
are moulded under hydraulic pressure into a homogeneous mass. They never rot, decay, warp or split

like wood shingles. Are tough and resilient, but not brittle, so do not break and fall off like wood or

slate. Weighing only about half as much as slate, they save considerable in freight, are much more easily
handled and there is no danger of breakage. Are easily put on with ordinary woodworking tools. Come
in many different sizes and shapes to meet all conditions and in colors of natural gray and Indian red.

Ask our nearest branch for booklet.

Residence of Mr. W. Hilt, Ridgrewpod, N. J.
Covered with J-M Asbestos Shingles.

H. W. JOHNS- MANVILLE CO.
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Toronto. Ont,

Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City-
Los Angeles

For Oanada:-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHN8-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED.
Montreal, Que. Winnipeg. Man.

Milwaukee Omaha San Francisco
Minneapolis Philadelphia Seattle
New Orleans Pittnl>urKh St. Louis
New York 1366

FT. B. C.

JACK'S
HOUSE

This is the house that Jack

bought.

As an investment it did not

give very large returns.

SAID JACK: "I must improve the looks of this house. I'll

write to the North Western Expanded Metal Co., 930 Old Colony

Building, Chicago, 111 , for their booklet 'O', which contains full

information for 'overcoating' old houses."
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F] N IS H NP AINTIN

A Final Survey and Caution.

1IKX the painter is finished, the

house swept >ut in such a way as

not t<> raise the dust, and you
-land hack and look at your hard-

wood, are you quite ^ati>lied? Is there
not a sort of a lurking suspicion that the
ideal and the reali/ation don't (juite

"jibe"? You would not so much as hint

this to Mrs. Merry Murphy, but when by
yourself of a Sunday afternoon and the
rain is falling on the roof?

Now. the work of the painter counts
for much in a new house, and if there is

often dissatisfaction there may be a rea-

son for it. ( )f course there are painters
who spoil i^ood woodwork, but even the
l>.-st painters cannot come up to the sam-

ple-, and therein is the cause of much
grief.
To be.tr in with, it would take a small

fortune to finish a house in the way that

the samples of hardwood given you by
the dealer are polished. They are sand-

papered and pumice-stoned until the sur-

face is like ulass. This i- done between
each coat on a piece of wood about 2\<>

inches, on one side. Kven a single door
treated both sides that way. with paint-
ers' wages at 40 cents per hour, would
cost so much as to make you throw up
your hands. What about a whole house?
The merchant is accused of putting his

best wares in the window, and some -;i\

that the farmer puts the best apples on

top of the barrel. Are the manufacturers
of interior finishes not human like the
others?
The samples are not only small, but the

very best lumber is used. Could you pay
for such lumber all through a house?
They are finished in a room heated to an
even temperature, which is essential to

good work, and dust is kept away. A
house is often chilled with damp p'laster
and raw air coming in, and this alone
spoils the flow and even effect of the var-

nish. The dust is as likely as n<t to be

flying in the air and mixing with the

liquid in a way that is bad for the work,
and carpenters and plasterers are strug-

gling to get out of the road of the incom-
ing furniture, while the poor painter is

doing his l )C -t as he whistles "Always in

the Way."
Another trouble is "running." If you

varnish a table top or a floor you can

spread the liquid on evenly, and if the

room is properly heated it will dry with-
out flowing, but it is not so easy to finish

upright work.
With these things in mind it is, there-

fore, unfair to expect a piano finish from

any painter unless prepared to turn every
< me out of the house before the painter
goes in, to maintain it for a couple of
months at an even temperature, and to pay
a very high price for work that would still

not come up to the samples. What can
be expected with two-coat work? Do
you pay the same price for muslin as for

silk? All this, however, does not excu-e
the painter for making even cheap work
look poorer than it should, but it shows
that a more reasonable view should be
taken of the hardwood finish than many
a woman feels like taking. Before going
ahead it is a good idea for both painter
and owner to have a large piece of wood
finished according to the way the house
is going to be. Then the woodwork can
be compared with the sample. Heat
should be supplied to the painter and dust
and damp kept away. He also requires
good wood to work on and a good price
fi >r his work. The Building Age.

Rusting of Iron.

Wrought-iron work, if not properly
cared for in respect to painting, or under
conditions otherwise bad. may be ex-

pected to rust at a rate which corresponds
to the loss of one-eigth inch on each sur-

face for from fiften to thirty years : jm t

with proper care as to painting. 'and ex-
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Kraft Ko~i\a
ClothiFor

unique,
delightful
wall effects,

Kraft Ko-Na
offers remarkable

possibilities. Durable

positively sun-proof.

Belongs to the well-known

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of woven wall coverings which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, ;

Burlap, each of highest quality.

Handsome Book ,

The Highest Ideal
ever attained

in a woven
wall fabric

"Art and Utility in Decoration,"
by John Taylor and John Kdnie
both noted for their skill in pro.
ducing artistic interiors. Send no\

11. B. WIGGIN'S SONS < <>..

214 Arch Street. Bloomfield, N. J.

This Trade Mark on Back of Every Yard. Pat. applied for.

Send for

Samples

Many styles of srrate and
mantels to choose from.

This Grate Does

Double Duty
It Combines Perfect Ven-
tilation With Economical

Heating

and, with the same amount of

fuel, burning any kind, will

pay for itself in three years in
increased heating efficiency.
Heats house in Fall or Spring
better than a furnace and
takes about half the fuel.

The Jackson Ventilating Grate
is as beautiful as the most artistic ordinary grate and
affords the same sense of coziness and cheer; but it

ventilates, not dangerously, with air drawn across the
room from door and window cracks, cold, but health-
fully with air drawn in from outside thru a fresh air

duct, circulated around the fire and sent into the room
thru the register over the arch, fresh bat Warmed.
Gain comfort and save money by investigating. Any
mason can set it up from our Complete flans Far-
nished Free,

Send for Free jjgBPIMARY6RATE VENTILATION
Co (a log of our wood
mantels, and irons,
and all kinds of fire-

place fixtures, a s

well as ventilating
grates, with explan-
ations, illustrations,
full information and
prices; also refer-
ence to users in
your region.

EDWIN A. JACKSON & BRO., Manufacturers
25 Beekman Street NEW YORK

SHUTS OUT COLD AIR CURRENTS

Residence of J. E. Wind, Mechnnicsbnrg, O.
E. E. Holman, Architect, Philadelphia. Pa.

"The house is framed in the usual way, and sheathed solid
with hemlock boards, put on over Sheathing Qnilt nailed
to the atndding." Country Life in America, March, 1907.

The Cost of

Cabot's Sheathing Quilt
for Lining this Entire House was $36.69

The house will always be warm in winter and cool in
summer. The quilt will nave MMNMfc coal in two average
winters to pay for itself, ami then it will keen on Having
fuel ami dot-tor's hills ami makinu tin- whole family com-
fortable as long as the house -t.nnl-. It is cheaper to
build warm houses than to heat cold ones and more
healthful and comfortable.

Send for a sample of Qnilt It IB not a
mere felt or paper, but a real protection.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.
141 Milk St., BOSTON. MASS.

1133 Broadway. N. Y. 350 Dearborn Are., Chicago
Agents at all Central Points
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cjusivc of exceptionally bad condition-.

it does not appear to waste at any meas-
urable rate. In some instances, upon
scraping the paint from girders which had
been in use for thirty years, the writer

has found. bcm-ath the original red lead,

the metallic surface, bright ami clean,

showing no trace of rust. Of ordinary
Ntcrl work the same cannot be sai<i. Un-

common experience being that mild steel

i r\ liable to be attacked by rust.

With 'common care in the bridge-yard

during manufacture, such that with

wrought iron no after trouble would be

noticeable, steel is very liable to show,
within a year of being built up, numerous
little blisters on the painted surface ; any
one of these being broken away discloses

a small rust-pit. This is more often seen

on the flange surfaces (horizontal) than
on the web surfaces (vertical), but it is

probable the position has little to do with
the matter, and that it is rather due to

the fact that rust has been earlier started

on the flange-plates.

(2) Ordinary paint will form a pre-
servative for ironwork, especially when
the base used for the paint is red oxide

of iron. Red and white lead are both

used, but are likely to be acted upon by
carbonic acid gas, etc., and galvanic ac-

tion may also occur. Paint should be ap-

plied to cast-iron as soon as possible after

it has left the mould, before rust has had
time to form. The cast-iron should first

receive a coat of linseed oil before the

iron has become cold. Various patent

preparations such as graphite, etc. are

largely used for the painting of railings
and outdoor ironwork, and are found to

last longer than ordinary paints. Can-
adian Engineer.

Cleaning and Staining Pressed Brick

Fronts.

In the case of a building having a front

of red pressed brick which has become
more or less stained from sparrows roost-

ing upon the projections, effort> have
been made to wash off the traces left by
the birds with all kinds of soaps, but

without satisfactory results. The con-
tractor who is doing the work of clean-

ing the brickwork writes to the Painters'

Magazine asking for the name of an acid

solution that will remove the stains and
also for a recipe of a brick wash or stain

to renew the color.

In replying to these queries the au-

thority in question says: Use what is

known as builders' acid, commercial

hydrochloric (muriatic) acid, diluted with
its own volume of water, or, if necessary.
full strength. Protect the hands with rub-

ber gloves or gauntlets while using the

acid with fiber brushes, and wash the

surface immediately after with plenty of

clear water. The simplest brick wash
or stain is made by taking a Venetian red

or red oxide of the right shade and mix-

ing it into a medium stiff paste with ordi-

nary water, then thin down this paste
to the consistency of a stain with stale

beer or stale ale. To every gallon of
such stain you must add 4 oz. of calcined

copperas (iron sulphate), which is green
copperas heated in an unglazed earthen-
ware dish, until it forms into a white

powder. This is added so. as to make
the stain insoluble, otherwise rain would
be apt to wash it off. In adding the cal-

cined copperas to the stain rub it into

a smooth paste with a little of the stain.

Building Age.

In the February issue in this depart-
ment, the article by Dr. Geo. B. Heckel
entitled "The Failure to Paint Greater
Than the $250,000,000 Than the Annual
Fire Loss," was published and by over-

sight was not credited to the source of the

article, the American Paint & Oil Dealer

magazine.
\Ve desire, therefore, to rectify this

oversight by the publishing of this notice.

SEDG WICKS
"BEST HOUSE PLANS," a beautiful book of 900 modern home* cost-
\ng SSUX to MOOD. I hare had many yean experience in planning hoosea,
cotUntm and hnil'Unjr". wrll arrmnjwHl w-ll constructed and economi-
cal to build. If you went the BEST RESULTS, commit a man of ex-
perience and reputation for GOOD WORK. ThU book 1re plan*, ex-
terior* and descriptions. Price tl.OO. "BUNGALOWS and COT-
TAGES." * new book ahowinc 60 up-to-date desicns. all bailt from my
plan*, prett; one-tonr bnn*alows and cottage*. If ?oa want a nnall
ECONOMICALROM K. donTfall to send for one of these book*. Price
SHr. For O.2S I will send ^<u BOTH BOOKS. To prospectire church
builder* I send my portfolio of churches tor Xo. _
CHAS. S. SEDGWICK.. 1028 K. Lumber Eichan,
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Our Beautiful Booklet/Tergolas"
Illustrated with views of some of the most attractive new

homes and grounds showing exceedingly artistic results in
pergola treatment. This booklet is right off the press, and is

yours for the asking. Send for catalogue G27 of pergolas, sun
dials and garden furniture or G40 of wood columns.
Our illustration shows the attractive effect that can be ob-

tained by adopting pergola treatment for your garage This
adds but very little to the cost of the building and makes it
an attractive feature of your general landscape scheme in-
stead of an eyesore, as it frequently is.

Proportions in columns miike or mar the success and artis-
tic effect of the pergola That is why a pergola built with

Roll's Patent Lock Joint Columns
made in classic proportions, will insure your getting a charm-
ing and beautiful pergola. They are equally suitable for
porches or interior work and are made exclusively by

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY
E 1st on and Webster Aves., Chicago, 111.

Eastern Office: - - 1123 Broadway, N. Y City

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

The
Brand
of the
Varnish
Is Even More

Important than

the Skill of the

User

Good varnish is the first

requisite of a good job.
Don't forget that.

Don't thinkyou can place

your order for the varnish-

ing of your new home, and
be sure of a good, economi-

cal, lasting job
Unless you see to it that

good varnish is used.

Berry Brothers'
Architecturall
Varnishes

are the kind of good varnish to be sure of.

They meet every need of the home builder.

They are not too good for even the most

modest building.
Send for Free Booklet: "Choosing Your

Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
Largest Varnish Makers in the World

Address all correspondence to DETROIT
Factories: Detroit, Mich., and Walkersville, Ont.

Branches: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore

Chicago. Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco

Dealer* : Everywhere
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D
Heating, Lighting and

Plumbing
D

The Illuminating Engineer

|\K\V V< >KK TIIKATKR failol

and closed its doors. Originally
this theater had the usual direct

lighting system, which is to say
it contained a lot of naked incandescent
electric light bulbs scattered around the

place with about as much intelligence as
a I'.rule Sioux might be expected to dis-

play in their arrangement. Many of them
were disposed so that their light struck
the audience in the eyes, just as many
lights do in more pretentious places of

public assembly today. It has been found
that a single incandescent light in the

range of vision reduces the power to see
at least twenty-five per cent. Naked
lights more than twenty-five degrees out-
side the direct line of sight do not inter-

fere with visual acuity, but lights of

high intensity even farther removed from
range will make people restless and ir-

ritable, as any one can testify from his

own experience.
The illuminating engineer took down

every exposed light in the theater, and
although the architectural arrangement
made it impossible to attain ideal results,
he managed to hang the lights so that
none could be seen from any part of
the auditorium. Instead of a direct glare
the light was thrown against the ceiling
from which it was reflected in a soft dif-

fused glow at a carefully calculated in-

tensity that caressed and soothed tired

eyes like summer zephyr. Every one who
came in gave a sigh of relief and just
relaxed rather than sat down. The audi-
ences thought they were witnessing the

supreme efforts of transcendent gcniu-
on the stage when, as a matter of fact,
it was merely their outraged nerves be-

ing soothed by scientifically modulated
light that put them in such fine humor.
It was the new illuminating engineer, not

the ancient soubrette, who transformed a

hopeless failure into success in its most

aggravated form. Now the manager is

planning an automobile trip in Europe.
This is a fair example of what the il-

luminating engineers are doing whenever

they get a chance. It may be added that

the chances are coming along- about as

fat as they can be taken care of. While
it is the newest of the learned professions
illuminating engineering is attracting
more attention than all the rest combined

just now.

Formerly the whole matter of lighting
\va left to the architect. He prescribed
the number, location and candle power
of the lights. The result was that the

illumination often fell far short of, or

greatly exceeded, requirements. It was
the usual thing to place excessively bright
lights in the ordinary field of vision with
the result that the eyesight of the whole
race of city dwellers was being perma-
nently injured.

The most prominent feature in a no-
table year of progress in electric lighting
was the development of the tungsten in-

candescent light. Tungsten is decidedly
the best material for incandescent lamp
filaments that has yet been found. The
trouble with it at first was its extreme

fragility. The slightest jar, or even a

rude stare, would shiver a tungsten fila-

ment to fragments. But now they have
learned how to make tungsten ductile
and its use is increasing enormously. But
the people who are flourishing most are
the manufacturers of the various access-
ories of illumination. Installations ten

years old are now considered obsolete, and
hence must be replaced. Globes and
-hades are no longer turned out any old

way. like tacks, to be sold for what they
will fetch. Nowadays "glassware" is pre-
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'"'UNDERFEED
Cuts Coal Bills

Coal

Underfeed Supply

*30

Heat Resulls,lkeSAME; Underfeed SAVING, $60

ARE
YOU one of the thousands

who suffered discomfort during
the unusually cold winter

of 1911-12? While in many homes
ordinary heaters were wasting coal
and yielding little heat; while natu-

ral gas supplies were running short,

in thousands of other homes Under-
feed Furnaces and Boilers were mak-
ing good with adequate, clean, even
heat and at a saving of one-half to

two-thirds the usual cost of coal.

The Underfeed Booklet Tells Why
It is yours for the asking.

Williamson UnderfeedWA R M /\ I R. STEAM-HOT WATER

THe
Peck-
HEATING
SYSTEMS

If your heater new or old is defective, unsatisfactory or expensive to maintain, replace it with an
Underfeed which soon pays for itself in reduced coal bills. If you are about to build, install an Underfeed
Furnace, Steam or Hot Water Boiler. Either is adapted for buildings, large or small residences, offices,

churches, hotels, etc. 'Twill add to the renting or selling value of any building.

Ira B. Ford, of Wilmette, 111., write.: "With the Underfeed my coal bill it $40 a year, using screened Carters-
ville No. 4 coal. My neighbors, using hard coal, burn from $85 to $100 worth in the same sized houses, eight or nine
rooms, in either topfeed furnaces or hot water plants. After using the Underfeed three years I should certainly
want one of the same kind should I build again."

In the Underfeed coal is fed from below. All fire is on top. Smoke and gases
(heat units ivastcd in other heaters) must pass up through the fire in the Underfeed,
are consumed and make more heat. Cheapest slack,
soft coal, and pea and buckwheat sizes of hard coal,

yield as much heat in the Underfeed as highest priced
coal in ordinary furnaces and b oilers. Thefew ashes are
removed by shaking the grate as in other furnaces
and boilers.

Let us send you a lot of fac-simile letters from de-

lighted Underfeed users with our Underfeed Furnace
Booklet or Boiler Catalog FREE. Plans of our En-
gineering Corps are also FREE. Write today using
coupon giving name of local dealer with whom you
prefer to deal.

^WILLIAMSON CO. 385 West Fifth Avenue, CINCINNATI, OHIO
Furnace Dealers, Plumbers and Hardware Dealers Write today for New Selling Plan.

Furnace Undtrfttd

MailCouponNOW
and LearnHOW

^.WILLIAMSON CO., 385 W. fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

I would like to know more about how to cut down the coat of my Coal
Bills from one-half to two-thirds. Send me FREE

Furnace Booklet
Boiler Booklet

(Indicate by X Booklet you deiire)

Name .

Posfoffice

Street-

State _

. Name dealer with whom you prefer to deal.
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HEATING. UGHTING AND PLUM mimi

scribed by the illuminating engineer like

a dose of medicine. Tin- keep- the manu-
facturers so busy they have no time to

cut prices and so they are making a little

money. Tech. \\'..rhl.

The Importance of Vacuum Cleaning to

the Ventilating Engineer.

\ review of the progress of vacuum
cleaning and an estimate of the present
and future state of this branch of engi-

neering were brought out at the recent

meeting of the heating engineers in a

<li>cussion devoted to the topic of the im-

portance of vacuum cleaning to the ven-

tilating engineer. President Bolton stated

that it was very interesting to see how
the heating profession is reaching out in

this direction. As far as the speed of

the cleaning is concerned, the vacuum
cleaner can never compete with the

broom. \Ye made a test in one school-

room and allowed all the vacuum cleaner

men to clean a room around the seats.

The work required from 15 to 26 min-
utes. Then we put a janitor in with a

broom and he did the same work in be-

tween $l/2 and 4 minutes. As far as the

work is concerned, it is a little more work
for the janitor to sweep with the cleaner

than with the broom. Undoubtedly there

lia> been a great advantage in the elim-

ination of dust and the vacuum cleaner

recommends itself for introduction in

>chool work for that reason.

Relative Economy of Intermittent and

Continuous Heating.

mce remark made at the recent

summit meeting of the heating engineers
led to 'an extended discussion of a sub-

ject that was not down on the program,
but whicjj proved one of the liveliest in-

terest to those present. Speaking to the

topic of "The Operation and Care of

Heating and Ventilating Apparatus,"
William M. Mackay made the observation
that "it takes more coal to raise the tem-

perature in a building than it does to

maintain it."

In designing work, I usually tell the
owner that it will be cheaper for him t<>

keep up steam continuously during the

heating season than to let 'the building

cool off at intervals. Several look at the

statement skeptically. lut. after a trial,

they find it i> cheaper for them to keep
up steam and give the apparatus t la-

care that it rc<|ii

Any heating apparatus, operated inter-

mittently, also suffers greatly from wear
and tear. Steam fitters will tell you that

in such cases they are often called upon
to replace cracked radiators and bursted
sections or leaky tubes of boilers. Heat-

ing & Ventilating Mag.

Co-Operation of Architects in Furnace

Heating.

It is a sign of the times that those who
select the furnace system of heating
their homes will get better service when
there is such a wide feeling that the

method of installation is entitled to bet-

ter and more intelligent consideration.
It is worthy of the expenditure of some
energy to accomplish such advances as
will make the general practice more near-

ly like that of the men who do the work
right or refuse to do it at all. There is nc.

scarcity of leaders in the right direction.

Apparently they can be found in every
center. What is neded is followers. In

New York City architects make provi-
sion for the risers which furnace men of

standing insist is necessary for good re-

sults, while on the other side of the Mi--

issippi River there is evidence that the

architects frequently provide 2x6 in. studs
so that risers of proper dimensions cannot
be installed to allow the air at low tem-

perature to flow freely and in volume. On
the other side of the Rocky Mountains
there are furnace men who design fur-

nace systems, and the architects who
plan the buildings make provisions to ac-

commodate the furnaceman's design. It

is a well-known fact among the best fur-

nacemen that there is little difference as

to which of a number of first-class fur-

nace constructions be used if the piping
in the building has been done right. Right
means that the shape and capacity will

be sufficient as well as that every precau-
tion has been taken to eliminate friction,

which is a matter for more important
consideration than is given to it by the

multitude of furnace heating contractors.

Building Age.
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Another Example of the Glidden Quality

Glidden's

Waterproof
Flat Finishes

GLIDDEN'S
Waterproof Flat Finishes are the most per-

fect wall finishes on the market. They are especially

manufactured for interior use on old or new plaster surfaces

either rough, smooth or sand finished, producing a beautiful,

soft flat finish that can be washed without injury.

They can be used with excellent results over wallpaper

and are unexcelled for Keene Cement, plaster or cement

wainscotings, and for decorative coatings for interior wood-

work.

They are also recommended by manufacturers of com-

position wall board as one of the most satisfactory finishes

for wall board ever devised.

Made in White and a variety of beautiful shades.

Descriptive color card and free demonstrating sample sent upon request

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES: Cleveland, 0., Toronto, Can. BRANCHES: New York, Chicago, London.

$25.85
For this elegant,
massive selected
oak or birch, ma-
hogany finished
mantel

"FROM FACTORY
TO YOU"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas Grate
$2. 50 extra. Man-
tel is 82 inches

high, 5 feet wide.
Furnished with round or square columns,
full length or double as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.

CENTRAL MANTELS
are distinctive in workmanship, style and
finish and are made m all styles Colonial to

Mission. CATALOGUE FREE Will send
our new 112 page catalogue free, to carpen-
ters, builders, and those building a home.

Central Mantel Company

"REPUTATION AND
QUALITY COUNT"

1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

F. Stewart White Residence, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Going to Build ?

The ordinary building papers are just an

added expense, going to pieces in damp wea-
ther.

Write for booklet telling about the original perma-
nent waterproof building paper NEPONSCT

INEPONSETDoonnrT<; I

TRADE MARK
Keg. U. 8. Pat. Office

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Ma.*., New York.

Washington, Chicago, Portland, Ore.,

San Francisco

Canadian Mills and Offices:

Hamilton, Ontario, Winnipeg
Montreal, St. John
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

Must the Roof Leak?

E frequently hear of leaky r

Oh, \c-. -oine people expect a

roof to leak! Do we ever hear
of a basement wall being faulty

-

Sometimes, and then the builder catches
it from all sides. But why spend
money for an elaborate cut stone founda-
tion and watertable, and cover the roof
with the cheapest grade of shingles and
know. yes. know, that in a few years you
will see water stains on the ceilings and
find the things in the attic all soaked and
winter almost on you. The first time this

happened, there was possibly a little ex-

cuse for it, for no one knew any better, but
in the light of present day knowledge, one
is going right against the recognized
principle^ of construction when anything
but the best is put on the roof. Submit
it to an expert and see what you hear.

For many years the value of sheet

metal for roofing has been generally rec-

ognized. As a protection from weather it

is rain, snow and wind proof. As a pro-
tection against fire, it will hold out until

the framing is burned from beneath it,

and has even been known to hold in and

practically check a fire by settling down
like a blanket. Thus, for utility, metal

excels, and as for appearances, one can

get the same detail as in stone or any
other material, as well as some designs
which belong entirely to metal.
As to the form of roofing, there is a

wide choice. It may be in large sheets,
as corrugated iron, used on factor ie-.

sheds, etc. ; in flat sheets for flat roofs
of apartment hous<.->. stores, etc.; or it

may be in highly ornamental stamped
plates or ti1<

While resembling in finish the clay tiles

used both here and abroad, they have
none of the disadvantages of the clay
product, r.eing stamped in the same
press, they are all exactly the same size,
not subject to shrinkage in burning, and
the edges are so thin and flexible that

they can interlock, making a perfectly
tight roof. It is generally said that a clay

tile ro<.f i- ; ,s tight as the tarred felt put
under the tile, but with metal tiles there
are no open joints for the snow and rain

to blow in. National Builder.

Change of Name for Oak Flooring
Grades.

On November 1st, the manufacturers
of oak flooring found it necessary to make
-onie changes for the oak flooring grades.
Heretofore the grades were generally
known as "Clear," "Sappy Clear," "Se-

lect," "No. 1. Common" and "Factory."
Tin- names are now, for quarter-sawed

Mooring "A" (irade in place of Clear and

Sap Clear in place of Sappy Clear. For

plain-sawed flooring "A" Grade in place
of Clear, "B" (irade in place of Select and
Common in place of No. 1 Common. The
Factory grade remains same as hereto-

fore.

The reason for these changes was

brought about on account of the confu-

sion caused by the old names. For in-

stance, the Select grade often was mis-

understood f,, r the Clear. For the pres-
ent, or until the architects, dealers, con-

tractors and all concerned, are thorough-
ly familiar with the new names, the old
names will be carried along in parenthe-is
for comparison. It is hoped that within
a year the use of the old names can be
eliminated.

When these new names will have been
established, the results will be far reach-

ing towards the right utilization of oak

flooring grades. Each bundle of oak floor-

ing is stamped by the manufacturer to

show the name of its grade, to avoid any
misunderstanding by the dealer or the

ultimate buyer. Amer. Car. & Builder.

The penalty for failure to conform
with building laws is strikingly illustrated

in a citv in Montana where the owner of

a building, who shingled the roof with-
out securing a permit for the work, wa-
ordered to take off the roof and then
had the building condemned as well.
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Strong
Durable

Economical

Solid
Braided
Cottorc

THE
EXPERIENCED
ARCHITECT

does not need to be told that Samson
Spot Sash Cord is "standard." We
merely remind him that this famous cord
will wear years longer than common rough-
ly braided cord or metallic devices. Send for
Reports of Tests a useful document for your
library. The Spots on the cord, of any color,
are our trademark, registered in the U. S
Patent Office.

ASK YOUR DEALER
If he cannot supply you, order of us direct,
giving his name. Write today anyway
for our illustrated booklet No. 4. A

handy guide to buying.

Samson Cordage Works
Boston, Mass.

Ash and Garbage Receiving System
Sets under any Furnace or Boiler

Eliminate the ash dust nuisance and the garbage
menace from your cellar. Install the "SHARP
ROTARY ASH RECEIVING SYSTEM" under

your heater and let the ashes accumulate for from 6 to

10 weeks, when they are easily removed.
Use one can for garbage and allow the odors and

dangerous germs to be drawn through the fire and up
the chimney.
Can be installed complete in one day under any

type of heater already in use without disturbing the

fire. Be progressive.

Write for Illustrated Catalog
Don't let another wfek pro by before getting

particulars about this labor and nuisance saver.

W. M. SHARP CO., 243 Park ATC., Binghamton, N. Y.

Mellotone Your

Walls for Your Pictures

The proper background to bring out the

highest artistic value of any picture

The effect that is produced by any
kind of a picture depends very largely

upon its setting.

On an inharmonious background the

effect of the finest painting may be
diminished fifty per cent; on a Mello-
tone wall the beauty of even the most

ordinary picture seems greatly increased.

gives exactly the soft, quiet effect that focuses

attention upon the picture itself, and shows up
its beauty to best advantage. The colors

"soft as the rainbow tints" make perfect

harmony with any decorative scheme.
Mellotone never fades. When you want to

move your pictures you can do so, and no un-

sightly shadow is left as with wall papers and
calsomines.

Mellotone is washable, sanitary
and very durable, which makes it

both more desirable and more
economical than other wall finish-

es. Write for color cards show-

ing actual samples of Mellotone
finish.

Get These Valuable Books
Drop us a postal, and we will send you our illustrat-

ed books, "Harmony in Color" (Mellotone), and "Hornet
Attractivefrom Gate to Qarrel," all free. If you want a
book of house plans and color suggestions, send 25
cents for "Good Homes by Good Architects." Tear out
this advertisement now, and write today.
Ask the Lowe Brothers' dealer near you ; if you don't

know him we will tell you who he is.

The Lowe Brothers

Company
465 E. Third Street

Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York
Chicago Kama* City

owe Brothers, Ltd.
Toronto, Canada
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12 Lbs. Pure Zinc to the Cwt.

Make "Mifco" Nails

Indestructible

UU IIU.U U U

The term "galvanized" is under suspicion.
Users of nails are fast finding out that "galvanized" nails and thinly coated nails quickly rust and are de-

I when usrd in exposed work.
Roofs must be rebuilt, fences and gates replaced in a very few years because the nails rust and break off.

Kven porch floors and clapboarding often last only half as long as they should, all on account of defective nails

Hei.ce Architects, farmers and builders will be interested in

M. I. F. Co. Heavy Zinc Coated Nails
Know that every hundredweight of "Mifco" iron cut nails

(allies 10 to 12 pounds of pure zinc coating.

This heavy coating makes them as indestructible as solid

copper nails, but they cost only one-third as much.

Time, moisture, even salt air. will not affect them.

We have house owners' stories telling of theae nails holding
on roofs for 19 years. The shingles were rotted by ago. yet
the nails showed no sign of rust. They were as good as new.
You can double the life of all your exposed woodwork and

MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS CO.

It is economyUtowork by using the* indestructible nail*,

to use them.
Get them at your hardware dealer's, but remember the

initiaU M. I. F. Co. on the head of each ke*.
No other nail* will last like theae. No other nail* in America

carry 10 to 12 pounds of zinc to the hundredweight. Please
remember this.

If your dealer isn't supplied we'll send you the name of nr
who is. Just your name and address mailed to us brines this
information. Don't drive another nail till you get it.

Branford, Conn.

depends on little

things locks that

secure, knobs that do

not rattle, door hold-

ers that hold the door

at any point, designs

that please and har-

monize. Booklet

RK17 tells about

Corbin Colonial

hardware for homes.

P. & F. Corbin
New Britain, Conn.

YOURS FOR THE ASKING
A New Book of Photograpks of Distinctive Homes
Wouldn't yoo like to hate the opportunity to rtudy in detail the in-

terior*, exterion and garden letting* of lorae of the be* moderate priced
house*, destined by leading architects, the country over? Wouldn't you
like to Bare a book fnil of )u*t men suggestion fc the prospective bui Ider

appreciate*, with an introduction oo the choice of a style for the country
or suburban home by Frank Mile* Day. past president of the American
I nsrtrote of Architects > Wouldn't you like to bare this book of over 1 2 5

plant and phototraphi of houses that hare actually been built, firing
COSH. Interior detail* and construction '. liuxftrndi* Htmn ./ ImJ.-.-Uu-

*&tr a) just such a book and is your* for the asking to introduce

HOUSE & GARDEN
the magazine for the man or woman who wants to make the most ot toe
home whether there ii little or much to spend. NMUT V G*rrfm brings
yon into homes whose owners hare planned them with wonderful in-

genuity and individual taste, it show* distinctive decorative effect*,

portrays successful gardens and beautiful landscape results and. heat of
alt telb you lust how to secure each one of these things and at what
expense, white s profusion of actual photograph* aid i.. planning the

many details that insure a home of individuality. On receipt of 2Jc (reg-
ular price) sad the names and addresses of only 15 people whom yon
know to be actively interested in hooafbsjIUIaf or gardening, we will

send yo March Brno, V Otrrfm and also l~xf**iti* H*mnSImAvUm-
.t/'fr FREE. Yoor name will not be used in connection with the
list. Do it now while you think of h.

McBRlDE, NAST * CO.. Union Square. New York
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THE NAT I BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Qreat Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of
and price .

material
For $1 oo

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-

thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

The BEATY of

Your Floors*and

Depends on Their FINIS

$2.00 per year 20 cent* per copy

NATIONAL BUILDER,
362 Dearborn St., Chicago:

Put ME down for one year's subscription, for. which
I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name.

City,

Street No-
Keith's. Mar.. '12

Ifloor max *

will put a finish on your floors and woodwork
that will be soft and rich and lustrous the

kind of effect that has been acknowledged as

good taste for ages. You never tire of it.

You'll find that finish exceptionally durable

as well as beautiful due to the large propor-
tion of solid waxes, especially of the hard, im-

ported, costly wax all of which makes Old

English outlast and go farther than other waxes.

Will not mar nor scratch. Try it a 50-cent

can will be enough for a large room. It is

easy to apply.

Send for Free Sample and Our Book
""BEAUTIFUL FLOORS-Their Finuh and Care'

Tells all about:

Finishing New Floors

Finishing Old Floors

Hardwood Floors

Pino Floors

Cleaning and Polishing

Cart of Waxed Floors

Finishing Dance Floors

Kitchen, Pantry and Bath-
room Floors

A.S.BOYLE & CO.
1924 W. 8th Street

Cincinnati, Ohio

and FKEE
Sample so I

can try Old
English at home.

Finishing Furniture

Interior Wocd-
work

8 t o p p i

Cracks

Removing
Varn:
etc.
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RUST PROOF ROLLER WINDOW SCREEN
This screen operates \\ith the raising and lowering of the sash.

Screen never before the glass, therefore the necessity of washing \\in-

is much less.

The Screen Perfect

Guaranteed Rust Proof
This Roller Window Screen is always ready to

operate, is easily detached from sash and catches

automatically when window closes.

Made to fit any window and will outlast any other

screen.

Save Your Annual Screen

Worry
by having your windows equipped with Rust Proof
Roller Window Screens, the most practical win-

dow screen ever made and the cheapest as they are

practically indestructible. ^ Before buying your
screens as WMI do each spring write us for our free

window screen information. It will pay you.

Proof Roller Window Screen Co.,
DeP- K - CLYDE. OHIO

Warm Air Heating
By a PERFECTED SYSTEM

Before you select your heating tystem be sure to

get posted on the "JONES" Side Wall Register Sys-
tem. One important principle is the heating of one
room on two floors from the same basement pipe, in-

sures not only a saving, but produces the results wanted.

Our improved "JONES" Side Wall Retdsten have been in-

stalled in over 360.000 of the most comfortably heated homes
of the United States and Canada.

U. S. REGISTER CO., Battle Creek, Mich.

Our Risk?
Use it in your home for a year give it the test

of service -your money back any time you
ay. THAT'S the proof! Only Come-Packt
values make this possible.

Made from rhnlrmt of hardwoods Quarter Sawn \Vhit.-

Onk.npl.-n.li.il> fashioned. l>i>m-tl> built nnd han<lw<m>--
I) flni*li.-.|. Ksrlmirr .1. -.11:11- that an* nimple. dignififl.
forerer pleaciixg. Choice of eight *tiiti~

AND You Save Over Half
by Imvlna din-rt fmm our fartorlm tho completely fln-

. tion. whirh ran lie awmblei In a few minui. -

Our big "Mone>-Bni-k Cataln" hm nix money Mir
partmenU. A postcard brings U postpaid.

Write TODAY to COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO., 356 Fernwood Ave., Toledo, 0.
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m
.te.475" '.

When You Decorate
Your Home

PAINT POINTS
CD

When painting your house outside
avoid the use of paint that cracks
and blisters. Use pure white lead

and linseed oil. Have your paint
mixed on the job and look for the

Dutch Boy on the white lead pack-
age. He's a guarantee of purity
and long wear. White lead paint

may be tinted any color you desire.

Send for Free Paint Points 611

NATIONAL LEAD CO.
BRANCHES IN

NewYork Boston Buffalo

Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland
San Francisco St. Louis

Gohn T. Lewis A Bros. Co.. Philadelphia)
(National Lead A Oil Co.. Pittsburgh)

NATIONAL- LEAD COMPANY-I-NAT1ONAL-LEAD COMBWV

NATIONAL-LEAD-COMPANY"

Certificate, when aecom*-''.'

jranted Jry fen cents-fstanvpsor coin) enti'tles the &end&r to

one-vf*eady to usp cut; *

of* design jhown in the
trsefnent tvhtch contcu'n&of

.

rnoney, Gertijficdte entit/&s the
sentfer to -sfenci'/ catalogue.

National Lead Ccympfjriy. .

Stencil >ept, 1 1 1 Brcwtway, New \orfi

Nothing adds to the beauty of a home so much as walls and
woodwork painted with good lead-and-oil paint, the walls sten-

ciled with attractive designs. Painted walls are durable and

washable; one soiled spot does not require the re-decoration of

an entire room. Tinted and decorated with exclusive stencil de-

signs, they perfectly represent your own tastes. Paint made of

Dutch Boy Painter
Pure White Lead

and pure linseed oil is ideal for home decoration. It is thor-

oughly sanitary and is kept clean as easily as tiled walls. Whether

put on half gloss, like an eggshell, or with a full flat surface, it

not only lasts the longest, but is the richest, most artistic finish.

Let Us Furnish You Stencils
Send us the certificate at the bottom of this page and we

will send you our stencil catalog of 100 designs, any of which

you may buy at half of the catalog price, or send the certificate

and 10 cents and we will send the stencil shown at the top of

this advertisement, all cut and ready to reproduce this design.
These stencils are designed by one of the foremost stencil

artists in America. We will supply them to you for less than

the cost of ordinary stencils. We want to encourage this mod-
ern methbd of house decoration. That is the reason for this

unusual offer. Durability and beauty demand the selection of

Dutch Boy Painter Pure White Lead.

"?Mg//ire's the Certificate. Sendfor the Catalog or Stencil now

National Lead Co., Ill Broadway, New York
Stencil Department
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Distinctive Homes and Gardens
In building your home why not spend your money wisely?

Our NEW BOOK of Ideal Home Finn, and General Information, by
Gro. M. Kauffman. Architect, will solve your buildinii problems and
make home buildinu and planning fascinating and profitable.

Diitinctnre Home* and Gardest* is devoted to th home iU planning,
building, remodeling, beautify inir. etc. It was published to fill a i

incr**irur want for a volume containing practical information and suir-

aresUon* for the home lover, together with picture*, plan* and descrip-
>f the various charming type* of domestic architecture of low and

moderate coat, the country over.

If you want your borne to reflect your taste and ideal* you will find
this book of great value. It tell* you by word and illustration* how to
make your house and surround ing* distinctive and livable whether it be
cottage or a mansion. It make* clear the fact that there is no excuse

for unattractive home* on account of expense that the necessities of the

planning- can be made the mean* of securing beauty and that if you proceed in an intelligent manner you will have a home
to At your every need, wholesome In its art, fitting its environment and possessing a charm that will increase with age.

It t*Bs you what you should know in a manner that will enable you to grasp quickly not only the usual essential* and
secrets of beautiful home making but it teaches also the various rules, elements and general principles upon which all good
architecture is based. The author in preparing this book has drawn, nut only from his long personal experience, but has
also consulted many other noted authorities, whom he quotes frequently, thus giving you the benefit of the experience
and knowledge of those who by reason of their training of their intimate knowledge of all that has been done in the past,
has fitted them to wisely couniol you enabling you to achieve effects otherwise impossible.

The carefully selected contents includes all the various and popular styles of domestic architecture. The many pages
of suggestions and information cover important branches of the fascinating problems ot home building, from the choosing
of the site to the decorating and beautifying the premises. The difference between the true home and the common-place
house mere building vs. art in building, the matter of plans, the puzzling problems of extra costs, the other usual pitfalls,

etc.. and how to avoid them are all thoroughly discussed.

This work u published in three scries
1st and 2nd series each have 72 (10x18) pages and 85 designs. Houses of 1st series vary from $1.000 to $6.000. 2nd series

from $6.000 to $15.000. Price of each. $1.00 postpaid. Third series (a combination of 1st and 2nd series) will be sent post-
paid upon receipt of $1.50.

We also furnish plans and specifications as per our special offer.

THE KAUFFMAN COMPANf -:- 621 Rose Building -:- Cleveland. Ohio

The Cure for a Creaking Door

Stanley's
Ball Bearing Hinges

eliminate friction so that the door
opens softly and smoothly. Equip-
ped with Non-Rising Pins.

Booklet Frte.

THE STANLEY WORKS
Department T New Britain. Conn.

Wherever you go, from one end of the country to the

ether, you will find

CYCLONE ORNAMENTAL t-AWN
FENCES AND FARM GATES

They are the badge of prosperity. Found sround tbehometof the
firmer! who sre successful, who roily do thing* from the mm
Q ten acre truck (arm to the rancher with ten thousand acres.

There sre In use many times more Cyclone Fence* and Gales
than other make , and no other brand (ires such universal satis-

faction. Merit it tht reason.

We are Fence and Gate Specialists, devoting the biggest, best

equipped fence factory in the country to this work alone. We
build strength and durability into our fences and fsles.

CYCLONE FENCES are easily put up, on wooden or Iron

potts, and are self-adjusting to uneven ground. The fabric ii

made of big. strong, heavily galvanized wires.

CYCLONE FAIM GATES are light, strong. Indestructible

Frames are high-carbon tubular steel, with brazed seams.

Read our Fence and Gate books. The books are free write

tor them today. CYCLONE FENCE CO..
Dept IT

Waukcgan. 111.

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable guide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cut* showing corrsct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. $1. portpaid.

The Building of It"
M. L. KEITH. 426 McKmihi Bldi . MINNEAPOLIS
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The HEART of the HOME is the FIREPLACE
Lei us help you to

select a fireplace
that is right a fire-

place of modern de-

sign a fireplace that

fits in harmoniously
with its surround-

ings.

One section of our ROOKWOOD TILE display rooms in Reaper Block, Clark and Washington
Streets, Chicago, 111.

Our catalogue
shows an exception-
ally large variety of

characteristic styles
and we will be glad
to submit sketches
of special designs.

The Lorenzen
Fireplaces are

equipped with the

Improved Lorenzen
Colonial head throat

and damper which
insures perfect ven-

tilation. This combination of ventilation is a result of twenty years experience in the construction of

fireplaces. Send for free catalogue showing mantels in Wood, tile and briclf, grates and fireplace fixtures of all

kinds, consoles and colonades, etc.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., 701-709 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO., ILL.

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days ofwinter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
into? Could we offer sucb liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Mess Furnace
excels In service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy t

We are makers not dealers and will
save you all mtddlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

Your name and address on a post card
is sufficient.

Hmmm, TIT Tmeomm Bldg., Chicago ,

for Country Homes

Without Sewers
Health and self-respect demand that dangerous, re-

pulsive cesspools, etc., must go. The Ashley System will

provide scientific and safe sewage disposal at moder-
ate cost. Write for illustrated Manual on Sewage
Purification and Disposal for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.
108 Armida Ave., Morgan Park, 111.

UACV TA BITV $10 DOWN ANDLAM 1U DU I $10 A MONTH
Our monthly payment plan make* it easy for anyone to have

the best heating system. Buy direct, save the dealer's big
profits and excessive charges for installation and repairs.
Baves one-third to one-half the cost.

JAHANT Down Draft FURNACE
For residences, schools, hotels, churches, etc.

Sold Under a Binding "Guaranty Bond" to give
perfect satisfaction after 36o days' use or
money refurnleil. We send complete outfit
furnace, registers, pipes, special blue print

plans, full directions and all tools for install-

ing. So easy to install a boy can do it.

OUR FREE CATALOG
Explains the patented Down Draft System
fully, tells why it gives more heat and saves
half the cost of fuel. Write for it now.

The Jahant Heating Co.
4 Mill St., AKRON. O.

\\TE WANT THE MAN who knows good architecture to" send for our new book "Home* of Character," which
illustrates 40 choice designs of bungalows, cottages and
houses. All new, practical plans, with concise descrip-
tions and accurate cost estimates $1,000 to $10,000. We
have had 20 years experience in building houses and de-

velop these plans to suit
the^

individual requirements of

clients all over the world. "Homes of Character" sent

postpaid for $1.00. Descriptive Circular, 2c stamp.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON, (Inc.) Architect
1243 Williamson Bldg.. - - Cleveland, Ohio
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Mr. Builder:
IT PAYS to Deal with Practical Lumbermen

Nearly 10.000.000 feel in ii(ht. Thia cut shows our big Southern Illinois

Plant. situated where 27 Trunk Line* and 3 interurban and Traction System*
have their terminals. Our customers get as prompt service as they could from
their home lumber yard, and many other advantages which the local yard <

offer them.

We do not claim to know any-

thing but lumber lumber and

mill work. We handle nothing
rise but in lumber and mill-work
we are experts, and we ran give

you material of selected quality at

rock-bottom prices, that even to

the closest buyers are (imply
amazing. Send the free coupon
today and investigate.

We have been lumber-jacks and
mill-owners and then had 20 years
of actual experience in the lumber

business, in which we are today.

During all this time every ship-
ment has had our personal inspec-
tion and has been made at the very
lm\cNt rock-bottom figure. This
is the way we have built up our

tremendous business.

"Increase Your Profits
Send free coupon below for our big history-making lumber and mill-work book listing hundreds of

astounding bargains bargains that will mean a tremendous increase in your profits. Remember, these

prices are rock-bottom and are quoted on material that is selected by expert lumbermen, and absolutely
guaranteed in every respect. We ship to your customers without any money down, thus assuring them
of the best quality, since they may unload the car and examine before paying.

Our Big Helps to Builders Carpenters Contractors
We offer all of the facilities (and more) of the local lumber yard. We offer the highest grades of lumber a great

stock to select from the lowest prices, because of our enorr.ous capacity and the man who engages you to build has
the opportunity never before offered.

Our whole plan is to help you the builder the carpentei the contractor. Remember, we aredoing something more
than just elliac lumber. We are lumbermen and in the lumber business alone. We don't deal in anything bat lumber,
and, as we told you once before, we don't know anything but lumber, but we do know THAT. Write us if you want to
deal with out-and-out lumbermen whose enormous stumpage and far-reaching facilities enables you to buy just as if

you stood right in our lumber yards.

Big Book of Bargains FREE
Send for it today. There is everything in this catalog bargains in doors windows

transoms cellar sash barn sash stall sash wall board porch columns newels-
spindles brackets balusters moulding* battens lattice nosing wainscoting
window stools-casings- base blocks head blocks stair rails grilles everything
positively everything and at rock-bottom prices. You can find anything in lum
ber and mill-work in this book anything t > build a house from cellar to garret.

Send COUPON Now &r
No matter what you are going to fcui'W write to us and let us give a

Lumberman'* DtliixrtJ EtHmali positively free and postage prepaid.
Write your name and address on the free coupon and mail it to us
toJa*no. We want to give you an estimate on any bill of lumber
you want a positively free estimate. Get Frw Calalsc at

BARROWS & DONNELLAN
LUMBER CO.

TRUDE BUILDING. Dept. 1663

CHICAGO ILLINOIS

TrW. RU-
i.D*pMM?.

With the under-
iding that 1 am
uying anything or
anybody for any-
may send me free

and prepaid your Lumber
and Mill Work Catalog, and
(plain your helps to carpenters.

builders and contractors.

Addrr..

Occ
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(No. 1.) THE BROAD EAVES SEEM IDEALLY COOL AND SHELTERING.

The Chalet Roof
By MRS. KATE RANDALL

INCE the advent of Malthoid and

Rubberoid roofing, the chalet

roof has become immensely pop-
ular. The broad eaves seem ideal-

ly cool and sheltering for a warm climate,

and are very satisfactory if sufficient space
is left for a free circulation of air under

the roof, for, of course, attics are out of

the question. The houses illustrated are

good examples taken from a dozen vari-

eties of this style. All of them are shin-

gled to the ground with redwood shin-

gles, either stained or simply oiled with

a tint of color added, either gray or green.

All have white trimmings. The stone-

work in No. I is excellent, being of se-

lected boulders, light and dark. No. II

has concrete chimney and porch pillars.

The brick work in No. Ill is of fine red

brick and in this connection we are re-

minded of similar brick work we saw in

England, where the bricks were exceed-

ingly small. The effect was unique and

might well be imitated by our own brick

makers. In the same old house the chim-

neys were built diamond-shaped instead

of square with the house. To return,

however, to our own illustrations. Each
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of these houses has some novel feature-

m-ide. In N.>. Ill you enter a square
hall with a small reception room at t he-

left and dining room at the right. Back

of the reception is the library. This oc-

cupies nearly the whole width of the hall

and reception room, but does not connect

with the latter. Broad glass doors open
on a brick-paved porch at the back. A
portion of this porch is glass enclosed,

with windows that drop out of sight and

-atin and ceiling and frie/.e match exactly.

In each roll of the white side wall, and

below the picture rail about one inch

i'n>m the selvedge, there is a narrow gray
kind, simulating a tiny moulding, and

ju-t hclow the picture rail an 18-inch bor-

der i> put on, or to be more exact, a

irie/.e is put on the panel. This matches

so exactly that one needs a sharp eye to

see the joining. It continues the little

moulding and finishes the panel effect

(No. 2.) QUAINT. BUT PICTURESQUE.

make this small room almost a part of

the garden, and here "tea" is served in

the cool of the afternoon. A real library

takes the place of the usual living room,
and is a rarity in these days, when every-
one seems seized with the large living-

room mania, and guests are ushered

directly from the street into the midst of

the family circle. No wonder the art of

reading is declining with the decay of

privacy. But in this house the casual

visitor is received in the most charming

reception room. This is exceedingly

dainty. The woodwork is white, and the

wall covered with one of the beautiful

new panel papers. The ground is a white

with scroll and garland, in which is a

touch of pink.

The draperies in this room are, I be-

lieve, to be linen taffeta, in a chine effect

of indistinct flowers. The library wall

is completely covered with book shelves

to the height of six feet, and the wood
is stained to imitate chestnut with a tint

of green added. Either this combination

or plain white seems to be the favorite

finish just now. The wall above the

bookshelves is hand painted in oil. Tan
with a small conventional figure in green.

The high mantel is faced with large tan

tiles and the very high shelf is a solid

slab of concrete with square brackets of
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the same material and tinted to match the

tile. The hall and dining- room have the

same woodwork, but the dining room is

papered in mustard-like brown sunshine.

The furniture is to be the new walnut,

so there shall be no red shades in the

wood to clash with the wall. In No. II

the dining room is at the right, the whole

depth of the house, on the left, being

living room. The rooms are all connect-

ed with wide glass doors, curtained with

with a pretty panel. The frieze is very

good like a wide green field, not a line

to break the perspective against a sunset

background. The curtains in these rooms
are of the pretty sundown, a sort of soft

pongee, green in the living room and old

rose in the brown dining room
The bed rooms are all white, with dainty

papers. One we recall was a pink and

white-flowered stripe, frieze and ceiling

plain white. Just under the picture rail

(No. 3.) A SUGGESTION OF REPOSE.

soft white lace. The woodwork is rather

dark. In the dining room the chief fea-

ture is the high mop board, being just

the height of the low window sills. This

gives a very quaint effect. The room has

a high plate rail and below this Lincrusta

\\~alton, in a soft brown, and above the

rail a foliage paper with tempting peaches
half concealed. The ceiling in both

rooms has a square beamed effect one

large square and at each corner very
decorative electric lights. The living

room is papered with a flock, dark green,
with a thread of brown and black about

four, inches apart, making a stripe. This

is finished just below the picture rail

was a pretty garland finish. These bor-

ders are charming. They do not seem put

on, but a part of the side wall, so per-

fectly do they match. One other room

had a plain tint used from the baseboard

to a narrow chair rail, and above this is

a chintz paper, but only a very little, not

more than three feet, tiny sprigs and buds

and blossoms. With mahogany furniture

and white dimity curtains, this will be

most old-timey and pretty.

In No. I the front door opens directly

into a large living room. Back of this,

at the left, is the dining room and a small

den. The woodwork below has a finish

with a slight tint of green, and as one
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painter said, "I made a nii^t.ike and put
in a little red, too." Anyway, it is very

pretty. The walls are all oil-tinted to

harmonize. On the second floor every-

thing is white and dainty flowered pa-

pers. This is the day of "the disappear-

ing" screens as well as beds. The
screens are built into the walls in some

way, and the top of the screen is fas-

tened to the bottom of the window sash,

and as the window is raised the screen

comes up and takes its place. The ar-

rangement seems very simple and com-

plete.

The same people make a wonderful

disappearing bed, which is really abso-

lutely perfect, with nothing folding or

killing about it. One sees what appears

to be a set of book shelves, or a side-

board, with cupboards below, some three

or four feet high. You open this cup-
board and there stands a low brass bed.

It has the most wonderful ball-bearing
castors and a child can pull it out and

move it to any part of the room. The

space which concealed the bed was, in

this case, under a small bathroom, and

one went up two steps into the bath-

room. The space is perfectly finished

and ventilated and the whole thing is

not expensive. The kitchen and baths

had no novel features. They were all in

white and corresponded in every way
with the other parts of these very charm-

ing homes.

A VERY PLEASING SWISS COTTAGE. -Lowell A. Laraoreau. Architect.
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The Remodeled House
OME most pleasing homes have

been remodeled from dilapidated
structures possessing certain
good points which the architect

was able to discern and turn to good
account. This house stands on a quaint,

old-fashioned street in an old New Jer-

ing room. The old staircase was left

and the hand-rail, but the enclosing par-

tition, which separated it from the hall,

was cut away and replaced by square
balusters made heavy and plain, running
up to the ceiling, thus retaining the struc-

tural effect and yet making an open stair

AN OLD-FASHIONED HOUSE. THOUGH REMODELED, RETAINS ITS QUAINT SIMPLICITY.

sey town, and is partly hidden by the

trees. Originally the front door faced

the street, and a long, narrow passage
terminated in an ugly stairway. This ar-

rangement was done away with and a

new door was placed on the left hand
side of the house opening directly into a

large square living-room hall, a substan-

tial portico being added which gave char-

acter to the structure. The main walls

were all left standing, but the inner wall

of the long passage was removed, adding
an extra three feet to the size of the liv-

of a boxed-in one. This stair screen was
still further accentuated by a square post,

the full height of the room, and carrying
with its pilaster onto the wall opposite

a beam which likewise received the up-

per ends of the balustrade. The result

was pleasingly open and yet clearly sep-

arating the stairs from the hall and giv-

ing a good stopping place for a commo-
dious seat built across the wall under

the balusters. At the foot of the stair-

case a door was made opening onto the

piazza, the main addition to the house,
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ENTRANCE PORCH.

which gave opportunity for a commodi-
ous bathroom and linen closet being built

above it, and also adding very materially
to the general appearance of the building.
This piazza or veranda, which was to take

the place of the old one taken off the

front, was built with brick wall and posts,
and such parts of its roof as were not

covered by the bath room were made of

heavy gears, the openings between the

piers being closed in with sash in the

winter, turning it into a little conserva-

tory, with doors opening from the dining
room and hall. The absence of the usual

light wooden balusters and posts that so

unfortunately enter into the construction-

of most verandas, and the use of substan-

tial brick piers and walls, make this a part
of the general building and give good
support for the work above it. The orig-

inal structure being only of frame and
"i the most primitive type, the architect

decided that his home must be as com-
fortable in winter a^ -unimer, so the out-

-idc walU were entirely covered with

sheathing quilt, and outside of this a coat

* How Jersey sand and cement on lath

was added. It is left with a rough, un-

r\rn finish, showing the tool marks of

the trowel, giving a charming texture to

the surface.

The placing of the veranda on one side

of the house entered from the garden or

from the interior, with the entrance porch
and walk on the opposite side of the

building, keeps the necessary visits of

business, deliveries, etc., entirely removed
from the family and its friends, and gives
much more seclusion than could be oth-

erwise obtained on so small a lot. The
shrubs and flowering plants that are

trained against the walls are an interest-

ing feature of the place.

As may be noticed in looking at the

LOOKING FROM ENTRANCE HALL INTO LIVING ROOM.
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plans, each room is the entire width of

the house. The living room is papered
with a soft blue with a tiny figure of

a darker tone of the same color a suit-

able background for the pictures and

mahogany furniture with which the room
is furnished. Above the bookcase the

architect made some interesting plaster

casts, which form an arch over it. The
room is well lighted, possessing three

across the ceiling of the dining room. A
casing of wood was then placed around
the pipes, and similar casings, at regular

intervals, were added, giving a raftered

ceiling to the dining room. The walls

are covered with brown burlap to the

height of five feet, the upper side walls

and the ceiling between the beams are

papered in a warm tone of old parchment.
The woodwork is a dull, warm brown,

THE ADDITION CONSISTS OF A SECLUDED PORCH OVER WHICH A BATH-ROOM
HAS BEEN ADDED.

windows; the appearance of the one

long wall is broken by having a piano in

that corner.

Adjoining the living room is the hall ;

the woodwork here was of painted pine,

but was scraped and stained brown and

finished with wax, without luster.

Passing through the hall we come to

the dining room, the floor of which is on

a lower level than that of the two other

rooms. As there was no bath room on the

second floor in the original house, no pro-

vision was made for pipes being con-

cealed in the walls and ceilings, but this

difficulty was overcome by carrying the

pipes up the walls of the kitchen and

waxed. A spacious closet was made of

the original entrance door to the room
and a new, wide entrance, with double

glazed doors, provided. The old door

which led out from the dining room to

the yard, and now opening onto the ve-

randa or conservatory, had the upper

panels cut out and filled in with glass,

and a glass closet or cupboard was made

by cutting out the partition that came

back of the lower part of the kitchen

dresser and fitting it with shelving and

doors of leaded glass, with a mantel over

it. This is opposite the entrance to the

dining room and makes a pleasant fea-

ture when seen from the hall, being ob-
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tained without the sacrifice of any r"in.

by using the thickness of the partition.

The sideboard, an old mahogany piece, of

simple, good lines, was recessed into the

space between the kitchen dresser and

the new chimney, which it was thought

expedient to build for the range. The

J>^ ,..

dining room is one step down from the

hall.

In the kitchen, which is fitted with all

modern requirements, the principal

change was made in turning a part of an

unnecessary large shed into a refrigerator
room and store closet and the building of

an outside bin for the kitchen coal, to

save the labor of carrying it from the

cellar.

The second floor ha^ throe good
rooms and a hath mom. A- tin- tl".r- are

Id and rather uneven they are entirely

covered with matting in -ummer and with

rujjs iii cold weather. The bath room has

modern fixtures of the best make and

design.

^ -N !

.

cci

This little house is particularly inter-

esting as a good example of what may be

done with a small lot and a commonplace
building without the expenditure of a

large amount of money. To gain such

results it is of course necessary for the

owner to engage someone to help him

who is trained to see and to use the pos-

sibilities that are generally present in

most old houses and grounds.
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Spring Planting of Hardy Shrubs
By TARKINGTON BAKER

AN OLD-FASHIONED HOUSE SOFTENED BY SHRUBBERY.

HERE trees are planted on small

city lots, in many instances a

shrub would be of greater value,

better effect and far more appro-

priate. As a matter of fact, the advan-

tages of shrubs are too often overlooked

or ignored. Tall-growing and dwarf,

evergreen and deciduous, flowering from

early spring to late autumn, there are

few places where they will not succeed.

They may be planted as individual speci-

mens, as trees are planted, or they may
be massed for dense and solid effects. The
latter is the best use of them, but there

are situations where the former planting
is advisable and appropriate. The "mass"

planting never fails to add harmony and

beauty to a yard, large or small, and con-

tributes to the unity of its plan of orna-

mentation. The wide variety in habit of

growth, in foliage and in the flowers,

gives greatest value to shrubs. They can

be had for every situation. Whether

tall-growing or low-growing kinds are

wanted, whether spring effect, summer
or fall effect is wanted, whether flower,

fruit or foliage is the conspicuous feature

to be observed, the shrubs will serve.

They lend themselves to the masking of

foundations, unsightly views and out-

looks ;' they i make excellent backgrounds
for flowers; they break the contrast be-
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A RHODODENDRON SIXTY-FIVE YEARS OLD.

tween flower borders and trees; they
make excellent ground covers on steep

banks, and they are equally serviceable

in breaking dead levels. Planted where

it is desired that a walk shall turn or

bend, they supply motive for the change
in direction. And, no matter to what

use they are put, once established, they

require comparatively little attention.

If only seven shrubs were planted, it

would be possible to maintain a succes-

sion of bloom from April to November.
The list would include:

Forsythia, blooming in April.

Syringa (lilac), blooming in May.
Spiraea, blooming in June.

Deutzia, blooming in July.
Rhus (smoke-bush), blooming in Au-

gust.

Hydrangea, blooming in September.
Hamamelis (witch-hazel), blooming in

October.

While it is true that shrubs, when es-

tablished, take very good care of them-

selves, they will be strong and vigorous

only if they have been properly planted.
In preparing for their planting, spade the

ground to a depth of two feet at least and

incorporate with the soil a generous

quantity of well-rotted manure. When
the shrubs are received, examine the

roots carefully, trim off with a sharp
knife all broken or twisted portions and

set the shrubs at a slightly lower level

than that at which they stood in the

nursery rows. Allow sufficient room for

the development of the plants, bearing in

mind always the height at maturity.

Group them by planting the taller-grow-

ing varieties in the rear and the dwarf

sorts in front, but do not aim at too uni-

iWm an effect. Avoid as far as possible

the planting of the shrub stock in straight

lines, but do not go to the other extreme

and plant in mechanical zig-zags.

-Do not set y..ur shrubs out after any
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formal fashion just so far apart, and in

straight rows as so many persons do.

Formality should be avoided whenever

possible. You will find them most sat-

isfactory when grouped. That is, several

plants so close together that, when well

quite unsatisfactory. The larger-growing
sorts must be given the center or the rear

of the group, with smaller ones at sides

or in front. The season of flowering
and the peculiarity of branch and foliage

should also be given due consideration.

THE YUCA, A GOOD ORNAMENTAL EVERGREEN.

developed, they form one mass of

branches and foliage. Of course they
should not be crowded. Give each one

ample space to develop in, but have them
near enough to each other to touch after

a little. In grouping shrubs, where sev-

eral kinds are grouped together, one must
be sure that he understands the habits

of each, or results will be likely to be

There must be harmony of general ef-

fect.

\Yhen planting shrubs, make the hole

to receive their roots large enough to al-

low you to spread them out just as they

grew in the nursery from which you ob-

tain them. Many persons dig what re-

sembles a post-hole more than anything

else, and crowd the roots of their shrubs
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into it, fill in carelessly with lumpy soil,

tramp it down roughly, and call the w. >rk

done. Done it is after a fashion, but

those who want fine shrubs and expect

them to grow well from the beginning
will never plant in that way. Spread out

the roots evenly and naturally, (.'over

them with fine, mellow soil, made quite

rich, and settle it into compactness by a

liberal application of water. Then fill

in with the rest of the soil thrown out

of the hole, and. if the weather is very

warm and dry, spread some coarse lit-

ter over it to act as a mulch. Treated in

this way, not one shrub in a hundred will

fail to grow, if it has good roots. If

your plants have come some distance it

may be well to cut off the ends of the

larger roots, that is, to simply clip off

the dried-over extremity. Keep the roots

covered well until you are ready to set

out the plant, with a damp cloth or moss.

Exposure to light and air will greatly

injure them in a short time.

Of late years there has been a wide-

spread complaint of failure with the fa-

vorite old snowball, because of the at-

tacks of aphides. These little green plant
lice locate themselves on the under side

of the foliage early in the season. I have

kept my bush in good condition by
spraying with a home-made insecticide.

I melt half a cake of ivory soap, add to

h, while hot, a teacupful of kerosene, and

agitate the two liquids until they unite

in a jelly-like substance. I use one part
of this mixture to eight parts of water,

The spiraeas form another group of

shrubs especially adapted to planting in

small city yards. The most popular

species probably are S. Van Houttei. S.

Thunbergii and S. prunifolia. The blos-

soms of these are white.

One of our best blooming evergreens,
it seems to me, is too frequently neg-
lected; I refer to the yucca. Yucca fila-

mentosa is one of our most charming
plants, hardy, vigorous, attractive in win-

ter as well a- in -umim-r. beautiful in

foliage and in bloom. It i- not espe-

cially particular regarding soil or situa-

tion and, when planted in masses, makes
an excellent showing.

Spring is the time to set out hardy
fern*. So long as we have these, there

i little excuse for barren corners in shady
situation-. Hardy fems demand a cool,

damp soil, but insist upon a well-drained

situation.

Best shrubs for vhady situations:

Mountain laurel, Kalmia latifolia.

Barberry in variety, Berberis.

Privet in variety, Ligustrum.

Dogwood in variety, Cornus.

Snowberry in variety. Symphoricarpos.
Sweet-scented shrub, Calycanthus

floridus.

Slender deutzia, Deutzia gracilis.

Rough-leaved deutzia, Deutzia scabra.

Japanese quince, Cydonia Japonica.
Shrubs with variegated foliage:

Purple-leaved barberry, Berberis vul-

garis, var. atropurpurea.

Dogwood in variety, Cornus.

Syringa, Philadelphus coronarius, var.

aureus.

Weigelia. Diervilla rosea, var. nana

variegata.

Shrubby Althea. Hibiscus Syriacus.

Most persons know the lilac only by
it- common name. They are surprised,

therefore, when they encounter it in nur-

sery catalogues as syringa. The shrub

that is generally called syringa is a Phil-

adelphia. ( Mice this is understood

and it is far frpm being understood at

present perhaps there will be a greater

use of the different varieties of syringa.
At present we confine ourselves almost

exclusively to the use of syringa vulgaris
and its varieties that is, the common li-

lac. But there is much value in S. Josi-

kea, with large, wrinkled leaves and

bluish purple flowers that appear very
late. Other varieties, too, are valuable

S. Persica. S. Yillosa and S. Japonica.
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The 1912 Wall Decorations

By HENRIETTA P. KEITH

ROBABLY there has never be-

fore been offered to the public

so much choice in beautiful and

refined wall coverings, at prices

which bring them within reach of even

a limited income, as is shown in the

spring stocks now opened. The possi-

bilities for the decorator are endless, so

many and so varied are the colorings,

the textures and the designs. Added to

these are the innumerable friezes and

borders, some of them cut out, some pro-

ducing that effect without being cut out

and thus permitting graceful and delicate

foliage and tendril designs. There are

borders to use in connection with side

walls in plain or shadow or blended ef-

fects, which are developed from the

One of the Crown Friezes That Does not Have
to Be Cut Out.

motif of the wall fabric and thus con-

vey a feeling of great harmony and re-

finement. Prominent among these are

the .grass cloth effects, some in an all-

over, splashy surface, some in shadow
or two toned stripes of the general tone.

With these come narrow binders in the

same texture but introducing color in

delicate mauves, rose, .faint greens, dull

blues. Some of these borders or binders

are hand stenciled, both in floral and form-

al design. There are hand stenciled bord-

ers and friezes to use with the "Favrile

Blends," or hand dappled effects for side

walls. These "blends" are altogether new
and very pleasing, and though no two

yards of these goods are exactly alike,

they match and blend and produce an

even but varied texture over the entire

wall. They come in ve"ry wide goods, 60

inches, and also in the ordinary paper

widths; there is a quality at $1.25 a roll

and a less expensive grade at 75 cents,

this pattern being extremely pleasing.

A "blend" of this kind has golden tans

and browns for its main color tone but

blended through this in an indescribably

soft way are glints of rose and green.

There are also several interesting land-

scape friezes, one of these "The Berk-

shire Hills being here illustrated:

The black and white of the photograph

gives no idea of the exquisite coloring

of this frieze, which has all the atmos-

pheric effect and color quality of an oil

painting. The sunlit openings of the for-

est, the shadowy, brown boles of the

trees against the yellows of the sky and

foliage, the green, grassy spaces of the

foreground, are the perfection of wall

paper art. This frieze comes in sections
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60 inches long and 30 inches wide, each

section costing $1.00. For a dining room

about 12x15 feet, the cost would there-

fore be about $10.00 a mere nothing

compared to the cost of such a frieze

hand painted in oil and it is a glorious

substitute.

There is a companion section, show-

ing a vista of the distant Berkshire Hills

in misty, smoky blues, through openings
in the sunlit forest; this section may be

centered over the fireplace or the open-

hatnl-stenciled frieze to match which can

be arranged to form panels.

People who cannot afford the genuine

luirlaps in its many varied weaves, will

U
i
"leased with the effective imitations,

which look almost like the real thing,

though of course they do not give the

wear or the protection to the wall.

The wide, French papers to match

drapery fabrics are among the interest-

ing features of the spring offerings. The

paper reproduces the pattern and color-

THE BERKSHIRE FRIEZE-FOREST SECTION.

ings, and the remaining spaces filled out

with the forest sections, thus increasing
the effect of hand work. Such a frieze is

best combined with a high wainscot of

wood, or of wood paneling. It demands

dark, rich woodwork and oak furniture

for its support, and would be appropriate
for hall or dining room. On the other

hand, there are landscape friezes in soft

misty greys that are charming with a

gray grancloth wall or one of the Favrilc

Blends in grays. Such a decoration

would be delightful with ivory wood-

work, mahogany furniture and rich blue

rugs and hangings.
There are several new colors in the

Eltonbury silk fibre goods, including

mauve, gray and old rose, as well as

gold and green, with particularly fine

ing of the fabric faithfully, being printed
from the same rollers as the fabric. With
these comes a wall "filler," which carries

the chief colors of the fabric in some

simpler design, such as alternating

stripes of different widths. This gives
the opportunity to treat wall and draper-
ies exactly alike if it is desired, or to use

.

a wall that is sufficiently plain to act

as a foil for the draperies yet at the same
time harmonizes perfectly with them.

The very beautiful boudoir arrange-
ment here shown, illustrates this har-

mony of fabric and wall better than

words. The photograph is powerless to

show the color beauty of the arrange-
ment. The wall "filler" of faintly shaded

pink, carries a narrow stripe of tiny pink
blossoms strung together, which is used
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as a "binder" to outline the wall spaces.

In the illustration, a wide frieze border

is used below the picture molding and a

narrow, harmonizing decoration just

above the baseboard. This makes quite

an elaborate decoration, and both of

these borders could be eliminated, if a

simpler decoration were preferred, and

Favrile Blends. An interesting example
is illustrated in a border in a semi-square
effect with a Tudor rose center and

Shand Kydd coloring.

The border shown is in softest browns,
creams and dull red, and the wall filler

below is a golden tan semi-grasscloth.
This border is of special interest to those

Courtesy of The Robert Griffin Co.

BOUDOIR ARRANGEMENT. THE ELECTRIC LIGHT SHADES ARE THE FAINT PINK OF THE WALL FILLER.

merely the narrow "binder" substituted.

The cretonne for the hangings and

furniture coverings, is printed to match
the narrow binder, and the foil of the

grayish-green Shawmutt rug on the floor

is excellent.

Mention has been made of the hand-

stenciled borders and friezes to be used

with the semi-grasscloth and other tex-

tile or fabric effect papers as well as the

economically inclined, as it is a domestic

reproduction at 15 cents a yard of the

imported article at 45 cents. It must be

confessed, however, that not many of our

reproductions are thus satisfactory.

They cannot for instance compare the ex-

quisitely soft pastel coloring of a genuine
Shand Kydd seen in the shops, the side

wall a background of misty grays with a

conventionalized design scattered over at
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\\i-K- inu-rxaU in pa>td -hades of faint

rose and green. The saim o>l<>ring and

design i- repeated in a four inch straight

handing to match. With this 1

come corner pieces and end pieces which

i're-hne-8 of color contrast with li^ht

ground. They are excellent for upper
halls or an upstairs sitting room or some

l>e<lrooms.

Tlu- pre-eni taMe f.r the bright, cheer-

BORDER IN SHAND KYDD COLORING USED WITH WALL FILLER OF GOLDEN
TAN GRASS CLOTH.

can be used to form a more elaborate

decoration if desired. In stronger, more

decided coloring such a wall would have

a "spotty" effect, which is quite absent

in these tones. The tone and tone pat-

ful colors of the English chintz designs

is reflected in many pleasing patterns

shown, in which the colors are so well

distributed and broken into such small

areas that though clear and bright they

Courtesy F. R. Beck & Co.

BORDER IN GREEN AND BROWN IN HAND STENCILED EFFECT.

terns in small all-over designs that come
in domestic goods are widely useful for

small rooms.

There are striped effects in Bulgarian

embroidery on light ground which are

particularly pleasing because of the

are not at all glaring. Such a back-

ground is often most harmonious with

old fashioned black walnut or antique

mahogany furniture. In softer colorings

are many reproductions of French cre-

tonnes.
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There is the usual variety of cut-out

friezes and dainty floral and ribbon ar-

rangements so useful in panel work with

plain or chambray grounds or shadow

stripes. There is a broken line of black,

edging some of the stripes, which on the

whole rather adds to the effect when
used with a border of stronger coloring.

The black ground of some of the foreign

for period rooms and for those who are

interested in such decoration. We illustrate

an unusually chaste and beautiful room of

this character. The paper is a French pat-

tern of exquisite coloring and design on pale

gray ground. While such a room as a peri-

od room would be accurately copied by the

few only, it is of general interest for the

hints it affords on paneled decoration, a

Designed and executed by White, Allom 6c Co., New York City.

DRAWING ROOM IN FRENCH STYLE-LOUIS XVI PERIOD-SHOWING USE OF TAPESTRY PANELS.

papers, and floral festoons combined with

a black ribbon, will not appeal to our

American taste.

The showing of parlor and drawing room

papers is in excellent taste. It includes

hand prints on silk grounds of ivory, old

rose and other delicate colors among which

gray is a great favorite. Many beautiful

medallion effects are seen, as well as the

familiar French designs of graceful floral

motifs. Mam- of these are suitable onlv

form of wall treatment which is the fre-

quent subject of inquiry among our corres-

pondents.

There are some rooms, where the frieze

will not apply. These are "grand" rooms,

that are finished with ornamental cornices

and rooms with very low ceilings. But

with the present taste for plain, neutral

walls, the frieze line is the only portion of

the wall upon which we can secure any

color or decorative effect. It must, of
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course, be consistent in design and color-

ing, as the frieze, more than any one thing,

may make or mar the room.

Our closing illustration reproduces as

well as possible for black and white to

do, a very rich and distinguished dining

room decoration in which the greens and

browns of growing things form the color

with a plain grayish green Eltonbury,
while the wall above the wainscot i-

hung with a small all-over tone and

tone pattern in green - ju-t touched with

a faint line of black. The cretonne hang-

ings at doors and windows reproduce

perfectly the motif and coloring of the

small "hinder." while the frieze design

Court**? The Robert Griftn Co.. New York.

DINING ROOM IN WHICH THE CRETONNE HANGINGS REPRODUCE THE GRAPE MOTIFF OF THE FRIEZE.

scheme. The motif of the decoration is

the grape. The purple clusters peeping
from among rich golden green foliage
and brown stems in the wide frieze which
is carried beneath the cornice. A nar-

rower, harmonizing band is used to out-

line the panels between the ceiling beams
and the panels between the wood styling
of the wainscot below, which are filled in

reappears on the ends of the table or

sideboard runners. The woodwork is

brown oak as also the furniture, which

is in the strong. Craftsman design de-

manded by such strong, rich coloring.

The oak floor has a slightly greenish

tinge to the brown stain, and the rug
has a plain tan center with broad band

of plain green for border.

EDITOR'S Nor. This article will be followed in a near issue by a discussion of other methods of wall decoration, such as
the flat-ton* print finishes now brought to artistic perfection, and water color treatments.
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THE
SMALL HOU5E

5ERIE6.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building has, after the manner of all the other costs of living
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

Adjoining Cottages Built on the Same Plan

By A. E. MARR

CCASIONALLY there is need

of two houses to be built side by
side. Houses that need to be sim-

ilar and yet just different enough
to give to each an individuality. In such

cases the building problem is intensified,

but what is a prize worth which is ob-

tained without a struggle, and the hard-

er the problems the keener the satisfac-

tion when the task is finished. It is with

this problem of double construction that

this article deals, and I shall endeavor to

show by means of plans and photographs

just what was accomplished and how it

was done.

The houses were to be built side by
side, must contain the same number of

rooms, be similar in general, but not

duplicates in any essential detail, except
in the matter of cost, which latter point
was to be the same for both. For pur-

poses of identification, we will mark
them cottage No. 1 and cottage No. 2.

Both cottages have mortised frames

and sound construction, with the exterior

walls and roofs of matched spruce boards

covered with quilt paper, and then fin-

ished with best quality cedar shingles,

dipped in stain and laid six inches to

weather on walls and four inches to

weather on roofs. All exterior wood fin-

nish is clear pine, and this, as well as

the chimneys and metal work, was paint-

ed with three coats best lead and oil.

Cottage No. 1 has a covered piazza ex-

tending across entire front and support-

ed at corners by a series of three square

posts with lattice work between, while

two round columns serve in the middle.

The rear porch is quite secluded by
means of lattice work, the opening be-

ing in the form of an arch.

The front entrance, which is located

apparently on one side of house, has a

rather elaborate rounded roofing, and the

dormer windows have the same rounding
effect. Cottage No. 2 has a piazza which

is roofed by the overhanging second

story, this being supported by means of a

series of square posts, with lattice-work

effect. The rear porch is roofed, but

otherwise quite open, except for the sim-

ple square posts and lattice. The dormer

windows in this house are angular, and,
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COTTAGE NO. I.

to relieve a plainness of wall expanse, a

simple balcony was added at one end of

house on front.

Cottage No. 1 contains on the first

floor three rooms and reception hall. The
hall has a double floor, the lower being of

matched spruce boards covered with two

layers of building paper. The upper floor

is of best narrow Western maple, select-

ed for whiteness, and treated with one

coat of oil and three of shellac rubbed

down to a dull finish. The standing fin-

ish is whitewood stained a dark brown,
varnished and rubbed down, and the

COTTAGE NO. 2.
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FLOOR PLAN COTTAGE NO. 1.

walls are covered with brown cartridge

paper.

The parlor, which is located on the left

of hall, is about twelve feet square, has

floor and standing finish the same as hall,

is papered with a light brown cartridge

paper with white border, and has ceiling

slightly tinted a delicate cream. Light
and ventilation come from three wind-

ows.

The dining-room is twelve by seven-

teen (12x17) feet, with floor same as pre-

ceding room and standing finish of white-

wood stained dark green, varnished and

FIRST

FLOOR

PLAN

SECOND

FLOOR

PLAN

FLOOR PLANS COTTAGE NO. 2.
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rubbed down. The walls are covered

with a two-tone striped greenish paper,

and the ceiling in this room is tinted a

delicate gray, just enough to relieve the

harsh whiteness. Two windows furnish

light and air, and a door opens onto the

front piazza.

The kitchen is about eleven by sixteen

(11x16) feet, has floor of Georgia rift

hard pine treated with two coats of oil

and two coats of spar varnish. The

standing finish is of hard pine, varnished,

and a dado four feet six inches high

extends around room. The plaster walls

are painted three coats. This room con-

tains three windows. The balance of the

service portion, including the pantry and

entrance space, has floors and wood fin-

ish the same as kitchen.

Cottage No. 2 contains on first floor,

three rooms and reception hall. The
floors and standing finish in this house

are of the same material as in the other

one, but the whitewood being stained

slightly different shades. The hall has

woodwork treated an olive brown, and

the walls are covered with plain paper to

match.

The living-room, at the left of hall, is

about sixteen feet square, with the wood-
work stained same as hall, and the walls

papered with a two-tone striped olive-

green coloring. The ceiling is tinted and
three windows give ample light.

The dining-room, on the opposite side

of hall, is about fourteen by sixteen (14x

16) feet, with its woodwork stained a

dark green, and the walls are papered
with plain cartridge paper of greenish
tone. The ceiling in this room as well

as the rest of the service portion has

floors and woodwork the same as in the

other cottage.
The second floor in cottage No. 1 con-

tains three chambers and bath. The
floors on this story are all of best quality
selected Western maple, and the stand-

ing finish is whitewood painted four

coats best lead and <-il and rubbed down
after each coat, the finish being two coats

of varnish worked down with pumice
and oil to a dull gloss.

The front chamber is about twelve \>\

fifteen and a half (12x15^) feet, has wail

paper of a delicate rose shade, ceiling

tinted slightly warm, and contains closet

and three windows.

The rear chamber is about nine and a

half by sixteen (9
l

/t\\6) feet, is papered
with a light colored small figured design,

has tinted ceiling and ample clothes

closet, as well as two good windows.

The third chamber, located over serv-

ice portion of house, is about twelve by
fourteen (12x14) feet.

In cottage No. 2 the principal cham-

ber is about sixteen by seventeen (16x17)

feet, is papered with pink and white

striped paper, has tinted ceiling, contains

closet and has three windows.

The front bed-room, across hall, is

about nine feet six inches by sixteen

(9^x16) feet, is papered with a light

blue design, has tinted ceiling, contains

closet and two windows.

The third chamber is about ten feet

six inches by sixteen ( 10^x16) feet, and

the paper in this room is of cream tone

with a small delicate pink flower. The

ceiling effect has also been softened by

slightly tinting, and the room contains a

closet and two windows.

The cellars in both houses are finished

much the same, with cement floors, and

contain the usual coal bins, preserve
closets and furnaces.

Both houses represent a remarkable

value for money expended, nor does that

tell the whole story, for the house builder

today wants more than that. He wants

a home, and both these structures repre-

sent cozy simplicity, breathe a spirit of

ideal homeness, that indefinable some-

thing which completes the whole and

repays one doubly for the expenditure
of both labor and money.
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Hints on Framing and Hanging
Pictures

By ALICE B. MUZZY

HERE is a field of household

decoration that is not sufficiently

understood by the average per-

son namely, the correct treat-

ment of pictures. This is unfortunate,

for not only may a painting be injured

by its own inappropriate setting, but in

a dull gold surface, on which he contem-

plated hanging pictures ; but finding peo-

ple so effective against it, he left the wall

untouched. The color may vary accord-

ing to necessity. Carbon photographs,

Japanese or other prints, watercolors and

pastels find their most agreeable setting

CARBON PRINT IN WIDE WOOD FRAME WITH NARROW
GOLD LINE.

its juxtaposition with those of different

tone and subject its effect may be entire-

ly destroyed. A picture refined in color

is ruined if hung against an inharmonious

paper. Wall papers of large floral de-

signs, stripes or tapestry, frequently make

distressing back-grounds for either pho-

tographs or paintings; reserve these for

your halls, boudoir or dining-room. Of
course the ideal background is a plain
color or one with a small, inconspicuous
self-toned figure. The story is told of

a room in Alma Tadema's house having

on walls of delicate buff, warm gray,

leather-color inclining to pink, and dull

though warm blues. Rough plaster gives

an artistic background.

Paintings in oil are effective against the

richer tones of golden browns, tans and

warm greens; red is more difficult as a

background, although shades of burnt

sienna are often satisfactory. Many per-

sons dislike the terra cotta, so often found

in galleries, for anything but casts ; there

nothing is more fitting. They find the

pale, cool tints of greens and blues trying
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to most picture-, whether prints or paint-

ings. Where the surface ol.>r cannot be

changed, white cheese cloth stretched

tightly may be used for works of delicate

coloring.

Considerable freedom as to framing is

now allowable. A few years ago the dic-

tum went forth that all carbon prints

must be framed in wide, plain dark woods

The light mat is seldom desirable, ex-

cept for unframed prints; far better is it

to frame all pictures directly to their

edge, be they oils or watercolors, etch-

ings or prints. Many pictures, however,

are improved by a wide surface between

them and the mouldings of the frame, but

tin- should be considered as part of it and

resemble it. For instance, a gold paper

DRAWING ROOM WITH LONG PICTURE REPEATING THE
LINES OF MAHOGANY SOFA.

without mats. This is undoubtedly a

safe rule, but it has been found that a

tiny band of dull gold set between the

print and wood is most valuable. It sets

off the picture and at a distance is par-

ticularly needful; without this, the com-

position suffers, as the wood is so nearly
the tone of the picture that the original
boundaries are lost. A frame must al-

ways be thought of as a limit, we may
say as a window-casing through which
we see the picture, for, be it well under-

stood, the painter has set his border just

there, filling his canvas to a certain place.

mat may be used of the exact color of the

gold frame ; but is best made of the Jap-
anese veneers, which come in the thick-

ness of cardboard and are delightful in

grain. This may be gilded or left of the

natural wood, the outer frame being of

the same wood or toned to match. Or,

again, a charming effect results from

treating mat and frame with dull bronze

powders or oils, rubbed in, or off, the sur-

face until only hints of soft color remain,

carefully chosen to harmonize with the

prevailing tone of the picture.

These dull gold frames may be used
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appropriately on any picture in color or

monochrome, a carbon print being a thing

of beauty so enclosed. The cheap gold

frame is not desirable
;
in its meretricious

ornament and glittering gilt it could not

fail to hurt whatever it surrounds. And
think of the breach of good taste in put-

ting the hand-wrought picture into this

obviously machine-made affair! Japanese

prints if not left simply mounted on rice

paper are seen to best advantage in the

plainest and narrowest of grayish mould-

ings of natural finish
;
this is a frequently

preferred treatment also for pastels and

delicate watercolors.

After the pictures are satisfactorily

framed, their hanging is next in order.

Some rather definite rules may be laid

down here. In general, pictures look best

when their center is at the level of the

eye, hung, that is, with the lower edge
of the frame between four and five feet

from the floor. The height of the walls

in our houses determines this for us to

some extent ; walls of about ten feet from

floor to ceiling look well with pictures

hung at least five feet high, those of less

height may have them considerably low-

er. This applies to pictures of rather

large dimensions
; smaller ones should be

hung low enough to lose nothing of de-

tail
;

it is well to err on the side of hang-

ing them too low. Large pictures may
be hung from the picture moulding by
two cords, small ones need not show any
cord. This cord may be made a decora-

tive feature by using wire covered with

a silk or worsted of the color of the wall,

or a shade darker; if wire is used, I pre-

fer silver to gold.

The shapes of frames is another deter-

mining factor in their placing; all rec-

tangular forms being easily combined,.but

round or oval shapes requiring special

positions over mantels, desks, and so

forth. Important oblong pictures may be

placed above sofas or other long pieces of

furniture.
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Construction Details of the Home
Heating and Ventilation

|HKRK is a great diversity of opin-

ion as to the best and most effec-

tive method of heating and venti-

lating. Each system has suffered

because of incompetent installation. The
item of design, both of the building and

the apparatus, should be considered in

making a selection to get the best results.

If there is a popular prejudice locally in

favor of a certain system of heating, it

is well to heed it if the house is ever

likely to be offered for sale.

The Hot Air Furnace

A compact house with rooms on two
or more floors is easier to heat with a

furnace than one requiring long horizon-

tal runs of pipe to reach rooms spread
out upon a large area.

The furnace is really a large stove en-

closed in a galvanized iron casing, from

which pipes are conducted to the rooms
to be warmed and ventilated. Each room
should have a return pipe back to the

furnace to insure a proper circulation of

air. Fresh air is taken in from a window
on the exposed side of the house, or in

some cases on two sides, by a galvanized
iron duct connected at the base of the fur-

nace. This is the method most in vogue
at this time. The furnace is set directly

upon the floor and the duct connected

above it. Formerly, and it is still good
practice, the duct was made of tile pipe
with cemented joints, carried below the

floor to a pit beneath the furnace. A slide

is provided to regulate the amount of air

admitted. The opening should not be lo-

cated where dust or odors will reach it

and should be protected with a coarse
screen.

Return pipes should be located upon
the cold outer walls and it is usual to

place the register face in position, con-

necting with the space between two studs,

which forms the duct as far as the base-

ment at which point it is continued by

pipes to the furnace.

In some furnaces these pipes are col-

lected on either side and open into large

water pans which precipitate all dust car-

ried by the return pipe and supplies mi
ture to the air constantly. Many people
iK-L'lect to fill the pans and it is a good

plan to pipe over to each pan from the

hot water coil with a shut-off, making it

an easy matter to keep them filled.

All pipes should run as direct as pos-

sible to the rooms they are to supply or

vent and with as few sharp turns or

angles as possible. The furnace and hot

air pipes should be covered with asbestos

and the joints of all vent pipes. Where
the pipes enter partition a very tight and

careful joint should be made with the

surrounding material to prevent gas from

going up outside the pipe and escaping
about the sides of the register face into

the room. It is not likely that gas gets

direct from the furnace into the heating

pipes in a goot
d furnace carefully in-

stalled, but very often it finds its way
from the basement to the rooms above

when the fire door is opened.

Smoke and gas is not supposed to puff

out into the basement if the furnace is

properly handled but if it does a very sat-

isfactory solution was made in a given
case. A wide hood was built as low down
over the fire door as was practicable and

tapered up to a pipe with a damper. This
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was carried back over the furnace and

joined the smoke pipe near the chimney.
When the fuel was added the damper was

opened and all gas and smoke passed up
into the hood and to the chimney. On
the same furnace was another hood near

the floor, with a damper, under which
the ash pail was set. This connected with

the first pipe and carried off all the dust

which arose, when ashes were thrown
into the pail from the shovel. Although
there was a direct connection with the

smoke pipe, neither of these pipes made

any apparent difference in the draught.

Quite often furnaces are installed with-

out the fresh air duct but in such cases

returns should be located near outside

doors that fresh air may be admitted oc-

casionally when a door is opened

Oxygen is absolutely necessary to get
the best results in heating and must be

supplied in some way to the air in the

house. Much is supplied by leakage
about windows and doors, so that the in-

terior system as it is called is often quite

satisfactory.

The bath room, kitchen or a room oc-

cupied by an invalid should not be vented

back to the furnace because the air from

there would then be distributed over the

whole house. Separate ventilation pipes
should be constructed, connecting with a

vent stack or with the main smoke flue

near the top.

Chimneys are often built with a round

tile smoke pipe contained in a rectangu-
lar brick flue, the space outside the pipe

forming an excellent ventilating flue.

Register faces are best placed in the

sidewalls because dust from sweeping
does not so readily find its way into them
and the heat is distributed quite as ef-

fectively.

Hot air cools quickly and the furnace

needs more attention to keep the desired

temperature. To offset this it responds

quickly when the house gets cold which
is a decided advantage.

Combination Hot Air and Hot
Water

This system provides a large coil above
the fire from which pipes are run to the

radiators. Short runs of furnace pipes do
not act as well as longer upright pipes so

it is well to place the hot water radiators

upon the first floor and in rooms that are

at a considerable distance from the fur-

nace. The use to which a room is put
should be considered also and in some
both hot air and hot water may be used

to advantage.

This would seem to be an ideal system
on account of the opportunity for venti-

lation, the distance to which heat can be

carried and the fact that hot water retains

its heat so much longer than hot air

alone.

The furnace should be located near the

center of the space occupied by the reg-

isters and a little nearer the side from

which the winds come in winter time.

Steam Heat

Less radiation is required for steam

heating than for hot water heating and

effects quite a saving in the comparative
cost.

The water must be brought to the boil-

ing point before the system becomes ef-

fective and the steam condenses very

rapidly if the fire is not kept at, leaving

the house cold.

The radiators are much hotter than for

hot water and this effect upon the air

is not desirable.

Explosions of gravity heating plants

are quite rare being caused only by gross

carelessness.

Each plant should have an indirect

radiator supplied with fresh air from out-

side discharging it into the front hall or

other effective place where it will be gen-

erally circulated.

Steam heat is said to give specially

good results in the coldest weather and

uses no more fuel than a hot water plant.
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but in moderate weather will use more to

keep up steam. Economy .f fuel is a

matter largely in the hands of the opera-

tor of the plant.

Hot Water Heating

No system is quite so popular at the

pre-ent time as hot water heat for resi-

dences. The open-tank system is mostly
used and with n valve on the expansion

tank, cannot possibly explode unless the

expansion pipe freezes which is not

likely.

The radiators contain more sections

than for a steam plant but the pattern is

the same. The hot water being much
cooler than steam, the air coming in con-

tact with the radiator, is tempered with-

out taking all the life giving elements out

of it.

The heat can be controlled by the fire

or by the valves on the radiators and the

radiators will give off heat when the

water in the boiler reaches a temperature
of 100. This means that only coal

enough is required to bring the water up
to 100 while with steam heat, enough
must be consumed to reach 212, the boil-

ing point, before it will begin to give off

heat. While the water may become much
hotter than 100 yet it is evident that

there is a saving in coal.

Hot water remains hot for hours after

the fire has gone out, depending upon
the temperature outside. In like manner
it does not get hot as quickly as hot air

or steam.

It is perfectly noiseless, there being no

snapping or gurgling noises.

In the installation of either steam or

hot water care should be taken to have

the pipes of proper size, properly graded
and run in the most direct manner.

Pipe covering of good quality will ef-

fect quite a saving in fuel. Radiators

should be set where the exposure is

greatest.

-mall radiators set at advan-

tageous positions in a room will be more
effective than one large one.

Special patterns in radiators are pro-

vided to go flat upon walls or ceilings

where economy of space is required as

in bathroom, etc.

Indirect radiation should be provided
for the hot water plant as in the steam

plant.

Heat Control

Each heating plant, either furnace,

steam or hot water should be provided
with a good thermostat.

This is a device consisting of a ther-

mometer, a motor and batteries. The
thermometer is set in the living room,

or any desired position and an indicator

is set at the temperature most satis-

factory, usually 70. If the mercury goes
below 70 the battery releases the motor

in the basement and it regulates the

draughts automatically. As soon as the

mercury again reaches 70 the motor re-

verses the position of the drafts prevent-

ing the fire from raising the temperature
above this point. So delicately are they
constructed that, when properly adjusted,

a single breath from the body will cause

the motor to act, only to re-act a moment
later when the effect has passed away.

Day and night the regulator will hold

the temperature at the degree set, pro-

vided the fire is well kept. A clock at-

tachment may be provided that will turn

the indicator higher at any hour set. if it

is desired to maintain a lower tempera-
ture during the night, or at any time.

The motor must be wound up and oc-

casionally new batteries are required at

an outlay of 50 cents, otherwise repairs

are very few in a good instrument.

Where there are small children to con-

sider or it is desired to keep an even .tem-

perature without further trouble, a heat

regulator will be of the greatest service.
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Specifications

No specifications are outlined for any
of the systems enumerated because it

would be impossible to give exact in-

structions to fit all conditions and makes

of apparatus.
It is usual for heating- contractors to

submit specifications with their bids,

which should go quite fully into detail.

In any system the size of the fire pot

should be considered and the general size

of the furnace or boiler.

With a sectional house boiler, no good
idea of its size can be obtained from the

size of the fire pot, because a section may
be taken from the boiler or added to it.

The size of the mains is important and

the location and size of the radiators. See

how much radiation is figured by each

contractor in the aggregate also if the

radiators are of standard height. Sizes

other than standard cost more and in

some positions will be more satisfactory.

Note the kind of valves to be used and

any special features mentioned.

By a comparison of all the bids a good
idea may be obtained of their relative

value, other than the sum total in dollars

and cents.

See that the accepted bid guarantees
to perform the work in accordance with

the specifications and that the plant will

be of ample capacity to maintain a tem-

perature of 70 in the rooms heated,

when the temperature outside is at the

lowest point that is usually reached in

your locality. It is not uncommon to

state this at 40 below zero, in our most
northern states.

Hot water for the plumbing fixtures is

supplied by a coil in the firepot. Have
a definite understanding as to who is to

furnish and install the coil, the plumber
or the heating contractor.

Employ a reliable man, handling a boil-

er or furnace of established reputation,

and who knows his business.

Fireplace Heating

The fireplace is very acceptable in the

cold days of the year before the heating

plant is started and by the use of devices

in connection, it is possible to warm
rooms upon another floor.

The mantel about the opening with

its shelf may be very plain or very or-

namental. It is possible to purchase a

really good design in any desired finish to

fit any room of the house.

The brick and tile available for hearth

and facing are among the most artistic

things that go into the home.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS

B 327 CARL GAGE. Minneapolis. Minn. B 331 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio
B 328 C. H. BECKEL. Minneapolis. Minn. B 332 GLENN L. SAXTON. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 329 A. M. WORTHINGTON. Albany. N. Y. B 333 KEITH & WHITEHOUSE. Spokane. Wash.
B 330 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis B 334 F. E. COLBY. Sioux City. Iowa

B 335 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn.

Design B 327

IS there any kind of material that

can be applied to the exterior

walls of a residence that has be-

come so popular as cement

planter or "Stucco." a> it is often termed?
In our opening study for April we have
an example of this rough cast work
applied to a residence of the simplest
type, designed by Carl Gage, Architect.
Note the low broad sweeping roof and
cornice, the plain simple lines of the trim,
and yet how rich this design really is.

The perfectly plain walls without plaster
ornaments of any kind extend to the
base or water table which is of paving
brick; not even the sash are broken by
small wood or leaded divisions. Simple
and yet how striking; truly a house with
character.

The floor plan will appeal to one look-

ing for something unique in a moderate
priced home. One enters at the grade
off of a brick terrace into a little entry
and den, both being on the same floor

level, or by going up four steps, you
reach the living room which is of good
size, 13'-'/'x22'-0". It has a large window
seat in the front and a generous fire place
opposite. At the end of this room is a
French window opening onto the sun

porch. On each side of the French win-
dow are book cases with high windows
above. The dining room is fair size. The
kitchen is complete with built in cup-
boards, large sink, etc.

The cellar stairs lead down under the
main stairs to a full basement, equipped
with laundry and hot water heating plant.
On the second floor are three chambers,
each provided with ample closet space.
A large bathroom and sleeping porch
complete an ideal arrangement. The in-

terior finish consists of hardwood floors

throughout, with oak or birch standing
finish in the main rooms, white pine
painted for the chambers. The founda-
tion size is 30x32 ft., exclusive of the sun

porch. Kstimated cost complete about
$4,300.

Design B 328

In quite marked contrast to the pre-

ceding cement house, our next study
is that of a most artistic cottage, stucco
finish for the exterior walls. The pen
and ink sketch is very cleverly rendered
and we believe that there will be a num-
ber of our readers who will find this de-

the house of their ideals.

The interior arrangement has a de-

cidedly unique feature in the sun room,
which is placed at the front of the house
and opens off the main living room ex-

tending across the entire width of house.

According to the plan, this sun room is

reached from the living room through
French windows.
The double dormers front and back.

secure splendid chambers on the second
floor, with plenty of light. The cottage
stands about 26x35 ft. on the ground, not

including the projection of kitchen and
rear entry, and built with hardwood trim

for first floor. -pine finish second floor,

stucco exterior, installing a hot air fur-

nace, the estimated cost is placed at

about $3,400.

Design B 329

Our third study is also a cement house
of an entirely different type from the two
preceding houses. The gabled roof con-
struction makes the house well adapted
for stucco finish. The outside chimney is

o instructed of common brick and is

cemented over.
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Carl Gage. Architect.

A Clean Cut Design in Cement

DESIGN B 327
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This is quite a small cottage, bavin-

but three rooms on the gn .un<i rt<-< -r, tin-

entire front half of the house being dc-

\oted to tlu- living room from which the

main stairway leads. The living room i>

furnished with a fireplace with built-in

bookcases on each >ide.

The intention is to finish the interior

throughout with pine to paint. There is

a full basement with laundry equipment
and a hut air furnace and the architect

estimates the approximate cost to build

complete at $2.750.

Design B 330

A shingled exterior is always in favor
and in this design we show a substantial
home made very effective by using red
cedar shingles over the entire building,
both walls and roof. The lines of the

design are particularly good and give
that broad sweep to the cornice which
strengthens the design greatly. Two-
thirds of the front is occupied by terrace;
the foundation is brick. Note particu-
larly the detail of the window casings
and the glazing of the upper sash. The
windows are broad and set symmetrically
on all four sides.

The central entrance with doors open-
ing on each side and the very desirable

feature of dining room planned in front,
makes the interior a pleasing arrange-
ment. The staircase a wide one leads
to a landing two-thirds of the way up
and then returns.

There is a full basement with a high
grade warm air heating plant install-

ed. The interior finish is oak, hardwood
floors; second floor rooms are finished in

pine or cypress to enamel. It will be
noted that the picture of this house was
taken shortly after it was completed as

it is bare of shrubs and vines which add
so much to the artistic appearance of
the home. As built, it is estimated to

cost about $8,000.

Design B 331

A delightful little bungalow where re-

sawn lap siding has been used for the
walls with shingled roof and inexpensive
rough brick for the construction of the
outside chimney. It is an exceedingly
inexpensive and modest little home of
five rooms, there being but one room on
the second floor, or attic.

The plan, as originally laid out, really

i "iitemplates but ..tie bed room on the
lirst floor with the single chamber on the

id. but by projecting a dormer at

the t'n-nt. a third bedroom could be se-

cured. The interior arrangement is com-
pact and cozy.
The ground dimensions are 27x34 ft.

A basement is contemplated for a furnace
and with inexpensive interior trim, such
a cottage should not cost to build much
over $2,000.

Design B 332

An issue of the magazine would hardly
be complete these days without showing
a design for a bungalow, the type of
modest and inexpensive home which is

so much in favor these days. We have
in the accompanying design, B 332, a

very practical plan. The first floor plan
only is shown. Rooms could be finished
off in the attic if desired, as the house
contains large dormers and will give
good light to bedrooms on the second
floor. Narrow white pine siding is the
material used not only for the house
proper, but on all of the porch work.
For the foundation, four course concrete
block work above grade and below grade,
the basement wall is of poured concrete.

Entrance is made directly into living
room and for those who so much desire a
den, here is splendid arrangement of
rooms. Practically no space is wasted in

halls and the bath will be found con-

veniently located. A furnace with mod-
ern plumbing is contemplated and the in-

terior finish is white pine throughout be-

ing stained a tobacco brown in all rooms
excepting the chambers where the finish

is white enamel. Exclusive of porch,
foundation is 27^x35 ft. Estimated cost
to build, $2,900.

Design B 333

This is in reality the "home for two"
which is the ambition of so many young
couples who have not yet accumulated
the funds to build a mansion and yet
want a home of their own. It is a very
complete little house with its fireplace,

ample closet room, bathroom and built-

in kitchen cupboards. The little porch off

the bedroom could be readily enclosed, if

desired, to give a sewing room, or glassed
in to form a sun room.
The combination living and dining

room has become quite a common ar-
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C H. Beckel. Architect.

Well Rendered Study for a Cement Cottage
DESIGN B 328
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rangement. 1>ut if a (lining r >tn i> <U

:. the present kitchen could be Used

as -ncli. placing the kitchen right hark 'l

its present location and throwing out a

porch heyond the house line. \ fe\\ feet

of such a projection coiihl he added to tin-

kitchen space if it were thought too

small. \\'ith such an arrangement the

bathroom would he nio\ed to accommo-
date the cellar >tair\\

The exterior, while simple, is <.f

homelike design and is wholly in keeping
with a house of this ot and si/e. Ap-
proximate c.'-t. SI. 500.

Design B 334

An exceedingly interesting home where
the exterior has been treated with

shingles excepting the porch which is

brick, with stone trim. The porch rail

being in the nature of a broad Mat stone

ledge, making a splendid seat. The roof

overhangs with exposed rafter ends and.
in addition, there are just the right num-
ber of ornamental brackets to look well.

Attention is called to the lattice effect in

the upper window sash throughout. The
entire house strikes one most agreeably
and as a home of harmony.
The interior arrangement is interest-

ing and shows a great deal of care in its

planning. One pleasing feature is the
breakfast porch or what is so often called

a sun room, an ideal feature to have in

any home and a room to use during the

summer months. There are four cham-
bers besides sleeping porch, with space
on the third floor for an additional good
size room.
A little explanation with reference to

the rear entry might be helpful. The

place that is marked "entrv
"

leads down
,:iid then on down t. . the

riieiit which extends under the entire

l)>iisf and contains a hut water heating

plant, laundry, \egetable cellar, fuel bin.

Iliis house is c.nisiilerahly \\ider than

deep, being 39 ft. across the front ex-

chisixe of the 12 ft. porch and _M ft. in

depth. The approximate COSl t.- build.

including hardwood finish and floors

wniild be. complete, $7,000.

Design B 335

Taking up the last design of the Bd
tliis month, we pre^m a study of Archi-
tect A. C. Clausen, whose work i> al

interesting. It is a home designed with
a special view of having plenty of -tin

light in all rooms. This is secured by
there being no porch at the front, but
the porch leads off of the side of living
room. Acces*. to same being through
French windows at side of fireplace.
This arrangement gives free light at both
emis of living room and unobstructed

light in the dining room which is directly
across the central hall.

Three good size chambers are obtained
across the entire breadth of house. The
rear corner rooms being devoted, one for

maid's bedroom and the other corner for

a commodious bathroom and linen closet.

The exterior is treated in shingles and
the porch columns are unusually heavy
and add much dignity to the character of
this design which is one that is sure to

find favor with many of our readers.

The cost complete to build, with hard-
wood finish lower floor, hardwood floors

throughout and pine finish enameled on
second floor, is placed at $5,500.
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A. M. Worthington. Architect.

An Inexpensive House in Stucco Finish

First Floor Plan

DESIGN B 329
Second Floor Plan
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A Most Substantial All-Shingled House

DESIGN B 330
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John Henry Newson, Architect.

A Modest Two Thousand

Dollar Home

DESIGN B 331

_l
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Glenn L. Saxton. Architect.

A Bungalow in White Pine Siding

DKSIGN B
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A

Keith & Whitchouse, Architecls.

An Ideal Little Home for Two
DESIGN B 333
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F. EL Colby. Architect

Combination of Shingles and Brick in

Artistic Effect

DKSIGN B 334
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' The Screen That Can't Be Seen
"

m
EEEH

opper
Protection

Here is a wonderful screen. It's for your doors, windows, and porches
a screen that wears well and is practically dust-proof a screen that won't

break away that won't intercept your vision that after a few weeks' use becomes nearly

invisible a screen that lasts, and is therefore, most economical. It's identified by two copper
wires in each selvage. It's

"Pearl" Wire Cloth
Specify This Long-Lasting

Quality Product

For Door, Window and Porch Screens

This screening is made of selected steel wire

of remarkable hardness and is protected by a

pearl-colored metallic coating which makes it

both beautiful and durable.

This remarkable finish is much more sani-

tary than painted wire cloth, as it can not chip

off, expose the metal to dampness and decay,
and collect dust and dirt. It is always clean

always effective the most sanitary screen

manufactured and the longest lasting. Lasts

many times longer than the best painted screen

in existence.

Pearl wire screen, which graces the doors

and windows of thousands of well-ordered

homes, is the most satisfactory you can pos-

sibly buy. It stands for long-run economy and

the price is only that of any thoroughly good
screen.

Ask Us for Free Sample and Descriptive Leaflet

Compare our Free Sample with samples of all other screens. Note the difference. It's

greater springiness is the test of greater durability. Insist on the genuine pearl wire screen

the only screen with the Copper Wire. Selvage. Nearly every dealer sells it. If yours can't

supply you, write us for sample and leaflet. Please give name of your dealer.

THE GILBERT & BENNETT MFG. CO.
939 First Nat'l Bank Bldg., CHICAGO GEORGETOWN, CONN. 277 Broadway, NEW YORK
(i)
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Arthur C. Claiuen. Architect.

Semi-Colonial Design with Broad

Porch at End

DKSIGN B .US

. ARTHUR.C-CLMJOC^I
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Do as This Beaver Board

User Did

Whether you are building a

new home, remodeling an attic

or bedroom, partitioning an

office, store or restaurant or

putting in a show-window, do
as Mr. Reynolds did, and write

for
"
Beaver Board and Its

Uses."
This free booklet describes Beaver Board and its

use for walls and ceilings in detail, with illustrations of

actual interiors. Lath and plaster troubles overcome;
no more unsanitary wall-paper; walls and ceilings that

keep out heat and cold
;
low cost and easy application,

etc.

BEAVER
BOARD

PURE-WOOD-FIBRE

WALLS & CEILINGS

Look for this

Trademark

BEAVER
BOARD

panel

feach

You will get an actual cample
of Beaver Board with the book

This shows how its beautiful pebbled surface looks

when painted it's never papered over. You get a

glimpse of the beauty of soft warm color treatment of

well-designed paneled walls and ceilings and the sani-

tary excellence of pure wood fibre.

Write today, and remember you get full

co-operation of our Architectural Depart-
ment without incurring any obligations.

Beaver Board is sold by Builders' Sup-
ply, Lumber, Hardware and Paint Deal-

ers, and Decorators, in sizes to meet all

average requirements.

The BEAVERCOMFANY ^DUFFAIX>
466 Beaver Road, Buffalo. N. Y.. U. S. A.

The BEAVERCOMPANY. LIMITED
516 Beaver Avenue, Ottawa, Canada

IT;---.

This "ingknook" of Mr. Reynolds,

Ft. Erie, Ont., suggests beautifulhj the

effects obtainable with Beaver Board.
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by ELEANOR ALLISON CUMMINS. Dcor.tor. Brooklyn. N. Y.

The Furnishing of the Country House.

|HE WRITER is sure that very
many of her readers are engaged
at the present time in the agree-
able occupation of planning for

the furnishing of a country home, a sea-

side cottage, a mountain bungalow, or
one of the reclaimed farm houses, which
are becoming so delightfully common.
She wishes that she might help them to

a\>i<l making some of the common mis-
takes which arise from the lack of fore-

thought, or from an imperfect apprecia-
tion of the real needs of country life. We
are all too prone to transfer our city
scale of needs to the country, and then
to wonder that we are not satisfied. Or
else we rush to the opposite extreme and
are quite certain that we shall need none
of the ordinary comforts of life, which
we assume will be a perpetual sitting out
on piazzas.

Now as a matter of fact the conditions
of comfort are much the same in city and

country. Shade from the heat of the

sun. artificial warmth when needed, a

good light, a sufficiency of nourishing
food, comfortable sitting and lying places,
all these are as esssential in the country
as in the city, and it is the lack of them
which makes a summer vacation more
exhausting than restful.

But there are certain proprieties which
should govern the selection of the furni-

ture of the summer home, quite aside
from the matter of comfort. Bright
colors, heavily stuffed furniture, elabor-
ate carvings, costly bric-a-brac and valu-
able pictures are manifestly out of place.
They are a source of constant care, and
are suggestive of the routine of life,

rather than of its times of rest and rec-
reation.

The ideal furniture for the country

house is, of course, wicker, but good
wicker furniture costs a good deal, and
it may well be varied by a judicious
mixture of wooden pieces in harmoniz-

ing tones. It may seem desirable to have
all the chairs and couch of a living room
wicker, but it is well to have wooden
tables, while the average wicker desk is

not specially convenient and does cost
a great deal. The same thing is true of

bedroom furniture, and certainly for the

ordinary family the dining room is best
furnished wholly in wood.

Electric light is of course available in

sophisticated country places, but out of

the question in small ones. Money spent
in half a dozen good nickel plated, shad-
ed lamps, such as are sold for a dollar and
a quarter apiece in department stores, is

well invested, as such lamps supply a fair

amount of heat in chilly weather. An-
other thing very desirable to have, if

there are not lamps enough to go around,
is a supply of plumber's candles, and if

they are kept in the refrigerator long
enough to get thoroughly chilled before

being put into the candlesticks, they will

burn more brightly and last much longer
than if used in their natural state.

The Problems of the Reclaimed Farm-
house.

When one bays an old farmhouse and
makes it over it is usually with a view
to occupying it for more than ju-t a

couple of months in the summer, and its

fitting up has an element of permanence
lacking in the strictly summer house. In

the latter tinted walls may suffice, but
it is worth while to paper the farm house,
and the question of floor treatment be-
comes of importance in the chilly months
of spring and autumn.
The structure of many old houses give

them picturesque possibilities lacking in
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A Little Money
Well Spent
Any wise house owner is right^

glad to pay for a good job of

painting. When a Master Painter has finished the job with

paint that is right, you've made a mighty good investment of your
money. Use

Lowe Brothers High Standard Liquid Paint
"The Paint of Known Performance"

It's best for you, because it gives the most beautiful effect, perfect protection and

long wearj best for the painter because he loves to worlj: with really good

paint; he makes such a satisfactory job, and its long "life" adds

to his reputation. <j

In the interiors use

the most beautiful of all flat wall finishes. It is washable,

hygienic and fadeless, and its colors "soft as the rainbow

tints" are adapted to the most artistic decoration. Send for

color cards.

"Little Blue Flag" Varnishes

There is one for every purpose, especially adapted to its need. They
are noted for their clear color, elasticity, brilliancy of finish and durable lustre.

Lowe Brothers Concrete and Cement Coating
is the proper finish for all concrete surfaces, basement, walls, etc.,

either interior or exterior. It sets in the pores, rendering the

wall damp-proof, prevents alkali action and discoloration, and

gives a pleasing finish. Standard colors.

Send for Free Books

Ask your local High Standard deal-

er for these products. If you don't

know him drop us a line and we will

introduce you and will also send you
"Homes Attractive from Gate to

Garret" and "Harmony in Color,"
both free. If you want detailed plans
and color schemes, interior and ex-

terior, send 25 cents for
" Good

Homes by Good Architects."

The Lowe Brothers Company
465 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York Chicago Kansas City

LOWE BROTHERS, LIMITED

Toronto, Canada
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DFCORATION AND FURNISHING Continurd

a built-tu-order house. It is sure to have
nooks and corners and half high rooms,
halls on two levels, abnormally low win-

dows, r ^iinilar features, which it would
never have occurred to an architect t>

plan for, all of which ought to be given
their due value in furnishing. And with

the cmplia-i- of these quaint features

of the old house there should be a definite

-implicity of material and of decoration,
not inconsistent with the sort of life

peculiar to a rural community. If you
cannot conceive of life without Oriental

rugs and expensive furniture, buy or
build a t'olonial mansion, don't make a

travesty of a farm house.

Simplicity does not necessarily mean
rag carpets and unbleached muslin cur-
tains trimmed with Turkey red, nor do
we advise the construction of barrel

chairs. But the rough and uneven floors

of a farm house may very well be cover-
ed with a straw matting, which was prob-
ably the solution of the original owners.
A dresser in the dining room is more in

keeping than a modern sideboard, and
a china closet with a mirror back and
plate glass shelves would be decidedly

lit of place. You might very well have
-iniple four-posters in your half high bed-

rooms, but you would choose dimity or
scrim for valance and tester rather than
a French shadow cretonne. Nor is ma-
hogany furniture of the simpler sort to
be tabooed, in fact, it is far more har-
monious with the rural life of the past
than oak of the Arts and Crafts order.
Almost every housewife had a few cher-
ished pieces of mahogany, a work table
with leaves and drawers', a pillar table,
a secretary, bookcase and desk in one,
possibly a highboy, certainly a squatty
rocking chair. The Windsor chair is

di-tinctly rural, and so are the Governor
Bradford chairs with their high backs
of spindles with a projecting cross piece
and the brace at the back of the seat.

After all, success in decoration is

summed up in two things, simplicity and
appropriateness. With these two points
in mind you cannot go far astray

New Pieces in Wicker.

There is one New York firm which
makes a specialty of waterproof, or per-
haps it is weather-proof, wicker furni-

ture, and one finds in their wareroom a

great variety of unusual pieces. M--t
"f tin- furniture is in the natural o>l..r.

although it i^ p---il>Ic to get it stained

ereen at a slight advance on the figure-
for the natural tone. The lini-h i- dull,

and the green has a suggestion of
weather worn bron/e, something like the

i'oinpeian torn- -oinetiine- applied to ..ak.

Of course there is a large assortment
"f the stereotyped pieces, arm chairs,

-cities, davenports and the like, and in

all of the pieces the weave is of the sim-

plest and the construction especially

strong. The ideas of the shop are rather

English, and there is a predominance of

chintz and cretonne for cushions, where
another manufacturer might use canvas
or burlap.
There are triangular tables, with wick-

er tops, coming in pairs, so that when
the two are fitted together they form a

single table, about a yard square. These
are most convenient for piazza use. when
space is limited, as when separated they
fit nicely into a corner.

Another space saver is the circular din-

ing table, with four chairs exactly fitted

to its edge, so that when not in use they
slip under the table, with the upper line

of their backs level with the top of the

table. These are by no means cheap, the

table costing $38.50, the chairs $6.50
each. The chairs are of excellent design
and would be very pretty for separate
use in a sitting room or bedroom.

For convivial occasions there is a drink

table with a space in the center for three

bottles, surrounded by rings for a dozen
tumblers. Permanently attached to a

low table this contrivance is $15.00. The
upper part, fitted with a ring for carrying
it about, can be had separately for S7

The useful muffin stand, known in Eng-
land as the curate's assistant, in a con-

venient size, with three shelves, is $5.00.

Of course there is the usual variety of

tea tables, and a great number of trays
with wicker edges and bottoms of glass
over bright chintz. Particularly good
ones have an edge of brown wicker and a

thirty-six inch square of a chintz in

which a gorgeous peacock is the central

figure. These cost $15.00. Smaller sizes

can be had at proportionate prices.

Wicker lamps, with a shade of the

same material, fitted with a burner and
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Kraft Ko-na
ClothFor

unique,
delightful
wall effects,

Kraft Ko-Na
offers remarkable

possibilities. Durable

positively sun-proof.

Belongs to the well-known

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of woven wall coverings which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, and

Burlap, each of highest qualitj

Handsome Book Free

"Art and Utility in Decoration,"
by John Taylor and John Kdnie
both noted for their skill in pro-
ducing artistic interiors. Send now.

H. B. WIGGIIVS SONS CO..
214 Arch Street. Bloomfleld. N. J.

This Trade Mark on Back of Every Yard. Pat. applied foe.

The Highest Ideal
ever attained

in a woven
wall fabric^

Send for

Samples

Removable Clothes Posts-
GALVANIZED STEEL

Made of high carbon steel tubing, filled

with cement.
Easily remoiW and housed.
The sockets are permanent and driven

level with the ground. This requires no
skill. The sliding hook makes

Clothes Hanging Easy
-.. Don't disfigure your lawn with
'S wooden posts that will soon decay

when you can buy Steel Clothes Posts
or Flag Staffs that are both ornamental
and removable, cost much less and last
a lifetime. If your dealer hasn't them
write for prices and sizes about

' Clothes Posts (Folder E) or Flag-
Staffs (Folder F).

Milwaukee Steel Post Co., Milwaukee. Wit. r

RED CEDAR CHEST
ONLY

$15.75
We pay the freight
east of Rocky MU.

( 41 in. long
Size-! 19 in. wide

1 7 in. high

Protects Furs and Clothing
moths and vermin. Keeps furs, blankets, silks, laces,
woolens always safe, clean, in perfect condition. A thing
of beauty in any home a most suitable wedding gift.
From factory to you you save dealer's profit. Send to-

day for catalog of great variety of chests, kitchen cabinets
and writing desks.

THE JEWEL CABINET CO., Dept.63, Downers Grove, 111.

FOUNDATION
COAL CHUTE

<I Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening.
|The heavy
steel hopper
catches all the
coal.

the hopper lies in

the bottom of the
chute body. jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed.
Strictly burglar-
proof. IWith K-
inch wire glass or

steel panel in door.

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co.
88-98 Erie Street Huntington, Indiana
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il tank are $5.00 in the natural tone. \

lamp four feet high, titled for electric

light, needing only to le connected, ha-

(|iiite an elaborate standard and a \\ickcr

-hade, and costs $30.00. The shades of

the-e lamp- have small windows at in-

tervals, -o that the light i- ca-t -idewax-
ell a- down. I'lo-ely akin to them is

a high draught screen of wicker with an

upper panel of -tained and leaded gla--.
intended to >tand in front of a lamp
a gas burner, at ones protecting and dif-

fusing the light.

The picturesque and comfortable hood-
ed chairs come in different sizes and
heights. One of very generous dimen-
-ions. both in height and breadth, is

O. and a smaller size, but quite large

enough for most people, is $18.00. Chairs
like these are primarily for out-of-doors,
but have their use in the house for old
or delicate people who are abnormally
sensitive to draughts.

Matching Papers and Cretonnes.

The paper with a cretonne to match
will always have a certain vogue, and it

is possible to get very exact matches in

imported papers and textiles. Among
our own manufactures those of the

Standish Mills are very exactly matched
in borderings, intended to be used with a

two toned white or gray paper.

Among the imported papers are the
briar rose at $4.00 a roll, with a matching
chintz at $1.50 a yard, 26 inches wide;
the Barbizon, which has the effect of a
confusion of rose red poppies and sage
green foliage, irradiated by vivid sun-

shine, with the same design in a double
width cotton taffeta at $2.50 a yard, the

paper costing $3.00 a roll; a peacock
paper is only $1.00 for an eight yard roll,

with a choice of chintz at $1.75 a yard, or

printed linen at $3.50, double width.
There are two colorings in the peacock
design, and there is a very similar one
with birds of paradise.
These papers in their best use are for

panels, set at intervals in a white wall,
and surrounded by a moulding more or
less elaborate, while the chintz, linen or
cretonne is to be used with such discre-
tion for coverings or as borders to a

plain fabric. Although the price per roll,

or by the yard, seems high, so little need

be used that the \\hole expense is not

great. Naturally material- with so much
pattern are only adapted to rooms of

large size, and to houses of a certain
j
(re-

ten-ion. For the -impler li<>u-e there are
numerou- and charming floral de-i^n-. in

delicate colors, and of artistic quality at

a le-- price.

Summer Curtains.

While in the long run the plain white
curtain is the most satisfactory, there are

many colored ones to be had, which are

pretty enough to be a great temptation,
even though one knows their certainty
of fading. Certainly a colored curtain is

more restful to the eyes in hot sunshine
than white or cream, and looks a little

more dressed up for a living room.
Mo-t of the colored curtains are varia-

tions of Colonial scrim, with a stamped
border on either side of the fabric, and
often a small figure powdered over the

center of the curtain, and the average
price is twenty-five cents a yard. At a

less price than this the designs are very
poor, and a white curtain is a better

choice. An exception is the old rose or

green scrim, stamped in black, in imita-

tion of the mercerized, sunfast fabrics

which have often been mentioned in these

pages. These are alike on both sides,
cost about fifteen cents a yard, and would

probably last out the summer in fair con-
dition.

Before choosing curtains, it is well to

look through the white goods depart-
ments of the stores. Marquisette and
cotton voile make very good thin curtains

and can often be bought for a song, or at

least for much less than the price of the

regular curtain materials. An effective

way of using these plain fabrics is to set

in a border of squares taken from the filet

net sold by the 'yard. The effect is good
and unusual. Choose a net with six inch

squares rather than smaller ones. Some
of these nets are accurate copies of her-

aldic designs, which have been used for

many generations by the peasant women
who make filet laces. In cutting out the
line- of squares always reinforce the cut

edges with a row of machine stitching.
The edge can be turned over and

whipped to the hemmed edge of the cur-

tain. The same treatment is capital for

bedspreads.
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JiistBeautifuIIt

This elegant,

correct Craftsman design is

a true photographic reproduction
of a page in our de luxe book for home-

builders,
' '

TheDoorBeautiful.
' '

Just think!

48 pages brimful of splendid suggestions for making home

attractive, besides a wealth of necessary expert information.

Contains many handsome interior and exterior designs all dif-

ferent. There's a copy for you it's free the coupon in upper

right-hand corner will bring it. J^Iail it today.

Read What a Delighted Owner Says
About Morgan Doors

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 17, 1911.

Morgan Sash & Door Co., Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen : I have copies of your book,

"Door Beautiful,* and our house is completed.

We have the most beautiful doors none other than

"Morgan." We recommend them to every one,

they are so fine. Thanks. EVA M. LEVENS.
P. S. Our contractor got doors through Grace Harbor

Lumber Co..

ffAffDWOODDOOffS
are specified by experienced builders and reliable

architects everywhere, because there is no other door made that

can even approach them for splendid style and masterly con-

struction none "just as good." Perfect match for every style

of architecture. Scores of letters like the one at the left

attest their supremacy. Don't think of building or remodel-

ling without consulting "The Door Beautiful. Send the

coupon today, the book tvill respond tomorrow.

B3, Cshkosh. Wit.MORGAN COMPANY. Dept.
Dittributrd by

Morgan Sash A Door Co.. Chlc
Morgan Millwork Co., Baltim

All genuine) Morgan Doors arc
branded like this Look

before you
buy.

. 111.

.Mil.

STYLE BOOK OF DUTCH
FURNITURE FREE

Write for one today it will interval yon and trad) you
many truths alx>ut Holland-Dutch furniture, and si .ow >ou.
besides several richly colored interiors, over 300 patterns of

charmingly unique ll..lhn..l-l>ntrh ArU n.1 i rail. Kurnliur.- pro-
duced by clever Dutch craftsmen.
The booklet tells all about them and how, where and why

this IxNuitiful furniture is made.
We will Bend yon the address of onr Associate Distributor

nearest you, where you can procure our product. Our trade-
mark branded into everv piece is your meanx of identification
and our guarantee of excellence .

CHARLES P. LJMBERT COMPANY
Grand Rapid*. Mich. Dept. Q. Holland, Mich.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. Th courtesies of our Correspondence Department are extended to all reader* of Keilti'i Magatint. Inquiries

pertaining to the decoration and furnishing of the home will be given the attention of an expert.
Latter* intended for answer in this column should be addressed to Decoration and Furnishing Depart ment. and be accom-
J by a diagram of floor plan.
will be published in these c

Letter* enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Such replies a* are of general in*

H. M. H. "lla\ini,r remodelled my
house as per enclosed rough >ketch I de-

sire assistance on finishing my hall and

dining room.

My hall is 12x28-12 ft. walls. Dining
room, 15x20 same wall. Exterior house

bungalow. Hall will have stairway and
the overhead is already nicely ceiled and
hard-oiled. Dining room not finished on
inside at all.

1 will have beamed ceiling in both hall

and dining room and will have 3^2 ft.

wainscot in hall, 6 or 7 ft. in dining
room and this wainscot is what is trou-

bling me. It is to be of fine figured white
oak veneered panels, which I have bought
"in the white" and desire to finish my
dining room with it.

My impression is that golden oak fin-

ish, dark, would display the fine oak grain
to better advantage than a weathered or
flanders finish, and I expected to finish

in golden oak, stain the window and door

facings, and dropped beams, which are

pine, to match the golden oak panels as
near as possible, to use oak mantel,
tan oatmeal paper on upper side wall
and lighter shade for overhead be-
tween beams. To use yellow or
buff tile under oak mantel, and have lead-
ed art glass windows and electric chan-
deliers to match.

I thought of leaving the hard oiled ceil-

ing in hall and using same golden oak
finish on hall panels and facings, stair-

way, etc., and a different shade paper in

hall on walls.

Now my whole objection to golden oak
is that we don't like the golden oak fur-

niture preferring the craftsman or mis-
sion and we do not believe same could be
made to match the oak panels, unless the

panels be finished in weathered oak.

Kindly give me your complete ideas as
to how you would finish this hall and
dining room."

Ans. We \\ould be sorry to see \<>u

fmi>h your beautiful wood with a GoMen
Oak Stain.

It is a mi>take to suppose that other
fmidie> hide the grain of the wood. If

stains are properly used they have no re-

>uh- of this kind. The trouble is paint-
ers insist on putting them on too heavy
in the first place and then "wiping them
<>lt." Do not allow the painter to dictate

in this matter.
\Ye should advise for your dining room

the fumed oak stain, or the brown oak,
either one. It should be applied a little

heavier on the pine than on the oak, to

bring them nearly together.
With this finish you can use either

Craftsman or Fumed Oak. Furniture and
these you can get in excellent finish and

design.
Your general idea of wall treatment is

very good, except that in the dining
room, we think it deserves a better wall

hanging than "oatmeal" paper, a light

golden brown grasscloth would make it

very handsome. With a 12-foot wall this

grasscloth need not run to the ceiling

angle, but the ceiling could drop down IS

inches with a moulding between. The
ceiling should be deep cream. The fire

place tile should be pale brown, not yel-
low.

The hall paper should have a figured
indefinite design introducing color. A
"Tiffany Blend" in green and blues would
be excellent or an irridescent effect in

coppery or greenish tones. There is a

Tiffany thin material for hall windows
to carry it out.

W. A. S. A> I have been a subscriber
to "Keith's" for over a year, and received

ideas therefrom to assi>t me in building
in the spring. I wi^h to take advantage of

your Interior Decoration department,
which yu so kindly offer to your read-

ers.
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Beauty

IHome[sTheBeauty
inffie

Home

I

** There is a keen pleasure

possessing beautiful woodwork.
It gives refinement to the home. It is

the setting that makes things look right
the tell-tale of the owner's taste and judg-
ment.
And you know the appearance of woodwork is as much

a matter of the finishes used, as of the skill in applying it.

Whether inexpensive pine or birch or the costliest oak

mahogany, the use of

or

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD
WOOD FINISHES

results in woodwork of unusual attractiveness and beauty. For
BRIDGEPORT STANDARD Wood Finishes never cloud, ob-

scure or raise Nature's markings of the grain. They give a smooth

transparent finish which develops and emphasizes the natural beauty
of the wood.

They last longer than other finishes. That is one reason why piano manu-

facturers, car builders, architects, etc., use them in preference to other brands.

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD Wood Finishes are practical easy to apply-
sure in results. That is why the skilled wood finisher uses them.

Write for Our Book,
" MODERN WOOD FINISHING."

This book was prepared by our corps of experts. It contains valuable non-technical ad-
vice on wood finishing-. Every home builder and home owner should possess a copy. A post
card will bring it. In writing, please mention your dealer's name.

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.
NEW MILFORD, CONN.

Chicago Boston
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Knclosed please find stamp for reply.
Also rou^h plans of li.u-r. I 'lease sug-

gest wall deo -rations i, >r the various
r. "'in-, also your choice of \\oodwork.

Furniture in living room and hall dark,

(ak) weathered; in dining room, golden
oak; owner's bedroom, green weathered
oak; northwest, light weathered oak;
<k-n. mix-ion; sewing room, light weath-
ered oak.

One 9 by 12 rug, and three smaller

rui,'"., in warm tans, green, and a touch of

red. in living room; a 9 by 12 tan and

green rug in dining room ; tan and green,
o

l.y
'>

riitf in hall; columned opening,
4 feet high (on sides) between living
and dining room ; no cased opening or
otherwise between living room and hall;

cream portieres between living and din-

ing room, unless you suggest others. All

rugs on first floor body brussels. Ax-
minster 9 by 12 rug in bright reds, greens
and browns in den. Den finished mission
woodwork. Woodwork downstairs, i. e.

living, dining, and hall, chestnut, birch,
or cypress; which would you suggest,
and how to finish. Border of floors in

main living rooms quartered oak, var-

nished light. We had thought of a warm
tan for the walls in the three living rooms
downstairs, with a cream ceiling

dropped 18 inches to a plain picture
moulding. Casement windows through-
out. Had thought of white cheese cloth

without ruffles for same. They will open
out. The house faces north."

Ans. Inasmuch as the main rooms
have a northeast facing, and the furni-

ture is brown oak with rugs in tones of

browns and green we think your choice
of a warm tan for wall coloring through-
out, exceedingly good. We would sug-

gest cream ceilings, but not dropped.
The walls are too low for a dropped ceil-

ing, and this effect is not so much in

vogue as formerly.
If the low ceiling of living rooms were

broken by an ornamental stucco mould-
ing dividing it into three spaces cross-

wise of the room, it would add immensely
to the elegance of the room.

The cream portieres we would have
dyed a golden brown, and use brown fur-

nishings in the hall, green in the living
room. In the dining room, in lieu of the

dropped ceiling, we would use a deep

frieze to the tops of the doors, or lo\\er.

of paper in a close, all-over tape-try de-

sign of greens and reds.

In this room and in the hall, we would
use thin net or silk for the casement win-

dows, green in hall, red in dining room,
luit the cheese cloth, if cream, and fine

quality, would answer in the living room.
\Ve think, however, that dividing the cur-

tains on each window and finishing them
with narrow one inch ruffles, would add
nuu-li to their charm.
As the bedrooms have oak furniture, it

would be well to run narrow oak mold-

ing round baseboard and casings of white
woodwork. With such furniture the
walls are best done in soft ecru or warm
grey chambray papers with bright chintz
curtains and furnishings.

H. B. "I am putting up a concrete
house of the bungalow type. Oregon
pine T. & G. will be used for forms which
will leave a very smooth surface inside,
do you think these walls could be tinted

like plaster and give satisfactory results?
Is it advisable to put a cement floor in

the kitchen."

Ans. A smooth board surface can be

tinted, but will not have the finish or

appearance of a plaster wall. However,
it might answer for an inexpensive cot-

tage.
A concrete floor requires special treat-

ment for the kitchen. Concrete is porous
and will absorb grease, etc., also becomes

very dry and dusty, unless specially treat-

ed.

The April '11 issue of Keith's Maga-
zine under heading "Cement" gives valu-

able advice on this point.

L. M. A. "I enclose a plan of some
rooms on the upper floor of my house and
would value the opinion of your expert
on the subject, of decoration for the
rooms. The house is situated on a resi-

dential street, where the houses stand
about fifty feet apart. It faces the south
and the front room is very sunny. The
floor of the two front rooms are old
floors. The floor of the back bedroom is

maple and the furniture mahogany.
Please tell me how to decorate and fur-

nish the two front rooms and how to

decorate the back bedroom."

Ans. Presumably the woodwork of

these rooms is painted white; the best
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Neponsel Pnalale as Roofing and Siding.

Going to Build ?

You want a roofing then that is adapted

to your particular building ^EPDNSET
ROOFINGS include different roofings for

different types of buildings.
Write for booklet describing these different roofings.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Mass., New York,

Washington, Chicago, Portland, Ore.,

San Francisco

Canadian Mills and Offices :

Hamilton, Ontario, Winnipeg
Montreal, St. John

TBADK MARK
Keg. IT. S. Pcit. office

$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled

mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas
Grate $2.50 ex-

tra. Mantel is 82

inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-

umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than #40. 00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-

logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a

home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

THIS FREE BOOK

Will Help
You

Because its speci-

fications are cor-

rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, its testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your opinion by
actual working test. We want to prove
the Johnson merit. You may also

have on request, panels of any woods
finished with our Dye. Judge for your-
self the beauty of the results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

V

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Ma-
hogany

No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-
ered Oak

No. 132 Green Weather-
ed Oak

No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never gf^i"^^
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's Pre-
pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K.E.4.

S. C. Johnson & Son?
Racine. Wis.

"TheWoodFiniihing
Authorities"
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thing to do with the old H-T- is to cover

tin-in with grayish-white plain Japane^-
matting, and upon thi> la\ a couple of

small rugs in the bedroom carrying out

the wall coloring. me l>eH>le the bed, one
In- lore the dressing table.

A larger rug in the center of the room
>hould be laid in the sitting room. As
the room is long and narrow, it will be

necessary to have a rui; made to order

ab..ut 9 by 14 of Lichen ( ireen Wilton.

We would do the wall in a gray gran-
cloth paper, the gray having a tinge of

green. Probaly the piano will be rose-

wood or mahogany and we would MIL;

gest a writing table and chair in the same
wood as the piano. The rest of the furni-

ture we would get in wicker, including
wicker couch and Morris chair stained

green, upholstering these pieces in Eng-
lish cretonne, in dull greens and mellow

pinks, on a light ground.
One of the new wicker tables with

wood top would be pretty. Have a wick-
er wall basket, filled with growing vines,
etc. Let this room open into the bed-

room done in one of the new fall papers
called the Geisha, showing wall of small
indefinite pinkish stripe with frieze of

deep pinks and let the small rugs be deep
pink.

A three-quarter mahogany bed with
slender posts and mahogany dressing
table, thin white curtains and white

spread, mahogany small rocker and sew-

ing table.

The main room can be effectively done
in a rather strong paper showing plain
bluish gray ground with far apart narrow

stripe in dull blues and greens with a ten

inch border ! match at top of n., ,m.

Rug in blended blue- and green-.
M. <i. "Knclosed find n ingh -ketch

of dining and living rooms I \pect to
ha\e fireplace, open stairway, beamed
ceilings and column openings, between
t\\o r ".in-. Have mahogany furniture
for living room, would like white wood
work, mahogany trim for this room, but
ha\e oak (golden) dining room furniture,
do not know how it would look opening
into living room with that finish. I

will have to use dining room furniture for

a while, may change to mahogany later."

Rug for dining room is Oriental.

Ans. V. M. G. If there is to be a col-

umned opening between the two rooms
the woodwork had much better be alike.

We should ignore the present dining
room furniture or else have it retinished,
and treat the woodwork for future effect.

We think a color scheme of tan, cream
and greens would be best for the two
rooms, with woodwork deep ivory, in-

stead of white, mahogany doors and man-
tel and finish molding of baseboard cas-

ings, etc., of mahogany. The fireplace
brick could be the rough surface, burned
brick in green tones, the wall a soft ecru.

The rug a blending of ecru and green.
In the dining room let the green predom-
inate. See description of dining room in

Wall Decoration article in this number.
The floor stain can be given a slight

greenish tinge < >r merely brown. As to mer-
its of papered or tinted walls is a matter
of taste and convenience. Sometimes paper
is the only thing possible. Where the ex-

pense can be afforded, very satisfactory
results are obtained by the use of the

flat-tone paints for interior walls.

The Architects of this Charming Little

House Were Good to the Owner

They made all the window casements open-
ing out and

equipped them with our Holdfast

adjusters and Holdfast fasteners.

The windows look well and work well,

being operated from inside without disturbing
the screens or storm sash : he sqys so and we
know so.

Our free booklet tells why. It's illustrated

and worth five dollars to any one planning to

build. Get it now.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58- 1 75 N . State Street Chicago
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Wherever you go. from one end f the country to the

other, you will find

CYCLONE ORNAMENTAL LAWN
FENCES AND FARM GATES

They are the badge of prosperity. Found around the homes of the

farmers who are successful, who really do things from the man
on * ten acre truck farm to the rancher with ten thousand acres.

There are in use many times more Cyclone Fences and Gates

than other make , and no other brand gives such universal satis-

faction. Merit is the reason.

We are Fence and Gate Specialists, devoting thebiggest, best

equipped fence factory in the country to this work alone. We
build strength and durability into our fences and gates.

CYCLONE FENCES are easily put up, on wooden or iron

posts, and are self-adjusting to uneven ground. The fabric is

made of big, strong, heavily galvanized wires.

CYCLONE FARM GATES are light, strong, indestructible.

Frames are high-carbon tubular steel, with brazed seams.

Read our Fence and Gate books. The books are free write

for them today. CYCLONE FENCE CO..
Dept.47

Waukeean. 111.

II .illllllllll.V Illllllllll'
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Make Your
Floors

LOOK
Their

Best

is the finish which

brings out every bit of

beauty your floors, wood-
work or furniture possesses
often much more than you be-

lieve there is in them. Makes their

care a lot easier because the finish

will not hold dust nor show scratches

and it lasts. Prove it.

Send for Free Sample and Book A
"Beautiful Floors. Thar Fmiihand Can"jf

~

A. S. BOYLE & CO. * Addre"
1924 W. 8th Street, Cincinnati, 0. * _

Dealer

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

The Cure for a Creaking Door

Stanley's
Ball Bearing Hinges

eliminate friction so that the door

opens softly and smoothly. Equip-
ped with Non-Rising Pins.

Jlrtiitic Booklet Free.

THE STANLEY WORKS
Department T New Britain, Conn.
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The Conservation of Energy.

IpMEONE will say what a very
imposing term to apply to house-

keeping, suggesting as it does the

movement of the great forces of

the universe. But, after all, the under-

lying principles are the same, whether
concerned with the movement of a glacier
or the rolling of a flour barrel into the

cellar.

By the conservation of energy we un-
derstand that principle by which the

greatest amount of action is achieved
with the smallest possible expenditure of

force, and this principle is involved
whenever the same power is made to

do two different things at the same time.

A very simple illustration is offered by
the closely packed brick oven of our

grandmothers, or by its modern proto-
type, the oven of the gas range, in which
a single burner suffices to cook half a
dozen different things at the same time.
The sectional saucepan is another appli-
cation of the principle. And many peo-
ple to whom scientific terminology is ab-

solutely unknown have mastered the art
of doing two things at once.

People who are learning to use a type-
writer are taught to hold their fingers
as close as possible to the keys, as a

help to the acquirement of speed, as the
infinitesimal amount of time wasted with
each stroke, if the hands are held high,
means a distinct aggregate loss of speed.
Here again is the principle of conserva-
tion. In the domestic domain it finds its

counterpart in the tiny kitchen, where
mistress or maid stands at the sink, with
range and tables reached by merely turn-

ing.
The fact is that we all of us waste an

unconscionable amount of energy in use-

less motions. We cross the kitchen a
dozen times to get as many articles,

when half of the number might have
been brought at one trip. We make a

complete circuit of a bed for each layer
of covering, whereas a little skill enables
one to make the whole of one side

smoothly before beginning on the other.

We clear the table after a meal and

spread all the dishes out in discouraging
confusion, while we might just as well

have sorted them as we went along. We
do not pile up our dishes as we wipe
them, but have a separate process of

classification. These are a few examples,
but numerous others will occur to almost

anyone. Such things seem to be trifles

but their aggregate makes up an intoler-

able burden.

Housekeeping is, at the best, a diffi-

cult science, but we need to avail our-
selves of all the helps at hand, and in a

great many instances such help consists

not in the purchase of labor saving ap-

pliances, but in the simplification of proc-
esses and in the avoidance of unnecessary
movement. It is a good use for wakeful
hours in the night to survey the domes-
tic field and to study out at leisure ways
of conservation/

The Pros and Cons of the Morning
Gown.

I do not imagine that any woman who
had once learned to do housework in her

ordinary clothes, would ever be willing
to return to wrappers or distinctively

working gowns. The working gown
with its suggestion of immaculate fresh-

ness, its material in neat stripes or

checks, its careful adjustment of belt

and buttons with a view of giving full
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This is the Home-
Lighting and Power
System You Want

Write today for our
catalog. It explains the

distinctive features of

the Dean Electric Co.
Home- Lighting and

Power System and wherein it has overcome
the faults of all other lighting and power
outfits.

The Dean Electric Co. Home-

Lighting and Power System
You can install it yourself without mechanical

experience. Requires no attention except to sup-
ply gasoline and lubricating oil. The Chloride
Accumulator Batteries will store up sufficient
electrical energy for twenty-four hours continu-
ous service without operating the engine. You
can run wires for power and light to any point.

OUR IRON-BOUND GUARANTEE
We know that this outfit is made right and will give
ontinuous satisfaction as long as properly cared for.
This is our perpetual guarantee: "We will at any time
make good without charge any defect in workmanship
or material in The Dean Electric Co. Home-Lighting
and Power System."

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.
1012 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio

Manufacturers of Electric Apparatus, Power and
Switch Boards

"Look for Dean where Quality's Seen"

lirenim

ndow

add a great
deal to the

attractiveness

of fresh sum-

mery curtains

and hang-
ings.

Brenlin a 1 -

ways looks
well, and it

wears for

years. In fact,

a Brenlin
shade will outwear
several ordinary shades.

The difference in material is what
makes Brenlin wear so much better.

Ordinary shades are a coarse muslin,
stiffened with a "filling" of chalk. This

"filling" cracks and falls out, leaving
the shade streaked, full of pinholes and

unsightly.
There is no "filling" in Brenlin. Brenlin ia

a closely woven cloth. There is nothing about
it to crack. It is supple not stiff.

Brenlin is made in all colors and in Brenlin
Duplex. With Brenlin Duplex you can have
a uniform color outside and different colors in-

side to harmonize with the color scheme of
each room.

Brenlin is not expensive. There is scarcely
any difference in cost. For a few cents more a
shade you can get Brenlin.

The Brenlin Book write for '' today
In it are actual samples of

Brenlin in all colors, also in
Brenlin Duplex, and many
helpful suggestions for the
treatment of your windows.
With it we will give you the

name of the Brenlin dealer in

your city.
So that you may know that

you are getting Brenlin, the

name BRENLIN perfor-
ated along the edge of every
yard.
Be sure to look for it when

buying and when your shades
are hung.

Chas. W. Breneman & Co.
2066-2076 Reading Road

Cincinnati, Ohio

Window

Stad

of

es

enliin
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play to every muscle, sounds attractive

on paper, and is doubtless well enough
in hot weather, but cannot almost any
one of us recall episodes when we have
felt distinctly unhappy in that neat morn-

ing gown ?

The morning gown supposes that it-

wearer is a fixture in the house during
the hours in which it is worn. Now
nothing is less desirable from an eco-

nomic standpoint than that any woman
should be a fixture at home in the morn-

ing. She ought to go to market, but is

she to appear in the street in that neat

checked gingham with the generous
waist band and the comfortable soft col-

lar with a tie of the material? And if

she does conceal her utilitarian array
under an all enveloping cloak, will she
feel quite happy when she meets her
friends arrayed in garments which are

not subterfuges? Hardly. And the prob-
abilities are that she keeps the neat gown
at home and orders her meats and gro-
ceries by telephone, adding a very con-
siderable amount to the cost of the

family living. For the fact is that the

average woman who does her own work
has neither the time nor the inclination

to change into street clothes in the mid-
dle of the morning. Yet nothing is of

more importance than that marketing
shall be done in person rather than by
the market man, leaving out of the

question the great value to a woman's
health of being obliged to get out regu-
larly every day.

A capital solution of the working dress

problem is the simple shirt waist and
plain cloth skirt, with a coat to match,
with bloomers instead of a petticoat. As
for the shirt waist, it is a very simple
matter to have the cuffs fitted to the
arm just above the elbow, so that when
the sleeves are rolled up the cuffs can
be fastened securely at that point, with
their links. If the' skirt is open at the
center or side of the front, waist and skirt

can be held firmly together by three pat-
ent fasteners, unless a better way is

adopted. This is to have the bloomers
snapped onto the belt of the shirt waist
while the skirt, finished with stitched belt
of its own material, will not need to be
fastened to the waist, unless the wearer is

very slender. Then, at times of special

need for freedom of movement the -kirt

can be slipped off and the work which re-

quires >to<>ping or climbing done in >hirt

\\.u-4 and bloomers.
Then for the necessary apron discard

the time honored gingham in favor of

table oilcloth, cut pinafore fashion, reach-

ing to the bottom of the skirt. The cost

ucli an apron is trifling.

Again the Paper Bag.

It seems as if the paper bag had come
to stay, a- a cooking utensil. It makes
a particularly potent appeal to the great

army of people who hate to wash sauce-

pans, or have imperfect facilities for do-

ing it, living in hand to mouth fashion

in furnished rooms. It may be doubted
whether it will prove of great value to

the average housewife. For one thing
it does not seem to be adapted to the

ordinary coal range oven, as a very high
temperature is required, which can only
be obtained in the coal oven, by getting
up a huge fire. Any saving would be
more than balanced by the increased use

of fuel. In the long run the cost of the

bags is considerable, far greater than the

loss from wear and tear of metal utensils.

As the bags must fit the food closely it

is necessary to have quite a variety of

sizes, and this involves considerable
initial outlay. These things are trifles,

but domestic economy is an aggregation
of trifles.

For the ordinary household the meth-
od has its principal value in the prepara-
tion of tough meats and of watery vege-
tables. The originator of the system de-
clares that an old fowl cooked in a paper
bag becomes as tender as a young chick-

en, and is much better flavored, and the
recorded experiences of other people sub-

stantiate his claim.

As for green vegetables, dietitians tell

us that their principal value is in the
salts which they contain, which have a
medicinal use. In ordinary methods of

cooking these salts nearly all pass into

the water in which the spinach, a--

paragus. brocoli, or what not is cooked.
But with paper bag cookery, in which
not more than a tumblerful of water is

used for a half peck of spinach, the salts

are all retained in the fibre of the

vegetable. This is certainly a point
worth considering.
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During the past twelve months
more than two thousand of the home

owners in all parts of the country who
have read it, acted upon its suggestion and

equipped their homes with the

TUEC STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

Another thousand are now piping their houses for TUEC
installation.

This means that three thousand people have found out that the
TUEC offers them something heretofore unattainable in cleaning
systems, efficiency, sanitation, simplicity, economy and a first cost

that is easily within the means of the average home owner.

The TUEC Stationary Air Cleaning System responds to the pressure of

a button, sucking all the dust and dirt through pipes to an air-tight
vessel in the cellar and exhausting all the germ-laden air outside the

house. It eliminates the drudgery of housecleaning and does more effi-

cient work than any portable system.

The TUEC comes in sizes and styles suited to every possible demand.
It can be installed in any building, whether already erected or in the proc-
ess of construction, whether wired for electricity or not. You will be

surprised to learn how inexpensive it is.

The "Booklet tells the story in the language of satisfied users. Write for it today.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC CO. 10 Hurford St. CANTON. OHIO

TUEC Companies in All lyarge Cities

2L< "Crescent
99 SASH

FASTENER

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made i.i Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs.,

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device tr

open and close the Shutters

without raisin? windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey. U. S A.

Our Beautiful Booklet, "Pergolas"
Illustrated with views of some of the most attractive m-w

homes ami grounds HliowinR exceedingly artistic rc-nlt- in
pergola treatment. This booklet is ritlit off the prem and 1

yours for the asking. Send for MtalQfm G27 of iMTgoias, Him
dials mid garden furniture or GMO of wood columns.
Our illustration shows the attractive <-nV. t that can ! ob-

tained by adopting pergola treatment for your garage Tln-
adds hut very little to the cost of the building and makes it
an attractive feature of vour general landscape scheme In-
stead of an eyesore, as it freciuently is.

ProjHirtioiiH in columns make or mar the success and artis-
tic effect of the pergola That is why a pergola built with

Roll's Patent Lock Joint Columns
made in classic pro|>ortions, will insure your getting a charm-
ing and beautiful pergola. They are equally suitable for
porches or interior work and are made exclusively by

HARTMANN-SANDERS COMPANY
Elston and Webster Av.. Chicago. III.

Eastern Office: - - 1123 Broadway, N. Y City
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SO/ne HA MEAT THAT CANNA AT - AN 5OA\ WCXJLD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W6 MA MATAND W CAN AT
SA LT TMe LORD B THANKIT

TABLE OMAT
Fish Dishes for the Lenten Season

By BEATRICE VEMO

FISH STUFFED AND LARDED FOR BAKING.

|CE cooled railway cars now make
it possible to enjoy deep-water
fish even if one live in the inter-

ior, and fortunately at the time
>f year when the finny food forms the

staple of the diet it is to be had in great
variety and at its best, requiring only
careful cooking to be delicious and
wholesome, for it is one of the most di-

gestible of edibles. Undercooked fish is

not eatable, and overcooked fish is taste-

less, therefore it behooves the cook to

pay due heed to her time table. Fi>h
IS generally cooked sufficiently when the

flesh separates easily from the bones, this

rule applying to either baked, boiled or
fried fish.

Always wash fish in cold water before

cooking, wiping dry with a clean cloth.

If it cannot be used as soon as sent

home, sprinkle the inside thickly with

salt, wrap in paper or a cloth and put on
ice. Thus wrapped it will not impart a

fishy odor to other eatables. Never use
fish that has the slightest hint of dis-

agreeable odor about it the fishy odor
is quite another thing for stale fish is

positive poison. Fresh-water fish some-
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Built-To-Order
Refrigerators have many advantages. They
may be made an integral part of the house,
arranged to be iced from the rear porch so that
the iceman need not enter the house and
equipped with ice water cooler, special racks for

cooling wine, beer, mineral water, etc., and
other conveniences.

McCray Refrigerators
are built-to-order for residences, clubs, hotels, hospitals, etc.

Simply send us a rough floor plan, and our Drafting Depart-
ment will prepare architectural drawings, specifying refrig-
erator suitable for your particular requirements, and submit
blue prints, specifications and estimates without charge.
McCray Refrigerators are used in the U. S. Pure Food Labor-
atories, U. S. Senate Restaurants, and in thousands of the
leading clubs, hotels, public institutions and private residences
throughout the world. They represent the highest attainment
in sanitary refrigeration, and are endorsed by physicians and
sanitation experts everywhere. The McCray is a step in advance
of every other refrigerator.

WritP fnr FrPP Rnnk
"How to use a refrigerator" and"me

*JJT
free POOK any of the following catalogs:

No. 88 Regular sizes fnr Residence* No. 68 For Groceries
No. 49 For Hotels, Clubs, Institutions No. 72-For Flower Shops
No. 59 For Meat Markets No. A.H. Built-to-orderfor Residences

McCray Refrigerator Co.
408 Lake Street Kendallville, Ind.

You hbv

crysta

outlay

o idea what beautiful things spai ir 2, ciear as

attractive shapes can be had foi

ality and durability considered,

( S I Y '

S <H> GLASSV
is not onV i\e V>west priced tableware made, but is g
used undV <e\conditions, to last twice as long as ord

Write uslfol cLr book "Table Glass and How to

need, when
glassware.

It."

A. H. Heisey & Co.
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Ready for Broiling.

times has a taste of mud, which may be
removed by soaking the fish for an hour
before cooking in strong salt water.

With boiled fish is usually served
drawn butter, plain or with the addition

of hard-boiled eggs or capers. With
broiled or fried fish go lemon butter,
tartare sauce, Hollandaise sauce, Italian

or tomato sauce, and any of these may
also be served with baked fish.

Fish suitable for boiling are cod, hali-

but, bass, flounder, bluefish, mackerel
and whiting. The larger ones are boiled

in a thick slice, the smaller ones whole.
Ten minutes to the pound is a fair time
allowance after the water is really bub-

bling. The sliced fish should be sewed

up in a cloth in similar fashion, and the

hailing done either in a regular fish ket-

tle with a double bottom, or an ordinary
kettle of large size used with a pie plate

punched full of holes inverted in the bot-

tom, the object being to keep the lower
side of the fish from resting on the hot
bottom of the kettle. By the aid of the

napkin the fish may be neatly transferred
to the serving platter, for it will be very
tender and apt to break in pieces. The
napkin also drains away the moisture,
and some cooks have a second one folded

omipartly in the serving platter, laying
the fish on tin-, then ^arni^liintj with

parsley and -erviuy the -auee in a separ-
ate dish; al-". it i- perfectly correct to

unit the ^eomd napkin and to pour the

sauce over the fi>h.

Sliced fish, such as halibut, cod or
-ahiK.n. should be cut in inch and a half

thu-kness. 1'ut in the baking pan slices

of the salt pork, cut very thin, sprinkle
this with a thin layer of bread crumbs
mixed with chopped onions and a little

parsley. On this lay the slice of fish and

-<iueeze over it the juice of half a lemon,
then cover with more bread crumbs,
onion, parsley and chopped salt pork or
dots of butter, and bake in a quick oven
for half an hour for a two-pound slice of

fish. Remove carefully with the cake
turners to the serving platter, and gar-
nish with parsley and lemon, or surround
with a wreath of well-washed cress.

Drawn butter is made by creaming to-

gether a cupful of butter with a table-

spoonful of flour, putting it in a porcelain
saucepan or a small casserole, pouring on
it half a cupful of boiling water and stir-

ring until smooth ; cook for two or three
minutes and salt to taste, also, if capers
are liked stir in a tablespoonful of them,
or for egg sauce stir in carefully, so as

Transferring Broiled Fish to Platter by Use of Napkin.
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BUILDING
THE HOUSE BEAUTIFUL

REGARDLESS
of the cost of building a home, it

may be something beautiful. Beauty isn't a
matter of dollars, but of taste. Of course, the more
dollars the more opportunity for taste; but a $1000
cottage may be just as unique, as a $25,000 man-
sion. Discrimination must be used in both cases.

T-Tnnsp thflt's Vnn By putting into thenouse mat s x ou. home those , itt ,e
touches that are characteristic of you, the house is

made your house in a personal sense. It's different
from all other houses, and if it truly expresses you,
it is truly beautiful.

Tto Qn T-t-r\nt-iHinrro Such a house detachedits burroundmgs. {rom its surroundings is

not a home at all. It is the complete whole that
makes your home a cozy corner for all who know
you the house and its garden that makes "home."

The Way to Build It. Z^ST^!
way to build the ideal home. Somebody, some-
where, stands a-tiptoe, ready to do it. In fact, for

twenty years we have been doing this thing, gain-
ing a wide and wider experience ; and so, scattered
over the country you will find nouses that nestle
into the landscape ; homes, you will feel grew there
by some natural process.

Our Book of Homes.
our twenty years of experience, illustrated by
scores of homes we have built, with descriptions
covering every phase of the subject, including deco-
rations, furnishings, and the garden enviionment.
"Distinctive Homes and Gardens" also tell how to
avoid the usual pitfalls of excess cost.

No. 135 designs, $1000 to $6000, $1.00
No. 235 designs, $6000 to $15000, $1.00
No. 3 Combining No. 1 and 2, $1.50
Stock plans priced in each book. Ask for
our special offer on original plans.

Companp-

FIREPLACES
THAT DO NOT SMOKE

1847 ROGERS BROS.

Proven by the test of service

on the tables ol three genera-

tions, this famous brand of

silver plate has become the

acknowledged standard.

Spoons, Knives, Forks, etc., bearing

(he mark
"
]847 ROGERS BROS." are

sold by leading dealers everywhere.

Send lor Catalogue
'

R-35 as an aid

in making your selection.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO., Meriden, Conn.

(International Silver Co., Successor).
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ii.. t to break, two sliced or chopped hard
boiled eggs. The eggs will not slice

smoothly unless they have been boiled

for twenty minutes, then allowed to cool

in the same water in which they were

Halibut baked with milk is a good
Lenten dish. Scrape the dark skin oT the

halibut, dipping it in boiling water. Lay

easily made. Toast thin slices of stale

bread quite brown and crisp. Butter
while hot. Heat two cupfuls, or one can.
of cold salmon picked into small flakes;
add a cupful of lobster sauce, a half cup-
nil of sweet cream, salt, white pepper,
and a dash of paprika. When very hot
remove from the fire, stir in one egg,
beaten very light, and pour over the

SMELTS BREADED FOR FRYING.

the fish in the baking pan, first rubbing it

well with salt and white pepper. Pour
around it one-half to three-quarters of a

cup of milk. Bake until the flesh loosens
and separates from the bone, basting
often with the milk. A four-pound cut
of halibut will require nearly an hour to

cook thoroughly. The milk should near-

ly all cook away or absorb in the fish and
will serve to make it more moist. When
done remove to the hot platter without

breaking, take off the skin, lift out the

bone, garnish with slices of lemon and
hard-boiled egg, and serve with cream
sauce, plain drawn butter, or egg sauce.

Salmon on toast is a simple entree

toast. Sift a little very finely minced

parsley over the top, or garnish with
watercress. Drawn butter or oyster
sauce may be substituted for the lobster

sauce.

To broil a fish have the backbone re-

moved as for baking, and do not try to

broil whole any but rather thin fish, for

before they are cooked through the out-

side will char, also have sliced fish cut

rather thinner than for baking or boiling.

Mackerel, especially Spanish mackerel,
bluefish and weakfish, are better broiled

than any other way. The gridiron should
be well rubbed with salt pork, and the

fish put on it flesh side downward.

SEDGWICK'S '

'"S^""!'*
a beautiful book of 200 modern homes costing $500. to $6000. I have had many years ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price
$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." a new book showing 60 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small
ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.
CHAS. S. SEDCWICK. -:- 1135-K. Lumber Exchange. -:- Minneapolis Minn.
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The Home of Wholesome Food

Karh 4

[Compartment

j

a solid piece

Like This.

A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment

CKMonroe
It does away with cracks, joints,

crevices, corners and other natural

hiding places for dirt, odors, decay-
ing food and dangerous microbes
found in other refrigerators the one
really sanitary food compartment.

Send for Our Free Book

A Lifetime Refrigerator

on Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to keep your food sweet and wholesome how to cut down ice
bills what to seek and what to avoid in buying any refrigerator. It is packed

with money-saving hints, and every housewife and home owner should have
one. It tells all about the

"MONROE" describes its wonderful lining and
A Germless Food ^^^^^^^^^^the many other grand features that have given this refrigerator its posi-
Compartment ^^^^^^^^^tion as the world* s

The"MONROE" is sold direct to you '^^^^- Vbest.

at factory prices on 30 days' trial. We pay the

freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money
back." Liberal credit terms if not convenient to pay cash, ,

The "MONROE" is the ONE REFRIGERATOR with each food com-
partment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white porcelain ware
with every corner rounded as shown in above cut. The ONE REFRIGER-
ATOR accepted in the best homes and leading hospitals. The ONE
REFRIGERATOR that can be sterilized and made germlessly clean by
simply wiping out with a damp cloth. The ONE REFRIGERATOR that
will pay for itself many times over in a saving on ice bills, food waste and
repairs. The ONE REFRIGERATOR with no single point neglected in
its construction, and suitable to grace the most elaborate surroundings.

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
(15) Station 6, Lockland, Ohio

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World"

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying has stood
the test for thirty years.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hermansville, Mich.

REAL BUNGALOW BOOKS ^'
Showing the newest designs for Craftsman and Pacific- CY>nt
Bungalows; artistic and comfortable, suit c<l to any Special Offer
climate. Containsextcrior anil interior photos of ,-n
40 Bungalows.with floor plans,size rooms.c'oxt, t-U1

.
*" cis.

Our Edition de Luxe. (96 pages, largest exclusive Bungalow Book
published) the cream of 1000 Bungalows actually built for WOO to

$4000, with floor plans, size rooms, cost. etc. If Special Offer
.you wish an attractive and "different

'

home, *> nn
buy this book. 1.UU

Send check, money order, currency or stamps.
Money back if not satisfied.

CRAFTSMAN BUNGALOW CO., 423 Lry BUg.. SEATTLE. WASH.

Your Share Is 50% Do You Want It?
Sectional Furniture is a profit-sharer. It

splits the dealer's price takes for itself one

profit only the factory earning gives to

you the salary of the "drummer" and the profit of the retail store, and
half the freight. COME-PACKT keeps no men on the road sells through no re-

tailersbut sends its goods straight from the workshop to the home at half the
cost.

Do You Want to Save Your 50 Per Cent?
Better furniture than COME-PACKT Furniture is not made in America bar

none. Best material (genuine Quarter-Sawn White Oak) best workmanship
(backed by a year's free trial to you your money back any time you say) Best
finish (your choice of eight) Best designs (exclusive from our own shops).
A big, free, beautiful catalog to everyone interested in artistic furniture at

profit-sharing prices. Send for it now the handsomest furniture book ever sent
free mailed postpaid for the asking. Write today.

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO., 456 Fernwood Ave., Toledo, O. Dealer's price $45.00
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Garage of Terra Gotta Blocks with

Plaster Veneer

Rowe & Kejre*, Architect*.

GARAGE OF E. H. SAMSON. ROXBURY. MASS.

HE garage here illustrated was de-

signed by the well known archi-

tects, Messrs. Rowe & Keyes, of

Boston, Mass., and is thus de-
scribed in a late issue of The Building
Age. The garage is built of 6 in. terra

cptta blocks on concrete trench walls car-
ried below the frost line. The walls are

plastered inside and outside directly on
the terra cotta blocks and the roof is cov-
ered with shingles.
The main entrance is by means of doors

of the sliding type and there is an en-

trance door at the side, all as shown in the

picture given herewith.
The space for automobiles has a con-

crete floor, while the floors of the chauf-
feur's room and of the bath room are of

hard pine on screeds set in concrete. Un-
der the floor are layers of tar paper to

hold down the dampness.
At the left as one enters from the front

of the garage is a gasoline pump connect-

ing with the underground tank just out-

side the building and indicated by means
of the dotted line on the plan view.
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Reproduced from a Drawing of the Residence of Milton Newman, Moss Avenue. Peoria, Illinois. Roofed with Asbestos

"Century" Shingles by Frederick J. Klein. Architect, and F. Meyer & Bros.. Contractors both of Peoria.

When the architect and contractor roofed

Milton Newman's residence with

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

they accomplished three things for their client:

They gave a distinct character Asbestos "Century" Shingles

are the only practical light-

weight roofing made of cement

and asbestos.

to the roof as an architectural

feature.

They made his roof abso-

lutely immune from fire risk.

They protected him for good
and all from the cost of re-

pairing and painting his roof.

Ask your responsible roofer,

and write us for Booklet,

"Roofing: A Practical Talk."

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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There is also a work bench near the side

entrance and ju^t ln-yond it is a gas radi

ator protected with a galvanized iron
-iTeen with grille on top. In the opposite
corner and at the rear of the space for the

automobiles is a Ruud gas water heater
made by the Ruud Mfg. Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. It is properly enclosed by
means of a galvanized iron screen and
has a vent register through the wall in-

side of the casing and vent pipe connected
with the soil pipe vent so as to take care

of all escaping gas and prevent the gas
flames from igniting gases that may be
formed in the garage from the han-

dling of gasoline for the cars.

The bath room is fitted with closet, tub
and wash basin, all plumbing being of

the open type. The bath rooms is heated

by a gas radiator, as is also the chauf-
feur's room, the position of the radiators

being clearly indicated on the plan.

The cost of the garage complete was
about $2,200, at which figure the building

CLOOR roar new home or modernize roar old
1 one with l-t <|iiulit> genuine hardwood floor*.
Mnt<Tial. together with the implined Colonial
plan of lading, nent direct from factory. Coot,
floor* and la> ing, but $10 and up per room.

Colonial WOOD Floors
arenf -tandurd.fin-t qunlit> iiennineOakand Ratin
Walnut, -ti-.iin kiln dried t iin-M-iit tdirinking
and accurately milled. Whether u-ed ovi-r old
floor* <>r in new building*, they a<ld tone to any
(ro|Tt\ and many dollar* to it- celling r r.-nt.il

value. juy to lay. unitary and ornamental. Old
fluon need not ) removed or any woodwork din-
tiiriwd. Heautiful niipt cannot be properly din-

played without them.
Floor Craft a Simple Operation

The Colonial plan i- -> ximple and eauy that
nn % our handy with tool* or any ordinary carpen-
ter, without pre ion* experience, can IMMOMB
the flneiit floor effect*. One room at a time .m
be "Oolonlalizeil" without Inconvenience at anywomm of the >cnr. One ctiHtomer writ* -

obstacle* whate\cr. Laid the floor m>wlf junt for
I .i-tuiii-." Another writew: "Did all the work m>
wlf c\ening; ti nd it icr> nlmple an<l interest ing."
We |.rr|..i> freight, guarantee wife delivery and

refund >onr mone\ if not MtUfied. Free booklet
and wimple* on application.
The COLONIAL HARDWOOD FLOOR CO.

51 Park Place. Cincinnati. Ohiu

200 ?r.L
d
.
illf

MacLngan'* Suburban Home* la
a l>ig book of over 200 Building
plan* of Bungalow. Bubnrban and
Country Home* actually erected
Cortina from WOO. up to 110.000.
Price Mr. The bent book pub-
:.-.. ! for the Home Builder.

f. W M.cUf.n. Architect.

45 Cliutoa St.. Newark. N. J.

cost $3.35 per square foot and 18.7 cent-*

per cubic foot, mputation being
from lottom , ,f footings to average height
of roof."

Cement Production in the United States.

According to the report of the United
States Geological survey the production
of Portland cement in 1910 reached the
enormous total of 76,549,951 barrels, with
a value of $68,205,800. This is an in-

crease over the output for 1909 of 11,558,-
520 barrels. This increase alone is great-
er than the total output of Portland ce-

ment in 1900.

In addition to Portland cement there

was also produced in 1910 a total of

1,139,239 barrels of natural cement and
95,951 barrels of Puzzolan cement.

The price of Portland cement in 1910
was as low as 73 cents a barrel in some
places, the average for the United States

being 89.1 cents per barrel. In 1890 the

average was over $2 a barrel, and as late

as 1903 it was $1.24 a barrel.

Repairing Concrete Affected by Freezing.

Considerable trouble has been experi-
enced in repairing concrete which has
been exposed to freezing weather before

acquiring final set. The following meth-
od has been used quite successfully.

Engineering and Contracting:
Chip off with a pick and bull point the

concrete which has been affected by
frost, and then thoroughly wash the ex-

posed surface with water, using a stiff

scrubbing brush, until entirely clean. A
1 :3 solution of muriatic acid is then ap-

plied with a brush, and the surface is

again washed. As soon as possible after

this is done a very wet mixture of new
concrete is applied. Where the old sur-

face has been thoroughly cleaned, and the

new concrete kept damp for a week, it

bonds nicely with the old surface, making
it appear as solid as if the entire mass
had been placed at the same time.

Laying a hardwood floor for a dance
hall over a concrete floor that was not

thoroughly dry, caused the floor to warp
out of shape in a building in Omaha and
it had to be taken up and a new floor laid,

at a cost of about $2,000.
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A Roof That Outlasts
The Building

No one knows how many centuries Asbestos has been ex-

posed to the elements without deterioration. And Cement
and Stone (concrete) construction dates back to the time of

the Romans, many of whose works are still in perfect

preservation after a test of nearly 2,000 years. Both Asbestos
and Portland Cement are practically everlasting.

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles are composed of these

indestructible minerals. They are made by moulding pure
Asbestos Fibre and Portland Cement into one homogeneous
mass under hydraulic pressure. There are no layers or

laminations to separate in

Transite

'

Baraga High School. Baraga. Mich.
Covered with J-M Asbestos Shingles.

J-M As
r

blo
e

. Fireproof Shingles
These asbestos, or stone, shingles are not affected by acids, gases or chemical fumes. Continued

weather changes have no effect on them. Freezing and thawing hasten the setting of the binding
material. The more severe the weather conditions, the stronger and harder these shingles become.
They never rot or decay; never warp or split. Do not break like slate, and are at least 15 per cent.

stronger than laminated asbestos shingles. Are absolutely fireproof. And, like ail stone, they never
need paint or protection of any kind to preserve them.

Come in sizes and shapes to meet all conditions, and in colors of natural gray, Indian red and slate.

Write Nearest Branch for Booklet

H. W. JOHNS -MANVILLE CO.
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Toronto, Ont.

Chicago
Cleveland

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Orleans
New York
Omaha

Philadelphia
Plttoboigh
San Francisco

Seattle
St. Louis

1401

For Canada-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Montreal. Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C.

JACK'S
HOUSE

This is the house that Jack

bought.

As an investment it did not

give very large returns.

SAID JACK: "I must improve the looks of this house. I'll

write to the North Western Expanded Metal Co., 930 Old Colony

Building, Chicago, 111 , for their booklet 'O', which contains full

information for 'overcoating' old houses."
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Why Good Paint Sometimes Fails.

IRST: Cheap, poor lumber under
it.

Second: Moisture, sap, soot or

grease under it.

Third: Non-drying pigments like

ochre, metallic, etc., used in priming.
Fourth: Non-drying oils, or oily, fat-

ty, non-drying paint used in priming.
Fifth: Because flowed on with a

broad, thin, flat brush, instead of being
rubbed out well with a good full round
bristle brush.

Sixth: Because of an insufficient

quantity on a given surface. Two thin

coats of paint will not wear well.

Seventh : Not allowing enough time
to dry between coats.

Eighth: Excess of oil in under coats,

especially the middle one in three-coat

work.
Ninth; Carelessness or lack of judg-

ment in methods of application.
Tenth : Thinning too much with oil

turpentine, etc., to save labor and cost of

material.

Eleventh: Damp plastering when
paint is applied.

To Prevent Discoloration of Interior

White Finish.

A Southern correspondent, who has
had trouble with interior white finish

turning yellow and has used white lead

and oil, thinned with turpentine, for the

ground coats and French zinc ground in

bleached linseed oil, thinned in turpen-
tine for the finish, which was to be egg-
shell gloss, writes to the Painters' Maga-
zine for information as to the remedy for

the yellow appearance of the finish after

the work has been done for about a
month. The answer is as follows:
The best thing to do is to purchase

from a reputable paint manufacturer
pure French zinc, ground in paste form

in the l>e>t white damar varnish, thin it

with pure spirits of turpentine to the

ri^ht flowing consistency and apply it

over the finish that has yellowed off. As
an act of extra precaution we suggest a

mossing down of the surface with No.
steel wool or sandpaper before applying
the new finish, also the addition of a

small portion of ultramarine blue to

throw the white off the creamy tinge.
Before applying the new coating test it

out on a similar ground, and should it be
too flat for eggshell finish add a trifle of

white damar varnish or enough to give
you the luster desired.

Paint for Buildings Outside and Inside.

Some painters will use nothing but
white lead and linseed oil and mix it

themselves. There are others who claim
that it has been found by many severe

tests and much careful experimenting
that better paint can be produced by
combining zinc in right proportions with

pure lead and pure linseed oil. The zinc

counteracts the tendency of the lead to

powder and chalk, greatly increasing the

life of the paint. It also makes a whiter

paint, and, when used with lead as a base
for the various colored shades of paint, it

-crves to make a combination that takes
the coloring matter readily. Then, too,

the combination of zinc and lead enables
the manufacturer to get the largest pos-
sible quantity of linseed oil into each gal-
lon. This is important, as pure linseed

>il. more than any other ingredient, gives

durability and life to the paint. All good
prepared paints contain zinc, lead and
oil. Zinc is used in the form of oxide
of zinc and lead as sulphate of lead and
carbonate of lead. Years of experi-

menting have demonstrated that carbon-
ate of lead alone, when used with zinc,

does not give the highest degree of effi-

ciency, but when combined with the

right proportion of sulphate of lead, the
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THE COLOR SPECIFICATIONS FOR THIS HOUSE ARE
BODY S-W Shingle Stain B 42 TRIM SW P Gloss White ROOF S-W Shingle Stain C 74

We can help you carry out your own ideas

in decorating the exterior of your home.

Send for our free 'Style Portfolio of Home

Decoration,' showing colors in pleasing

combination on actual houses.

One of these exteriors is shown
above. There are a number of

others, each in a different style of

architecture, each showing a different

color scheme, and accompanying
each are accurate and complete
specifications for producing the

results shown. These decorative plans

are practical any good painter can

carry them out. The acceptance of

this Portfolio places you under no

obligations to use Sherwin-Williams

Paints, but to get the best and most

lasting results you should use them.

SHERWIN -WILLIAMS
PAINTS&VARNISHES
Sold by dealers everywhere. Ask your local dealer for color cards and full information.

For Special Home Decoration Service write to The Sherwin-Williams Co.. Decorative Dept.,629 Canal Road, N.W.,Cleveland,O.
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combination is ideal. The proportions
in which the necessary pigments, oxide

of zinc, carbonate of lead and sulphate
<>f lead, are used, are important when
combined in incorrect proportions the

paint will be far from satisfactory. It

-liquid therefore be borne in mind that

the mere fact that a paint contains white
lead and zinc does not necessarily mean
that the paint is good. The form in

which the lead is used, and the correct

proportions, are very essential. Paint

knowledge, skill and business integrity
are quite as important in the making of

really good paint as are the sulphate of

lead, carbonate of lead, oxide of zinc and

pure linseed oil, even when used in the

proper proportions.

Wood Staining Art.

By A. Ashnttin AV//<T, An Anicriciin I\iint

tind Oil Dealer.

That master painter whose practical

knowledge of wood staining is small is

badly handicapped in the race, for nowa-

days it is necessary almost above any-
thing else that he should understand how
to stain. This means that his knowledge
concerning stains must be full and com-
plete.
Now there are two classes of wood

stains, water and oil. Or we might say,

taking into account this time the pig-
ment materials

; mineral, vegetable and
chemical.

Within the last ten years or so we
have gone from water to oil stains,

though we used the latter also, years ago.
The water stains are the most satisfac-

tory in some regards, oil stains are better
in others. Water stain is cheap, easily

applied, and gives a deep and also trans-

parent coloring. But it raises the grain
of the wood. Oil stains do not give as

clear a coloring, because they combine
with the pigment and remain on the sur-

face texture of the wood, to some ex-

tent, and thus work against perfect trans-

parency.
Oil stain does not enter deep into the

wood; hence, when it is desired to alter
the color of a room, say to change from
some color scheme to some other, it is

eay to get rid of the oil stain, for it is

mostly on top; but the water stain is all

through the wood and own deep. And

in speaking of water stains we must in-

clude spirit stains, as these, alcohol or

turpentine, act the same as water in this

respect.

Speaking of changing color effects in a

house, what a change in color when we
look back only a very few years and re-

member how crazy people were for quar-
tered oak with the golden hued flakes,

looking like a zebra. Now it is dark and
sad looking for the same people. Such is

life. Such is fame. The brightest flakes

are now saddended with ammonia or pot-
ash.

The same stain will give different ef-

fects on different woods. Bright fresh

wood will give a different effect than
old or dull wood. Often a stain will

change from exposure on the wood.
Some woods, like white oak or chestnut,
contain tannic acid, and when certain

stains are applied the wood will darken.
Chloride or iron will give a blackish-

gray stain. Sulphate of iron will yield a

bluish gray. By deepening or weaken-

ing a stain a deep or light color may be
obtained. Weathered oak stain will come
out gray on white oak, and greenish-gray
on pine. Mahogany stain will turn red
on oak, brownish red on birch, and still

browner on mahogany.
When the painter applies a coat of

blue or white or other paint to a surface

he gets what he expected, a blue, or

white, or other desired color effect. That
is the effect of paint on wood or metal.

But when you stain wood the stain sinks

in, leaving the wood slightly changed
from the stain. The result will not neces-

sarily be to get a color of the same hue or
kind as that of the stain.

Color manufacturers claim to be mak-
ing stains that are more light-proof than

formerly. I hope they will succeed, for

surely nothing can be more annoying
than to find a handsomely stained and
finished job turning dull and losing its

original beauty of color in a short time.

You will find sometimes samples of stains

and finishes on blocks or slats that have

changed so that the manufacturer who
sent them out would fail to recognize
them as his own. We have seen offices

beautifully stained, and wherever the

sunlight struck the work the most of the
color had gone. This is only what we ex-
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Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Three Vital Qualities

I OAK FLOORING will harmonize
with any kind of trim, furniture or

color decoration, and is susceptible
to any kind of finish. In color it is

rich and cheerful, and imparts an
air of refinement and elegance to

a home.

q OAK FLOORINGS" thickness by
]/4

11 or 2" faces can be laid over
old floors in old homes, or over

cheap sub-floors in new homes at

a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

q OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

CJ
A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully, and it makes a

very profitable line for any carpenter.

<| Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and
selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
869 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Don't Pass

Lightly Over

Varnish Questions
With the rush and hurry to get

the new home completed you are

very apt to make the old mistake

of not giving enough thought to

the varnishing of the doors, floors

and woodwork.
It's a costly mistake.

You can avoid it by knowing

Berry Brothers'
Architectural
Varnishes

And specifying them now at the

start then insist on their use.

Send for Free Booklet "Choos-

ing Your Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd
Largest Varnish Makers

in the World

San Francisco

Dtalen: Everywhere
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pect
of vegetable and aniline stains, and

if the enterprising stain maker has nearly
succeeded in getting a light-proof .stain

for wood work we shall be glad indeed.

i-table stains give rather better satis-

faction in this respect than the anilines

do. but at the same time they are not

light-proof. The mineral stains, sienna,
umber. Vandyke brown, these are dur-

able.

When you have a stain job to do, bet-

ter try the stain out on a piece of the
same \vo<d as the finish, and see how it

acts; this will sometimes save you lots

of trouble afterwards. Tannin and tannic

acid combine readily with the anilines,

and the combination results in various

changes of the colors.

Ammonia affects the tannic acid in

oak, darkening the wood. But ammonia
will bleach out pine and poplar wood.
Hence it is not worth while trying to

fume the latter woods with ammonia,
unless you first apply a coating of tannic

acid, in wliu li case the result will be the
-aim- as with oak. Red oak does not
mine as well as white oak.
This so-called fuming may be done

either by means of the fumes arising from
ammonia of the greatr-t Mmigth. in an
air tight enclosure, or by the application
of liquid ammonia of less strength. The
beauty of fumed work consists in the

even coloring it effects, and the beautiful

coffee brown tone of color it imparts to

oak. The actual fuming gives better re-

sults in this respect than the liquid appli-
cation.

Cypress does not take kindly to oil

stain ; in painting this wood painters have
found out that oil dries poorly over parts
of it. Now if some benzol is added to

the oil better results are secured. Ben-
zol seems to dry the oil, and carries the

stain down into the wood better than oil

does it. Even a plain coating of this mix-
ture of raw linseed oil and benzol will

give a nice brown color to the wood.

Another Example of the Glidden Quality

Glidden's

Waterproof
Flat Finishes

GLIDDEN'S
Waterproof Flat Finishes are the most per-

fect wall finishes on the market. They are especially

manufactured for interior use on old or new plaster surfaces

either rough, smooth or sand finished, producing a beautiful,

soft flat finish that can be washed without injury.

They can be used with excellent results over wallpaper

and are unexcelled for Keene Cement, plaster or cement

wainscotings, and for decorative coatings for interior wood-

work.

They are also recommended by manufacturers of com-

position wall board as One of the most satisfactory finishes

for wall board ever devised.

Made in White and a variety of beautiful shades.

Descriptive color card and free demonstrating sample sent upon request.

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES: CleTeUwl, 0., Toronto, Can. BRANCHES: New York, Chicago. London.

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
! * valuable fruide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with _

cuts showing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. $1. postpaid. M. l_ KEITH. 426 McKit bt BMf.. MINNEAPOLIS

The Building of It"
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''s Shingle Stains,
liitects, Reading, Pa.

50 cheaper than Paint
50 '

i cheaper to apply
100 handsomer than Paint

This is only a part of what you gain by using

Cabot's Shingle Stains
They are made of creosote, and thoroughly preserve
the wood. Your own men can put them on, or you
can do it 'yourself, if you are back where there are
no painters. They give soft, transparent coloring
effects, that harmonize perfectly with nature. They
are used on all exterior woodwork, shingles, siding.
clapboards, or boarding. The original Creosote,
genuine wood-preserving Stains.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send for free
samples on wood and name of nearest agent

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemists
Boston, Mass.

1133 Broadway, New York 350 Dearborn Aye., Chicago

Strong
Durable

Economical

Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Samson Cordage Works
Boston, Mass.

California Bungalows
THERE is only one way to get plans and designs for
1 REAL CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS with all their
artistic beauty and cozy conveniences WRITE US. The
attempts of Eastern designers to make Bungalows would
be pathetic if they were not so grotesque. OUR houses
have made Los Angeles and Pasadena famous all over the
world. It costs no more to build them right.
Third Edition "Bungalowcraft" Now Ready. 128 rich-

ly illustrated folio pages showing the charming Bunga-
lows of Los Angeles, Pasadena, etc., inside and out. $1.00
postpaid. The Accepted Authority on Real Bungalows.

Smaller book, shoving 38 ideal small Bungalow
Homes, inside and out, 25 cts. postpaid

THE BUNGALOWCRAFT CO., 404 Chamber of Commerce
Los Angeles, Cal.

Write any Bank in Los Angeles, or the Chamber of
Commerce as to our standing.

INVESTIGATE
BEFORE YOU BUY

and you will find we can save you lota
of money on anything in the line of
HIGH GRADE sash, doors, frames,
blinds, mouldings, inside trim, grilles,

, colonnades, stair and porch work, man-
tels, grates, tiling, art glass, paints.
roofing and building papers, wall-
boards, hardware, hardwood and par-
quetry flooring, rolling partitions,
screens, steel ceilings, gutters,
shingles, etc.

Our New Catalog Mailed

^_____ Free will Convince

THE HUBER BUILDERS MATERIAL CO.
38-40 Vine St., Cincinnati, Ohio

All the Dust All the Fire Risk
95 Per Cent of the Work

Eliminated by the

Rotary Ash

Receiving System
Can be installed under
any furnace or heater
without disturbing the
fire.

Write today for free catalog
Holds from 6 to 10 weeks' ashes
Removal of which i* no effort

W. M. Sharp Co., ?L. Binghamton, N. Y.
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D
Heating, Lighting and

Plumhing
D

The Forthcoming Federal System of

Heating and Ventilating.

|.\ IDEA of what heating engi-
neers may expect to find in the

forthcoming publication of warm
air furnace ratings and the Fed-

eral system of heating and ventilation,
soon to be issued by the Federal Furnace

League, is given in an address made at

the recent convention of sheet metal con-
tractors at Omaha, Neb., by Dr. W. F.

Colbert, the engineer of the league.
Dr. Colbert said that when the full fur-

nace ratings were published and with the

Federal system of heating and ventilation

at hand, it will be possible to calculate

the sizes of warm air pipes and registers,
vent ducts and registers, fresh air duct,
fresh air room and fresh air intake win-

dow, ventilating shaft, chimney and fur-

nace in an average time of 2 minutes per
room, after the measurements have been
taken from the plans. At that rate, the

figures for an 8- or 9-room house, with

bath, could be set out in approximately
15 minute's.

This simplification of estimating meth-
ods has been devised on account of the

impossibility of a dealer's spending the

necessary time to experiment on the heat
losses through glass and walls under

varying wind and temperature condi-
tions. Yet, heretofore, that is the only
way he could secure the information, be-
cause all the heat loss data in text-books
is based on laboratory experiments in

still air, and still air never occurs out-
doors.

Then, after making more or less of a

guess at the size of furnace required to
heat the building, it has been necessary
to determine the proper size of fresh air

duct, fresh air room and fresh air win-
dow, for more than one otherwise good
installation has been ruined by a fresh
air intake widow that is entirely too
small. Moreover, if a ventilating sys-
tem is included with the heating plant, it

has been necessary to make complicated
calculations to determine the proper size

of main vent shaft-.

According to the forthcoming Federal

system, there are only a few calculations
for each room, in such small numbers
that, with a little practice, they can be
done by mental arithmetic. Then the

heat losses from all the rooms to be heat-
ed is totalled up by adding the line of

figures. After that is done, it only re-

mains to refer to the printed tables, in-

cluded in the League's system, for the

sizes of everything needed to lay out a

complete iob and then to look in a fur-

nace catalogue for the number of the
furnace required.

150 More Furnaces to Be Rated.

In connection with the work of testing
warm air furnaces, which has been under

way for over a year at the League's Phil-

adelphia testing plant. Dr. Colbert stated

that before closing down for the sum-
mer completed rating tests had been
made on 38 furnaces from eight manu-
facturers. From these test results and
the measurements of the other sizes of

the same series, taken since the tests were

made, it will be possible to rate more
than 80 furnaces in the 17 series represent-
ed. The league has at the testing station

>r lias promised for immediate shipment
about 60 furnaces from nine other manu-
facturers. From the tests on these fur-

naces the league will be able to rate about
150 furnaces in. 27 series represented.
The furnace testing, Dr. Colbert stat-

ed, is undoubtedly going to stimulate in-

terest in furnace design. At this early
date several of the members are at work
making more or less important changes in

the furnaces tested. Two of them are at

work on entirely new designs, with the

idea of surpassing the results obtained in

the tests on their present lines of fur-

naces. There are others whose furnaces
are listed for tests who have stated their

intention to try to improve their furnaces
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CutYour Coal Bill in Half

UNDERFEED/2ves
EFFICIENCY, as well as economy, of UNDERFEED

heaters, was emphasized the past winter the coldest in many
years. UNDERFEED users and dealers everywhere so testify.

The Underfeed booklet, sent free on request, clearly

explains the Underfeed way of producing clean, even,

adequate heat, regardless of weather conditions, at a

saving of l
/% to ^ the usual cost.

If you intend to build; if your heater (new or old) is un-

satisfactory ;
or if you still use stoves or grates, install an

Underfeed furnace or boiler; soon pays for itself in low cost of

heat, and adds to the selling or renting value of your property.

Underfeed Furnace Adapted for all buildings (large or small) residences, offices,

institutions, schools, churches, halls, etc. Simple in construction, substantial and
is easily operated, and requires less attention than heaters of the ordinary type.

d Bailer

durable ;

The
Peck;-Williamson Underfeed
HEATING T~* WARM /\ I R,

SYSTEMS FURNACES -
STEAM-HOT WATER

In the Underfeed, cheaper grades of soft slack coal and

pea and buckwheat size of hard and soft coal yield as

much clean, even heat as highest priced coal in other

heaters. Coal is fed from below pumped up underneath
the fire by an easily operated lever, acting on a plunger.
See diagram below showing vertical section of feed de-

vice and fire pot, which applies to both furnace and boiler.

Fire is on top and sides, BETWEEN the fresh

coal and radiating surface of fire pot and dome.

This principle insures greatest heating efficiency. Smoke
and gases, wasted in ordinary heaters, pass up through the

fire in the Underfeed, are consumed, yielding more heat.

Perfect combustion results. No clinkers. The few remain-
ing ashes are easily removed by shaking the grate bar.

Saved $40 in Coldest Winter

R. C. Harris, Pres't., Century Saw Mill Co., 810 Olitr St.,

St. Louis, Mo., Feb. 17, wrote: "I have used the Underfeed
two winters, the last the s_everest ever experienced here.
Had no trouble whatever in keeping the house above 70
while my neighbors had difficulty in getting heat at all.

Have cat my coal bill from $85 to $45 each winter and have not
skimped coal either. Have looked after the firing of the
furnace since I was a youngster and have never come in
contact with one which equals the Underfeed in satisfac-

tory results."

WRITE TODAY for our free furnace booklet or boiler catalog and fac-
simile testimonials. Our Engineering plans also are free. Use coupon,
giving name of local furnace or boiler dealer with whom you prefer to deal.

PECK-Williamson Co. 385 W. Fifth Ave. Cincinnati, O.

DEALERS-Get Our Sales Agency Plan. WRITE TODAY.

THE PECK-WILLIAMSON CO., 385 W. Fifth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

I would like to know more about how to cut down the cost of

my Coal Bills from one-half to two-thirds. Send me FREE
Furnace Booklet
Boiler Booklet

(Indicate by X Booklet you desire)

Name
Postoffice

Street

Srare.....

Name dealer with whom you prefer to deal.
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as soon as complete reports are in their

hands. This promises well for the devel-

opment of better furnaces.

There can be but one conclusion, said

Dr. Colbert, from the league's experience
to date ; that is, that united effort on the

part of manufacturers of and retail deal-

ers in warm air furnaces will surely re-

sult in making furnace heating, with ven-

tilation, as fashionable and profitable as

hot water heating was ten years ago.

Heating and Ventilating Mag.

Warning on Gas Stoves.

Dr. Clemmer declares outlet flues are

as necessary on gas stoves and grates as

they are on furnaces. In his report he
states :

"If upon entering the living room or
office from the open air there is detected
a stuffy, oppressive atmosphere, suspect
slow poisoning of the inmates in the

presence of the unventilated stove," says
the report. Many a funeral, it is de-

clared, comes from the home heated with
unventilated gas or oil stoves.

"The essential function of the blood
to carry oxygen from the air to all parts

Do not fail to have a

Gale Wall Safe
In your now home. It
make* your valuable*
afe again*! flre. thieve*.

i-ii . So home or apart-
mi-lit houne complete
without one. Made of a
combination of Iron and
St.-.-i nipped with a
combination l<x-k.

GALE WALL SAFE CO.

554 E.pir, BUf .. Scattlt.

Waifc., Srlliri Af*nti.

Ki<-luive Sale* Manager*.
W1LUS MFG. CO.. G.IburB . 111.

i the body to su>tain life i- liiniiii>lK-il

for the reason that there i^ f. .nncd a

combination between noxious gas and the

hemoglobin of the blood. '1 he oxygen-
carrying properties of the blood cells are

thus destroyed in proportion to the

amount of poisonous air inhaled. The
victim of the unventilated gas stove may
suffer from a dullworking brain and head-

ache, or death may ensue, depending up
on how long and how much he breathes
the poisoned air." Exchange.

Electric Heater and Fireless Cooker.

A cabinet is now in use in the West
which will cook a square meal at a trifling

cost, without allowing the odors or the

heat to escape into the room. The prin-

ciple of the fireless cooker is combined
in this device with that of the electric

heating device, both being well and fa-

vorably known as separate inventions
which make for kitchen comfort. The
cabinet is built with the perfect insulation

from heat and cold, which is the feature

of the fireless device, but an important
advantage is that the heat is applied
from within. In other words it is not

necessary to bring food to the boiling-

point on an ordinary stove and set it in

the cabinet. All that is required is to

place the material for a meal within the

compartments, close the doors and turn

on the switch. A thermostatic arange-
ment allows the temperature to rise to a

given point, when the current is automat-
ically cut off. Tech. \\'i>rld.

Sixty Years Experience
BEING MADE BY MEN WHO HAVE HAD SIXTY YEARS KXPKRI-
I.NC'E IN THE STUDY AND MANUFACTURE OF ROOFING, -AM)
ROOFING ONLY, WHY SHOULDN'T

UNDERFELT
SET THE STANDARD ?

IT DOES ALWAYS HAS!
McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY

DULUTH
'The Home of Quality"

MINNEAPOLIS FARGO
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Nome Comforts and Home Delights
do not come from wealth or large income. They
come from having the home evenly, cleanly and

economically heated. The proper kind of furnace
costs less than stoves or grates.

XXth Century Furnaces

are used and praised universally by many thousand
home owners everywhere in every climate. They
are made right, and have the only sensible and
Economic Fire Pot ever made. They burn all kinds
of fuel even cheap grades of soft coal, slack, etc.,
with perfect combustion and yield one-third more heat

at one-third less cost than any other Furnace made.

The Cheapest Heat for Any Home Country or City

and yet clean, healthful. No work, no repairs; sanitary,
ideal. Write us, giving a sketch or plan of your house, in-

dicating the number of rooms to be heated, and let us tell

you how you can get a XXth CENTURY FURNACE,
and try it on our Common-Sense Guarantee Plan. Ask for

our little booklet on the Homes, No. 36.

XXth CENTURY HEATING & VENTILATING COMPANY
AKRON, OHIO

INTERIORS
BEAUTIFUL
AXD THEIR DECORATIOX

NEW EDITION NOW READY
This hook will prove to be one of the most interesting of

Keith's Publications, and of great value to the home builder.

CONTENTS
Interior Decoration

Kiitrances ami Vi-stilmles
Halls ami Stairwii>-

Livinu Rooms Dining Rooms
Bleeping Rooms Outdoor Rooms

Dens and Kin-i'lan -s

Rustic Bungalow Interiors

PRICE. ONE DOLLAR
M. L. KEITH, 426 McKnight Bldg., MINNEAPOLIS

A CEILING in Modern English style for

yiflQ your Library or Dining
* rilo Room, is one of many we

have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil-

ings in metal if desired, all differ-
ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- - - Incombustible

Nothing better for a new building
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St.. NEW YORK
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Adjusting a Battened Door.

COTTAGE door made of boards
and battened can be adjusted in

the following manner: Take the

door off its hinges and stand it in

a vertical position, grasp the sides and

jolt it forcibly down on a heavy block
or stone on the corner that is low. The
weight of the door added to the force of

swinging it down on the block will

quickly put it in proper shape. Contri-

buted by John V. Loeffler, Evansville,
Ind.

Wallpaper Protection.

The condition of the paper on a wall
behind pictures may be kept similar to

that on the uncovered surfaces by plac-

ing a glass push pin in the wall where
each lower corner of the frame rests.

This keeps the picture away from the
wall and allows the air to circulate freely.

Popular Mechanics.

Settling the Account for Extras.

If the job is being contracted for by a

carpenter to furnish the materials and do
the work, it is frequently the case that the

owner does not know the extent of the
amount of extra material that you are

sending out on order of the contractor for

his job. He has entertained the supposi-
tion that his contractor put in the bill

enough material to complete it. If this

had been done, probably some other car-

penter would have got the job. But he
let the contract to the lowest bidder and

supposed the latter knew his business
well enough to know what he was doing,
doubtless this was true. The carpenter
knew what he was doing, but the owner
did not know he was letting a contract for

a job that would cost him a good deal
more than he expected. So, when settle-

ment time arrives "there must be some
mistake" and the onus of making it is

put upon the dealer, and the burden of

proof is on him to make clear that every-
thing he has got charged in the extras
for that bill went, not only for, but into
the construction of that building.

I have had a few cases in my own ex-

perience, when stuff went out of the yard
presumably for a certain job and was de-

livered there, but afterward most of it

went to help out on a repair job which the

carpenter had elsewhere. Of course, this

don't often happen, and I only speak of

it for the benefit of some young dealers

who never have run up against this sort

of thing. A farmer is slow to understand

why a bill of seventy-five or a hundred
dollars' worth of material should have gone
into his house that was not on the orig-
inal bill that he took so much pains to

buy at the lowest figures. The question
with him is either his carpenter was lack-

ing in ability to make out a sufficient bill

or made a mistake in his computations,
or that the dealer has charged against him
what should have gone on some other
bill. And, as I have said, thinks there's

a mistake somewhere. The dealer knows
very well where it is, and if he explains
it to the farmer he must be careful how
he talks in laying the blame on the car-

penter. Carpenter and Builder.

Nest Tables.

This revival of an old fashion must be

popular, to judge by the great number of

nest tables seen in the shops. They are

of all styles, woods and prices. One set

recently seen was of white mahogany,
delicately painted in the style of the
Adam brothers, and the outer table was
oval and considerably larger than the

others, very much, in fact, the shape and
size of the bed room tables which used
to come with sets of painted bed room
furniture.

What to Do With Casement Windows.
There is a prejudice against the casement

window on account of the difficulty of

knowing just how to curtain it. Part of

the difficulty disappears when the case-

ment opens outward, and windows so

opened are said to be less likely to let in

air and water. In that case, it is possible
to hang shades and curtains inside the win-

dow frame, they interfering as little with
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^*

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.
After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-
tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering:, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking

1 system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof
absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1910
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
costal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers af Sleel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI. OHIO

FOR WALLS

HYGIENIC
KALSOMINE

"Germ-Proof Your Walls

Before decorating send for
beautiful book, "The Home
Decorator." It gives many
artistic combinations in
colors for ceiling, side wall
and bordfr. A big help.
Ask your dealer or write
us, it' a free.

ADAMS & ELTING CO.
Dept. K. 716-726 Washington Blvd.

CHICAGO

COMPLETE MODERN
BATHROOM OUTFIT

I sell direct to you a strict-
ly high grade 100 outfit, guar-
anteed to give satisfari ion
or I refund money instantly.
Beautiful white porcelain
enameled ra>t iron BATH-
TUB, 5 feet long. Latent de-
sign golden oak OLOBET.
One-piece sanitary porcelain
enameled LAVATORY. Kasy
to install full instructions
free.

RUNNING WATER
IN YOUR HOME
Complete high pressure system that will

supply running water for l>atliroom,
kitchen, laundry, stables and Harden.
Black steel, 145 gallon capacity, verticil'

tank. Horizontal double-acting force
pump. Fine quality cylinder cocks, valves,
etc., with pipe and fittings cut and
threaded for easy installation.

STEAM AND HOT WATER
HEATING SYSTEMS

I can save you from $100 to 50 on a
modern heating plant for any building,
large or -mall. Don't HUSK of placing
your contract till you have seen my
catalog. Shows boilerx and radiators of
all types at prices that will astonish
,\oii. My engineers prepare special
working plans fur euch order that in. ike
installation easy.

Write today for my bit plumbing catalogue
giving full descriptions and price* on
liathrnoiii and running water out til-.

steam and hot water heating system*, gasoline engines, hy-
<

: ran lie rains. pumps, pipe, valves, lighting plants and tiltui
Save one-third to one-half. Write today.

M.J.GIBBONS
DEPT.
DAYTON, 0.
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the casement as with an ordinary window.
For the casement which opens inward, a

separate treatment for each half is needed.

There must be a shade f>r cadi, and the

only practicable curtain is a thin one next

the pane. A good effect may be had by
using a bordered vestibule net, or muslin,

without fullness, and tying it a little way
up from the bottom of the window. Or
Madras, or other soft net may be left loose

at the bottom, and edged with a tasseled

fringe. If the casement window is re-

cessed, it is much improved in appearance

by long curtains of heavy material, hung
outside the window frame. Some sort of a

valance at the top is desirable, both to con-

ceal the attachment of the curtains next

the window, and to correct the appearance
of abnormal length usual with casement
windows.

A Witty Roast.

John Sloan, the well-known artist of
New York, takes the same intelligent in-

terest in architecture as in painting.
A New York architect, aware of Mr.

Sloan's excellent taste, took him in his

motor car to see a huge and costly coun-

try house that he had erected for a mil-

lionaire on a bluff overlooking the Hud-
son.

As the architect stood with Mr. Sloan
on the terrace of the 'new property, he
looked up at the mansion's showy facade,
and said thoughtfully :

"Stupendous! But I haven't decided

yet what kind of creeper to have in

front."

"The Virginia creeper," said Mr. Sloan,
"would cover it up quickest."

The Long-Life WHITE ENAMEL
The one enamel which itives permanent pure white effects. Will not yellow, crack
nor chip. Gives a rich, smooth, porcelain-like Kloss no trace of brush-mark. Dur-
able and waterproof, inside or outside, on any surface. Easily applied.

Send for Free Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel
ftnUhH with Vitralite. Judfe lor yoararlf. II your dealer hain't Viirmlite write ui at 121 Tonawinda
M.. Buffalo. N. Y. In Canada addreu 65 Counwrifbl St.. Brultcburi. Ontario.

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
ESTABLISHED 63 YEARS

F
7i3i

r
*K!

All YourWashing Made Easy 'Money Saved!
wooboa-lrM InglO

wuhln

qukk. Wet wut'h?r nohin.lranc*. WutohMl from laundry t..teh3Ulht 'Irrinf
and dri lira cloth*.. Co. I. Wood or OM for fuel. Hare told thousand.. All

<!< Dryrr and Laundry >U>ie illu.tr.U.1 hrroami mU In tarn>u< mw dri a blf
adiiudoun quirk. Wet w*th?r nohmdranr*. WutohMt from laundry t..tehiUtbe <lrji

u^r. d*Iiiht*d. AlK>o..r rhiMfv-BapU " fcl-ctri Waabrr with our own .-lni
.irtil Hafrlj Wrtaavr k>lra*e- found ou no other machine fonipMely mhdlrtd rolls

of wrio(*r by >ini|-lr |i.|nn ler. Aim A.laauil* Cumnf^r o^r cJrlu.it> diioa.
AiittHnatieally canteyt cloth** Into rIU of wringer mak** It i.nn<-ary t

i' it

tan nrar wrinccr WubM tub full of clothe* par* clwn In jutt 10 niiuuUa.
Cannot (Moat of ordr; cannot lojur* .TOO motd*l irate fhr >r.. S*rrant and
maid* fladly n* it Appllancwi mad* In Tariou* 111*4 *uiuhw for E**i<ltnr**,
ApartaMnt Boildlnri. H.4*li and Institution!. Write for Fr* a..k d*Krihin|UMH Ory*r, Wa*b*n, Wrinc*n and alto Ironing Board* and *l*rtrically dnrwi
andab*atedIronin(llaehlaM*. ttin(l*machinoroDpMa*qaipaMnta. Ju.tuk
for calalof Ho. kU.nd ttate which maehin* pMiaUy interacted In. W

Ad,lrtf nrarrtt ofcr.
CIIICAI.O IUCVKIC CO^ or
*) H^ W.kuh A.r, Chirac*, I1U lil I.'

rit* today.
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Ifplan* ami detailed information for prospective liuil'l<-r>.

jou want a hom\ whv not huilil a Bungalow f

"RrDreaenlatiTe California Hornet" Price SO Centa
A lok of 50 Bunicalow*. Cotta>fi and C..IK n-t.- BcaUmew. One and
two atory houw of fl%<- ! t.-n r<>mi< continu $1.500 to tC.COO.

"West Contt Bungalow.'
1

Price SO Cent*
', of .VI on<-->tor> Knnitalnwx of four to nix mom* roatinc COO to

B.OU). The on I > |.ul>lihe<l i-<ill.-<-t ion of ver> low iiwt Bunalow>.
B.iUUr'i SapnleBMBt No. 1. Price 10Cati. FREE ifith orJtn for IUM book*.

E. W. Slillwell A Co.. ArehU.. 217-B.. Hraay BUf.. 122 3rd St.. Lo. Aatrlc*
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Save Your Annual Screen Worry
by having your windows equipped with Rust Proof Roller Window
Screens, the most practical window screen ever made and the cheapest
as they are practically indestructible.

Rust Proof Roller Window Screens
This Roller Screen operates with the raising and lowering

of the sash. Screen never before the glass. The necessity
of window washing is much less.

The Perfect Screen

Guaranteed Rust Proof

This Roller Window Screen is always

ready to operate, is easily detached from
sash and catches automatically when win-
dow closes. Made to fit any window and
will outlast any other screen.

Before buying your screens as you do each spring write
us for our free book on window screen information. It

will pay you.

Reliable Agents Wanted

Rust Proof Roller Window Screen Co.,

Dept. K .. CLYDE, OHIO

lESSMMLOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

HESS. 917 LTacomaBldg., Chicago
luet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

This BUNGALOW BOOK
Contains original. practical, beautiful ideas and designs for build-
ing Bungalow*, Country Homes, ami 2-story C'itv BMldMMM. It
specially deals with the delightful West Coast Bungalow, at>le
of home most suitable to all climates. Contains 24 photograph* ami
floor plans designed by leading arrhitects ami actually built for
the amounts given. Tells also the interesting Rtorv of Red C'edar
Shingles, how to make a new r<x>f last a life-time, now to save fre-

quent paintings, how to finish the exterior of >our building ar-

;istically and economically. We have no plans nor Ixxiks to sell.
We are manufacturers of Red Cedar Shingles ami want you to
know about Red Cedar before you build. Send six cents, M.nnp-

r '

"RED CEDAR' SHINGLE MANUFACTURERS* ASSOCIATION.
313 White Bldg.. - - - Seattle, Wash.

r\O you expect to build? Are you interested

in Concrete Construction? If you want to

learn something new about cement and concrete,

write for a FREE sample copy of

CementAge
the progressive magazine telling something new
each month about concrete building and cement
construction. <J Send $1.50 for a year's subscription,

(Canadian and foreign postage 50c additional). Our Annual
May House Buildirg No., 25c each, or given as a premium
with a year's subscription, fl Write for our special combin-
ation book and subscription offers to new subscribers only.
One of them is sure to suit you. Write now to n

CEMENT AGE CO., 30 Church St., NEW YORK

end for the

ALDINEFlRE PLACE will heatyour house.

RATHBONE
56C4 Clyde Park Ave.

Requires less than half the
fuel and Rives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% griven by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over nisrht.

Requires no special chimney
construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
Grand Rapidi, Mich.
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

1 1 !. readers of Keiths Magazine
who are expecting to build or to

remodel their homes should send
for a copy of the illustrated book-

let issued by the John Thomas Batts Co.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., showing the Batts

system of closets, wardrobes and fixtures

for the same, improved garment hangers
and carriers. By the use of this system

a central heating plant to supply several

neighboring dwellings as well as the de-

tached buildings of a university campus?
What an inexpressible boon to the wres-
tlers with separate heating plants, such
a transmission of heat would be. Life

would really be worth living in the win-
ter season. In looking through this in-

teresting catalog, one can see no reason

DETAIL OF J-M SECTIONAL CONDUIT SYSTEM.

much of the space now devoted to closets
can be utilized for other purposes.

The J. M. Sectional Conduit Catalog
issued by the H. \V. Johns-Manville Co.,

exploiting their Underground Pipe Cov-
ering system might at the first blu.-h.

thought to be of interest only to engi-
neers or contractors for large commercial

buildings. It is true that this method
of conveying heat from one central plant
has so far been mostly employed only for

university or college buildings, large
commercial plants or flat buildings. But
why should housekeepers not share in

the ease and economy of such a method
of heating ordinary dwellings? Why not

why such a method of heating dwellings
in the city should not come into general
use.

* * *

A Milwaukee .Engineer Invents Cheap
Power.

A Milwaukee company has perfected
a plan for producing power from crude

petroleum, unrivalled in cheapness and

efficiency. An epoch-making discovery
in gas engineering has thus been brought
to a practical, commercial basis.

The invention is the adaptation of the

producer gas engine to gas created from
crude petroleum by a method so simple
as to commend itself, at sight, to every
practical engineer.
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Are You Proud
of Your Walls?

Paint Your Walls!

When some friend comes to call, are you fearful

of what she may think of the taste shown in the

decoration of your home? Is there the harmony
between the walls, pictures, hangings, etc.

,
that

just satisfies you? There is one method of decoration that

will give your home an artistic and harmonious interior.

Stencil them with exclusive stencil designs that add to their

beauty and attractiveness. Walls painted with paint made of

Dutch Boy Painter
Pure White Lead

and pure linseed oil, are rich and harmoniously beautiful. Painted

walls are sanitary and durable; they may be washed; one soiled

spot does not require the redecoration of an entire room.

NATIONAL- LEAD CONDRANY-J-NAT1ONAL-

VEAD-COMPANY

j vX .paitufeci. jdy ten
tfaz

to
dhown in the

wjfach
IF &er}t.withou~ r

money. Certificate Gniitl&s the. "<

National t^isd Company. ;;

i
^^jpepte/!/. /Ajpjij i 1 1 Broiwlway, New Xirk .,.

'LLVK-i-.LWffl'JOD OV31 -TVNO11VM

Let Us Furnish

the Stencils

Send us the certificate and lOc

and we will send you a stencil cut

ready to reproduce the design
shown here, and our stencil cata-

loc showing 100 desinns, any of

which you may order at 50?i

discount. Or. if you prefer, send
no money and we will send you
the catalog free and you can

order the designs you like at 50?f

discount.

NATIONAL LEAD CO.
Stencil Department

111 Broadway, New York

Paint Points

(3)
To neglect pamtmn is to waste

money. The minute you discover
that your house needs paint, call

the painter and ask for a mixed on-
t ho- premises -Dutch -Boy- Painter-
Pure White-Lead job.

Send for Painting Htlfa 612
NATIONAL LEAD CO.

BRANCHES IN

Nrw York Boston Buffalo Chiraco
Cincinnati Cleveland Sao Francisco

St. Louis

(John T. I-cwis * Bros. Co.. Phildelpbia)

(National I.cad A Oil Co.. Pittsburgh)
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It means nothing less than a revolution

in marine power. :m<l next in usefulness
will lo its application to the reclamation
of land in tin- arid M-ctions <,f the world.

Low i;ra<U- oils, some of them so poor
as to he valueless for refining, and even
the residue of refined oils, are all made
available at once for human assistance

and support. The highest authorities es-

timate that the heat value of oil in known
oil fields is as great, and probably great-
er, than the resources of all the known
coal fields of the world. A uniform sup-

ply of crude oil, at moderate prices, is

therefore promised for us and for many
future generations.

* * *

The Armstrong Cork Co., Pittsburg,
Pa., publish an extremely fine booklet in

board covers, setting forth the superior
merits of their Nonpareil High Pressure

Coverings for insulating boiler pipes, etc.,

of heating plants. They make a very
strong claim indeed for the efficiency of
their coverings, and support it by many
tables of comparison ami actual tests.

The illustrations add much to the clear

comprehension of the reader.

H. W. Johns-Manville Company Become
Sole Selling Agents for I. P. Frink

Reflectors and Illuminating

Specialties.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company,
already well known in the lighting field

by reason of their J-M Linolite System of

Illumination, have acquired the Sole Sell-

ing Agency for the entire products of I.

P. Frink.

"Frink" reflectors and fixtures need no
introduction to the lighting trade and
consumers throughout the country, and
this arrangement means that the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company will he in posi-
tion to design and sell lighting systems
for every known form of artificial illumi-

nation.

The standing of these two respective
companies throughout the country, places
the stamp of merit on this combination,
and undoubtedly all interested in artifi-

cial illumination will be benefited by the

uniting of these forces, as the Frink Com-
pany have been following this particular

line of work for the past fifty consecutive

years.
An Engineering Department will be

maintained along very extensive lines.

Tins department will maintain a corps of

engineers throughout the United States
ami Canada, and be equipped to place
data and recommendations in the hands
of all interested in any subject pertain-

ing to illumination.
* * *

\\'e are in receipt of a very handsome

catalogue and treatise describing and illus-

trating Marine Engines and their Equip-
ment. The treatise is published by the

Ferro Machine & Foundry Co., Cleveland,

Ohio, the largest marine engine build-

ers in the world. It is written for laymen
as well as boat builders, and gives a brief

description of the principles on which a

gasoline engine operates, as embodied in

the Ferro engine, which this treatise and

catalogue illustrates. Photographs have
been used for the illustrations in the be-

lief that they would be more easily under-

stood by persons without mechanical train-

ing, than mechanical drawings. A glossary
of terms at the end explains technical ex-

pressions likely to be unfamiliar to the

layman.
A perusal of this interesting treatise

will be sure to give readers a fair insight
into the subject of gasoline engines.

* * *

A profusely illustrated booklet has been
issued by the Dunham Co., Marshalltown.

la., describing the Dunham Vacuo-Vapor
System of Heating and in particular the

Dunham Radiator Trap which is the heart

of the Dunham System.
The catalog is plain and understandable

and sets forth strongly the peculiar merits

of this system. Our readers will, we feel

sure, be repaid 'by a perusal of it. Sent on

request.
* * *

The American Radiator Co. have joined
the ranks of the publishers and now issue

a monthly Ideal Heating Journal devoted
to the advancement of the Steam and Hot
Water Heating Industry.

Among the interesting table of contents

for the February number, is an illuminating
resume of the Basis of Boiler Ratings, ex-

tracts from which appear in another col-

umn of this magazine.
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A NYONE who can handle a

hammer and saw can apply Util-

ity Wall Board to walls and ceiling.
It is nailed direct to the studding or in old buildings may be put on over old

and cracked plaster Once in place it will last as long as the buildingstands

UTILITY WALL BOARD
Is very tough and strong It is moisture proof and will not crack or warp The surface is ideal

and may be decorated in any style desired It does away entirely with the need for lath and

plaster lasts longer than lath and plaster and is more economical also It does away with all

the dirt and muss and inconvenience of plastering

For the man who likes to work with tools

Utility Wall Board is wonderfully convenient
It can be used not only for covering walls and ceilings, but for making partitions, closets, shelves and for all

sorts of cabinets, boxes, screens and so forth Comes in sheets of convenient widths and lengths

Write for free sample and illustrated book of home interiors

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St, Chicago, 111.

On Approval ,Freight
Paid

>^ /TGROWS W/TH YOU/? L/BPAHY
IT

IpI E SBCTIONA^ BOOKCASE
"

Endorsed "The Best" by Over Fifty Thousand Users
The Lundstrom cases are made under our own patents, in our own fao-

torv. and the entire production is sold direct to the home and office. That
la tne reason we can offer them at such reasonable

prices.
In purchasing

a Lundstrom Sectional Bookcase, you are not helping to test a doubtful

experiment, but are getting an article which time and experience hare

proven u wonderful success. Our Sectional Bookcases are the product ot

years of undivided attention to this one line of manufacture.
Book sect ions have non-binding, disappearing fjlnss doors, and are high

ly finished in Solid Golden Oak. Other st> les and finishes at correspond-

ingly low prices. Write for new catalogue No. 9.

THE C. J. LUNDSTROM MFG. CO., LITTLE FALLS. N. Y.
Manufacturers of Sectional Bookcases and Filing Cabinets

Branch Office, r.anron Bldg., New York City
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Concreting in Cold II'cather is a valuable

pamphlet issued by the Universal Portland
i cincnt Co. which will be welcome to all

contractors and builders as well as interest

ing to owners. So much concrete work is

now carried on through the coldest weather
that such information as is here given as to

the best practice in handling it and the re-

sults gained from laboratory and field tests

as well as individual experiences, are of the

greatest worth. All this is presented in

Concreting in Cold Weather.
In line with this is another pamphlet

which will be appreciated by builders gen-
erally viz., Bulletin No. 12, issued by the

Turner System of Reinforced Concrete

Construction, with main offices in Minne-

apolis, Minn.
The Bulletin shows examples of this

method of work in many illustrations and

gives substantial proofs of their claim of

an enormous amount of work put up with-
out a single record of collapse or failure

though executed under all conditions and

temperatures ranging from 103 in the shade
to 28 degress below zero.

* * *

Expanded Metal Construction is the

title of a bulletin to be issued at frequent in-

tervals by the Northwestern Expanded
Metal Co., Chicago. This bulletin will de-

scribe the uses of expanded metal reinforc-

ing fabric and Kno-Burn plastering lath.

The first issue illustrates an attractive con-
crete girder bridge and method of placing
the reinforcing steel, as well as other ex-

amples of work done.

* * *

We have received from the American
Book Co., Chicago, a copy of a book just

published by them on Constructive Carpen-
try which seems admirable in contents and

press work. The author, Chas. A. King,
Director of Manual Training in Bay City,

Mich., has published a series of five vol-

umes on this and kindred subjects. While

primarily intended for use in manual train-

f
S3 Concrete Mixer $218
i-oniplfU- with liik'h grade ganoline
i-riKiiif. all mountf<l on track.
C.ip.-K-itv 40-SO yanU in ton boan
with two men. Low feed. Bare*
cont in fln <ln>.
Onnrrete Machinery of all kind*.

I

MIXERS FROM $35.00 UP
r,talo fn-o.

MONARCH MFG. CO.
M-Skprd Bid*.. Grd R.pid.. Mick.

technical or industrial school-.. The
volumes art- of value both to the pm-pective
anl tin- finished workman, and to all stu-

dents of building and engineering. In the

present volume, which has special reference
to the construction of wooden buildings
the important problems met with in prepar-
ing a house for the inside finish are di

cussed and the relation between the carpen-
ter and other mechanics is explained.
The illustrations in the book are from

easily understood drawings made by the

author, and a glossary of technical terms
used adds to the usefulness of the volume.

* * *

A new decorative coating for cement,

stucco, brick and stone walls has been

placed upon the market by the Billings-

Chapin Co., with heaquarters at Cleveland,
Ohio.

They have issued a booklet setting forth

the merits of their product "Driwall" with

samples in color showing very soft and
rich shades. Specifications for use and cost

tables are also full and complete. The book-
let is furnished on request.

* * *

A new applicant for the public favor in

the manufacture of Wall Board is the Up-
son Co., Lockport, N. Y., who issue a very-
attractive booklet which they call Interiors

Beautiful. As the name implies the book-
let is filled with illustrations showing the

practical uses of their Wall Board, together
with diagrams of the different styles of

panel effects and full directions for use.

Incidentally they announce a side product
the Upson Fibre Tile, which can be enam-

eled and applied as a cheap but durable and

sanitary wall finish for bathrooms, kitchens,
etc.

* * *

The Oak Flooring Bureau, of Detroit,

Mich., is making up a very handsome
book. It contains very practical and val-

uable information about oak flooring from
the mill to the finished floor. It treats

every subject in such a way that it can

readily be understood by anyone. It

features how to measure the room to or-

der the right quantity of oak flooring,
the laying, scraping, finishing, care and
other valuable features. This book, sent

upon request, would prove very valuable
to architect, dealer, carpenter, or house-

keeper.
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THE NATI BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Qreat Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For

00

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-

thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.00 per year 20 cent* per copy

NATIONAL BUILDER,
362 Dearborn St., Chicago:

Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which
I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name.

City.

Street No-
Keith's, Apr., '12.

DOWN DRAFT i

:ODOWN:
$10MONTtilY'

WRITE TODAY'

Our monthly payment plan
makes it easy for anyone to

have the best heating system
made. We sell the

Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace
$10 down and $10 a month

We guarantee: Saving of one-
half on your fuel bills; plenty of

heat and thorough satisfac-

tion. We make the guar-

antee legally binding, and

give you 365 days in which

to verify our statements.

Buy Direct We Pay Freight

You can install the Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace your-
self. We send complete outfit

furnace, pipes, registers, etc.

with special plans, full direc-

tions and the necessary tools.

Send for Free Book giving
valuable furnace information.

TheJahant Heating Co.
30 Mill St., Akron, O.

Furnace Builders for over 30 year*

You Nail Users
Look closely at this illustration.

See how the fibre* of wood are hooked down, firmly holding
the fresh driven nail.

But unless this nail is proof against rust the hole will be

enlarRed. Frost and moisture penetrate. The wood fibre*

decay. The nail loosens and literally falls out.

Now multiply what happens to one nail by what happens
to all the nails in your roof, fence or clapboarding.
And you have the reason why work nailed with ordinary

steel and wire nails, thinly coated nails and galvanized"
nails, does not last
And you have the reason, too. why it is not economy to use

By paying a little more you can get "MIFCo" heavy xlnc

L

Every hundredweight of these enduring nails la coated wUh
12 pounds of pure zinc. And line, like copper, is inde-

8

Builders' stories and the drawn nails themselves prove that

"MIFCo" nails, driven in shingles 29 years ago, are free from

You who use nails farmers, builders and architect* don't

spend a cent for any nails till you learn all about HIFCo

TfVour hardware dealer isn't supplied send us your name
and address.

We'll send the nearest dealer's name and an interesting

booklet.

MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS CO., Branford, Ct.
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RECREATION'S BIG FOUR
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY

These four numbers of RECREATION are popularly known
as the "Big Four." They contain just the sort of informa-
tion desired by tho&e who are interested in fishing, hunt-

ing, canoeing, motorboating, camping, and other delights
of the outdoor season =

RECREATION

RECREATION for April will make any
outdoor man glad with its variety of interest-

ing matter and superb illustrations. Here are

jti>t a few of the good things in the April
number:
"How TO LIVE (,'OMFORTABLY IN A TENT."

with photographs and description of the best

tent for a permanent family camp. "TiiK
LEETLE CAIIANK" is a story of a stone recrea-
tion cabin built at a o t i >i 'le-s than $50. Illus-

trated with pen and ink drawings and with

plans. "A MISSISSIPPI CRI/ISE" tells about the

building of a boat used for a family home on
a cruise from St. Paul to Xew Orleans.

TRANSCONTINENTAL AUTOMOBILE TOI-RIXC,."

Illustrated with photos of a trip from Xew
York to I.os Angeles. "SpRixr, Fismxr, AT
SKI: \(;<i." A story of fishing for the famous
land-locked salmon when the ice goes out.

"AEROPLAXIXT; UXAWARIS." An experience
of the runaway sort with an untried aeroplane

in a young blizzard. ''Tin: DIXXER-PLATE SHOOT." An innovation in long

range revolver and rifle target shooting, cheap porcelain dinner plates being used
for the targets. "WEEK-Exn WALKS OF TIIK SIERRA Ci.rn." "Prm.ic SiHxrr-

ING GROUXDS."
Then there are a dozen and one other articles, each full of information

and human interest, and most of them copiously illustrated.

The May. June and lulv numbers will be wonderfully good: they are the

great vacation numbers which every outdoor man should read.

OUR "JUST TO GET ACQUAINTED" OFFER
We want you to know RECREATION, and offer you an opportunity
to get acquainted at small expense. RECREATION is 25 cents a

copy, but we will mail you the BIG FOUR April, May, June and
July numbers as published, for only 50 cents. If to Canada, 60 cents

RECREATION, A- 24 W. 39th St., New York
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Many styles of grate and
mantels to choose from

A Cheerful, Open-
Grate Fire and a

Ventilating Warm
Air Furnace

are combined to secure
coziness, comfort, health
and economy in

The JACKSON
VENTILATING GRATE
will pay for itself in three years by
giving four times as much heat as
the ordinary old-style grate from
the same amount of fuel. Not
only warms Directly by the fire in
the grate, but warms Indirectly
by drawing in fresh air from out-
side, warming1

it in the air cham-
ber surrounding the fire and send-
ing it into the room. Also heats
connecting rooms and also rooms
upstairs if desired. Any mason
can set it up from our Complete
Plans Furnished FREE. Better
than a furnace for Fall and Sprir g
more cheerful, less attention,

about half the fuel.
Send for Free CatalogKof Ven-

tilating Grates, mantels, andirons
and all kinds of fireplace fixtures
with explanations, illustrations,
full information and prices; also
reference to users in your region.

EDWIN A. JACKSON &. BRO.
MANUFACTURERS

^ 25 Beekman St., New York

Study this diagram and
you will see at once the
heating and ventilating
principle which makes this

grate superior to all others.

IDEAL WALL BOARD
in your new home

should take the place of plaster not as a sub-

stitute, but because it makes more durable and

more beautiful walls than plaster; lends itself

to a greater variety of decorative effects; and

because, with all these advantages, it costs less

than lath and plaster.

Write for a sample, our descriptive book-

let and the name of your local dealer.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO., Marion, Indiana

YOURS FOR THE ASKING
A New Book of Photographs of Distinctive Homes
Wouldn't you like to have the opportunity to study in detail the in-

teriors, exteriors and garden settings of some of the best moderate priced

houses, designed by leading architects, the country over? Wouldn't you
like to have a book full of just such suggestions as the prospective builder

appreciates, with an introduction on the choice of a style for the country
or suburban home by Frank Miles Day, past president of the American
Institute of Architects? Wouldn't you like to have this book of over 125

plans and photographs of houses that have actually been built, giving

costs, interior details and construction? Inexpensive Homti of Individu-

ality is just such a book and is yours for the asking to introduce

HOUSE 6- GARDEN
the magazine for the man or woman who wants to make the most ot tne

home whether there is little or much to spend. House Sf Garden brings

you into homes whose owners have planned them with wonderful in-

genuity and individual taste, it shows distinctive decorative effects,

portrays successful gardens and beautiful landscape results and, best of

all, tells you just how to secure each one of these things and at what
expense, while a profusion of actual photographs aid i.i planning the

many details that insure a home of individuality. On receiptof25c (reg-
ular price) and the names and addresses of only 15 people whom you
know to be actively interested in housebuilding or gardening, we will

send you April House if Garden and also Inexpensive Homes ff Individu-

ality FREE. Your name will not be used in connection with the

list. Do it now whileyouthinkof it. ^

McBRlDE. NAST 6- CO., Union Square, New York

"THE pleasure of living: in the country
* or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the mpet
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing

the

TlSyyCombinationl^s^ (3aS Machine

FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your Insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,

Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,

Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan

Attractive Proposition to Plumber*

Carburettor under ground

Machine in basement
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The HEART of the HOME is the FIREPLACE

I

One cection of our ROOKWOOD TILE display room* in Reaper Block. Clark and Washington
Street*. Chicago, 111.

Let in help you to

elect a fireplace
that is right a fire-

place of modern d-j-

sign a fireplace that

fil$ in harmoniously
with its surround-

ings.

Our catalogue
shows an exception-
ally large variety of

characteristic styles
and we will be glad
to submit sketches
of special designs.

The Lorenzen
Fireplaces are

equipped with the

Improved Lorenzen
Colonial head throat

and damper which
insures perfect ven-

tilation. This combination of ventilation is a result of twenty years experience in the construction of

fireplaces. Send for free catalogue thawing mantels in wood, tile and brick, grates and fireplace fixtures of all

s, consoles and colonades, etc.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., 701-709 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO., ILL.

We Want the Man
who know* good architi-rt-
nrt- to win! for our new
honk. "Home* of Chnr-
IK-IIT." w h i c- h i-ontainn
plan*, ill i-ri|'tiiiii ami
cn*t sstlBMlM of Martlatle
iiml practical HunKalow*.
Cottage* and Honasa.

H of Character"

In In-iint ifnlh Ixiiin.l ami il-

lu-tratfl ami riuitainii m-w
idea* ami infnrmnlion that
will help >na nolve your
l.niMiinr |.r..t.l.-ni. Font-
paidtt.W 1).

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
(lac.) Arch. tret

1243 Williamson Buildinf

ClereUad. 0.

TheONLYWAY is the

PHENIX WAY,
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-

tail at 15c and 26c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof

Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Cenltr Si. Milwaokes. WU.

Wonderful New Light

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.

The entire outfit mast satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't thin worth looking
Into? Could we offer sucb liberal terms
If we didn't know that the- Hes Furnace
excels In serrlc*. simplicity, efficiency.
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will

are you all middle-men*' profits. No room
for more detail* here. Write today for free

48-page booklet which tells all aboot It.

Ymrr namt and addrtu on a felt card

nmm, TIT Tmeomm Bldg., Chicago
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A Boulder Bungalow in Ohio

Designed by Mrs. Geo. Winchet

HE boulder bungalow at Cedar

Crest was planned by its owners

as the simplest form of shelter

for four people and their guests
in summer. When enthusiasm for the

surroundings increased, it was decided

best to give up the city home altogether.

The simple plans were still retained, with

the heating apparatus added for winter

comfort.

The agricultural student of the family
needed a farm for his experiments, and

this farm, only eight miles from the city,

was chosen for the beauty of its so-called

"waste land" a bluff, a riverside drive,

twelve acres of original forest and two

picturesque ravines. A knoll, overlook-

ing the river on the west, was surrounded

by the forest stretching to the top of a

1

In Winter Snowg.

The Dark Green Cedars Against
Snowy Slopes.

ridge that separated the park-like woods
from the fields of the farm. On this

knoll the house was built.

The exterior is of plaster, boulder col-

umns and chimney, and red tile roof,

with eaves of blackish green and gray

green blinds. The only unusual features

were the divisions of the blinds on 1

a line

with the stained windows, and the front

door was constructed with the idea of

avoiding all stock patterns.

The porch is the real living room in

summer, as some part of it is well shaded

at all hours ;
and it is seldom exposed to

storms, as it faces southeast. A storm

door with its vestibule has never been

needed even in severe winters.

The living room is thirty-one feet by
fifteen and a half: the mantel of bluish
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brick and the bookcases fitting into the

room. The \\alK arc tinted a pinkish

tan The woodwork is cypress with sin-

gle paneled oak doors >tained medium
ln>\vn. Tlu- >taincd section- ! the win-

<l-ws are opalc-cent. with turn-hex of ma-

hogany, the predominating color of the

furnishings.

The hall and dining room are tinted in

burnt orange, the woodwork stained a

very dark brown to match the black

walnut furniture. I'nder the high case-

ment windows are china closets, linen

drawers and shallow drawers for silver.

A plate rail, eighteen inches from the

ceiling, holds bric-a-brac for which other

space could not }>c found. The cream

tint of the ceiling was brought down to

the plate rail, forming a good background
for the pieces.

The bedroom i> tinted robin's egg blue,

with the woodwork stained a very dark

green.

The kitchen is compact as a Pullman

dining car, so that the preparation of

meals requires few steps. Above the ice

chest is a spacious fruit closet. The
room is too small for a table, but sliding

shelves projecting above the closets be-

A Walk Among the Cedar*.

A Morning Row.

ncath windows serve the purpose. On
each side of the sink are the tops of flour

closets and the case of drawers, each a

substitute for a table. Above an open

-pace of eighteen inches, enclosed china

closets on each side reach to the ceiling.

Near the stove is a closet for kitchen

utensils and convenient shelves, part of

them covered with zinc.

* * *

For more than a year our cooking was

done on four German burners for alco-

hol. Since these frail burners were worn

out an oil stove has been used, but we
are waiting impatiently for stronger
burners to be placed on the market so

that we can return to the use of alco-

hol.

The rooms in the second story are

tinted in harmonious colors, and the

woodwork of cypress and pine is in its

natural color with a dull varnish sur-

face.

In the basement, we have furnace

room, laundry, workshop and storeroom.

The acetylene plant and the gasoline en-

gine each has its own house just outside

the foundation walls.
* * *

In the boyhood of an elderly neighbor,
there was but one cedar in this entire

region. On the river bank "The Cedar

Tree" was then the rendezvous of all

the small boys. It still lives, although
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much broken ; and the birds and wind

have so scattered its seeds through our

forest, that fifty sturdy trees may be

counted from any window. In summer
the forest trees predominate, but in win-

ter the green and brown tones of the

cedars against the snowy slopes form

Cost of Cedar Crest.

Excavation $50.00

Foundations, etc 540.00

Lumber 1,643.00

Plaster 422.00

Painting 140.00

Hardware . 135.00

The
Floor Plan.

beautiful pictures, proving Cedar Crest

the best of all names for our home.

There is a deep satisfaction and pride
that lingers about a home planned and
built by its owners. Every room means

something; every corner is a large part

of the whole. Those who have never

built their own home cannot half realize

the joy that we experienced in the plan-

ning and the fulfilment of our hopes.

Stone work 231.00

Plumbing 310.00

Roof, etc 400.00

Carpentering 608.00

Decorations 238.00

Metal weather strips 76.00

Lightning rods 28.00

Gas machine and fixtures. . 238.00

Total cost $5,059.00
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Things New and Old in Bedroom

Furniture
OR the woman who like Agur,
has neither poverty nor riches,

who wishes to furnish her home
with charm and in good taste, the

selection of her bedroom furniture is al-

ways a question of absorbing interest.

In this part of the furnishing she is

usually the sole arbiter of her fate
;
for

though the man of the house may and

often does express decided convictions on

the furniture of the main living rooms,
he seldom ventures into the essentially

feminine atmosphere upstairs.

Fortunately it is a comparatively easy
matter in these days to furnish in good
taste. The abominations of even twenty-
five years ago have been almost utterly

eliminated from our furnishing estab-

lishments, and really beautiful reproduc-

tions of fine designs by the master crafts-

man of 200 years ago can now be found

in almost all the shapes. True, there is

still on sale the golden oak "sets" that

are the pitfalls of the limited purse. For

it must be confessed that this is the only

cheap furniture unless one takes a good
deal of trouble. If one has time for it,

almost anything can now be ordered "in

the white" that is, unfinished, and the

home craftsman can do the staining or

the enameling herself. But this requires
much patience and some skill. One must

have a deft hand and a good back. But

the result is well worth while. For in-

stance, the writer knows a sleeping room
of so much charm that no one enters it

without comment and exclamation. To
U

--lire, the walls are covered with grey
rosc-s having hearts of pinkish mauve.

The rug is grey and mauve, the windows
have side hangings of thin mauve silk

over the ivory net. But all this would
be naught if the furniture were oak or

cherry, or even that other abomination,
an enameled iron bed. First, the wood-
work is painted the soft grey of the roses

and the hardware and light fixtures are

dull silver. The maple floor is stained

a darker grey than the rug. The wood
bed is on extremely simple lines, with

slatted foot and head pieces, and this and

the low dressing table and chiffonier

came in the white and had two coats of

paint and two of grey enamel put on by
the owner of the room. She also had or-

dinary double strength window glass cut

to fill the top of the dressing table, with

French cretonne in grey and rose and

purple underneath, the same cretonne up-
holsters the stool in front, the little grey
enameled wicker sewing chair and a

round mat for the wicker table which

is stained deep mauve. The bed cost

$8.00 in the white, the dressing table

$20.00, the chiffonier $15.00, the chair

and table $5.00 each. Now $50 would not

even get the golden oak "set." Fortu-

nately we are not all so hedged about

by a limited purse, and for these lucky

ones there is only the matter of good
taste and judgment in selection.

First, there are the ever fascinating

reproductions of Chippendale and Shera-

ton antiques, which it is now almost im-

possible to distinguish from the orig-

inals. Whether one has a strictly colon-

ial house or not, nothing furnishes a bed-

room so handsomely or is so substantial

for all-around use, as mahogany in the

dull finish in these shapes. If the dec-

orations of the room are rich rather than

dainty, pieces of Chippendale design are
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a good choice. Some of these are shown

in the second group of mahogany furni-

ture. While much mahogany furniture

has brasses for handles, the glass knobs,

exactly copying the old pressed glass

knobs of our grandmothers' bureaus is

the fancy of the house, occasionally one

sees mother of pearl. Sometimes one finds

black walnut pieces of good lines and

agreeable tint that are quite as desirable

as the mahogany, and often discarded

old walnut pieces can be made really fine

by sawing off or ungluing the old "orna-

ments," leaving only the main outlines,

and applying sandpaper, stain and wax.

There is, too, the Circassian walnut fur-

niture, now having a great vogue ;
but to

our mind it does not compare with ma-

hogany for bedrooms, though costing

fully as much. With cane panels inset,

it is beautiful, but such a bedroom set

consisting of twin beds, dressing table,

chiffonier and chairs, mounts up well into

the hundreds in cost. When made up

perfectly plain in the Craftsman style it is

not specially pleasing, and the grain of

the wood is apt to have a striped effect

that is unlovely. When used for bed-

rooms it is best combined with the dull

blue and rose of some of the imported
cretonnes.

To return to mahogany. If one de-

sires grace and light effects the Sheraton

pieces shown in the third group would

be the choice. Such furniture shows well

against the soft tones of the chambray

papers combined with pastel shades of

rose, blue and green. The modern high-

poster is much modified from the heavy
tester beds of our colonial days ;

the posts

are slender and sometimes short, ending
in carved pineapples. Such beds are de-

lightful dressed in striped dimity with a

narrow finishing fringe, especially if there

is a flowered wallpaper. The bedroom
table may be the tip table shown or the

quaint sominole with its brass or glass

candlestick. If one wishes to carry out

a colonial room a wash stand should be

in evidence, with wash bowl and pitcher
in heavy colonial glass. These sets are

admirable with cretonne furnishings. A
desk or couch is not admirable in such

a room, nor should there be a lot of

small pictures on the wall. Some of the

charming domestic rugs in the coloring
of the room would be the choice for the

floor.

The vogue for white furniture or enam-
eled in delicate shades has been growing
for two or three years. Not only for bed-

rooms is white furniture in high favor,

but for dainty drawing rooms. Quite un-

usual is a complete dining room set of

white enamel costing several hundred

dollars and intended for a period room.

Just here we are concerned with the

bedroom furniture only and a very ele-

gant set of the very latest in this class

of goods is shown.

The set shown is of whitewood finished

in ivory, with panels of greyish white

cane inset and handles of brushed brass.

The picture shows the graceful outlines,

but not the elegance of the finish. The

dressing table has the mirror in three

sections, the sides hinged, so that a view

at any angle is possible. The draperies

combined with this set are French cre-

tonnes in pastel coloring, and the rugs

are in deeper tones of the same coloring.

This ivory furniture is also very good
in connection with some of the decora-

tive cottons in Oriental designs such as

our grandmothers used to copy in crewel

embroidery.

Other white furniture is of simpler out-

line and decorated with small, painted

medallions or panels. Some of these are

delicate enough to suggest cameos,

others are carved and picked out in green-

ish blue. These latter make a fine effect

when combined with chintzes in green

and blue on a white ground.
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The Illustration* in Thi* Group
Arc Ike Quaint Field Bed. the

Sheraton Cheat of Drawer* and

the T,P-T.blr

The CoM of Such DreMcr in Mahogany It $60.00.

Twin Bed* Like the Illustration in Mahogany Would Co About $75.00.

A Birch Imitation Is Sold a* Low a* $16.00 the Single Bed.
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Berry Culture for Home Grounds
By H. W. Jenkins

K\\ people who buy berries know
the true flavor of the best va-

rieties, when rightly grown and

left on the plants or cane until

fully ripe, and many who grow berries

in the kitchen garden are not getting the

dish of Cuthberts (red) and Golden

Queen (yellow) raspberries that are

nearly as large as strawberries, mixed,
so they make a handsome appearance
as a dessert fruit, and also that are of the

quality of the hardy raspberries, and are

Raspberries, blackberries and Strawberries Should Be Bought in Small Orders and

Propagated in the Home Nursery.

most out of them as regards size and

quality. I wish to describe some meth-

ods I have worked out in my own gar-
den work. For most people there is no

berry or fruit that can take the place of

the strawberry, but we cannot have them
all summer, and we may have to follow

them, better raspberries and blackberries

than most people have eaten. I wish

my readers to think of having a large

luscious because left on the canes until

ripe. Delicate and sensitive stomachs

can digest such berries, when the ordi-

nary commercial berry picked when

partly ripe, so it will carry well, could

not be safely eaten.

First about strawberries. I would be-

gin rightly when planning a new bed of

strawberries for home use, by learning

which are the best berries that are being
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successfully gp'\\n in m\ \\u or a -uni

lar locality, ami \\hen I had decided

which vanctic- 1 wanted, if I could not

get them of a neighbor. I would order

them of the nearest reliable nursery, in

lots of a dozen or fifty, and set the plant-

in a propagating bed made in my garden

where the soil is mellow and fairly rich.

From an experience of over thirty \

I know that time will not be lost in so

doing, for strong plants freshly dug,

grown in my own beds and righth

when the leave* tir>t start in the spring,

will every one live and grow almost with-

out check.

In the propagating beds I set the plants

in rows three feet apart and eighteen

inches in the rows. A bed a rod or two

square should furnish sufficient plants

for the family strawberry bed, and have

some to spare for your neighbors. Every

spring a new propagating bed should In-

set. The first runners that grow are best.

Let them cover the ground, but thin out

the small and late plants so the early

plants stand a fe\v inches apart.

While growing the plants, prepare the

soil in which to set them the next spring.

If the soil is in fairly good condition, we
are learning it is needless labor, and a

waste, to apply large quantities of stable

manure to the strawberry bed. The soil

is rich enough for large dessert straw-

berries, that will grow a good crop of

corn. The main essentials are good

drainage, plenty of humus, and such good
tilth that when you take up a handful of

soil, there are no lumps, and it all crum-

bles in fine particles. The ideal soil is

clover sod, where clover grew good last

year.

When the strawberies are gone, we
want the best cultivated raspberries that

can be grown. There are some principles
in raspberry and blackberry culture that

must be understood and worked out to

obtain best results. I would plan for

these in much the same wa\ as for the

b\ . .rdering from the- uur-

the desired \arieticv For the f.iin-

ilv -.mien in >--utli Ka-tcrn New Y.rk.

I uould select the following: red, Cuth-

bert ; \ello\v, Golden Queen; purple.

Shatter's Colossal ; black, Greg and Kan-

sas. The following is my choice of black-

berries: Snyder, Taylor, Eldorado. It i-

well t" a-certain what varieties are thriv-

ing well in one's own locality. 1 w-.uld

order from the nursery in lots of one

dozen or fifty, set them in propagating

beds, and grow plants from them. No
time will be lost in waiting, for the plants

one grows at home will all grow when

transplanted, with but little check.

While waiting for the plants to grow.
I would prepare the ground for them the

same as for strawberries, and, as for

them, the clover sod is an ideal place.

When the plants are ready, and the soil

ready I would prefer to plant in the

spring I would prepare the plant bed by

thorough plowing and harrowing. Then
furrow seven feet apart for raspberru -.

and eight to ten feet for blackberries,

and try to transplant before the suckers

start on the plants, and set three to four

feet apart in the row. A cultivated crop,

as corn or potatoes, can be grown be-

t \\rcn the rows the first year. The sec-

ond year, let the sucker varieties fill the

rows so the plants stand about one foot

apart, except in one row, or part of row,

where one wishes to propagate plants.

If the variety has proved hardy, grow
each cane in the tree form, by pinching
off the tip when about four feet hi.uh.

and shortening the arms or laterals later

in the season. If this plan is practised,

a -upport will be needed and the one

shown in the photo is a good one. It is

made by nailing arms on posts, and nail-

ing wires to the ends, so they support a

row of canes on either side.

When a crop is harvested, the old

canes should be removed at once. This is

very important, as the new canes will
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grow much faster, and will harden up

more, and be in better shape for winter.

When the old canes are taken out, the

new ones should be pruned, but the thin-

ning should be done earlier or at the

time of the first cultivation, the last of

May or in June. The most successful

growers of cane fruits, cultivate with

horse cultivator and hand hoe frequently
all summer. A heavy mulch of straw or

strawy manure placed between the rows

in July retains moisture, and insures a

1 letter crop.

Selecting Flower Seeds.

For a sunny exposure, the California

poppy, eschscholtzia, will endure mid-

summer heat and drought without flinch-

ing. The colors vary from pure white

through yellow and orange to scarlet,

with the satin sheen peculiar to the pop-

py tribe, while the foliage has a whitish

Pruned Raspberries in the Rear with Support of

Posts, Arms and Wire.

Blackberries.

cast which is especially in harmony with

the blossoms.

For a boutonniere there are few blos-

soms which equal the old fashioned bach-

elor's button in white and the various

shades of blue. It has the happy faculty

of keeping fresh for hours.

For rapid growth the kudzu vine ex-

cels, well established plants sometimes

attaining a height of fifty feet in a sin-

gle season, and furnishing a dense shade.

If grown from seed, ten or twelve feet

is perhaps the limit the first season.

The calendula will endure more frosts

without complaint than any other an-

nual, offering a pleasing variety of the

different shades and combinations of yel-

low.

If you wish to conceal the garden

fence, plant sweet peas or a row of holly-

hocks.

Portulaca is fine for covering a sunny

spot, the succulent foliage being a most

successful resister of drought.

The calliopsis is showy when grown
in masses, the long, slender stems ren-

dering it admirable for cutting.

The branching varieties of aster are

preferable to the compact sorts. Laven-

der ,and white make a charming com-

bination, while pink appears without a

rival for third choice.
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THE
SMALL HOU5E

5EUIE6.

Enrrom's NOTE. In these day* when the cost of building ha. after the manner of all the other cost* of living

mountMi skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of article* under the above caption "The. Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S

A Bungalow Built and Furnished for

Two Thousand Dollars

By Chas. Alma Byers

I
HE man of small means a few

years* ago, when contemplating
the building of a home, consid-

ered or usually considered only
the necessity of having a house to "live

in." This was not necessarily because he

lacked pride or taste, but because he

looked upon the beauty-lending qualities

as luxuries co-tin^ UK nicy that he o-uld

not afford to spend a very good excuse,

since he was sincere in the belief, for

making his house plain and frequently
even ugly. The modern home-builder

has learned, however, that it costs no

more to build a house that is picturesque,

tasty and architecturally attractive than

it does to build a house that serves only
as a creation in which to live.

The house itself complete, with gas
and electric connections and fixtures,

costs $1,600. including the architect's

plans and other services. It has a front-

age of 36 feet, and extends back 30 feet.

It contains four rooms living room, din-

itiil room, bedroom and kitchen and a

bathroom and a front and rear porch, be-

ing a house one story in height.

The house is designed on' the style

known locally as the "California cot-

tage," which is an outgrowth of the 'Cal-

ifornia bungalow." This means that the

house is built, with the exception of the

\\cather boarding, of dressed lumber, in-

stead of undressed ; that the walls inside

are plastered, instead of being covered

with burlap ; and that in several other
- it is more smoothly finished than

the genuine bungalow.
The house is built throughout of

^on pine, with the exception of the

doors, which are of solid oak, subjected
inside and out to the Flemish treatment.

Oregon pine is a soft, white pine that

takes readily either a paint or stain, and

at present sells, in Los Angeles, at from

$18 for framing to $34 for finish per thou-

sand feet, a little less than at the time

this house was built.

I \ternallv considered, omitting such

as have already been given, the
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house is stained bungalow green, with

a lighter trimming. The roof has a quar-

ter pitch, and the eaves have a universal

projection of two feet. The front porch
is 10j/2xl 1 feet, filling out a corner 10*/2x7

feet and projecting 4 feet beyond the

front line of the house. It is fully para-

peted, and the steps lead to it from the

size and the dining room is 10j/2xl4 feet.

They are finished exactly alike, the walls

of each being tinted dark green, bordered

above a molding that extends around the

rooms on a line with the top of the doors

and windows in cream, which corre-

sponds with the ceiling. The woodwork,
of Oregon pine, is stained to resemble

THE PRETTY BUNGALOW.

side. The rear porch, which is provided
with stationary wash tubs with running
water, is 6x10 feet in size, and is

screened.

The interior arrangement is shown by
the accompanying floor plan. The living

room and the dining room extend across

the front, the one door leading from the

front porch opening into the former. The
two rooms are connected by a broad arch

hung with portieres, which enables their

being converted into virtually one large
room. The living room is 12x12 feet in

Flemish oak, while the floor, also of Ore-

gon pine, is hardwood finished. The

lighting fixtures, combinations for both

gas and electricity, are of brass, provided
with frosted glass globes and mantles.

The living room contains but one win-

dow, while the dining room is provided
with two, all uniform in size and with the

lower half composed of a single piece of

plate glass.

Brief mention should be given to some

of the built-in features of these rooms.

The living room contains a Marshall-
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THE LIVING ROOM WITH BUILT-IN BED.

Stearns patent wall bed, built in the

north wall, which, for a house of this

size, serves as a convenience of no small

importance when guests are entertained

over night. The bed ordinarily fits into

the wall so as to be unrecognizable as

such, providing the room with bracket

shelves and a mirror. At one side of the

wall bed there is a door converted into a

combination bookcase, writing desk and

cabinet space for odds and ends, occupy -

in if respectively the upper, the middle and

SIMPLY BUT COMFORTABLY FURNISHED.
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First Floor.

the lower portions. This door, when

opened, discloses a roomy closet. The

dining- room contains a built-in buffet.

The sleeping room is located on the

east, where it gets the morning sun. It

contains three windows, similar to the

ones of the living room and dining room
one each on the north, east and south,

the last looking out on the front porch.
The north end of the room is divided

off into a sort of alcove, in one wall of

which there is a large closet. The room

proper is 10^x14 feet in size, while the

alcove is 6^x8 feet. The walls are tinted

blue, while the ceiling is cream, and the

woodwork a shade darker of the same
color.

The kitchen is square, lO^xlO^ feet >

exclusive of a space 7 feet long by 3 feet

wide devoted to built-in coolers and the

dining room buffet. There is a sink that

extends entirely across one side of the

room, which contains, in the lower part,

a combination of flour bins, drawers and

small closets. Above the sink there are

two built-in cupboards, one with glass

and the other with wooden doors. The
room is lighted by three half windows,
one of which looks out into the screened

porch. The lower portion of the kitchen

walls, two-thirds the height of the room,
is of Alpine plaster with white enamel

finish, blocked to resemble tile. The up-

per portion of the walls, together with

the ceiling, is tinted pale green, and the

woodwork is varnished pine. The floor

is covered, like that of the bathroom,
with linoleum clouded blue and gray.

Second Floor.

The bathroom is 5y2xS l

/2 feet, exclu-

sive of the toilet that breaks into one

side of the wall which makes the room

L-shaped. The walls are finished, like

the kitchen, with Alpine plaster, white

enameled for the lower portion, and the

floor is covered with linoleum.

A house of this size and kind can be

furnished for a very small sum, probably
as small as $300. To be more liberal,

however, it can easily be furnished taste-

fully and harmoniously for $400, includ-

ing kitchen utensils, stoves and every-

thing necessary. Thus furnished, this

home complete lot, house and furnituie

would cost $2,800, of which the lot at

$800 forms a large part.
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Wall Decoration with Paints

and Tints
B\ Henrietta P. Keith

WISTARIA FRIEZE IN YOUNG LADY'S SLEEPING ROOM.

DISTlXdl ISHED British arch-

itect recently read a paper be-

fore an Architectural club on

the subject, "What Is Paint." 1 U-

found himself in deep water, and the

more he tried to define "paint" the deep-
er in he got. His definition of paint as

"a self-hardening, homogeneous adhe-
sive mixture, applied by dipping or by
a brush," obliged him to include even

at of tar. \or did he get much help
from the dictionaries, as these authori-

ties with great unanimity defined paint

as "coloring .matter for the face, rouge,
etc." In fine, the poor architect \\a-

much in the position of the hundred-

legged spider who tried to determine

which of his legs went before and which

behind.

The American handling of the matter

is much the better for a paper on the

same subject at Philadelphia recently,

declared that "each manufacturer had

his own idea of what a paint should be
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composed of," and that there could be

no one formula. That success in selling

paint was generally taken to be a guar-

antee of its quality and that fair prices

would always get from a reliable firm,

a reliable paint. The increasing demand
for rich, velvety, yet durable flat effects

in wall decoration has stimulated the

manufacturers to produce finishes in a

variety and a beauty of color effects to-

gether with a perfection of surface un-

dreamed of a decade ago. The home-

builder has only to send for the book-

lets or portfolios in color, issued by the

decorative department of the leading
manufacturers of these finishes, to assure

himself of the wonderful advance made
in this method of decoration. Not only
do the primary colors show great depth
and richness of tone, but these can be

modified by the painter by mixing and

combining to produce an infinite variety

of attractive shades, so that any scheme

of decoration can be carried out. Full

directions for these modifications are

furnished in these portfolios of designs.

In one thing the essayists are all

agreed, viz.: that "the function of paint,

is beautifying and protecting" which

brings us to the heart of our own sub-

ject.

Here again, is room for a wide di-

vergence of opinion. An eminent Eng-
lish artist, Prof. Lethaby a few years

ago, advised that the whole interior of

Westminster Abbey be whitewashed. We
believe it was never done, but really, a

coat of one of our white tints over those

dingy, smoky old stone walls would not

be half bad. Still, for many, the sacred

gloom, is the more beautiful effect.

Without going so far as Prof. Letha-

by, there are few interiors which are not

vastly improved by some form of wall

decoration. Moreover, to decorate is in

our blood. We must diversify blank,

empty space, and walls, because they are

blank spaces and they are wonderfully al-

luring to this instinct for decoration.

Then, each home-maker desires to make
his home as attractive as possible, and

Stencil Design for Panel Decoration in Gray
and Rose Color.
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here is where the second function .f

paints and tints comes in, for this dec-

orative function is "the arrangement and

disposal of colors, in such a way I

beautify what is decorated."

>ince a concrete example is so much
tnTc understandable than abstract the-

ories, we here show, as well as the black

and white can do it a very beautiful ex-

ample of a room decorated in paints and

tint>. For in the treatment of this room

most perfect dec. -ration. In both frie/e

ami garland, the \"Un- opening lea\<

the Wistaria in faint, tender green, is

\\oven in among the shadowy purpU
flower racemes. Of course, on!

artist can do a decoration like this. e\er

part of it free hand work, the beautifi

frieze growing under his own fancy

trained eye and hand as he worked.

And since we cannot all have such an

artist to do our walls, first because they

PLEASING EFFECT OF PLAIN WALLS AS A BACKGROUND IN CRAFTSMAN INTERIOR.

both mediums were employed ; a flat-

tone ivory paint upon the wall surface be-

low the card rail, because this medium
combined both the decorative and the

protective functions and a water tint of

the same ivory tone, above the card rail

and on the ceiling. The very word "ivory"

-uggests something decorative: and on
this charming background the artistic

and dainty Wistaria frieze in softest,

shadowy, greyish mauves, droops and

winds it trailing loveliness around the

top of the wall. A lighter garland of the

vine outlines the ceiling just above the

main frieze, and together thev form a

come high and second, are often unob-

tainable at any price let us be glad that

\ve can now obtain very charming sten-

cil designs to use as frieze decorations

upon either tinted or painted walls. So

wide a demand for helps of this charac-

ter in decorating has sprung up in the

last few years that the manufacturers of

interior paints and tints have put forth

a great variety of designs, many of them

most artistic, both in color and drawing.

Working patterns are furnished for

the-e, also the proper color materials for

carrying them out and full working di-

rections for applying, so that even the
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_k_

l.'iWBHHt
Metal Ceiling in Tudor Style Tinted Ivory.

untrained workman can successfully

manage the more simple subjects. Spe-
cial advice is furnished by their decorat-

ing departments upon application. The

panel treatment here shown is an ex-

tremely pleasing instance of stencil dec-

oration. The ground of the panel is a

soft grey shade and the design is car-

ried in a darker tone of grey and rose.

Such a panel treatment could be used

below the plate rail of a cottage dining
room or as a bed room decoration. It

is both simple and decorative. When the

stencil decoration is carried out upon cur-

tains, table scarfs, etc., as is now the

vogue, the decorative effect is greatly en-

hanced.

For those with some skill and experi-

ence in handling colors and the brush in

other lines of art work, it would be only
a pastime to apply on their home walls

the more elaborate frieze design shown
in illustration.

A flat finished wall in a soft and vel-

vety tone of color with an attractive sten-

ciled border or frieze is an exceedingly

satisfying form of decoration. Moreover,
when this frieze design is carried out

upon curtains, door hangings or table

runners, the effect is refined and har-

monious.

A consideration which adds to the de-

sirability of these designs is the fact that

they can only be procured from the dec-

orative departments of the manufactur-

ers and one can, therefore, be assured

that their decoration will not become

commonplace and ordinary.

Then, again, there is a wide and grow-

ing sympathy with plain walls as back-

grounds for the furniture, the pictures
and art treasures of the home, rather

than walls which claim first attention, by
their own ornamentation. The simple
lines and flat surfaces of the craftsman

style of dwelling have a large following.

They suggest the Japanese characteris-

tics which are agreeable to many. The
craftsman room here illustrated shows to

advantage this refined treatment. In this

room the side walls are treated with a

greyish olive green tone of flat paint,

while the ceilings are cream color. The
dark oak woodwork is an excellent foil

to the green and cream which is carried

into the minor details in a charming man-

ner, the rug being two tones of olive

green. A stencil design in green dec-

orates the cream table runner and on this

is placed a book bound in rich green

ooze, with a jar of green pottery. It is

such nicety in detail as well as proper

proportion of color, which produces the

effect of charm.

Nor is the decorator limited in effects

by the use of plain surfaces. The pos-

sibilities and combinations are endless.

Here for example is another interior,

widely unlike the one just described, but

equally fascinating. The owner of thi<

unusual home had a "fancy for a grey

wood finish which would combine with

furnishings of blue of various shades.

The wood trim of Oregon spruce is fin-

ished with a blue-grey stain, the mantel.

Stencil Designs Very Much Reduced.
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ceiling beam and M;iir-< tin- same. '1 he

beauty of this wood finish is even great-

er by artificial light, where it takes on all

the variations of color tone between
\

grey and indigo.

As a ceiling treatment, flat paint and

tints arc far and away superior to any
other form of decoration; and

where paper or other textile fabrics are

used for side walls, nothing is so satis-

factory for ceilings as these soft, tender

Not only does the esthetic side of plain

\\alls as a background appeal to the

"f many, hut the hygenic considera-

tion-, are much considered in these <\

Time was. when the "stuffy" smell of

hou-c- wh<i>e wall coverings had not

been changed for twenty years, did not

offend us as it does now. The writer in

truth, has often been in a handsome
house, where the drawing room wall has

been hung with a silk tapestry for more

UVING ROOM OF BLUE AND GRAY OF RESIDENCE IN PORTLAND. OREGON.

tones. A metallic ceiling such as is here

shown is the acme of elegance in a hand-

some hall, when treated with an ivory

paint or tint. They are the only finish

for sand float plaster walls or ceilings,

giving an effect of great depth and vel-

vety softness upon such surfaces. There
are many situations where these water-

proof flat finishes are invaluable, as for

instance, upon the composition wall

boards now so much in vogue, both for

remodeling old interiors and as the whole

thing for bungalows and summer cot-

tages.

than twenty years, and it is the proud
boast of the owner that it is as beautiful

as ever. So it is; and in this particular

instance there is no offending mustiness,

because the hanging is put on with tacks

and moldings. Rut it is far otherwise

with an old, paste-spread wall. A dec-

oration which is not afraid of soap and

water, and is not injured by washing is,

therefore, most desirable to many.
On account of this washable quality, a

flat finished wall is also economical, even

though the initial cost should equal that

of first class wall paper decoration.

AU^IT?*^ NOTE. -For the Illustration, used in this article we are indebted to the New England Furniture * Carpet Co..AUbutin* Co.. Lowe Brother*. Northrop. Coburn * Dodre Co.. Sherwin-Williams.
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Concrete for Remodeling Old

Houses
By Benjamin Baker

IN the matter of looks there is be-

tween the house with clapboards
and stucco somewhat the same

difference of effect thit there is

between a figured cloth, or cloth with a

pattern, and a plain broadcloth. The close

for many days in succession, the abun-

dance of pattern is apt to wear on you
you get tired of it, and welcome a plain

broadcloth garment, whose severity of

surface and sparing ornament proves
less tiresome, and more dignified and

HOME OF MR. FRANK BOURNE.

parallel lines of a clapboarded surface,

with the variations of color that are pro-
duced by shadows on it, especially if it

happens to be painted a warm color, give
an effect like that made on the appearance
of a- garment by lines or checks or a pat-
tern of a different color from the main

body of the cloth. Such a garment may
look warm, comfortable and costly, but

if you see it a good many times a day,

substantial in appearance than the elabo-

rate-figured stuff. The change from

paint and clapboards to stucco is like the

change from the patterned cloth to plain

broadcloth. Stucco does away with cor-

ner-boards and base-boards. The sides of

the stuccoed house are not frames for a

multitude of lines in clapboards and win-

dow-casings, but broad, solid surfaces of

an unobtrusive color, and of a texture
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that stands for stone for solidity, ami

for all that solidity > an mean in inn

MOMS of permanence and of protection

from heat, cold and fire. Everyone
knows that a stone house looks more per-

manent, like a better protection to it-

inmates, than a wooden house which

of greater permanence and slighter

of repairs. Stucco make a frame li

warmer. Properly applied, it Miltituu-

for the thin layer of clapboards, wind

are often laid directly on the sheathing,

lir-t, an effective layer of waterproof

paper, then an air-space, and lastly

The Picture on the Right I* Thai of HOUK-
Done in Concrete Upon Exactly the Same Plan*

a* Were U*cd When Constructing the Hour
Shown in the Photograph Below. These Pic-

ture* Afford an Opportunity [ for Comparison.

may. in point of fact, be much the warm-
er of the two.

The practical advantages of stucco are

many and important, and the relatively-

low price for which these advantages can

be had will be appreciated from the state-

air-tijjht. slow-conducting layer of ce-

ment about an inch and a quarter thick.

As a protection against heat and col<

stucco is superior to back plastering,

whose efficiency is well known. As a fii

resistant it is infinitely better than any

ment that a reliable stucco, applied as

will be later described in detail, can be
secured under present conditions as to

cost of labor and material for about $1.25

per square yard. This is more costly
than painting even more costly than
new clapboards, but the greater cost is

made up for almost in the single element

sort of painted wooden surface. 1 he

only repairs needed are the filling of

slight cracks, which are rare in properly-

laid stucco. For its endurance, let us

take testimony from the house of Mr.

Frank A. Bourne, a Boston architect.

This house was remodeled from an al-

most barn-like structure in 1878, and
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stuccoed. The only repairs on the out-

side surface since then were made in

1905, when Mr. Bourne bought the house.

The only damage then consisted of a

hrcak evidently made by a succession of

blows, probably the result of boys using
that particular piece of wall as a stop for

their baseballs. There was no damage
from the effects of weather. The wire

lath exposed by the repair work was not

corroded. Excepting this mechanical

damage, the stucco of the house is just as

it was when first laid, and is in first-class

condition, more than thirty years after it

was put on. The greater first cost van-

ished long ago in the freedom from re-

pairs. It is probable that most well-kept
frame houses have cost more than a dol-

lar and a quarter a square yard for mere

painting in the course of thirty years. Of
course stucco, like any other kind of

work, must be "done right" if it is to be a

good investment.

Concrete is not of itself any more proof

against the slow percolation of water

than any natural building stone of the

same closeness of texture, and the water-

proof paper over the wood sheathing is

therefore absolutely necessary. The
concrete itself may be waterproofed on
the outside, however, by the fairly simple
formula known as the "Sylvester Proc-

ess," which is used by the federal gov-
ernment engineers on fortification works

subject to contact with standing water.

The material used consists of two solu-

tions. The first is a solution of shaved

Castile soap, three-quarters of a pound
to one gallon of water. The second is an

alum solution, half a pound of powdered
alum to four gallons of water. The soap
wash is applied first with a flat brush, at

boiling heat, care being taken to avoid

froth in the laying on ; the wall must be

dry in preparation for this coat. After

the soap coat is thoroughly dry, having
stood not less than twenty-four hours,

the alum wash is applied in the same

manner, at a temperature of about 65

degrees; and this also is allowed to dry
for twenty-four hours. Generally, two
or three applications of the two solutions

are needed to make the concrete perfectly

impervious to water.

Construction Details of the Home
Plumbing

Sanitary Methods, Fixtures and Piping.

HE plumbing system of the house

consists of the necessary fix-

tures, their water supply, drain-

age and ventilation. Sewage is

disposed of by sewer or by cesspool or

septic tank. Septic tanks are construct-

ed under patents controlled by certain

manufacturers who furnish complete in-

formation as to their operation. Cess-

pools may be constructed by anyone and
of various materials. Cement is used in

which two components are made, in one
of which the solids are retained and from

the other the liquids flow away into the

soil. The solid must be removed from

this style as necessity requires.

Another method consists in laying up
a dry wall of stone through which the

liquids escape, and requires cleaning very
seldom if of a reasonable size in a porous
soil.

The vast majority of cesspools con-

structed are of wooden plank, notched

at the corners to hold without nailing.

A few plank are put in position at a time

and the earth removed, allowing them to

sink into the hole. More planks are
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added until a walled up hole t \\cnty feet

deep is constructed.

In these forms of construction often-

times no vent is installed, but might be

put in to advantage if the climate is not

too cold. A tree or fence is sometimes

used to carry up and conceal a vent from

Mich a place.

Sewer Pipes.

(ilazed earthenware pipes, four inches

or over, are used between the house and

main sewer or cesspool connecting with

the castiron drain pipe, from the interior,

three feet outside the basement wall. All

exterior joints between lengths of earth-

enware pipe and their connections with

cast iron pipe is made with Portland

cement, care being taken to produce a

smooth joint inside.

Connections With Rainwater Leaders.

Rainwater leaders from the outside of

the building should be at least three

inches in diameter and be properly

trapped before entering sewer or soil

pipe. If connected inside the building,

the pipe should be extra heavy cast iron,

turned inside and outside with traps easy
of access.

If the rainwater leaders connect with

the main run of the sewer in basement

on the house side of fixtures, all basement

fixtures should have backwater valves on

the branch runs, between these fixtures

and the main run.

Soil Pipe Drains.

Four-inch extra heavy cast iron soil

pipe should be used for inside drains and

extending three feet outside of founda-

tion walls, with a fall of not less than

one-quarter inch per foot to sewer. All

cast iron pipe and fittings should be thor-

oughly coated inside and outside with
coal tar applied hot.

There should be a four-inch clean-out,
with screw cap, at the foot of the verti-

cal run and another near the outside
Avail unless they would come within ten

feet of each other, in which case only the

latter i> required. If the clean -out i-

below the floor it should be box

House Trap.

There is a trap placed just inside the

basement wall where the drain leaves the

house with a fresh air inlet pipe from

outside above grade, attached clo-

the trap on the house side of it. In cold

climates the fresh air inlet freezes the

trap and neither is allowed. All pipe-

and fittings should be securely fastened

to wall or ceiling with iron anchor

properly support every joint.

Soil Pipe Stacks.

Where one or more water closets are

drained the soil pipe should be extra

heavy cast iron, coated, not less than four

inches inside diameter. It should be con-

tinued of full size, twelve inches above

the roof and there be encased in a gal-

vanized iron frost-proof jacket with an

air space of one inch around the pipe.

The top of the jacket should be made of

cast or wrought iron, containing a test-

ing plug properly caulked to the soil or

ventilation pipe, to be removed after test

is over.

If the vent pipe is carried into a venti-

lation flue the jacket will not be required.

No vent should open near a window or

other opening that would allow the gas
to penetrate to the interior of house.

No trap is necessary at the foot of a

vertical stack. No black wrought iron

pipe or steel pipe should be used as -oil.

waste, ventilation or drain pipe.

Fittings.

All fittings for drainage should be re-

cessed drainage fittings presenting

smooth, continuous inner surface to the

flow of drainage. Fittings for vent pipes

may be the ordinary pattern of cast or

malleable steam and water fittings.

Connections made in the run of soil or

waste pipes should be made with "\ "-.'

one-eighth or one-sixteenth bend-
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sanitary "Y-T's." Where it is impracti-

cable to make offsets with the above fix-

tures, sanitary "TV or one-fourth bends

may be used.

Traps.

Traps should be provided with full-

sized clean-out screws, plugs, covers or

inlets which may be easily removed with-

out damage to the pipe or disturbance

of the ground or floor.

Lead traps and bends should be of not

less weight than the grade known as

"light" and of the drawn pattern. Lead

pipes may be drawn of "extra light"

weight.
Avoid traps having covers, hand-holes

or cleanouts which are held in place by

lugs or bolts, or have internal partitions

or mechanical seals.

The depth of water in the seal of a

trap should not be less than 1*4 inches

and more in special' cases. The trap

should not be of less size than the waste

pipe.

All traps, except anti-syphon traps,

should be counter-vented from the sewer

side of the trap.

Every sink, bath tub, basin, water

closet, urinal, set of wash trays, or every
fixture having a waste pipe should be

separately and independently trapped
with a water-sealing trap placed as near

the fixture as practicable. Three wash

trays set not more than six inches apart
are considered as one set. All traps

should be so placed that they can be

readily cleaned.

Joints in Cast Iron Pipes.

Joints in cast iron pipes should be

made with picked oakum, well forced

into the joints with a caulking tool, after

which molten lead is poured in and care-

tully caulked on its inner and outer

circle.

Joints in Wrought Iron and Steel Pipes.

Joints in wrought iron and steel pipe
should be made up with screw threads

and all burns or cuttings on the inside

of such pipes should be removed. The
ends of pipes when used as waste pipes
should be well reamed out before the

joints are made up. All such pipes should

be galvanized.

Joints in Brass and Copper Pipes.

Joints for brass or copper pipe should

be made same as for wrought iron or

steel pipes.

Joints in Lead Pipes.

Lead pipes on the sewer side of all fix-

ture traps should be joined by wiped

joints.

Joints Between Lead and Iron Pipes.

Connection of lead pipes with those

of iron or steel should be made with brass

ferrules, brass soldering nipples, or brass

soldering unions with ground seats of a

size not less than that of the lead pipe,

with properly wiped joints and caulked

or screwed into the iron pipe. But no

slip-joints or washers should be used on

vent connections.

Joints at Roof for Rainwater Pipes.

If rainwater conductors are placed on

the inside of buildings, the joint connect-

ing them with the roof of the building

should be made with a brass ferrule and

copper or lead connection.

Wastes.

\Yastes should be of cast iron, galvan-

ized wrought iron or steel, lead, brass

or copper, and a fall of at least one-quar-

ter inch per foot, greater wherever possi-

ble. The waste pipe from any other fix-

ture should not connect to the house side,

or in the seal, of any trap. Waste pipes

from bath tubs or wash basins should

not connect into the lead bend under a

water closet, but in every case shall waste

into the soil stack through a separate

opening.

Refrigerator waste and overflow from

tanks should not connect with any drain,

soil, waste or ventilation pipe, but should
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'larjje into an open fixture proper!)

trap]

Size of Waste Pipes.

A waMe pipe 1
:

j inche- in inside diam-

eter is sufficient for one bath tub. \\a-h

bowl, laundry tray, urinal or refrigerator.

\ IJ^-inch pipe will care for from one

t<> three of these fixtures, and a 2-inch

pipe from three to six.

A 1'j-inch pipe is sufficient for from

one to two kitchen -ink--, and a 2-inch

pipe will do for from one to twelve sink-.

A slop sink should have not less than

a 2-inch waste pipe. A water closet re-

quires a 4-inch waste or soil pipe, and in

determining the size of stack in like pro-

portion, four minor fixtures count as one

water closet, and two slop sinks count

as one water closet.

Back Vents.

The traps of all fixtures should have

back vents connected to the crown of

trap whenever possible and in no case

more than one foot from the trap. Where
a continuous waste and vent system is

installed, the trap should be set as near

the fixture as practicable and the hori-

zontal distance from the fixture to the

stack should not exceed two feet.

\o horizontal run of vent should be

used between the waste opening and the

water line of any trap, where a continu-

ous waste and vent system is used, but

should have an up-grade of at least 45

degrees.

Back vents should be of cast iron,

wrought iron or steel, brass or copper,
and lead pipes should be used only in

making short connections between them.

Kach vent pipe should have a trap
screw soldered into it not more than >ix

inches above where it connects with the

trap, and this connection should also ex-

tend six inches above the water line of

the fixture it serves before connecting
with other vent pipes.

Where union joint- arc u-ed on \\a-te

i-oniuvti"ii-. no trap -rn-\\ i- required.

\ ent pipes -hould be run a- -trai^ht

a- po.-ible with an up-grade :

trapping of condensation and if finally

;ected to the soil pipe, this connec-

tion >hould be not less than one foot

above the highest fixture. When MU h

connection is made in the attic, it should

lie made at an angle of 45 degrees if the

di>tance exceeds fifteen feet. If this

angle cannot be obtained in the distance,

the vent should continue out through the

roof of at least two inches inside diam-

eter and be furnished with a frost-proof

jacket as before mentioned for soil pipe.

This jacket will not be necessary if vent

is conducted to a ventilating flue below

the first floor with a "Y" and eighth
bend. The main vent pipe should con-

nect into the vertical stack.

Flush Pipes for Water Closets.

Flush pipes from open flush tanks

>hoiild be at least \Y\ inches in diameter

and those from low down flush tanks

should be at least two inches.

Tests.

After all parts of the drain, waste and

vent systems are installed and still un-

covered they should be inspected and

tested to see that all is perfectly tight

and properly placed.

All the lead openings should be sold-

ered up and all the iron pipe openings
should be closed with screw plugs except
the hand hole fitting at outside wall

where plaster-of-paris should be used. A
suitable force pump is used to produce
an air pressure of five pounds per square
inch and is registered upon the air gauge
with a one-fourth-inch connection.

The fixtures are next installed and the

plumbing work completed. A final test

i- made equal to the pressure of one inch

of water, after which the fixtures may he

used.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Design No.

B 336 F. E. COLBY, Sioux City, Iowa.

B 337 CHAS. S. SEDGWICK, Minneapolis, Minn.

B 338 KEITH & WHITEHOUSE, Spokane, Wash.

B 339 JOHN HENRY NEWSON, Cleveland. Ohio.

Design B-336.

HE contributions for design sec-

tion this month comprise a most

interesting variety of homes of

moderate cost. The house shown
on the opposite page is a true to life

picture of a five thousand dollar resi-

dence designed by Architect F. E. Colby.
It is of the square, full two-story, hipped-
roof type, inexpensive in design and

quite plain in treatment. The first story
is constructed of brick, the porch col-

umns are massive square piers carried

clear up to the porch cornice with a solid

wooden rail. The upper story or belt

course is finished in shingles.

The entrance is at the side, opening
into a large vestibule, off of which is

provided a coat closet and lavatory.
There is a large living room, from
which leads the main stairway, with fire-

place located in the opposite end. A
very good conception of the interior trim

and arrangement of this room, with mod-
est Craftsman mantel, is shown by pic-

ture of the living room here illustrated.

The dining room opens from this living
room through wide columned opening.
The second floor is very commodious in

bed room service, there being five rooms
;

four good sized chambers and maid's

room, besides bath. Large closet space
is a special feature, and each room opens

conveniently off of the central hall. A
most practical design in all of its fea-

tures. Inexpensive of construction and
a plan that will surely prove to be a very

popular one with many.

Design No.

B 340 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 341 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE, Minneapolis
B 342 A. M. WORTHINGTON. Albany. N. Y.

B 343 G. M. KAUFFMAN, Cleveland. Ohio.

Design B-337.

Here we have a home designed for all

the year round, not so large a house and

probably somewhat less expensive to

build. The outside is treated for a ce-

ment stucco finish, the roof shingled and

stained, suggested color scheme being
red for the roof, all the trim in white,

with the sash also in white, the cement

left in the natural gray.
As in the first design, the front part

of the main floor is given up to a large

living room
;
in this case the fireplace be-

ing centered on the inside wall and the

dining room opening from the living

room by a plain cased opening; French

doors open out from the dining room

onto the sun piazza. There are two fire-

places in this house, but the one in the

dining room can be omitted if desired,

thereby saving from $75 to $100. A very

pleasing detail of the living room is the

projected window at the end with broad

shelf. This is one of the designs where

the regulation hall has been omitted, the

stairs going up directly from the living

room. Approach to the basement is

down under the main stairs, and there is

a rear stairway. Direct access to sleep-

ing porch over the sun piazza is secured

from the main hall, without passing

through any of the bed rooms.

There is an attic stair to the third

story, where the space may be fitted

with a servant's room if desired, owing
to the large dormers; a billiard room

could easily be provided here. The in-

side finish is intended to be of hardwood
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with hardwood floors, and the arrange-

ment of the rooms suggests a Mission

treatment fur the tmi-li. The arch:

Mr. (has. Sedgwick, states that contrac-

tor-' l>ids, exclusive of heating and

plumbing. \ariel from $3.700 to $4,300,

including full basement and laundry.

Design B-338.

Another contribution in a Western

bungalow ui niode-t ^retentions, de-

-igned Ity Keith & Whitchouse. of Spo-
kane. \\'a>h.. .yives us a pleasing con-

tra-t in the designs of some of the East-

ern architects. There is a decided air of

the forest to this little home, which is.

nevertheless, not constructed of wood,
l.ut is intended for a cement plaster cot-

tage. The porch columns supporting the

pergola roof are first built up of wood,
then metal lathed and plastered with the

cement plaster, which is also used over

the brick of the chimney and to form

the finish for the concrete wall of the

foundation where it shows above the

ground.
< >nly a partial basement is planned for,

the slope of the lot in this particular in-

stance giving the opportunity of full

-i/ed windows and a door at grade. The
u>ual requirement of a large living room
in a house of this character is fully met

with in this design, by a living room

thirty feet long and four closets besides

a linen case are an exceptional provision.

Rough ten-inch siding is used on the ex-

terior, and the gable supports are 6x6s

left rough for staining. The detail, in

fact, may be summed up in the one word,
which means work carefully thought out

consistency. The house is plastered
and is well provided with plumbing fix-

tures, having besides the bath room and
kitchen plumbing, wash trays and toilets

in the basement. The cost is $2.420.

Design B-339.

Another very modest little cottage
home in the New England style of de-

sign is here presented. The gambrel

roof treatment brought down low. forms

the .4 for the front porch -up-

1 b\ i< -nr heavy round column-

animation of the floor plan shxrn -

ml -tudy in the use of limited space. The
main stairs lead off from a small hall at

the left opening into the principal room
of the house treated with a fireplace

inglenook. The dining room is of

i proportion and size, 12x16. There

is no pantry, but ample cupboard
vision in the kitchen.

The architect, Mr. Xewsmi. of Cleve-

land, has secured three bed rooms and

bath on the second floor, with large

storage and closet space. A commend-
able little design and one that will be

sure to interest our readers.

Design B-340.

A city Colonial house with the digni-

fied and imposing columns and broad

terrace extending around on both sides,

with porches at sides. The front en-

trance leads from portico into broad

tibule and brings us into a large recep-

tion hall occupying nearly one-third of

the ground plan. Note the splendid liv-

ing room thirty feet in length, with a

ma-sive fireplace directly in front of the

wide columned opening. From the end

of this room is provided a sun room or

solarium. There are two other fireplaces

provided, one in the library and the other

in the dining room.

The width of this house, 45 feet, per-

mits of three commodious chambers

across the front on the second floor, with

generous allowance for hall space in the

center of the house. The main stairway
ha- a double return to a broad landing.

A modern sleeping porch is also secured.

This home is designed for cement walls

over metal lath, but it is such a design
as would be most suitable for brick ve-

neer. In stucco finish the architect e-ti-

mates its cost, exclusive of heating and

plumbing, at $9,000.
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F. E. Colby. Architect.

Good Design for An Inexpensive Square

House of Nine Rooms

DESIGN B 336

Design B-341. its treatment of the gabled dormers,
This is a house which is considerably which nicely balance the exterior.

larger in room accommodation than The foundation wall at the front of

would seem apparent from the view of the house is brought up to the window
the exterior. It is likewise original in sill on the projecting bay and is used at

u.,... ry. sj
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VIEW OF LIVING ROOM-DESIGN B 336.

the same height to inclose the porch.

Shingles are used for both stories as well

as in the gables. There would be a splen-

did opportunity here to procure a pleas-

ing relief in the gables by the use of ce-

ment and half timber work. There is a

central hall 11 feet wide running clear

through the house to a depth of 24 feet.

To the left is a large living room with

fireplace on the south side. A good sized

library is closed off from the living room

by sliding doors, and there is no reason

why the library as located should not be

very quiet and secluded. The interior

treatment is on the Mission order, Wash-
ington fir being used for the inside finish.

This wood is to be stained, varnished
and rubbed. Fir flooring used through-
out.

Design B-342.

Here we have a cottage home pictured
from a photograph as recently completed
and a design by a frequent contributor

to this publication. The treatment {

roof with the bracketed cornice i-

unusual feature. It is not strictly a Man-

sard roof, nor yet is it a gambrel roof,

but a sort of betwixt and between. Tl

cottage is sided first story and the bal

ance shingled. Heavy square porch col

umns with wooden balustrade give a m
finished appearance to the front. Th<

porch rests on brick piers ; the foundatior

of the house proper also being brie

above grade.
There is a fourth room on the fii

floor devoted to a library. On the

ond floor, owing to the depth of the

house, 36 feet, five bed rooms have b<

obtained in addition to bath. These

rooms are all of modest size. Close study
of the house before us and the detail of

the exterior, will show that the arch:

ha- presented something very creditable

in an inexpensive design.

Design B-343.

A very artistic design of residence

planned by Architect ( i. M. Kauffman

to be built in Clifton Park, Ohio. Tl

out-ide is strictly for a plastered treat
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Chas. S. Sedgwick, Architect.

Sketch for Residence with Cement Exterior

DESIGN B 337
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Keith & Whitehouce. Architect..

Bungalow House in the Western Forests

DESIGN B 338
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John Henry Newson, Architect.

ment. The gray stucco sides and red

tile roof, together with the brown win-

dow trim and ivory sash, secure a very

charming effect. The treatment of win-

dows is unusually interesting, and the

little balcony over the front terrace adds

to the utility and, shall we say romance
of this design.

The interior is effectively arranged ;

another example of the main living room
across the entire front of the house. The

ever popular sun porch is provided open-

ing from the dining room. The dining
room has a panel wainscoting 6 feet

high and casement windows; likewise,

casement windows in the sun porch. The
interior trim of living room is mahogany
with ivory white ceiling; dining room
finished in oak ;

on the second floor are

four bed rooms, alcove, also toilet and

bath for servants. There is a screened

porch which can be used as a sleeping
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A. C. Clausen. Architect.

Colonial Design for City or Suburban Home
DESIGN B 340

L -^^_ _
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Double Gables Well Balanced

DESIGN B 341

porch. The bathroom has a tile floor and The architect has placed a maximum esti-

tile wainscoting. The flooring for the mated cost complete at $7,500, the house

living room and dining room is oak, that containing the cubical contents of 30,000

of the second floor yellow pine ; the feet, which at a minimum basis of $2 a

standing finish is white pine enameled, foot would make the cost run $6,000.

LIVinc ROOM. HALL II DINPNC, DOOM.
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A. M. Worthington. Architect.

A House of Many Rooms for a Narrow Lot
DESIGN B 342

Y
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An Enduring Screen

For Homes of Quality
Inferior grades of screen cost much more than they save. Such screening doesn't last.

If it's painted, the paint chips off. The screen rusts. It rots. It clogs up with dirt. It

becomes an unsanitary, unsightly abomination. It finally goes to pieces.

All this is utter folly. Avoid it. Have quality screens in your home. Start about it

now. Investigate

Pearl Wire Cloth
The Screen Ideal

For Windows, Doors, Porches
Pearl wire cloth is made from highest grade

wire. Our own special process gives it the

Pearl Gray Metallic finish found only on this

wire screen. Quality of the wire and the

finish result in a durability equalled by no
common screen.

Unlike the painted screen of common use,
the finish on pearl wire cloth never chips off.

This is why the screen is so much more

durable. With good treatment, it will last

for years.
PearJ Wire Cloth has the lustre of silver

when new. Thi gradually turns gray until

it is nearly invisible. It is smooth. It stays
that way. It doesn't clog up with dirt and
dust. It has been called the "screen that

can't be seen." It's the easy screen on

your eyes.

Identified by Copper Selvage
Pearl Wire Cloth is identified by two copper wires in selvages.

This copper wire is your guarantee of satisfaction. It signifies beauty,

durability, economy. See that you get it.

Nearly all live dealers carry Pearl Wire Cloth. If yours doesn't carry it,

write to us. We'll tell you where to get it.

THE GILBERT & BENNETT MFG. CO.
939 First Nat'I Bank Bldg., CHICAGO GEORGETOWN, CONN. 277 Broadway, NEW YORK

See that

Copper
Selvage

YORK, GEORGETOWN, CONN. CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY.
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Ceo. M. Kauffman. A

An Artistic Study in Cement

DESIGN B 343
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X2

A NYONE who can handle a
hammer and saw can apply Util-

ity Wall Board to walls and ceiling.
It is nailed direct to the studding or in old buildings may be put on over old
and cracked plaster Once in place it will last as long as the buildingstands

UTILITY WALL BOARD
[s very tough and strong It is moisture proof and will not crack or warp The surface is ideal
and may be decorated in any style desired It does away entirely with the need for lath and
plaster lasts longer than lath and plaster and is more economical also It does away with all

the dirt and muss and inconvenience of plastering

For the man who likes to work with tools

Utility Wall Board is wonderfully convenient-
It can be used not only for covering walls and ceilings, but for making partitions, closets, shelves and for all

ts of cabinets, boxes, screens and so forth Comes in sheets of convenient widths and lengths

Write for free sample and illustrated book of home interiors

THE HERPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St., Chicago, 111.

NEXT SUMMER
In your new house you'll wan* lots of Fresh Air

and you Won't \\ant Flies.

Wide-Flung Casement Windows

properly screened will solve the problem. But

only when operated by our Patent Adjusters from

INSIDE the screens as pictured.

Postalize us today for our illustrated hand book.

It's invaluable to home builders.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58-175 North State Street CHICAGO
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The Tale of

"Old Hickory
Kor ages the trees were man's shelter and
abode. Hi- //((// in them. They were a part
of his being.
I'.ut in Ilic van of civilization, the trees dis-

appeared. Cabins, then houses. linally chics

sprung ii]), where once the forest swayed,
civilization did its work. The poetry of the
wilderness was i/nni'.

I'.ut the desire of man to live in Nature did
not go. The rough bark of trees, the blue
skies, still hold their appeal.
So lie went back into the wilderness, and
there fashioned for himself a seat from the

rough barked trees therein.
It served so well, that he brought this work
of his hands, with other pieces of like craft -

inanship and beauty to match, back to the

city.
This is the tale of "Old Hickory." It is our
answer to this call of the wild.
Old Hickory comes in a variety of shapes:
but it maintains, at all times, its simple and
primitive appeal. Made of bark, interlaced

artistically, and reinforced with the strong
linilis of The Hickory, it is strong and durable.
No porch produces real satisfaction without
it : any summer garden which does not boast
its old Hickory is a mockery. When you tiro
of the noise and confusion of the town fall
into a chair of Old Hickory and revel in
visions of the woods. Old Hickory is the
link which binds us to the poetry of yesterday.

Our catalogue (ichich is free) illiix-

truti-H our line of "Old Hickort/"
complete, for your inspection. Won't
you send for one today?

Andrew Jackson
ChairSZ. Price $42?

A few popular pieces of
Old Hickory Furniture.

Andrew Jackson __

Rocker 33. Price *43

The Old Hickory
Chair Co.

433 South Cherry St.

Martinsville, Indiana

home
builder can

have well var-

nished wood-
work.

First: Make up your
mind to have none but

Berry Brothers^' Varnishes
used.

Then: Get a compe-
tent painter to use them on
all floors, doors and wood-
work.

'T accept

any substi-

tute and don't

wait until the last

minute.
Get the varnish prob-

lem off your mind early

and avoid the mistakes of

"eleventh hour" decis-

ions when your house is

nearly done.

Send today for free

booklet "Choosing Your
Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
DETROIT

Factories Detroit, Mich., and Walk-
erville, Ont.
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far as the craze has been acclimated here

it ha* been restricted to the combination
of black with delicate or brilliant color,

but it is interesting to read in a recent

novel of a Parisian studio, in which the

walK \\ere austerely white, the electric

lights shaded by smoked K' ;I> " and cur-

tains, coverings and cushions of black

Im-cade, the only touch of color being a

huge screen of scarlet lacquer.
Of the black grounded wall paper-

shown, the most successful are those in

which the predominating tone is a rather

deep pink. Where the design is worked
out in delicate tones, the contrast is too
marked to be agreeable. Rugs made from
two-toned old rose carpeting and rose
mercerized curtains, woven with a black

warp, either with a pattern or plain, are

successfully associated with these papers.
However, the fashion is hardly likely to

become a general one, but like all ex-
tremes it contains suggestions which

may be worked out by the decorator.

Applique Curtains.

Hangings, which bought ready-made,
cost a pretty penny, can be evolved 1>y
clever fingers at a fraction of their price
in the shops. The ground is velour or
cotton velvet, and the curtain is turned
in at the edge under a lining. Two lines
of antique gold braid go down the sides
and across the bottom, and at regular in-

tervals these are intersected by a spray of
tl"wers cut from printed velvet, and chain
stitched on with gold colored silk. A
larger group of flowers is at the corner.
The work is of the simplest, and the

hangings very effective. The idea might
be carried out in plain colored cotton taf-

feta, with an applique of cretonne flowers
for a summer room, or a bedroom.

Uses for Antique Gold Braid.

The antique gold braid, once so un-

usual, now to be found in every up-
holstery department, has a great deal of

decorative value, although one sees much
of it used in places where it is quite out
of place. Braids and fringes should have
at least a suggestion of being made from
the thread of the fabric which they adorn.

Manifestly on this principle gold braid
and cretonne do not harmonize. But as
a trimming for tapestry, velour or velvet
the gold braid is most desirable.

\ line I it at the edge of a vcl.-ur

p..rt:- rring the turned up ed:;

;.ital iini-.h. or it may separai
border of a different tone from the l>.dy
"f the curtain. It is much used for \>

"ii velvet pillow covers and to edije talde

squares of tapestry, while a whole depart-
ment of small articles of tapestry or bro-

cade, desk ?ets, book slides, boxes and
the like, would be put to it to present a

good appearance without their bindings
of tarnished gold.

The texture of the braid makes it rath-

er difficult to sew and it is easier to apply
it to the edges of boxes, trays and the

like with thin glue, but when it is u-rd
on curtains or pillows, it can be stitched

liy machine with a long stitch and fine

silk quite invisibly.

As with so many other things of the

kind, it pays to buy the imported braid,

although it costs nearly double, as it will

keep its dull lustre for a long time, while
the domestic article tarnishes very quick-

ly, although not disagreeably. The do-
mestic braids run from eight to twenty-
five cents in price, the imported ones be-

gin at fifteen.

The Man's Chiffonier.

A sensible array for the top of a man's
chiffonier is a mat, not cover, of heavy
Cluny or Russian lace, a triplicate mirr>r
framed to match the wood of the chif-

fonier and a circular tray covered with

tapestry and bound with gold braid, di-

vided into four compartments, with
small pincushion in the center, whei
the dividing strips intersect. A
triplicate mirror is always and e\

where a joy to its possessor, and unlike
some other belongings can be carried

about, wherever one goes. A back of the

tapestry or cretonne used for the furnish-

ings of the room adds much to its appear-
ance, and is easily attached.

Iridescent Effects.

Something rather new are plushes and

grass cloth, in a neutral tone, with a sort

of iridescent shimmer here and there

made by the introduction of colored
threads. The designer perhaps had in

mind the iridescence of a pigeon's breast.

There is a grayish brown wall paper,
with tiny bunches of blurred flower
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^Eyeryffouse in this Modern
Grand Rapids, Michigan, Street
/s Bui/t with Morgan Mil/work

lit

jTOUR good furniture shows
best advantage against a background of

distinctive Morgan Woodwork. Homes equipped
with Morgan Woodwork are already more than half

furnished, as a glance at the illustration will show. And
the best of it all is, a Morgan-furnished home is a

permanently furnished home. The finished skill of

master craftsmen and the most advanced mechanical

science are practically applied to the building of

MORGAN
GUARANTEED PERFECT
HARDWOOD DOORS

Our deluxe book, "Door Beautiful, "tells all about them
in detail, and contains many beautiful interior and ex-

terior views, besides a wealth of necessary expert in-

formation of inestimable value to prospective builders

and remodelers. Do not be misled by claims of "just
as good" there is no other door nearly as good. Get
a free copy of "Door Beautiful" and learn the reason

why. Fill in the coupon in upper right -hand corner,

mail it today and receive the book by return mail.

MORGAN CO., Dept. B3, Oshkosh, Wi.
Distributed b,i Morgan Sash & Door Co., Chicago

Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore, Maryland
ARCHITECTS: Descriptive details or Montan Doors
may be found in Sweet's Index. Paxes 910 and 911.

YOU LL KNOW THE GENUINE BY THE BRAND ON THE RAIL

MORGAN DEALERS DO NOT SUBSTITUTE

$72 BUYS THIS
$159 Dining Suite &&a

e
rt

oa
e
k

Lowest cash store prices as follows :

No. ) Hull, t with Beveled French Plate
Mirror $12.00

No. 428 China Cabinet, similar mirror
(dam extra) .... 42.00

No. :',!:, l.-i-in. Pedestal Table, with 3 leaves.
top and pe.l,-tal lock included . 47.00

No. MD Carver's Chair . . . 5.50
Ao. 100 Diners (Five) . . . 22.50

Which Prir*? Dealer's Price . $159.00rlCC "Come-Packt" Price 72.00

"Big Six" Catalog Saves OVER HALF
Write for our l>ig catalog with six mone> savin-

departmente; ov.-rLIm |,ieces .f Mission and Bun-
galow Furniture, Willo-Weave Furniture, Clunv

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO., -:- 556 Fernwood Avenue, Toledo, Ohio
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low tones of color, which has a similar

cffc

Tlx cloth and the plur-h W(

m a room in which there was a ^rrat

deal of ol<l rose, in < >riental MU- and in

the tapestry covering of other furniture.

Shades for Single Electric Bulbs.

A pretty way of shading -mall electric

lull)-. placed close to the wall, is with a

concave oval frame of wire, covered tir-t

with net. then with thin silk. An oval

lace medallion is >et on the outside of the

shade, which is attached by a wire to the

back of the bulb. The silk is salmon red,

rose pink or yellow, the lace may be eith-

er gold, silver, or cream.

Liberty Tapestries.

The Liberty velvets have long been
familiar, and are quite the most effective

possible covering for a large chair, fabric

and design being alike exquisite, and their

generous width giving them a great ad-

vantage over most piled fabrics. One
must have a feeling that they are a bit

too sumptuous for the ordinary room, that

they are more in harmony with the house
of architectural pretensions.

But some at last of the designs are

repeated in a finely woven tapestry, quite
as beautiful, if not so sumptuous, and

naturally less expensive. They are worth

investigating when the covering of a large
couch or chair is on the carpet. There
are substantial advantages in using a

figured material when a large piece is

to be covered, as it shows soil and fading
less readily, and breaks up the large

spaces of the seat and back. The figured
material, too, is most lenient to the efforts
of the amateur upholsterer. The old fa-

shioned hair cloth sofa which persists in

many households can be made a really
attractive addition to the hall or living
room if well covered with one of these
soft-toned tapestries.

Another material which is less expen-
sive, and strikes a happy means between
the patterned fabric and the perfectly
plain one is mohair damask, such as was
once, and perhaps still is, used for pew
cushions. There is one firm in New York
which has it manufactured in an extreme-

ly sjood quality, and in designs copied
from old textiles. It is not expensive,

a yard, fifty inches wide, and i

most indestructible, while in an

quality it i- the equal to far more
pen-i\ e br< < ..

"Kivers."

The homespun blue and white co
f the South have been very popular

for decorative purposes for a number of

years, both the antique ones and their mo-
dern copies. Indeed their making has be-

come one of our few cottage indu-trie-

here in America. Xow they have ad
ed the crowning glory of being imitated
in a machine made fabric. This is a

heavy cotton material, dark blue and
white, woven in one of the characteristic

old-time patterns, fifty-inches wide, and
-ell- for SJ.50 a yard. It is a most effec-

tive material, but open to the same crit-

ici-m as the fabrics from which it is

copied, that the blue is very dark, so that

the general tone is sombre, but perhaps
that is a fault that may be remedied later.

As it i-, it is an admirable hanging for

the old fashioned bed chamber that is

the pride of so many houses, and it might
easily be relieved by association with

bright colored cretonne and china. Such
a bright fabric the writer has in mind,
a white glazed chintz with a design of

blue ribbon stripes and bright pink holly-
hock-, which sounds gaudy but is not.

Then there are capital combinations of

red and blue in the printed linen>. also

some of the same sort in domestic cre-

tonnes, which are not to be despised.

Marie Antoinette Mirrors.

It is an axiom of decoration that when
you are in doubt you should use a mirror,
and one can't well have too many. The
Marie Antoinette Mirror, with its inset of

a colored print at the top seems to have
been invented to dispose satisfactorily of

those narrow spaces between window-,
which are so common in city houses. It

must be coiifes.-ed that unless one pays
a high price, the picture at the top is not

apt to be very decorative. But any pic-

ture dealer will make a frame to order,

fitting it to any picture you may fancy,
and u-inu a moulding to match the wood-
work of the room. You can have a most

interesting mirror made with a photo-
graph in brown tones. Or you may u-e
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^-* dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.
After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof
absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
oostal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers of Sled Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

Beaver Board Walls and Ceilings will enable you to

transform your attic space as successfully as Mr. H. S.
Lewis ofBeaoer Falls, N. Y,, has done.

Whatever your individual

wall and ceiling problem,
Beaver Board is the answer.

It matters not whether you are building a

new home or remodeling a single room; put-

ting in a show window; constructing drop-

ceilings and partitions; or renovating an attic

or cellar.

The same great considerations of good taste,

convenience, economy, durability and sanitary

requirements point to Beaver Board.

BEAVER DOARD
PURE-WOOD-FIBRE

Walls and Ceilings

Look for

This

Trademark

on ths Back

of Each
Panel

Adaptable to all cases, because made in panels that

can be definitely varied in size, arrangement, etc.

Sanitary because they are pure-wood-fibre painted
and not papered over.

Economical, because easily put up, with no waste,
no repairs, no cracks, no annoying delays.

Many other interesting wall and ceiling

facts are brought out in detail with a wealth

of illustration, in our Booklet "Beaver Board

and Its Uses.
"

Write today for it.

Beaver Board is sold by Builders' Supply. Lumber. Hard-
ware and Paint Dealers, and Decorators, in sizes to meet all

average requirements.

The DEAVFRCOMPANY^ DUFFAIX>
467 Beaver Road, Buffalo. N. Y.. U. S. A.

TheDEAVERCOMFANY. LIMITED
517 Beaver Ave.. Ottawa, Canada

16 Eaatcheap, London, E. C.
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one of tlu- (icrnian o>l<-r print N \\hu-li

Fri-ncli pastel portrait- These last

are 'specially good and not nearly as well

known as they ought to be. In any case

\Miir mirror, while quite unique, will cost

y.-u much less than if bought ready made.

A Hint to the Amateur Upholsterer.
Much of the newest and most expen-

upholstered furniture is destitute of

Brings, the seat being either solid wood,
..r tightly stretched webbing, plainly cov-
ered. On this foundation are laid accu-

rately fitted loose cushions, made with
a side piece after the fashion of a mat-

I, and heavily stuffed, either with
hair or feathers. Sometimes they are fin-

i-lu-d with a cord, sometimes the edges
are welted, or merely seamed. The av-

erage sofa will have two cushions, a spe-
cially long one three.

Wardrobe Screens.

The wardrobe screen is either three or

four-fold, six feet high, and heavily
\\i-i jilted at the bottom so that it will not

tip over. Hooks can be fastened to its

back and it takes the place of a closet in a

small room concealing the washing ar-

rangements as well. Covered in bur-

lap, with an oak frame, three-fold, it

i'lit a very ordinary carpenter would
make it at a fraction of that amount.

Satisfactory Willow Furniture.

y much of the willow and reed fur-

niture on the market is poorly construct-

ed, eccentric in design and crude in color.

It is a poor investment, as it soon gets
rickety and shabby. It pays to buy the

best quality, as it is practically indes-

tructible, and can be refinished, while the

shapes are in good taste and remain de-

sirable in spite of changing fashions.

Simplicity of design and generous size

are the things to be sought for, and are

cheapest in the long run.

If the natural tint of the willow is not

objectionable the Canton willow chairs,
to be had at the Oriental shops, are an
excellent purchase, and have a quality of

distinction much to be desired. They are

cheap too, as such things go, a good
lounging chair with arms costing six dol-

lars, and the smaller hour glass chairs

five. There is also a deck chair, which
can be used as a couch, which is a most

picturesque article of furniture.

Glidden's Concrete

Floor Dressing

IS
the most perfect material made for the maintenance of Concrete
floors. It protects them against ahrasion and wear and the con-

sequent formation of cement dust. It also protects concrete
floors against moisture, oil, grease and disease germs. It produces
highly decorative effects. It is made in Light Drab, Dark Drab,
Terra Cotta, Tan, White and Transparent. Let us send you our
new "Specifications for the Treatment of Concrete Floor Surfaces,

Including Cost Data."

This makes a splendid paint for wood floors, particularly for porches and kitchens,
and for basement floors it is a perfect, sanitary and attractive finish, also for wainscot-

ings, baseboards, etc.

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES: CleYeld. 0. ; Toronto. CM. BRANCHES: New York. Chic.go. London
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The Jackson Ventilating Grate
will make your fireplace a perpetual pleasure. Burns wood, coal or

gas. Unlike the ordinary grate it produces an even temperature
thruout one or several rooms, and gives four times the heat of the

ordinary grate. Its special feature is a fresh air pipe which draws
pure air from outdoors and sends it heated into the room, while the im-

pure air passes up the chimney. Perfect ventilation is thus assured.

SE/VD FOR OLR FREE BOOK "K"
It ruhy explains the principle of the Jackson Grate, shows the numer-
ous styles and gives full information with prices.

Special catalog of andirons and
fireplace fittings mailed on request

. A. Jackson & Bro., 25 Beekman St., New York

Health Insurance
S3 should start in the home

by using the Leonard Clean-
able one-piece Porcelain-

lined Refrigerator.
Tested and approved by

Good Housekeeping Insti-

tute. Don't confuse this

with white enamel (white

paint).
Before you buy, try your

hat pin or knife on the lin-

ing. If you can scratch it

don't buy it. You can't afford to risk ptomaine poison-
ing. Ours is real porcelain, easily cleaned. Look
for the Trademark.

LEONARD CLEANABLE
REFRIGERATOR

Look for the Leonard Window at your dealer's

If he can't supply you, I'll ship freight prepaid as far as the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers. Ten-wall construction cuts
down ice bills.

Money back if not satisfied. Style shown above, size 34V4 x
21 x 45V:!, is made in three different casings, viz.: No. 4, pol-
ished oak, $35.00; No. 307, Satin walnut, $31.50; No. 4405, a*>
$28 35. Fifty other styles and prices
from $18.00 to $150.00, shown in cata-
logue, all one-piece porcelain lined.
Write for it. Also my book on the selec-

tion and care of refrigerators and a sample
of the Leonard porcelain lining and in-

sulation, all free. Write me personally.

C. H. LEONARD, Pres.

Grand Rapids Refrigerator Co.

138 Clyde Park Ave.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Style Book of Dutch Furniture FREE
Write for one today it will interest you and teach you

many truths about Holland-Dutch furniture, and show
you, besides several richly colored interiors, over 300

patterns of charmingly unique Holland-Dutch Art* A.
Crafts Furniture produced by clever Dutch craftsmen.
The booklet tells all about them and how, where and

why this beautiful furniture is made.
We will send you the address of our Associate Dis-

tributor nearest you, where you can procure our pro-
duct. Our trade-mark branded into every piece is your
means of identification and our guarantee of excellency.

CHARLES P. LJMBERT COMPANY
Grand Rapids. Mich. Oept. Q. Holland, Mick

HESSMPTLOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
^fLmm I I

Four styles four sizes. To recess in

IKJ^B wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

I trated circular.

The H<M--^7-d >. I HESS, 917 LTacoma Bldg., Chicago
Medk-lue Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

THIS BUNGALOW BOOK FREE
Contains original, practical, ln-aiitiful ile-ik'iis for Hunca-

lows. Country Homes (in, I City BMldenCM. ItMpeciall] ileals

with the delightful West Count Bungalow, a style of home
suitable to nil climate*. Show- 24 phot. >nni|)hs niul floor plans
of dwellings actually built at the cont given. Tells the inter-

esting Mory of Ke<l Cedar Shinnies, how to make a new roof
last a life-time, how to save frequent paint ink's ami how to fin-

ish the exterior <>f your building artistically ami economically.
We h.i\e no plans nor hooks to sell. We are manufacturers

of lie. | Cedar Slnnnl. - an. I want jou to know ahout Ked Cedar
before >ou hull. I. S, n<l 'J-cent stamp to cover the mailing of
this valuable book.

RED CEDAR SHINGLE MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION
513 White Building . . . Seattle, Wash.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor's Note. The courtesies of our Correspondence Department we extended to all reader* of Ketlh't Magazine. Ingiiiriaa

pertaininc to the decoration and furnishing of the home will be given thejattention of n expert.pertaining to the decoration and furnishing of the home will be given the attention of an expert.
Letter* intended for answer in this column should be addressed to Decoration and Furnishing Depart mtnt. and be

panted bjr
a diagram of floor plan. Letters enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Such replies as are of

ssrast will be published in (hese columns.

Country Home Remodeled.

C. E. L. Will you kindly aid me with

your good judgment and taste on a few
matters in the remodeling of our country
home? Now as to decoration and wood-
work, will you kindly give me some help
on this, too? Would ivory white be pret-

ty in the new front apartment? What
-liMtild the stairs be? I have- a mahogany
piano and bookcase and five piece silk

velour suite in parlor now; will have t"

put piano where present mantel is now:
wmild like to dispose of bookcase as there
will be so little wall space, but where can
we provide place for books : have a great
number, etc.

Atis. Your own suggestions as to

changes t.i be made in your house are

thoughtful and well considered. You
^hould really have an architect's drawing
for the new kitchen extension with the
bath room above-. \Ye can see no objec-
tion to "breaking into the north wall" and
to mn a projection of 3 feet beyond the

present wall at that point, would improve
rather than detract from the appearance
of the house. The external appearance
will largely depend on how the roof is

treated and for this you need an archi-
tect's help.

In regard to the interior changes you
contemplate; they are all verv good and
\\ill greatly improve the house. We
should certainly enter from the present
window, but make a wider door. Have it

part glass. The turn on the stairway
with landing will be excellent. We are
not very fond of colored glass unless

planned in a general scheme. We should
not advise it in a single small window

landing, the only place vou could in-

troduce it. though you might have a
small oriel there with diamond panes, or
a short, wide, box window thrown out,

with shelf beneath. An ivory finish to

the woodwork would be excellent, with

cap moulding above baseboard stained
dark mahogany, also stair treads. The
doors could also have dark brownish ma-

hogany finish. This is a pretty treatment
for a country parlor. Now, we would
send that five piece suite to the auc-
tion room. It is utterly inappropriate to

a country home. Instead, have pretty
natural wicker arm chairs and couch and
unholster in cretonne in deep pink roses

and green leaves on a cream ground. If

you can afford it, do your wall in a gray
green grass cloth. If not, get one of the

paper imitation*. You will be charmed
with the result.

The dining room with proposed
changes will be a fine room. You will

probably use it largely for a family room.

Why not put book shelves from chimney
to porch door, the height of the mantel?
A ISM set \our new triple window high
enough in the wall to allow of book
shelves beneath it, with a flower shelf

above. Yes. the east round bay is good.
With thi> treatment of ends, the room
will not be too long. Fumed oak furniture
is used, the woodwork can either be all

funud brown stain or the same treatment
of doors and cap mouldings in fumed
brown with the deep ivory woodwork. A
silvery gray wall with window seat, door,
draperies and side draperies to win-
dows in rich shade of blue, would be de-

lightful. Inner curtains in both rooms
of cream scrim, plain in parlor, barred in

dining room.

What to Do with Yellow Oak.

M. T. R. I find that, in the near fu-

ture, it will be necessary for me to re-

move to a small town. The only house
available for lease, where we can have the
modern improvements of heat, bath, elec-
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IDEAL WALL BOARD
in your new home

should take the place of plaster not as a sub-

stitute, but because it makes more durable and

more beautiful walls than plaster; lends itself

to a greater variety of decorative effects; and

because, with all these advantages, it costs less

than lath and plaster.

Write for a sample, our descriptive book-

let and the name of your local dealer.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO., Marion, Indiana

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

man.

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-
forms wifh architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"

A complete decorative

plan for any room in

your house for 10 cents
Fill out this coupon, send it to us with ten cents in stamps,
and we will prepare a special individual decorative plan
for the room in your house that you select. This plan
will be carefully worked out to the last detail from
the description you send. We maintain a complete
and splendidly equipped department for just this kind

of work. It is our method of getting people away from
the old idea of floor and wall covering, by showing them
the wonderful possibilities of paints and varnishes for

floors, woodwork, walls and ceilings.
If you contemplate building, remodeling or redecor-

ating any room of your home, our free "Style Book of

Home Decoration" will be a wonderful help to you.

THIS IS THE COUPON
THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.

Decorative Dept..629Canal Rd., N.W.. Cleveland, O.

Dear Sirs: Kindly send me your decorative

plan for room described below:

Room

Walls and Ceiling _

State whether rough or si th. plaster, canvas, plaster luard
or metal.

Woodwork
State kind of winxl ami eftv.-t pref.-rr.-d. If previously finished

Floor
State kin.l of -..! and finish denirrd. If previously finish..!

descril>e present condition.

Furniture
State kind of furniture, color and finish.

Do you wish suggestions for rugs, curtains, etc. ?

SIGNATURK

ADUKKSS

If you wish our style portfolio also, check her

SHERWIN-
WILLIAMS
PAINTS&VARNISHES

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co.
629 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio
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tricity. etc., is a small cottage, the floor

plan of wliii-h I enclose.

There are several features which make
the decoration of the house rather a prob-

lem to me, as I have been acou>t>med to

large rooms and well-planned arrange-
ment. As I am a subscriber to your
maija/inc, I venture to ask your help.

\- a large living room seems a nc>

sjty. I have ordered the partition between
the t\v<> front rooms at the south and
\\i-st of the house removed, which will

tjive one room 27 feet f> inches by 12 and

13 feet. The furniture to be used in this

room is of the better type of craftsman

with the soft brown leather trim, while

the woodwork throughout this entire

house is a very light oak finished with the

highest polish possible. I have been ac-

customed to the soft shades of brown and
tan in my living room, but this room will

now have both southern and western ex-

p.'Mire. Do you think that the fact that

the location is in the far north where the

winters are long, severe and gloomy
would warrant my using the colors I pre-
fer in the wall decorations, draperies, etc.,

of this room? If not, can you suggest a

color scheme which would prove satisfac-

tory, and can you tell me what to use in

rcfinishing the woodwork, should I be

able to get the consent of the owner of

the house to my doing so.

The furniture for the dining room is a

Sheraton mahogany table, chairs and buf-

fet. The woodwork in this room is also

a highly polished light oak finish. I have
a set of old blue china an heirloom
which I would like to use for the plate
rail in the dining room.

Ans. The "yellow oak" natural finish

of twenty years ajjo i certainly one of

the modern decorator's problems. It is a

"bete noir" indeed. Having just been

through an experience of this sort, our ad-

vice to you is to remove the varnish be-

fore attempting to darken the wood. Oth-
erwise you get just a muddy, painted ef-

fects in paper would preserve the brown
feet. Once the varnish is off, apply
Brown Oak Handicraft Stain with Mis-
vj.-n-lac finish. If you do not wish to go
to the expense and trouble, then the only
thing to do is to keep walls and furniture
in tones of brown, ecru and cream.

I ".,! tin- .lining room the irrides.

effects in paper would preserve the brown
tones, while giving life and relieving mo-
n- -tony. A pale ecru plain could be used

alive"t"p- "f doors and windows, where

j.late *helf should come and against this

background the blue china would be de-

lightful. With y,ur Sheraton mahogany,
however, the yellow oak seems a sacri-

lege. Paint it deep cream. The wood-
wurk in chamber ought to be painted

ivory also, but if the owner will not con-

sent to thi> then the best we can think

"f is to make the walls here also pale ecru

or very deep cream, a chambray paper
and to furnish windows, bed, bureau,

scarfs, etc., with cretonne in pastel rose

and blue blended on cream ground. Cir-

cassion walnut furniture would be the

l>et choice. I)on't have a brass bed.

* * *

M. C. M. "I am a reader of Keith's

Magazine and would be pleased to re-

ceive your suggestions for color scheme
in living and dining rooms, as per sketch

herewith.
I will purchase fumed oak furniture for

both rooms. Am having oak floors and
beamed ceilings and the finish will be of

fumed oak. All furnishings will be new
with the exception of the rug for the din-

ing room, which is of a conventional de-

sign with colors of red and tan predom-
inating.

How dark should the oak floors be?

Ans. It is unfortunate that the red

and tan rug should be used for the din-

ing room. With its abundant south and
east light this bright and sunny room
would be delightful in a color scheme of

greens and blues, or the green and pur-

plish tones illustrated in the Wall Paper
article of this issue. They would also be
most harmonious with the fumed oak fin-

i>h and furniture. On the other hand, the

living room though lighted on three

sides, is quite shaded by the porch on
the north, and a color scheme of soft

tans, with rug and furnishings in warm
but not bright Venetian red, would be
most agreeable, and equally harmonious
with the fumed oak. Would it not be
best to use the rug now on hand here

in the west end of the room and supple-
ment it by a long and narrow oriental
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f
CET \

INCREASED
VALUE
AND

Cyclone Ornamental Fence will give the
outside of your home the finished appearance that
curtains pive the inside. It takes away that look
of something lacking.

Cyclone Ornamental

is made of large wires, heavily galvanized. Heavy
upright wires are firmly seated in the cables, form-
ing an immovable joint. Easily put up on wooden
or iron posts. Made in many attractive designs.

WE GUARANTEE IT FULLY

:

Cyclone Farm Gates are strong,
durable and light on posts. Frames are of

high-grade carbon steel and fabric of heavy,
closely woven galvanized wire. Turns any stock.'

Write us about how many feet of fence and
the number of gates you need. We will send
catalog Free.

Cyclone Fence Company,
Dept. 47 Waukegan. lll.M

EdwardL. Ryenon Residence, Lake Forest, HI. HowardShan,
Archl. Netmnset Building Paper.

Going to Build ?

Clip this advertisement so that you will

remember to find out beforehand about
NEPDNSET WATERPROOF BUILD-
ING PAPERS and ROOFINGS.

better still, write today for descriptive booklet

F- w- BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Mass., New York.
Washington, Chicago, Portland, Ore.,

San Francisco

Canadian Mills and Offices:

TRADF MABK Hamilton, Ontario, Winnipeg
Re*. U. S. Pat. Office Montreal, St. John

383

20 Pretty
Rooms

in this

FREE
BOOK

- don't you want to see them ?

Peep into other people's new homes and get the

latest ideas for your own decorating. Our book tells

about the FREE Color Plans our expert designers
will send you for any rooms you wish to decorate.

You will be glad to know more about

The Beautiful Wall Tint

so exquisite in color and quality it is used in the most

expensive modern homes though it costs far less than
wall paper or paint. Kalsomine colors appear harsh and crude
beside the soft-hued Alabastine tints.

Goes furthest on the wallsand is easiest
to use. Full directions on every pack-
age simply mix with cold water and
put on. Does not chip, peel or rub off.

16 Beautiful Colors and

With Our Color Plarj uou can easily hade

the most artistic home in your town.

Send for Our FREE BOOK
FullSlb. pkg. White 50c.

Regular Tints 55c.

Alabastine Company f^iJIi^.
631 Grandville Rd., Grand Rapids, Mich.
New York City, Desk 31. 105 Water St.

All fit

/SHLEY
SYSTEM
VX,i S[VVA& E

^SPOSAi

L Sewage
Disposal

for Country Homes

Without Sewers

Health and self-respect demand that dangerous, re-

pulsive cesspools, etc., must go. The Ashley System will

provide scientific and safe sewage disposal at moder-
ate cost. Write for illustrated Manual on Sewage
Purification and Disposal for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.
108 Armida Avc., Morgan Park, III.

Exclusive Sales Managers,
WILLIS MFG. CO.. Galesburg, III.

Do not fail to hare a

Gale Wall Safe
in ><>ur ni'W home. It
makes yonr valuables
safe ajjain-t tin-, thieves,
i'ti-. No home or apart-
ment house complete
without one. Made of a
combination of Iron and
Steel equipped with a
combination lock.

GALE WALL SAFE CO.

554 Empire Bldg , Seattle,

Wash., Sellitf Acent*.
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carrying the same coloring in the east

end: Then cushion the window seat

with plain soft old red and use over

draperies of the same at the large win-

dows with nothing but thin silk in the

old red at the hijjh windows each side

the fireplace. The wall background
should be a grayi>h tan, either in the

tnc and tone designs or one of the gran-
cloth effects. As the room is large,
cither way would be admirable. The
depth of stain on the oak floors is a mere
matter of choice. They may have a very
>lii;ht stain introduced into the filler or

they may be the same as the standing
wood finish. There is a mercerized silk

rep which is only $1.25 a yard, which
comes in several colorings and is heavy
enough to hang in soft heavy folds, if you
do not wish to afford velour.

T. M. S. I have read from time to

time your excellent advice on interior

decoration and would ask you for your
-u^estions in a few matters that are

troubling us.

First We want a columned opening
between reception hall and living room
nothing elaborate something plain, neat
and dignified.

\Ve planned to have all the woodwork
white enameled, with stair and floor fin-

ishing mahogany what finish would you
suggest for floors? We want mahogany
furniture all through the house.

I plan to have the living room in very
dark red and main color through the
halls and entire house dark green. We
think of having the walls tinted to carry
out color scheme.
What colors would look well in dining

GET RID OF THE

GARBAGE ASHES
AND WASTE

Keep them out -^v

low floor in

UNDERGROUND
Garbage and Refuse Receivers/
Sanitary, odorless, dustiest. A ^^~~"

clean back yard. A sxnitary and
fireproof disposal of waste in ffarage
or cellar.

Sold direct. Send for booklet*. ^9"
C. H. Stephenson, Mfgr.

53 Farrar St.. Lynn Ma.i //t

room would pink and dark green he ad

visible and attractive? The fron

h"ii-e faces east and the living and din-

ing r. ...in face north. We have made a

nine-foot casement window in dining
room.
Out side of house .14

rev (light) str

and white wood finishings.
Home beautifully situated on a big

.i;reen lawn (an acre), with old willows
and >prings near house.

Ans. The columned opening would be
feasible if you desire it, but we should
advise cither sliding glass doors or a sim-

ple arch, that could be shut off by por-
tieres. With a columned opening you
cannot use draperies and it is always ad-

visable to be able to shut off the dining
room when desired. You could have a

large screen stand in front of the col-

umned opening if you very much prefer
it.

A white enamel finish thru the house
will be very attractive for your location,
but the floors need not be mahogany.
The stair treads and rail could have a

mahogany finish, but the oak floors will

be correct and far easier to take care of.

We should deprecate a red wall for the

living room, both because red is a trying
color to live with and because a dark
red and green treatment such as you men-
tion, would make a very gloomy interior.

Such strong primary colors were former-

ly used upon walls a good many years
ago, but are not at all used now. Red is

a very unhappy background for mahog-
any furniture and should only be used
with oak. Another objection is the north

facing of these rooms ; green, especially
dark green, should never be used in a

north room. It is very difficult to secure
an artistic interior with tinted walls only,
unless the house is in a large city where
skilled work of this sort can be had. We
should strongly advise a hard plaster fin-

ish and paper on your first floor rooms,
at least the dining room, if nothing more
and in this room a very charming wall
treatment with the white woodwork and

mahogany furniture, would be a 2Vi ft.

dado of leaf green burlaps above the base-

board, then a white moulding and above
that a paper showing birds of paradise
in among green foliage on a cream
ground. Ceiling tinted plain cream.
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THIS FREE BOOK

Will Help
You

Because its speci-

fications are cor-

rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, its testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your opinion by
actual working test. We want to prove
the Johnson merit. You may also

have on request, panels of any woods
finished with our Dye. Judge for your-
self the beauty of the results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No
No
No
No
No
No

126 Light Oak
123 Dark Oak
125 Mission Oak
140 Early English
110 Bog Oak
128 Light Ma-

hogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-
ered Oak

No. 132 Green Weather-
ed Oak

No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's Pre-
pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
u h i c h your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K.E.5.

S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wii.

"The WoodFinishing
Authorities"

oo,

On everv

piece/t.

When
buying glassware

make sure A that each

piece has a CHl on it. Every

piece of glass- y w a r e 8

marked is guaranteed, when
used under like conditions, to last

twice as long as ordinary glassware.

I

I

IHEI5EY5

8GLA55WARE
quality and durability considered is lower

in price than any other glassware made. The

glass itself is crystal clear and of the finest

finish. The workmanship will satisfy the

most critical. On request we will send

you our book, "Table Class

and How to

Use It."
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HOUSEHOI/D ECONOMICS

Don't Be a Drudge.

DRUDGE, according to the dic-

tionary, is "one who labors with
toil and fatigue." Does not this

attitude to labor characterize

very much of our domestic routine? It

is toil because we think it so, and fa-

tigues us because it is toil.

Too many people have a fashion of look-

ing at all sorts of work, and especially
at household work, as something neces-

sarily disagreeable. They need to learn
the pleasure in work which is felt by
the artist who counts the weariness of
his muscles as nothing in comparison
with the joy of fulfilling his purpose or

realizing his ideal. And surely all of us
housewives should have an ideal before
us, as well as the artist. The same sort

of faculty, in lesser degree, goes to good
housekeeping that goes to all the great
works of the world. The architect aims
at the union of beauty and efficiency,
and surely the best sort of housekeeping
is at once beautiful and efficient, embrac-

ing as it does the perfection of outward
appearance and the nice adaptation of
means to ends.

Letting Your Mind Rest Your Body.
It is part of the technique of rest that

a change of mental attitude is as benefi-
cial as a change of muscular position.
One may be condemned to a monotonous
task, although it is one of the strong
points of housework as an occupation
that it is so varied in its demands, and
brings so many faculties into play, but
the mental attitude need not be monot-
onous, and the mechanical fatigue of oft-

repeated movements may be relieved by
nstantly changing 'mental process.

The kitchen may be small, its outlook

gloomy and confined, but the far hori-

zons of the world beckon to the eager
mind, and may be scanned, while only
enough attention is given to the task in

hand to insure its accurate performance.
It is this sort of mental attitude that

saves work from being drudgery, and
makes it, if not a pleasure, at least a mat-
ter of indifference. True the habit is in.t

acquired all at once, but it is within the

grasp of anyone with ordinary power-
of concentration.

Paper Bag Cookery.

The paper bag cookery, which seems
to be the last thing in culinary science, is

only another application of the principle
of conservation, which lies at the root of

all cooking in closed covered vessels.

Xaturally if you confine all the steam

arising from the heated juices of a chop
or a piece of steak in a very small en-

closure, instead of allowing them to be

dissipated over a whole oven, or diffused

through the kitchen, the flavor will be
accentuated and the fluid permeate the
meat instead of being dried up by ex-

posure to the air. It is the difference be-
tween baking beans in a covered pipkin
or in an open pan.

The paper bag, when it is possible to
use it, which is only in the case of com-

paratively solid articles of food, has the

advantage of obviating the washing of

pots and pans. While the specially pre-

pared bags are desirable, they are not

absolutely necessary. The waxed paper
bags used in cartons of uncooked cereals

are available, and enthusiastic souls have
been known to butter the ordinary paper

g of commerce.
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Put in Your Own Lighting and Power

Plant, Save Money, Time and Labor
Even if you live out of the range of electrical current supply, you can enjoy

all of the electrical conveniences of a modern city home and make your day's
work lighter and more profitable.

The Dean Electric Company's
Home-Lighting & Power System

will not only light every room in your home and your out-buildings, but it will operate your
feed chopper, washing machine, food chopper, sewing machine, grind-stone, cream separator,
vacuum cleaner, ventilating fans, clothes mangle, or in fact anything that uses electricity for

power.
Practical, Economical, Easy to Install

Notice to Architects

WHEN
you prepare speci-

fications for homes,
stores, or churches out-

side city electrical zones, in-

clude the Dean Home-Lighting1

and Power System. It requires
no additional floor space and is

much cheaper than other sys-
tems. Enables you to make
more complete and satisfactory
plans. Write for free catalog
explaining this system.

You can set up the Dean plant yourself in any corner of the base-
ment. It comes in two complete units the engine, dynamo and
power-board mounted on one base, and storage batteries on the other
base. It requires no attention except to supply gasoline and lubricat-

ing oil. The Chloride Accumulator batteries will furnish power and
light for twenty-four continuous hours without operating the engine.

Write for Free Descriptive Catalog
This fully explains the Dean Electric Company's Lighting and Power

System. Don't wait until tomorrow, but write today.

The DEAN ELECTRIC CO., 1012 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio
Manufacturers of Electric Apparatus, Power and Switch Boards

"Look for Dean when Quality's seen'
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Another point to he noted is that great
care is needed lest the food shall be over-

salted, or peppered, as absolutely none of

the flavor is w.i-u-d. Not more than half

the usual quantity of flavoring is re-

<|iiired. It is obvious that only compara-
tively dry articles can be cooked in this

. and it is difficult to see, except as

sa\ing dishwashing, what is the precise
advantage over cooking in a casserole,
the principle applied being exactly the

same. In fact, long before casseroles or
tireless cookers were heard of, let alone

paper bags, foreign cooks used to dis-

pose meat and vegetables in a deep dish,
which they made air-tight by covering it

with pie-crust, made without any short-

ening, and removed in a very charred
state after several hours' cooking in the
oven. This process is elaborately de-
scribed in old English recipes for jugged
hare, which was esteemed a great dainty.

"Pots and Pans."

Isn't there, after all, a quite unneces-

sary fuss made over the cleansing of
kitchen utensils? A frying pan is no more
difficult to wash than a platter, unless it

has been allowed to stand until the

grease is congealed, and fragments of
food have dried onto it. The easy way
is to wash a cooking utensil the moment
the food has been removed from it, or if

this is not practicable, at least to fill it

with hot water with a teaspoonful of
some alkali, ammonia, soda, or washing
powder. And there is no more efficient

instrument of cleansing than a wire sink

brush, kept for the purpose.
But, as you value your time, never re-

heat anything like spaghetti, cereal or

pudding in the dish in which it was orig-

inally cooked. Infallibly the particles of

food adhering to the sides of the dish

will burn on and the dish will have to be
scoured before it can be used again.

The Pros and Cons of Spring Cleaning.

The general use of rugs has reduced
the woes of house cleaning to a mini-

mum, but even so a general cleansing of
the house once a year is necessary,
though it may not involve the taking up,
cleaning and relaying of carpets. The
general concensus of opinion with ex-

perienced housewives is that autumn is

the better time for this general cleaning

than spring, as a house does get extn-nu
l\ dirty in the months of Open windows
and summer breezes. Moreover the

weather at that time of the year is apt
t<> he more propitious than the languid
days .f spring, when one is worn \n

with the winter's work or gaiety. I'.ut

the thorough purification of the autumn
is made much easier if the year's accu-

mulations have been disposed of in one

way or another in the spring, and closets

and attics are in good order.

If one has never done it before, it is

worth while considering putting away
the rugs entirely for the warm month-.
It simplifies the housekeeping wonderful-

ly, and the saving in wear and tear on the

rugs is very great.

Enlarging the Vegetable Horizon.

Most of us have a very limited number
of vegetables in our bill of fare, and are

very inhospitable to new ones, differing
in this respect from Europeans who util-

ize almost everything that grows. Then
too they cook vegetables which we only
eat raw. Who in this country ever tries

the stewed cucumbers or lettuce which
are common there? Do most people know
anything about kohl-rabi, except as they
see it on a stand in the foreign quarter
of their town? Or does the market man
whose trade is wholly native ever keep
celery root? Yet all these things are ex-

tremely good, and many of them cheap,
and might well be used by all of u>.

P'rench chestnuts, too, are available all

the year round, and are much cheaper
than our own.

Celeriac, or root celery is excellent for

a salad, either by itself, or combined with

apples and walnut meats. Slices of cel-

eriac, boiled and chilled are used with

slices of orange for a garnish to roast

duck, and French dressing is passed with
them.

\Ye often hear that spinach is an ad-

mirable spring medicine. For the best ef-

fect it should be young and tender, and
be cooked for ten minutes, closely cov-

ered, in its own juice. It is then chopped,
seasoned with butter and salt, a teaspoon-
ful to half a peck, and simmered another
ten minutes. Cooked in this way all the

valuable salts are retained.
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The "BELNORD," New York

OAK FLOORING Used. Largest Apartment Build-

ing in the World

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately

And it holds your admiration permanently

CJ OWNERS and BUILDERS find it

a clinching argument to say "It's

Floored with OAK FLOORING."
It means that the tenant or the

buyer will be glad to pay 1 to 15

per cent more. In color, it is rich
and cheerful, and imparts an air

of refinement and elegance to a
home. It is the modern flooring.

<f
OAK FLOORING |" thickness by 1J" or

2" faces can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

CJ
OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

CI There is a solid satisfaction and lasting
pleasure in the substantial and dignified
appearance of OAK FLOORING.

CI A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able work for any carpenter.

CJ Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and
selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
873 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Always look well really
shade wear so much better

Brenlin has the soft, dull finish now so

much in vogue in rugs and hangings, and the

quiet tone of the Brenlin colors harmonize

perfectly with any color scheme.

Brenlin is supple not stiff. It always

hangs smooth and even. No matter how long
a Brenlin Shade is used, it won't become
faded and wrinkled nor frayed at the edges.

The difference in material is what makes
Brenlin look so much better and wear so much
longer. Brenlin is a closely woven cloth,
made entirely without the "filling" which,
in ordinary shades, cracks and falls out, leav-

ing unsightly streaks and pinholes.

Brenlin is not expensive. There is scarcely

any difference in cost. For a few rents more
a shade you can get Brenlin and it will out-

wear several ordinary shades.

Write today for the Brenlin Booklet
In it are actual samples of Brenlin in all

colors, also in Brenlin Duplex and many
helpful suggestions for the artistic treatment

of your windows. With it we will give you
the name of the Brenlin Dealer in your town.

Look closely for this mark BRENLIN
perforated along the edge of every yard. Be
sure that you see it when buying and when

your shades are hung. Chas. W. Breneman
& Co., 2066-2076 Reading Road, Cincinnati, O.
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Egg Cookery
F you want to serve your family
some morning with an egg dish
which is as tasty to look at as
it is delicious to eat try Oxeyes,

for which cut inch-thick slices of whole
wheat or white bread, and cut each round

are liked bake for only three minutes.
Garnish with fried parsley and serve at

once. When meat is permissible, finely-

grated cold boiled ham may be sprin-
kled over the eggs.

For scrambled eggs with toast fingers,

OX LYLS.

with a cooky cutter. Cut the center out of
these using the kitchen scissors or a very
small cutter. Toast these rings, butur
well, then in 'the center of each drop the

yolk of a raw egg, having first put the
toast rings on a buttered serving dish.

Beat the whites of the eggs to a froth and
make a ring on top of the toast, sprinkle
with salt, white pepper and afewdropsof
"iiion juice, if liked, then set the dish in

a very hot oven for four minutes, when
the yolks will be cooked and the white
slightly tinged with brown. If soft eggs

cut stale bread first in slices then in ob-

longs, then each oblong in half corner-
\vi-e. Toast these delicately and but-

ter, then arrange in a deep dish as pic-
tured. For the eggs break five eggs in a
lx>\vl and beat just sufficiently to mix
the yolks and white, then add a table-

spoonful of melted butter, four table-

spoonsful of rich milk, or two of milk
and two of cream, salt and pepper. In

the skillet have another tablespoonful of

butter melted and before it begins to <li

color pour in the eggs. Cook over a slow
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A New Pattern OLD COLONY
The Old Colony is the highest achievement attained in silver plated ware. The

design possesses individuality without sacrifice of simplicity or purity of outline. The

p erced handle deserves especial attention. Appropriate for any time and place, it

is pre-eminently fitted for Colonial and Old English dining rooms. Like all

1847 ROGERS BROS.
"Silver Plate that Wears"

it is made in the heaviest grade of silver plate, and is backed by the largest makers in

the world, with an unqualified guarantee made possible by the actual test of 65 years.

Sold by all leading dealers. Send for illustrated catalogue
"

S - 35 ."

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, Meriden, Conn.
(International Silver Co., Successor)

Chicago San Francisco

You will be Interested In seeing this beautiful advertisement printed in full colors on the bac* cover or

of the leading publications. It is one of a series that will appear during 191J.
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fire, drawing the eggs away fn>m the

in and sides u- -
they grow

firm. When all are creamy do not let

them js'et to, . stiff pour in the center of

the di>h. and between each toast point

put a little luineh of well-washed and
drained cress, fried parsley or sweet

i peppers cut in very thin rings.
When serving help each person to tw>

points of toast, on which pile the egg,
and top with the cress.

Egg Scallop is sufficiently hearty to

form the main luncheon or supper dish.

For four or five portions boil six eggs for

twenty minutes, then let them cool in

Eg - n I >ast is a pet 1-

di-h with >ur Knglish O.UMII-. I-'nr it

the toast >hould cut in oblongs made
by dividing each slice in two, after cut-

off the cru>t. Mutter the-e slightly
and -vill keep warm

until required. In the skillet melt

tablespo. mmls >f butter, add a It

tablesp. ,. mful of flour and stir to a cream,
then put where the mixture will keep
warm, but not cook, and stir in a cupful
of rich milk. Stir well until smooth, then

gently cook until thick, being careful not
to let it scorch. Separate the whites
and yolks of three eggs and beat the

SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH TOAST FINGERS.

the water in which they were boiled,
after which peel and slice them. Melt
two tablespoonfuls of butter in the skil-

let and stir into it a tablespoonful, level,
of flour, adding half a cupful of cream
and an equal quantity of milk, or all milk-

may be used, and cook for five minutes,
with constant stirring; last of all stir in

one teaspoonful of minced parsley or
chives, if the latter are liked and are ob-

tainable, and season to taste with salt and

pepper. Keep this sauce hot in a double
boiler or in a bowl set over hot water
while filling a deep earthenware dish or
casserole with alternate layers of the
sliced eggs and bread crumbs, dotting each

layer of the latter with butter. When
the dish is full pour in the sauce, and
cover all with a layer of the butter dotted
crumbs. Bake for twenty minutes in a
moderate oven and serve very hot.

whites until dry and stiff. Slightly beat

the yolks and stir into the cream sauce,
then season with salt and pepper. Last
of all, fold in the stiff whites, also a tea-

spoonful of chopped parsley. Put this

mixture on the toast slices, after placing
these in a buttered baking pan. Heap
up the egg, then smooth the top with
the blade of a knife, dipping it in milk,
and then bake in a quick oven until gold-
en brown. Serve quickly or they will

lose their lightness.
-tuffed with sardines is a deli-

cious dish for company tea or luncheon.
Anchovies may be used instead of the

>ardines, but the latter are more univer-

sally liked. Boil four eggs hard, cut them
in halves lengthwise and remove the

yolks. Remove the skin and bones from
four large sardines and rub them to a

paste with two tablespoonfuls of butter,
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1Send for ThiaFreeBook
which explains the danger of unsanitary, germ
infested, zinc lined refrigerators, that poison
milk and other foods. Zinc lined refrigerators are

positively dangerous because the zinc corrodes and
forms zinc oxide, a virulent poison. Damp, poorly in-

sulated refrigerators, with poor air circulation, are

equally dangerous. Many families have traced cases

|

of serious illness to their unsanitary refrigerators.
This handsomely illustrated 62 page book gives a vast

amount of valuable information about refrigentors that
you should know. We will gladly send you a copy free on
request. It also tells why the celebrated

McCray Refrigerators
keep all food fresh, untainted and healthful. You ought to
know why the McCray Patent System of Refrigeration and Air
Circulation gives a dry. clean, thoroughly sanitary refriger-
ator, free from all odors, germs or poison. The book explains.

McCray Refrigerators are made in all sizes for every pur-
pose, and are guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction. They
can be arranged for icing from the rear porch so that the ice-
man need not enter the house, and can be equipped with spec-
ial ice water cooler, racks for wine, beer, mineral water, etc.,
and other special features if desired.

We also send any of the following catalogues free on request:

No. 88 Regular Sizesfor Residences.
No. A. H. Built-to-Order for Residences.
No. 49for Hotels, Clubs'and Institutions.
No. 68for Grocers.
No. 72 for Florists.
No. 59 for Meat Markets.

McCray Refrigerator Co.
408 Lake St. Kendallville, Ind.

Branches in all Principal Cities.

INTERIORS
I3E AUTIFUL
AND THEIR DECORATION-

NEW EDITION NOW READY
This liook will prove to be one of the most interesting of

Krith's Publications, and
q,f great value to the home builder.

CONTENTS
Interior Decoration

Entrances ami Vest ilmles
Halls and St;iirw;i>-

Living Rooms Dining Rooms
Slet>i>in Rooms Outdoor Rooms

Dens ami Fireplaces
Rustic Bungalow Interiors

PRICE. ONE DOLLAR
M. L. KEITH, 426 McKnight Bldg.. MINNEAPOLIS

On^WHIcK
of the

S ide/

One side is an unsightly drying

yard the other an attractive, well-

kept lawn no posts no poles.

As soon as the washing is out of the way
the dryer can be easily and quickly removed.

Other dryers are made in one piece,

heavy and hard to handle. Thel

Hill's Clothe* Dryer
is in two light parts and a moment's work
removes it from the yard with no tax upon
the strength.

It is set up with equal ease and all danger
of accident to your clothes prevented by
the patent device which locks the reel into

- HILL DRYER WHEN FOLDED-*
Sold by leading dealers everywhere. If

they cannot supply you we will. Send for
Illustrated Folder No. 13 and your dealer's

name.

HILL DRYER CO.
313 Park Ave., Worcester, Mass.
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a half a teaspoonful of minced parsley
and a shake of cayenne. The mixture
must be perfectly >m<<>th. and it is best

to rub it finally through a sieve. Fill

the egg whites with the paste and stand

each on a round of buttered toast.

Sprinkle the tops of the eggs with bread
crumbs and dot each with a bit of butter,
then set in the oven for a few minutes
to heat through. Serve with Italian

sauce made as described for the fish,

pouring this over the eggs and toast.

e at once. This is an Italian dish

and reflects credit on the chef who in-

vented it.

A Substitute for Butter.

An economical substitute for butter,
to be used for vegetables, is made by
frying out ham, bacon or poultry fat,

either raw or cooked, also the dripping
from sausages or the fat skimmed from

soup or gravy, allowing to each half pint
a small onion, a little thyme, and sum-
mer savory, a teaspoonful of salt and a

little pepper. Trv out at a low temper-
ature, and strain through cheese cloth.

Keep in a cold place.

Succotash.

Without succotash the summer menu
would be incomplete. To make it in its

most appetizing form wash a pint of

shelled Lima beans, which boil for twen-

ty minutes, then add to it, without drain-

ing off the water, the corn fnmi six me-

dium-sized ears and continue boiling un-
til the corn is tender, when drain, pour
<>n half a cupful of scalding hot milk, two

tablespoonfuls of butter, and salt and

pepper to taste, and serve at once..

Peach Parfait.

Peach parfait is made by stewing pared
and quartered peaches with a very little

sugar until soft enough for the pulp to

be pressed through a sieve, then simmer
a pint of this pulp with half its quantity
of sugar until thick, being careful it does
not burn, and when almost a paste Set

aside to cool. Whip three cupfuls of rich

cream until dry and stiff and fold into
the peach pulp. Freeze in the usual way.
Banana, raspberries or pineapple may be

prepared in similar fashion.

By Way of Advice.

In closing let me impress it upon the
cook to use as little water in cooking
summer vegetables as can be done with-
out burning, and endeavor to serve as
soon as cooked.
Cook tomatoes, if possible, in earthen-

ware and enameled saucepans. Avoid

using tin and iron, as the juice is acid.

Chicory or endive must be washed and
dried quickly, as leaving it in the water
makes it bitter.

When stewing fruit it takes nearly
twice as much sugar to sweeten it if add-
ed before cooking. Cook first, then sweet-
en to taste.

whole lot to you
UNDERFELT

YOU DON'T PAY
but very little more for an absolutely dependable Roofing than you do
for one that may or may not give your customer the desired service.

WHY TAKE THIS CHANCE?

UNDERFELT ROOFING
is not an experiment. It is an absolutely dependable roofing backed

up with a "Sixty Years' Experience" Guarantee, and that's worth a

Mr Dealer. Neither you nor your customers are taking chances when
ROOF INC; is used.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
DULUTH

"The Home of Quality
= MINNEAPOLIS FARGO
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The Home of Wholesome Food
A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment

Each

Compartment
a solid]'

o/

Porcelain Ware,

Like This

A Gormless Food
Compartment

It does away with cracks, joints,

crevices, corners and other natural

hiding places for dirt, odors, decay-
ing food and dangerous microbes
found in other refrigerators the one

really sanitary food compartment.
A Lifetime Refrigerator

Send for Our Free Book on Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to keep your food sweet and wholesome how to cut down ice

bills what to seek and what to avoid in buying any refrigerator. It is packed
with money-saving hints, and every housewife and home owner should have

It tells all about the "MONROE" describes its wonderful lining and
the many other grand features that have given this refrigerator its posi-

tion as the world's

Jbest.
The "MONROE" is sold direct to you

at factory prices on 30 days' trial. We pay the

freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money
back." Liberal credit terms if not convenient to pay cash.

The "MONROE" is the ONE REFRIGERATOR with each food com-

partment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white porcelain ware
with every corner rounded as shown in above cut. The ONE REFRIGER-
ATOR accepted in the best homes and leading hospitals. The ONE
REFRIGERATOR that can be sterilized and made germlessly clean by
simply wiping out with a damp cloth. The ONE REFRIGERATOR that
will pay for itself many times over in a saving on ice bills, food waste and
repairs. The ONE REFRIGERATOR with no single point neglected in

its construction, and suitable to grace the most elaborate surroundings.

(15) Station 6, Lockland, Ohio

$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled
mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to YOU"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas
Grate $2.50 ex-

tra. Mantel is 82

inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-

umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-

logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

No. 87.",' ....

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

MAY BE OPENED
r THE TOP
FOR LIGHT

Comfort and Privacy

I The Burlington Venetian Blind
j

I will shade your porch and enable you to make your |
= porch a haven of rest and comfort on sizzline hot days. I

With the Burlington yenetian Blind you will uct

I the advantages of open air, and at the same time you |M will he secluded from the gaze of passers-by. It is |
I easy to adjust the Burlington Venetian Blind to any |

I a null-. The top can be opened for light and ventila- I

= tion and the lower part closed to keep out the sun. 1

Make your porch a cool place for entertaining or
sj

I reading, and a pleasant place where the children can |
I play by using Burlinirton Venetian Blinds.

Write for illustrated booklet it de-

pict* and describes various styles

1 BURLINGTON VENETIAN BLIND COMPANY I

335 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt.
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Keeping a Cement Building Uniform In

Color.

KMKN'T frequently ha- several

shade- of col.r after it is dried.

To make a building uniform in

color wash the entire -urface

cement made by mixing twowith

parts of Portland cement and one part
of marble dust with sufficient water to

reduce it to the consistency of white-

wa-h. and apply with a whitewash-bru-h.
Wet the wall before applying tl>e wa>h
and keep it constantly wet during the
work. This is decidedly important. a-

the wash will not adhere to a dry wall.

Some of the Uses of Sand.

There was a time when man was ad-
monished not to build his house on the
-and-. Now he disobeys that injunction
b\ going it one better. Today he builds
his home of sand itself. In Biblical times

people were not acquainted with the sand-
-tone sand-lime brick. As a building ma-
terial this had it- origin in (iermany some
forty or fifty year- ago. It is but re-

cently, however, in this country at lea-t.

that the value of the discovery ha- been
to any extent appreciated. There are two
or three well-known -\-tcm- of manufac-
turing it. each of whkn ha- its warm -tip-

porter-. I'nder one system, which has
met with considerable favor in the United
State-, coarse and fine sand, separately
put through a drier and then a measuring
machine, are mixed together. Lime is

then added, -ix parts of the latter to

ninety-four parts of sand. Water i-

poured in. as required. If raw lime is

used, the composition of sand, lime and
water is -tored in a hopper for the com-
plete hydrating. or slaking, of the lime.
This process usuallv takes from twelve
hours to one dav's time. The mixture is

then ready for the presses. These are

ponderou* affairs, of enormous power,
capable of exerting a tremendous

sure. In the space of a second and a
half the particles of -and are rammed and
cru-hed into a solid mass. The freshly

-ed bricks are then piled on a little

car, about 1,000 to the load, and -li

into a baking cylinder, which i- then

bolted up. Steam and chemicals do the
re-t of the work. The steam in entering
thi- cylinder first pa--c- through the

chemical, which is deposited upon the

brick.

The bricks are simultaneously baked
and dried in the oven, and when the head
of the cylinder is removed, are ready for

market. Mineral oxide is the chemical
driven in with the steam, various -hade-
of pink and yellow being thus produced.

( ilass the hasis of which is sand

being extensively used today as a lire-

pro, .ting material and in the form of

bricks it has been tried out for construc-
tion purposes. That was an ideal that

appealed in-tantly to the imagination a
home con-tructed almost entire!}

ground gla--. through which, even in

cloudy weather, a soft restful light would
be diffused. To the hoii-ewife it would
mean hard walls upon which she might
da-h water to her heart'- content. In

short, the idea presented was one of clean-

line--- and comfort, combined with
eltv and artistic effect.

It wa- several years ago when gl

brick wa- produced by casting in a mould.
It- rcallv -ati-factory qualitie- were tT-

-et in large measure first of all. bv its

high cost. For that reason, archi

were reluctant to adopt it for general
Moreover, it was found to be peculiarly

-u-ceptible to breakage in the o>n-

transpoliation. Lastly, it had an unfor-

tunate tendency to chip. There wa- one
decided advantage the glass brick had
over all other forms of building material:

being hollow and. therefore, a nv-t in-

different conductor it protected the in-
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Administration Building and Power House at Sault Ste. Marie Locks, Michigan. Asbestos Century" Shingles specified

by the U. S. Engineer Corps applied by the Saginaw Sheet Metal Works. Illustration reproduced from an artist'* sketch.

\/X)U can have the finest professional opinion in

*
this country on your roofing material if you want

it. The United States Engineer Corps approves

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof thai Outlives the Building"

The Administration Building at Sault

Ste. Marie Locks was designed by the

Engineer Corps for their own occupancy.

They drew up the specifications for material.

Furthermore, these Shingles were sub-

mitted to the most searching test ever im-

posed on a roofing. They were plunged

into r.oid water while red hot.

The United States Government is one

of the largest consumers of Asbestos

"Century" Shingles in the world.

Ask your responsible roofer or write

us. We'll send you our booklet, "Roofing:

A Practical Talk," presenting many

roofing pointers of great value to property

owners.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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r of office or home against extremes
of heat or cold.

This most decided merit, however,
could not offset such deficiencies as just
described. ( at tfla^s tile, on the other

hand, has been used to a considerable ex-

tent, and on the whole with satisfactory
results. When the surface is once
scratched, however, it quite easily frac-

turi-s. It is necessary to make the glass
tile very thick to prevent this.

P. ut concrete is the real foundation of

the building industries. Its plastic char-

acteristic-, together with its remarkable

strength, rigidity and imperviousness to

frost and moisture and heat, when prop-
erly >et. easily entitles it to this positoin.

I '.lit the mere addition of sand is not,
in itself, of value to the user of concrete.

Indeed it may weaken the structure.

This is especially true if worn, rounded
grains of like size are employed.
Smoothness of surface and regularity of

militate against adhesion. Mv em-

INSURE YOUR ROOF
lUk* your roof l.t until th wood or UM abt* crumble*

By nainaT "MIFCo" nails which mr* insured against ru.t by
heavy sine rnctinc. .

To coal each hundred pound. of "MIRCo" twelve pound* of
l>urr sine ar used.

tWhry mine coatinc make* "MIFCo" nail* practically

Moiature. exposure. ven salt air cannot affect U>m.
%& ?* wl

^l
lhc~ ""k ta-u lwk* * !* work don*

with thinly coated nail*.
MIFCo alb coat a little more at the start but Ifa aeon-
y to UM them for alt exposed work.

tu B>oc* *f work

,
p *> ">

o roof* for twrnty-niae yean.
Yetthaaa ahiiwW naila today are aa free from rust as on thearv

' W' drmtrn * *>" n ateea. both iron cat and

MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS CO.,
i Branford Ct

ploying sands from vari"U -> rcenings,
the mass dovetails together with tin-

possible number of voids. The kind

juality ! -and to be selected is one of

the big problems of the concrete o-n-

-truetor. In the rougher sorts of \

where strength is not so much a factor

no special knowledge or very special care

mvd be exercised. Ordinary pit sand
will be found to be quite satisfactory.

Indeed, it sometimes gives to the com-

position a greater strength, which seem-

ingly increases with age, as the com-

pound becomes fixed. This is due to the

porous nature of the softer sands. Xot

only does the mortar bind the grains

closely together, but its finds entrance

int. the pores. Thus the individual grains
unite with the cement, forming when dry
a remarkably compact, and well-nigh
indestructible whole. Where, however,
it is desirable or necessary to exclude

moisture, the harder siliceous sands serve

to much better advantage. Tech. World.

Soap Concrete Successfully Used.

Soap-water instead of ordinary water

has successfully been used for
.
the pur-

pose of making reinforced concrete water-

tight. The case is reported in Beton und
Eisen, says Contract Record, and con-

cerns a grain elevator built on the Dan-

ube, exposed to inundation. The con-

crete was provided with two coatings,
also of concrete. The outer coating, Z l/2
inches in thickness, consists of fine-

grained concrete containing 400 kg. of

cement and 120 litres of water per cubic

metre of mass, and the inner layer,
l
/2

inch in thickness, consists of cement
mortar prepared with fine river sand.

The water is replaced by a solution of

common soft soap (potash soap), about
4 kg. of soap being added to 1 cubic inch

of concrete. The building has stood one
inundation well, while another building
of the same material, without the soap,
did not quite keep the water out. Si:'

qm-nt tests were also favorable. The
soap concrete is very cheap compared
with other means used to render the con-
crete impermeable to water. The action
< f the soap seems to be that the lime of

the cement is bound by the fatty acil>

of the soap.
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c r see howlhe
ALDINE FIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.
Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5505 Clyde Park Ave' Grand Rapids, Mich.

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device er

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey. U. S A.

SPOIS
Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Strong
Durable

Economical

The best that
we can make after forty

years' effort

Spot Cord is guaranteed by the Sam-
son Cordage Works to be free from
imperfections of braid or finish, and it

will last longer than any other device for
hanging windows.
Our trade-mark on the label is Samson and

the Lion in 107 color. The Spots in any color are
our trade-mark on the cord, used by us ior

j

eighteen years to show, after the label is re-
|

moved, who guarantees the quality of the
|

cord. You recognize either of these marks
by the design, not the color. Do not be mis
led by imitations.
Spot Cord is for ;tle by moot hardware deal-

s. If your dealer cannot supply you, or-
tier of us direct, giving his niime. Send
for sample and our illustrated book-

let No. 4.

Samson Cordage Works
Boston, Mass.

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days ofwinter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer aucb liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels In service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will
save yon all middlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about U.

Your name and address on a pott card
it sufficient.

' HCS. 717 Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
lr

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World"

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying has stood
the test for thirty year*.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hermansville, Mich.

BEST IIOH'SE
PLANS"SEDGWICK'S

a beautiful book of 200 modern homes costing $500. to $6000. I have had many years ex-

perience in planning- houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price
$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES," a new book showing 50 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small

ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK, -:- 1135-K, Lumber Exchange, -:- Minneapolis, Minn.

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable guide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cuts showing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. $1. postpaid.

The Building of It"
M. L. KEITH, 426 McKniht Bldg., MINNEAPOLIS
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PAINTIN G FINISHING
Builders' Hardware.

ll> \ou ever -i/.e up a residence

by the look- "t" tlu- front door
knob and lock? < M" course you
have, and so too have many others,

ijnite the most prominent tiling about
an entrance door is its hardware the
bell or knocker announcing your arrival,

the lock giving -ale security to those
within and a knob to which the hand in-

stinctively goes out.

It seems needless then to say that the
front door hardware is important. It is

not only the most prominent tiling about
the entrance door, it may also be the

nio-t decorative, and by its appearance
we ha\e come sometimes without

knowing it- to "sixe up" the quality of

the entire hou-e.

And if this is true of the front door
hardware, how much more true it is of
the hardware trim on the inside of the
house. The one feature that more than

any other indicates the quality of a resi-

dence is the builders' hardware that is

used a very small item of expense it T

self, amounting to less than two per cent
of the total co-t of a dwelling' even when
the finest grade of hardware is used, the
hardware trimmings are in such promi-
nence that tl'cv dominate the entire struc-

ture. C heap builders' hardware :

with a cheap house; high grade builders'
hardware gives the entire interior the
!< -k of quality. For these reasons it i-

an exceedingly good investment to use

high-grade hardware trimmings on all

work.

Urge and advise the owner to make a

large enough appropriation for this item
so that real satisfaction can be had. The
locks are the defense of the home, and the

proper selection of the ornamental trim
is an important factor in the decorative
treatment. The builders' hardware i- in

such prominence that it sets the stvle for
the entire building.

It i- interesting to note some of the

present day developments in builder-'

hardware. There are -tyle- here the
same as in millinery or dress go, .d-

though they come mi more gradually and
last longer. The tendency today in

builders' hardware is decidedly toward

simplicity of outline and the return of

Colonial standards. This is shown in the
decreased demand for ornate de-ign-.
The sub-titution of handles with thumb-
latches, instead of knobs, and the in-

creased use of glass knobs on inside doors
are both decidely Colonial feat

There is also a growing demand for the

simple finishes, as the old brass, dull
brass and bron/e.
The popularity of casement windo\\>

has brought special casement hardware
into prominence: and. at the same time,
the ingenuity shown by the hardware
people in designing sash adjuster-.
ment locks and bolts, etc.. has augmented
the popularity of this style of window.
The building public in general is com-

ing to realize this. There i- tod..

perceptible turning back again to the

spirit of the old-time craftsmen who ham-
mered and wrought their very heart '-

blood into their work giving the best that
was in them and producing honest works
of real beauty, which were to be u-ed in

every day life; so today we are getting
back to this old conception that things of

beauty are to be used; or to put it the
other way. that what we see and use in

our c\ cry-day life should be strong and
beautiful.

And to nothing does this apply with

quite so much force, a- to builder-' hard-
ware. Extracts from articles in the
American ( arpenter and Builder.

Treatment of a Stained Ceiling.

lust why a stain act- a- it doe- on a

water color that is applied over it, I never
could tell, and it does no particular go, ,d

that I can see to ascertain the cause of
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Sanitary, Artistic, Durable Walls
Why cover the walls of your home with unwashable, unsanitary

materials which collect the dust and dirt, and which must be entirely

renewed when soiled in one or two spots ? Learn the better way of

decorating. Paint your walls, and stencil them with handsome de-

signs of real, artistic beauty. Walls painted with

Dutch Boy Painter
Pure White Lead

and pure linseed oil are permanently decorated. White lead paint, whether put
on half gloss like an egg shell or a dull flat, makes not only the most durable

but, the richest and most artistic finish.

Send the Certificate Printed Below
with lOc and we will send you a stencil, cut ready to reproduce the design shown
here, and our stencil catalogue of 100 designs, any of which you may buy at half

the catalogue price. Or, if you prefer, send the certificate without money and the

catalogue will be sent free and you may order the design you like at half price.

We are making this liberal

offer because we know that

the more you appreciate
the beauty and economy of

painted walls the more you
will realize the necessity of

using only the best materials

NATIONAL IJ.AD COMEANY-i-NATIONAL LL:AD<

NATIONAL- LEAD-COM r \NX"

Z/panted jby ten. cents faamps
jar coin.) entitles the sender to
one. ready to use cut iStencil ~

<sP desfen jfiown in the adver- >~

tsement which contained t/i/'-S

Certificate. "If" &ent without" ,~

\ Certificate entitles the. v
- to stencil catalogue. $

National-Lead Company; '^

Stencil Dept, \U Broadway, New Y">rk

like millions of other home-

owners, you will select Dutch

Boy Painter White Lead.

For the stencil or catalogue
address

Paint Points

When paint is mixed
"on the job" it is easy to

know the quality of mate-

rials used. Impure mate-

rials are bound to mean
less cost for the painter
and shorter and costlier

service for you. When
you see the Dutch Boy
Painter on a package, you
know you're getting pure
white lead.

SendforPaintingHelp* 613

NATIONAL LEAD CO.
Branthei in

New York Boston Buffalo

Cincinnati Chicago Cleveland

St. Louis San Francisco

(John T. Lewis A Bros. Co..

Philadelphia)

(National Lead A Oil Co..

Pittsburgh)

NATIONAL
Stencil Dept.

LEAD COMPANY
111 Broadway, New York
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A intern < tilt nf wkert "High SttmJmrJ' ftlmli .

"I. nth Vint Flfg" nrmiihn **4 tthrr Lu>f Hmhtri
t mn fiitx iht levtnit fnlkl Intl. /iiir

r. rr. '" '<. tutu, fmt, tmal. Jlrt nd fumti /

tllf imkt ftrjffri imint thtnufhl, ihttr ^uflllf. Th*

fmmli ' t>ito frurn-tj i * gmUUfflHtlmlmt iht fry
ktgktit tftitmij tm til Ltwt Bnthtrt frtjum.

This is the way we test

Paints for you
There is no guesswork in the mak-

ing of High Standard paints. The
ingredients are selected with scien-

tific accuracy and are mixed and

ground by the best paint-making
machines.
But that it not all. In order to pro; r that

every one of the 54 tints and shades of

Iwfefotheisaw
loPamt

the Paint of Performance

will give most satisfaction on your building,

they are subjected to the severe tests des-

cribed above. These panels are painted
jut at you would paint your boux. The weather

proofing qualities of the paint are fully attnred before

you buy it and no High Standard product it offered

to you until it hat Mood these lettt.

YOUR INTERIOR WALLS
Mellotone if the mott beautiful of all flat wall finlihet.

It it wafhable. durable and tanitary. and tbe colort.

"oft a* the rainbow tintf." harmonize with any decora-
tion. Send for color cards.

Let at tend you our books. "rUry i Cafee," and
"Homrt Attract*** inm Cat* to Garret." (both free).

"CMdH** y Go^ Architect*" 'JScrntt in Manpt.)

THE LOWE BROTHERS CO.

445 E. Third St. Dayton. Ohio
>^_ i u Boiton New York
D rWJTT. If Ohicaro KansatCity

TW Uw Br*4kn. U4.. Tret..C.

P

V

the stain. Most of all stains are ca

1>\ the action of water, no matter how it

: lu re. If it is not treated in some
ii-nt way it will come through the

water color. In the first place, the wall

must be perfectly dry. Whatever will

keep back the stain, just as a pine knot
or sap is killed by shellac varnish, will

answer, no matter what it is. There are

several liquids that will do this. Shellac
will do it, but it is too expensive for a

large surface. A varnish, and a cheap
one at that, will do it. Oil and turpen-
tine paint will answer. If the ceiling is

badly stained, it will be well to coat it all

over with a thin 'cheap varnish. Nothing
makes as good a foundation for v.

color work, and by this I mean all kalso-

mines, as a painted surface, or a var-

nished one. It is not well to have a very
porous surface to water color over. I

have been asked, many a time, will water
color cover over paint? Sure, it is the

very thing. Building Age.

We Want the Man
who know* oond ar
urv to wml for our ni-w
bonk. "Home* of Char-
acter." Which contain*
plan*, drwriptinn* and
cot* e*tlniiit<*fi of 40 art lot ic
ami practical Bungalow*,
PolIan* and Home*.

"Home, of Character"
i- l Miitifnllv Imundand II-

lu-tratc<l ,ni'l i ni.iiii new
idttMBnd information that
will help Mm i|\i- M>nr
ImildinK problem*. Pnl-
pni.l $1.00 1H. Cir. 2c.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
<Uc.) Architect

1243 Willim.on B.iU.a,

CWrUoJ. 0.

TheONLYWAY is the

PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hunger re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-

tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof

Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue addreM

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 C.nltr Si. Milwaukee WU.
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Cool in Summer
Warm in Winter

Quiet All the Time
These results are assured with buildings in which

Keystone Hair Insulator is used. No other sheath-

ing material has as high insulating properties or as

perfect sound deadening qualities. The Reason: A Keystone Lined Dwelling

Keystone Hair Insulator
is made of a heavy layer of cleansed and sterilized cattle hair securely fastened between two sheets of

strong, non-porous insulating paper. This produces in the finished material innumerable air cells,

which are the secret of perfect heat insulation, and also a cushion effect which absolutely prevents the
transmission of sound waves through the material.

Keystone will not pack down or settle; will not dry out and split; will not rot or attract moisture;
will not carry flames; is absolutely inodorous and vermin-proof.

Write nearest branch for Catalog and Samples.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ASBESTOS

AND MAGNESIA PRODUCTS
ASBESTOS ROOFINGS, PACKINGS
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, ETC.

Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Toronto, Ont.

Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Orleans
New York
Omaha

Philadelphia
Pittslmrxh
San Franeisco

Seattle
St. Louis

-in

For Canada-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Quc. Winnipeg. Man. Vancouver. B. C

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & GROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing department is at your disposal to advise

and assist in developing- a pergola feature for the garden.

Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturer*

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
EUton and Webster Avenues, CHICAGO

1123 Broadway. NEW YORK CITY
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D
Heating, Lighting and

Plumbing
n

New Electrical Devices.

S electricity become- more popu-
lar in the home, electric supply
makers vie with each (ther in

producing the ingenious contri

ranc
One <>f the newest of electric cooking

device- i- a combination toaster which
can he placed on the dining room table.

Thi- toa-ter looks like a small table, and
is provided with a removable wire top
on which to rest the bread while toa-t-

ing. L'nderneath this wire top is a solid

metal plate, and by removing the wire
toa-ter the plate becomes a -tove. on
which water can be boiled, a flatiron

heated or griddle cakes baked. If one
de-ire- to fry. it is only necessary to turn

ujide down the metal top. which i- pn .-

vided with a rim on the under side. It

then becomes a frying-pan. The handle
of the stove can be used as a pancake
turner. In fact, this small ingenious con-
trivance, about the size of a tray, which
can be placed by the side of the mistress
of the house when she is at a meal, is ar-

ranged so that water can be boiled, eggs
-crambled, eatables fried, griddle cakes
made any many other things prepared,

-imply by removing or turning variou-

parts.

A unique and practical electric device
i- a heating pad that takes the place of
a hot- water bottle. The coil at the end
of this is attached to the neare-t -ucket
and the temperature is regulated at will.

The pad is made of fine wires woven into

a-bestos. insulated and covered with
felt. Some of these warmers have wa-h-
able muslin slips and others are covered
with rubber cloth. They are safe, and
never leak as water bags are liable to do.

The acme of utility in electric de\
i- obtained in a patent which make- it

ible to convert an electric flatiron

into a miniature stove. A cooking stand
or frame is provided which can be at-

tached to the handle of the flatiron. The
rlatiron can be turned upside down, n
on the frame, and the bottom of the iron

make- a -mall stove, which can be
for heating water or keeping food warm.
Thi- iron is very convenient in case of
illne-- where heat is needed quickly.

Klectric fireless cookers are now
manufactured. Electric coils keep the
food warm after it is inserted into the

cooker. Klectric percolators are so con-
venient that every hoii-ewife wi-he- one
after she sees how quickly they make
coffee. In a short time many electric

devices have been put on the market.
and new ones are constantly beini; in-

vented.

Heating a Swimming Pool.

By C. Tcnin.

A swimming pool is generally a lux-

ury, not a necessity. For this rea-on not

many are built, and a description of the

system installed for Mr. Herbert <

pell at Tenafly. X. J.. may prove of in-

terest.

It is housed in a building of one story,
and includes the pool room, two <:

ing room-, boiler and coal rooms, all on
the ground level. The pool i- -unk be-
low -rade. is built of concrete, water-

proofed and lined with English -i/e en-

ameled brick. It is 38 ft. long. 15 j ft.

Wide and 6 ft. mean depth below water
level. The- cubical contents are. there-

fore. 3.534 en. ft.

The heating plant was designed to heat
this volume of water in 10 hr., or at the

rate of 353 cu. ft. an hour. Ten hour- i-

a convenient length of time for heating
the water, because the required appa-
ratus i- not specially large. If the appa-
ratus was much smaller it would, of

cour-e. require a longer time to heat the
water, and thi- time added to that n.

-ar\ to empty and clean the pool would
make the period of time, which the poo]
would be out of commission too !
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""THE pleasure of living: in thecountry
A or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing
the

ombination
\>&^ GaS Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your Insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,
Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,
Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Strett

Detroit, Michigan
A ttractioe Proposition to Plumbert

Carburettor under ground

Machine in basement

HL' "Crescent

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made i.i Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs,
NE^OHNANVEN>

ALL ABOUT

CEMENT HOUSES
their design, construction, cost, water-proofing, concrete
decoration and other interesting information in the Seventh
Annual HOUSE BUILDING NUMBER OF

CementAge
off the press about May 15th. 25 cents per copy. Sub-
scriptions $1.50 per year. (Canadian and Foreign Postage
50 cents additional.)

SPECIAL OFFER: Send in your subscription for one
year with remittance before May 10th and we will start
it with the June issue, sending you the May 1912, House
Building Number as a premium Free. Write today, men-
tioning this offer, to CEMENT AGE CO., 30 Church St., New York.

UP ! What if your
coal bill was big last winter?

You can reduce it & to % next
winter by getting an Underfeed which
soon pays for itself. The Underfeed
booklet sent FREE on request

fully explains three exclusive money-
saving features found only in

reckWilliamson
Underfeed
(D Cheap slack soft coal, which would smother fire in

other heaters, and pea and buckwheat sizes of hard and
soft coal, yield in the Underfeed as much clean, even
heat as highest priced coal in
other heaters. You save the
/>i:: difference in coal cost.

(2) In the Underfeed coal is fed
from below. All smoke and
gases, wasted in other heaters,
must pass up through the fire

in the Underfeed are consumed
and make more heat.

_
Com-

bustion is perfect, no clinkers,
few ashes.

(3) Fire is in direct contact
with the radiating surfaces,

insuring comfortable, even
heat. Erea heat is ,-,-on- Cat-Oat View of
omical heat. Alternating chill Underfeed Furnace
and overheat, characteristic of

top feed heaters, cause both discomfort and expense.

S. W. Stanton, 127 Penntylvania Axe., Bing-

hamton, N. Y., writes:

"Seven tons of buckwheat coal costing $23.80
heated four large and six small rooms which
heretofore required nine tons of chestnut coal

costing $57.60. The Underfeed saved me $33.80."

Users of cheap, slack soft coal write just as

enthusiastically.

If you are about to build; if your furnace or boiler

is unsatisfactory; or, if you are still using ttoves or

grates, write today for free Underfeed Furnace or

Boiler Booklet and fac-simile testimonials from de-

lighted users. Dealers, write for our proposition.

Jg!k-WILUAMSON CO.

Send me FREE

Name
Address .

.Name of my dealer
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1 In- time required to empty and clean
thi> pool is 4 to 5 hours.

The installation includes two castiron

-rational boilers, a Berryman service

heater and filter. The water is reduced
to 30 Ib. pressure on entering the build-

ing. It is then heated in the Berryman
heater by steam generated in the boilers,
and it is then filtered and discharged into

the pool. For filling a main inlet is used
;

this enters the pool at the deep end near
the bottom ;

there is also a nozzle above
the waterline which is used to produce a

spray over the pool.
On account of the proximity of the

walls of the pool to the outside ground
a loss of heat in the water was anticipat-
ed and provision made to replace the
loss. Careful consideration was given to

the various methods that could be used
to accomplish this purpose and injecting
water heated to a high temperature into
the filled pool was decided upon. The
reason for using a high temperature is

that the water is not taken from the pool
to be reheated, as this would necessitate
a circulating pump, but fresh water is

used, and by heating it to a high tem-

perature a minimum quantity of water is

required and less coal burned. Steam
was not considered a good medium be-
cause it imparts a peculiar odor to the

water, due perhaps to the presence of

"il in the boiler. The water is injected
at four points on each side of the pool
near the bottom, through nozzles pass-
ing through the brick lining and flush

with it. This arrangement gives a good
distribution, and is neat in appearance.
It is found that during the winter months
the water loses 2 to 3 F. in 24 hours.

As a matter of precaution against a

leaky pool the water pipes were installed

so that they do not pass through the

waterproofing of the wall of the pool be-
low the waterline. This was accom-
plished by installing the pipes horizon-

tally under the floor of the pool room and

dropping branches to the proper depth
in the pool between the waterproofing
and the brick lining. All concealed
water pipes are brass; other pipes are

galvanized iron. The pool, which may
be considered an experiment, has been
so satisfactory that Mr. Coppell has or-
dered built a much larger pool 44 ft. long

. it. wide, with the addition to hi-

h"ii>e and the equipment for the m-w

pool has been designed on the same prin-

ciples as the one described. Heating &
lating Mag.

Dustless Ash-Handling System.

A recent issue of The Technical

World, thus describes the "Rotary
Receiving System."
"A dustless ash-handling system, de-

signed for dwellings, school buildings,
churches, and like buildings, has been
invented by a physician, with an idea of

doing away with the unsatisfactory
method of shoveling ashes from the ash

pit into cans standing on a cellar floor.

A circular pit is excavated in the cel-

lar bottom in front of and projecting
somewhat under the furnace. This is

lined with cement and in its center is a

perpendicular metal shaft adapted to be
revolved by means of a lever. A num-
ber of specially constructed galvanized-
iron cans of the capacity of the ordinary
ash can are set on the wheellike base of

this shaft and are swung, one at a time,
under the opening in the bottom of the

furnace ash pit. The circular pit is cov-
ered at the level of the basement floor

with top plates, one of which is remov-
able to permit of the cans being lifted out
when filled.

An ash chute may also be arranged to

discharge into the pit from the kitchen

range."

Perfect Combustion.

I
:rom Scientific American.

The ordinary coal-oil lamp is one of

the best illustrations of perfect combus-
tion and consequent smoke prevention.
The heated gases rising in the chimney
produce a draft, and fresh air is continu-

ally drawn in at the bottom through the

hot gauze, which warms and divides it so

as to insure thorough mixing with the

gases from the burning oil. Turn up the

wick and the flame becomes smoky too

much hydrocarbon for the air supply.
Raise the chimney slightly from the bot-

tom and again there is smoke too much
air at too low a temperature, which chills

the flame. Insert a cold metal rod into

the chimney and soot is deposited on it

chilling of the flame and disengagement
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THE NAT I BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Great Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For

fl? <fl

*P I
00

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-
thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.00 per year 20 cent* per copy
NATIONAL BUILDER,

362 Dearborn St., Chicago:
Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which

I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name

City-

Street No._

Keith's, May, '12

HYGIENIC
KALSOMI1NE

CHICAGO
1 NEW YORK

'KEEP THE FAMILY HEALTHY'
Hygienic Kalsomine will "germ-proof
your walls." Is most artistic, costs little,

covers most surface, and will not rub off.

Send for
' ' The Home Decorator,

' '

a big
help in planning. Gives many exclusive
schemes in COLORS. Sent FREE.

White 50 cts.

Tints 55 cts.

per carton
package.

Sold EVERY-
WHERE.

Adams &
Elting Co.
Dept. N., 716-
726 Washington

Blvd.

CHIC A G O

A. CEILING in M (ulern English style for

your Library or Dining
Room, is one of many we

have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil-

ings in metal if desired, all differ-

ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- - - Incombustible

Nothing better for a new building
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St., NEW YORK
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I the carbon, while tin- hydrogen
tinues to burn. And thu- \\e may Irani

M| the three requisites fur good o-mbiis-
tJMii: enough air. a Mi-tamed high tem-

perature. an<l a thorough mixing of the

gases. The la-t tu o important
that it is entirely possible t,, have ai

e ^npply of air and dense black
smoke at the >anie time.

The Secret Of Fresh Air Can We Dis-
cover It.

It i> evident that the heating and med-
ical professions have at last an-u^cd them-
selves to a determination to discover the

nee "f -
1 ventilatJMn, or, at least.

IM learn the >ecret M|" what really con-
stitutes "fresh" air. There is no denying;
the fact that the government tests in this

CMiinectii'ii. coupled with recent theories
MI" medical experts, have given a distinct

jolt to those who felt that practically the

last word had been said as to the char-
acter of the atmosphere. At the same
time the new attitude towards ventila-
tion has done little to clarify the situa-

tion as far as actual practice is concerned.
It U easy to propose schemes that will

serve \ cry well as temporary expedients,
but which are far too troublesome or un-

wieldy for continuous use. That is the

present difficulty in the way of the adop-
tion of most of the new theories regard-

ing fresh air. In other words, the meth-
od whereby artificially warmed air is to
be given precisely the same character-
istics a- outdoor air at the same tempera-
ture and humidity has yet to be worked
out for adaptation to a mechanical heat-

ing and ventilating plant.
The first steps in the important investi-

gation about to be undertaken will be to

identify this quality possessed by "fresh"

air, which, it is claimed. is destroyed in

passing through a modern heating -\

tern. The next step will be an effort to

devise a mechanical arrangement of the

ventilating apparatus best calculated to

preserve the "freshness" of the air. While
the details of the forthcoming investiga-
tions are not yet ready for publication,
it may be said that influential members
of both the medical and heating pr-.fc--
sions are co-operating enthusiastically on
the project, and in one city have already
secured facilities through "the local offi-

. ials for making the most ambition-
illation (T undertaken in this

country.
When the matter of frequent tempi

ture fluctuation- wa> proposed a*

of the solution^ of the problem of go. .<!

\entilation. the opinion was e\prc--rd
that it would be an easy matter to ad-

just the dampers in a hot blast or other
indirect heating system so that currents

of warm and. at least, mild air wonl

supplied during alternate intervals. The
logic of this idea has recently been de-

veloped from the theory that human be-

ing- are most healthy when living an
outdoor life. There they are subjected
to continuou- and often violent tempera-
ture fluctuations in the surrounding air.

due partly to actual changes in the air

temperature itself and partly to the cool-

ing effects of the wind. Therefore, runs
the argument, let us follow Nature and
fluctuate our indoor temperatures. Heat-

ing and Ventilating Magazine.

Changing the Air In Assembly Rooms.

Writing in the Chicago Tribune, under
a department entitled "How to Keep
Well." Dr. W. A. Kvans states: "]

week at the Illinois Federation of Wom-
en's (, hib>. the proceedings were inter-

rupted about once every hour by the

opening of the windows. While they
were open the ladies stood up. After
few minutes the windows were clo-

and the exercises resumed.

"Ten minutes in that fresh air." com-
ments Dr. Kvans. "and those quickenec
minds were worth as much as any thirty
minutes where minds are dulled and th<

air is stale.

"The scheme is physiologically and

psychologically sound. Xow. why can
it not be followed in offices?

"The ventilation almost everywhere is

bad. Most of it was put in on the ok
plan of uniformity of temperature am
freedom from air movement. So much
was planned. Not through planning but

through oversight the air is usually harm-

fully dry. At this day we know there

is no efficiency of mind and body unle-

the temperature varies and unless the ail

moves around enough to make its

ment felt.
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TUEG

u^5 essential as a bathroom or a kitchen

"'Ihe best disease preventive I ever saw.
' '

"// removes all the fine dust.
"

' '

The greatest labor-saving device in the house.
' '

HESE are quotations from a few of the more than two thou-

sand home-owners who have equipped their houses, during
the past year, with the

STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

The TUEC actually makes the house germlessly clean. It not only re-

moves all the dirt and fine dust, carrying it through pipes to an air-tight ves-

sel in the cellar, but it removes all the stale, microbe-laden air, at the rate

of 300,000 cubic inches every minute, and exhausts it outside the building.

A touch at an electric button is all the effort required.

The TUEC has the endorsement of physicians because of its sanitary
value architects approve ,

it because of its simplicity, efficiency and scientific
construction owners of public buildings and pri-

vate homes are enthusiastic over its convenience, de-

pendability and extremely moderate price.

The TUEC can be installed in any building, old

TUEC
if

or new, whether wired for electricity or not.

Write THE UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY

tf,

r
is 10 Hurford Street Canton. Ohio

Booklet TUEC Companies in all large cities.

Properly Hung Doors
are an essential

of the Perfect Home

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges
Prevent creaking and binding.

They are equipped with

NON RISING PINS
Which never work out of the Joint. If you
want to know more, write for our Artistic

Booklet to Dep'f T.

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.

Days
Trial

Our monthly payment plan
makes it easy for anyone to

have the best heating system
made. We sell the

Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace
$10 down and $10 a month

We guarantee: Saving of one-

half on your fuel bills; plenty of

heat and thorough satisfac-

tion. We make the guar-

antee legally binding, and

give you 365 days in which

to verify our statements.

Buy Direct We Pay Freight

You can install the Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace your-
self. We send complete outfit

furnace, pipes, registers, etc.

with special plans, full direc-

tions and the necessary tools.

Send for Free Book giving
valuable furnace information.

TheJahant Heating Co.
30 Mill St., Akron, O.

Furnace Builders for over 30 years
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\F. of the interesting sights of

the (/lay Products' Kxhihit just
held in Chicago is a complete
model bungalow of >even

rooms. The plans for this building were
selected in a content for a pri/.c of $1,000,
and <rfrf> plans were submitted. The bun-

galow i> entirely of brick containing the

nio>t improved features of protection
from cold in winter and heat in summer.
The cost of the bungalow complete is

$3.000.

Evolution in Bricks Shown.

Among the interesting features are ex-

hibitions of "new bricks." This work is

said to mark the greatest advance in the
art of brickmaking. The "new bricks"
are called tapestry brick, rug brick and
\strakan brick. Interior walls are on ex-

hibition, constructed of the tapestry
brick, and the effect is declared to be a

warmth that is unsurpassed for fireplaces
of every kind and for mission-styled in-

teriors.

The rug brick is used principally for

bungalow floors, and gives an effective

impression of a soft carpet, yet contain-

ing all the wearing qualities of ordinary
brick. The A<trakan brick is used both
for interior and exterior decoration.

The height of artistic effect in the show
is attained by the exhibitors of terra cot-

ta. The north end of the I'oliseum is

adorned with a large water font, a repro-
duction of an ancient Roman font, and

containing in colored terra cotta the iden-

tical effect which the original gave
through its colored marble.

Sound-Resisting Walls and Ceilings.

Quite a little attention has recently
been given in (iermany to experimenta-
tion in the direction of methods and
means for rendering walls and ceilings

capable of effective resistance to sound
transmission. One of the more recently
devised methods involves the use under
the ceiling, or parallel to the wall, as the

may be, of a network of wire

stretched tightly by means of pulleys se-

cured into adjacent walls and not touch-

ing at any point the surface to be

tected against sound. Upon the wire

network is plastered a composition
formed of strong glue, plaster-of ,

and granulated cork, so as t make a flat

slab, between which and the wall or ceil-

ing is a cushion of confined air. The
method described is said to be good in

two respects: first, the absence of contact

between the protective and protected >\\r-

3, and second, the colloid nature of

the composition recommended for the

plaster. Buildin

The Architect The Man of the Hour.

l
:
..\-tracts from Modern Sanitation.

The architect is an indispensable factor

in the construction of any building, and
to begin building without carefully pre-

pared plans and specifications would be
a calamity.
The architect is no mere man who de-

cides his vocation in a day. Often \

are spent in travel, viewing ancient and
modern buildings in foreign countries.

reading up and learning the practical part
of nearly every known appliance, build-

ing material or fixture; studying the par-
ticular devices, and reviewing the his-

tory of various formations, fabrications,

matching them up with various condi-
tions under which they may be used.

He must be well versed in tensile

strengths , ,j metals, he must know the
effect of wind velocities, he must have
well-formed ideas of elevators, ventilat-

ing systems, drainage, heating, plumb-
ing and vacuum systems, ami his knowl-

edge of >uch apparently trivial items

i. brick, stone, cements must be
that he alone shall decide the material

best suited to give his client the grc
satisfaction architecturally and from the

point of durability, economy, sanitation

and comfort.
The architect is the man of the hour.

In most cases his position is a difficult

one. He must have his own intere-
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ff* -W- W JT"STIC
FOUNDATION

COAL CHUTE
I Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening.
<JThe heavy
steel hopper
c itches all the
coal.

<I When not in use,
the hopper lies in.
the bottom of the
chute body. flThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed.
Strictly burglar-
proof, qwith X-
inch wire srlass or
steel panel in door.

It Works From The Inside

the

Carpenter
Spring
Shade

for Residence
Office

Apartment
and Factory

88-98 Erie Street

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co.
Huntingdon, Indiana

ROLLED UP
Almost Invisible

EXTENDED
Neat and Attractive

Easier to install, easier to operate and cheaper to
maintain than any other awning on the market. Not
necessary to raise either screen or window to operate,
-because if works from the inside as easily as a window
shade. Perfectly simple and fully guaranteed.
Send for illustrated circulars and ask your dealer

for Carpenter Spring Shades.

Coins to Our 100-pajre Tent and Camp Outfit

J, catalog is free full of valuable inform-
l amp ation for the camper besides low
This Year? prices on tents, kit bags, hammocks,

camp outfits, cots, furniture, stoves.

utensils, etc. Ask for catalog No. lla

flft Vnn Own M o, send 20c to cover postage on
l

r, our 1912 500-r.age Marine Supply
a Boat! Catalog No. 219. It contains valuable

pointers on the handling and care of
both sail and gasoline boats.

Ask for Carpenter goods at your dealer's. If he
can't supply you, write to

466-476 Wells Street, Chicago, 111.

Makers to the U. S. Government

That Bungalow
which you intend to build this Spring
will need the soft, artistic tones of

Cabot's Shingle Stains
to make it harmonize with its surroundings.

They are for shingles and all other exterior wood
work, and preserve the wood thoroughly from de-
cay and insects. 50% cheaper than paint, 100%
handsomer

, and any intelligent boy can apply them .

Send/or samples of Stained Wood and Circular*. Fret

faKof In* Sole Manufacturers^aoot, inc., BOSTON, MASS.
Agents at all central points. Woodruff Learning, Architect, New York

j|

Kraft
Novel texture, durable, wn-proof this newest

Wiggin Creation is distinctive for unique, effective

wall decoration. Kraft Ko-Na is of the famous

FAB-RIK-O-NA
line of highest grade woven wall coverings, which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, etc., and the finest
quality Fast Color Burlaps. Send for booklet of samples
mentioning goods desired.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.. 214 ARCH ST.. BLOOMFIELO. N. J.

This Trnde Mark on back of every yard. Patent appliedfor.

The High<
ever attaine*.

in a woven
wall fabric
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heart. At the same time his client's in-

terests are at stake. Beyond this he is

tin- most persecuted man alive.

On every building of any consequence,
il besieged from the time the rumor

gets abroad that the building is thought
ct until the contracts are actually let,

ami even after everything is apparently
Denied there are still energetic material
men who hang on and pester him until he
feels like throwing them out of his win-

dow.

INVESTIGATE
BEFORE YOU BUY

and you will find we can save you lots
of money on anything in the line of
HIGH GRADE sash, doors, frames,
blinds, mouldings, inside trim, grilles,
colonnades, stair and porch work, man-
tels, grates, tiling, art glass, paints,
roofing and building papers, wall-
boards, hardware, hardwood and par-

flooring, rolling partitions,
screens, steel ceilings, gutters,
shingles, etc.

Our New Catalog Mailed
Free will Convince

THE HUBER BUILDERS MATERIAL CO.
38-40 Vine St.. Cincinnati. Ohio

All kinds of influence is brought t..

bear on the owner and the architect, all

known wires are pulled, all the tricks of

the trade practised to get honorable nu-n

tion or preference, and even bribery is

attempted.
The Improved Japanese Screen.

Time was when the Japanese
was a flimsy thing, with a delightful ar-

tistic quality, but, being made of paper.
of so transient a character that it was apt
to suffer irreparable damage on the

hi .me. But all this is changed. The
Japanoe screen costs more, but it is

painted on substantial cloth, and will la-t

for years.
A New Feature in Upholstery.

A number of couches are seen with

cushioned backs and arms and perfectly
flat springless seats. These latter are

covered with a number of carefully fitted

loose pillows, with let-in edges ami a

finish of heavy gimp. They seem to be
filled with feathers, and are full enough
to be very solid. If the back is in sec-

tions there is a corresponding number of

cushions.

The HEART of the HOME is the FIREPLACE
Let us help you to

select a fireplace
that is right a fire-

place of modem d-j-

sign a fireplace that

fits in harmoniously
with its surround-

ings.

On* section of our ROOKWOOD TILE di.pUy room* in Reaper Block. Clark and Washington
Street*. Chicago. 111.

Our catalogue
hows an exception-

ally large variety of

characteristic styles
and we will be glad
to submit sketches
of special designs.

The Lorenzen
Fireplaces are

equipped with the

Improved Lorenzen
Colonial head throat

and damper which
insures perfect ven-

tilation. Thi combination of ventilation is a result of twenty years experience in the construction of
fireplaces. Send for free catalogue showing mantels in wood, tile and krick. grates and fireplace fixtures of all

kinds, console* and colonades, etc.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO., 701-709 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO., ILL.
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THERE'S
no floor varnish which equals "61" Eloor Varnish nor has the

door-wear quality "61" possesses. It's heel-proof, mar-proof, water-proof.
SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE PANEL

n

finished with "fil" and prove it with our famous hammer and
heel tests. Our booklet, "The Finished Floor," tells all about
it as well as how to finish and care for floors. If your dealer
doesn't carry "P & L" products, write us at 121 Tonawanda
Street, Buffalo. N. Y.; in Canada. 65 Courtwri.ht Street,
Bridguburg, Out.

FLOOR VARNISH
^RH^AMBERnARNlsHES

URG CANADA
ESTABLISHED 63 YEARS

3 Years to Pay
for the sweet-toned

MEISTER
Piano*175

3O Days'
Free Trial

In Your Own Home

We Pay
the Freight
If the piano proves to.

be all we claim for it

and you decide to
buy it. these are the
terms of sale:

$1 a Week, or $5 a Month
No cash payment down. No Interest
on payments. No extras of any
kind. Piano stool and scarf free.

Sold direct from the maker to you
at a guaranteed saving of $100. No
dealer's profit for you to pay.
Send now for ourbeautiful FREE CATALOG

which shows eight styles of Meister Pianos.
Our resources exceed $4.000,000. We sell

more pianos direct to the home than any other
concern in the world.

Rothschild & Company
Dept. 172-A. CHICAGO, ILL.

ABOUT BUILDING
IfJHlOR

full twenty years we've been designing
liJII and building artistic homes those homes,
a little out of the ordinary, often, with little ex-

pense involved simple material and lots of

art. We've crystallized this experience in some
books called

DISTINCTIVE HOMES AND GARDENS
Just the cream of our experience in them illus-

trated with scores of homes we've buiit country-
wide, with descriptions covering every phase of
the subject, and telling how to avoid the usual pit-
falls in building.

No. 135 designs, $1000 to $6000 $1.00
No. 2 35 designs, $6000 to $15000 $1.00
No. 3 Combining No. 1 and 2 $1.50
Stock plans priced in each book. Ask for

our special offer on original plans.

Companp-
621 ROSE BUILDING CLEVELAND. OHIO

All YourWashing Made Easy 'Money Saved!
1O wasliinns finest l:ices to heaviest wool
Clothes Dryer and Laundry Stove illust

. Wet weather no hindrance. Waste heat from laundry stoveheats the drying
cabinet and dries the clothes. Coal, Wood or Gas for fuel. Have sold thousands. All
users delighted. Also our "

Chleago-Rapld
" Eleelrie Washer with our own exclusive

it Safety Wringer Krleasr found ou no other machine completely subdivides roll*

of wringer by simply pushiiiK lever. Also Automatic Conveyor our exclusive device.

Automatically conveys clothes into rolls of wringer makes it unnecessary to put
fingers near wringer. Washes tub full of clothes pure clean in just 10 minutes.
Cannot get out of order; cannot injure even most delicate fabrics. Servants and
maids gladly use it. Appliance* made in various sizes suitable for Residences,
Apartment Buildings, Hotels and Institutions. Write for Free Book describing
these Dryers, Washers, Wringers and also Ironing Boards and electrically driven
and gas heated Ironing Machines. Single machines or complete equipments. Just ask
for catalog No. KUaud state which machine specially interested in. Write today.

Address nearest office.

CHICAGO I>KYKIt CO., _.,,._ SHANNON MFG. CO.,
OHO So. Waliash Av.-., Chicago, III. 124 L.-ilncton Ave...wYork,!.Y.
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OUR 1912 PLAN BOOK
NOW READY!
The Standard Authority on Home
Architecture. Every Plan Proven Prac-

tical, Over and Over Again, by Actual
Construction.

GORDON-VANT1NECO.

500K ' PLANS

Send the Coupon on opposite page for your copy of the (.otdon-
V.ui Tine 1912 Plan Book. Contains over 50 designs of Town and

Country homes costing from $600 to f6,UOO to complete.
(lonJon-Van Tine I'lans are not "theoretical"- -not mere "pic-

tures" to catch the eye leaving you to "guess" at the cost.

Each home has actually been built at the figures stated. \V<-

luxe seen these houses go up and we have furnished all the material-.

Out Plan Book keeps the cost of new houses within the original

Beautiful Houses, Cottages
and Bungalows

The 1912 Book of Plans shows all styles of modern home--.

Frame, Stucco, Combination Brick and Stucco, etc., etc. each de-

sign embodying distinctive ideas The book is a veritable treasure

house of modern Home Architecture

Owing to the inci easing popularity of Bunga-
l\\s, \\eorfer an unusual variety of bungalow
plans, based on our study of 200 fine California

bungalows. .

Plans and Specifications
Complete
We furninh a complete set of work-

ings and blue prints, with all details
and drawinirs plainly marked, drawn
to the scale of one-quarter inch to the
foot, also Specifications and Bill of
Materials.

2
;$*f.50

Front {Deration Showing front view of house.

Right Side Elevation Showing right side view of house

Left Elevation Showing left side view of house.

Rear Elevation Showing rear view of house.

Basement Plan Giving information with reference to excavation, founda-
tion. !<-.

Pint Floor Plan Giving size of rooms, partitions, location of rooms, doom. etc.

Second Floor Plan Giving size of rooms, partitions, location of rooms,
doors, etc.

Save $25 to $100 Architect's Fees by
Building from Gordon-Van Tine Plans
Why pay an architect from C2S.no to $100.00 for a set of plans, with the

possibility of expensive errors, when for $2.50 you can get better plan., that
have been proved out?

If you buy the material from us. we refund the price of the plans. Our
architect* will advice you. without charge, and make any changes you may
wish, for a trifling sum.

Gordon-Van Tine Co.,

Bays si (ft. Immkn sad Mil-
warkUrtlM* Brick B4SUcr

r HMM. PU. No. 131.
Tin- househasBsepplion H..II. l.n inu K.m.
1'imiiu K<>ni. Kitchen, l'untr>. f..ur BM
ROOBM, Bnth Room. |.1-nt> of Oiwt. front
n>i<l luick 1'ot

$
1,340

$938 buy* all the Lumber and
Millwork for thi* beautiful
bungalow. Plan No. 106.

'll.i- Kiinit.ilow li.,- Living R.n.ni. Hall. Kit-
I'.mtrx. two B.-1 Room.. H.ilh It... inrhi-n. I'iintr

.ui'l .iiniili- ('!,>- t vlr.i wi.li- front P<

bu\ all inc Lumber and
Millwork for this 8 -room
hou.e. Plan No. 100.

Tin- lion-, lia- Beceptton H.ill. l.i\ n\a Rm.
DiniiDi R<>m. Kit<-ni-n. l

>Bn^r^. four B-<l
R.K>m. R-lli Room, ami' front
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GRAND MILLWOKK
CATALOG S<* DOME BUILDEKJ NOW READY!

5,000 BARGAINS FOR 1912

IN GUARANTEED BUILDING MATERIAL

Build NOW-Save 50
PER

pfCENT

We Can Ship All the Materials for a

Complete House Within About 48 Hours
We furnish all the materials to build any of the splendid, modern homes

shown in our Plan Book.
We sell immense quantities of Millwork and Lumber of highest guaranteed

quality, direct to the actual user, at about 50 per cent saving over Local

Dealers' prices. We save our customers over a million dollars a year. We
undersell everybody.
We can ship materials for a complete house within about 48 hours after we

receive the order.

Quality, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

Wide
Range of

Styles

We Saved Him $800 on
This Bungalow

Peniel. Texas. May 7, 1910.

Gordon-Van Tine Co., Davenport. Iowa.
Gents: Enclosed are photos of our new house,

in which we used your millwork. including White
Pine Sid inn. Maple Flooring and Bishopric M;is-

tic Wall Beard. It is utmost a Gordon-Van Tine
house.
I have the swellest bungalow I think I ever saw,

and saved about SXKI.OO in the building of it.

I received your check for $25.70 some time back,
covering an overcharge in freight. Please accept
my thanks for your honest treatment.
These hardwood veneered doors, thick maple

floors and Queen Anne windows are the talk of
the town. Kfsi'i'ctfully.

1). WHITEHTJRST, M. D.

100 Lineal
Feet for

Our exceptionally
large stock and wide
range of styles enable
you to find just the
thing you want and
save you the heavy ex-
tra expense of having
special items made to
order. In addition to
our regular "stock"
styles, we have designed special
doors, windows, etc., corresponding
with the very latest architectural
ideas. The "Mission," the
"Craftsman," the "Colonial,"
the "Old English," the
"French" and "Italian"
ideas are splendidly re-

presented in our im-
mense stock.

Oak
Flooring

Get Our FREE BOOKS
and Save Money!

Our Grand Free Millwork and Lumber Cata-

ioirs will save an average of 50'^ on material, and

our Plan Book will enable you to build with the

positive assurance that the cost will not exceed

the original estimate.

Estimates Free!
Send on your list of materials. You incur no obliga-

tion by availing yourself of this service. Write us.

2847 Case St., Davenport, Iowa

We offer a splendid
ariety of Stair Mate-
1 in Oak and Yellow

Pine. Our designs admit of
many variations. Oiir

Estimates FREE !

Sign and Mail
TODAY! 4

Free Books
Cordon-Van Tine Co.

2817 Case St.

Davenport, Iowa

Please send the free books checked below.

AJJreu

Occupation

MillworkD LUMBER Q
Roofing D Plan Book I ]
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IVIDENCE of the increase in

popularity of Asbestos "Century"
Shingles may be noted from the

fact that up to this time nearly

every Department of the United States

Government has used considerable quan-
tities of this product and we understand
that at the present time work is being for-

warded at Pearl Harbor Coaling Stations,

Hawaii, which work includes a not incon-

siderable quantity of these materials.

The material is admirably adapted for

all types of buildings, in any climate, un-
der almost any sort of condition, and
tests which are made periodically indicate

beyond question, that the material be-

comes stronger and tougher from year to

year, particularly if exposed directly to

atmospheric and climatic conditions, as it

is when applied to a roof.

There are three beautiful colors from
which to select and a great variety of

shapes and sizes, so that it is possible to

adapt the Asbestos "Century" Shingle to

practically every style of architecture.

The price list and booklet issued by the

Asbestos Shingle Slate and Sheathing Co.
is of more than ordinary interest to in-

tending home-builders. While the public
has become somewhat familiar with the

Asbestos Century Shingle it is not per-

haps aware of the extended uses to which
this product is now devoted.

The booklet illustrates the different uses

of Asbestos lumber, and detailed direc-

tions are given for applying it, together
with architect's complete specifications
and tables of sizes, weight and cost, giv-

ing the reader a clear and lucid compre-
hension of the matter. The booklet is

sent on request.
* * *

The Tabor Sash Fixture Co., manu-
facturers of fixtures for every style of

window as well as other hardware spe-
cialties, issue a pamphlet for architects
and builders of rather startling interest,
filled as it is with press clippings of de-

plorable accidents which their revolving
window sash is claimed to largely elimi-

nate. The Tabor sash is a good thing to

get acquainted with.

* * *

The Bostwick Steel Lath Co. send out
a small but most effective folder illus-

trating their metal wall plug, a new de-

vice for securing the interior finish to

brick, stone or cement construction. Con-
tractors and builders will do well to ac-

quaint themselves with this invention.

* * *

The Webster specialties are attractive-

ly set forth in a handsome catalogue is-

sued by Warren Webster & Co., Cam-
den, N. J. These include governors, con-
trollers and regulators for all kinds of
heat and vacuum systems, together with
a large list of the best apparatus and

equipments for the installation of such

systems. While the Webster system of

steam circulation is familiar to most ar-

chitects and contractors, they are large
producers of the class of specialties illus-

trated and described in this catalogue,
with an engineering staff to assist build-
ers in the problems relating to them.

A little white booklet sets forth the

claims of Atlas-White cement as the

building material par excellence. It i>

attractively illustrated.

The E. X. Biegler Co., Chicago, manu-
facturers of waterproofing and insulat-

ing coatings for the protection of metal,
brick and cement surfaces, have favored
n< with a booklet in which their prod-
ucts are set forth in a clear and lucid

manner.

The Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N. Y..

claim a very superior design of fan which

they call the Buffalo conoidal fan, from
the prevalence of conical shapes in it-

designs. Their handsome booklet is

filled with its illustrations and examples
of its installment.
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you what I like the best

'Long about knee-deep in June.

'Bout the time strawberries melts

On the vine.- some afternoon

Like to jes' get out and rest.

And not work at nothin* else!
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RUSTIC BUNGALOW WITH WIDE FLARING PETTICOAT OF REDWOOD SHADES.

Art in House Construction

Materials Used

By Helen Leukeris Gaut

o.MBINATION and agreement
of building materials is a most

important factor for considera-

tion in planning a house, in fact,

it is as important an item for thought as

the design, for if the materials used do
not unite pleasantly, the result is to-

tally unsatisfactory.
Southern California, world-famed for

the comeliness of its homes and gardens,
shows greater variation and originality
in its buildings than any other locality in

the world. Here, an ordinary house,
such as the term implies, is rarely seen.

Every house shows individuality. Every
house is a distinct and separate inven-

tion, the product of thought influenced by

personality, environment and art. While

the southwest boasts innumerable man-

sions owned by retired capitalists, the

chief architectural charm lies in the grace
and wealth of bungalow homes. Splen-
did effects are obtained by cleverly com-

bining various building materials. Like

the skilled cook who throws into her

mixing bowl an unmeasured bit of this,

and an unmeasured bit of that, and turns

out a delicious pudding, the clever archi-
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tect throws in a plank or >toiu- lu

tile or a shingle there, and the result i>

a charming and original lmu*e. The fa-

vorite materials used are shingles, shakes,

cement or stucco, rustic tiles, malthoid,

klinker brick, cobblestones, field stones,

heavy rn-tic timbers, etc. Frequently

many of these are used in the construe

tion of one house, and it is not at all un

usual to find a mixture of four or five.

the whims of originality, as does ru>tic.

t'nlike the little old-fashioned cottage
that looked as if a whiff of wind might
blow it auay. the bungalow has an ap-

1
KM ranee of strength and sturdiness that

in-|ire- confidence and friendship. Law-
are invariably wide, from three l

feet, and in most cases are supported by
brackets of massive redwood timbers,

h and sha.ujjy as the day they were

THE BACKBONE OF MOST OF THE BUNGALOW SCHEMES IS RUSTIC.

in chimneys, foundation, side walls and
roof of a single house. To combine ma-
terials successfully requires best of ideas

and management. There seem to be no

positive rules for building a bungalow,
and usually entire freedom of expression
is permitted.

The backbone of most of the bunga-
low schemes is rusticity, though occa-

sionally one finds a smooth-faced little

house, painted and spick and span as

finished lumber and mitered corners can
make it. Finished lumber for the ex-

terior of bungalows ha* been very nearly
ostracised, for it does not lend itself to

slashed from the father trunk. Rafters

of ( >regon pine or California redwood
2.\4s or 2x6s usually extend from four

to six inches beyond the edge of the

eaves, and add both to strength and orna-

mentation. In many bungalows heavy

bargeboards, sometimes 2x12, are fea-

tured, the face broken at regular inter-

vals where the brackets connect by large

square blocks put on in Craftsman fash-

ion. Sometimes the eaves are ceiled with

beading which is painted or varnished.

but usually they are left open and rough.
It is always a problem to decide which of

manv materials will be most suitable for
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EAVES ARE INVARIABLY WIDE AND IN MOST CASES ARE SUPPORTED BY BRACKETS
OF REDWOOD TIMBERS.

a roof, which will harmonize best with

the design and the exterior walls. A
few years ago practically all roofs were

of shingles painted dark brown or green.

Then for a time the shingled roof painted

pearl gray was a fad, in fact, it was so

attractive its popularity continues. The

shingled roof painted white is also seen,

THE SILVER SWEEP OF THE ROOF IS UNBROKEN. AND CONTRASTS HEAVILY
WITH THE SURROUNDINGS.
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and is exceptionally pleading. i<

fords strong contract with the land-.

and contrast is always good. Occasion

ally one sees a roof that has been tarred

and sanded and stripped with wood, and

again one finds houses roofed with patent

compositions in black, gray or red. which

are both serviceable and good looking.

But the roofing that is best liked for

bungalows, and which adju-t- it-elf to all

types and lines, is snow white malthoid.

n. 't seem appropriate for other than a

brick, stone or stucco hon-r.

': walls can be, and are, constructed

of many different materials, sometime-

-ometimes combined. A harmoni-

plan is to have the slightly flaring

base of roughest pebbledash cement, in

color light gray. Topping thi- and form-

ing the lower window casings, have a

heavy dark timber that circles the house

like a clamp. Above this, walls to be of

FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IS PERMITTED IN BUNGALOW BUILDING. HERE SMOOTH AND ROUGH
PLASTER ARE COMBINED IN THE CHIMNEY; WALLS ARE OF SHINGLES AND SHAKES IN ALTER-

NATING WIDTHS. AND THE ROOF IS OF MALTHOID.

With its edges rolled over a 2x4 timber

above a dark bargeboard, it is wonder-

fully effective. Sometimes dark wood

strips are nailed over the seams, some-
times the silver sweep of the roof is un-

broken. This malthoid is less expensive
than shingles and is quite as durable. It

is also used for flooring balconies and
roof gardens, and almost invariably i-

wrapped over the heavy wood edges like

piping on a dress. Shakes make an ef-

fective roof for the rustic bungalow, but

are apt to leak. Nothing is more attrac-

tive than a roof of red tile, but this does

shingles or shakes stained dark green or

brown. Another good scheme is to have

the base of rustic clapboards, the boards

stopping flush with the ground like a full-

leu- th skirt. Sometimes the base is of

boards and batons, and the upper portioi
of shingles, shakes or clapboards and

sometimes the arrangement is exactly re-

versed. Sometimes boards are put ot

horizontally, sometimes vertically, while

there are many ways of putting on

shingles or shakes, in straight even lines,

or in alternating widths. The latter al-

wavs combine well with all sorts of ma-
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sonry, artificial stone, field stone, cobble-

stones, brick and stucco. The shingled

house requires an inner sheathing of

building paper or boards set diagonally.

A bungalow without a big imposing

chimney is only half a bungalow, for

while the chimney ornaments the ex-

terior and gives it a certain character,

the fireplace within is the heart, about

which the social and restful elements of

the home life radiate. The placing of the

smooth and straight with cement. The
most attractive cobblestone chimney is

that in which both small stones and huge
boulders are placed, regardless of sys-
tem or size, and the sides, though holding
to a definite line, are broken by the curv-

ing, bulging stones. Cobblestones a'nd

klinker brick combine admirably for

chimneys and foundations. Red brick,

white pressed brick, cement and broken
field stones are all popular for bungalow

COMBINING MALTHOIDS, SHINGLES, CLAPBOARDS AND PEBBLE-DASH CEMENT, AND SHOW-
ING GOOD RESULTS OF USING RUSTIC. CRAFTSMAN FASHION.

WITH THE PORCH PIERS.

bungalow chimney is a matter of choice.

It may run up the back, the side, or the

front wall
;
in fact, some of the most in-

teresting bungalows have a huge chim-

ney at the front. There is no law for

design for a chimney, no rule for

mingling materials. The builder can fol-

low his inclinations, consequently there

arc breeds and species of chimneys. There
is the chimney of cobblestones of uniform
>i/e. placed in the cement with painful

precision, with sides trowled down
masonry work.

The design and workmanship and ma-
terials used in the front door, which is

the chief welcoming keynote of any

house, is given careful consideration now-

adays. The conventional stock door has

lost its popularity, and one of individuali-

ty has succeeded it. The door express-

ing personality has a charm all its own,
which the visitor immediately recognizes

and appreciates. A competent carpenter
can easily, quickly and economically
make a door from design, employing

rough redwood, lattice or bevel glass, iron

bolts or scrolls, in its construction. Such

a door will belong to the house for which

it is made, a sort of introduction between

the guest and host.
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Vine Clad Arbors for Yards

and Grounds

By Casper Greiner

IXDKK the broad term of arbors

may be included such varieties of

garden architecture as pergolas,

bowers, trellises and arches over

gateways and garden paths. Indeed, in

recent years, so varied have become the

forms of pergolas that, in reality, one

can hardly be expected to distinguish

between them and the arbors. The lat-

ter, however, more strictly speaking, are

summer houses, whereas the pergola is

made up of a series of columns in a

double row, connected by beams or poles

that are crossed or interlaced overhead.

Bowers, trellises and arches explain
themselves. But, by whatever name such

structures are called, a garden is hardly

complete without something of the kind

with its refreshing shade, its inviting

coolness and its luxurious growth of

vines.

A Sloping Garden Lend* lueU to a Really
Decorative Pergola.

Arbors may be as simple or as elab-

orate as the builder desires, but, in the

end, simplicity is far more to be com-
mended than the elaborate construction.

Simplicity, in fact, should be the aim in

building such structures, whether the

, builder's purse is long or not. They can

be constructed of wood or of reinforced

concrete, and the difference between the

first cost of the two materials is far less

than most persons imagine. The con-

crete construction, of course, has the ad-

vantage it needs neither paint nor re-

pairing and to the surface of the composi-
tion many vines will cling that will fail

to find a hold on wood.

Concrete again serves the man with

limited purse to excellent advantage when
he wants a lily pool or a fountain. If

only he will content himself with designs
that do not require curved moulds, he can

have what he wants at very little cost. A
square fountain or pool, eight feet long,

f>ur feet wide and two feet deep, made
of concrete, should cost less than $5.00.

Garden benches, tables, lanterns, fig-

ures and sundials are all within reach of

the most limited purse. Seats may be

constructed of wood at very small cost.

or of concrete at practically the same ex-

penditure. I know that the popular im-

pression is that concrete is expensive, but

I have found, after many years' experience
with wood and cement, that the latter, in

first cost, is not more than ten per cent,

greater than the wood and it lasts for-

ever. I have made benches of wood and

of concrete, and, at the end of twelve
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months, counting the painting and re-

painting of the wood, the bench made of

this material has cost me more than the

bench made of concrete. Such a seat,

twenty inches wide, seven feet long and

four inches thick, can be made at a cost

of a little more than the wooden seat.

Iii sinking the posts for arbors or per-

golas, arches, trellises and bowers, it is

diameter than would be necessary for the

post alone and six or seven inches deeper.
On the bottom place a six-inch layer of

concrete, made up of one part cement,
two parts sharp sand and four parts small

gravel. When this has set, but before it

is entirely dry, place the post upon it,

setting it in the center of the hole, leav-

ing a space an inch or two wide on every

RUSTIC PERGOLA WITH GARDEN SEATS.

always best to treat the ends that are to

go into the ground, whether the lumber

is dressed or rough as it comes from the

woods, with some preservative prepara-
tion. Any dealer in paint will be able to

supply a satisfactory preparation of this

sort at very reasonable prices, and,

through its use, the structure will stand

many years longer than it would were
the posts untreated. An excellent plan
to follow is to use no preservative, but to

sink the posts in concrete. To do this,

<li,^' a hole six or eight inches larger in

side. Then pour the concrete into the

hole, tamping it as it is poured. Bring

the concrete filling to the surface of the

ground, smooth it with a trowel and the

work is done. Posts thus set are not only
well preserved but they have a rigidity

that can be got in no other way. To set

four posts in this manner will cost little

more than the preservative probably

$1.50, with material to spare.

Pergolas, like arbors, may be as sim-

ple or as elaborate as the owner wishes,

but here again the best taste counsels
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simplicity. Pergolas ma\ In- ;' the ru-ti

style of architecture, hut.
Ij -peak-

ing, they are best treated more formally.

The posts should be of finished lumber

preferably column- such as are used for

porches and these should be set no

closer together than -e\en feet, length-
u i<e and transversely.

If wood is the material to be u-ol.

ilrc-sed lumber may be obtained from

the lumber dealer, or the builder may
draw upon the nearest woods for his

supply. Rustic effects, always pleasing.
are gained by resort to the latter source

of supply. Many farmer- have no ob-

jection to parting with undergrowth
and, in not a few instances, will permit
the arbor-builder to have what he wants

little or nothing. Sapling.

cially hickory, yield excellent \vm<l j'l.r

Muli structures. Larger growth- afford

material for posts and roofing, for beain-

iippurt seats and for such ra:

as may be required. In c..n-tructing

roofs it" thi- rough material, lay the pieces

so that the butt of one is adjoining tlu-

tapering end of another as is shown in

the accompanying illustration of the ru--

tic arbor. It is by no means necessa

depend on a lumber mill for the supports
to the roof. for. with a little patience,

small trees can be found that will supply
the exact shape required. Tie the

lin-s in place with galvenized wire or

strong copper wire; to attempt to nail

them means, in nine cases out of ten. un-

TH1S ARBOR IS EASILY MADE AND ESPECIALLY BEAUTIFUL WHEN COVERED WITH VINES.
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SIMPLE ARBOR, EASILY CONSTRUCTED.

sightly split ends that will always be an

eyesore.

It is easy to construct of concrete a

simple garden pool or fountain.

The form for such a small excavation

can be made as one would make a box,
the bottom, of course, being smaller than

the top in length and width, and the

whole twelve inches less in length and
twelve inches less in width than the hole.

When set in the excavation, as can be

readily seen, there will be a six-inch space
between the wooden form and the earth

sides of the hole on every side. Pour
into this space concrete made of one part

cement, two parts sand and two parts
small gravel, tamping as the concrete is

poured in.

I have said nothing about inlet or out-

let pipes, for the reason that their use is

obviously necessary, and the builder will

find it the easiest matter in the world to

put them in to suit himself.

Every garden should have some sort of

entrance some point from which it ap-

pears best when approached. Wherever

practicable the entrances should be

arched, or, if desirable, a pergola may be

constructed to lead into the garden. This,

in truth, is the best use and the only gen-

uinely legitimate use we have for a real

pergola. It is an arbor that should lead

somewhere. If not to the garden, then,

in the garden, so locate it that it will

lead invitingly to a summer house, a gar-

den bench, a fountain or a sundial.
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THE CARPENTER SHOP BECAME THE KITCHEN WITH A LATTICED BACK DOOWAY ABOUT
WHICH GREW VINES AND PLANTS.

An Old Farmhouse Remodeled
By A. E. Marr

[HOSE who have experienced that

rare pleasure of making over an

old farmhouse are loud and per-

sistent in their efforts to induce

others to attempt the problem. The

pleasure is not so much in having

"something new and something old,"

that is, it is not the combination of the

old and the new that gives you so much

enjoyment, as it is in adding modern
comforts and conveniences to old, stately

dignity and sturdy durability, and the

pleasant tax that this is on the ingenuity
and the creative ability.

It is a delight to work over one old

house, almost anyone will admit that, but

to work three into one, a woodshed and

carpenter shop, if you please, may sound

like rubbing that most wonderful lamp
of Aladdin.'s, and bidding the genii to

get busy. But there being no magical

lamp, two w-omen did the work
A glance inside showed them that al-

though it had stood for a hundred and

fifty years, it was still well preserved
with its rafter- lu-un and shaped by hand,

plain doors and built-in cupboards with

hand-made iron hinges on the doors, and

brick fireplace, and that they had what

are the first essentials an opportunity
and a good foundation upon which to

build and improve.
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The plans, as you will see, depict the

house as a long, oblong structure with

two separate buildings at the rear, a wood
shed and a carpenter shop, which gave
them the idea of further possibilities. A
small vestibule at one end of the house

opened into the kitchen, and from there

they passed into the large living room,
and a small bedroom adjoining it. Up-

and the next few days they spent in the

village scheming and figuring on how to

remodel this little cottage into a desirable

home, with the least possible expense.
The photographs and the floor plans tell

the story.

The main lines of the house were left

untouched, with the exception of repairs

to the shingles and a good coat of white

A CORNER IN THE DINING ROOM. FORMERLY
THE WOODSHED.

stairs under the eaves was a second

chamber reached by a very narrow flight

of steep steps leading from the living

room. Here in this nest of a cottage at

least three generations of children had

been brought up, and had laughed, and

cried, played and pulled each other's hair

perhaps, but had gone long since forth,

leaving behind them that spirit of good
comfort and heart ease which only may
be found in the old places.

But it was not quite what they wanted,

pairU. The kitchen was the first point

of attack, and here a reformation scene

such as only two energetic women can

portray quickly took place. The original

stuffy appearance was overcome by en-

larging the vestibule, and adding a small

covered piazza, which led into a light,

roomy reception hall, furnished with an-

tique chairs and a table gathered in while

on one of their tours of the village. Lead-

ing from the right of this room or hall

was the living room, which was pre-
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TRELUSES. ARBORS AND THE TWO PIAZZAS ADDED TO THE PICTURESQUE FARMHOUSE

served with its quaint, time-flavored sim-

plicity. The old brick fireplace and crane

were Hanked on one side by a high, built-

in cupboard, whose very hinges were

made by hand, and on the other side a

closet for firewood extended back far un-

The Plan oi the House
a* Made Ovrr.

woodshed, in excellent condition, was

moved up to the main house and became

the dining room. A large covered piazza
with latticed posts for vines to run on

was added to the front of it, making real-

Iv two rooms, one for ordinarv use, and

RCAR YARD

DACS PIAZZA

-I ORIGINAL
House

OINIMG -Room
formerly -

WooD SHco

<;,? xii q

PIAZZA

KITCHEN

romHy

der the stairs. This room was left as

they found it, with the exception of re-

papering, and giving a coat of stain to the

woodwork. The chamber adjoining the

living room was retained just as it was,
while the room above, reached by a flight

of very steep and narrow stairs, was
made into a pleasant guest chamber. The

the other an outdoor dining room for

pleasant days.
The estate was fast growing, and they

needed now but the kitchen to complete
the home. The one-time carpenter shop
\\.-t- moved up and joined to the kitchen,

connected by a slide cut in both rooms,

through which dishes could be passed
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back and forth. Cupboards and closets,

a sink and a stove soon converted this

shop into a modern kitchen entirely

separated from the main house, and

overcoming at once the problem of un-

necessary heat and odors. The loft

above was made into comfortable serv-

ants' quarters reached by an open flight

of stairs leading directly from the

kitchen.

Trellises and arbors hid the back yard
from view, and the two piazzas in front

added to the picturesque farmhouse.

From a simple cottage of four rooms,

they had brought forth a commodious

country house of seven rooms, still re-

taining all the charm and atmosphere of

the old-time home.

The planting of old-fashioned flowers

and shrubs finished the task, whose every
detail had been a pleasure. By that I do

not mean that everything was sunshine,

for it wasn't. There were days when they

simply rolled their hands up in their

aprons and rocked in the old-fashioned

chairs until the inspiration came and they
could agree on what was next to be done.

But when you consider what they have

now, and that all of the alterations and

changes, painting, papering, and every-

thing, was done for a little more than

two hundred dollars, it would seem per-

fectly ample to compensate for a greater

expenditure and less real pleasure.

So it is well to remember, that often

in an old wooden house a golden room we
find.

Matting and Its Use in the

Summer Home
HE summer cottages and bunga-
lows are becoming each year
more and more popular. The

opportunities they afford for the

simple life attract many people who,
tired of city life, welcome the change.
The restful quietness, good air and the

out of door pastimes are needed by
every one for a short period, at least,

each year.

For many the bungalow is an extra

luxury, so the question usually is how
to make it most attractive and comfort-

able with the least outlay of time and

money. It is a wise and economical

plan to have as much of the furniture

built in as part of the building, as can

consistently be done. Seats, shelves,

cupboards and dressers, when built in

this way, save money and where space
is limited give much additional room.

When they are fitted with appropriate
cushions and draperies they give a

charming appearance of comfort.

The importance of beauty in the little

things of the household, with those pure-

ly ornamental and those intended for

practical uses, is a creed which all mas-

ters of the arts and crafts are striving

to teach.

For the summer home especially it is

not desirable to have either furnishings

or decoration elaborate, but rather keep
them both simple and restful. The coun-

try home porch is usually a summer liv-

ing room and it should be furnished as

tastefully as is the incjoor living room in

winter. The housekeeper naturally feels

that the materials used should be inex-

pensive, yet desirable and lasting. Cool,

easy to keep clean and with good wear-

ing qualities, matting seems to answer
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many of the wants in summer furnish-

ing. As rugs for porches and indoor

rooms it is very satisfactory. The best

grade of fine, smooth weave Japanese

matting in the natural color is the best

in use. This color takes a stenciled dec-

. .ration most beautifully. The matting is

cut into desirable lengths and can be

joined by sewing it with a loose over

and over stitch, using a heavy cream

linen thread for the purpose. The ends

are finished by raveling out the matting
for four or five inches, then knot the

strands in bunches of six or eight, tying
it tight and close to the last strand of

matting. Or it can be turned up for two
inches and hemmed, and a heavy linen

furniture fringe caught firmly to the hem
from underneath. The fringe should har-

monize in color with the decoration on

the rug.

If a beginner in stencil work, the de-

sign should be kept simple, straight line

effects giving good results and are easily

cut as well. The design should be drawn
full size on any kind of tough thin paper
and transferred to the stencil board by
using a sheet of carbon paper, dark side

down. Carefully transfer the design,

lifting it here and there to be quite sure

every line has been traced, for when the

pattern has once been removed it is hard

to replace in the same position. Place

on a piece of window glass and with a

-harp pen knife cut out the design. When
this has been done, fasten the matting

firmly to a table if possible, as it is rath-

er unmanageable unless well fastened to

prevent slipping. Next block off where
the decoration is to -be, putting in pins or

pencil dots to know where the proper re-

peats are to go. Oil paints thinned with

turpentine and a regular stencil brush

about the size of a dime should be used.

Do not get the paint too thin, mixing
each color in a separate dish, and if pos-
-il>le have a brush for each color. Try
1 .n a small piece of the material until the

right colors and proper consistency of

paint has been decided on. Fill the brush

well, then wipe off any extra paint on a

cloth before applying it to the matting.
Hold the brush almost at right angles
to the surface and well down towards

the bristles. Now steady the stencil

with the left hand and work the color

out of the brush into the fabric by rub-

bing the brush back and forth in the

spaces of the stencil. Work with smooth,

rapid, even strokes, and when dry go
over with a warm iron to fix the colors.

A design worked out in orange, brown
and black for rugs, can be repeated in

the woven raffia pillows and floor cush-

ions.

Matting, while very artistic in effect,

is of course not suitable for all rooms.

In a formal drawing room, it would be

distinctly out of place, but in a study or

den or in the living room of a summer

cottage it is very pleasing. It can be

used as a wall covering complete, for

panels, or as a dado. For a dado, take

a strip of the Japanese matting without

design, measuring it the length of each

wall, or if seams are not wanted at the

corners, one strip can run entirely around

the room. It is very easy to put in place

with fine carpet tacks, later using the

large brass furniture nail heads nicely

spaced as a decorative finish. A chair

rail corresponding with the woodwork in

the room gives the necessary finish at

the top, or strips of split bamboo can

be used instead. The decoration can be

stenciled on before the matting is placed

on the wall or after, as seems most con-

venient. Any simple conventional form

can be used, the more severe in outline

the more dignified in effect. For in-

stance, let the design run up and down,

a single form repeated at intervals, and

separate the spaces into panels by strips

of flat moulding or bamboo. A quaint

design suggestive of Japanese treatment,

in a delicate tracery of plum or cherry
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blossoms, can be stenciled al'-uir tin- -ide

that goes at the top. '1 lit- l>r;uu-lies should

not be too close together nor the blos-

soms too thickly clustered. The color

scheme could be soft dull red, gray green
and brown.

Matting can be used for the porch cur-

tain-. n>inu them In sections the width

of the matting, or several widths can be

joined together. They should be deco-

rated to correspond with the rugs and

pillows.

A pine tree design for the curtain- in

the mountain home, using the cones and

small branches for the smaller surfaces,

pillows, table runners and screens, is at-

tractive. These can be done in dull

browns and greens. Screens for the porch
to soften the light or as a protection

from draughts are often a necessity. Or
to be used in a room to hide shelves and

their contents; to partition off certain

spaces, and to shield entrances from one

room to another, a frame of bamboo or

of any ordinary wood can have panels
of matting introduced, the material being
fastened to the frame with large brass

tacks.
.
If casters are attached to the

frame, the screen can be rolled wherever

needed more easily. And, too, if fitted

out with pockets of denim, in various

sizes, on the inside, for sewing mate-

rials, magazines and papers, it will prove
a positive joy to the owner.

The straw covering that comes from

tea boxes can be used quite as well as

matting for small things. It is soft and

pliable to use for the porch pillows and

floor cushions so much needed in sum-
mer time. Cut two pieces the desired

size and baste linen tape of any dark

contrasting color round the edges ; turn

tape over the edges and baste down on
the other side. When both pieces 'have

been so treated they can be fastened to-

gether and the sides and bottom button-

holed through, forming a pocket, the two

upper edges to be overcast separately.

This may be done with colored rait

a narrow tape dyed the desired >hade.

In-tead of being fastened together they

may be buttonholed separately and

lets made in the back. They can then he

together with tapes or raffia to form

a hinge.

r a newspaper rack, cut a strip of

matting about twenty-one inches lon_

twelve wide. Fold the lower end hack-

about seven inches to form a pocket,

fastening it at each corner with a
i

of twine, leaving the sides free. Turn

tlie raw edges back toward the front and

cover with a scalloped piece of red ooze

leather, fastened with brass paper fasten-

ers. A narrow strip of leather forms the

hanger, which extends down the sides,

ending in a leather tassel. This can be

decorated in old blue and dull red.

A scrap basket is a welcome addition

to both bed and living room. Cut a

piece of matting 45 inches long and K>

wide. Have the selvaged edge come to

the top and turn back the two short

edges one men. Stencil a design on this.

spacing the units so that the joinings

will meet nicely. Cut a circular piece of

heavy pasteboard for the bottom. X<.w

with either a piece of colored tape or a

strip of thin leather, about two iiu lie-

in width, join the matting to the bot-

tom. Baste to the matting first, then -c\\

on the machine to make it stronger. Then
the bottom is added, the tape being

ily fastened, at short intervals. Now join

the matting at the 16-inch sides by a cri--

cross stitch in raffia, either in the nat-

ural color or to match in tone the decora-

tion. With a leather thong or piece of

tape to draw it slightly together at the

top. the basket is finished.

The illustration shows some inter

MIL; and attractive ways of using matting.
The walls, screens, curtains, valance, pil-

lows and table runner of matting, with

the same decorative motif carried out in

stencil, giving a charming result.
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THE
SMALL HOUSE

3ERIE6.

5
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EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building has, after the manner of all the other costs of living
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this
thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

BRIARWOOD IS A PART SHINGLED BUNGALOW WITH FOUNDATION OF
LOCAL FIELD STONE.

Two Low Cost Bungalows

HE growing demand for whole-

some outdoor living has resulted

in the building of summer camps
and bungalows in all parts of

America. While some of these build-

ings are of low cost and extremely simple,
others are elaborate and expensive.
A bungalow, being a warm weather

house, should have, above everything, a

wide and roomy veranda, and should be

built on a site where wholesome living

and pure country air can be obtained

The bungalows illustrated are located

in a half-mile square of forest and hill

country on a high picturesque part in

Delaware countv, Pennsvlvania. Briar-
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The room* are unusually large at Briarwood and are well lighted

and cheerful: the rafted roof and generou* fireplace are both

good decorative feature* in keeping with the furnishing.

wood is a most substantial bungalow, and

has been built with a Cellar and heater

so that it can be used as a week-end cot-

tage in winter if desired. The founda-

tions and chimney are of local stone, but

the bungalow is of frame covered with

sheathing board. The roof is covered

with shingles which have been stained

green. The large air chamber on the

second floor keeps the house cool in sum-

mer and is invaluable for storing pur-

poses. The interior walls are plastered

above the chair-rail height, but below the

boards are left exposed. They are oiled

and a little color added to the oil before

being applied. All the interior wood-
work is treated in this manner. This

bungalow is equipped with a primitive
bath room, although there is no running
water in the house, as all the water has

to be carried from the nearby pump.
There is only one bed room in the bunga-
low but extra sleeping room is provided
on the veranda, it being the custom at

Arden to sleep in the open air. The
owner being a trained nurse, finds her

bungalow invaluable for recuperating be-

tween her cases, and is generous in shar-

ing her home with other women who
have not the same opportunity to enjoy
the country. Rriarwood cost to build

about $2,000.00.

: \atiiiL; and Mu> -nrx . . .$ 300.00
Lumber and Mill Work.... 800.00

Plastering and Staining

s!nngle> 300.00

k.H.iiing 250.00

Heating and M i-M-ellane. >u- . 350.00

$2,000.00

The other bungalow, also costing about

$2,000.00, has been built step by step. If

it had been built at one time, several

hundred dollars could have been saved.

but the i \vner designed it herself and

carried out her ideas gradually.

This bungalow is of frame with walls

and roof covered with shingles. It is

beautifully situated on a rising part of the

camp.

The bungalow is particularly roonu .

has three bed rooms, a kitchen and dining
room are provided, and yet the main liv-

ing room is commodious and attractive.

One of ttie original and pleasing struc-

tural features is the roof over the door.

This did not entail much labor or ex-

pense, but it immediately gave the bunga-
low character and saved the cabin from

being merely a barn to sleep in. A per-

gola of unbarked wood is not only a novel

kiml <>f veranda, but gave the owner om-

The (hingled bungalow ha* three bed-room*, a kitchen and a

dining-room and living-room. By drawing the curtain* back the

dining-room and living-room *eem like one large room.
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W^'t&V&fc:

A PEACEFUL, INVITING SUMMER HOME.

siderable pleasure in planning and put- to the general appearance of the' bunga-

ting it up; next summer it will be a low but will serve to keep it cool by shad-

wealth of green that will not only add ing it from the sun.
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Furnishing the Summer Cottage
By Margaret Greenleaf

SILVERY BIRCH TREES FORM THE STANDING WOODWORK.

T THIS time of the year, an in-

creasing number of persons are

interested in furnishing a seaside

cottage, a mountain bungalow, or

a week-end camp maybe, and making it

at the smallest possible outlay com-
fortable and attractive. For such a sum-
mer home there are many built-in pieces
of furniture which will prove a great sav-

ing of expense as well as add to the

beauty and convenience of the rooms.

Kxcellent examples of such built-in

pieces may be seen in the view of an un-

usually delightful bungalow which is here

reproduced. In the interior of this the

.-i Ivory hark of the trunks of the trees

is left in its natural state, forming much
<>f the standing finish of the room, and
the young saplings have been used for

the lattice work, forming divisions where
the wood trim permits. A silver gray
stain of the same color and finish appears
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on the furniture. Dull blue is the predom-

inating tone of rugs and draperies, and,

together with the entirely rustic "idea

which these rooms convey, there is a

comfortable and homelike air which is

very inviting. In a modest way this

same treatment can be carried out in the

small and inexpensive bungalow. The

rough stone fireplace shown here is en-

tirely appropriate and fills one end of the

room. Also, the lighting fixture which

little house they should not be used. It

would be better to have built-in bunks for

beds, with a wall shelf with a mirror

above for a dressing table, than to put
into a semi-rustic, low ceiled room a pon-
derous piece of old walnut furniture, or

other such incongruities.
The big room should combine living

and dining rooms and have a generous

fireplace at one end, with an abundance

of casement windows and French doors.

The excellent plan of living-room and library, with the fireplace in the center of the cottage, gives

a feeling of size and hospitality that would be impossible were the rooms divided.

holds large candles is interesting, as be-

ing consistent with the type of the room.

In using old furniture, such pieces
should be selected as are light in con-

struction and which, in line at least, can

claim some relationship, and though these

may show a variety of wood and finish,

it is possible to bring them together by

enameling them all either with ivory

white, leaf green, or some other suitable

color. If preferred, the old finish may
be renewed and the wood re-stained and
all finished alike. The enamel, however,
i> more practical and really gives a bet-

ter effect. Where one finds these old

pieces entirely out of character with the

which will admit much of the beauty of

the outdoors, and air and sunshine. Wide,

comfortable window seats well cush-

ioned, and a low reading and writing ta-

ble, suggestive of the Mission type, placed

about the center of the room, built-in

inglenook seats, or bookshelves to flank

the fireplace, and in the end of the room,

next the door leading to the kitchen de-

partment, a corner cupboard with dia-

mond paneled glass doors will be found

useful and decorative.

There is an arm chair which' is very
comfortable and of wood frame with cane

seat and back, known as the McKinley
arm chair. That also would readilv find
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a place in this room. If any pieces of

upholstered furniture are to be used, a

wing chair covered with the linen taffeta,

domestic or imported, would look well.

In selecting the fabric for upholstering
window seats and making door curtains

the latter may or may not be necessary
a material which is not too heavy

should be chosen. The least expensive
which would give satisfactory wearing

quality would he a figured denim. This

season's wear without undue care in 1

ing them in good condition. Then
a good floor finish is recommended, and

preferably one showing a high polish. Tin-

finish we have in mind may be wiped u\>

with water and does not require poli^h-

ing. It does not mar readily or show
heel marks or scratches. If the floor is

made of rift sawed yellow pine it will not

require a filler, and should have three

coats of this finishing material. In choos-

The woodwork i stained warm brown and lone* well with the stenciled burlap panel* on the

upper wall* of the living-room. The fireplace and mantel are worthy of consideration.

comes in some very good colors and

shows a two-tone effect in small figure.

There is a moss green and dark, dull blue,

either of which are acceptable in many
color schemes. This can be used to up-
holster window seats, cover cushions for

any of the chairs which require them, and
also is a good choice for covering a wing
chair, unless the scheme of the room
makes it possible to use a figured linen

taffeta for this, in which case the design
should introduce the various colors ap-

pearing in rugs, side walls, draper ic-.

etc.

For floors the first essential is to finish

them in such a wav to insure at least a

ing rugs for a room of this kind some
latitude is allowable, although an itu-x-

pensive and durable rug would be more
suitable than a richer one. There are

Chinese matting rugs made of twisted

straw which show on the yellow back-

ground of the matting which are very
decorative. These are light in weight
lut are not inclined to curl at the cor-

ners. They may be easily removed for

cleaning purposes, which is one of their

chief recommendations. The fiber ru^-.

the reversible Scotch rugs and the bunga-
low rugs are all suitable for the summer

home, and even among the Brussels

one may find designs and tones which an-
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sufficiently quiet and cool looking to be

appropriate to such a room.

In the room we have in mind the rugs
chosen could be of Chinese matting, one

9x12 and two smaller ones, all to be pur-
chased within $20.00. The draperies at

the casement windows are of coarse linen

crash with a stencil border in shades of

delft blue and water green, repeating the

colors and the figures of the- rug. The
crash sells for 10 cents a yard, and as the

stenciling can be done by any amateur

it will be seen that the cost is small.

Window seat cushions and door curtains

are made from the dark delft blue denim,
which sells for 70 cents a yard. The
door curtains show a border in white and

green outlined with black, repeating the

design in a larger degree than shown on

the white curtains at the windows. The

reading table wears a lengthwise scarf

of this crash, the ends ornamented in the

same way. At one end of the table may
be placed a large writing pad, ink well

and the general paraphernalia of the desk.

About in the center of the table the read-

ing lamp should stand. A dull brass jar-

diniere could be utilized for the base of

the lamp and fitted with glass for the oil.

A spreading raffia shade lined with water

green silk would complete this. In the

end of the room, near the door leading
into the service department, and set well

opposite a window with a good outlook,

a small round table should find its place.

This to be used ordinarily and for break-

fast and lunches. Such a room as we have

described can be fitted completely for less

than $100.00, and this, it must be re-

membered, is really two rooms, and the

furniture recommended has good wearing

qualities, and its perfect simplicity will

insure that the people who must live with

it will not tire of it.

Construction Details of the Home
Plumbing Fixtures

The Water Closet,

water closet should possess a

trap within itself, having a good
seal, and with as little surface to

come in contact with the soil as

possible. The trap seal should be ex-

posed to sight and the flushing should

be noiseless and economical in the use of

water and should come from a tank not

directly connected to the water system.
The leading patterns of water closets

in use are the washout, washdown, siphon
and siphon-jet. Of these the two former

are used in the cheaper work, and the lat-

ter in more important work and are best

to use with a low down tank.

Local Ventilation.

A local vent spud, as it is called, is

sometimes provided in the design of the

water closet from which a 'vent pipe is

run into a partition and from there into

a hot vent flue. This carries off foul

odors incident to the use of the closet.

A small register face placed in the wall

behind and at a level with the seat, con-

nected by pipe to the flue, will effectively

vent the whole room. Tin pipe, three

inches in diameter, is often used and con-

ducted into the main smoke flue high up
in the chimney.

Flush Tanks.

High flush tanks have been in use for

a long time and are reliable because of

the "head" obtained by the water in the

distance traveled.

The tank is usually placed in sight,

but may be on the attic floor above or

in an adjoining closet. The flush pipes
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may be in sight, concealed in the parti-

tion ( .r through the wall in a clothes

closet.

The low down tank, if placed in the

room, sets the water closet further from

the wall than with the high tank. I'nlike

the high tank, the low tank is closed at

top with a moveable cover, keeping out

all dust and dirt. Its position makes it

easy to adjust or repair. The flush pipe

should be two inches for this fixture.

Flush Valves.

Flush valves may be used on high or

low pressure or direct or tank pressure,
are noiseless and may easily be con-

cealed. Provision is made for placing
them in the floor if desired and their neat

appearance has made them popular. Sev-

eral different makes are on the market

and should be carefully stu<liel before

making a selection.

Wash Bowls

Knameled cast iron and procelain lava-

tories are cast in one piece, including

the back and howl, thus avoiding all

joints. Marble is no longer popular for

plumbing goods owing to the nece-

joints, and its ready discoloration. Many
patterns are available and may be sup-

ported on legs or on brackets in sight or

concealed. The illustration shows a bowl

with a practical installation of piping ex-

cept water supply.

Bath Tubs.

Enameled cast iron bath tubs with

wide roll rims are used more than any
other. Porcelain tubs are used only in

the very best work and enamel painted

or copper-lined tubs not at all. The
tub five feet long is most popular, al-

though four feet six inches is allowable

where space is restricted. Four-foot tubs

are not comfortable and tubs exceeding
five feet use a great deal of water if filled

each time, an item to be considered with

only a forty-gallon hot water tank, the

usual size. A drum trap is shown in

the illustration of bath tub installation,

with 1 J/2-inch vent and waste pipes. This

trap can be more easily cleaned than

any trap in this position.

Foot Bath and Sitz Bath.

These fixtures are used only in the

best residences and the piping in gen-
eral is identical with that for the bath

tub.

Shower Bath.

This fixture is set upon the floor and

requires a 1^-inch connection.

The Kitchen Sink.

The kitchen sink is made of plain gal-

vanized or enameled cast iron, slate,

soapstone and porcelain, the enameled
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cast iron sink being most in use. A good
size for a kitchen sink is 20 inches by
36 inches, the width and length being
sufficient for two dishpans. Backs are

made in various heights, finished to

match sink. It is well to have the hot

water connection to sink taken off from

the top of the boiler, as the water gets

hot quickest and remains so longer at

this point.

Laundry Tubs.

Laundry tubs are made of porcelain,

enameled cast iron, soapstone, slate and

artificial stone. Three tubs may be

city mains or, if there is no provision of

this kind, from some source from which

it must be pumped as well cistern,

stream or lake.

When taken from the water main in

the street or alley, as the case may be,

the connection is made of lead, tapping
the main a little high, and the galvanized
service pipe is so graded that any settle-

ment will not bring is unusually low or

break the connection. Lead being more

pliable will stand a moderate amount of

tension without breakage. At the curb a

shut-off is placed for convenience in shut-

A MODERN

drained, trapped and vented as shown by
the illustration, the waste two inches and
the vent one and one-half inches. For
a two part laundry tub, waste and vent

may be one and one-half inches. Artifi-

cial stone tubs, if carefully made, give

good satisfaction, are all in one piece,

sanitary and are much used in inexpen-
sive work.

Refrigerators.

Refrigerators are not connected direct-

ly to the drainage system, as stated under

"wastes." The illustration shows the

method of installation using a Ij^-inch
waste pipe of lead. Larger lines should

be of galvanized wrought iron.

Water Supply.
The water supply for the plumbing fix-

tures of a residence may come from the

BATHROOM.

ting off the water for any purpose. The

ordinance usually provides that none but

a licensed plumber or city employee may
turn the water on or off at this point, and

then only under proper regulations. As
soon as the pipe enters the basement

through the wall and before any connec-

tion is taken off, the water meter is in-

stalled with a plain stop on the house

side and a check and waste on the street

side. This fixture determines the amount

of water used and should be set well

above the floor and the waste so placed

that a pail may be placed beneath to

catch the water draining from the house

system. Oftentimes the plumber sets

this below the floor in a hole that is al-

ways damp and unsanitary, but it should

not be allowed.
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l-'nmi the meter the pipe is carried t<

Mipply all the fixtures with both hot ami

v "11 water, except the water closet, which

ives cold water only. A galvanized
ir. .11 tank usually containing not less than

i. -rty gallons is used for hot water stor-

age, tested to 200 pounds. The water is

heated by coils in the kitchen range, a

tank heater or a coil in the firepot of

heating boiler or furnace. A gas heater

i- ..ften used for this purpose and is at-

tached directly to the hot water tank

The closer the heating coil is to the tank

in either of these methods, the more sat-

i -factory it will be. If desired, a tank

may be supplied with all these sources

<>f hot water supply.

A tank heater is useful in the laundry
for ironing, or the gas heater can be used

when no other heat is desired in the

house. The presence of a 40-gallon tank

in a small kitchen is enough to heat it

without other provision for this purpose,
and when there is an excess of hot water

as in winter time with heating plant

connection a pipe coil for radiation at

some distant point may be supplied from

the hot water tank.

If the hot water service pipe is taken

off from the top of the tank the fixtures

will be more readily supplied after the

fire is started.

There should be a faucet near the tank

for drainage, or at a point where it will

be most effective, depending upon the

location of tank and heating source. By
the use of a circulation or return pipe,

there will be less cold water in the pipe
and consequently less waste of water.

Air chambers are provided to prevent

hammering in the pipes. They are com-

monly made by carrying the pipe from

15 to 20 inches above the cock or valve

and this added length the air is com-

pressed, making an elastic cushion which

takes up the force of the blow. If then.

is a very heavy pressure the air may
be gradually forced out of chamber, be-

ing carried out with the water, and the

chamber fail to accomplish its purpose.

Pipes should be as direct and simple a-

possible to avoid friction and unneces-

sary noise. Care should be taken to av-i'l

cold exposures of the house, keeping the

pipes to the center as much as possible.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Design No. Design No.

B 344 G. M. KAUFFMAN. Cleveland, Ohio. B 347 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio.

B 345 KF1TH & WHITEHOUSE, Spokane. Wash. B 348 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis

B 346 CHAS. S. SEDGW1CK. Minneapolis. Minn. B 349 BUNGALOWCRAFT CO.. Los Angeles. Cal.

B 350 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn.

Design B 344.

UR opening design this month is

a cottage of a rather popular and

inexpensive type. The low,

sweeping roof supported with

massive white pillars makes an exterior

which is both harmonious and pleasing.
The wide, projecting eaves give a feeling
of protection, and the eye rests on this

construction with a sense of confidence.

Either the large 24-inch shingle or

wide clap-boards will make a suitable

covering for the exterior wall
;
and red

slate, shingle tile or dipped cedar shin-

gles for the roof.

The color scheme of the house can be

varied
; but the one suggested is a rich

brown with the heavy white columns, the

trim, doors and windows to match.

The chimney and foundation should

either be rugged stone or rough, varie-

gated brick, with steps to match so as to

carry out the strong rustic effect and

make the house really picturesque.

The porch, though nine feet wide, is

so arranged as not to darken the room,
there being uncovered windows on both

-i'K-s. The pergola may be either cov-

ered or left open, as may be desired.

The living room has a large, open fire-

place on one side which invites one to

warmth and good cheer, and an attrac-

tive, open staircase on the other side.

There is a wide opening between the

living room and the dining room; also a

-tin porch adjoining dining room, con-

nected to the latter with French doors.

This sun porch is also connected with

the pantry by double acting door, so that

it can be used for garden, dining, or

breakfast rooms if desired.

The kitchen has ample pantry space
and the back stairs ascend from it to

. landing of main stairs.

There are four chambers, a sleeping

porch and a bath room on the second

floor. Each room has good sized closet

and there is a linen closet in the hall.

The basement has laundry, cold room,

coal bins and servants' toilet.

The principal rooms of first floor and

hall of second floor are stained, waxed

and polished. There are finished hard-

wood floors throughout.

The chambers and bath room are

painted white and finished with Ivory
Enamel.

As a whole, the house is planned to

give the housewife an excellent oppor-

tunity for an artistic decoration which

will reflect her own individuality.

The dimensions of the building, ex-

clusive of veranda and pergola, are 26x35

feet. It contains about 22,500 cubic feet.

The minimum cost, complete, is about

Thirty-three Hundred ($3,300) Dollars;

the maximum, about Four Thousand

($4,000) Dollars.

Design B 345.

The "H" type of cottage is shown in

this summer camp, rustic stone work*

being its most characteristic detail. The

fireplace has an opening four feet six
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inches wide, with cobble stone In

and concrete shelf and the rough stone

work of the facings and chimney is ex-

posed to the roof.

N'o fi 'initiation is pr.\ ick-<l, the floor

joists being supported at frequent inter-

vals by large rocks. The exterior walls

are of rough boards phu-ed vertically ami

the joints covered with battens. Tree

trunks are used to support the porch roof

and are an effective detail.

The plan provides four bedrooms, ex-

cellent closet space, bathroom and kitch-

en besides the twenty-four foot living

room.

The greatest simplicity consistent with

comfort has been the ideal set before the

designers and the result is most satis-

factory. The architect estimates the cost

at $1,500.

Design B 346.

This attractive colonial home bears a

low Dutch appearance with broad front-

age and low spreading gambril roof. The

size of the house is 36 feet frontage by
23 feet depth, with a Piazza, at the left

10 feet wide, adding to the breadth of

the front facade. There is much that is

homelike in the appearance of this house

and the plan of the interior is simple, con-

venient and livable. The entrance por-

tico is in the center of the broad front

entering a central hall with stairs front-

ing, leading to the second story and sec-

tion of steps from the kitchen up to the

main landing. The dining room at the

right of the hall on the main front with

wide projected Dutch window with seat.

Kitchen at the rear and connected

through the pantry with the dining room.

The large living room on the left is 14 by
22 feet, with broad central fireplace and

opening with two pairs of French win-

dows onto the Piazza.

The first story is 8 feet 6 inches high,
and the second story 8 feet. There is a

good finished basement under the entire

house.

The second floor has four good cham-

bers and sewing room, large bath ;

and ample closets. The finish of thi-

floor i- denned to be in white en

with birch floor, and the finish of the

fir-t -t'.ry in Washington tir with dark

MI--I..D -tain.

The outride of the house is designed
to be shingled, and stained brown wit!;

all of the trimmings, casings, cornices,

etc., white, the shingles of the roof stain-

ed brown.

The estimated cost of this house ex-

clusive of heating and plumbing is $4,200.

This house is well adapted to a wide lot

and will make a beautiful commodi"ii

country home. The adding of Spanish
tile to the roof and cement to the

terior walls would make a very fine home

and an increased cost of $1,000.

Design B 347.

A bugalow erected on the shores of a

lake, near a larjje city, and is of frame

construction extending very close to the

ground. The siding is rough-sawn lap-

siding, and the roof is shingled and stain-

ed a very dark brown. The window -a-li

are painted white. The grouping of win-

dows is the sole ornamentation, an^ all

windows are casements with glass set in

leaded lines. The house being situ

between the avenue and lake, has the en-

trance from the avenue side and a veran-

da looking over the lake. The living

room and dining room are separated by

high cabinets forming bookcases, while

the ceiling line is unbroken through both

of these rooms. The kitchen is so iso-

lated as to prevent odors permeating the

house and the servant's room is handy
to the kitchen. This room is made ac-

cessible from the main hall so that it may
be used as one of the main bedrooms or

as a den overlooking the avenue.

The sleeping quarters of the house are

carried out according to the same prin-

ciple of isolation as all my bungalow
plans. The attic contains one finishe-1
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DESIGN B 344
Geo. M. Kauffman, Architect.

Cottage of the Semi-Bungalow Type
bedroom and a large finished storage

space, lighted by windows at each gable
end. Basement under the entire building
contains laundry, steam heating plant,

coal and cold storage room. Estimate of

cost, $5,000.

Design B 348.

This sided bungalow is simplicity itself

and with its setting of beautiful flowers

and shrubbery, is a picture to be remem-
bered. The living-room is centrally lo-

cated and contains a fireplace. The din-

ing-room is at the left and is served from

the kitchen located from behind the liv-

ing-room. The two chambers are upon
a private hall with bathroom and linen

closet, making a very desirable arrange-

ment. The basement and location of .the

' vss?

TH:
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DESIGN B 345
Keith & WhitehouM. Architect..

A Western Summer Camp
kitchen fixtures are especially desirable scend with a maid's room adjacent, con-

for service. Ice box is located in the en- tain ing clothes closet. The partial base-

try from which the basement stairs de- ment is 7 feet high and contains a small
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DESIGN B 346
Chas. S. Sedgwick. Architect.

Colonial Architecture with Gambrel Roof
furnace. The finish and floors are of For a small family desiring to keep a

Georgia pine white enameled. Story 9 maid, this bungalow is especially attrac-

feet high. Attic for ventilation only. tive. With furnace and plumbing, it is

The size upon the ground is 40 feet estimated to cost $2,500.

wide by 27 feet deep exclusive of porch.
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DKSIGN B 347
John Henry Newon. Architect.

An Interesting Type of Summer Cottage
Design B 349.

Unusual interest has been shown the

past year in California bungalows and in

this design we illustrate one of the most
attractive in Los Angeles. Its lines arc

perfectly drawn and its beauty is due to

it- exact symmetry. It is not an overly

large house, being 30 feet by 48 feet,

thereby being quite suitable to an\

40 feet front or wider.

The construction is well shown by the

illustration. The front porch work an-1
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DESIGN B 348

An Inexpensive Mountain Bungalow
chimney are of stone with cement cop-

ing and caps. If stone is not convenient

this work can be built of brick with good
effect. The outside walls are weather-

boarded with shingled gables and roof.

The interior is well arranged. The music

room is separated from the living room

by folding doors and can be used for a

bedroom if required. All of the rooms

are of good size with excellent light and

ventilation. The kitchen is fitted up in

full cabinet style. There are two large

closets and a linen closet; bookcases built

in under the windows on either side of

the fireplace in the living room ;
a hand-

some buffet, etc. The inside finish

throughout is of Oregon pine, stained.

This house has been built in Los An-
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DKSIGN B 349
The Bungalowcrmft Co.. Architect*.

A Typical Los Angeles Bungalow
geles with the light construction which

is sufficient for that climate, for $2,000.

In a colder climate with cellar and fur-

nace and with the side walls sheathed

and papered and other details of con-

struction necessary for warmth, the cost

might run up to about $3,000.

Design B 350.

In Architect Clausen's sketch this

month we have in contrast to the preced-
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HERE'S PROOF
"My Underfeed installed in

1908 has given perfect sat-

isfaction. As my fuel bill

averages less than $30 per
winter it has paid for itself."

M. S. KANE, 3525 Ever-

green Avenue, Chicago.

HpHE UNDERFEED does more than pay for itself it

*- makes money for its owner by effecting, for practically

a lifetime, an annual saving of y^ to % in fuel expense.
Figure up the saving and see what it means to you. If you are in the

market for a furnace or boiler, write for Free Underfeed Booklet.

The economy and efficiency of Underfeed heating is easily ex-

plained. Cheap slack soft coal and pea and buckwheat sizes ofhard
and soft coal yield in the Underfeed more heat, cleaner heat and
more even heat than highest priced coal burned in other heaters.

Cat-Oat View of
Underfeed Furnace Williamson

I T^ ~1 **m*f^~*^l FURNACESUnaerteed.BOILERS

THE
PECK

Coal is fed from below. Fire

is on top and sides, in direct

contact with the most effective

radiating surfaces. In top feed
furnaces the reverse is true

fresh coal blankets the fire,

causing alternating chill and
overheat, discomfort and coal

Undtrfetd Boiler waste. In the Underfeed,
smoke and gases pass up through the fire, are
consumed and make more heat. The Underfeed
insures perfect combustion the utilizing of all

heating elements. No smoke, no soot, no clink-
ers and but few ashes.

//. J. Johnson, 4122 Colorado Avenue, Chicago, writes:

"Below zero, with a 40-mile northwest wind, open on
all sides to the foil effects of the cold, thanks to the
Underfeed, we kept onr house of seven rooms, hall
and bath np to 75 degrees. We had no trouble to

keep warm while my neighbors were crying for heat.
I could never get heat in two of my rooms with an-
other furnace and I had the maker try it himself but
it was a bad job. But with the Underfeed I can say
Eureka ! I have burned only eight tons of pea coal
at a cost of $32, saving half the coal bills with LESS
dirt and MOBE heat"

If you are about to build; if your furnace or boiler is unsat-

isfactory ; if you still depend on stoves or grates write for

FREE furnace or boiler booklet and fac-simile testimonials

which prove the unequalled advantages of the Underfeed.

Heating plans prepared for you by onr Engineering Department
and estimate of cost are FREE. Write today for particulars.

^K-WILLIAMSON CO. 385 West Fifth Avc., CINCINNATI, OHIO
Dealers Our 1912 Proposition Is A Winner Write For It

MORE PROOF THE PECK-WILLIAMSON CO. 385 W. Fifth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Ralph Reiman, 932 Saville

Avenue, Ft. Wayne, Ind. wrote
April 4th, 1912 "The Under-
feed furnace installed in my 7
room house four years ago, has
proved to be the best investment
I ever made. It has more than
paid for itself in coal bills saved .

"

I would like to know more about how to cut down the cost of

my Coal Bills from one-half to two-thirds. Send me FREE

UNDERFEED Furnace Booklet.
Boiler Booklet....

(Indicate by X Booklet you deiire)

Name Street.

Poatoffice State

Name dealer with whom you prefer to deal.
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DKSIGN B 3 SO

Arthur C. datum. Architect.

Stucco Exterior with Paneled Gables

ing designs, a very well balanced English A large living porch is built off of the

half timber house. The dividing stripes living room reached by French windows.

used in the gables are thin or what are Two brick fireplaces are provided, built

termed "half" timbers. The body of the in book cases and hardwood finish and

house is cement finished rough cast. floors. Estimated cost without heatinj

Upper sash of windows are leaded glass. and plumbing is placed at about S

T
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14 Acres of Bargains
In Building Material

We Ship

Promptly
This giant estab-

lishment, the
strongest and most
fire proof in the
West, is the largest
structure of its kind
in the world. It has
over 14 acres of

concrete floor
space. It has two
railroad switching
tracks with triple

loading platforms
extending the en-
tire length of the
vast structure, with

capacity for hand-
ling 25 cars at a
time.

The five floors are
reached by electric

elevators having a
capacity of almost
a carload at one
lift.

We load direct
from platform to
cars without any
drayage. These
quick-handling
conveniences, com-
1'iiufi with our
direct trackage
connections with
the great trunk
lines, give us quick
shipping facilities
that are absolutely
unexcelled.
Our immense

w arehouses are
filled from roof to
basement walls
with vast reserve
stocks of Building
Material, enabling
us to fill the largest
""1'M-s within 48
noun after receipt
of same. (188)

GORDON-

Our prices for 1912, as announced in our latest catalog, make this

Economy Year" for Home Builders who deal with the Gordon-Van
Tine Co. 1$ In our great five-story Building Material Plant are fourteen
acres of bargains in highest-grade Building Material.

Y.P., "A" Quality
2-6x6-6-1

5,000 BARGAINS
Ready to Ship !

We carry on hand at all times, ready for immediate shipment, the
most complete stock of sash, doors and millwork in America. 5,000
bargains ready to ship.

In addition to all staple styles of Windows, Doors, Mouldings, etc.,
we offer a vast and varied line of special designs, at a fraction of planing
mill prices.

Compare Our Prices on Staple Items
Y. P. Door "B" -2-6x6-6-1%... . . $1 .38
S. P. Door "A" -2-6x6-6-1% 1.74
4 It. Ck. Wd., 10 x 16, S. S., - 1% 58
8 It. Plain Wd., 8 x 10, S. S., - 1% 54
Turned Porch Col., 6 x 6 - 8 ft. Plain Cap 1.50
Corner Blocks, 4'/a x 4Vi> - IVs 2c each
Base Blocks, 4'/j x 11 - 1V6 4c each
100 Lineal feet Quarter Round 25c
Corner Beads, round turned, 1% x 4 ft 8c each

Use Our Exclusive Stock Designs and
Save "Made-to-Order" Expense

Don't pay fancy prices for special millwork for porch work, stair work, art
windows, special doors, etc. Use our stock designs in exclusive patterns, and thus
secure the most artistic results while saving two-thirds of the usual cost.

Grand Building Material Catalog Free ! Fro^Door.*^
Write for our Grand Free Millwork Catalog, Lumber list, etc.

SjLearn what remarkable savings our "Economy Prices" place
'

r within your reach. We have been in business since 1869 and have
PI over a million satisfied customers. Three big banks certify to our

reliability. Write us today.

Oak Beamed Ceiling, J3c per ft. Oak Flooring. 100 lineal feet. 52c Mantel, $24.16

VAN TINE CO., 613 Federal St., Davenport, la.
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Mr. Sloan, Wilmington, N. C., chose Beaoer
Board for his vails and ceilings. He Is not only de-

lighted with their arti.'tic beautu but finds that they
have freed him from lath-and-plaster troubles.

The Keynote in the Harmony of

this Beautiful Interior

THAT keynote is sounded by paneled walls and ceilings of Beaver Board.

Designed in accordance with the most modern ideas, their beautiful

pebbled surfaces, painted in soft, delicate tints or rich, warm color-schemes, give
tone and distinction to the whole interior. And all this is coupled with economy,
durability, elimination of unsanitary wall-paper and all lath-and-plaster troubles

inconveniences.

Thousands of enthusiastic users in every type of new or remodeled building
endorse

BEAVER
BOARD

PURE-WOOD-FIBRE

WALLS & CEILINGS

Look
for this

Trademark

On the

Back of
Each Panel

You can get the whole story only by writing at once for "Beaver Board and Its Uses," an

absorbingly interesting book, handsomely illustrated, and full of helpful suggestions on design
and decoration.

Beaver Board Js sold by Builders' Supply, Lumber, Hardware and Paint Dealers, and

Decorators, in sizes to meet all average requirements.

The DEAVERCOMEANY &r BUFFALO
468 Beaver Road, Buffalo. N. Y., U. S. A.

The DEAVERCOMPANY. LIMITED
518 Beaver Avenue, Ottawa, Canada

16 Eastcheap, London, E. C.
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DECORATION AND FURNISHING-Coatiau*4

the curtains. On the other hand, it i-

more easily screened, as a screen can be

lit u-l to the entire length of the outer

window casing.
The best treatment for a casement win-

dow is some sort of thin curtain, gath-

ered top and bottom on a rod and fitted

to each section. For small windows the

ordinary Holland shade is hardly i

ticable, but it is quite possible for the

large and long windows sometimes found

in first floor rooms opening onto a piazza.
With the thin pane curtains, long cur-

tains, hanging to the floor, of a heavier

material, and entirely outside the win-

dow frame, look well. Then the neces-

sary wire screen can be set within the

frame. But effective as the casement i-.

the added expense of screening the en-

tire length of the window, and of pro-

viding awnings, if the exposure is a

sunny one, is worth considering before

deciding upon it.

An Effective Color Combination.

If you are on the alert you may often

discover in some paper or textile, whose

price renders it utterly prohibitive, a su-

guestion for a color scheme to be worked
out in much simpler materials. For in-

stance, I saw some time ago a most ex-

pensive imported paper, at the modest

price of $5.00 a" roll. As a matter of

fact the design was so strongly accen-

tuated that it would have been extremely
trying to live with, but the coloring was
exquisite, a combination of burnt orange,

pale bronze, gray blue and ivory. X<>\\

you find just those bronze greens and
burnt oranges in some of the French

tapestries, cotton every thread of them,
but fading very little, and so delightfully
that every year improves them. I had
a vision of a room with a cool blue gray
wall, with ivory white woodwork, with
chairs and sofas covered with tapestry,
with a rug of a blue darker but not

brighter than the wall, with curtains of
filet net in squares with effective her-
aldic designs, with one good piece of

ivory tinted plaster, a pair of blue and
yellow Ciinori candlesticks and a dull

i pot with golden l>n>\vn walltl

in it. Only I would improve on the

inal and add a touch of black in the -hape
of a chair and table in brilliant black.

Applied to a Rag Rug.

Slightly modified, that same c>ni1

lion i- a capital one for a rag rug. Do
you realize that it pays to ha

rag rugs made to order? In the

York shops they charge $7.00 for a

ru.u of distinction, two yards long and
one yard wide. Such rugs are generally

i-n with a white linen warp, a!

with a heavier warp thread than the ordi-

nary rag carpet. And for a ruL; \\

with a white warp you must have your
colors stronger than for a colored warp.
It i- a- if you saw your colors through
net or tarlatan.

To carry out your color scheme the

bulk of your rags should be in burnt

orange tones, but rather dark, almost a

golden brown. Or you might use a

brown warp and then the ground color

would be a deep ivory. Have the ruL,
r

woven with about six inches of the plain
color, orange or ivory, with just a dash
here and there of the green or the blue.

Then three inches in which all four mix.
Then six inches more of the ground, and
so on till the rug is long enough. If

you have a fancy for borders, a four-inch

strip of plain blue gray or bronze at

either end is not amiss, but the best of

the rag rugs are woven continuously like

a carpet. It is desirable to get new ma-
terial and to dye it, which is easily done
with the package dyes. About four yards
of sheeting will be needed for a rux

yards loni^. torn into inch wide strip-.
Another good combination is tan color.

light j^reen. light and dark blue, and old

the tan color being used for the
lx>d v color.

What are called Madagascar rugs are
made from strips of burlap, red. blue.
or -reen. woven with a warp of h<

cord, almost rope, and are very -ub-tan-
tial indeed. Sometimes they are v

by -tripes in which the cord is ti-cd for

wo,,t" as well as warp.

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK

valuable truide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cuts showing correct construction. Telta how to avoid mistakes. $1. postpaid.

The Building of It"
M. L. KEITH. 426 McKmckt BU .. MINNEAPOLIS
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Whichever way you
look at a Morgan- built
home the effect is always
the same Simply Superb.
VOU'VE often wondered just what

was that made some particular he
that caught your fancy and impress
with its unusual distinctiveness. so strikingly attractive.

Perhaps you had an idea that the expense
would make it prohibitive for you to build such a home.
That's a mistake. The secret is in the woodwork used. In
all probability the house you admired was built with

M O RG AN
GUARANTEED PERFECT
HARDWOOD DOORS

and trimmings. They cost but a trifle more than
the commonplace kind, and are easily within
reach of every homebuilder.

We teil all about them in our "Door Beauti-

ful"catalog,an artistic de luxe bookwilh many photographic
reproductions of handsome interior and exterior views,show-
ing Morgan Doors and Millwork in actual use. It also con-
tains much valuable genera! information for home-builders.
There's a copy for you it's free. Fill out the coupon and
mail it to us today. Book will go forward immediately
upon receipt.

Sold by dealers who do not substitute

MORGAN CO., Dept. B-3, OSHKOSH, WIS.
Distributed bu

Morgan Sash & Door Co., Chicago
Morgan Millwork Co., Baltimore, Maryland
ARCHITECTS: Descriptive detail* of Monran Doors
ay be found in Sweet's Index, pace* 910 and 911

Look for this mark on
the rail.

The Latest Ideas in Home Decoration
A FREE Correspondence Service

TO the subscribers of Keith's Magazine is offered the service of our Expert Decoration Depart-
ment in planning a decorative scheme for any room in your home or for several rooms. This
service should prove very valuable to you, especially where strictly up-to-date decorators are not

accessible in your home town. We make this a free service as one of the advantages open to the

subscribers of KEITH'S MAGAZINE, the recognized authority on Building and Decorating Artistic

Homes. Subscription, Two Dollars a year.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. The courteaia* of our Correapondenee Department we extended to all reader* of Ktilh'i Magaiint. Inquiries
to the decoration and furnUhimj of the home will be riven the attention of an expert.
i intended for an*wer in thi* column should be addre***d to Decoration and FurnUhini Department, and be
a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return po*tae will be answered by mail. Such replie* a* are of
be published in the*e column*.

furniture will look well in this setting,
but dingy and commonplace with browns.

Instead of gray in the northwest living

hall, make your wall a soft ecru or pale
tan, then use green furnishings if you
wish, the brown would be better. The
blue and white dining room will be all

right. The blue and white Jap. crepes
described in Nov. KEITH'S would be

good here for curtains. Put your cream
curtains stenciled in brown in living hall.

The stairway should have a stair carpet
matching the rug.
A cigar brown is good with a white

trim for exterior and we would paint
window sash white also.

J. T. F. "I wish to avail myself of

the kind offer in your magazine and ask
for suggestions as to decoration of my
new house.

"The hall is finished in oak, wainscoted
4 foot in panel and has hardwood (oak)
floor and oak staircase. The dining room
paneled in strips two feet apart to plate
rail, six feet from floor (oak floor). The
living room paneled five feet in oak with
fire place and oak mantel in end (oak
floor). Den paneled in four-foot oak (oak
floor). All these rooms in beamed ceil-

ings.
"I desire to use stained walls of some

kind instead of paper. Please suggest
colors for the different room-."

Ans. As a matter of fact, mahogany
stains are used upon oak, but not

erally and to our mind not successfully.
The mahogany fini;-li i^ more adapted t<>

mahogany or to birch. Since your living
room furniture is mahogany, it would
have been much better to have put the
wood trim of that room in either mahog-
any or birch. This would not at all have
conflicted with using oak on the balance
of the floor. The five-foot wainscot of
the room makes any want of harni'-ny

J. P. G. "Will you please advise me
in regard to the enclosed bungalow de-

sign? House faces west with a 60-foot

yard. Has vacant lot on one side. It

is in a small town. Inside finish is all

in yellow pine. I have an old-fashioned
walnut bedroom set ; also some odd pieces
of mahogany and mission oak. Would
like the living room and dining room in

mission style. What would you suggest
for curtains, rugs, walls and woodwork
in these two rooms? I thought of hav-

ing the dining room blue and white, the

living hall gray and green, and the bed-
room yellow, tan and brown. What do

you think of this color scheme? Would
a walnut wardrobe be permissible to use
in a bedroom with a quartered oak bed-
room set? What kind of mantle must
I use in bedroom, as it is not to be in mis-
sion style? I have some cream curtains
stenciled in brown that I thought of us-

ing in this room and making dresser and
mantel scarfs to match. What color

would be pretty to paint the exterior?

We want white for trimming. Would
you advise using black for window sash?"

Ans. It will be best to use a brown
stain on the pine woodwork in living hall

and dining room, if they are to be finished

in mission style. If the mahogany pieces
are very plain and dark, they will not
conflict with this. We should by all

means put the old fashioned black wal-
nut set in the down stairs bedroom and
use the walnut wardrobe there. The
woodwork should be painted ivory white
and the mantle of fireplace the same.
Then use ruffled muslin curtains with
over draperies of flowered chintz, with
the same chintz for bureau cover, chair
covers, etc. We should not use browns
and yellows in this room, which has a
southwest facing, but a wall paper of

light blue chambray. The black walnut
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your
eartts

Heart

ome

/~TAHE interior wood finishing of your home is the
*

last touch of refinement or abuse-. Nothing so

beautifies a home as properly finished woodwork whether it be of ordinary

pine, finest oak or costly mahogany.

On the other hand, nothing so mars a home as improperly finished wood-

work. But it is easy to have beautiful woodwork. Simply insist on the use of

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes develop the natural beauty of the wood

and never cloud or obscure it. They emphasize Nature' s artistic markings

of the grain and never raise it.

And Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes give a smooth elastic finish

that will stand trie test of time and changes in temperature, without

signs of wear or loss of beauty.

Write for "Modern Wood Finishing
9 '

Our corps of experts have prepared an excellent book on

Wood Finishing. Every home builder should have it. It

tells all about wood finishing and is illustrated with

plates of finished wood in natural colors.

Simply write the request on a post

card, and we will send you the book

by return mail.

NEW M.LFORD, CONN
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\\oodwork and furniture <

more pronounced.
However, if your furniture has a dull.

antique fini>h. it will not jar disagreeably
with the oak, but it will not be in ace. >r<l

with it. Were the room a parlor f..r

more formal uses, we should use the -il

ver gray stains, as that would contract

beautifully with the mahogany, but such

a finish would not be -uitable for a living

room, nor for the five-foot wain>cot ami
beamed ceiling. Under the circumstance!
we think the best choice would be the

dark mahogany >tain on the oak. for this

room. Something, however, would de-

pend on the character of the fireplace

facing?, and these you do not state.

The silver gray stain would, however.
be very delightful in the den, as thi> room
is small and quite detached from the other
rooms. As it has a north outlook, the

wall above the paneling could be tinted

in this soft Pompeian red, with rug and

furnishings to match, a unique treatment
of much warmth and beauty. The ceil-

ing should be a light but warm gray.
Should you prefer the brown stain, then
the wall should be a golden tan, with
browns and creams in furnishing.

The dining room and hall, we >hould
use a fumed brown stain. The dining
room would be very lovely, if the part
between the wood strips were filled in

with a rich green burlap, and a decora-
tive paper in blended green with touches
of orange and curtains of this orange silk

or near silk and the ceiling tinted pale
dull yellow. Such a treatment would be

infinitely handsomer than if the wall \va-

"stained" or painted. Also the lower wall
or wainscot needs the protection of the

burlap, as the unprotected plaster will be
sure to chip, scratch and mar. It would
not be so very expensive, as you can get
the burlap 72 inches wide the length of

your panels and by counting the panels,
estimate the number of feet or yards you
would need. This width comes at S1.5O
a yard.

We would strongly advise an excep-
tion at least of this room, in the tinted
or painted walls. As to "staining" in-ide

plaster, we do not know of any -ati>-

factory process. It mu-t either be tinted
or the flat tone paint used.

The woodwork of the upper floor would
be preferably white, though it need not

be enamel. 1 lie servant's bedroom might
l>e natural finish, if preferred. The
must, of course, be white, and the kitchen

to be up to date.

I. (.". \\ . "We are finishing up our

bungalow and would like to ask your ad-

about the finish of the living

dining rooms. The entrance from the

porch is direct into the living room,
which i- 15\24. with tire place opposite
door, with brown brick mantel. Sli

doors connect this room with dining
room, which is It.xlo; and is wainscoted
one-third way to ceiling. The floor and
finish of this room is gum, some of which
i> nice red, and the floor and inside trim

of living room is oak. The furniture in

both rooms is mission. The ceilings and
walls are plaster, sand finished, to be
tinted. What colors would you tint the

ceiling and walls and what treatment
would you give the woodwork? Would
you finish both rooms alike? The dining
room mantel is a mission design. The
front faces the northwest, and these two
rooms are across the entire front the

stairway in living room. Also give some
suggestion how these rooms should be
curtained."

Ans. Inasmuch as your main rooms
have a northwest exposure, with mi-

style furniture and mantel, and brown
brick facings, a brown satin would be
the most harmonious finish for the wood-
work of both rooms.
The same stain would give somewhat

different results on the different woods,
but this variation of tone would not be

objectionable. Gum wood is very pleas-
ing with a brown satin.

The living room wall would be har-

monious if tinted a soft ecru with ceiling
a shade OP two lighter. The dining room
wall above the wainscot would h;.

warmer tone of dull yellow, with paler
tone on ceiling. With this yellowish wall,

a blue and yellow run on the floor and
curtains of blue and yellow Japanese
crepe would be cheerful, especially if

there were blue plates to go against the

wall.

In the November Keith's there are

many curtain suggestions. The filet lace

net shown there would be a good choice

for the living room. Sheer deep cream
scrim, with a finishing edge set on a

inch hem turned back, is also good with
brown woodwork and mission furniture
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Hill's Clothes Dryer
CIUDI C in construction. Nothing to getOilmLL out Of order. Easy to use and
care for. Made in two light parts Reel
and Post. Reej folds up like an umbrella;
locks automatically to post cannot blow
off.

CTDQIJC Made of the best materials. Mal-
v I IIUna leable castings all galvanized.
Cannot rust out. Post, either wood paint-
ed or steel tube galvanized. Best cotton
thread line.

FFFFPTIVF Car
.

ries from 100 to 150 feet Wl^u*,
4

LI I LU I 1 1 1_ o f jme ancj takeg Up less than .^jtsA
fourteen feet of your lawn when in use.

Accommodates a whole wash. Every inch
of line can be reached by standing in one
place. Saves time, effort and space.

Sold by leading dealers everywhere. If they
cannot supply you we will. Send for illustrated

folder A'o. /j and your dealer's name.

Hill Dryer Company
313 Park Avenue, Worcester, Mass.

^LDINF B
e

LUE BOOKscHLDlNL DI>^ see how the

ALDINE FIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.
Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5606 Clyde Park Ave' Grand Rapids, Mich.

LOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

Th> Kooessf<l su-,-1 HESS. 91 7 L Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

HESS

Good Concrete Work

Requires This Finish

No cement work is complete
until until the pores are filled and

sealed with

Lowe Brothers'

Concrete and
Cement Coating

It renders the walls weather-

proof, prevents alkali action and

discoloration, and gives a smooth,

hard, pleasing surface to which

dust does not readily adhere. It

comes ready to use in 14 colors.

For Concrete Floors use

Lowe Brothers'
Elastic Cement
Floor Finish

It makes floors proof against moisture,

oil or grease, and gives a smooth and

hard surface that resists wear and pre-

vents cement dust.

WRITE FOR BOOKLETS of par-

ticulars (including "Houses Attractive")

on these and other "High Standard"

products. There's a Lowe Brothers

Paint, Varnish, Enamel or Stain for

every purpose.

THE LOWE BROTHERS CO.
465 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Boston New York Chicago Kansas City

Lowe Brothers, Ltd. , Toronto, Canada
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U II /it HOUSEHOLD
"

ECONOMICS

Compensations.

|HE servant problem is universal,
or nearly so, and no signs of its

solution appear. The situation is

bad in the East, it would seem,
from all accounts to be much worse in

the Middle West. True, the immigra-
tion from Europe is enormous, but of the

women entering our ports a large pro-

portion are Jewesses, who are out of the

question for domestic service ; many oth-

ers are Italians, also out of the market
as servants ; while still others are Rus-

sians, Hungarians and Bohemians, so un-
couth and untrained that help from them
is almost worse than none. Eliminate
these nationalities and you have remain-

ing the extremely high-priced and exact-

ing Scandinavian, for whom the demand
is many times the supply ; a very few

Germans, still fewer French women and
some Irish women. It is quite evident
that the outlook for the housewife of

moderate means is a poor one.

Another condition than that of supply
complicates the situation. The rich and
the well-to-do, who must and will have
service at any price, have raised the
standard of wages for trained servants
to a point quite beyond the reach of the

average income. So that for the greater
part of the middle class, to use a term
which seems to contradict all our the-
ories of equality, nothing remains but to

adapt themselves to irrevocable condi-
tions and to serve themselves, with such
occasional amelioration in the way of

temporary help as circumstances will

permit.
It may seem ungracious to remind the

woman who is struggling to keep a fam-
ily comfortable, under a continual burden

of strained muscles and exhausted nerves,
that there are compensations in not hav-

ing a queen regnant in the kitchen, but
so it is, and women are not lacking who,
having tried both ways, prefer to be their

own domestics.

What are the possible compensations
of doing your own work? First there

is the very tangible one of the saving
in money. The very lowest price for

which one can get a reasonably compe-
tent general servant is twenty dollars a

month. With the present price of food

supplies of all sorts, her board can hardly
be reckoned at less than four dollars a

week. That means four hundred and

forty-eight dollars a year added to the

family budget. In many cases, perhaps
in most, a dollar a week additional is

not too much to allow for the waste and

breakage of the lady in the kitchen, which

brings the total to five hundred dollars

a year.

Then there is the possibility of keep-

ing house according to your own stand-

ards, rather than those of your servant.

The country is full of women who are

spending a- great deal more money on
food than they need or desire because

they go in fear of the criticism of the

maid who compares their way of living
with that of a former mistress. More-
over the presence of the maid imposes
an absolute regularity in the meals. No
matter what the emergency you mu-t
have dinner at the appointed hour, al-

though high tea would be more agree-
able. You must have a regular lunch,
when you are alone in the house, because

by contenting yourself with a tray sent

upstairs you are establishing a precedent,
and she will be unwilling to get a reg-
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Gives All the Conven-

ience of City Electric

Power Plant

You can have a safe, bright light in

any part of your house if you have a

Home-Lighting and Power System.

Simply turn a switch, day or night,
and you can get perfect artificial day-

light or all the power you need for

operating light labor saving devices.

The Dean Electric Co. Home-

Lighting and Power System

is easy to install, and easy to operate.
The cost of electricity is small if you
own your own plant. All danger from
oil lamps and matches is eliminated.

Write for free descriptive catalogue

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.
1012 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio

Manufacturers of Electric Apparatus, Power and
Switch Boards

"Look for Dean where Quality's seen"

When
buying glassware

make sure y\ that each

piece has a fH> on it. Every
piece of glass- \f ware so

marked is guaranteed, when
used under like conditions, to last

twice as long as ordinary glassware.

quality and durability considered is lower
in price than any other glassware made. The
glass itself is crystal clear and of the finest

finish. The workmanship will satisfy the

most critical. On request we will send

you our book, "Table Class
and How to

Use It."
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ular meal when you have guests. Then.

too, she has her ideas of the proprieties
of things, Wot- lii-tide you if you \vant

baked rather than boiled potatoes, or if

you think corned beef a possibility with-

out cabbage. She is apt to disapprove

horribly of fruit for deceit, and she looks

askance at anything unusual.

I '.ut her scorn for irregularity i-

nothing compared to her contempt for

economy. The word is not in her vocab-

ulary, or else it is synonymous with

stinginess, and it takes a tremendou- en-

dowment of philosophy to endure being
branded as mean when you are merely
prudent. You may have all the most

approved methods of expenditure at your
fingers' ends, you may be a past mistress

of the art of using up left-overs, you
may be expert in balancing nutritive ele-

ments, but when you enter your kitchen

you find yourself grovelling before her
histories of the lavish expenditure in her
last place. It is but just of average con-
tinental servants, of whom there are far

too few to be had, that having been ac-

customed all their lives to living on a

very close margin, they respect an eco-
nomical mistress, and are most of them
careful managers on their own initiative.

Hut in this they differ widely from the
Irish and Scandinavians.

Other advantages pertaining to the
servantless household will suggest them-
selves to the reflective mind, such as the
fact that children will acquire their -tand-

ards of speech and manners from their

equals, instead of from those of a lower

grade of intelligence and culture, the re-

lief from perpetual anxiety about the

safety of property intrusted to people
who have no interest in its preservation,
or may make use of the confidence placed
in them to let suspicious characters into

the house, or the friction arising from
forced association with persons of lim-

ited understanding and coarse instincts.

The Temporary Helper.

Of course the number of families who
can get on absolutely without outside

help is comparatively small. With some
assistance from the public laundry, or
the private laundress, the family of two
can be

very comfortable, but add even
a single child and emergencies are con-

arising where outside help mu-t
be employed.

If only some of the executive ability
which ha- -one to the organi/ation of

the endle-- Women's Kxchange-. which
cater to the ta-te for luxuries mi-lit have
been applied to devi-ing a -y-tem by
which variou- sorts of skilled service

might be supplied, for limited time- and
at moderate rates of payment, countle--

munbers of women would have been
benefited. Moreover such a -y-tem would

bring into the labor market working
women of the better class, with familie-

of their own and some experience in

practical management, who might leave

their homes for two or three hour-, but
not for a day, or even a half day. Such

partial employment would be of great
assistance to many poor household-, and
would meet the needs of many women
able to do their own work with
sional assistance for short periods.

Practical Co-operation.

While the woman who does her own
work is waiting for a milennium of cheap
service, or something else equally impos-
sible, she might consider the advant
of co-operating with her nearest neigh-
bors in the acquisition of some of the

labor-saving appliances. Why should
not a group of friends pool their resources
and purchase a washing machine, a va-

cuum cleaner, a bread mixer, possibly a

mangle, to be used by each family in

turn? Such co-operation ought to at

once be possible and advantageous
And in the purchase of supplies, why

do not similar groups unite to purchase
staple groceries in such large quantitie-
as to effect a substantial saving? Why
not divide a barrel of potatoes and a

barrel of apples with your next door

neighbor, buying both in the early au-

tumn, instead of getting small quantities
and paying high retail prices? < )r lay
in the winter's supply of butter at sum-
mer prices? Of course in small places
there are often urgent reasons for buying
of the local tradespeople, as well a- ad-

vantages which can hardly be estimated
in dollars and cents, but when these are
eliminated there is a vast number of peo-
ple who might emancipate themsehc-
from the tyranny of the middleman.
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It Works From The Inside

the

Carpenter
Spring
Shade

for Residence
Office

Apartment
and Factory

Easier to install, easier to operate and cheaper to

maintain than any other awning on the market. Not
necessary to raise either screen or window to operate,

because it works from the inside as easily as a window
shade. Perfectly simple and fully guaranteed.

Send for illustrated circulars and ask your dealer

for Carpenter Spring Shades.

rnintr tn Our 100-page Tent and Camp Outfit

catalog is free full of valuable inform-

Camp ation for the camper besides low

This Year? prices on tents, kit bags, hammocks,
camp outfits, cots, furniture, stoves.

utensils, etc. Ask for catalog No. 1 20.

If so, send 20c to cover postage on
our 1912 500-^age Marine Supply
Catalog No. 220. It con tains valuable

pointers on the handling and care of

both sail and gasoline boats.

Ask for Carpenter goods at your dealer's. If he
can't supply you, write to

ROLLED UP
Almost Invisible

EXTENDED
Neat and A (tractive

Do You Own
a Boat?

467-477 Wells Street, Chicago, 111.

Makers to the U. S. Government

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing department is at your disposal to advise
and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.
Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturers

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
Elston and Webster Avenues, CHICAGO

1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

The "Old Hickory porch"
is the popular one. Its rustic

charm and enduring comfort make it

the favored spot on summer afternoons

and evenings. Make your summer

comfort complete by fitting your lawn

and porch with genuine

Old Hickory
Furniture.

On the most extensive country estates

in America, as well as in the less pre-

tentious summer homes and cottages,

Old Hickory has made an enviable place

for itself, because it has superior beauty

and gives lasting ease.

May we send the handsome book

on "Old Hickory Furniture" We've

prepared for you? It will give 101

all the information you 'II need to

make your out-door comfort complete.

The Old Hickory
Chair Co.

431 South Cherry St.

Martinsville,Indiana
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SOtt MA MAT THAT CANNA AT~ AND 6OMe W<XJLD CAT THAT WANT IT

BUT W MA MCAT AND W CAN CAT
SA LT TMe LORD B TMANKIT

TABLE OMATM

Simplified Cooking for Summer
By Beatrice D'Emo

JUNKET AND STRAWBERRIES.

ITH the uncertainty that now ex-

ists as to the securing of efficient

kitchen help, which lasts for any
length of time, and the dread of

spending much of one's time in close asso-
ciation with a hot range when the weath-
er is attending to the heating itself, it

is not surprising that often the house-

keeper wishes it were possible to feed
her family with capsules or concentrated
food tablets. Even in the bungalow, or
tent, one must eat to live, in fact, thanks
to the appetite engendered by a boun-

tiful supply of fresh air and outdoor exer-

cise, one is more ready for one's meals
in summer than at any other time, there-

fore, the home cook cannot escape her

duties, and the best thing for her to do
is to plan how she can perform them with
as little personal discomfort as may be.

The tireless cooker is certainly a bless-

ing for just such purpose, and it has been
so perfected that it now roasts and bakes
in most satisfactory fashion, as well as

boils and stews, but as a cook book al-

ways accompanies the manufactured arti-
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The Home of Wholesome Food
A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment

Each

Compartment
a solid piece

Porcelain Ware,

Like This.

It does away with cracks, joints,

crevices, corners and other natural

hiding places for dirt, odors, decay-
ing food and dangerous microbes
found in other refrigerators the one
really sanitary food compartment.

Send for Our Free Book

GKMonroe"
A Lifetime Refrigerator

A Gormless Food
Compartment

on Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to keep your food sweet and wholesome how to cut down ice

bills what to seek and what to avoid in buying any refrigerator. It is packed
with money-saving hints,and every housewife and home owner should have

one. It tells all about the "MONROE" describes its wonderful lining and
the many other grand features that have given this refrigerator its posi-

tion as the world's .

The "MONROE" is sold direct to you
at factory prices on 30 days' trial. We pay the

freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money
back." Liberal credit terms if not convenient to pay cash.

The "MONROE" is the ONE REFRIGERATOR with each food com-
partment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white porcelain ware
with every corner rounded as shown in above cut. The ONE REFRIGER-
ATOR accepted in the best homes and leading hospitals. The ONE
REFRIGERATOR that can be sterilized and made germlessly clean by
simply wiping out with a damp cloth. The ONE REFRIGERATOR that
will pay for itself many times over in a saving on ice bills, food waste and
repairs. The ONE REFRIGERATOR with no single point neglected in
its construction, and suitable to grace the most elaborate surroundings.

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
(15) Station 6, Lockland, Ohio

Guaranteed by the largest makers of silverware.

MERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, MERIDEN, CONN

(International Silver Co.. Successor)

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

THIS SUMMER
In your new bouse you'll want lots of Fresh Air

and you Won't want Flies.

Wide-Flung Casement Windows

properly screened will solve the problem. But

only when operated by our Patent Adjusters from

INSIDE the screens as pictured.

Postalize us today for our ilkistrated hand book.

It's invaluable to home builders.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58-175 North State Street CHICAGO
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cle it is hardly worth while to devote

space to recipes here.

Next to the fireless cooker, the house-

keeper will find the steam cooker a good
friend. By its kindly aid she can get
a hearty meal over a single burner oil,

gas or alcohol stove. The water is placed

only in the kettle which comes next to

the flame, pipes with vents carrying the

steam to the other kettles, and one arti-

cle in process of cooking will not flavor

another. Chicken, rice and onions may
be cooked for a meal, or the boiled din-

ner of corned beef, spring cabbage, car-

rots', turnips and potatoes can he cooked
and served so daintily that it will appeal
to the most fastidious appetite. Or, if

corned beef is not relished, spiced round
of beef will provide dinner for one day,
and the supper or dinner dish for the

next, or plain boiled beef with horse-
radish sauce, with green corn and a salad,
will please the hungriest member of the

family. For fish, the steam cooker is ex-
cellent.

Chicken potpie cooked in the steamer is

a delicious dish, and after the ingredient-
are put together will take care of itself

until ready to serve. With the addition
of a cool salad and a fruit dessert it makes
a satisfying dinner. It can be prepared
in the morning while the day is yet cool

and be reheated for dinner, or can be
allowed to cook slowly over a low flame
until serving time. For it have a pair
of chickens small fowls will have more
flavor cut up in joints; each will make
eleven pieces, counting the neck as one.
Wash with salted water, then rub with

pepper. Make a dough as for tea bis-

. roll it out thin and cut in MJU.

Line with some of these an earthen
<li>h which will fit in the lower kettle,

buttering the dish before putting in the

-<|ii:ire-. Tut in a layer of the chicken,
then a layer of cooked ham or ton

then more chicken and some squares of

the dough and two medium sized pota-
toes peeled and cut in thick slices. l'<.ur

in a quart of boiling water and lay on
a cover of the dough, leaving a hole in

the center. Steam for two hours three

will not hurt it. About half an hour
before serving mix smoothly a table-

spoonful of flour with one of butter and

slip the paste through the hole in the

crust to thicken the gravy, then continue

steaming for the rest of the time. Serve
in the dish in which it is cooked, wrap-
ping a clean napkin about it before bring-
ing it to the table.

When the household feels a craving for

a roast, the cook can satisfy it and spare
herself at the same time, if she has on
hand a self-basting baking pan. consist-

ing of two parts, which close the one
over the other, so that the steam from
the meat or fowl attends to the basting,
and the cook does not have to overheat
her face by opening the oven door every
fifteen minutes, while she ladles the drip-

pings over the meat or fowl. Also, let

her make the whole dinner a roasted af-

fair, by putting potatoes, peeled, around
the beef and after they are partially done,
-a\ within half an hour of the meat it>elf

being done, put in some whole, well-

wa-hed tomatoes and let them roast also,
thu- the flame need be kept only under
the gas or oil or alcohol oven, and the

dishing can be done all at once. This
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Properly Hung Doors
are an essential

of the Perfect Home

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges
Prevent creaking and binding.

They are equipped with

NON RISING PINS
Which never work out of the Joint. If you
want to know more, write for our Artistic

Booklet to Dep'f T.

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.

wmewJiiE
MR

RDER

I
T looks like a quartered w

oak floor but it costs M

only one - tenth as much.

It comes in rolls 24 or 36 inches
wide. You buy it by the yard
from you dealer and just lay it

down on the floor. It will lie

flat and smooth without glue or
tacks no buckling, no curling.
Miters perfectly at the corners
as shown. Two shades light
oak and dark oak. Handsomely
varnished. Durable, cleanly, non-

slippery, washable.
If not carried in stock by your

dealer, give us his name and write

us for samples.

S. A. MAXWELL & CO.
Wall Papers Window Shades Rug Borders

Brooklyn Chicago Kansas City

A. G. C. Fletcher, Architect, New York

Artistic, Economical and Reliable
If you have had bad results with the kerosene-
oil shingle-stains, don't condemn all stains.

Cabot's Shingle Stains
have stood the test for over twenty-five years in all

parts of the world. Thousands of people have used

them, and hundreds of unsolicited testimonials have
been received, showing that they look better, wear
better and preserve the wood better than any other

exterior colorings.
Samples of colors on wood with catalogue sent free

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Manufacturer!

141 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.
Agents at all Central Points.

All YourWashing MadeEasyMoney Saved!
:IG washings finest laces to heaviest woolens dried in onr"fhleago-Fraiirli'
Clothes Dryer and Laundry Stove illustrated here and made in various lizes dries a big
h indoors quick. Wet wc.nh.r no hind ranee. Waste heat from laundry ttovclieats tho drying

et and dries the clothes. Coal, Wood or Gas for fuel, llave sold thousands. All

delighted. AUo our "Chleaico-Kapld" Eleelrie Washer with our own csrluMve
it Safety Wringer K.-leae found on no other machine completely subdivides tolls

of wringer by simply pishing lever. Also Automatic Conveyor our exclusive device.

Automatically conveys clothes into rolls of wringer makes it unnecessary to put
fingers near wringer. Wa-hes tub full of clothes pure clean in just ID minutes.
I :uimit get out of order; cannot injure even most delicate fabrics. Servants and
in mi- gladly use it. Appliances made in various sizes suitable for Residences,
Apirtment Buildings, Hotels and Institutions. Write for Free Book describing
these Dryers, Washers, Wringers and also Ironing Boards and electrically driven
and gas heated Ironing Machines. Single machines or complete equipment*. Ju-task
for catalog No. KHand state which machine specially interested in. Write today.

Ail'lress nearest office.

CHICAGO DltYKK CO., ...__ SHANNON MFG. CO.,
f,:ii> So. Wal.ash .1..-., Chicago, III. IS4 Lexinftoi AewTork,K.T.
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style of pan is also good for smothered

chicken, which is quite as delicious as

broiled or roasted chicken, yet saves the

cook the trouble of standing over the fire

with a gridiron for the one, and of stuff-

ing and trussing for the other.

For the spiced beef, get for a medium
sized family five pounds of the upper
part of the round, and rub it well with
the following mixture: a teaspoonful of

salt, half a teaspoonful each of pepper,

Send for Free Book
"Art and Utility
in Decoration "

by John Taylor, sketches by John Ednie.
Snows newest European ideas on interior
decoration. Just off the press: 32 pages:
splendid halftone reproductions of refin-
ished rooms, together with detailed descrip-
tion of wall coverings and furnishings.
Shows just bow

Fab-Rik-O-Na
WovenWall Coverings
cmn be uied In beautifying my house. They Include
Art Ko-Na Cloth, Kraft ho Na Cloth. Kord Ko-Na.
Dyed Tapestry Burlap, tic. Positively lade proof ;

easy to apply ; easy to keep clean ; economical;
prevent cracked walls. The wide range of colors
and tints affords a choice that Insures perfect
harmony between adjoining rooms.
Writefor ytmr rofj note, trhilr Uu motor It in mind.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
214 Arch St. Bloomfield. N. J.

A\OLINE T^)7 SYSTEAY
HEATING

Heats at Tea Kettle Pressure

That means less fuel and labor.

Heat fills every radiator at a turn
of the valve. No piping full c

water or noisy air vents. The on*
ntaav far 0aaqr nfort.

Five years
- of the time*. Biff
book on heating FREE. Write I

Moliae V.c.m-Vapor Hwtiif Co.

Dept. C, Moline. 111.

ground ginger, mace and cinnamon and
a lull traspoonful of ground cloves. I

the spice on and let stand over m-lit in

the refrigerator. Next day remove the

bone and till the hollow with a stuffing
of bread crumbs seasoned with summer
savory, pepper and salt, one onion minced
fine, and sufficient butter drippings to

moisten. Skewer the ends of the beef

together and tie tapes around it to keep
the shape. Put in the baking pan, dredge
with flour, pour in two cupfuls of boil-

ing water, then cover with the other pan
and roast slowly for three hours, or put
in the steam cooker the lowest kettle,

or rather the one just above that which
contains the water and steam for the

same length of time. The gravy may
be thickened if the flour dredged on the

beef is not sufficient. Eat hot for din-

ner and slice cold for tea.

Any one of the dishes mentioned may
be prepared the day or so before being
wanted, and will amply provide the solid

part of the main meal, while for break-

fast one hot dish such as can be prepared
in the casserole over the chafing lamp,
if it be aided by plenty of fresh fruit,

good bread and butter, coffee, cocoa or

tea, will be sufficient for the average ap-

petite. For tea, if a mid-dinner meal be

the custom, or for luncheon, if the late

dinner is preferred, salad always, with

cold sliced meat, spiced fish, cottage
cheese, scalloped cheese or omelet will

find favor, if followed by a simple sweet
or fruit. Green corn takes but six or

eight minutes to boil, or it can be per-

fectly cooked in the steamer; string or

lima beans with butter sauce, or spinach
with hard boiled egg, or any of the whole-
some and delicious vegetables to be found
in abundance during the summer, should
form part of the dinner, and will be en-

joyed as well at luncheon, for one should
take full advantage of them while they
last.

Fruit supplies the housekeeper with an

easy solution of the dessert question, and
it can be varied by home-made fruit pies,
with or without milk; also, there are

several simple sweets which require only
a few minutes' cooking.
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SP0I&
_KraSr:>.Solid ^>JM i(ftJL ,

Strong
Braided ^SSka^^S/ Durable
Cotton, Llh

'

ifa^i Frnnnminl

Tell
Your Architect

To specify Samson Spot Sash Cord
when he figures on your windows.
Laboratory tests and actual use have
proved that it will outwear any other cord
or metallic device many times over. Insist
on Samson. The Spots on the Cord are our
registered trademark used only with this extra
quality.
Spot Cord is made of extra quality cotton

yarn, scientifically braided to equalize the
strain and guaranteed free from flaws.

If your hardware dealer will not supply you,
,

order of us direct, giving his name. Write
today anyway for sample and our illus-

trated booklet No. 4, showing various
j

k
kinds of Samson Cord. A handy guide

to buying.
Samson Cordage Works

Boston. Mass.

HPHE pleasure of living in the country
* or smalj town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing
the

\fTl?>S^Combinationi\^^ Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your insurance rates.
On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,
Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,
Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan
Attractive Proposition to Plumber*

Carburettor under ground

THIS FREE BOOK

Machine in basement

Will Help
You

Because its speci-
fications are cor-
rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, i 1 s testi-

monials true. It

^ives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your

opinion by actual working test. We
want to prove the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels
of any woods finished with our Dye.
Judge for yourself the beauty of the

results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No 126 Light Oak
No 123 Dark Oak
No 125 Mission Oak
No 140 Early English
No 110 Bog Oak
No 128 Light Ma-

hogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-

ered Oak
No. 132 Green Weather-

ed Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

Dye

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others- as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's Pre-
pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K. E. 6.

S. C. Johnson & Son.
Racine, Wit."

The Wood Finishing
Authoriliet"
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Concrete for Fences
OXCRETE is a valuable material

in the construction of walls and
fences, not only for permanence
but for beauty. Attention is

to the handsome illustration of

fence construction shown on
called

concrete
this page through the courtesy of the

Universal Portland Cement Co. This is

a fence surrounding the home of F. \Y.

will prevent dampness. Can you give me
some information? G., Illinois.

If the foundation above ground is built

of solid concrete block, no such plate i-

necessary. If the foundation is of hollow

block, some sort of a plate or a shut-off

is advisable. The same is true of the

tier of block just below the roof plate,
if hollow block are used in the wall. The

A CONCRETE FENCE IN MINNEAPOLIS.

Clifford, Minneapolis, Minn. The design
is by Harry W. Jones, architect, and the

fence was built by the National Stone
Co., Minneapolis, Minn. The lower part
"f the fence and the pillars are of con-
crete block cast with a rough grained
surface, laid in cement mortar with point-
ed joints. The upper part is cast in a

special pattern and there was no attempt
at surfacing after the pieces left the
molds. Concrete.

Making Dead Air Space.
I have been told that the use of a zinc

plate in the first layer of blocks above
the ground in a concrete block building

idea is to. have a dead air space in the

cores of the block which make up the

wall above the foundation and below the

roof plate, but it is not at all necessary
to use zinc plate in order to seal up the

block. Zinc is rather expensive. If you
use an iron plate just large enough to

cover the cores of the block, embedding
this in the Portland cement mortar in

which the block are laid, it should serve

the purpose. Many builders who use hol-

low block in the walls of houses use a

course of solid block at grade and just
below the roof plate. This serves a sim-

ilar purpose in creating a dead air space
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Residence of W. T. Durrett, Audubon Park, Louisville, Ky. roofed with Asbestos

"Century" Shingles. Architect, Henry Walter.

THE
finest and most durable roofing in the world is

cement-asbestos shingles when properly made and
seasoned. They are absolutely fire-proof and indestructible.

But how can you be sure they are properly made? You
can insist on getting

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof thai Outlives the Building"

They are compacted by hydraulic
pressure not a weak spot anywhere to

break down. The reinforcing asbestos
fibres are evenly distributed through the
cement- interlacing in eoei\) direction.

An Asbestos "Century" Shingle roof

will cost you just about what you expect to

pay for a first-class roof. No further ex-

penseno upkeep no repairs, no

painting.

They will give you positive fire protec-
tion minimum insurance rates.

Ask for Asbestos "Century" Shingles

by name and see that you get them. It is

worth insisting on.

Ask your responsible roofer or write

us. We'll send you our booklet, "Roofing:
A Practical Talk," presenting many
roofing pointers of great value to property
owners.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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in the wall. Information Dept..

erete.

Stone masons have complained in St.

Paul that foundation walls of concrete

are often put in without footings and are

made cheaper than stone. The building

inspector has asked that all such cases,

when discovered, be reported to him im-

mediately for investigation. It is some-

thing of a question as to how much of

such work is done. There is some in-

clination to skin work in this manner,

perhaps, but it is probably not wide-

spread. On the other hand, it is a com-
mon complaint by competitors in differ-

ent lines that the way that some other
material can underbid their own, is by
skinning the work. It is to be hoped that

the request of the inspector may be fol-

lowed up by reports so that a prompt
investigation may be made. If such

things are being done in defiance of the

ordinance, they should be stopped. Im.
Bulletin.

Water Proof Asbestos.

Asbestos has long been considered a

very valuable mineral product, but here-
tofore it has been used for various pur-
poses on the inside of homes and build-

ings only, owing to its being not water

proof. In Munich there have been many
scientific experiments with this valuable
fire proof substance and now asbestos is

being artificially rendered water proof as

well as fire proof, and the material is

made in various marketable products as

shingles, doors, electrical insulators, etc.

In this country it would probably be
more commonly used in the form of as-

bestos slate shingles. They are very eas-

ily worked, can be cut, bored and nailed

exactly like our wooden shingles. They
are hard and strong; will withstand frost

and heat alike. They can be used as a
fire proof covering for either the inside

or outside of wooden walls. This mate-
rial can also be worked into fire proof
doors as before stated, or sheets of it

can be used for lining one side of wooden
doors; it can be used as a covering for

walls and ceilings so as to protect them
from fire and heat, dampness, disease,

germs and vermin. They are being used
to some extent in tropical countries where
the extreme moisture prevents the use of
metal or wooden roof covering.

Good Shingles.

In asbestos shingles one has a roof,

when properly applied, that will outla-t

the lifetime of the building. The simple

exposure to the elements causes the ce-

ment, that has been deposited upon the

asbestos fibre in the process of manufac-

ture, to crystallize, and it then becomes
better and better, in fact, more service-

able as time rolls on. Cement has been
known to crystallize as long as twenty-
eight years from the time it was first

mixed. This is only proof of the claims
made for asbestos shingles that they
improve, toughen and harden with ex-

posure to the elements and atmospheric
conditions. Another good point which
these shingles have, and it is not to be
overlooked by any manner of means, is

the fact that they do not have to be paint-
ed to preserve them, as the elements take
better care of asbestos shingles than the

best paint or dressing that has ever been
manufactured.
These shingles may be punched, filed

or worked generally with the greatest
ease, with ordinary tools such as are used
for working natural slate or wooden shin-

gles. They become very hard, particular-

ly if exposed to the weather, or after the

lapse of years. One great and desirable
feature of them is that they can be suc-

cessfully jointed, fitted, etc., by the work
of ordinary mechanics.

Farmers Will Have Nothing But Con-
crete.

Chairman Van Dorn, of the Northwest-
ern Portland Cement association, was in-

terviewed during a recent visit East and
made the following statement concern-

ing the use of cement in the Northwest:
"Concrete is king among the agricul-

turalists of the Northwestern grain states.

If the farmers of the Dakotas and Minne-
sota continue to utilize cement and re-

inforced concrete at the present rate

wooden buildings will soon become a

rarity.

"t'p in our country the farmers is do-

in^ everything with concrete. Not only
does he build his house of concrete, but
he insists upon the most modern concrete

barns, poultry runs, granaries, fence

posts, telephone poles, everything, in

short, that formerly was made of wood."
Concrete Age.
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FINISHED WIT

TONEIEX
BEFORE APPLYING

TONEIEX

^r ^

Protect and Dampproof Your Walls
with Trus-Con Stone-Tex, A liquid cement coating for Stucco,
Concrete and Brick applied with a brush, uniform in results. Ab-

solutely dampproof. Weather-resisting.

Building

TONE
does not chip off, crack off or peel, like paint. Be-

comes an inseparable part of the wall, sealing the

pores and filling hair-cracks. Gives an artistic, flat

finish hard as flint. Free co/or cart/ and valuable

suggestions. Write today.

TRUSSED CONCRETE STEEL CO.
420 Trussed Concrete Building, DETROIT, MICH.

Waterproofing!, Dampproofing*,
Technical Paints

111 U
A CEILING in Modern English style for

TI4IQ y ur Library or Dining
* tiliJ Room, is one of many we

have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil- *"*

ings in metal if desired, all differ- ^}
ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- - - Incombustible
Nothing better for a new building J
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St., NEW YORK

IDEAL WALL BOARD
in your new home

should take the place of plaster not as a sub-

stitute, but because it makes more durable and

more beautiful walls than plaster; lends itself

to a greater variety of decorative effects; and

because, with all these advantages, it costs less

than lath and plaster.

Write for a sample, our descriptive book-

let and the name of your local dealer.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO., Marion, Indiana
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FINISHINPAINTING

Painting Cypress.

By E. Jr. Lutes, General Supt., Paint Man-

ufacturing, Cltt'flunii.

II I IS very valuable and useful

wood is probably subject to a

greater range of variation in

structure or condition as it comes
to the painter, than any of the other

woods which are commonly used in

building work.

Cypress unpainted will probably sur-

vive a longer exposure to the weather
than any other wood which is available

for building purposes. It seems quite
fair to assume that this property of en-

durance is due to some peculiar differ-

ence in its composition rather than to any
special difference in its partciular struc-

ture.

Such observations that the writer has
been able to make have led to the con-
viction that those elements of composi-
tion which render the wood so imper-
vious to water and resistant to exposure
of the weather, are also rather antago-
nistic to paints. For that reason, in paint-

ing this wood the procedure should dif-

fer materially from what would be con-
sidered good practice in painting such
woods as white pine and poplar.
These statements relative to the char-

acter of cypress are meant to apply to

the average product, it being conceded
that in selected kiln

(

dried lumber the

special characteristics to which some
stress has been given, would be much
less in evidence; nevertheless, they will

be present and must be reckoned with.

Generally speaking, the priming coat
is the most important of all in painting,
and it is in this coat where practically
all of the allowance must be made for

different conditions under which the

painter may be working. In preparing
primer for porous woods where the ab-

sorption is great, it is logical that very

little pigment should be used, letting the

primer consist almost entirely of raw lin-

seed oil and some spirits turpentine to

facilitate penetration. This charactt

primer well brushed, sinks int<> the wood
and after becoming dry supplies a --lil

and enduring foundation for the succeed-

ing coats which are to constitute the

ular paint film.

Where the wood is of the general char-

acter such as is represented by cypress,
i. e., much less absorbent and further

inclined to be detrimental to the proper

drying of paint then the preparation of

the primer must be varied to meet the

different condition. As the penetration
of the primer is bound to be les>. it nat

urally follows that much more of the

priming coat will lie on top of the wood
and extra care must be exercised to see

that the composition and preparation of

the priming coat is such that it will dry

thoroughly and be well bonded to the

wood. If the primer consists too largely
of oil, then the drying is likely to be

impeded to an extent that when the paint-

ing i- finished, blistering or peeling may
result. The Colorist.

Loss of Heat by Painting Radiators.

It is generally believed that there i-

a great loss in efficiency from painting
radiators. We do not agree with thi-

opinion, however, says "The Locomo-
tive." and it has long been our custom
to require piping and radiators to be

painted in colors appropriate to the finish

of the rooms in which they are placed.
Professor C. L. Norton, of Boston. M
made a long series of experiments upon
the transmission of heat through and
from painted surfaces. His results are

highly interesting, and are recorded in

the nineteenth volume (1898) of the

Transactions of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers. They have seem-

ingly never attracted the attention they
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Liquid Cement
( Coating )

\ RCHITECTS, Engineers, Contractors, Builders and Owners
^/~V of Buildings all agree that there is no material made better

adapted to the dampproofing, rendering uniform and decorat-

ing of concrete and cement stucco surfaces.

There is nothing in the world like Glidden's Liquid Cement (Coating) to make
old and weather beaten buildings new and beautiful.

Write for color card and complete specificatians (including cost data).

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES : Cleveland, 0. ; Toronto, Can. BRANCHES: New York, Chicago, London

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

r- ft

Our line of Colonial, Mission and
Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large
selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc., sent free on request.

If building or remodeling be sure and write u*.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701-709 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO, ILL.

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-

forms wifh architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"
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deserve. Taking the amount of heat ra-

diated from n new |>ij>e as 100, Professor

Norton obtains the following relative val-

ues for the heat radiated, under similar

conditions, from pipe treated as indicated :

Loss of heat at 200 pounds pressure
from bare pipe-
New pipe 100

Fair condition 116

Rusty and black 119

Cleaned with caustic potash, inside

and out 116

Painted dull white 120

Painted glossy white 100.5

Cleaned with potash again 116

Coated with cylinder oil 116

Painted dull black 120
Painted glossy black 101

It appears from the foregoing results

that the color of the pipe has little or
no effect upon the radiation of heat,

though the condition of the surface with

respect to glossiness or dullness has quite
a sensible influence. Thus a dull surface,
whether it be white or black, has a radia-

tive power of 120. and a glossy surface,
whether white or black, has a correspond-
ing power of only about 101. These re-

sults accord well with our experience,
which is to the effect that there is no
loss in efficiency through making pipes
and radiators harmonize with the gen-
eral color scheme of the rooms in which

they occur, provided glossy finishes are

avoided. American Carpenter & Builder.

Suggestions for Painting Old Floors.

The following advice on painting old

floors will be read with interest:

Be sure your floor is clean. If there

should be paint spots on it clean it off

with caustic potash, and if there are any
large cracks fill them with putty. You
can buy staining of all kinds and dilute
it with turpentine, as it is usually too
thick. If the floor is to be all walnut
do it with a cloth or brush. If you want
to make your stain, buy a one-pound can
of burnt umber, ground in oil ;

mix a

sufficient quantity of this with boiled lin-

seed oil to color it without thickening
the oil to notice it much. Try it on a
small piece of wood till you get the color
desired, and in this way you can easily
determine the quantity of umber to use.
It should be a rich walnut brown. Rub

this thoroughly into your floor till the
stain ceases to come off. If the oil.,mi-
is not dark enough when dry give
other coat. The floor now being stained.

prepare for the next day's waxing. Mix
one gallon of turpentine with one pound
of beeswax shaved thin. Soak the
all night in the turpentine before using,
then rub on with a woolen cloth. When
the wood finally becomes well polished
apply wax occasionally. A very .

stain is made by putting burnt umber in

alcohol to make it the proper consistency
for easy application and apply as above,
then give a thin coat of shellac, and when
dry sand paper nicely, and give a good
flowing coat of ordinary varnish, which
will give it a splendid finish. For oak
stain. To strong lye of wood ashes add
enough copperas for the required shade.
Put on with a mop, and varnish when
dry.

Dressing for Linoleum.

Another article that ought to sell is a

ready-for-use dressing for linoleum, and
maybe there is such an article on the
market. It is not convenient for one to

prepare it for use, unless some very >im-

ple thing is used. Here is a formula that
is good : Melt on a steam bath 18 ounces
of paraffine with 1 ounce of palm oil,

afterwards thin with 4 ounces of kero-
sene oil. Rub it on with a soft wooden
cloth. It makes the linoleum soft and
adds to its life. Such a mixture might
be put up for use by some dealer. \\ a\

polish is good for this purpose, too. u>-

ing the commercial article or mixing some
beeswax with turpentine to form a butter-
like paste. But this simply brightens the
surface and does not soften the linoleum.

Flat Wall Finish.

Nearly all paint makers are making flat

wall finish, and while much of it is being
used, yet it may be said to be in an ex-

perimental stage. I hear many complaints
concerning it. It surely makes a nice

looking job, but as to its durability or
the matter of repainting over it, I have
not heard from the users. If some of

this wall paint is left in the bucket it is

seen that it generally becomes very hard
and brittle, though apparently this is not
true of all makes. A painter who has
been using such finish for the past three

years says he has had no opportunity
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CO INC
15 BUILD?

IF
you're going to build now or later, you
can't afford to be without these two big '

free books of ours our magnificent Book

I

I

of Modern Plans and our new Catalog. 8,000 price
saving bargains are shown. Ideas are given
you so you can actually save 60% on your lumber
and building material Buy direct from us don't

pay jobber's, dealer's, middleman's profits and
you'll save yourself a whole lot of dollars and time.
Kememberwe furnish everything
sale prices and guarantee every
incb to be bright and new.
Our method of furnishing

material complete saves 60%
in price and 100% in trouble
and worry.

ECONOMY

RUBBER

GOOFING

Economy
Rubber
Roofing

l-Ply 35 pounds
guaranteed 6 yrs.

$1.1O
2-Ply 45 pounds
guaranteed 7 yrs.

$1.35

Big FREE
Books for

You-A Plan
Book And
Our Catalog
Panel
Doors
$1.02 Up

Glass
Doors
$1.99 Up

Get Our 2 FREE Books

8,OOO Superb Bar-
gains In This New

Think of it! 8.000 big chances for
you to hold down your expense
of building or making repairs.

Everything for building is shown lumber, flooring,
doors, windows. mould-
Ings, porchwork, buildini
paper, hardware, tinwori
and roofing. Be sure to
send today for these 2 free
books. Use the coupon.

Chicago Millwork

| Supply Company
61 3 So. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO
Just Mail

This
to Us

FSflflA We furnish complete
O XXI I al ' ' umber, mlllwork
P VW hardware, spouting,

paint everything
except masonry and labor. A1O1.

Fill In

Coupon
NOW

1*360I

We furnish
complete all

lumber.mill-
work, hard- ^

ware, spouting, paint-^.
everything except S
inusiinry mnl **
labor.

/Chicago
Millwork

Supply Company,
' 613 So. Dearborn Street,

S Chicago, III.

MJentlemen : Please send your FREE
Books listed below, to

AcVlivss State

CATALOG No. 33. Building Materials
1 PLAN BOOK No. 43. House and Barn Plans

You wouldn't de-

liberately choose to

have a bad job of

your varnishing
would you?
Then you must insist

upon having good var-

nish used.

The safest way is for

you to insist upon

RERRYUZOTHBRS
VARNISHES

The market is so full of poor var-

nish that even a painter with the best

of intentions can be fooled.

Our label is both your protection

and the painter's.

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
Established 1858

Factories: Detroit, Mich.,Walkerville, Ont

Dealers : Everywhere

j ,- ._ ,

/DATE I
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$28.60
i is elegant,

massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled
mirror 18x16,

"From Factory

to You"
Price includes our
"
Queen** Coal

(irate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Ga s

Grate $2.50 ex-
tra. Mantel is 82
inches high, 5

fort \\iilr. Furnished with round or square col-

umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than #40. on.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-

logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Oh>e Street ST. LOUIS. MO.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

PAINTING AND FINISHING Continued

ir nv.'.ttm- <>vi-r any ..t it. hence cannot
i- \ the matter. < >ne man >ay- that

when he applied the Mat wall finish

a priming "f lead paint it softcMicd up
later and came through the flat coating.
I hi-s. t"<i. when the lead paint had

i ni ten <la\ ^ and was perfectly dry.

TheONLYWAYu the

PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-
moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-
tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue mdditm

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Ctnitr Si. Milwauke*. Wit.

Eictunlvp Halm ManKf>r*.
WILLIS MFC, CO.. Galc.burg. III.

Do not fail to have a

Gale Wall Safe
in ><Mir new homp. It
make* your valuable*
safe again-! fin-, thieve*.
fti*. No home or tip.trt-
int-nt houne complete
without one. Made of a
i-otuliination of Iron and
SL-.-I snlpffM with a
combination li-k.

GALE WALL SAFE CO.

SS4 E.pire BUf.. Seattle.

Walk.. Srllitf Af rat>.

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World"

( )ne important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning-
and kiln drying has itood
the test for thirty rear*.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hcrmnvillc. Mich.

A dealer's confidence in the roofing he sells

goes a long way toward succc When

you handle UNDERFELT
Roofing you have ourselves and

the factory to BACK
up your
fi de n ce .

c o n -

We
know you

cannot find a

more honest made

piece of roofing than our

UNDERFELT. This com-
bined with the "know how" and

60 years' experience soon won it the

approval of every dealer in the Northwest.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"The Home of Quality"

DULUTH z MINNEAPOLIS :: FARGO
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^*

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.
After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-
tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof
absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
costal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers af Sleel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

The "BELNORD," New York

OAK FLOORING Used. Largest Apartment Build-

ing in the World

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately

And it holds your admiration permanently

OWNERS and BUILDERS find it

a clinching argument to say "It's

Floored with OAK FLOORING."
It means that the tenant or the

buyer will be glad to pay 1 to 15

per cent more. In color, it is rich

and cheerful, and imparts an air

of refinement and elegance to a
home. It is the modern flooring.

q OAK FLOORING f" thickness by li" or

2" faces can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

<|
OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

Cj There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.

C[ A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able work for any carpenter.

(J Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and

selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
879 Hammond BIdg., Detroit, Mich.
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Heating, Lighting and

Plumbing
D

Specifications for Electric Wiring.

UNIVERSAL specification which
can be used for all classes of

electrical equipment is a subject
that has long been before the

architects of the United States, but has
never yet been solved, says Harvey E.

Bloomer, electrical inspector of the Mil-

waukee Board of Fire Underwriters, in

a paper read before a recent meeting of

the Milwaukee Architects' Club. The
Western Association of Electrical Inspec-
tors appointed a committee to prepare
specifications one which could be

adopted for all classes of dwellings, one
for store and office buildings, and another
for factories but when submitted to the
association it was decided that although
great care and considerable thought had

evidently been given the matter, the

specifications did not meet the require-
ments, and it was finally decided impossi-
ble to construct a universal specification.
Inasmuch as the Western Association,

composed of men of ability in electrical

engineering, have come to the above con-

clusion, I am inclined to believe that the
most advisable method to adopt in mak-
ing specifications is to state the number
and location of lights; the kind and lo-

cation of switches, the location of cut-

outs, the place where the service is to

enter, where the meter or meters are to

be located, and the kind of wiring,
whether knob and tube, rigid or flexible

steel conduit or moulding. State that the

wiring must be neat and in a workman-
like manner and in conformity with the
rules of the Board of Fire Underwriters.
It would also be well to add that before
the first installment is paid a letter of

approval must be secured by the con-
tractor from the Board of F'ire Under-
writers.

Specifications are important and nec-

essary in connection with electrical con-
struction, yet there are numerous other
very vital features which should receive

close and careful attention. One is the

time when the electrician is permitted to

perform his work. Too often has the

electrical work been installed at the same
time as the plumbing and heating, and

frequently with the result that the elec-

trical installation, which was possibly
class and worthy of praise, has become
extremely menacing, occasionally result-

ing in a fire, owing to having been <li

turhcd and crossed with pipes and other

objects. I would advise that the elec-

trician be prevented from working until

all other mechanics are through and the
house ready for lathing. Then, after the

equipment has been inspected, you will

know positively that it has not been dis-

turbed. I would also advise that the
lathers be permitted to work only after

you are assured that the equipment has
been inspected and accepted. The sug-
gestion, however, refers only to conceal*
knob and tube construction, as rigid steel

and flexible steel conduits are not sul

ject to the same misuse.

The underwriters' rules permit
watts, or twelve candlepower lamps, to
a circuit which the electrician takes ad-

vantage of. Frequently after the equij
ment is completed it is decided when fix-

tures are being purchased that more
lights are desired in some of the rooms
than originally intended, and consequent-
ly the circuits become overloaded. To
avoid this, it might be well to specify
eight lamps to the circuit, as is being
done in other towns, and then there will

be ample capacity to add more lamps,
fans, curling irons, etc. To facilitate the
work of the electrician and avoid errors
and disputes, it would be well to furnish
him a blue print upon which the location
of the fixtures and switches and various
devices should be designated.
With the advance of electricity for <!"-

mestic purposes, the architect finds that

he has new problems to solve and an ever-

increasing responsibility. It is but very
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(QiwfavJiewnma
Continues to pour in from every part of the country, proving be-

yond question that all records for efficiency, service, simplicity, de-

pendability, economy and all-around satisfaction are being broken

STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

There is the evidence of more than two thousand satisfied home-owners
who added their names to the long list of TUEC users during the past year.
There is the evidence of scores of doctors, who are unstinted in their endorse-
ment of the sanitary value of the TUEC. Then comes the testimony of the

greatest architects, backed by the fact that they specify ^^^^^^^^^^^_
the TUEC for their most important buildings, public
and private.

As this is being written nine hundred buildings are

being piped for TUEC Installation, and one more build-

ing is equipped with TUEC service every working hour
in the business day.

Out of sight in the cellar, it responds instantly at the touch
of a button in any part of the house, and silently, resistlessly
sucks every particle of dust and dirt through concealed pipes to
an air-tight vessel, exhausting the germ-laden air outof doors.

There is a TUEC perfectly adapted to the demands of your
building, whether it be old or new, large or small, whether it be
wired for electricity or not. It can be installed at any time and at
a price which is easily within your means.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY
10 Hurford Street Canton. Ohio

TUEC Companies in all large cities.

Write for onr booklet, writ-
ten l.ii .-. U by TTrX 1

.. n.-i -.

I .-in ii li.it the I I I i In do-
ing for them. Then let

tell jou what It will to
to pnt a Tl'EC into jour
home.

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

JACKSON
Ventilating Grate

'T'HE only open grate that warma and brings in out-

door air, and takes out the air of the room that is

impure. It is a constant and perfect ventilator, having a

fresh air supply on the principle of the hot air furnace.

Will heat rooms on two floors if desired, and will burn

coal, wood or gas. Keeps fire from fall to spring. Made
in many patterns, to fit any fire-place. Catalogue No. K
shows styles and prices. May we send you a copy?

Special Catalog of Mantels, Andirons and
Fire-place Fittings, sent upon request.

E, A, JACKSON & BRO,, 25 Beekman St., New York
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recently that ;i new appliance ha- been
introduced that i- de-tined to U-c. .me

more prominently u-cd a- time advance-
and that is the vacuum cleaner. The in-

stallation of this apparatus. al-< , flat-in >ns

and all heating appliances, -hould receive

special attention. The Kuilding Age.

Currents of Air in Front of Windows.
In a discussion of air current.- near

windows, which arose at the recent meet-

ing of the Heating Engineers' Society. 11.

\V. Whitten reported some tests he had
made showing the varying conditions

that will obtain with leaky and with tight

of the r.-, MU. the air in thi- >p.ice I

more or !e-- stagnated < .r -tratitied.

"In a large number of experini
where 1 placed the radiator on the in-ide

wall (and 1 will -ay here that the he-t

re-nlt- were obtained with radiator

the flue type, so called), the warm air

current- \\ere found to he coming up
the inner wall. and. if these window-
were made tight, going clear to the wall,

then falling and going hack to the radia-

tor. The colder the outside wall and
window the more rapid the How of thi-

current.

Ordinary Window. Metal Weatherotripped Window.

DIAGRAMS OF AIR CURRENTS IN FRONT OF WINDOWS.

windows. The accompanying sketch, he

stated, is intended to represent a cross
section of a room, with windows on the
outside wall and a radiator placed as in-

dicated. "1 have found in te-t- of air cur-

rents in rooms similar to that here shown
that there were two distinct currents, one
in which the rising column is met (pro-
viding the window is fairly leaky) by
a volume of cold air. In that case the

heated column immediately falls back

again and makes a sort of revolving cur-

tain over the window and wall. There is

another deflected current which comes off

as indicated and returns immediately to

the bottom of the radiator. There is

very little current in the remaining space

"I have found the efficiency of the ra-

diator greatly enhanced by putting a

floor register underneath the radiator

connecting with a cold-air duct so that

the regulated quantity of air may be in-

troduced if found necessary, and circu-

lated through the radiate r. If this win-
dow was not tight. I found a cold-air /one
here which the warm-air current did not

penetrate.
"In other words, this revolving circle

of air was restricted, but if the wall and
windows were made tight the current

practically rilled the entire room, and a

general diffusion of heat was obtained
across the entire room." Heating and

Ventilating Mag.

BEST 1HH -I

PLANS"SEDGWICK'S
beautiful book of 200 modern homes coating SSOO. to 16000. I have had many yearn ex-

perience in planning houses, cot lures and buikimtcs. well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price
Sl.oo. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." a new book showing 60 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty <>ne-story bungalows and cottage*. If you want a small
ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for on* of these book*. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio. 25 cents.
CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. -:- 113S-K. Lumber Exchange. -:- Minneapolis, Minn.
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J-M Moulded Transite

Asbestos Shingles
Versus

the Laminated Kind

Evidence of D. Miles Rigger. Wild-
wood Crest. N. J., covered with J-M
Transite AslK'xtot HhiiiKlcn. Lynn Boyer,
Architect. R. A. Larcombe, Builder.

J-M Transite Asbestos Fireproof Shingles are

moulded under powerful hydraulic pressure in one

solid, compact, homogenous mass.

Therefore they cannot exfoliate, warp or curl

as is possible with the laminated kind which are

made like paper on a paper-making machine. J Therefore J-M Transite Asbestos

Shingles have no weak spots like shingles made in layers pressed together. They are more
closely knit, have double the life, and are more ornamental and render more efficient ser-

vice than the kind built up layer-on-layer. J-M Asbestos Shingles are furnished in all

sizes and in three colors: natural grey, Indian red and slate.

Write our nearest Branch for Booklet

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ASBESTOS

AND MAGNESIA PRODUCTS
ASBESTOS ROOFINGS, PACKINGS
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, ETC.

Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Cleveland
Dallas

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Orleans
New York
Omuha

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
8an Francisn

For Canada -THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHN8-MANVILLE CO.. LIMITED
Montreal, Que. Winnipeg. Man.

Seattle-
Si. I.... i in

MM

IT. B. C

ILe "Crescent" FASTENER
.^tfBBM

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made ij Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs.,

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device Bo

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied toold or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey, U. S A.

"The Furnace of Few Joints
'

DUST PROOF AND GAS PROOF
+

'
Sard & Co. ,

The body of an ACORN FURNACE is composed of six
v> Aurora, Illinois

pieces, fitted together with deep cut joints. i^

The joints are packed with asbestos and are gas tight. ^/^ me your booklet.
Simple and practical. * -

Hinta on Healthful

SAVE COAL
Greater radiating surface and large air chamber
increase the volume of warm air, making
Acorn Furnaces

AMERICA'S VERY BEST"
Address
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

Laying Oak Floors.

By W. L. Claffey.

HE laying of oak flooring is not

very difficult. Any first class

carpenter can make a good job.
Some judgment and care is very

necessary in order to produce the best

results.

A sub-floor should be used under both
the 13-16 inch and 3-8 inch thicknesses.

The sub-floor should be reasonably dry
and laid diagonally. Boards of about 6
inches wide are preferred. These boards
should not be put down too tight and
should be thoroughly dried and cleaned
before the oak flooring is laid.

It is well to use a damp proof paper be-

tween the oak flooring and the sub-floor

Where sound proof results are desired, a

heavy deadening felt is recommended.
Oak flooring should be laid at an angle

to the sub-floor. After laying and nailing
three or four pieces, use a short piece of

hardwood 2x4 placed against the tongue,
and drive it up with a sledge.
The nailing of oak flooring is very im-

portant. All tongued and grooved oak

flooring should be blind nailed. The best

floor made can be spoiled by the use of

improper nails. The steel cut variety is

recommended for all blind nailing.
For 13-16 inch use 8 p*nny steel cut

flooring nails.

For 3-8 inch use 3 penny wire finishing
nails.

The maximum distance between the
nails should be :

For 13-16 inch thicknesses, 16 inches.

For 3-8 inch thicknesses, 10 inches.

For even better results, it is recom-
mended that the nails be driven closer
than indicated.

Scraping Oak Floors.

After the oak floor is laid and thor-

oughly swept, it is best to scrape it, in

order to get the best results for a nicely
polished surface. This scraping process
can be done by the ordinary scrapers,
such as used by cabinet makers, or by
one of the many types of power or hand

scraping machines that are generally
used by contractors and carpenters. Al-

ways scrape lengthwise of the wood and
not across the grain. A floor properly

scraped looks very smooth, but still it

should be thoroughly gone over with No.
\ l
/t sandpaper to obtain the best result-

in finishing. After this, the floor should
be swept clean, and the dust removed
with a soft cloth. The floor is now ready
for the finish.

What Is the Reason.

Lumber manufacturers, and the pro-
ducers of a number of other commodi-
ties in this country, would like to know
the secret of the coal industry.
A man who goes from one city to an-

other by rail pays the same price for his

ticket regardless of whether he goes over
a long or short line. The law regulates
the fare.

The man who pays a gas or electric bill

to the private corporation that supplies

light and power pays the same as his

neighbor for the same amount of serv-

ice. That is regulated by city ordinance.

Uniformity of action or unanimity of

opinion on the part of lumber dealers

(there is no such thing as uniformity in

prices) is condemned by the public and
made the excuse for civil and criminal

suits by the federal government.
On a resolution passed by the house of

representatives and the senate of the

United States congress, the government
spends five years and hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars chasing a will-o-the-wisp,
and trying to get evidence of price agree-
ments when the evidence is perfectly

plain that there is no such thing as price

uniformity.
Yet, every man who buys hard coal

in the month of Aprjl pays a certain price,

regardless of the dealer from whom he

buys. In May he>pays ten cents a ton

more; in June li< in additional ten

cents. When the^fcpal miners struck a

number of years ago they succeeded in

securing an increase in wages, and the

price of coal advanced enough to pay the
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More At-

tractive

Walls

Easier

Put On

and at

Less Cost

want every man and woman in this

country who owns or rents a home to

have a free sample of

UTILITY WALL BOARD
If you haven't had your sample, write for it today ask for the Utility Book of home interiors.

Utility Wall Board is a tough fibre board put together with two insulations of natural waterproof
asphalt all rolled under tremendous pressure into one solid, compact sheet and surfaced on both
sides with special moisture proofing. It is the only Wall Board made under this scientific

moisture proof process.

It is very tough and durable it will not crack or warp or shrink and it has a beautiful surface

for decorating or paneling.

Utility Wall Board takes the place of lath and plaster it is attached directly to the studding without any of the
dirt or muss of plastering. You don't have to wait for it to dry anyone can put it on, and it can be used not

only in building the new house but in making over the old Put it right over the old plaster if you want to.

It will last as long as the house stands and // costs less than lath and plaster.

Don't fail to write for the sample and booklet

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St., Chicago, 111.

The Long-Life WHITE ENAMEL
The one enamel which gives permanent pure white effects. Will not yellow, crack
nor chip. Gives a rich, smooth, porcelain-like gloss no trace of brush-mark. Dur-
able and waterproof, inside or outside, on any surface. Easily applied.

Send for Free Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with Vitralite. Judge for yourself. If your dealer hasn't Vitralite write us at 121 Tonawandi
St., Buffalo. N. Y. In Canada address 65 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg. Ontario.

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
ESTABLISHED 63 YEARS

We make over
300 varn i rh
product!.

NrwYoiiKBuriAi
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increase in the wage scale several time-.

Everybody knows that the price of coal

is established absolutely and that every
dealer is obliged t" -ell at the established

price.

The so-called beef tru>t i- being pi

cuted by the government ; the Standard
Oil Company and the Tobacco tru-t-

have been dissolved after civil suits were
tried. The retail lumber industry i- prc-

paring to defend itself in the o>nrt-: but

the coal industry appears immune. What
is the influence that effects this result?

What is the secret? What i> the rea-

son? Miss. Valley Lumberman.

The Prize Bungalow.
One of the features of the clay show

was the rive-room brick bungalow. This
was built of brick complete in the north
end of the Coliseum in the record-break-

ing time of four days. The ( ). W. Rosen-
thai Company, of Chicago, who laid the

brick work, began work Saturday aft-

ernoon and had the building under roof

Monday morning. The walls were con-

structed of common brick, faced with a

dark rough-faced brick, while the mot"

was a green glazed (ierman Brookville
tile. The interior of the bungalow was

complete in almost every detail, a large
brick fireplace in the living room being
one of its main features. A large amount
of space around the bungalow was de-

voted to a lawn and garden, decorated
with artificial grass, flowers and shrub-

bery, this being enclosed by a substantial
brick wall. Attractive vines were spread
over the exterior walls and a box of

potted flowers in the front upper win-
dows lent beauty to the appearance of

Hide the Garbage,
Ashes and Waste

Keep them unseen and unsmelt

underground or below floor in

Underground
GARBAGE AND REFUSE
RECEIVERS

Sanitary. odnrleM. durable. A
clean back yard. A unitary and
fireproof dmpoaal of waste in gar-
age or cellar.

SUCr*<t. &nifrUUrb
C. H. STEPHENSON. Mfr.

50 Farrar St. Lynn. Mau.

that portion of the bungalow. '1 hi- bunga-
low was the pri/.e dc-ign of a $1.000 c< -n-

tc-t carried on by the T.rickbuildei .

I '."-ton. in behalf of the Cla\ 1'mduct-
Show. The bungalow was erected and
offered to the winner of the marble-

guessing contest for the pur; .veil-

ing the paid admission fees. Kvery \i-i-

tor paying his way into the show \\a*

allowed "lie guess >n the total number
<>f marbles in a large carboy placed in one
corner <>t the yard of the bungalow. There
were 12.505 marbles in the flask. Mi-
ll. C. Lenimon. '2(K> Commercial avenue.

Chicago, won the pri/e by a gue-
12.502. The Kxposition Company, in

connection with the brick manufacturers
and dealers of Chicago, are to build, at

a cost not exceeding $3,000, a similar

bungalow for Mrs. Lemmon on a lot she

may pick out. Clay Worker.

l.ditor's Note. Interest in the con-

crete house is so general that sonu
tracts from the excellent specification-
for stucco on metal lath, issued by the

.\--ociated Metal Lath Manufacturer-.
are here given.

"Metal lath is recommended because
wood lath absorbs moisture required by
the mortar. Wood lath drys out and
shrinks away from the plaster, following
which the alternate shrinkage and swell-

ing resulting from moisture causes un-

sightly cracks and finally failure. \\

lath, also, increases the fire risk, and it

will harbor vermin.

"Metal lath in combination with ce-

ment plaster is 'reinforced concrete.' and
will insure an unbroken surface to be
assured of which is at least an uncer-

tainty when the plaster is applied direct

to a wall set up in block form. The air

space afforded by metal lath construc-

tion is the most efficient insulation.

"A careful following of this specifica-
tion will absolutely give a construction

nomical and enduring.
* * *

The March issue of The Spectrum the

dainty booklet on decoration published
by the Sherwin-Williams Co.. is of such
unu-ual artistic appeal as to win special
mention. The paper and illustration-,

soft as a pigeon's wing, are the acme of

refined press work.
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS &VARNISHES

You cannot analyze the paint you buy. You can

try it out on your house and in a few months

find out whether or not you have made a wise

investment, but it is far easier, cheaper and

sounder to buy first a paint you know is right

always, one which is backed by 40 years of

experience in paint-making. Such a paint is

Sherwin-Williams Paint (Prepared) (S WP), the

best paint for painting the outside of buildings.

ail inquiries to The Shcrwin -Williams Co., 629 Canal Road, N.W., Cleveland, Ohio
Home Decoration Display Rooms, 116 W. 32d Street, Opp. Gimbels, New York

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
into? Could we offer such liberal terms
It we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels In service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy f

We are makers not dealers and will
save you all mlddlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

Your name and address on a pott card
is sufficient.

HES, TIT Tacoma Bldg., Chicago

We Want the Man
who knows good architect-
ure to send for our new
book. "Homes of Chnr-
acter." which contains
plans, ilc-i-rii'timi- and
<-ct i-stimites of 40 artistic
and practical Bungalows,
Cottages and Houses.

"Hornet of Character"
N l..-autifully IxMiiidand il-

hMtnted ;nnl <-<uit;iing new
iileas and information that
will help vou solve your
building problems. Post-
paid $1.00 Den. Cir. 2c.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
(Inc.) Architect

1243 Williamson Building

Cleveland. 0.

FOUN OATI ON
COAL CHUTE

<J Protects the

building just
\v li e r e most
needed above
the opening
<1 T 1) e h e a v y
steel hopper
catches all the

<J\Vhen not in use.
l IK- hopper lies in

the bottom of the

chute body <jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar
proof f\Vilh V,

inch wire glass or

steel panel In door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
88-98 Erie St Huntingdon. Indiana
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

HE advantages of the Richardson
Steam and Hot Water Boilers

are well set forth in their Cata-

log No. 87, received by us. The
catalog explains the special principle of

double waterways on which the Richard-

son Boilers are constructed and illus-

trates each separate part of fixture with

photographs. There are also tables of

ratings and dimensions of the different

styles and sizes. An interesting feature

is their separate small heaters for laun-

dry or supplemental radiation.

* * * *

The popularity of stucco construction

for houses is stimulating manufacturers
to a wonderful output of material and
combinations. The latest word in such
construction is the J. M. Asbestic Wall
Plaster, manufactured by the Johns-
Manville Co. for use on exteriors. The

special merits of this covering ari

forth in their Catalog No. 109, with illu--

trations of buildings treated with thi-

composition. The Johns-Manville prod-
ucts are noted for their excellence and
Asbestic would appear to be no exception.
A special fire-resisting quality is claimed
for Asbestic, as well as attractive appear-
ance. * * * *

The (ilidden Varnish Co. have pub-
lished for the benefit of architects and
the trade, "Specifications for the Treat-
ment and Finishing of Concrete Floor

Surfaces," which are of real value to

builders. So much attention now centers
on concrete surfaces, both exterior and
interior, that many materials for treating
them have come upon the market, and
these detailed specifications relative to

the proper use and application of such
materials are most timelv.

AFTER 29 YEARS
NOT RUSTED YET

Tbie pkturc show* a few "MIFCo" thin*!* nail* that have
been ia eervfce for S yean.
Dvin* aB thia time theae naOa fear* born in uae on a ahinjrle

roof baa than MM mlU from UM aaahore oa Mr. M. P. Hard-
ta*> atom at Stanford. C*.
Theae ahiocU nail* have been expoacd to uH air. Co rain and

nr. till the wood** eninclra have become badly

Bat not one of theae heavy line coated naila mated. Not
oa* broke off. or bat ita crip on the weather-boardina- baath
until palled oat by force.
That moat of theae aafla were brat In drawinc. provea that
MIFCo" aaUa do not mat and ealarre the nail bole, that froat

cannot Hft them, that they oatlaat the touahtat wood.
We have other owner*' atorlaa iuet aa eoavinciac aa Mr.

Kardlnc-a. We have "MIFCo" naila from more thanM other
roof* almoat aa old aa theae illustrated.
Farmera. arehitecta and buiUcra will aeree that eoch aafla

wiD mnire the km* Hfc of roofa. ftnor* aad afl outdoor work.
It ! economy to uar them.

If your dealer ian't aupplkd with 'TaiFCe" heavy sine
coated naila write ua for booklet and your aeateat dater
name

MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS CO, Branford, Ct.

The Arnold Htller RaiJenct, Forat HOI. N. J.

.\eoontel Builaing Paper.

Going to Build ?

Permanent Waterproof Building Papers will

keep out dampness and save one-third the fuel

bill every year for twenty-five years architect*

have specified ^EPDNSET-
Write for descriptive booklet.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

Eaat Walpolr. Maaa.. New York.

Washington. Chicago. Portland. Ore..

San Francisco

Canadian Mills and Office*:

Hamilton. Ontario. Winnipe.
K. I > ! . r! Montreal. St. John
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For Your Residence Specify

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because
*g^

^ssrfi^er-

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards -Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, IllinoisRichards-Royal.

DOWN DRAFT

INODOWN:
$10MONTHLY'

'WRITE TODAY'

Our monthly payment plan
makes it easy for anyone to

have the best heating system
made. We sell the

Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace
$10 down and $10 a month

We guarantee: Saving of one-
half on your fuel bills; plenty of

heat and thorough satisfac-

tion. We make the guar-

antee legally binding, ard

give you 365 days in which

to verify our statements.

Buy Direct We Pay Freight

You can install the Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace your-
self. We send complete outfit

furnace, pipes, registers, etc.

with special plans, full direc-

tions and the necessary tools.

Send for Free Book giving
valuable furnace information.

TheJahant Heating Co.
30 Mill St., Akron, O.

Furnace Builders for over 30 years

SH-U-T-

Like a yard with shade

trees and shrubbery, cool,

seclusive and inviting, is

the porch screened from

the blazing sun with

Burlington
Venetian Blinds
You can easily fit your porch

with Burlington Venetian Blinds,
and you can readily adjust the
blinds at an angle that will allow
froi- circulation and yet keep out
the hot sun.

Write for FREE,
Illustrated Booklet

This booklet will show you that

your porch can be that which
it ounht to be your summer
living room.

Burlington Venetian Blind Co.

335 Lake Street, Burlington. Vt.
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THE NATI L BUILDER

PLANKING YOUR HOME
A HOME, no matter how simple or elaborate.may

be better planned, with greater satisfaction, if

you have one of our books of plans. Our books of

DISTINCTIVE HOMES AND GARDENS
give suggestion*, show scores of different arrange-
ments, which make characteristic homes. Thty
cover every phase of bui.ding.

No. 135 designs. $10CO to $6000 $1.00

No. 2 -35 designs. $6000 to $15000 $1.00

No. 3 Combining No. 1 and 2 $1.10

Stock plans priced in each book. Ask for
our special offer on original plans.

c
!lK? Iv 111

jjn
Kin Company -

621 ROSE BUILDING CLEVELAND. OHIO

Underwood
Standard

Typewriter
The UNDERWOOD is designed

on correct mechanical principles, is

made of the best material and is un-

equalled in speed, accuracy, ease of

operation and durability. UNDER-
WOOD sales exceed those of any
other machine.

"The Machine You Will

Eventually Buy."

Underwood Typewriter Co., Inc.

Underwood Bldf., NEW YORK

Branches in All Principal Cities

362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Qreat Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price ... For H.

00

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same at
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-

thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

92.0O per year 20 cent* per copy

NATIONAL BUILDER,
363 Drarkorn St. . Chicago:

Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which
I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
-which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Na

City.

Street No..

Keith's. June, It.
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STUCCO HOUSE IN FLORIDA WITH FLOWER BOX TREATMENT.

Hints for the Use of Flower Boxes
By Chas. Alma Byers

style.

HE window box, as an exterior

decoration, is growing steadily in

favor and justly so, for it adds a

charm to almost any architectural

Often they are the chief relief to

bare plaster surfaces, and the value of

their softening and decorative effect in

such situations is very great. This value
i> well illustrated both in the frontispiece
and the illustration on the first page of

this article, where large surfaces are

broken only by a few regular openings,
and where the charm is wholly dependent
upon line, and shadow and the grace of

flower boxes and baskets.

In each illustration shown the flower

box is a marked addition to the attractive-

ness of the exterior, in the case of the

frame cottage it is really the whole thing,

for without the flower box and its acces-

sories the house would be a mere shelter,

conveying no sense of home. The illus-

trations show the air of refinement and

distinction bestowed upon these exteriors

by the use of flower boxes, and one can

but desire their more frequent employ-
ment.

They can be so managed as to be in

bloom the greater part of the year even in

cold climates, and with a little trouble,
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the substitution of dwarf evergreens, bar-

berries and the like would afford a note

of color even in winter.

In view of the increasing use of window

box decoration, the following hints as to

placement and culture may be of interest.

Window boxes should be built long and

narrow, as long as the window is wide,

at least, and about ten inches deep. The
width should depend to a degree upon the

size and the style of the house, but in

most cases a box from eight to twelve

The boxes should be filled with an

earth mixture suitable to the demands of

the particular plants to be used, and those

plants should be chosen with a \u-\\

towards the location of the boxes,

whether in sun or shade.

East and west boxes should be filled

with good garden loam intermixed with

well rotted manure. Boxes for the north

side of the house, where sunlight never

or seldom reaches, should be filled, if pos-

sible, with a mixture of rich loam and leaf

HERE THE FLOWER BOX ON BALCONY IS A PLEASING ADDITION.

inches wide will be found quite suitable.

They are fastened in place in various

ways sometimes by brackets underneath

and sometimes by chains that are fas-

tened to the outer corners of the win-

dows, giving a sort of hanging basket

effect. Of course the effect will be all

the better if they are built into the house

in such a way as need no especially pre-

pared supports, and to be in reality a part
of the architectural design. They should

be painted to accord with the color of the

house or the trimming, and should in

even* other way be made to harmonize
with the general outside appearance of

the house.

mold, and may also be given a quantity
of very old manure. Since the amount
of earth per plant is small, the substance

or richness of the soil must be sufficient

to make up for the deficiency in quantity.

The plants will also require considerable

water, and to prevent its running to waste

between the earth and the side of the box

the dirt in the center of the box should

be lower than that around the edges. The

earth should reach to within about two

inches of the top of the box.

A very pretty and simple grouping of

plants suitable for almost any architec-

tural style and for all partly sunny loca-

tions is made of geraniums and vining
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-v
,

THE LONG BOX WITH VINES DROOPING TO THE GROUND.

asparagus (plumosus), or of geraniums of course, always suitable. Geraniums

and springeria. There are so many dif-

ferent kinds or colors of geraniums that

one can always select a color to harmonize

with the colors of any house, and the

green of the plumosus or the springeria is,

and heliotrope also go well together, and

this is a combination that will be found

especially suitable for sunny, west win-

dows.

The most common mistake made in the

CHARM IS GIVEN TO THE PLAINEST COTTAGE BY THE FLOWER BOX.
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selection of plant* is probably the grow-

ing of too many colors in the same box.

Then, too, one often finds combination-

that do not suit the color of their back-

ground, the house, such as bright *carlet

for yellow colonial architecture. For a

house of this kind a much prettier effect

will be produced by the use of soft pinks

and rose shades. For houses in which

the grayish effect is brought out the coin-

here. I'rimn .-e* make a \ery de*irahle

plant for the north side, and they will

hi. MI in here the greater part . .f tlu- *um-

mer.

Hon-e plant- alway- make very <1<

able window box plant* for the summer,
and. if care is taken in their transplanting,

they may be used to their improvement.
There is, however, a way of u-ing house

plants for window boxes without trans-

SECOND STORY FLOWER BOXES

bination of single petunias and a vining

green will be found very satisfactory.

The double pink and white petunias

always combine well with the feathery
bloom of the wild cucumber.

Window boxes for the cast side of the

house should be given plants that require
but little sunlight. The ivy geraniums
will do well for this location, as will also

the caladiums and the tuberous begonias.
For the north side the very tender

plants should be used those which re-

quire very little or no sunlight. Fuchsia*.

especially the trailing varieties, ferns, as-

paragus vines, and also begonias, thrive

planting by simply using the empty win-

dow boxes for holding the pots of plant-.

This, however, is a sort of "lazy-man's"

way of doing things, and there is no good
reason why it should be done, unle*- it

be to create a temporary display.

There are, besides the plants named

above, many other flowers and vines that

make very pretty window box displ

the white, buff and pink phlox drum-

mondi, and the scarlet, white, and pink

verbenas either group being suitably

combined with purple ageratums; the

scarlet and white anterrhinums, and the

white camphor geraniums; the candytuft.
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the sweet alyssum, and the brilliant nas-

turtiums for vines.

For boxes for kitchen windows, if a

change from the others be desired, mint

and parsley may be used.

There are three causes to which may
be attributed nearly all failures in win-

dow gardening. The first of these is a

lack of knowledge of the vital necessities

of plants. Many people think that thrust-

ing the plant or seed into the soil is all

that is necessary, little realizing that the

plant requires food and water, and that

when the supply of these in the soil is

exhausted, a new supply of each must be

provided. One should know something
of the habits and necessities of plants in

order to be able to care for them in an

intelligent manner and to secure the best

results.

The second cause of failure is the selec-

tion of plants unsuitable for the rooms in

which they are to be kept.

The third and probably the most com-
mon cause of failure is neglect. Plants

require as careful attention as do pet ani-

mals, and should receive daily care. A
few days of neglect may permanently
ruin a handsome specimen.

What Plants to Use

Plants for window boxes on the north

side of the house Japanese morning
glories ; ivy geraniums ; glechoma ; bego-
nias

; trailing fuchsias; fancy caladiums.

Window boxes on the south side of the

house Heliotrope ; geraniums ; mauran-

dya ; coleus
; weeping lantana ; abutilons

;

crotons
; ageratum ; antirrhinums

; phlox
drummondii.

Window boxes on the east side of the

house Nasturtiums
; tuberous begonias ;

thunbergias; antirrhinums; vincas ; ma-
nettias

; ivy geraniums ; maurandya ;

heliotrope.

The Fireplace and Its Fittings in the Country

Cottage or Bungalow

By Louise Shrimpton

PEN fires more than anything else

give cheer and comfort to the

country house. A. living room

fireplace seems indispensable as

a heater in the spring and fall or on cool

summer evenings ;
in winter a smoulder-

ing fire on the hearth forms a gathering
point for the family and an efficient aid

to the heating plant. The smallest cot-

tage now-a-days possesses at least one

fireplace, in the family assembling room,
and there are often one or two others in

the sleeping rooms. The temporary
eclipse suffered by the fireplace when
stoves came in and open fires went out
is completely recovered from, and lovers

of the open fire are once more in the

fashion. Thus the style and material of

fireplaces, their proper construction and

their fittings, are important considerations

with every home builder.

In style, the fireplace follows that of

the house interior. But elaborate rooms

are not often planned for the cottage or

bungalow. The house tfot is enjoyed in

the country is informal in treatment, con-

taining something of the roughness and

wildness of its surroundings ; or if a

Period style is followed it is the period
when our colonial ancestors undertook the

dangers of a pioneer life, and built new
homes for themselves in the wilderness,
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modifying their European tradition- t.

suit a new environment. Frequently fire-

place and house alike are products of the

modern style that has shaken off all arti-

ficial traditions, adhering only to those

that are simple and practical.

Whatever the style of the interior, to

employ the same material for both chim-

ney and fireplace is the most direct and

sincere method to follow in the small

country house. The fireplace then ap-

uiul uiu oinmonly successful for in-

terior use as well, possessing a beauty of

texture and color lacking in some of the

more costly brick. The stone of a region,

too, is invariably, in large simple rooms,

pleasing and harmonious even if roughly
set. In the sleeping room, however, even

if it is of primitive sort, tiles in a dull

glaze, or cement, often cover the fireplace

front, since they give a smooth surface

that does not catch the dust

STONE EXCAVATED IN THE LOT WAS HERE USED WITH INTERESTING RESULTS.

pears what it really is, a structural fea-

ture, not a merely decorative one. The

using of material different from the chim-

ney, such as tile, expensive brick, or elab-

orate wood or stone, as fireplace facing,

however appropriate in a costly and so-

phisticated interior, seems out of place in

a simple country home. If rough stone

or brick are used in the chimney, the

same material showing in the fireplace is

found satisfying in effect, giving a feeling
of strength and sincerity to the living

room, as does any bit of structural wall

or beam that it is possible to disclose.

Moreover, if ordinary hard fired brick is

used for the chimney, the same material

That the material of chimney and fire-

place should be procured if possible in the

neighborhood seems indisputable. If ob-

tained near the site structural features in-

variably appear the natural outgrowth of

their surroundings. It seems also a logi-

cal and sensible thing to use material that

is close at hand rather than that brought
from a distance, even if the house plan
selected calls for the latter. Thus if stone

is selected for the New England fireplace,

granite from the fields is used with pe-

culiar fitness; or in the Green Mountains

the snowy white stone of the region i-

utilized ; in Central New York limestone

is used, except close to the fire : and in
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California and the West the native Cobble

stones. If a quarry is near by, roughly
cut stone may often be procured for the

cost of hauling-. Or it sometimes hap-

pens in a particularly stony region, that

enough stone is obtained in excavating a

cellar to build a chimney and fireplace,

in which case plans are promptly changed
to include this material.

If stone is not native to the region, but

a brick kiln is near at hand, home build-

ers often select their own brick, picking
out those that vary in tone, usually

thought by the makers less desirable than

the evenly toned sort. Brick from an

old chimney or wall is sometimes pro-
cured for a new building, as exposure to

the air has given it tone and color. Old
bricks require much time spent in clean-

This Fireplace Was Made of Brick from An Old Chimney.

Modern Fire Set in Wrought Iron.

ing them for use, and care must be taken

to select only the perfectly sound. While

artificially pitted and monotonously
toned brick are undesirable, though be-

loved of some manufacturers, there are

plenty of interesting brick, such as the

Harvard with its varied tones, for the

home builder to select when to choose

material in the vicinity seems inadvisable.

Colonial wooden mantels, usually of

whitewood painted white, and used with

red brick, are of simple design, the elabo-

rate mouldings and ornament of the style

not being attempted.

Ordinary gray mortar has often the best

effect in the building of the large fire-

place. In our illustration of a rough stone

fireplace the stone was excavated on the

site and utilized at once in the construc-

tion of chimney and fireplace. Ordinary
mortar was employed, and the patterns

formed by the skillful putting together of

the stone are the only decoration. This

fireplace, which reflects something of the

grandeur of woodland surroundings, is in
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FIREPLACE PLASTERED-TINTED CREAM COLOR.

a good sized country house. In striking

contrast is the little fireplace in another

illustration. Old brick is the material,

found on the site in an ancient chimney
and valued by the owner of a tiny bunga-
low for its beauty of color, grayed and

modulated by exposure to fire and air.

In this fireplace, as in many others of

simple type, cooking is done over the

wood coals, the results rivaling in flavor

those of the modern fireless cooker.

There are many desirable tiles from

which to choose if tile is selected as fac-

ing for the sleeping room fireplace. A
charming selection for the colonial room
or the child's nursery is the Dutch tiling

imported by the Dutch shop in New York.

The tiles are rather smaP, in Delft blues

showing tiny landscapes, or in various

gay colors on a white ground in conven-

tional flower patterns. There are many
different patterns giving a varied effect to

the fireplace and an opportunity for story

telling to children. The Mercer and the

Moravian tiles in old Moorish or Spanish
patterns make interesting inserts in a fire-

place facing of plain tile or they are some-

times used with brick. At the Bowl Shop
in Boston tiles showing local landmarks

are to be had and are of interest to those

within the radius of the Hub. Other tiles

with a dull glaze are made now by many
manufacturers. Those that show some-

thing of the effects of the fire, having

irregularities of color and contour are se-

lected. Tiles of two colors in var\ in-

tones are sometimes chosen and laid so

as to give contrast or harmony. The

Grueby Rockwood tiles are still, perhaps,
the most beautiful in texture and color.

The fireplace that is plastered or cov-

ered with cement may be given a rough
finish below the mantelpiece, or may be

kept fairly smooth throughout, though
without the final smooth coat that often

peels off. It may be left in the natural

gray of the plaster, or the last coat may
be tinted before it is put on, or a lii,

rht

tint of oil or of water color may be ap-

plied after the plaster has set. A warm
cream color is effective. The walls >ur-

rounding it might be painted in a flat oil

< -r water color, or papered in a plain tone

darker than the fireplace, throwing it into
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relief. The overmantel might be sten-

ciled in a simple design that repeats the

colors of draperies and other decoration.

This style of fireplace is suitable with

quaint cottage furniture or with fumed

oak in brown or green.

The material and style decided upon,
the construction of chimney, flues and

however, depend upon personal prefer-
ence. As far as the beauty of the fireplace
is concerned, proportion is more impor-
tant than size. The opening should be

wider than it is high, the tall narrow fire

opening being mean and inhospitable

looking, except perhaps in a very small

fireplace, such as those the English build.

COLONIAL MANTEL AND ANDIRONS-FIRESCREEN WITH BRASS KNOBS.

fireplace, and the size and proportion of

fireplace and fire opening are the next

points for the owner of the country place
to consider.

\\ hile the living room fireplace should

be of good size, it is best not to make it

so immense that all the heat goes up the

chimney. We have not the wood to burn
that our forefathers had and their cavern-
ous fireplaces are out of the question for

us. The size of the fire opening must,

If the fire opening is two and a half feet

high then a three-foot width is in good

proportion, though the width may be

much greater in proportion with good

effect, as in our illustration of a large

brick fireplace in a country house.

To build a fireplace that does not smoke

is essential though sometimes not accom-

plished. The relation between the open-

ing into room and the flue area has, ex-

perts say. much to do with the smoke
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problem. The flue area should be one-

tenth of the fire opening area. The smoke

chamber, which keeps the smoke going

up steadily into the chimney, is a spaceonce

large, and used in colonial times for cur-

ing meats, now much smaller but still

important in its influence on the smoke.

The fireplace back should slope forward,

throwing the heat of the fire into the

room. Directly above the fire opening
the back is built still further forward to

form the chimney throat, which should

be three or four inches deep while it keeps
the width of the fireplace opening. The

trap for ashes at the rear of the hearth,

now often included in fireplace building,

is by some fireplace lovers considered of

doubtful utility. A mound of ashes, keep-

ing the fire well up from the hearth, adds

to its brilliance. The ashes are raked

over live embers at night, keeping the fire

from day to day, and may rest undis-

turbed for a considerable time.

The necessary fire tools consist of and-

irons and a fireset, including poker, tongs
and shovel, with -ome sort of stand or

holder. A pair of bellows and a small

long handled broom are sometimes added

to the list. Another essential is a recep-

tacle for holding wood. A firescreen is

necessary if the fire is to be left with

safety, and occasionally a fender is seen.

Andirons and fireset to go with the

colonial mantel are obtained from dealers

in the antique, or unearthed from some
old attic. Reproductions of the old brass

fire implements can be obtained from

decorators or from dealers in fireplace

materials. Some of the small iron and-

irons are reproduced as well as the brass,

and are suitable for small fireplaces, cost-

ing about three dollars a pair. In our

illustration of a cement fireplace a pair
of these small andirons is seen. Quaint
and adequately filling their purpose, they
were cast at an old country forge after

an old pattern. A pair of old hrass and-
irons in the delicate lines that mam of

tin-in
]>.

issess is shown in our picture of

the brick fireplace. For brass andirons

resembling our colonial models, though
somewhat heavier in contour, the Russian

metal work shops in Xi-w York, where a

street is lined with them, or in other large

cities, may be explored. The Russian

work is inexpensive and if carefully se-

lected proves interesting.

Andirons and firesets modern and of

original design are rather difficult to find

in good patterns. A plain set may oc-

casionally be found in a department store,

and the most distinctive models are made

by Arts and Crafts furniture makers. A
method possible for those who have coun-

try homes is to employ a village black-

smith to forge handwrought andirons of

extremely simple sort. Another way is

for two or three families to have a simple

design cast by a country workman. If

several pairs are cast this method is not

expensive.
The fireset holder may be a separate

stand, holding all the fire tools, or it may
consist of a metal arm or clasp riveted

to the fireplace at a proper height so that

the tools rest on the flooi. In the latter

case it is out of the way an important

point. Very handsome standards as well

as clasps have come down to us from

colonial times, or are designed to go with

Mission types of house furnishing, in

either brass or iron or perhaps in iron

with brass trimming
Wood baskets and wood boxes of var-

ious styles are on the market, for sale in

all sorts of shops. A built-in fireplace

seat often contains a box for firewood or

a cupboard in the wall next to the chim-

ney serves the purpose of wood holder.

In -ome houses a trap door near the fire-

place discloses a supply of logs ea-ily

reached, but this would better be in a

hall closet near the living room.

Fire screens, with brass or steel frames,

are for sale in the shops, or made to order

to fit a fireplace. The fender, not often
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seen around the modern hearth, is es-

pecially pretty and useful in a sleeping

room or child's nursery, and is either in

brass or iron to match the fireset.

A certain harmony should exist be-

tween the fireplace tools and other metal

work in a room, the lighting fixtures, door

pulls, handles, hinges, and so forth. They

may easily all be of the same metal and

may harmonize in style, adding one of

proper place as a structural feature and

the focusing point of the whole room,
and is the key note of a color scheme

upon which everything else depends.

Draperies and decorations are not infre-

quently "tried" against the fireplace, to

ensure perfect harmony, and an individual

setting for the life of a family has been

secured.

The careful selection of material, found

GOOD STYLES IN MODF.RN ANDIRONS.

those subtle touches that make a room
distinctive. Also the color scheme of the

fireplace,the colors of brick and tile, of

woodwork and over mantel decorations,

should be selected to harmonize perfectly
with the color scheme of the room. One
sometimes sees fireplaces put up without

the least apparent regard for their sur-

roundings, making uncomfortable discords

in an otherwise pleasing interior. Often,
on the other hand, the fireplace holds its

if possible near the site, a regard for good

design and proper construction in the fire-

place, and a critical search for those serv-

ants of the fire, the andirons, poker,

tongs and shovel, will result in satisfac-

tion to the home builder, while if ill built

and smoky, inharmonious in color and

badly fitted with fire tools, the fireplace

is a source of distress rather than of

pleasure.
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A Group of Florida Bungalows
HE seductive bungalow has in-

vaded every section of the coun-

try and now appears on Dakota

prairies as well a> M.t.u lui-ett-'

rock-bound coast. It has been "adapt ed"

to every situation, and pretty nearly every
kind of architectural "feature" is now
tucked onto the low-roofed, simple struc-

local conditions or >urroundiu.

course this adaptability and the pictur-

esque possibilities of the style which \ et

is comparatively inexpensive, is the *

of its great and increasing populari:

Though many thousands of dollars can

be and frequently are put into the bunga-
low type house, most of these dwellings

A ROOMY. RAMBLING BUNGALOW OF TRUE SOUTHERN STYLE

ture of the orient, which served as the

original model. Not long since we beheld

with speechless awe, a dwelling called a

"Japanese bungalow" - whose three

stories crowned with "Japanese" roofs

gave one the feeling that it was an im-

mense flying machine and would shortly

flap those roofs and start.

One can but feel that the South is the

appropriate setting for the bungalow, that

here it is peculiarly at home, and this

group of Florida bungalows differs just

enough from the California article to

show how the style adapts itself to any

are simple, though artistic, and cost from

$1.500 to $3,000.

The first bungalow shown cost con-

siderably over the last named sum
is a rambling structure, covering much

ground and involving a corresponding
amount of roof construction two things

that add materially to cor-t. In southern

climates, however, it is almost a nece-

to separate the living rooms of the li

from the kitchen and service part. The

pergola-porch is here the connecting link.

The wall shingles are simply oiled and

the roof is stained a m- sy screen.
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THE FAMILIAR COBBLESTONE CHIMNEY IS A FEATURE OF THIS FLORIDA BUNGALOW.

In the second illustration the cobble-

stone chimney has been made a prominent
feature of the design, the boulders carried

onto the porch wall.

The third bungalow shows how modern
methods have penetrated even Florida

pines, as the substantial wall of hollow

tile indicates. This very modern looking

bungalow conforms delightfully with its

suburban setting of tall pines.

All these bungalows have floors and

finish of southern pine.

A MODERN BUNGALOW AMONG FLORIDA PINES.
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Improvised Furniture for the

Country House
By Eleanor A. Cummins

1THOUT following the notable

example of the lady who fur-

nished her drawing room with

broomsticks and tomato cans, it

is possible to achieve pieces of furniture

a liberal use of the lead pencil and a

choice of soft wood are helpful. A sloyd
knife has many uses, and a scratch-awl,

with which lines to be sawed can be

heavily ruled and scored. Unless you
most useful in a modest house without are very fortunate in getting smooth

/
TRANSFORMATION OF AN EXTENSION TABLE INTO A DRESSER.

much more lumber than the packing
boxes will supply, and with little more

ability than that of sawing straight and

driving a screw. Makeshifts, it is true,

but often very charming makeshifts, and

giving such a world of pleasure in the

making.

Proportion, accuracy of measurement,
finish, these are the things that tell, and

packing boxes, you will need to patronize
a moulding mill for strips for finishing

purposes, and in most cases a square cor-

ner will look better than a mitred one.

When it comes to finishing, a coat of

good enamel over one of stair, is kinder to

amateur work than stain and varnish or

wax. For treating new wood, the Mission

stains, which color and finish with one
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application, are good and effective, partic-

ularly in connection with canvas or bur-

lap, which are the mainstays of the do-

mestic upholsterer.
A divan of some sort suggests itself

naturally and is very easily managed, as

well as useful. Good proportions are

four feet of length, twenty inches of

width and height. Nine-tenths of all the

shirtwaist boxes and utility chests are

disproportionately high. It is usually

possible to get a packing box of the right

size, or to put two smaller ones together.

Little is to be done but to cover the sides

plainly, carrying the material around with

no joining except at the back, and to fit

it with flat castors, the last a most im-

portant point. The cover may be hinged,
but a better way is to keep it in place by
battens of two-inch stuff, nailed close to

the inner ends of the cover, and exactly
the length of the inside width of the box.

Now comes the original touch. Pad the

cover smoothly and cover it with care-

Sectional Bookcase Made with Packing Boxes.

This Triangular Table Was Made with Curtain Poles.

fully stretched canvas, burlap, or what
not. Then nail on a strip of wood, an

inch and a half square, flush with the

cover, for a border, joining it at the cor-

ners log cabin fashion, each strip being
cut an inch and a half longer than the

side of the cover for which it is intended.

It is an improvement to put a corre-

sponding strip around the bottom of the

divan.

Anyone who can nail four pieces of

wood together at right angles can make
a wardrobe screen. The material used

should be fairly heavy, and the bottoms

of the folds weighted. Cross pieces for

hooks are set in six inches from the top
of each fold, and there should be four

folds, five and a half or six feet high, and

at least twenty inches wide. The lower

part of each fold may be fitted with pock-

ets, and an examination of the sewing
screens sold in all the department stores

will give one a good idea of the best way
to fit up such a screen, as the principle is

the same. The covering of each fold

should be nailed on before it is hinged,
and an inner covering of some stout ma-

terial is desirable. If cretonne is used for

the covering the folds should be edged
with gimp, but with a plain material
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ornamental nails are better. Siu-h a

screen drawn about a corner washstand

improves a dressing room, and answer>

all the purposes of a closet.

If you have an old extension table with

square ends, cut it in two. Fasten the

other half of the top to it at right angles,
like the hinged half of an old fashioned

card table. Stand the erection flat against
the wall, and support it at the center with

a large iron bracket. Screw two small

brackets, or better, angle irons, to the

surbase to support one of the leaves for

an undershelf, letting it rest at the front

<>n shelf pegs, set in holes in the front

legs. Get a pair of turned brackets, or

use a pair which has held a curtain pole,
to support a narrow shelf made from one
of the leaves, and attach to the upright
back of the dresser. This should be a

little shorter than the dresser, have

curved front corners and had best be cut

out by a carpenter. It should leave room
below for a row of plates, for which a

groove should be scooped out in the top
of the dresser. The needed finishing
touch for this piece of furniture is a linen

or crash scarf, hanging nearly to the level

of the undershelf at the ends. Three

legs of the table are undisposed of. They
can be shortened by six inches, fitted with

a three-cornered top, with an undershelf

supported on shelf hooks, and make a

creditable appearance as a bed room ta-

ble. Only a very simple table could be

utilized for this sort of reconstruction.

For a bungalow, with a wooden interior

finish, a capital dresser can be made from
an ordinary long and narrow kitchen ta-

ble, fitting it with an undershelf and set-

ae OMJ ji 3Aoqe jsnf JJBAV aip uo Sun
three shelves as long as itself, finishing it

to match the room.
One of the easiest things t.. im|>n,\i-

is a sectional bookcase, and the boxes in

which canned corn or tomatoes are

packed are strong and of good propor-
tion. All the carpentry needed is nail-

ing a narrow molding at the top of each

section to keep the one above it in place,
and a strip of plain inch and a half -tutV

at the bottom. The look of the whole is

much improved, and this applies to all

shelf construction, if the upper section

is given an extra top, projecting an inch

and a half at front and ends.

Tabourettes or small tables can be
made from packing box covers, with sec-

tions of curtain pole for legs. Two sec-

tions of board are needed, one for the

top, the other for an undershelf, either

square or triangular, and either shape is

much improved if the edges curve out-

ward slightly. The leg sections must be

absolutely square at both ends, and holes

for the screws should be made in both
boards and poles before the table is put

together. A clever way of attaching the

lower part is with long shanked castors.

Holes fitting the shank easily are made
in shelf and legs, the castors are passed

through those in the shelf, the shanks

smeared with glue and wound with coarse

thread. When the glue is quite dry, the

table is set on the floor, legs up, more

glue is smeared on the shanks and they
are driven into the holes in the legs,

which they should fit tightly. The best

finish is to stain or paint the legs, cover-

ing the top and shelf with cretonne with

an edging of gimp. The undershelf

should be covered before it is put in place.
If you have a section of round clothes-

pole, you can make one of the old fash-

ioned pillar tables. Cut two triangular

pieces, with curving edges, one a little

smaller than the other, for the top and

bottom, cover the lower one with cre-

tonne and screw it to the pillar, taking
care to get the exact center of each. Cover
the pillar with a strip of cretonne, turning
in the lower edge neatly and joining it

with tiny brass-headed tacks, then the top
and lastly edge top and undershelf with

a gimp and screw to each angle of the

latter either the knob of a curtain pole
or one of those used to keep a door from

marring the surbase.
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THE
SMALL HOUSE

5ERIE5.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building has, after the manner of all the other costs of living
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and

(
comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

Two Simple But Artistic Country Homes Costing

Less Than $2,000 Each to Build

By Mabel Tuke Priestman

GREEN GATE IS CHARMINGLY PLANNED WITH ITS WELL BALANCED ROOF LINES
AND WALLS OF RED, HOLLOW TILE.

HE country lends itself to the

building of artistic and simple

homes, and it is very necessary
that each cottage should be

planned to suit the requirements of those

who are to live in it. It should be the

aim of everyone to have their home built

in such an attractive manner that it not

only will be thoroughly adapted to the in-

dividual needs of the owners, but will
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ANOTHER VIEW OF GREEN GATE. SHOWING PERGOLA WHICH WILL
SHADE COMFORTABLE SEATS.

give a feeling of comfort and hospitality.

When the cottage is built on simple, prac-

tical lines that make for comfort and

utility, the result is an artistic and at-

tractive home.

The cottages illustrated have many in-

teresting and unusual features, and yet

they are all inexpensive. Green Gate is

particularly attractive, not only in the tex-

ture of its walls but for its strength of

coloring and well balanced roof lines. It

is built for an all-the-year-round cottage
and therefore has a good cellar containing
a heater. The underpinning and chimney
are of field-stone laid up at random. The
walls of the first and second story are

made of hollow brick tiles, a most eco-

nomical brick, as it does away with the

necessity of lathing. The thickness of the

hollow brick enables the house to be

warm in winter and cool in summer. The

only necessary finish to the interior walls

is a coat of plaster. This was left rough
cast and the color was added before the

walls were plastered. The warm red of

the hollow tile bricks blends admirably
with the roof tiles, which are darker in

tone than the walls. The doorwav is verv

picturesque with its overhanging roof and

settle. The woodwork is stained green
while the window frames are painted

white. The windows are casement, open-

ing outwards. A pergola has been built

at the side door, and when covered with

vines will be an interesting feature of the

cottage. The house is not cut up into

little rooms, as the living room and dining

room are each 16x13 feet. There are two

good size bed rooms on the second floor.

The ceiling beams and the woodwork are

stained brown, contrasting well with the

buff walls. The house was built for

$1,700, divided into the following item-

Excavating and masonry $260

Hollow tiles 350

Lumber and mill work 305

Plastering and painting -<~
;

Roofing 300

Miscellaneous .... JIG

.SI.700

There is something very attractive

about the plaster cottage known as Red
Roof. The sloping lines of the red

shingled roof is in charming contrast to

the warm, creamy tones of the rou^h
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plastered walls. Being intended for a

summer cottage, no arrangements were

made for heating other than the large

stone fireplace built across one corner of

the living room. The cottage is built of

frame and is plastered inside and out.

The extending roof lines are supported

by quaint, rough stone columns, one of

the most attractive features of this pic-

turesque cottage. Inside, the walls are

room are practically one. The house

being built for the owners to do their

own housework, there was no occasion

to provide accommodation for a maid.

On the second floor are some commodious
bed rooms opening onto an enclosed

upper porch, which gives opportunity for

sleeping in the open air.

The natural simplicity of the surround-

ings have not been changed, and the grass

RED ROOF IS BUILT OF FRAME AND IS PLASTERED INSIDE AND OUT.

divided into sections by stripes of wood,
and in the living room a high dado fin-

ished by a plate-rail adds a decorative

touch. The dado line is continued be-

neath the staircase window. The cottage

although primitive in construction lends

itself to decoration ; a supporting column
of the stairway shows some hand carving,
and the furniture is both hand-made and

hand-carved. The kitchen and dining

and flowers grow up in wild profusion
around the house. Red Roof cost to

build, $2,000.

Masonry $320

Lumber and mill work 900

Plastering and painting 340

Roofing 290

Miscellaneous . 150

$2,000
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The Best Roses for Home
Grounds

By Tarkington Baker

MAT is the very best rose for me
to plant? How often that ques-
tion has been asked! And how
often, too, has it been shown that

it cannot be answered. Conditions vary ;

each garden is problem unto itself. The
roses that prosper and flourish and bloom

ment accorded them by those who are

successful in growing them, and I have

followed it step by step, but I have failed.

Still I know of at least one rose that

seldom fails to reward the planter with

its plentiful bloom, even when conditions

are by no means ideal. I refer to the

BANK OF MARGARET DICKSON ROSES.

and blush in my beds and borders may
wither and fade in my next door neigh-
bor's yard. Much depends on soil, on

care and treatment, on pruning, on feed-

ing, on spraying and on the gardener.

Why, with everything else equal, success

sometimes seems to depend wholly on the

gardener, I cannot say. But it seems to

be a fact, nevertheless. There are some
roses which refuse, no matter what I do
for them, to respond to my cultivation.

I have observed and studied the treat-

Baby Rambler and its two or three si-

ters of the same class. It is distinctly a

bedding rose, but it is always in bloom,

from early spring until late fall, its foliage

is clean and fresh and green and it seems

to be immune from the attack of insects

and disease. Its flowers, to be sure, are

not large, but masses of them make a

splendid showing, and the plants them-

selves are exceedingly hardy and

orous.

The Babv Rambler, Mme. Xorbert
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Levavasseur, is really the well known
Crimson Rambler in dwarf form. It at-

tains a height of twenty inches. And I

call attention to them particularly because

I cannot believe that they are as well

known as they should be. When planted

in masses, eighteen inches apart, in rich,

stiff soil, I know of nothing that produces
a better effect.

Xo plant requires more care in planting

than the rose. The beds to receive them

must be deeply dug and well rotted

ful of nitrate of soda to each plant early
in the spring. The following especially

prepared fertilizer has been recommend-
ed by various rose experts:

Superphosphate of lime 12 parts
Nitrate of potash 10 parts

Sulphate of magnesia 2 parts

Sulphate of lime 8 parts

Sulphate of iron 1 part
This mixture should be applied very

early in the spring at the rate of one-

quarter pound to each square yard.

The right way to plant roses.

Notice how the center of' the

hole is higher than the rest of it.

The roots are laid out straight
with a downward direction.

manure incorporated with the soil. Cow
manure, being cooler, is best. Upon re-

ceipt of the plants from the nursery, all

broken roots must be carefully cut off

with a sharp knife and, in setting out,

the roots must be spread so that there is

no crowding and all lie easily, with a

slight downward dip towards the tips.

Cow manure, well decayed, is the best

fertilizer for roses. Other animal fertiliz-

ers may be used and commercial fertiliz-

ers as well. Of the latter, finely ground
bone is best, supplemented by a teaspoon-

The wrong way to plant roses,

or anything else for that natter.

Compare with Fig. 1.

The following list contains the best and

most vigorous roses those best able to

combat untoward conditions :

Hybrid Perpetuals White: Frau Karl

Druschki ; Margaret Dickson ; Boule de

Neige. Crimson : Captain Hayward ;

Ulrich Brunner; General Jacqueminot.
Pinks : Paul Neyron ; Magna Charta ;

John Hopper.

Hybrid Teas Antoine Rivoire, creamy

white; Killarney, pink; Mme. Abel

Chatenay, rose-pink; Souvenir de Presi-

dent Carnot, flush-white.
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Construction Details of the Home
The Hardware

HAT is known as shelf hardware,

the hardware that is always in

sight and performs some useful

office at all times, fits all kinds of

requirements and is of endless design.

to be harmonious. Different finishes may
be had in the same design and it i> likely

that an imitation may be bought instead

of the genuine metal if care is not taken.

Steel finished to imitate bronze brown.

SHELF HARDWARE SHOWING DESIGNS FOR
OUTSIDE DOORS IN COLONIAL STYLE WITH

YALE LOCKS.

So many styles and periods are manu-
factured that only that appropriate to the

room where it is used need be selected

and this should be kept in mind when
the hardware is purchased.

Colonial, Mission and other architec-

tural styles should each be trimmed with
the hardware that belongs to their style

etc., will always cling to a magnet and

this simple test may be applied by any-

one.

Hinges, or butts, as they are called, are

made with solid or loose pins and the bet-

ter grades are ball bearing.

When a door opens out the loose pin

butts should not be used because removal
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of the pins would allow the door to be

opened from the outside.

For small doors to bookcases china

cupboards, etc., hinges are of the simplest

design but are best with loose pins.

Locks are specially designed for the po-

sition they are to occupy. Those for out-

side doors should allow the door to be

opened by turning the handle from the

inside without using the key, or from the

outside by pushing a bolt if it is not de-

sired to use the key. Inside doors are

provided with simple locks of ordinary

pattern with key.

Swing sash, French windows, may have

turn buckles, spring catches, etc.

For these windows which may be

classed with the casement variety, special

provision is made by manufacturers to

swing them in or out and lock them in

position, all operated from the inside.

These devices render them water tight, a

defect which has long been charged

against casement windows.

Colonial Designs for Front and Glass Knobs for

Inside Doors.

Yale Lock for Front Door in Mission Design.

For ordinary two-part windows, are

provided special sash locks, and locking

devices which hold the sash firmly in any

position up or down. Sash lifts may be

morticed or simply screened to the face

of the sash. Weights may be discarded

by the use of sash balances or friction

devices. The window should be well pro-
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tected by hardware of good <|iiality for

it i- here that entrance is often made.

Storm sash, screens or shutters may be

operated from the inside without raising

the window. Storm sash and screens are

hung on identical hangers, and a very
careful selection should be made, getting

a pattern that will allow the sash <>r

screen to be placed in position easily.

Often times they are put on from within

and an easy hanger will be appreciated

by anyone trying to hang the sash.

Sliding door hangers are made in many
patterns and few things are more annoy-

ing than one that operates imperfectly.

Some hangers are very noisy and once

they are installed it is difficult to replace

them. Only those of good quality should

be used.

Double action doors are provided with

Bulldog Cuement Adjuster for OuUwincing Saab.

special floor hinges and should have push

plates on each side and if occasion de-

mands it, also kick plates. A special de-

vice is provided to hold the doors in po-

sition. A door check may be used in po-

sition when it is desirable to keep the

door closed.

French Door Showing Turn Buckle,

article'
*** indebted to Corbin Co- Yale * Town* Co.. Caem*nt Hardware Co. and Sanrent A Co. for illustrations used in this
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An Inexpensive Veranda
By John Upton

HE question of ;i veranda is a

problem by itself. It is usually

a matter of individual taste for

the man who builds his own
home. Sometimes the question is how to

put a new porch on the old home.

The cost for this will depend a great
deal on the size, shape and place where

it is desired to locate it. It will make a

difference whether one wishes to build

out from the house or between two parts

of the house. The former will require

more foundation as well as more roof,

cornice and pattice.

During my experience in the building
line I have learned a few things here

and there and pass them on to your read-

ers who may receive some ideas that will

help.

Beginning with the foundation, why
not use iron pipes to support the sills

which are not fastened directly to the

house. One can also bore a hole with

a post auger and put in a post of cedar

or other durable wood.

A small stick, if it is nearly square, will

often answer for sill or 2x8s may be used.

One and one-fourth inch material is

usually used for the floor but if one wants
a less expensive floor why not two-inch

stuff? It is well to leave a space between
the boards when they are not matched.

A concrete foundation and floor are

used in many instances with perfect satis-

faction and prove cheaper.
Two by fours make good looking

columns and are much cheaper. One
should be ripped making 2x2s. These
should be nailed on the sides of the 2x4

in the form of a maltese cross in section.

One could use larger sticks in the same

way.
For plates take two 2x4s. If the roof

is made quite flat the plates at the ends

may be omitted. 2x4s can be used for

rafters in the roof. Narrow pieces can

be used for roof boards or often one can

use old boards if of the same thickness.

These are all covered with the shingles.

All the cornice that is really needed is

a strip on the ends of the rafters. Also

one on the end of the roof boards.

Even the former can be omitted if the

rafters are rounded at the ends or tapered

down to a point.

If one wishes a more elaborate affair,

the rafters can be dressed and matched

boards put on them. It is not necessary

to have the house covered with matched

lumber where the porch covers it. Regu-
lar clapboards can be used. The rafters

may be supported next to the house by

resting on a 2x4 which is spiked on the

house.

Killing the Dandelions
To use the iron sulphate, or copperas,

dissolve one and one-fourth pounds of

salt to a gallon of water, and apply to

the lawn with a spray pump. Cover the

la\vn thoroughly. There will be no injury
to the grass. In a couple of weeks apply
the spray again, and repeat the operation
in a fortnight after that. The grass ap-

pears black after treatment, but, after be-

ing cut once, assumes a really richer

shade of green than formerly. On stone

or cement, however, copperas produces a

yellow stain, which is difficult to remove.

So, if you have walks of these materials,

take care not to let the spray from the

pump damage them. Suburban Life.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Dencn No.

B 351 F. D. CHASE. Chico. 111. B 354 CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 332 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn. B 355 KEITH & WHITEHOUSE. Spokane. Wa*h.

B353 KETTO'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis B 356 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio.

B 357 G. M. KAUFFMAN. Cleveland. Ohio.

ture.

Design B351.

|HE first -two designs this month
are good examples of brick

houses, in each case brick being
used for the entire wall struc-

The design by Architect F. D.

Chase is that of a ten-room brick resi-

dence constructed on a concrete founda-

tion. The trim of the windows and doors

is of white glazed terra cotta. The roof is

of slate. The porch is of solid brick and

the lines of the design are well in keeping
with this heavy construction. Exactness

of architectural symmetry is observed,

particularly in the placement of openings
in the windows. It will be noted that

the main entrance is at the side and that

there is no outside approach to the front

porch, where guests may be entertained

or the privacy of the family may not be

intruded upon by callers.

The main stairway is in the center of

the house and back of it a comfortable

library is planned. The interior is ex-

ceedingly well arranged, giving the de-

sired large livingroom across the entire

front of the house which opens upon the

private porch through French doors

flanked by corresponding windows. This

livingroom is finished in mahogany. Oak
trim is carried out in the hall, library and

diningroom, oak floors being used

throughout the first story, birch for the

second story floors. On the second floor

the hall is trimmed in oak. The bed-
rooms are divided in their finish between
white enamel and stained birch. This

house is estimated to cost to build at the

present time, $12,000. In the basement

full equipment of laundry, hot water heat-

ing plant, etc., is provided.

Design B352.

Here we have a rather different type
of brick house, one that is not as pre-

tentious as the first study. There is

more frame trim. The roof is pitched

into a steep gable and contains one large

central dormer. It is a home that was
built out in the open and with consider-

able exposure to the sun, as will be noted

by the protection furnished through
blinds on all windows and the porch

awning.
The foundation is laid up in native

range rock with a stone water table. The
window sills are stone and the plainness
of the brick wall is relieved at the cor-

ners by quions. Under the cornice brack-

ets a broad frieze is carried clear around

the house.

The two front rooms are separated
from the central hall by plain cased open-

ings. There is one large single sliding

door closing off the diningroom from

hall and double sliding doors dividing

diningroom from sittingroom. It is a

compact plan, being 28x32 feet on the

ground, and provides on the second floor

four bedrooms and bath, with opportu-

nity for two additional chambers in the

third story. The face brick is a red Co-

lonial brick, and with hot water heating

plant this house cost at the time it was

built $5,500.
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DESIGN B 351
F. D. Chase, Architect.

A Brick Residence Built in Chicago

Design B353.

This house, strictly a frame structure,

is a very satisfying type of design to

build where a large amount of room is

required and the expense must be held

down to the neighborhood of $5,000. It

has a semi-Colonial front with a very at-

tractive porch, the roof of which is sup-

ported by triple columns at the corners.

Composition caps are used on the col-

umns of a porch of this character with

good effect. The foundation stone, range
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rock, is carried out around the porch and

built up into piers lor the support of the

porch columns. An attractive feature of

the exterior is the shingled projection

over the front gable.

The interior woodwork is oak. The
floors on both stories are hardwood, the

-landing finish on the second floor being

pine, painted. A very pood design to

select for a medium size city lot, as it is

but 26J4 feet in width.

Design B354.

In decided contrast to the preceding

designs, we have a cement bungalow con-

taining five rooms. The broad 10-foot

piazza running across the length of the

house 22 feet is covered by the main roof

and gives the appearance of a broad

frontage, while in fact the basement is

quite small. Three sleeping rooms are

planned with clothes closets and a bath-

room opening off of kitchen. A centrii

stairway between partitions leading up
to the attic space provides approach to

the basement by going down under these

stairs. The roof is pitched low and has a

wide projecting eave. There is only stor-

age room in the attic.

It is a bungalow simple in design, very

tasty and artistically treated. The triple

group of windows in front are projected.

They are finished with wide casings and

bracketed sills. The ornamental sash

makes this a very pretty pair of triple

windows. The basement is under the

main house, providing laundry and fur-

nace room, likewise rear outside entrance.

Inside finish is mission, treated in Wash-

ington fir, which is stained. Floors nat-

ural oak. This bungalow under favor-

able conditions should not cost over

S2,800 to $3,000.

Design B355.

A rustic effect was obtained on this

cozy suburban home by the use of rough
siding eight inches in width, put on ver-

tically and stained a soft brown. The

ut.rk i- of nathe boulder-, the >tep

buttre--e- having cement caps and tin-

red brick chimney gives a very plea MM-

color note again-t the dark stain. The

rafter ends are rough and are an effe<

detail. All the windows, except in the

kitchen, are casement windows hinged

sing in.

The large livingroom designed for use

as a diningroom also, could be readily

divided if a separate diningroom were

preferred. A servant's room is provided
in the second story and by puttiiu

side dormers, two other chambers could

be readily obtained there, as well as a

bathroom adjoining the stairway.

Special features of this house are the

rustic stone fireplace with its wide plank
shelf and the dining porch at the rear of

the livingroom. Its location insures

privacy and its size, 10x12 feet, makes it

of actual use.

French doors give access from the liv-

ingroom to the porch and also from the

livingroom to the bedroom passage. The
cost is estimated by the architect at

$2,600.

Design B356.

This Irish cottage with stained shingle

roof, rounded eaves, giving a thatched

effect and wide clapboards or shingles

over ordinary balloon frame, recalls

pleasant memories of the "ould coun-

thry" and is eminently practical as an

American home. The chimney is brick

or can be plastered if desired and porch
floor is cement, laid off in large squares.

The ground floor arrangement is sim-

ple and convenient, with combination

stairs and access to basement from hall

and kitchen. The large closet off the

diningroom can open off the rear hall if

desired. The basement 24x34 feet is

built under entire house. Three bedrooms,

bathroom and large storage space on

second floor complete the plan. The cost

is estimated by the architect at $3,200.
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Arthur C. Clausen, Architect.

DESIGN B 352

Red Brick Veneered
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DKSIGN B 353

A Substantial City Frame Residence
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DESIGN B 354
Chas. S. Sedgwick, Architect.

A Cozy Cement Cottage
Design B357. it is a commonplace design, and yet it is

A successful solution of the problem not so unusual that it would first please

of small suburban and country planning and afterwards tire the eye.

is here shown. No one would ever feel The first storv walls are of cement
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DESIGN B .155

Keith Ac Whitehouce. Architect*.

A Substantial Summer Cottage
plaster which can be left in the natural

gray of the cement or painted either an

ivory white or straw color. The second

story walls are barn boards, battened.

The roof is shingled, which can be

stained a moss green or a rich brown.

The second story to be painted to match

first story. A recess is provided in din-

ingroom for buffet with artistic case-

ment windows over. The livingroom
and side veranda are connected by
French doors. This veranda can be en-

TI*ST
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DESIGN B 356
John Henry Newson. Architect.

An Irish Cottage Home
closed if desired, with glazed sash to cottage are covered on the outside with

match French doors and used during the heavy paper and cement plaster, the side

winter months for a sun porch, miniature wall, instead of being plastered in the

garden or whatever may be desired. usual way, is wainscoted up to the height

As the walls of the first story of this of doors and windows and plastered and

LIVINQ ROOM HALL
Iji* Zl &. ^V "

VI

t=!
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Ceo. M. Kauffmmn, Architect.

DKSIGN B 357

Cottage Home Decorated with Vines

decorated only above. The principal

rooms, vestibule and hall of first story,

are finished in short leaf yellow pine,

stained and waxed. The second story

chambers and bathroom are painted. The

cellar contains a laundry, coal room,

toilet and cold room. The dimensions of

main building are 22x22 feet 6 inches and

the cost is estimated by the architect at

$1.800.
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Plans That Save 50%
on Cost of Homes

The Gordon -Van Tine Company's Certified Plans for Houses, Bungalows and Cot-
tages embody the very latest architectural ideas and enable the builder to save at least
5O per cent on the cost of the Special Millwork and other building material called for in
the specifications. Each plan carries with it the Gordon -Van Tine Company's certified
estimate on the actual cost of all of the material required. Thus the saving is insured at
the very outset, eliminating any possibility of a bill of "extras," which invariably results
where "theoretical" plans are employed.

Widest Architectural Experience
These plans are the work of our own archi-

tects of wide experience, who devote their

entire attention to designing high-class resi-

dences. They are specialists in this class of

architecture, and over 100,000 splendid homes
have been built from their plans. We know
of no firm of architects who have had such

experience and training.

GorJorv-VirvTirve

Certified Plans
Houses Cottages Bungalows

Each Gordon-Van Tine Certified House Plan is

accompanied by a set of specifications, complete
in every detail. The specifications cover all items
of construction, recommending the best materials
to be used and the correct method of construc-
tion. Also List of Materials, so specific that nothing is left

to chance.

How Certified Plans
Cut Building Material Cost
These plans are based on the bed-rock prices of

Gordon-Van Tine Millwork and Lumber. They
embody the newest architectural ideas. They
eall for a great deal of specially designed Mill-
work beautiful Staircases, handsome Porches,
special Art Windows and exclusive designs in
Doors. Were these items made specially to your
order at local planing mills the cost would double
or treble the prices at which the Gordon-Van Tine
Company will supply them.

Thousands of Special
Designs in Millwork

For years the Gordon-Van Tine Company has
been constantly adding to its regular stock the
most popular special designs in Stair Material,
Porch Material, Windows, Doors, Grilles and Col-

onnades, Mantels. Moldings and other finishing
material. Each new item added to the line is

made up in very large lots, which automatically
brings the prices to the lowest possible point.
For instance: A Staircase that formerly,

when made specially to order, cost $90, is now
sold for $23.93.
A Craftsman Door that, made singly, cost $15, is

now made up in thousand lots and priced at $9.50.

A Beamed Ceiling for a room 14x18. that for-

merly cost $65 to $75, is now supplied from regular
stock at $14.50.

Thus these Certified Plans secure to the home

builder the double advantage of the very newest
and most exclusive millwork designs and an
actual saving in cost of from 50 to 75 per cent.

How to Secure the
Book of Certified Plans

We have assembled in one beautiful volume the
cream of our Certified Plans for Houses, Cottages
and Bungalows. Over 50 designs, showing actual

photographic reproductions of exteriors, together
with complete floor plans and detailed descrip-
tions. If you are arranging to build a home,
choose your plan from among these beautiful de-

signs and insure a saving of at least half the cost
on all the material required.
The only way to secure the saving is to build

from these plans or to have our architectural
bureau draw up special plans, specifying Gordon-
Van Tine materials.

In writing for the Free Book of Certified Plans.
be sure to enclose 10 cents to cover postage and
mailing. Use the convenient coupon. (igi)

Gordon-Van Tine Co.
614 Federal Street

Davenport. Iowa
Gentlemen: I am going to

build a and
enclose lOc to cover postage
and mailing on your

Book
of Certified

Plans Lumber and Millwork for
this 7-Room House, $1.038

Name

Town

Street State.

Gordon-Van Tine Co., 614 Federal Street, Davenport, Iowa
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More Heat
Less Coal

Greater

Convenience

A/TAKE these benefits yours next winter.
-L-*- Hot water heating is the right principle
and the Honeywell is the perfected system

of this proven method.
Whether you build or remodel learn the matchless

economy, healthfulness and convenience of the

H OF HOT WATER HEATING
Suited to any boiler or radiator.

Small pipes mean less water,
less water means less coal

but faster circulation

more than makes up the
difference. One end
radiator connection, no
return pipe, less cutting
of floors and joists, con-
cealed leaks and damaged
ceilings avoided. Turn
water off at radiator, cir-

culation continues in pipes
so they can't freeze and
heat responds instantly to

turn of valve.

Automatic Regulation

Dampers and drafts controlled

automatically a variation of a

degree detected and corrected

to the standard you set for

temperature desired. Sleep
in a cool room, wake
in a warm one. Let hea*

down when leaving the

house, return to find it

warm that means more

economy and more health.

In short, no other system
to compare with it, as the

more than 100,000 users

testify.

Investigate now. Write
for our free book, explain-

ing all the above and many
other exclusive advantages.

System Jf you te]J ug yOUr particU-
lar needs we will answer accord-

ingly when sending book.

HONEYWELL HEATING SPECIALTY CO.
129 Main Street, Wabash, Indiana
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composition- made for wall finishing, or

>liall it be merely kalsomine?

Of the three treatments, the last i- tin-

cheapest, also the lea-t durable. Still

kalsomine has greatly improved in qual-

ity of late year-, and when laid upon a

thoroughly cleaned wall will last for a

couple of years. Anyone who can wield

a brush can lay it and it is valuable as

affording a means of tinting the walls of

a new house, before the final finish has

been decided upon. A second coat of

kalsomine cannot be applied without the

removal of the first coat, a dirty and
troublesome proce--.
The painted wall is an old friend.

When walls have cracked and been

pointed up, the scars are concealed by
paint better than by anything else. On
the other hand it is never desirable to

apply paint to new walls, as it is almost

impossible to paint over a crack in a

painted wall, as the paint changes color

slightly, even in a few weeks. The most

satisfactory painted wall has three thin

coats of paint, and sometimes an agree-
able variety and suggestion of texture is

given by stippling the third coat, but this

requires an unusually skillful worker.

Wonderful things in this line have been
done by artists, who have used different

layers of color, stippling them into a sort

of iridescent effect.

There is third treatment which is neith-

er paint nor kalsomine, although applied
like the latter and requiring only a single
coat. This is a mineral powder which
when mixed to a paste with water and

applied to a surface sets like cement, giv-

ing a very hard surface, not easily

broken, and which can be renewed with-
out disturbing the original layer. The
range of color is a wide one and the dark-
er colors are quite as good as the light
ones although more expensive. It is an
admirable ground for stencilling, with
other colors of itself.

Modifications of the One-Colored Wall.

It may be objected that, however good
a background the plain wall is, large un-
broken spaces above the eye line are in-

evitable, and not agreeable. The best
answer to this objection is to recommend
the use of the deep drop ceiling, thirty
inches, or in an unusually high room,

even three feet deep. This i> a in. -de of

treatment which is particularly good for

small rooms much broken by doors and

windows, in which the wall spaces are

apt to appear high in proportion to their

width. It introduce! the principle of the

broken line, always so valuable when

applied to decoration.

This treatment of the deep drop ceiling
is often very effective when considerable

prominence is given to the separating
moulding, use being made of wh.v
known as a card rail, whose primary func-

tion is to support a line of photograph-,
and which occupies a place midway be-

tween the plate rails and the picture

mouldings. This rail should be painted
or stained to match the woodwork of the

room, and an excellent treatment is to

place a band of ornament just below it.

either a line of stenciling or a paper
border. The latter treatment is particu-

larly good with white woodwork in a

bedroom, the color and design of the bor-

der to some extent repeating that of the

cretonne used for furnishings. A spe-

cially interesting treatment consists of an

irregular arrangement of sprays of s >ni<-

trailing plant like wistaria, cut from wall

paper and applied in such a wav as to

suggest the way in which such a vine

should hang about the top of a window.

Naturally, a certain amount of artistic

skill is required, but not more than goes
to elaborate stencilling.
When the plain wall is carried unin-

terruptedly to the ceiling line, it may be
finished there with a very simple mould-

ing, and a nosegay broder used to out-
line the surbase and the frames of doors
and windows. This is an old fashion and
a pretty one when the walls are not too

high. It is an excellent treatment for

a bedroom with old fashioned furniture.

The plain wall is also admirable with
the wide landscape friezes, and enable-
one to balance the considerable e\]
of a good frieze. The tone of the wall

should be the same as that predominant
in the frieze, and not perceptibly lighter.

The Choice of Colors for Plain Walls.

It requires a certain discretion to de-

cide upon the best coloring for a wall of

plain surface. It must be remembered
that, with an absolutely plain surface.
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_

Like a yard with shade

trees and shrubbery, cool,

seclusive and inviting, is

the porch screened from

the blazing sun with

Burlington
Venetian Blinds
You can easily fit your porch

with Burlinyton Venetian Blinds,
and you can readily adjust the
blinds at an angle that will allow
free circulation and yet keep out
the hot sun.

Write for FREE,
Illustrated Booklet

This booklet will show you that
your porch can be that which
it ought to be your summer
living room.

Burlington Venetian Blind Co.

335 Lake Street, Burlington, Vt.

WHEN NO
IN USE

Occupies only a small space
when in use but accommodates
a large wash. Folds up like an
umbrella.

Hill's Clothes Dryer
Made in two light parts reel and post.

Special interlocking device reel cannot blow

off clothes cannot drag. Best materials,

best workmanship, all metal parts malleable

iron galvanized, no rust, no wear. Gives

you a good lawn, no unsightly posts, lines,

clothes poles or trampled grass.

Saves time and strength.

Will last a life-time.

Sold by leading dealers every-
where. If they cannot supply
you we will. Send for illus-

trated Folder No. /j and your
dealer's name.

HILL DRYER Co.
313 PARK AVE.

WORCESTER. MASS

When you know this

label you truly know
good varnish.

And, of course, you ought to know

what the good varnish is.

For varnish is one of the most im-

portant materials entering into the build-

ing of your home.

RERRYJ-ROTHERS'
VARNISHES

The best advice that can be given any home

builder is to attend to the varnish problems

early and to insist upon the use of Berry

Brothers' Label.

Don't leave the subject until the rush of

the last weeks of construction look into it

Send for Free Booklet

"Choosing Your Varnish Maker"

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
Largest Varnish Maker* in the World

Address all correspondence to DETROIT

Factories: Detroit, Mich., and Walkerville, Ont-

Branches: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-

more, Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco.

Dealers : Everywhere.
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color goes much further than when it is

diversified by pattern or by the sdgges-
tion of texture or relu-f. such as is given
be wall paper. A paper in three tones

of red, all of them reasonably strong,

may be quite agreeable, while a plain
wall of the lowest of the three tones will

be glaring and strong blues and greens
will be absolutely hideous.

The plain wall is at its best in cool

tones, gray, gray blue, gray green and

greenish gray and cool fans. It is not

easy to say why a painted wall in yel-
low or lavender is so unsatisfactory, but
the reason is the same as with lavender
and yellow cotton materials. The two
colors seem to demand a certain richness

of material. Of the warm colors, the

most successful in paint or composition
is one or other of the terra cotta shades.

Few things are better for a hall than a

wall painted terra cotta not a pink, but a

red one, low in tone with a suggestion of

yellow.
A Bungalow Suggestion.

This perhaps has more to do with con-
struction than with decoration, but an

extremely good panelled wall for a

bungalow can be improvised from the

cheap pine doors sold at the factories.

The sort to get are those with panels
plainly bevelled, such as are in common
use in farm house bedrooms, and they
are carried around the room uninterrupt-

edly, the joinings hidden under a nailed

on strip of wood. A shelf or ledge rest-

ing on turned brackets finishes the top

effectively. The doors look better if they
are inverted, with the smaller panels at

the top. It might be possible to acquire
a sufficient number of such doors for a

room at one of the places where the

fittings of old houses are sold, but the
cost of new doors is trifling in compari-
son with made-to-order paneling.

The Value of Mirrors.

Mirrors are one of the most valuable
assets in the fitting up of the small house
or room. Not that one would advise the

dotting about of endless little mirrors,
for even a mirror should have some ex-
cuse for being, but the little bit of bright-
ness can be combined with the raison
d'etre in the shape of a mirrored candle
sconce. Or the circular "mirror in a

Florentine frame can be hung at just the

ri^ht height for the adjustment of veil r

tie.

For the filling of a narrow space, too
small for the advantageous h.-tn.yin.n of a

picture, the panel mirrors, simply framed
with a French print in the upper section

and a strip of mirror below are admirable,
and added interest can be given to them

by the removal of the commonplace por-
trait or scene and the insertion of a

picture of more artistic merit.

An admirable way of brightening a

dingy hall is to hang a mirror of good
size in such a way that it reflects an ad-

joining room, or if this is not possible
letting it reproduce an interesting group
of pictures on the wall opposite t<> it

self.

Blue Awaji.

The plain colored Japanese wares are

familiar enough in yellow and green, and
one sees occasional pieces in peacock
blue and sang de boeuf, but steel blue-

is new in this ware. The surface is

highly glazed and the shapes are very
good. Some of it is decorated in white
in the familiar cherry blossom pattern,
but the plain tint is the more pleasing.
It is to be had in tea services, chocolate

pots, a good variety of sizes of plates,
some very effective beaked jugs and in

two or three styles of boxes. A piece
or two would seem to be just the thing
needed to accentuate some decorative
schemes in blue and white. Most of tho

blue Japanese ware is too bright to har-

monize with available cotton materials.

Paper Furnishings.

Something new, and likely to be very
useful for the summer house, is water-

proof crepe paper. It is our old friend,

and in the same colors, but is treated

by some process which gives it a \\a\\

surface and makes it waterproof, as \\cll

as less likely to tear. In colors, it is

useful for a cover for the living r-"in

table, in white it is admirable to lay <>n

bureaus and washstands, as serviceable

as oilcloth and looking much better.

When it gets shabby it is easy to burn
it up and take a fresh piece. It is much
used by nurses in sick rooms, as more

hygienic and less trouble than linen cov-

ers.
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In any home new or old-

is place for

IDEAL WALL BOARD
It makes a wall far more durable

and attractive than plaster; costs less

and is more satisfactory in every way.
The decorative effects that can be
worked out with Ideal Wall Board are

almost limitless in number and variety.

Wrile. for booklet, sample and name of local dealer.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO.
103 Railroad Street MARION, INDIANA

endforthe

ALDINE FIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.
Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5607 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapids, Mich.

This Bungalow Boofe Free
Original, practical, beautiful ideas and designs for building

Bungalow*. Cottages and 2*tor) Residences, itspccialb deals
with the delightful West Coast Bungalow, a style of home
most suitable to all climates. Contains photograph! and floor
plans designed by leading architects actually built for the
amounts gi\eii.
Tells also the interesting story of Red Cedar Shingles, how

to make a new roof last a life-time, how to save frequent paint-
ings, how to finish the exterior of jour building artistically
and economically. We have no plans nor books to sell.
We are manufacturer! of Red Cedar Shinnies and want v..u

to know about Red Cellar before \ou build. Send 2-cent stamp
or coin to cover mailing cost. Write.
RED CEDAR SIIIXiI.E MANUFACTURERS' ASS'N

45)4 Arcade Annex. Sea I lie, \\ asli.

The "BELNORD," New York

OAK FLOORING Used. Largest Apartment Build-

ing in the World

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately

And it holds yonr admiration permanently

J OWNERS and BUILDERS find it

a clinching argument to say "It's

Floored with OAK FLOORING."
It means that the tenant or the

buyer will be glad to pay 1 to 15

per cent more. In color, it is rich

and cheerful, and imparts an air

of refinement and elegance to a
home. It is the modern flooring.

q OAK FLOORING |" thickness by ji
1 or

2" faces can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

q OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

Cf There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.

41 A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able we n k for any carpenter.

CI Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and

selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
879 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. The courtewe* of our Correspondence Department are extended to all reader* of Keith'i Magaiint. Inquiries

pertaining to the decoration and furniihinc of the home will be riven the attention of an expert.
Latter* intended for anvwer in thi* column should be addreaaed to Decoration and Furnithinc Department, and be accom-

panied by a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Such replie* a* are of general in-

! will be published in these column*.

will l>c quite incongruous with white
woodwork and gray Hour. If these must
be a part of the hall, then we should
advise an oak finish in hall with brown
stained t1o<,r-. a- a hreak in the finish

of the floors between hall and living room
would not be advisable. This would
necessitate a brown stain for the living
room floor also, although the white w 1-

work would still be all right. In this

case a grayish green wall would be best.

In the dining room, if mahogany furni-

ture is used, then the silver gray stain

on the floor would be admissible, but not
with oak furniture.

It is impossible to give more definite

advice under the uncertain conditions.
A tile floor is always good in a ve-ti-

bule and does not depend on the char-

acter of the veranda floor.

The window sills on the inside -hould
match the interior woodwork, outside the

glass they should match the trim of the
house.

S. O. C. "The enclosed rough sketch
shows the floor plans of a little house
I am remodeling. Will you please sug-
u< -t a decorative scheme for it?

"The hall, parlor, living room and din-

ing room .are to be finished in oak and
the rooms of the second floor in yellow-
pine. All floors are to be maple. Furni-
ture is mission in a dark. I think, weath-
ered oak. and golden oak."

Ans. Inasmuch as the rooms are small
with low ceilings, the same finish should
be used on the woodwork and variation -

of one neutral color tone upon the wall-.

A- the furniture is to be all in brown
oak, this compels the use of a brown
stain for the woodwork.
The ro,.ms would be much helped In-

cutting a wide opening from living room
into front part of hall, and the wall-
should

. then have the same paper. A

\V. E. K. "I enclose -ketch of floor

plans of the new home I am building.
Will you kindly -u^ge-t finish for inte-

rior wookwork and hardwood floors and
colors for plastered walls? Hath room
floors to be tiled. Do you think it would
be advisable to tile the vestibule? The
veranda is to be wood.

"I wish to follow a suggestion of yours
and get away from the brown stains for

floors. I think I should like very much
to have my living room and hall floors

silver gray. If so. should my dining room
be silver gray also? Would white wood-
work look well with silver gray floors?

In the rear end of larger hall I intend
to put a large, oak, roll top desk and

twenty-four sections of oak bookcases.
Would silver gray woodwork harmonize
with the oak? I do not think white wood-
work would. Does all hard wood take
the silver gray finish, and would you
advise it for all my floors? Should the
window sills match trim of room interior

or should they match the color that out-
side of house will be painted?"
Ans. We do not recall the suggestion

as to floors you speak of, but it was prob-
ably given as part of some special treat-

ment, where harmony in everything was
made a study. For instance, with light

gray painted woodwork in a bedroom, a

gray floor would be pleasing, or with

gray stained hardwood: but we should
not advise it for a whole hou-e.

If your woodwork is to be white and
the living room is to be used more as a

parlor, then silver gray walls will) pan-
eled effects in blue and silver and furni-
ture upholstered in gray fabrics with
some blue, in such a scheme the silver

gray floor would be delightful. Hut if it

is to be a real living room it must have
a more substantial treatment.
The oak bookcases and roll top desk
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During the past twelve months
more than two thousand of the home

owners in all parts of the country who
have read it, acted upon its suggestion and

equipped their homes with the

TUEC STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

Another thousand are now piping their houses for TUEC
installation.

This means that three thousand people have found out that the
JEC offers them something heretofore unattainable in cleaning

systems, efficiency, sanitation, simplicity, economy and a first cost
that is easily within the means of the average home owner.

The TUEC Stationary Air Cleaning System responds to the pressure of
a button, sucking all the dust and dirt through pipes to an air-tight
vessel in the cellar and exhausting all the germ-laden air outside the
house. It eliminates the drudgery of housecleaning and does more effi-
cient work than any portable system.

The TUEC comes in sizes and styles suited to every possible demand.
It can be installed in any building, whether already erected or in the proc-
ess of construction, whether wired for electricity or not. You will be
surprised to learn how inexpensive it is.

The "Booklet tells the story in the language of satisfied users. Write for it today.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC CO. 10 Hurford St. CANTON, OHIO
TUEC Companies in All I^arge Cities

4- Big Savings 400 Choice Pieces

COME-PACKT Furniture is of sec-

tional construction for three reasons
it cuts transportation cost to the lowest
rate cuts storage space to the mini-
mum cuts, therefore, the first or fac-

tory cost to you. BUT Come-Packt
also saves you absolutely two other big
costs the traveling man's salary and

expenses, and the retailer's profits and

expenses. Come-Packt goes straight
from our factories to your home. The
um total of these savings is about

one-half the Dealer's price. (p)

Both in material and workmanship no
better furniture is made in America,
than COME-PACKT Furniture.

Quartered White Oak used exclusively
hundreds of designs eight finishes.

And back of every piece stands our

guarantee of one year's free trial;

your money back any time you suy.

An honest offer ? Honest goods make
it possible. A trial proves it.

Our big. beautiful catalog sent free the Jay

your request for it arrives. Ask for it today.

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO.
756 Fernwood Ave. Toledo, Ohio

THIS SUMMER
In your new house you'll wan* lots of Fresh Air
and you Won't \vant Flies.

Wide-Flung Casement Windows

properly screened will solve the problem. But

only when operated by our Patent Adjusters from

INSIDE the screens as pictured.

Postalize us today for our illustrated hand book.

It's invaluable to home builders.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58-175 North State Street CHICAGO
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neutral putty ^ray in a self-toned, blend-

ed de-iL;n. is suggested for this. The par-
lor could have a rather more decorative

paper, but still keeping to gray tones.

In the dining room facing north, warm-
er tones should be used, golden tan, dull

yellows, etc.

In the Decoration Department of the

November Keith's are very helpful re-

marks on the use of neutral tones for

small rooms and also on combining color

with brown tones.

The maple floors are rather too light
a tone to harmonize well with the finish

and furniture. They should be of oak
or at least birch. It is almost impossible
to get a brown stain into maple.

L. M. "I am enclosing stamped en-

velope and will thank you to offer your
suggestions to my proposed redecoration
of a bed room and library.
"Both rooms are 12x15, one over the

other and facing north and west with two
24x32 2-light windows on each of these
two sides. In the bedroom, we have light
oak furniture and a blue and white Brus-
sels rug 9x12. I intended to paint or
enamel the woodwork white or ivory,
use a light blue striped paper on the
walls and cover the floor with a blue and
white diamond pattern linoleum, so as to

provide a proper background for the rug.
For curtains we have white Irish point
lace, and what color shades would be
best, we have dark green now. Is this

combination all right and will the oak
furniture look all right with this color?

"I want to furnish the library with
mission furniture in either the fumed,
weathered, or nut brown finish, we have a

rug in deep red, tans and blue which goes
very good with the dark red and black

paper on the lower portion of the walls
and tans for the top one-third, but the
woodwork is soft pine, and what can I

do with it to make it harmonize with the
mission furniture in its dark dull finishes.
It is painted now in a manner intended
to look like oak, but is decided yellow.
This floor is oak.
"What kind of curtains look best with

mission furniture?"
Ans. It is unfortunate that you should

have a blue and white Brussels rug for
a north room and the light oak furniture.
Such conditions would better accord with

tans and brown^. hut if the blue mu>t IK

used, try in every way to make the color-

ing soft and dull. Such a tight blue an- 1

white stripe as you propose for wall

would only make things worse. We
should use instead one of the mixed-up
new Chintz stripe in a soft ecru, having
a little blue in the figure, and paint the
woodwork pale ecru instead of white.

Do not think of using blue and white
linoleum on the floor, but get a plain

nap matting in a sort of greenish grayish
white. In these wavs vou will tone down
the blue and white rug.

Banish the Irish point lace to the attic,

or else use it in the library below, cover-

ing it all up except the lace edge with
over draperies of some pretty brown.
For the bedroom curtains use a soft ecru
cross barred crim.

Do not have any division of the wall
in the library below. Paper it all over
with one of the imitation grass cloths in

tans and browns with dash of red with
ecru ceiling. Paint the woodwork a nut
brown. Then your fumed or weathered
oak furniture will have a suitable back-

ground.
Mrs. A. J. S. "We are about to build

a bungalow and would like suggestions
concerning treatment of floors, wood-
work, walls and windows.
"Our living room furniture is early

English, piano ebony (miniature grand)
rug tan and green with some black, and
white net curtains that could be tinted

ecru. The dining room furniture is gold-
en oak. The rug is tan with red and

green small pattern. Would you advise
casement windows for this room?
"We had thought of white enamel

woodwork with mahoganized doors for

bedrooms and bath. Would you advise

something else? We have an old fash-

ioned walnut bed. Could we use that if

it were done over in a soft dull finish?

What style of dresser would you sug-

gest? We also have a white iron bed
and golden oak dressing table. Can we
use these in the small bedroom?
"What do you think of rough cypress

stained brown for outside? Would you
use white trim?"

F. P. S. The rough cypress you men-
tion is very attractive for a bungalow
exterior. If stained brown either a cream
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Glidden's

Concrete

Floor

Dressing

T~?XHAUSTIVE experiments and severe
rl^^

practical tests have demonstrated be-

yond peradventure of doubt that there is

no better material made for the mainten-

ance of concrete floors than Glidden's

Concrete Floor Dressing. It protects them

against abrasion and wear and the conse-

quent formation of cement dust. It also

protects them against the absorption of moisture, oil,

grease and disease germs. It is made in Light Drab,

Dark Drab, Terra Cotta, Tan, White and Transparent, and is as easily applied

as paint or varnish. Let us send you a free copy of our Specifications for

the Treatment and Finishing of Concrete Floor Surfaces (including Cost Data).

The Glidden Varnish Company

FACTORIES

BRANCHES:
Cleveland, Ohio

New York

Toronto, Canada

Chicago - London

For Your Residence Specify^

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards -Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, IllinoisRichards-Royal.
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or a white trim would be good. < >;ik i-

rather an expensive tini.sh for tin- interior

woodwork of such a bungalow. Cy.
or fir or ash would be more in keeping.

One of the soft brown stains would be

best for all the rooms except the bed-

rooms and bath. Send for booklet -

showing these Mains in color, from the

different advertisers in this magazine,
and select what harmonizes best with

the finish of your living room furniture.

The living room is too narrow for the

length. Yes, casement windows would
be very attractive in the dining room.

The white net curtains should be tinted

ecru.

\Ve should not advise mahogany doors

in the bedrooms. The style of the hou>e

does not warrant such a formal treat-

ment. Paint the doors white like the

woodwork. The walnut bed would be

very good indeed if done over, and we
should try very hard to find an old fash-

ioned walnut dresser to go with it. If

this is impossible, you can have dresser

finished with a walnut stain. P.ut the

antique style is what you want.

As this furniture will be in a north

room, we would do the wall in one of the

pretty light Chintz stripe papers, with

sprigs of thin old fashioned flower-

scattered over it, and a white ceiling,

using also a similar Chintz for curtains,

etc.

The golden oak dresser and white iron

bed will make the room look very ordin-

ary. Have the courage to paint both bed
and dresser a soft pretty leaf green. Do
the walls in a narrow green and yellow
striped paper and put a green rug on the

floor. Have yellow and white curtain-.

It will be a pretty room then.

N. H. "My bungalow will have a

southeast front.

Have a walnut piano and music cabinet
to use in living room. Shall have round

table- and chair- of oak in dining P ...m.

Sliding doors between the two p,. ,m*.

Kindly suggest color of rugs, paper and
woodwork in the-i t\\. rooms, and what
kind of furniture to u-e with pian
living room.

Shall also u-e rug in one of the chain
bers and cover floor of other chamber
with white matting.

Bungalow will be built in small coun-

try town. Would you have exterior

painted ivory with white trim, or brown
with white trim, and what color would

you suggest for the roof?"

Ans. Taking up first the question of
the exterior, it is suggested to stain main
walls of bungalow a cigar brown with
white trim and white or silver gray asbes-
tos roof. The light roof is said to be far

more effective than a dark one in keeping
out heat.

Fumed oak wood-dye would be a good
choice for interior wood trim of two main
rooms. It would tone in well with the

walnut furniture. We -hould used fumed
oak for the other pieces in living room,
and two or three pieces of brown wicker
would work in admirably if upholstered
in the colors of the room, either with

Knglish imported cretonne or an inex-

pensive tapestry.

The imitation gray cloth paper in

mixed tone of brown gray, would make
an agreeable wall surface in living room
with the rug and furniture coverings in

green. As the dining room is an east

room, warm but light tan wall, with rug
in tans and browns and touch of soft old

reds carried into the colors of a frieze

would 'alien agreeably with the living
room in browns and greens.
There are many charming bedroom

paper-, simple and inexpensive. Some of

these are illustrated in April Keith's.

The new narrow blended stripes in pink
and gray with frieze to match are very
desirable, with white woodwork.

Do not put this magazine aside until you have written for a copy of "Door Beautiful," a de luxe
book of handsome interior and exterior views of modern homes. It's free

MORGAN :=&: DOORS
are_used in the best homes, specified by architects who take pride in their work, and sold by responsible
Hiif.^ArVU'i^*!'^ dealers everywhere dealers who do not substitute.

MORGAN CO., ;?' Oshkosh.Wis.
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BEAVER
BOARD

Resilience of J. E. Winfz, Mprhnniopburj?, O.
E. E. Holman, Architect, Philadelphia, Pa.

"Tlit- house is framed in the usual way, and sheathed solid
with hemlock boitri's. ] lit on rver Sheathing Quilt nailed
tn the studding." Country Life in America, March, 1907.

The Cost of

Cabot's Sheathing Quilt
for Lining this Entire House was $36.69

The house will always be warm in winter and cool in
summer. The quilt will save enough coal in two average
winters to pay for itself, and then it will keep on saving
fuel and doctor's bills and making the whole family com-
fortable as long as the house stands. It is cheaper to
build warm houses than to heat cold ones and more
healthful and comfortable.

Send for a sample of Quilt it is not a
mere felt or paper, but a real protection.

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc.
141 Milk St., BOSTON. MASS.

1133 Broadway, N. Y. 350 Dearborn Ave., Chicago
Agents at all Central Points

While House. Washington, D. C.

Going to Build ?

Not so much the fact that . .

BUILDING PAPERS were used in the
White House, but the reason why is what in-

terests you.

And that was because they keep out damp-
ness, draughts and noises per-

manently.

But let us send you book-
let with full description.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

TRAHE MARK _ ... .

Beg. u. s. Pat. Office East Walpole, Mass.

fiEPDNSEfPRODUCTS *

THE
most

striking fea-

ture of this

beautifully design-
ed interior is its

wonderful color

harmony but no
mere photograph
can show all the

beauty of

DEAVER
5OARD
PURE-WOOD-FIBRE

Walls 6 Ceilings

Their great decora-

tive merit is largely due
to the remarkable peb-
bled surface of the
panels, so effective for

painting.

And that is only one
of the 24 artistic, dur-

able and sanitary ad-

vantages of this marvel-

ous wall and ceiling

material.

Write for free sample and
illustrated booklet,

'

Beaver
Board and its Uses," giving;
full details.

GENUINE BEAVER
BOARD has our registered
trade-mark on the back of each
panel and sample. It has also
a light-cream color all the way
through, that comes only by the
use of sanitary, durable PURE
WOOD FIBRE. Insist on see-
ing both trade-mark and color
before buying.

Sold by builders' supply, lum-
ber, hardware and paint-deal-
ers and decorators. If not
found in your town, write us.

THE BEAVER
COMPANIES
United States :

627 Beaver Road, Buffalo,
N. Y.

Canada :

727 Wall St., Beaverdale,
Ottawa, Can.

Great Britain :

4 Southampton Row, Rus-
sell Sq., London

The illustration which forms the

lejt-hand position of this advertise-

ment gives a glimpse into the beauti-

ful Beaver Board dining-room of
Joseph Reed, Esq., VandaUa, III.
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:SJ1 HOUSEHOI/D ECONOMICS fp

The Business of Housekeeping.

IT is a truism to say that house-

keeping should be made a busi-

ness, and administered as would
be the concerns of a factory or

an office, but it is a truism which will

bear repeating. Until this idea is grasped,
the housewife, with the best intentions in

the world, is little more than an amateur.

The Essentials of Successful Business.

A good business man is one who has a

keen appreciation of the best means by
which definite ends are attained, who is

willing to avail himself of new methods,
who has an accurate sense of values, and
is systematic in keeping accounts.

The Financial Basis.

At the basis of every business is the

expense account. How much may I

spend and upon what income can I count?
Successful housekeeping must be con-

ducted upon the basis of a definite al-

lowance. The housewife may handle this

money or she may not. Her bills may be

paid, and only the smallest sums pass

directly through her "hands, but she must

spend with the idea of a limit which must
not be exceeded before her. The whole
sum available must be properly appor-
tioned .between the various needs, so

much for rent, so much for food, so much
for fuel, so much for clothing, etc. More-
over, her budget must include an allow-

ance not only for daily expenses, but also

for household wear and tear and for pos-
sible emergencies.
The household budget is only proper-

ly made up after much experiment, after

expenses have been carefully recorded

and compared. Some system of house-

hold bookkeeping is absolutely essential.

Accounts must be kept with absolute

accuracy, as simply as is consistent with

clearness, and written up daily while all

the items are fresh in the mind. Some

people find a book desirable, others use

some variation of the card index system.

Housekeeping books, printed for closely
itemized entries, can be obtained. The
mode is not essential, the account is.

When the proportion of the expendi-
tures for the various items has been de-

cided upon, the allowance should be di-

vided accordingly and the several

amounts placed in separate envelopes.
If it becomes necessary to borrow from
one fund for the benefit of another, the

transaction must be recorded by a credit

slip, placed in the envelope of that fund.

When the allowance is not a cash one,

the envelope system is still a valuable

one, but the envelopes will hold not mon-

ey but the memoranda of items of ex-

penditure, properly classified, and cleared

out at the end of the month when the

bills are paid.
Bills must be filed as received, and all

slips received with delivered goods kept
until the end of the month or the pay-
ment of the bill of which they form a

part. Receipted bills should also be kept,
not only as a security against paying
twice over, but as a means of comparison
between the expenses of different years.

Purchasing Supplies.

An important part of any business is

purchasing supplies to the best advan-

tage. A shoe factory would have to close

its doors if it bought leather as care-
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You can have all the electrical comforts and
conveniences of the city, "no matter where

you live/
1

if you install in your home a

Dean Electric Company's
Home-Lighting & Power System |

This system is more than an ideal source of illumination and may be used to

operate pumps, sewing machines, washing machines, fans, vacuum cleaners,

electric flat irons, heating pads and similar home conveniences.

The Dean plant is not an experiment but has been perfected in every detail.

The Dean system should not be confounded with the systems that are merely an

assembly of engine, battery and dynamo, put together to sell for a profit. It is

practical, economical, easy to install and requires little attention.

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
1012 Olive Street, ELYRIA, OHIO

Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Power and Switch Boards

for Dean where Quality's seen"
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a- the average h->n-r does it- -up

plies. N'nr does .1 business concern buy
hand to mouth, just for the lay'> n-

In store or factory the heads of stork

know the exact quantity of material on

hand. ju>t how long it will last, and just
where it is to he replenished.

Two elements must he considered in

the actual marketing, quantity and qual-

ity. The person who markets mu-t
know the exact quantity of each article

required, so that there may he en -ugh
hut no waste. She should know exactly
how far a pound of a particular cut of

meat will go. how many persons a quart
of vestal >les will serve. If it is not ex-

pedient to buy the exact quantity needed,
the purchase should allow for an econom-
ical use of what is left from the first

serving.

As to quality, one must know the i

for meat*-, vegetables, fruit and eggs well

enough to judge of the articles offered

for sale by their appearance. A knowl-
rdge of desirable brands of cereals and
canned goods is a good thing to have, and
it is the safest way to confine one's self

to the output of some well known firm,
which cannot risk its reputation by sell-

ing inferior goods. And involved in the

matter of quality is the matter of the
nutritive values of various articles of

food, and of the method of making up a

"balanced ration."

Buying in Quantities.

Here is the parting of the ways be-

tween the factory and the house. In
cities at least the average house has al-

most no room for storage, while living
in an apartment makes the hand to mouth
system the only possible one. For the

average family about the only sort of

buying in quantities is the purchase of
canned goods by the case. But the bar-
rel of potatoes or apples means much
actual loss, as well as the possibility of

using food which has begun to decay.
Oil by the quart can, however, vinegar
by the gallon, flour by the bag. five

pounds at a time of the common cereals;
these are possible purchases for the
smallest household.

And apropos of package goods, the
Housewives' League, of New York.

timely boycott brought down the

price of butter during the pa-t winter,

hai declared war upon the bin ing of ce-

reals in packages, as a very great ext-

gance. Concrete example-* are given in

which the attractive label and neat car-

ton have multiplied the price of a cereal

by three.

Mechanical Appliances.

The factory is always on the lookout
for new mechanical device*. The -tre
installs the cash register and the pneu-
matic tube. The office i- dependent upon
the typewriter and the adding machine.
A certain amount of apparatus j.. desir-

able in the house. There is this differ-

ence. In the place of business the u-c

of the mechanical device is sufficiently
constant to effect a real saving in the

help employed, and to pay for the ma-
chine many times over. Moreover in the

factory one person uses one machine all

the time and becomes expert with it. In

the house the use of the washing ma-
chine, or the vacuum cleaner, or the man-

gle is intermittent, and it is used by a

person who has a great many other pro-
ce-ses to undertake. If she is a servant
she is quite likely to have a prejudice
against the appliance and to use it to

poor advantage. Moreover while these
mechanical appliances make certain pro-
ce-ses easier, that very fact tends to com-

plicate
the standard of living of the fam-

il\- ( >ld people tell us that the sewing
machine inaugurated a carnival of elab-

oration in the trimming of clothes, while

simplicity was the rule when every stitch

must be set by hand.
There is another point to be considered

in connection with the use of the varion-

household appliances. What is to be-

come of the unfortunate woman who
must work out by the day, when every- >n.-

cleans her own house and mangles her
own clothes and cleanses them by the

turning of a crank? Is it for the good of

the community that all the women who
must do manual labor should be driven
into factories? But let us not worry.
The average woman is not logical, and
she will never carry the parallel between
the household and the place of business
so far that there will not be many saving

loopholes.
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FOUNDATION '

COAL CHUTE
<J Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening
<1 T 1) e heavy
steel hopper
catches all the
coal.

<J\Vhen not In use.
the hopper lies in

the bottom of the
chute body
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar-
proof J\Vilh */4

inch wne glass or
steel panel In door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
88-98 Erie St Huntmgton, Indiana

GOING
2 BUILD?
IF

you're coing to build now or later, you
can't alford to be without these two big

*

free books of ours our magnltlcent Book
,

of Modern Plans and our new Catalog. 8,000 price
saving bargains are shown. Ideas are given
you so you can actually save 60% on your lumber
and building material Buy direct from us don't

'

pay jobber's, dealer's, middleman's profits and
you'll save yourself a whole lot of dollars and time.'
Remember we furnish everything
sale prices and guarantee every
Inch to be bright and new.
Our method of furnishing

material complete saves 60%
In price and 100% In trouble
and worry.

Gain Comfort, Secure Health and
Economize Heating Expense

by warming your home with our
open grate fire that does More than
look bright and warms More than
one room.

The Jackson

Ventilating Grate
does all these things, and
More. It draws in iresh air

from outside, warms It by cir-

culating it around the fire in a
warming chamber and then
pours It out into the room thru
the register over the arch, jutl tuctlyas hirnace
d>. It warms several connecting rooms, or
other rooms upstairs, furnishing four times the
heat from tne same fuel. The best heating in-

nt for a cheer-loving home. Any mason
can set it up from our complete plus tui niihed

Free. Heats the house In Fall or Spring as well
as a furnace with about half the fuel.
Send fir Free Cililii of ventilating grates.

mantels, andirons, and all kinds of fireplace
_.... :u l_i__ ill t .1 (11

In your region.

Study this diagra
and you will see
once the heatii _
and ventilating
principle which makes this grate
Superior to all others.

EDWIN A. JACKSON & BRO.
MANUFACTURERS

25 Beekman SI. Hew York

Big FREE
Books for

You-A Plan
Book And
Our Catalog
Panel
Doors
$1.02 Up

Glass
Doors
$1.99 Up

Get Our 2 FREE Books

8,OOO Superb Bar-
gains In This New

Economy
Rubber
Roofing

l-Ply 35 pounds
guaranteed 6yrs.

$1.10
2-Ply 45 pounds
guaranteed 7 yre.

$7.35

Think of It! 8.000 big chances for
you to hold down your expense
of building or making repairs.

! Everything for building is shown lumber, flooring,
doors, windows. mould-
Ings, porchwork, building
paper, hardware, tinwork
and roofing Be sure to
send today for these 2 free
books. Use the coupon.

FCAAA We furnish complete
n*XXI |aHI umber, ml i I work

D OQV hardware, spouting,
paint everything

except masonry and labor. A1O1.

Chicago Millwork

IT Supply Company \

61 3 So. Dearborn St.
'

CHICAGO
Just Mail

This
to Us

I

I

I

I

I
Fill In

Coupon
NOW

J sm

/DATE I

t CAMA We flT'80
O {fftll complete all" JWV lumber.mlll-

work, liard-^
ware, spouting, palnt-^
everything except f
nmsonrv and

Chicago Millwork '

Supply Company, i

613 So. Dearborn Street.

y Chicago, III.

^Gentlemen : Pleane send your FREE
Cooks listed below, to I

labor. A107.. + Name.

'Address ...

CATALOG No. 33.
1 PLAN BOOK-No. 43.

state

Building; Materials
House and Barn Plans
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SOMC MA M6AT THAT CANNA AT~ANt>5OM WOULD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W MA MCATAND W CAN AT
SA LCT TMe LORD B TMANKIT

TABL OMAT
For the July Breakfast Table

By Beatrice D'Emo

CHILLED AND MOLDED OATMEAL SERVED WITH STRAWBERRIES.

HEN the warm days of summer
bring with them capriciousness
of appetite, and steaks, chops and
cutlets, which have been the

principal items on the winter bill of fare,

grow appallingly heavy to the imagina-
tion, then is the time for the serving of

light and dainty dishes, which are also

nourishing and good to look upon as well
as to eat. For the housewife who is

sometimes at a loss as to what to present
at the first meal of the day that will be
both acceptable and novel, four menus
are here given, the combination being
arranged with reference to nourishment

and flavor without extravagant outlay of

either money or time; also the ingredi-
ents are obtainable in almost any local-

ity.

Fruit served for breakfast should be in

its natural state as far as possible, and

very little sugar, if any, taken with it.

although fresh pineapple and grape-fruit

require just a dusting with powdered
sugar to make them acceptable to most

palates, but any variety should be as cold
as may be without actually freezing. This

temperature can be gained by leaving
the fruit in the lower part of the ice chest
over night, but do not bring it in contact
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333-FINGEP BOWL
PLATE*VIOLET HOLDER

A
well' appointed table is

Glassware. This sparkling,

is low priced enough for

Every glass essential for the

to be found in Heisey's

cicadas-crystal glassware

every day use. It is for sale only by the best crockery and

department stores.

Our free "Handbook for the Hostess" is worth writing for.

rSf *&
' I

A. JH. Heisey & C^D-pi 72 jNewark. Ohio

Guaranteed by.the largest makers of silverware.

HERIDEN BRITANNIA COMPANY, MERIOEN, CONN

(International Silver Co., Successor)

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

Kraft
Novel texture, durable, tan-proof this newest

Wiggin Creation is distinctive for unique, effective

wall decoration. Kraft Ko-Na is of the famous

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of highest grade woven wall coverings, which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, etc., and the finest
quality Fast Color Burlaps. Send for booklet of samples
mentioning goods desired.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.. 214 ARCH ST.. BLOOMFIELD. N. J.

This Trnde Mark on back of every yard. Patent appliedfor.
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with the ice or the flavor will be im-

paired. Wheat, oatmeal and cornmeal
mu-h are any one of them deliciu-

served cold, the cooking being done
the day before, then the cereal

poured into either one large or several

small molds and chilled overnight. Any
of the small fruits can be served raw
with the cold cereal, or dates, raisins or

prunes can be chopped and added t<> it

iust after it has been cooked and while it

is still hot. When preparing cornmeal

thiity in a summer l>reakfa-t. but the

touch of fresh green, supplied by rad-

i-hes. young oni<>M-. water cress and
cucumbers is a necessity, the apjutitt

seeming to crave something of the kind

as soon as warm weather begin". \Vater-

Cfess should be separated in >talks it

is usually sold tied in ti^ht little bunches
and put in very cold water to whir:

little salt has been added, to soak for ten

or fifteen minutes then looked over care-

fullv that no minute water insect retain

THE TOUCH OF FRESH GREEN IN THIS ARRANGEMENT OF RADISHES AND CUCUMBERS.

mush always stir the meal to a paste
with cold milk or water before? putting it

in the boilipg water. Three tablespoon-
fuls of almost any cereal requiring cook-

ing added to three cupfuls of boiling
water makes sufficient for three people,
unless they have unusually hearty appe-
tites.

For the most appetizing toast the

bread is cut half an inch thick and the
crusts trimmed off, to use later for bread

pudding. Toast quickly on both sides

and butter; the slices should be piled
one on top of the other and a cover put
over the plate, which will keep the toast
soft until wanted.
The item of meat is almost a super-

1 -dement in the crisp, green le.i

hake free from the water and pile light-

ly in a glass dish, for a centerpiece to the

meal.
Two ways of making radishes decora-

tive are pictured. Use the spherical firm,

red kind and trim off the roots, cutting
the tops so that a little handle of green
stalks remain on each. Wash well, then

peel a band about each, leaving a line of

white between the red. < >r, with a small

knife turn back the peel from the root

end in leaf-like sections, leaving a bit at

the end for a center. Put a butter plate
with salt on it at each place when
radishes are served and put the radishes

themselves on a bed of cracked ice.

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable truide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cut* showing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistake*, fl. postpaid.

'The Building of It
M L. KEITH. 426 McKufkt BUi . MINNEAPOLIS
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The Home of Wholesome Food
A Snow-White Solid Porcelain Compartment

Each *

Compartment
a sol id piece

Porcelain Ware,

Like This.
*

(^"Monroe"
A Lifetime Refrigerator

inch Thick Round
Corners

It does away with cracks, joints,

crevices, corners and other natural

hiding places for dirt, odors, decay-
ing food and dangerous microbes
found in other refrigerators the one
really sanitary food compartment.

Send for Our Free Book on Home Refrigeration
It tells you how to keep your food sweet and wholesome how to cut down ice
bills what to seek and what to avoid in buying any refrigerator. It is packed

with money-saving hints, and every housewife and home owner should have
one. It tells all about the "MONROE" describes its wonderful lining and

the many other grand features that have given this refrigerator its posi-
tion as the world's

Jbest.The "MONROE" is sold direct to you
at factory prices on 30 days' trial. We pay the

freight and guarantee "full satisfaction or money
back." Liberal credit terms if not convenient to pay cash.

The "MONROE" is the ONE REFRIGERATOR with each food com-
partment made of a solid piece of unbreakable snow-white porcelain ware
with every corner rounded as shown in above cut. The ONE REFRIGER-
ATOR accepted in the best homes and leading hospitals. The ONE
REFRIGERATOR that can be sterilized and made germlessly clean by
simply wiping out with a damp cloth. The ONE REFRIGERATOR that
will pay for itself many times over in a saving- on ice bills, food waste and
repairs. The ONE REFRIGERATOR with no single point neglected in
its construction, and suitable to grace the most elaborate surroundings.

MONROE REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
(15) Station 6, Lockland, Ohio

SOLD DIRECT
30 Days Trial Credit Terms Extended

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing department is at your disposal to advise
and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.
Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturers

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
Eliton and Webster Avenues, CHICAGO

1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

Our line of Colonial, Mission and

Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large

selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc.
, sent free on request.

If building or remodeling be sure and write us.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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CEKNT

ONTRACTORS are finding that

they must be prepared to build

hollow-tile floors and walls if

they would keep "up to date,"
for house owners now frequently demand
this form of construction. Many con-
tractors who start in with their first hol-

low tile job somewhat diffidently, through
lack of experience, become specialists
thereafter, when they discover how eas-

ily tile is handled and with what excel-
lent results. The first job of hollow tile

undertaken by a contractor should be

carefully watched. His reputation will

rest upon this first job, which, if well

executed, is bound to bring him more
work in the same line.

Hollow tile floors require no more care
to lay than floors with ordinary wooden
joists. Mason contractors, of course, like

them better, as they increase the field of
their operations. In a hollow tile house,
when wood floor construction is used, the
latter is part of the carpenter's contract,
but when hollow tile floors are used they
are part of the mason's contract, thus en-

larging the mason's operations and in-

creasing his profit. In building the scaf-

folding for a hollow tile floor care should
be taken to have it level and solid enough
to carry the weight of the hollow tile.

Scaffolding lumber can be used over and
over again, if it is dismantled carefully.
Concrete girders are made by building
troughs of boards, afterwards filled with

concrete, reinforced by rods. Ordinary
care is sufficient for all this work, which
is not difficult, merely requiring the same
amount of supervision as any first-class

job. Building Progress.

Gives Longer Life To Concrete.

Process of Making Dense Reinforcement
Produces Best Results.

On the controverted question of the
life of steel embedded in concrete, in-

structive light is thrown by the electro-

lytic theory of corrosion, says a contrac-
tor. According to this theory, iron can

pass into solution only when an equiva-
lent amount of hydrogen passes from
the ionic to the gaseous state; and if

the hydrogen concentration is reduced,
the rusting of the iron will be diminished.
This is achieved by adding a strong alkali

to the water which is in contact with the
steel. The caustic lime given off by
Portland cement in setting and harden-

ing has this action, and iron or steel em-
bedded in concrete will not rust so long
as this caustic lime is present. Unfor-

tunately it is soluble in water; and it is

therefore desirable to make the concrete

containing steel reinforcement very dense
since by so doing the protective proper-
ties of the concrete will be maintained
for the longest time.

Repairing Concrete Floors.

There is a popular and widespread fal-

lacy to the effect that a concrete floor

once chipped or cracked is practically at

the end of its usefulness. This is un-

doubtedly due to the results of unskilled

workmen attempting to repair a dam-
aged floor. Unless proper care is taken
and the workman engaged on the job has

sufficient knowledge of concrete, a repair

job is most unsatisfactory.
In this connection, says "Concrete."

the practice of a Boston firm is worth

noting. In certain of the concrete build-

ings erected by this firm floors have
been chipped in particular places because
of some phase of the industry which gave
rise to dropping heavy materials in one

place, as, for example, the winding rolls

in a paper mill. When a floor has be-

come chipped out in some such manner
as this, the proper method of repairing
is to chip out with mallet and chisel a

recess usually square, of sufficient depth
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Mississippi State Hospital at Jackson, Miss. Roofed with Asbestos
"
Century

"
Shingles by the Hospital

authorities on the advice of J. T. Willis, Architect and Builder, of Jackson. From an Artist's Drawing.

SO
many requests have come to us for a red Asbestos
"
Century

"
Shingle that could be supplied at a lower

price than the solid red shingles that we are now producing

Veneered Red

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"
The Roof that Oullius Ike Building

"

These veneered shingles are made of

the standard "Century" asbestos-cement

composition and by the "Century" process,

controlled exclusively by this Company.
Their upper weather surface is Indian

Red, backed with the regular Newport Gray

composition.

They have all the fire-proof, weather-

proof and time-resisting qualities that have

given Asbestos "Century" Shingles their

superior place among roofing materials.

They cost very little more than the

Newport Gray Shingles.

Ask your responsible roofer or architect

and Wrile us for booklet, "Roofing: A
Practical Talk;" full of Valuable informa-

tion for the man with a building to

be roofed.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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to reach to tin- bottom of the deepe*t
break in the concrete *urface. The rough
surface resulting from this process is

then treated with acid to brini; out tin-

solid aggregate, or else a stiff bru*h i*

used to remove all the loose du*t. and
the recess washed out by sluicing out
with a hose. \\ hen all the dust par-
ticles have been removed the i

grouted with cement and before this ha*
set the granolithic finish is applied and
leveled up with the re-t of the floor. Re-

pairs made in this manner are just a*

permanent as the remainder of the floor,

as the bond between the new and the old
concrete will be perfect if all the loose
material has been carefully removed.
National Builder.

The value of concrete in greenhouse
construction is becoming generally rec-

ognized. The most enduring of wood
lumber used in bench construction lasts

but a very short time under the influ-

ences of decay which are constantly at

work in the moist condition of a green-
house. Greenhouse benches are now
being made of concrete lumber and are

proving very satisfactory, as they are not

particularly expensive, are readily con-
structed and may be expected to last in-

definitely.

Wall Moisture Proof.

Does a solid concrete wall for a dwell-

ing house absorb moisture? In other
words, is such a wall for a dwelling
house unhealthful ? I should like to kn >\\

whether or not it is necessary to have an
air space in a concrete wall for a dwell-

ing house, or can a good wall be built of

concrete block which have hollow cores
so that the air space in the wall is not
continuous? E., New York.

It is commonly known that absorption
tests on clay brick run from 10 per cent

up. The conditions under which con-
crete is made in bulk form on the ground.
however, make it more difficult to secure
a very dense wall not by any means
impossible but more difficult so that in

practice solid walls will absorb more
moisture than concrete block which are

properly made and cured under factory
conditions.

Concrete hears very frequently of

dwelling houses built of concrete block

in which the interior plastering i-

direct on the block wall*, and in which
no moisture penetrates. Hollow wall*

are to be recommended, however, be-

cau*e the dead air space supplies an in-

Milation which not only keeps nioi-ture

from coming through, but which keeps
cold out in winter and the heat out in

summer. So we say that the more hol-

low space in the wall, the better is the
wall from this viewpoint, and that if a

double concrete wall is built so that the
air space is continuous all around and
up and down, such construction i* ideal.

Concrete.

Metal Roofing as an Insurance Policy.

Coincident with the bumper cotton crop
is a growing demand for metal rooting.
The protective feature of the metal
is becoming more manifest to those who
own their own homes. The wide-awake
farmer or landlord of today appreciate*
that metal roofs are a good sort of in-

siirance policy against fire and other
minor troubles with which all who live

under shingle roofs are conversant. Rates
for insurance are lower, too, on metal
covered dwellings.
A good metal roof is reco^ni/e

leak-proof, wind-proof, rust-proof and la>t

but by no means least, fire-proof. Those

having metal roofs, metal shingles or

metal siding on their homes or barns.

and whose abode is miles from the near-

est fire fighting apparatus, feel secure to

know they are at least better pnt.
from that source of alarm which L.

more trouble in the country than any
other, destructive fires, than they would
be if they had not protected themselves

by using metal.

Throughout the southern states. -t

tic* show that about 42 per cent, of the

fires start in the roof, which is a st

argument for the use of the metal shin-

gle. During the past ten years, many
metal workers throughout that secti

the country have been kept busy replac-

ing the old wooden shingle with the mod
ern metal type, and it is felt that there

>od business ahead for the sheet-

metal roofer who is sufficiently ener.

to place before his customers the merit >

of metal roofing as a fire protective mate-
rial.
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J-M Asbestos Stucco

J-M Asbestos Stucco is composed of

pure, ground asbestos fibrous rock. The
sharp granules of rock and the mass of short

asbestos fibres produce a weather-proof,

fireproof and practically indestructible ex-

terior covering.

J-M Asbestos Stucco combines toughness with

solidity. It will not chip or crumble. Water or

the most severe weather conditions do not affect it.

Water will not damage it, even if applied when it

is heated by flames from adjacent buildings.

It dries with a pleasing gray-white effect and ^^ ^^^^____^^________
does not tarnish or discolor with age.

^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^-

The covering capacity of J-M Asbestos Stucco is greater than that of any other exterior plaster or
stucco. Weighs considerably less than ordinary cement mortar. Its lightness facilitates the applica-
tion and often saves as high as 15 per cent, in labor.

Write our nearest Branch for Illustrated Booklet

H. W. JOHNS - MANVILLE CO.

Residence of Mr. J. S. Stehlin, Long Beach. L
ered -with J-M Asbestos Stucco. Kirbv, fettit i.

Architects, New York.

MANUFACTURERS OF ASBESTOS
AND MAGNESIA PRODUCTS ASBESTOS

Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Toronto, Ont.

Chicago
Clevefand
Dallas

Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City

Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

ASBESTOS ROOFINGS, PACKINGS
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES, ETC.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco

Seattle
St. Louis

1039

For Canada-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED
Montreal, Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C.

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device tr.

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing: screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey. U. S A.

TheONLYWAYuthe
PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-
moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-
tail at 15c and 26c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Center St. Milwaukee. Via.

Properly Hung Doors
are an essential

of the Perfect Home

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges
Prevent creaking and binding.

They are equipped with

NON RISING PINS
Which never work out of the Joint. If you
want to know more, write for our Artistic

Booklet to Dep'f T.

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.
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PAIN FINISHING

Paint and Varnish Removers.

LADY the other day told the writ-

er that she was refinishing her

house, which has been standing
some time, and she said that the

painter had accomplished the most won-
derful transformation on the interior

doors. She said that he had used some
kind of a chemical (which was one of

the neutral removers), and had removed
the old paint down to the wood, and
that they found very beautiful oak doors
which had been ruined by having been

painted over, and she said that when
these had been refinished they were per-

fectly beautiful and she was very much
pleased with the entire job. It pays a

painter to do work of this kind. When
figuring on a painting job, most people
look to the expense first, but if it is

pointed out to them that at a little higher
price a much better and more satisfac-

tory job can be done, almost every cus-

tomer will be glad to pay the difference.

If the dealer has a great deal of trade
with amateurs who do their own paint-

ing, etc., it would pay him to point out
to these customers that paint removers
can be used for taking off old varnish
from floors and restoring them to practi-

cally a new condition ;
that paint re-

mover can also be used in taking off

the old finish from old furniture, tables
that have been spotted, old doors, stair-

ways, picture frames, etc., etc., and that

by using prepared paints or varnishes the
amateur can do a very good job of re-

finishing, if the old finish has first been
removed clean to the wood.

Shellac Substitute for Floors.

A correspondent wants to know wheth-
er imitation shellac is as good as the gen-
uine shellac varnish for floors, to which
we reply that it is not, it will not give
the same wear. A floor finisher tells me

that once he was required by an archi-

tect to use a certain substitute shellac

on a floor, and in six months the floor

was nearly bare, only some spots being
left uncovered, and there only imper-
fectly. American Paint and Oil Dealer.

How to Remove Paint From Tiles.

There is nothing more unsightly than

spots and splashes of paint left on the

floors and tiles of buildings. Most tiles

will allow a wash of caustic soda being
put over them, which will remove the

paint without the necessity of using an
after wash of acid to destroy the effects

of the potash, water only being required,

says Modern Building. But if the tile

is likely to stain with the potash, a wash
of diluted ammonia will remove the paint

spots, in turn can be washed off with

clean water.

A law passed by Congress compelling
property owners to paint every wooden,
steel or iron building immediately upon
its erection, and to repaint it at least

every five years, might be considered by
some as a hardship, yet such a law would
enforce the greatest national economy
ever proposed, one beside which disarm-
ament itself would seem insignificant so

far as the saving of dollars alone.

Such a law would save property own-
ers in America hundreds of millions of

dollars annually, and the cost would ac-

tually be about one-third of the pn
cost of repairs to unpainted structures

caused by rotting, rusting and general
wear and tear. Statistics prove that in

all sections of the United States less than
25 per cent of the houses are painted.
This is largely due to ignorance. Most

people paint for the sole purpose of ap-

pearance, though that should be the last

reason for using paint.
It costs three times as much not to

paint as it does to paint. The cost of
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Dutch Boy Painter Stencils

We have issued an attractive catalogue called The Dutch Boy
Painter Stencil Book showing over one hundred different stencil de-

signs, with the number, size and price of each, which we are offer-

ing to house-owners and prospective house-owners at less than the

cost of cutting and designing. Our stencil book also contains four

colored plates showing interiors harmon-

iously decorated and tastefully stencilled.

We make this special stencil offer so that in con-

nection with the best paint for interior as well as

outside painting Dutch Boy Painter white lead and

Dutch Boy Painter linseed oil you may also have

the best stencils.

Ask your painter to mix the

paint for your house on the

premises and see that he uses

not only white lead but also

linseed oil bearing the Dutcli

Boy Painter trade-mark. It is

a mark of purity and insures a

beautiful and durable finish for

both interior and exterior

painting.

The stencil reproduced above is representative of

those shown in our catalogue and is, as you can see,

a big departure from the commonplace ones which

are so often seen. Our object is to give you some-

thing simple, embodying at the same time distinctive-

ness.

The possibilities for artistic decoration with sten-

cils of this kind are unlimited and any variety of X
effects may be obtained with the same stencil. /

Write for the Dutch Boy Painter Stencil Book today. It is free for the /
asking. Use the attached coupon. To those sending it in properly filled / K. E.

out we offer any of the stencils shown in our catalog at one-half the /
price named. / National Lead Co.,

111 Brodwy, New York.

Gentlemen:Nl T - ^, entemen:

ational Lead Company/ pie~e.endwuhoutch.rKe
f X Dutch Boy Painter Stencil Book.

New York Boston Buffalo Chicago /
Cincinnati Cleveland St. Louis San Francisco/

Name..

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co., Philadelphia)

(National Lead & Oil Co., Pittsburgh)

/

S Street.

r

City or Town...
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repairs to unpainted structures i- three

tuiu-s the cost of paintii
Lumber <>r >ti-i-l la-t- forever ii" kept

well painted; it rots or ru-i- out in a few
\earsore\cn months, if not kept painted.
I'AIX I is tin- <>XK free luxury, for it

pa\ s for itself three times more than it

We will give one not unusual in stainv
of fact showing the economy of paint-
ing. In the Smth today is a house built

in 1857. It has been painted at least

e\ery five years and practically nothing
has been spent on its repairs. The owner
and his family have enjoyed the luxury
all that time of living in a clean, well-

kept and attractive home. In 1887 a
house was built immediately adjoining
the old one; it is similar in design and
size, and was painted when erected, but
never since. Today it would cost more
to put it in repair than the entire cost
of painting the older one all the years
since it was built, and in the meantime
the owner has lived in a dilapidated, un-

sightly and run-down house.
Take a board, paint it and set it be-

side a similar one unpainted. where the
sun. rain. snow, gases of the air and
innumerable other destructive elements
are fighting a battle royal with them
night and day. In six months you will

lc amazed at the deterioration of the

unpainted one, while the other will show
no change whatever. American Paint &
oil Dealer.

Mildew on Painted Work.

This is a frequent complaint from sub-

scribers, especially in Xew Orleans and

vicinity. Mildew on exterior paint may
be due to one of several causes, though
the exciting cause in any case is damp-
ness, for it never exists where it is per-

fectly dry. It occurs in shaded places,
under porches, on oiled porch ceiling.
and on the north and sometimes on the

east sides of houses. Fatty oil paint, and

paint containing certain pigments, ochre
for example, are most disposed to mil-

dew, which is a fungus growth. There
is more or less mystery attached to the

mildewing of paint, but it is certain that
it occurs in damp or shaded places and
with certain kinds of paint more than
with other kinds. It mav be washed off

with water ami soap ami a scrub brush,

lint this will not insure its not appearing
a^ain in time. It might lc worth while

to try a paint (on places liable to mil-

dew i \sith some turpentine in it and lit-

tle riders, though if it is too long drying
that may invite the trouble we seek to

a\ert.- Ashman Kelley.

Care of Oil-Soaked Waste and Rags.

The danger of spontaneous combustion
from rags or waste saturated with oil in

shops, garages and residences is not suf-

ficiently understood. This is, no doubt.

because most people do not know that

linseed oil will oxidize rapidly, and if

cotton is soaked with oil, enough heat
will be generated in a short time to char
the cotton.

It is a common thing for pipe fittters

to clean the red lead and oil from a new
joint by wiping it with a handful of

waste. It is also common for the work-

man to carry the waste in his pocket.
The safe thing to do is never to put

oil-soaked rags away for safe keeping.
Kit her burn or wash them at once. In

mills, power stations, shops, garages, etc.,

where there is a quantity of oil-soaked

waste, cans should be provided to receive

the discarded waste.

Popular Mechanic.

Sizing a Sand Finished Wall.

The surface of such a wall is too porous
to make it easy to apply kalsomine.

though of course it can be done, the water

paint serving as a filler. Rut it is better

to give it a size of glue water, or, better

still, the alum-soap-glue size, made as fol-

lows : Cut up and dissolve in hot water
8 ounces of common laundry soap, in one-

half gallon of water, and in another
sel dissolve 8 ounces of powdered alum.
Then put to soak 8 ounces of white sheet

glue, in water sufficient to cover it. and
when swollen up all it will, pour off the

water and pour onto the glue one-half

gallon of boiling water. Then mix to-

gether the glue and soap solution, stir-

ring it well, then stir in the alum water,

stirring again until the whole is mixed.

One painter who used this formula found
that the mixture was badly curdled, and
referred the matter to me for explana-
tion. American Paint & Oil Dealer.
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS &VARNISHES

Our free "Style Portfolio of Home Decoration" will

give you decorative plans for every room in an

average house. The rooms are shown in color and
there are complete working specifications telling just

which of the Sherwin-Williams products to use to get
the effects shown. If you contemplate building, re-

modeling or redecorating any room of your home
this Style Book will be a wonderful help to you.

Free Portfolio sent upon request

Address ail inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co., 629 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio
Decorative Show Rooms at Chicago, Cleveland and New York

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World"

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying has stood
the test for thirty years.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hermansvillc, Mich.

Save 'Ato'/zonFuel Bills
OUR MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN
makes it easy for you to purchase a

JAHANT D
D
RA
W
F
N
T FURNACE

Have plenty of heat wherever and whenever
desired. You are sure of satisfaction because
we issue a 365 day Guaranty Bond. We sell
direct paying freight and saving you dealer's
profits. Install the Jahant yourself. We send
complete outfit~furnace, pipes, registers,
etc., with special plans, detailed instructions
and necessary tools.

Send for free furnace handbook.
THE JAHANT HEATING CO.

30 Mill Street Akron, OhioBUY YOUR KURNACE
$10DOWN $10A MONTH

Mfifefcg >
,

rini4 M pQ
ni >-*

A CEILING
'm Mo(lc

.

m English style for

I iifp TI-IIQ vour Library or Dining
*-lISfc.ti 1 rlliJ Room, is one of many we
have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil-

*
ings in metal if desired, all differ-
ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- - - Incombustible

Nothing better for a new building
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St., NEW YORK
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Heating, Lighting and

Plumbing
n

A New Gas for Lighting Country
Homes.

a discovery by Dr.
Walter O. Snelling, consulting
chemist of the bureau of mines
and the Panama canal onnmi--

simi. stationed at Allegheny arsenal, peo-

ple who get a bungalow in the country or
whit want to put in a few weeks camp-
ing outside of civilization will be able to

carry their own lighting plant along in

an additional suit case.

Dr. Snelling has developed a liquid

gas, of which a little steel bottle will

carry enough to light an ordinary house
three weeks or a month. The product
already is available commercially, plant>
have been established and preparations
made to supply the farmer and the coun-

try home without delay.
The liquifying of gas has been tried

for many years, but not until this young
chemist perfected his invention has there

been success, the pressure required being
so great as to prevent the process being
practical.

Uses Most Powerful Ingredients.

The inventor found it possible to ex-

tract the elements of natural gas. which
uivcs it its greatest heat and energy,
leaving out the inert gases and the meth-
ane, which have less heating value.

Into an ordinary steel bottle, four feet

high and six inches in diameter, can be

put 2,000 cubic feet of gas. This bottle
can be easily handled by one man.
The advantage that will appeal to the

consumer is that it will give five time-
the light that coal gas gives and eight
times as much as natural gas. It has a

heating value a cubic foot of about 3,000
B. T. U., while the value of ordinary nat-
ural gas is 1.000 B. T. U., of Pintsch

gas 1,500, of coal gas 630, and of manu-
factured coal gas 635. The new gas is

said to be much less expensive than coal.

natural or other commercial gas. Ordi-

nary piping and burners are used, but a

small mantle gives with the m
brighter and steadier light than the ordi-

nary sized mantle furnishes with either

natural or coal gas.
The properties that make it so much

brighter also give it the advantage of

superior heating power, with the result

that the kitchen stove will be robbed of

its terrors and the back-to-the-farm
movement will have another reason.

The new gas is regarded safer than

any other as to explosion, and it is not

affected except by extreme cold. The
pressure is never more than 500 pound-,
whereas heretofore all efforts to liquify

gas have been fruitless because of the

great pressure necessary. Should there

be accident there is less liability of as-

phyxiation, and the only effect would be
a sort of dream, pleasant while it lasts

and leaving nothing wor-c than a rather

bad headache it is said.

Dr. Snelling has captured what hereto-

fore has gone to waste. The gas that he

liquifies is the gas which escapes where-
ever a gas well or an oil well exists. For

every gallon of petroleum taken from
the ground more than a gallon of gas
goes to waste. It is this waste which
the young chemist harnessed so that it

can be shipped anywhere. Exchange.

Automatic Heat Regulators.

No matter how carefully a furnace is

run. there are many times when it deliv-

er- either too much or too little heat.

Besides causing discomfort and am
ance. these sudden changes bring on colds
and other sickness. Both health and
comfort require a reasonably uniform

temperature.
Without automatic control a consi

able part of the coal burned is wasted.

When a brisk fire is started in the

morning to warm the house quickly, the
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Plan for an Underfeed NOW
"^^^TMfc GET READY TO jMf^^

mm

Cut Your Coal Bills

TO
Cut-Oat Vino of

Underfeed furnace
Underfeed DoilerWrite for Furnace or Boiler Booklet

IN
these days of summer heat be wise. Prepare for the

chill of an early winter by installing an Underfeed Fur-
nace or Boiler. Plan to reduce your heating expense next
winter. Act now. Don't wait for the fall rush. The Underfeed positively cuts

coal bills l
/2, to ^. It has done it for thousands the past ten years, never failing to

produce adequate, clean, even heat in the very coldest weather. Let us prove it.

Write for descriptive booklet and convincing fac-simile letters from users of

P
T
E
H
CK Williamson

W. N. Chandler, University City, St. Louis, Ho.,
writes : "Three years ago I installed an Underfeed.
My fuel bills ranged, previous to that time, between
$105 and $120 a season. After the first season's use
1909-101 was greatly surprised to find my bills

reduced to $48. The following year 1910-11 they
were $44, and this year, with onr extreme severe
winter, $56. 1 have no trouble whatever in heating
my house to any desired degree."

The Underfeed is easily regulated and requires little

attention. Fire is on top and in direct contact with the
most effective radiating surfaces. Even heat results no
blanketing of fire with fresh coal as in ordinary furnaces.
No alternating chill and heat. Always steady, even heat.

The Underfeed soon pays fcr itself and then keeps on

saying for its owner practically for a lifetime. Think what
this saving means to you coal bills reduced '

...
to ; ;! every

winter. In the Underfeed, cheap slack soft coal and pea
and buckwheat sizes of hard and soft coal yield mors heat,
cleaner heat and more evtn heat than high priced coal in

other heaters.

Smoke and gases, wasted in other heaters, pass up
through the fire in the Underfeed, are consumed, producing
more heat. This means perfect combustion no gases or

smoke, no soot, no clinkers and but few ashes.

If you are about to build; if you paid Jtarlyior un-
satisfactory heat last winter: if you still use stoves or

grates fill out coupon for FREE furnace or boiler booklet
and many fac-simile testimonials which emphasize the

economy and efficiency of the Underfeed.

FREE Heating Plans and Estimates Prepared for You
by Our Engineering Department. Write TODAY.

JIcK-WILLIAMSON CO. 385 West Fifth Avenue, CINCINNATI, OHIO
DEALERS Write for our Winning Sales Proposition

Underfeed Boilers produce results as

satisfactory as Underfeed Furnaces.
Howard Weiss, Seigfried, Pa. 1st Vice

President Pennsylvania Ass'n of

Postmasters, wrote April 19, 1912:
"Last winter my two Underfeed Boilers

saved me $122 in coal cost."

In writing for Furnace or Boiler

Booklet, use this coupon.

THE PECK-WILLIAMSON CO., 385 W. Fifth Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

I would like to know more about how to cut down the cost of

my Coal Bills from one-half to two-thirds. Send me FREE
I TMriP'I?7I7F'ri Furnace BookletUrNUt,Krtl,tl,IJ Boiler Booklet

(Indicate by X Booklet yon desire)

Name Street

Postoffice State

Name dealer with whom you prefer to deal.
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drafts are opened wide. Very .>t'u-u the\

are neglected or forgotten until tin- h-u-e

is too hot. Then somei-m- check- the

fire and perhaps opens a window. Before

long the house is too cold.

An automatic regulator not only keeps
the temperature uniform at the degree
desired, increasing the comfort and
healthfulness of the home, but reduces
and prevents the waste of fuel due to

overheating. No more is burned than

is actually needed. Some people say that

their coal bills are reduced as much a-

J5 per cent, because of the vigilent watch
the automatic regulator keeps over tlu

fire. By preventing overheating as well

as sudden heating and cooling, it les-

sens expense for repairs and lengthens
the life of the furnace. It relieves the

householder of most of the care of his

heater. The drafts require no attention.

The fire burns evenly.

There are a number of excellent regu-
lators on the market ; some of them for

warm air furnaces, some for steam or hot

water. Their cost is very moderate ; in

fact, there is no reason why every heat-

ing plant should not be equipped with

one. Builders may well study up on
thermostats and be prepared to recom-
mend them. They are simple both in in-

stallation and in working.

REAL HELP FOR HOME-BUILDERS
Nothing helps the home-builder to secure Just the
features wanted as much as a big variety of designs
and floor-plans showing the best types of homes.

"DISTINCTIVE HOMES AND GARDENS"
give endless suggestions, show scons of different

arrangements of characteristic homes covering
evrry phase of building. No. 135 design*. tlOCO to
*6000.I.OO. No. 2 35 designs. toOOO to $15000. tl.00:
No. t Combining Mo. 1 and 2 $1.50. Stock plans
priced in each book. Ask for special offer on origi-
nal plans descriptive circular sent upon request.

l\miffman C
621 ROSE BUILDING CLEVELAND. OHIO

Enamel vs. Bronze for Radiator Surfaces.

Having carefully -tudied the experi-
ments of others, we began to make exper-
iments on our own account to ascertain

the effect of bronze and radiator enam-
els on radiation. The result of a large
number of tests is tabulated below.

Increased Efficiency of Knameled Radi-

ator over same Radiator when
Bronzed.

(All 38 inches high.)

Kind of Radiator. Per Cent.

Rococo 1 Column 9.0

Rococo 2 Column 17.0

Rococo 3 Column 16.5

Rococo 4 Column 15.0

\Ve have made hundreds of experi-
ments and tests, and find in every test

that radiator enamels increase the heat-

ing effect of cast-iron radiation. The
secret of the increase lies in the varnish,
which constitutes the body of the paint
or enamel. The better quality of var-

nishes, which are made from high-grade
resinous gums, make the best possible
base for radiator enamels.

\Ye find in our experiments that color

has no effect whatever, it does not mat-
ter whether the radiator is covered with

white, black, red, blue, green, or yellow
enamels, the effect on radiant heat is the

same. We have also covered radiators

with four coats of white enamel, one
on top of the other, and up to the last

coat the emission of heat gradually in-

creased. Putting on five or six coats

does not increase the emission, nor does
it seem to diminish it.

From the many experiments we have
made, and from what we can learn of

experiments made by others, we deduce:
First. That the best possible covering

for radiator surfaces, in the way of decor-

ation, is a good enamel with a base of

good varnish, made from resinous gum-.
Second. That the priming coat should

be of some carefully prepared mixture

that will not discolor the finishing coat.

Third. That the wor>t possible sur-

face covering is galvanizing with /inc. in-

side and out.

Fourth. That the generally accepted
belief that successive layers of paint or

enamel on radiator surfaces reduce the

heating effect has no foundation in fact.
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Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

This Handsome $
Fireplace Complete
Complete and ready to install.
Includes Andirons, Wrought Iron
Fender and thefamous Colonial Head
Throat and Damper. Selected face
brick. choiceofeitherroughorsniooth
texture in many colors. Complete
with working plans, ash trap and
color for mortar. Size 6 ft. wide. 4 ft.

6 in. high to shelf. 9 ft. to ceiling.

Write for Portfolio
or FREE Booklet

Send 25c in stamps for oor hand-
feme and in-true! ivc portfolio showing
iii.-my different designs in fireplace*. Or
write us today for our booklet, "Home
and the. Fireplace." FREE.
COLONIAL PIREPLACE CO., Dept.177B
4650 W. 12th Street (hit-ago. III.

I

The Latest Ideas in Home Decoration
A FREE Correspondence Service

TO the subscribers of Keith's Magazine is offered the service of our Expert Decoration Depart-
ment in planning a decorative scheme for any room in your home or for several rooms. This
service should prove very valuable to you, especially where strictly up-to-date decorators are not

accessible in your home town. We make this a free service as one of the advantages open to the

subscribers of KEITH'S MAGAZINE, the recognized authority on Building and Decorating Artistic

Homes. Subscription, Two Dollars a year.

^ "The Furnace of Few Joints
DUST PROOF AND GAS PROOF
The body of an ACORN FURNACE is composed of six v#
pieces, fitted together with deep cut joints.

The joints are packed with asbestos and are gas tight.

Simple and practical.

SAVE COAL
Greater radiating surface and large air chamber
increase the volume of warm air, making / Name.
Acorn Furnaces

Rathbone,

Sard & Co.

Auror, Illinoii

<* Send me your booklet,'
"Hints on Healthful

Heating."

"AMERICA'S VERY BEST"
Address
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Finishing Oak Floors.

fiy II'. L. Claffey.

Ill-" finishing <>f an oak floor is a

\ery important feature, upon
which authorities fail to agree.
but the question resol\ t-- it-iii

into a matter of cost, as to the color or

brilliancy of finish desired. Personal

taste, artistic or decorative effects are the

guide for the floor finisher.

The "clear" grade of oak flooring
should have a natural oak filler color of

oak. The "select" and "sap clear" grades
a light golden oak filler should be used,
and after the floor is filled, it should be

gone over with a little burnt umber
mixed with turpentine to darken light
streaks. This will make the "select" and

"sap clear" grades look like the "clear"

urrade, except that it will be slightly
darker in color. In filling the "No. 1

Common" grade, a dark golden oak filler

should be darkened in the same manner
a^ the "select" and "sap clear" grades.
If a little more care is used in laying this

grade, splendid results can be obtained.

First: Treat the floor with a paste
filler of desired tone, to fill up the pores
and crevices. To thin the filler for ap-

plication, one has a choice of using tur-

pentine, benzine, wood alcohol or gaso-
line to get the right consistency. When
the gloss has left the filler, rub off with
excelsior or cloth, rubbing against the

grain of the wood. This will make a

perfectly smooth and level surface. It

keeps out dirt and forms a good foun-
dation, which is the keynote for success-
ful treatment of floors. Allow the filler

twelve hours to set or dry before apply-
ing a wax or varnish finish. Xever u-e
a liquid filler on any floor.

A wax or varnish finish can be used.
The wax finish is preferred by many, due
to economy and ease of renewing places
that show the wear. The renewing can
be easily applied by housekeeper or serv-
ant.

Wax Finish.. The best method for ap-
plying the wax is to take cheesecloth

and double it to get a little more thick-

m--^: then make it into a sort of bag.
Put a handful of wax inside of this and

go over the floor thoroughly. You will

find that you can work the wax through
the meshes of the cheesecloth to give an
even coating over the floor. This pre-
vents too much wax in spots and wasting
it. After the floor has been gone over
with the wax and allowed to dry say
about twenty minutes, it is ready for pol-
i-.li ing. Rub to a polish with a weighted
floor brush, first across the grain of the

wood, then with it. (A clean, soft cloth

can be used in place of the brush if de-

sired) ; then a piece of woolen felt or

carpet should be placed under the brush
to give the finished gloss. After wait-

ing an hour, a second coat of wax should
be applied in the same way as the first

and rubbed to a polish.

Varnish Finish. This is usually more

expensive than the wax finish, but it

gives a very hard surface, yet at the same
time it is elastic. Two or three coats

should be applied after, the application
of the paste filler. Kach coat should be

thoroughly rubbed with oil and pumice.
Any of the standard hardwood flooring
varnishes are recommended.

Floor Oil Finish. When a high class

finish is not desired, a very economical
finish can be had by the use of a light

flooring oil. that is made expressly for

this purpose by many paint and varnish
houses and oil makers ; it serves as a filler

a- well a- a finish and is strongly rec-

ommended for oak flooring in public in-

stitutions, office buildings and stores.

This oil keeps the dust from rising and

preserves the floor.

Cost of Building Construction.

With the single exception of San Fran-
cisco it has been said that it is more diffi-

cult to carry on building construction

work in the city of New York than in

any other in the whole United States.

In the case of the former city the diffi-

culties are those imposed by labor, while
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$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled
mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our
"
Queen" Coal

Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas
Grate $2. 5*0 ex-

tra. Mantel is 82

inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-

umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-

logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a

home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS. MO.

No. 875Vi.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

MAXWELL'S
LAKESIDE

RUG BORDER
HPHAT isn't a hardwood floor, though it does

look like one.
It's Maxwell's Lakeside Rug Border.
To put a costly hardwood floor on a room and

then cover 90% of it with a rug is extravagance. Use
Maxwell's Lakeside Rug: Border instead. It is a dur-
able, flexible flooring grained exactly like wood and
handsomely varnished.

It mitres perfectly at the corners '.and lies flat and
smooth without curling or buckling. Needs no nail*

ing or pasting. Warm, sanitary, non-slippery, easily
laid. It comes in rolls in Light Oak, Golden Oak and
Dull Oak buy it by the yard. Can be revarnished
like a wood floor but doesn't need it so often. Costs
one-tenth as much as wood.

If not carried in stock by your dealer, give us his
name and write us for samples.

S. A. MAXWELL & CO.
Wall Papers Window Shade* Rug Borders

BROOKLYN CHICAGO KANSAS CITY

AOLINE SYSTEAV

WILL BE THE BEST INVEST-
MENT YOU CAN MAKE. USE IT
IN YOUR NEW BUILDING. SEND
FOR INTERESTING READING
MATTER. "No more pressure than

in your tea kettle and just as simple."

mOLINE VACUUM-VAPOR HEATING CO.^

Dept. C, Moline, 111.

TLO r" SASH
Crescent FASTENER

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made ia Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO, Mfrs.,
NE^O

H
N
A
N
VEN '

"THE pleasure of living in the country
* or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing

the

tfTRyyCombination

i>*^^ Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not Increase your Insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,

Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,

Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wish! Strevt

Detroit, Michigan
A (tractive Proposition to Plumber*

v/'i'/wiw.y/'sfffit'////,';////*

|]
Carburettor under (round i

Machine in basement
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in New Y'.rk I'ity tin- difficulties arc due
to complexity of Imilding law-. In dis-

cussing this subject and that of simplify-

ing legal building requirements a writer

in a recent i>ue of the Record and Guide

gives some rather interesting figures

showing the cost per cubic foot of con-
traction in several of the leading ritic*.

In \c\v York City construction is about
2 cents a cubic foot higher than in San
Francisco, while in San Francisco con-
struction costs run from 12 to 15 cents
more than in other cities similarly situ-

ated with regard to shipping and railroad
facilities. As a matter of fact construc-
tion in both New York and San Fran-
cisco should be lower than in Chicago,
Denver and New Orleans, yet the range
of cost for average buildings in American
cities is as follows:

Construction Costs.

Cents per cu. ft.

Xcw York ( Greater) 23 to 28
ii Francisco 21 to 26

Chicago 20 to 25
Boston 20 to 23

Pittsburgh 20 to 22
New Orleans 19 to 20
Oakland 18 to 21
Denver 18 to 19
Xcw Haven 18 to 19

Philadelphia 16 to 18

From the above it is apparent that the
local operator in Great New York has to

pay more for the legal requirements im-

posed uopn his contractor than do oper-
ators in other cities, due allowance being
made for the fact that union wages are

higher here and in San Francisco than
they are in any other city.

California's New Mechanics' Lien Law.

The new mechanics' lien law which re-

cently went into effect in California is

receiving considerable attention from
builders. Under the provisions of this
law the owner of a building will be held

responsible for the payment of labor and
material bills incurred during its con-
struction, no matter how many times a
contract may be sublet. The" new law
protects laborers, material-men and sub-
contractors from dishonest contractors
and will be of decided benefit to plumb-
ers, who in the past have suffered finan-

osses amounting to a considerable
sum through the acts of general c.n-

tracturs from whom they have secured

jobs. It will now be necessary for tin-

owner to ascertain f. >r himself whether
or not bills have been paid and it will he

to his interest to protect himself by in

Mating that contractors give proper
bonds.

What About White Pine?

For some reason, not explainable, the

impression has gone abroad that White
Pine was soon to become, like the Buffa-

lo, an extinct species, a memory, albeit a

hallowed one, and many persons were
filled with regret that this was so. It was
the wood of our forefathers, and used by
them for all purposes because of its nat-

ural beauty of grain and color and easy
working properties and had always been
one of the more widely used of all the

American woods.

The facts are that in Massachusetts

alone, one of the states supposed to be de-

nuded of timber 238,000,000 feet of

White Pine was cut in the year 1908 and
the "Forest Service" reports that a sim-
ilar amount might be cut each year in

that state, without the visible supply be-

ing affected to any great extent.

Massachusetts is not supposed to be a

great lumber state as compared with such
states as Wisconsin and Minnesota, and

yet ^ie produced this enormous cut in one

year. Upwards of 1,250.000,000 feet are
cut each year in the two states last men-
tioned, which are known to produce the
best White and Norway I'ine now ex-
tant.

Various Uses of Vacuum Cleaner.

Electric vaccum cleaners have so far

demonstrated their efficiency for the pur-
pose for which they were primarily in-

tended that they have been put to many
other tests and found to be very versatile

tools in deed. Many women use them for

drying their hair, a Colorado woman de-

vised from hers a vacuum fly trap, but a

Kansas woman has discovered what deal-

ers say is the most remarkable u-e to

which a vacuum cleaner has ever been

put. She write

"I have used my machine for cleaning
the clock, the piano, and the door mat.
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THE NATI BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Qreat Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For

fl

*P I
00

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, .side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designer*

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-
thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.00 per year 20 cent* per copy
NATIONAL BUILDER,

362 Dearborn St., Chicago:
Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which

I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name,

City.

Street No..

Keith's, July. '12.

New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^-*

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.

After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking: system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
costal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers af Sleet Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO
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an<l yesterday 1 used it for cleaning the

fleas from my dog. My husband ran the

end of the tube over and through the

'a hair, close to the skin. When the

le touched a flea it was drawn in.

When 1 got through with the dog there

\\as n<>t a flea on him. I then took the

cleaner outdoors and clumped the du-t

int.. a tuh of water and drowned all

the i

A Home-Made Floor Polisher.

\ floor polisher is something that one
does not u-e but two or three times a

war. Manufactured polishers come in

two sizes, one weighing 15 Ihs.. which is

the right weight for family use, and one

weighing 25 Ibs.

\ polisher can be made at home that

will do the work just as well. Procure
a wooden box such as cocoa tins or starch

packages are shipped in and stretch sev-

eral thicknesses of flannel or carpet over
the bottom, allowing the edges to extend
well up the sides, and tack smoothly.
Make a handle of two stout strips of wood,
36 in. long, by joining their upper ends
t<- a shorter cross-piece and nail it to

the box. Place three paving bricks inside

of the box, and the polisher will weigh
about 16 Ibs., just the right weight for a

woman to use. The polisher is used

by rubbing with the grain of the wood.

Popular Mech.

Reinforced Concrete Buildings in Japan.

/Vow Consul General Thomas Summons.
Yokohama.

\ new modern office building has been

completed in Yokohama opposite the

American consulate general. It was de-

signed by a Japanese architect and is

made of and furnished almost exclusively
with Japanese products, the most notable

exception being an American (Otis) auto-

matic elevator. The reinforced concrete
features of this structure are attracting
favorable attention among builders. Rep-
resentative- of the American system of

reinforced concrete structural methods
are now in this district and are confident
of securing satisfactory results. The
building is provided with a roof garden.

'Hie Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Co., for
which the structure was built, i- the trad-

ing department of the fam<ni< Mit-ui In-

dustrial & Hank Mi>hinent of Ja-

pan, which has branch offices throughout
the world, it- N'cw Y..rk office

445 Broorne street. Cement Age.

"!lo\\ d<> you make men work

prominent contractor was a>ked recently.
"I don't make them work," he replied
and that is probably the reason of his

success with men they work of their

own accord, work because they respect
him and because they like his treatment
of them, his sympathetic though firm

leadership, his loyalty and fairne-

There are all kinds of men and all

kinds of results to be obtained from em-

ploying them. Some are profitable for

their employers, others are not. Many
are willing to work and some willing to

shirk and the difference betwen working
and shirking is frequently the difference

between profit and loss for the employer.
Contrary to the opinion of many, labor

is practically an exact science. Wages
are fixed in advance and every builder
of experience knows about how much
work he may expect as the result of each

day's labor. In checking labor items this

is the first computation to make how
much is a fair day's work? After having
done this, contractors should expect good.
average efficiency from every one in their

employ, well up to the standard day's
work they know men are capable of. un-

der right conditions. Mechanics who
drop below this efficiency will bear watch-

ing and a builder should keep tabs on his

men to the extent that he may know
whether they are keeping up to the mark
or not. Many contractors, recogni/ing
the necessity of examining into the effi-

ciency of their men, keep a card index
record of each, marking every man a

certain percentage at the end of every
week's work. For instance, if inspe.
of the time card of the employee under

scrutiny, in addition to inspection of the
man's work, shows that a brick wall such
and such sj/ e was built in a week, and
it" the amount of wall built in that time
was sufficient according to the ide;

the employer, then that workman's
would be marked 100 per cent. If only

three-quarters as much wall was built as

by the other man. then his card would be

marked 75 per cent. Kx. from article by
C has. White. Jr.. in Building IVogn-
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A moderate priced roofing ab-

solutely dependable, and made to

satisfy the most exacting. One
trial will convince you.

The people that make UNDI:RM:I.T

have been making roofing for the

past 66 years. You get this experi-

ence in every roll of UNDERFELT.

TJ
IV
D
EUNDERFELT
F
E
L
T

Don't let any one try to sub-

stitute any other roofing in place

of UNDERFELT by telling you it is

just the same. There's only one

Underfelt.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"The Home of Qualilu"

700-712 South Fourth St.

Fargo MINNEAPOLIS Duluth

'Sewage
Disposal

'for Country Homes

Without Sewers

Health and self-respect demand that dangerous, re-

pulsive cesspools, etc., must go. The Ashley System will

provide scientific and safe sewage disposal at moder-
ate cost. Write for illustrated Manual on Sewage
Purification and Disposal for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.
108 Armida Ave., Morgan Park, 111.

Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Strong
Durable

Economical

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer such liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will
save you all mlddlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

"teflC
*. fig

^"TMy^BiS
*** Hf8, 717 Tmcomm Bldg., Chicago ,

Your name and addrctf on a poit card
it sufficient.

Made of extra quality
stock and guaranteed free

from all bad splicing and rough
braiding.

The Spots On The Cord Are Our
Trade-Mark

'

used only in this quality. Will outwear com-
mon roughly braided cord or metallic devices

many times over. Send for copy of tests

showing its great durability.
For sale by Hardware dealers. If your dea-

j

ler cannot supply you, order of us direct giv-
1

ing his name. Write to-day anyway for
t

sample and our illustrated booklet No. 4
showing various kinds of Samson Cord.
A handy guide to' buying.

Samson Cordage Works

Boston, Mass.

BEST norsE
PLAN'S"

a beautiful book of 200 modem homes costing $500. to $6000. I have had many years ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and

reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price

$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES," a new book showing 60 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small

ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK, -:- 1135-K, Lumber Exchange, -:- Minneapolis, Minn.
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

111. SPECTRUM for April, pub-
li>licd by the Sherwin-Williams
Decorative Department, is such
a charming exponent of modern

advertising as to deserve special mention.
The Number is devoted to illustrations of

the new Decorative Display rooms just

opened in The Cuyler Building, New
Y<>rk. \>y this firm. A double-page illus-

tration in delicate pastel coloring shows
the roof-garden entrance hall to their dis-

play room, a unique and captivating

conception delightfully rendered. The
Slierwin-Williams people are proving that

attractive effects pay even in business

quarters.
* * *

The Rapid Heater Co. issue a booklet
I interest to all home builders, giving

illustrations, descriptions and prices of

their different models for instantaneous
Bath Heater.

* * *

Spencer Kellogg & Sons, Minneapolis,
send out a convincing booklet setting
forth the superior merit of their Pure
Linseed Oils, of interest to the painting
trade.

* * *
.

The Reynolds Flexible Asphalt Slate

Shingles, Grand Rapids, Mich., are illus-

trated and described in a new booklet

just received from them. Many testi-

monials are included in the contents, and
the reader will do well to examine this

booklet.
* * *

A Warm Friend is the title chosen
for the red booklet of the Holland Fur-
nace Co., Holland, Mich., just received
at this office.

* * *

Corb-Mesh is the rather striking name
chosen by the Corrugated Bar Co., Buf-
falo, N. Y., for their product and the
booklet sent out to describe its special
advantages. Illustrations, working dia-

grams and exhaustive directions for use
fill the fifty pages of this large booklet.

The Wolf Drinking Fountains are su-

perbly illustrated in the handsome cata-

log sent out by the L. \\">lf Manufac-
turers of Plumbing Specialties, with
main offices in Chicago.

* * *

We have received from the Norman
W. Henley Publishing Co., New York,

copies of three of their recent publica-
tions as follows: House Wiring, by
Thoma> W. Pappe, price 50c. This book
treats the installation of electric house

lighting in a clear, non-technical manner,
and is illustrated throughout to show
the various operations described. It i>

certainly of value to all electrical work-
ers.

Brazing and Soldering, price 25c, is

Xo. 5 of a series of practical papers, and
will enable the workman to even make
a furnace.

Knots, Splices and Rope Work is an-

other book full of shop kinks, price 60c.

The Henley Publishing Co. have a

large list of these scientific and practical

publications. Catalog sent on request.
* * *

"Our Own Boilers" is the new catalog
sent out by the Novelty Iron Co., Can-

ton, Ohio, and it is a handsome, compre-
hensive presentment of their product-.

Profusely illustrated by photographs of

all the parts and fixtures; it also contains

complete -tables of dimensions and capa-
cities and should receive the attention of

all interested in building.
* * *

The Globe Ventilator Co., Troy. X. Y..

send out a unique booklet showing their

ventilator "built on honor, sold on mer-
it." Xothing in construction work is of

greater importance than provision for

pure air. The company send a blue print
or working model showing the operation
of the Globe, on request.

* * *

The Corbin Hardware Co. send u-

alog K-33, describing the Corbin Anti-

Panic Door Fixtures, with supplemen-
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The

Window

Chute

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

man.

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-
forms wifh architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"

Put Your Garbage and

Waste Under Ground
Unseen and away from
flies and vermin.

Underground

GARBAGE AND REFUSE
RECEIVERS

for a clean back yard and for sani-
tary and fireproof disposal of waste
in factory, cellar or garage. 9 yean
on the market. It pays to look 113 up. Sold
Direct. Send for Circulars.

C. H. STEPHENSON, Mfr.
50 FaiTar St., Lynn, Mas*.

HESSMPfLOCKER
The Only Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

Th<*K<M-fSMe<l IMC. I HESS, 917 L Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

Will Help
You

Because its speci-

fications are cor-
rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, i t s testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your

opinion by actual working test. We
want to prove the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels
of any woods finished with our Dye.
Judge for yourself the beauty of the

results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No
No
No
No
No
No

126 Light Oak
123 Dark Oak
125 Mission Oak
140 Early Engrlish
110 Bos: Oak
128 Light Ma-

hojrany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-

ered Oak
No. 132 Green Weather-

ed Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's Pre-
pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K. E. 7.

S. C. Johnson & Son.
Racine, Wii.

"
Th: Wood Finishing

Authorities"
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NEW BOOKLETS AND TRADE NOTES -

tary page> -bowing important
and improvement-. These ti\i

the instant automatic n : d"iil>le

and single doors, arc like lii .n a

. 1 at -ea. They -hould 1 H - a uni-

\er-al equipment for all public and -cmi-

public buildings.

The Trenton Potteries Co. Ne\\

Bend out an unusually attractive It... >kkt

Bathrooms of Character showing many
model Bathrooms with the very latest

fitments. The quality and style of the-e

illustrations cannot fail to impre-- tin-

reader, who will also find much illumi-

nating information in these pages.
* * *

Beautiful Floors is the title of the very
attractive booklet sent out by the A. S.

Boyle Co., Cincinnati, setting forth the

superior merit of Old English Floor Wax
over the soft wax polishes. This booklet
-ues full directions both for the finish

"f new floors and their care afterward
and is of value to every housekeeper.

The Ideal Heating Journal for April,

published by the American Radiator Co.,
and mailed free to those interested, has a

varied and interesting table of contents.

\Ye especially note the opening article

Homes of Character
illustrate* 40 plans of modci n

Bungalow*, Oittaw* and
Houses. "CHARACTER- in

each design. Sent postpaid
for $1.00. Sample pages 2c.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
(lac.) Architect

1243 W.lli.m.on Bld. t If >rlnd.O.

..n Klticieiux i.f Radial. >r Sin

fected by Paints. extract- in. in which

appear in another column.
* * *

The leading manufacturer- >!' warm
air furnaces have organi/ed the 1 Vderal
Furnace League, and i-Mie for the u-e

of architects, contractors and builders a

pamphlet called the Federal System of

Heating and Ventilating. The pamph-
let explains the standardized system of

installation and capacity ratings adopted
by the league, together with the prin-

ciples of effective and healthful heating.
* * * *

"The Proper Treatment for Floors,
Woodwork and Furniture" is the compre-
hensive title of the new booklet issued by
S. C. Johnson & Son, "wood hni-hin^ au-

thorities."

The booklet is as attractive as it is com-

prehen-ive. illustrating in color their va-

ried stains or wood dye, showing the dif-

ferent effects produced upon different

woods. Furniture and floors receive at-

tention also in this booklet, which is full

of interest to all homebuilder-.
* * * *

\\ e have received from the National

Lead Co.. Xew York, their booklet "The
Dutch I'.i.y

Painters' Stencil Kook"-

showing their stencil designs for wall or

fabric decoration. Among these ver

cellent designs, those in the convention-
alized rose motif is of unusual arti-tic

merit and include simple borders as well

as panel pieces and elaborate friezes.

There are also dining room decoration- in

the grape motif with graceful leaf and

tendril, 'almost equal to free hand work.
This excellent booklet is sent on reque-t.

All YourWashing MadeEasyMoney Saved!
BIGwuhI I. .,!,..

hlnr> nn*t la 4 In
r and Laundry Mot* j||ut rated h*r*and mad* In variuiii tin -dries a bl(

. Wetw*ath?raoblndranr*. Wateh**t fmm laundry iti*l>*aU (he drying
and driaa tb* clothv. Coal. Wd or Ou for fuel. Hi<* told thoeaaadt. All
lelicbted. Alton, r " CklaaffvaUaM " ..etri WaUur with our own ncloslra
Safety WHrr . found on no oth.r marh.nv rm

of wrincw by (Imply pu.h.nf Utr. Alfo AnMaalk<j.r ,, r cxrl.nii* d>te.
Auti>matkallr conteyt cMb** Into r-lU of wrin(*r makn It unner*ary to put
ftnc*r* nrar wrinnr. Wa*b** tub full of elotaw par* clan In Ju-t 10 n.lnate*.

. nout of order; cannot lajnr* *ro mof4d*liral* fabrics. Servant* and
nnnu fUdlr u* It. Appllanm mad* la rarioa* >iu< until. ! for R>>id**jm.
Apartment fcalldlan, H.iteto and In.trtutioni Write for Fre* R-k deacribiaf
the-* Dryen, W.hr., Wriaen and al-o lr-,nin Boerdt and *tectricallr dr.rwi
and(a>tMatedlmnlnatacklDaa. KlaUmacain*<orounipl*K]iiiptnnt> Ju-tuk
for catalog So. K 14 aud state wblcb maeklne tpecUlly Interested In. Write today.

AiMrnt Ararat ojgtrr.

.. _ f _ ^\\ \NSON Ml , . < ,).
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GARDEN ENTRANCE SHOWING PERGOLA, WITH ENLARGED DETAIL OF TIMBER WORK AND WINDOWS.

By Henrietta P. Keith

N a recent sojourn in Spokane,
\\ 'ash., the writer was struck by
the very effective and artistic

results produced by the use of

rustic work in connection with the

beautiful country and city homes of that

progressive citv.

Spokane residences are as noteworthy
in architecture as they are picturesque

in situation. The Spokane architect and

landscape gardener is to be sure wonder-

fully assisted by nature in his work, but

it is also true that he makes a most intel-

ligent use of nature's wealth of material.
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Our frontispiece shows a feature of

probably the most interesting i^n-und* in

Spokane, the home of L. M. i)a\rii|..,it

Five acres of wild ravine with a moun-

tain spring and stream have been con-

verted into a series of fourteen waterfall^

and cataracts that broaden here and there

into small lakes, as the mountain stream

winds its way down the ravine. In the

njit is just a glimpse of win- re a long

flight of rou.uli >tiiie -u-|>- begins, hewn
<>ut of the solid Mack basalt that under-

lie- the city.

The native shrubbery has been re-

tained wherever possible but supple-
mented with juniper trees and countless

vines of flowering shrubs tucked into the

crevices of the rocks in nature's own wil-

COUNTRY HOME OF G. L. CHAMBERLAIN. LIBERTY LAKE. SPOKANE. WASH.

treatment of the spring and stream 14

dams, some of them 75 feet long, have

been constructed to produce the lakes

and waterfalls, yet not a hint of the arti-

ficial material of the work is exposed. A

rocky path winds along beside the

stream, crossing and re-crossing it on
rustic bridges, up through rocky walls to

the highest level of all, where a Japanese
tea house looks down upon the sparkling
waterfalls below. The photograph
shows one of these rustic bridges and
the entrance to a rocky grotto. At the

ful fashion. Four thousand rhododen-

drons Washington's state flower have

been planted. Some of the miniature

lakes are bordered by Japanese iris, but

through all the artificial has been kept

subordinate to the natural wild beauty of

the site, and one feels as if they were in

one of the lovely glens of the German

Black Forest.

In the next photograph is shown the

garden entrance through a rustic pergola

belonging to the handsome residence of

F. Lewis Clark. The ivy for which old
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RUSTIC WORK ON PORCH AND STAIRWAY. COUNTRY HOME OF G. L. CHAMBERLAIN.

time has but a "velvet touch," which
riots luxuriantly about the dwelling
will soon cover the pergola also. The

picture shows the interesting detail of

the timber work and Gothic window
arches. The country home of G. L.

Chamberlain, Liberty Lake, near Spo-

kane, has been treated by rustic work
in a very interesting manner. The hill-

side slopes steeply down to the water's

edge, necessitating the retaining wall of

the ubiquitous basalt rock. At intervals

on the parapet are placed rustic boxes

filled with flowers, a pleasing feature.

The stately pines covering the hillside

furnish the poles for the rustic pergola

and gateway over the rocky flight of

rough stone steps leading up from the

water and the second picture, giving an

enlarged detail of the rustic work on one

corner of the porch steps, shows clearly

its character. The rough pedestals of

pine tree trunks crowned with flowers are

specially effective for such a situation and

in harmony with nature's way of uniting

rugged roughness with tender grace.
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"Arden Oaks"
By Hartley M. Phelps

KDKN Oaks," one of the most

unique homes in the country,

embracing original ideas as to

utility and convenience and

possessing much claim to the artistic.

stands in one of the southern desmesnes

of Pittsburgh, the beautiful Mt. Le-

able circumstances from doing wliat Mr.

Smith has done. Hence this description

should be of benefit to those prospective
home-builders seeking a place of abode

that will be the last word in domestic

comfort and convenience.

One of the unique things about this

*"
.'.

"ARDEN OAKS" FROM THE LEFT OR WESTERN SIDE OF THE HOUSE.

banon district beyond the Monongahela.
It is the country residence of Andrew G.

Smith, a prominent attorney of that city,

and was designed after his own ideas,

his brother, A. Morgan Smith, architect,

putting the ideas into workable shape.
When the landscape treatment of the

house's environment shall have been

completed the whole will present a model

country home, a finished picture of a

pleasing domicile set in a fitting and
harmonious frame. And while it will

represent a considerable outlay finan-

cially it is not so large a sum as would

preclude anvone in moderate or comfort-

house is the absence of stairs. As one

passes under the arched porch there does

not seem to be an architectural term ap-

plicable to this distinctive feature of the

building and enters the front hall he no-

tices a wide inclined way or ramp lead-

ing to the second story. This takes the

place of dangerous flights of steps where

children may tumble down, breaking col-

larbones or their elders court serious in-

jury trying to descend in the dark. But

in this hall it is never dark, in the day-
time or when there is a moon, for a sky-

light of translucent reinforced glass dif-

fuses a delightful illumination ; ample
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but not too strong for the most sensitive

eye. The lighting by the silvery rays of

the moon is something to which the deni-

zens of the conventional house, lighted

only by doors and windows, are stran-

gers. It adds a note of enchantment to

domestic life.

Of course the conventional stair-land-

ing of the ordinary centerhall house is

not in evidence. Where it is usually

placed the ramp curves gracefully, turn-

ing on itself and terminating at the

od to the ordinary one of opening a door
or window. Moreover a skylight gives
the best illumination there is, the light

being softer, more diffused and, of

course, easier on the eyes.
To add further to the comfort of life

under this roof, indirect artificial light-

ing is used wherever practicable. The

glare and annoying shadows of exposed

lamps are not known. As natural gas is

used for the indirect illumination, Wels-
bach burners being utilized, the cost is

THE HOUSE HAS A CASTLE-LIKE AIR.

roomy well-lighted hall on the second

floor.

There are also other ramps. One leads

from the roof of the diningroom and

kitchen, which form a one-story wing in

the rear of the house, to the greater roof

of the main structure. We know of no

other house where one may pass from the

road to the roof without using any stairs.

The prevalence of skylights is noted at

every turn. There is one in the kitchen

and another in one of the bathrooms,
while a third lets light into the cellar

from the level of the ground floor. The
kitchen light also acts as an outlet for

odors and fumes, a much superior meth-

quite inconsiderable. The light is thrown

to the ceilings and walls, which are tint-

ed in shades that reflect the same, the

surface consisting of plaster. Electric

lights, however, are used for direct il-

lumination such as the lamps over the

diningroom table, or in the library for

reading.

Perhaps the most original feature of

this entire house is the treatment of the

roof areas, which are all flat and may be

used as porches or outdoor sitting or

playrooms in pleasant weather. The or-

dinary roof has but one function, the

protection of the house, its interior and

its occupants. Otherwise it is useless
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FROM VERANDA. "ARDEN OAKS."

except as an ornamental feature, which

very often it is not. But in this case the

roof porches as it were, can be used for

enjoying the beautiful scenery of hill and

dale, meadow and creek. They are ideal

places for evening entertainments. And
for sleeping purposes on hot sultry nights
their value is inestimable.

The roof of the arched porch has seats

and in the center is a fountain with basin

of concrete which cools the air in sum-

mer time. The roof over the rear winjj

is used as a promenade and al fresco

porch.

The parapets enclosing all these

porches are of the most original and ar-

tistic design. Instead of walls of con-

crete three feet or more high, as is the

usual style in such cases, the wall is only

part this height, the balance of the pro-
tection consisting of flowers and plants.
These are imbedded in troughs in the

concrete, filled with forest earth under-
laid with cinders for draining, the water

being carried off in pipes. Mr. Smith has

christened this masonry and floral con-

ceit a "florapet," and says that it acts as

a structural protection. People, espe-

cially children, may sit or climb on ordi-

nary parapets, thus not only endanger-

ing their lives and limbs, but scratching
and marring the stone or woodwork, but

everybody, even the ubiquitous small

boy, has an inborn respect for flowers.

And the flowers not only serve this use-

ful purpose but they impart a strong
note of beauty and artistry to the build-

ing.

The same use of flowers set in con-

crete boxes of ornamental design forms

a guard in front of the arched porch at

the ground level, where there is a drop
of eight feet or so to the carriage drive

curving past the house. Also flowers

are placed in small walls extending from

the porch at either side along the drive.

A very attractive part of the house is

the immense sitting room 31x18 feet.
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forming the portion of the building to

the left of the main hall.

Instead of the ordinary and unsanitary

bath tub a pool with a shower has been

installed in every bathroom. The latter

are walled in glazed tile and equipped
with plate mirrors.

There is an unusual system of water

supply. The roof of the main building

slopes to an inlet through which the rain

water falls and is carried to a double cis-

tern of concrete in each half of which is

scape is being treated to harmonize with

the castle-like scene.

The view from the front is superb em-

bracing a lengthy valley stretching
southward and bounded on either side

by long slopes on which, here and there,

pretty homes nestle. A short distance

away two creeks coming from either side

of the house, join and at the point of

junction is a pretty concrete bridge of

Gothic arch construction. Immediately
to the left of the house as one takes in

~FIR5T FLOOR FLAH-

a filter. This reservoir sets in the hill-

side back of the house and is lower than

the roof. After being filtered the water

flows back by gravity and furnishes

drinking water, and also supplies the

kitchen, bathrooms and closets.

The facades of the house embrace

round, tower-like formations, which are

part and parcel of the walls and do not

project above the main body of the

house. But the parapets give a castle-

like air and the entrance porch is in keep-

ing. There is nothing martial, however,
about the place. It is the home of a

peaceful American citizen, but like the

baronial fortresses along the Rhine, it

is built on a steep hillside and the land-

* 5COriP FLOOR FIAN ~

this view, is a fine forest of oaks through
which the carriage drive extends. The

changes of color in nature as the sea-

sons come and go form one of the most

attractive features of the scenery.

There are twenty-two acres comprised
in "Arden Oaks." The owner cultivates

a vegetable garden and thus solves the

pure-food and high-price-of-living prob-

lem although his place is only forty min-

utes ride from the heart of the busy,

teeming city of Pittsburgh. In fact the

estate is a country home with all the

conveniences and delights of the country
and city combined and is a vivid object-

lesson of what a city man with moderate

means may do to make life worth living.
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Pergolas and Arbors

Photographs In Mabel Tuke Priestman

CORNER OF RUSTIC PERGOLA IN GARAGE ENCLOSURE IN PASADENA. CALIF.

THIS PERGOLA IS ENTIRELY COVERED WITH ROSES; THE PLANTS ARE PLACED
BETWEEN EACH COLUMN. AND THE ROSE PERGOLA IS A MOST ATTRAC-

TIVE SPOT.
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This Rustic Arbor Also Does Duty as a Bridge Virginia Creeper Trails Over It in

Abundance, and the Surrounding Trees Are Allowed to Mingle Their Foliage with
the Brilliant Creeper.

This Pergola in a Small Garden Is Well Placed to Act as a Screen to the Service Quarters,

and Is an Effective Termination to the Box-Edged Pathway. Crimson Ramblers Are the

only Flowers Planted but They Are All Sufficient. There Is no Other Rose So Brilliant and

of Such Vigorous Growth, and Their Green, Glossy Leaves Are Retained Until the Fall.
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Summer Furniture in Bentwood
and Old Hickory
Photographs by Margaret Greenleaf

lief,

ture

S a change from the omnipresent

wicker, the summer furniture

manufactured in bentwood and

old hickory is an agreeable re-

Fascinating as is the wicker furni-

especially when combined with

and indeed for outdoor porch use is to be

preferred, as being more substantial and
less liable to injury by the weather. We
have seen stout men hesitate a good deal

before accepting a wicker chair, and in

truth the house chatelaine is not always

LIVING ROOM IN A COUNTRY HOUSE FURNISHED IN BENTWOOD.

fetching cretonne upholstery, its universal

prevalence is becoming a bit tiresome,

and when a single house furnishing es-

tablishment acknowledges to selling

three car loads of it in as many weeks, a

great many people must furnish with it.

For porch and sun parlor use the furni-

ture here described and illustrated can

be effectively substituted for the wicker,

easy in her mind, as to the results,

when heavy weights twist and turn in

her pet wicker chairs.

In point of construction and variety of

styles offered the modern bent-wood

furniture is scarcely excelled. To those

of us who are only familiar with the of-

fice chairs made by this company or

those seen in cafes or grill-rooms the pos-
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CHARMINGLY QUAINT LINES IN BEDROOM PIECES IN BENTWOOD.

AGREEABLE FURNITURE FOR THE BREAKFAST ROOM.
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sibilities of this furniture for the home
will be a revelation. There are pieces

suitable for living-rooms, drawing-

rooms, bed-rooms and dining-rooms, in

fact, the entire house may, if so desired,

be fitted with pieces of this make.

The photographs of the rooms here

reproduced show some of the variety of

the styles this furniture presents.

In the dining-room shown the chairs

are particularly worthy of study, as these

are attractive and designed along lines in

nowise suggestive of the bent-wood chair

as most generally understood. The bed-

room pieces made by these same manu-
facturers are also to be recommended.

This style lends itself particularly well

to a German scheme of decoration and

furnishing; the quaint forms of chairs,

beds and dressing tables finding suitable

setting in the conventionalized design
and quiet neutral tones of wall coverings
which are typical of this somewhat pro-

nounced school of decoration.

Like the wicker tables which are readi-

ly moved about from porch to parlor and

which have become such necessary pieces

of furniture since afternoon tea has

grown so popular, there are light tables

in bent-wood in both round and oval

shapes. There are muffin racks to

match and tea carts with glass trays.

Buffet Serving Table in Old Hickory.

Writing Table in Old Hickory.

The charming dining room illustrated

shows most agreeable shapes, finely fin-

ished and perfectly adapted to such a sit-

uation. The muffin rack has been moved
into the drawing room in the first photo-

graph and one cannot imagine anything
more pleasing than this furniture so

placed in a country house.

Especially quaint and charming are the

bed room pieces illustrated with their

slight suggestion of German influence.

"Old Hickory," although the ideal se-

lection for porch and outdoor use, is no

longer confined to these realms alone.

The qualities characteristic only of this

charming furniture, together with its ad-

aptability to any surroundings, have won
favor for it in many homes. Beautiful

living rooms, libraries, smoking rooms,

dens, etc., have been fitted up ; bunga-
lows and cottages artistically furnished

throughout with it, and for designing a

cozy and attractive sun-parlor it is thor-

oughly unique.

The general public who thinks only of

the old style hickory chairs with splint

seats and uncomfortable backs will be

surprised at the style and quality of

workmanship, now imparted to this fur-

niture. Several pieces are here photo-

graphed which illustrates the degree of

refinement now attained by the manufac-

turers of old hickory.
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OLD HICKORY SWING SEAT FOR PORCHES-SET 38 IN. LONG. 16 IN. DEEP.

The framework of this unique furni-

ture is made of young hickory saplings,

which are cut in the fall when the bark

will adhere to them. The various parts
of the frames are mortised together sol-

idly. The seats and backs of the chairs,

settees and swings are woven of long

strips of the stout inner bark of the

sturdy hickory tree, which is strong as

rawhide, and has an elasticity which

gives to "Old Hickory" the comfort for

which it is noted.

The prices vary with the size, style and

fineness of the pieces. The buffet serv-

ing table illustrated has a top 18x36

inches and costs $50.00. The writing
desk has a top 25x48 inches and costs

$48.00. The porch swing seat costs $9.00

complete with chains.

WHERE OLD HICKORY FURNITURE IS GOOD.
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THE
SMALL HOUSE

5EHIE6.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these daya when the cost of building has, after the manner of all the other costs of living:
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and

(
comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

THIS HOUSE WAS BUILT AND FURNISHED FOR $3,000.

HIS small but interesting house The home presents a very attractive

is but one story in height, but appearance to the passer-by. It is of the

contains living room, dining "California cottage" type, but is not

closely akin to the bungalow. It pos-

sesses a front and a rear porch and a

miniature pergola on the side. It is built

room, kitchen, bathroom and

two sleeping rooms. The house com-

plete, including all stationary fixtures,

costs exactly $2,500. throughout of Oregon pine. The exterior
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CORNER OF UV1NG ROOM SHOWING FIREPLACE.

is stained dark green, with the trimming

painted cream. It has a frontage of 38

feet and a depth of 40 feet, exclusive of

the rear porch, which is 6x15 feet. The
front porch is 8x22 feet.

The one door leading from the front

porch opens into the living room, and

the living room and dining room are con-

nected by a portiered arch The former,

14x22 feet, has four windows, three of

which are grouped as a bay window, and

the latter, 14x16 feet, possesses two win-

dows and a side door, half glass.

The color scheme of the two rooms is

LOOKING FROM UVING ROOM INTO DINING ROOM.
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in harmony, the woodwork being stained

to resemble weathered oak, while the

plastered spaces are tinted dark green,

except the ceiling, which is in cream.

The ceilings of both rooms are beamed,
and the floors are finished to resemble

hardwood. The walls of the dining room
are paneled to a height of 5 feet, and a

plate rack, heavily bracketed, extends

around the room at this elevation. The

dining room possesses an excellent large

between the two sleeping rooms there

are two 4x7 foot closets.

The kitchen, which is located so as to

have its door open into the rear porch, is

11x13 feet. Its color scheme is buff. It

is provided with cupboards, coolers and

a sink, and has gas connections for the

kitchen stove. The house is lighted

throughout by both gas and electricity.

This house can be furnished in good
taste for $500 or less. The home corn-

buffet, built in, which is finished and

colored to correspond with the balance

of the woodwork. The rooms are heat-

ed from a fireplace, shown in one of the

accompanying illustrations. This fire-

place is broad, low and deep, with a

plain, neat mantel built of cream brick.

The front bedroom is 13x14 feet and

the back one is 14x14 feet. The former is

given a color scheme of pale green, and

the latter is finished in pale blues. Each
has two windows. The bathroom is lo-

cated between the two rooms, with a

door leading into each. The room is 7x8

feet, and to fill out the remaining 7 feet

plete, including the lot at $800, would,

therefore, cost about $3,800.

Anent the subject of furniture, it may
be stated that the expenditure therefor

can be made either great or small, and

would vary to a certain extent for dif-

ferent localities. The writer, has had in

mind, however, furniture of good design

and of such design as to correspond with

the size, the finish and the needs of the

various rooms. For instance, the furni-

ture for the living room and dining room

should be of weathered oak. Suitable

rugs for these rooms, as well as portieres,

tables, lounges, etc., are also considered.
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f^ff^T

Home Grounds

and Gardens

Evergreen and Ornamental Planting

By Caspar Greiner

GROUPING OF YOUNG PINES. SPUCE. ARBORVTT/E AND
RET1NOSPORAS.

[HE two best months in the year
for transplanting evergreens are

May and August. Where sum-

mers as a rule are hot and dry,

August should be preferred ;
where win-

ters are severe and set in early, May is

the better month of the two. All general

conditions considered, however, August

planting of evergreens usually is pro-

ductive of the best results. This is large-

ly due to the fact that the gardener in the

later month is less rushed and can devote

more care and attention to transplanting.

There are only a few rules to be re-
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membered, but, if success is expected,
these rules must be observed. In plant-

ing deciduous trees, many of the ordi-

nary precautions may be slighted, but in

planting evergreens in May or in Au-

gust some precautions must be taken

or failure will follow.

First of all, and most important, is the

necessity for guarding against exposure
of the roots to drying winds or sun. The
roots of evergreens are resinous, and if

they are permitted to become dry, or are

chilled, the sap hardens and does not

again soften. From the moment, there-

fore, that evergreens are lifted from the

soil until they are returned to the ground,
the roots must be protected. When pur-
chased from nurseries, the conifers as a

rule are lifted with a generous ball of

earth and this is wrapped in burlap. On
receipt of the trees, do not disturb this

wrapping until you are ready to set the

tree in the hole prepared for it.

Cover the roots at once with soil, mak-

ing sure that all interstices are rilled, and,

when the hole is half filled, apply water

liberally four or five gallons to each

tree and complete the filling in.

Spray the tree with clear water, spread
a mulch about the roots, and wrap the

newly-planted tree in papers or cloths

to shield it from the rays of the sun and
from the wind. Do not neglect this lat-

ter. In many instances, no matter how
well the actual planting has been done,
this simple precaution stands as a guard
against failure. The omission of it, in

my opinion, has caused more losses than

anything else involved in the transplant-

ing of evergreens. The cover should re-

main on the plants three or four days a

week is none too long.

It is necessary, too, that the holes dug
for the reception of the conifers be fully

eighteen inches larger in diameter than

the ball of earth in which the roots are

encased. Two feet would be better. See

that the soil in the bottom of the hole is

well loosened and broken up a pick is a

The Famous Colorado Blue Spruce. Picea Pungens.

satisfactory and convenient tool for this

purpose. Avoid manure, but make sure

that the soil with which the hole is filled

is of good quality.

It is difficult to suggest what ever-

greens should be planted the selection

is dependent in a great measure on the

purpose in view and the surround-

ings. Conifers do not thrive in situa-

tions where they are in the path of

clouds of smoke and this, _paturally, in-

terferes with their successful use in cities.

But, where the grounds are ample, this

objection hardly holds. Then, again,

some evergreens resist the smoke better

than others among them the spruces,

arborvitaes and retinosporas.

Among the firs and spruces, the plant-

er will find many varieties from which

to choose. Picea alba, or white spruce,

picea excelsea, or Norway spruce, and

picea pungens, var. Kosteriana, the fa-

mous blue spruce, are among the best.

The last is expensive, but it is well

worth all that is charged for it. The

junipers are extremely hardy and are gen-

eral favorites. The Irish Juniper, or J.

Hibernica, is probably most extensively

planted.
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Construction Details of the Home
Vacuum Cleaning

IHE time i> 1.1-1 approaching
\\lu-n no house of ordinarily

good construction will be con-

sidered complete without some

system of vacuum cleaning. If the plant

cannot be installed at the time the house

is built, provision should be made for it

by the introduction of the necessary pipe
with outlets at each floor. The expense
will be nominal and will avoid difficulty

when the system is finally installed.

The apparatus consists of an electric

motor, a vacuum producer, an oil sep-

arator, a dust separator, dust receptacle,

suction main, necessary connections, the

hose and cleaning tools.

The system is under perfect control of

the operator at all times and the num-
ber and variety of cleaning devices, make
it possible to remove dust and dirt from

any position. Special brushes are pro-

vided for floors and walls, some with bris-

tles sufficiently stiff to scrape off the dirt

which is sucked up by the hose before it

can fall. Carpets and upholstery or bed-

ding are provided for with specially de-

signed tools which not only remove dust

and dirt to the best advantage but also

odors.

A special pipe carries odors from the

system and is connected with the chim-

ney, thus discharging them from the

house. The illustration shows a section

through a house from basement to sec-

ond story. The motor, dust separator,

etc., are seen in the basement with the

vent pipe to chimney and the suction

pipe with outlet on each floor for service.

This as a carefully constructed perma-
nent system of the best type. The con-

tents of the dust receptacle are removed
in the basement and burned or carried

off.

If a machine of the above type is too

expensive there are portable devices

available which will give excellent service

within their capacity. There is of course

no ventilation pipe and the apparatus
must be carried from room to room.

Some are operated by electricity and

others by hand power.
It is hardly necessary to disturb the
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contents of a room at all in using a vac-

uum cleaner and if power is supplied no

special labor is required to operate it.

The work is quickly done and additional

help for the purpose is not necessary.
The employment of an extra person one

day each week at present rate of wages,
would soon make quite a sum towards

the purchase of a machine.

vacuum hose necessary, the piping sys-
tem should be more extensive; that is,

provided with a greater number of risers

and inlets throughout the building than

has been the custom in specifications of

the past.

Architects and Engineers should speci-

fy a piping system consisting of a suffi-

cent number of risers and inlets, so that

TOOLS AND ACCESSORIES.

1. Twenty-five feet non-collapsible light rubber hose, cloth covered. Aluminum
tips. 2. Aluminum handle. 4M> feet long:. 8. Clothes and hat brush. For any cloth
surface. 4. Wall brush. Flexible bristles. To remove dust from wall paper, win-
dow ledges, carved furniture, etc. 5. For hardwood floors, linoleum, marble, tile,

etc. 15 inches wide. 6. For mattresses, draperies, upholstered furniture, etc. 7.

For carpets, rugs, etc. 15 inches wide. 8. Stair-carpet tool. For removing dust
from any nook or crevice. 9. Tuft tool. For removing dust and moth eggs from
tufts of mattresses. 10. For steam radiators. 11. Hose connector. 12. Hose
terminal.

The Use and Abuse of Vacuum Hose.

Much has been said as to the use and

abuse of the vacuum hose used in con-

nection with an Air Cleaning System.
This particular part of the installation

receives the hardest wear and tear. At
the same time it is the weakest, and the

most expensive part of the installation.

In order to reduce the amount of

the system will not require the use of

more than 50 feet of vacuum hose in pub-

lic buildings and 25 feet in residences ;

thus giving better service at less cost of

maintenance.

The Conductor.

The main part of the conductor of a

Stationary Vacuum Cleaning System is

the pipe. This should be of wrought
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Sectional View Showing Wall Piping of

Stationary System.

iron, with a smooth interior free from all

fins or burrs, with long-turn, recessed

type drainage fittings. The pipe should

be of adequate size, so that the vacuum
loss will not be excessive, with the use

of a velocity not less than 2.500 feet per

minute, and should allow the free passage

of match sticks, cigar stubs, etc. The

pipe inlets should be not less than two

inch diameter to allow the use of any
standard diameter of vacuum hose.

The vacuum hose should be construct-

ed of light, flexible material, reinforced

with spring steel wire. The hose should

also be of ample size to allow the free

passage of such coarse articles as are

spoken of in the preceding paragraph,
and to prevent an excessive loss of vac-

uum due to the passage of the large vol-

ume of air necessary at the tool for

effective cleaning.

The tool used for cleaning has been

neglected by many manufacturers. It

is, however, a very important part of the

conductor. The tool should be so de-

signed as to be operated with ease and

rapidity, and constructed along such

lines as to make it adaptable to the par-

ticular surface to be cleaned, as well as

durable and easily renewable.

The equipment will generally consist of

a large variety of tools, designed and

constructed for special uses. The carpet
and hardwood floor tools are always

given the most attention because of their

frequent use and severe service. The

carpet tool should be of light material,

such as aluminum or its equal, with a

shoe of some hard substance, such as

steel or phosphor bronze for rubbing sur-

face. This will resist wear and will not

become sharp and rough ; thus the fabric

being cleaned will be saved from injury.

The hardwood floor tool should be con-

structed on the same principle as the

carpet tool.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Design No.

B 358 JOHN HENRY NEWSON, Cleveland, Ohio.

B 359 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE, Minne

B 360 G. M. KAUFFMAN, Cleveland, Ohio.

ipolis

Design B 358.

Mr. Newson writes entertainingly

about his design for an old thatched roof

cottage and says that to properly describe

this quaint development of architecture, it

is necessary to say a word concerning the

growth of style in architecture. "From
the begining until this day, builders have

been improving and modifying the archi-

tecture that has gone before. As the

periods passed, each left examples of an

art typifying the prevailing life, tempera-

ment, climate and politics of its time. So

the periods came, developed and declined

and out of each decadence grew another

period. These periods of styles were far-

reaching to the extent of prevailing over

the entire civilized world
;
and at the pres-

ent day is the very same occurrence going
on before us we are developing an arch-

itecture out of the past." If the reader

will note the numerous replicas of old

work, or developments of the old styles,

he can see that in architecture, history is

again repeating itself. The much sought
for half timber work of England, the free

use of the wide shiplap siding of our fore-

fathers in the Colonial days, the use of

stucco or cement walls, also of old Eng-
land, and even the use of brick work and

terra cotta as of the old Romans, all

prove the above words.

When an old type is followed and prop-

erly carried out, true art value is every-
where apparent. When the architectur-

al mass of some line or detail of the old

Design No.

B 361 E. B. RUST, Los Angeles. Cal.

B 362 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 362 CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. Minneapolis. Minn.

work is reproduced and incorporated in

a modern home, or any other building,

the sweet charm, reposeful solidity, and

general fitness of things, which I call

"Character" is predominant.
The home is entered through a lofty

beamed hall, at one end of which is the

diningroom and at the other the large

livingroom. This hall has an elegant

art glass ceiling light, tradition not per-

mitting windows in the long roof. The

livingroom and sun parlor occupy one

entire side of the house; the diningroom

occupies the other, while at the rear is

placed the service quarters. The porch

makes a delightful diningroom in the

summer, having direct access to the

kitchen for serving purposes, and can be

used as a spacious sun parlor during the

winter. The livingroom has a large

fireplace in a tiled recess, flanked by win-

dow seats. The main bath has a tile

floor and wainscot. The servant's room,

with complete bath is located over the

kitchen and is reached by separate rear

stairs. There is no attic, but storage

space under the roof is accessible and a

basement extends under the entire house.

Size, 48 by 44 feet. Estimated cost, $10,-

000.

Design B 359.

This design is especially homelike in

appearance, with its wide entrance steps

leading up to the front door. The porte

cochere in connection with the porch

gives breadth and dignity to the whole
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house, making it very attractive in a

quiet way. The first story and porch are

of cement with shingled wall above. The

reception hall with its beamed ceiling is

admirably situated, having communica-

tion with livingroom and library. The

livingroom has a beamed ceiling and a

fireplace. The diningroom ceiling is

beamed and the pantry with entrance to

kitchen is conveniently adjacent. From
the kitchen one has access to back stair

to second story and basement, to recep-

tion hall and to rear entry containing

refrigerator. Oak finish and floor> i-

used in the principal first story rooms

and continued into the second story halls.

Kitchen and pantry are finished in birch.

The four chambers and bathroom on the

second floor are finished in white enamel

with birch floors. There is no attic ex-

cept for ventilation. The basement con-

tains laundry, hot water heater and stor-

age space. Estimated cost, $6.300.

Design B 360.

An inexpensive design for stucco treat-

ment is our next study by Architect

Kauffman. It is planned for a small lot,

as the house foundation is about 21 by
24. The rooms are quite modest in size,

but the livingroom and diningroom are

so thrown open that each room helps the

other.

The treatment of the roof is very sim-

ply a shallow "hip" with wide extending
cornice. One chimney in the center of

the house serves the purpose of fireplace

flue, furnace flue and kitchen range. A
small furnace is provided and the base-

ment is divided into vegetable cellar and

laundry. Including the heating plant and

plumbing an approximate cost to build

this modest home is $3,100.

Design B 361.

We present another one of those

charming Western bungalows with a rus-

tic air about it. emphasized by the rough

brick work in the porch pier- and chim-

ney. The bedrooms are on the first floor.

There is no attic, being scant >pace above

the first floor ceiling for storage. The
house stands 28 by 51 on the ground and

is built without basement. It is strictly

a summer home or a home for the South.

The outside walls are shingled in red

cedar; built in this manner with inside

finish in soft wood, the estimated cost is

$2,250.

Design B 362.

One of our frequent contributors,

Arthur C. Clausen, has for his design this

month a practical and substantial plan
for a square house. The picture is from

an actual photograph as the house was

just completed. It shows the outside

wall as being cement. The foundation

wall above grade is built of concrete

block. The front porch is surrounded

by round colonial columns with spindle

wooden balustrade enclosing same.

So much called for in plans of houses

of today is a sun room, which has been

built out on the east side of this house

as shown in the picture and by the floor

plan. This room is 10 feet square, has

triple windows on three sides. Access

to this room is through French windows
from the livingroom. It could be nicely

used in summer as a breakfast room.

The house is planned as an inexpensive

one, being perfectly square, 28 feet each

way, permitting the use of 18 foot joists.

There are few openings or windows in

the second story, which help to hold

down the cost. This house was recently

completed in Minnesota and cost the

owner $4,600. including heating, lighting

and plumbing.

Design B 363.

Here we have a modern home built on

"Colonial" lines. With the broad front

towards the street, the main piazza. 10

feet wide at the left hand side and open-
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DESIGN B 358

John Henry Newson, Architect.

A Thatched Roof Cottage

ed from the livingroom and the dining-

room with wide French windows to the

floor.

The general appearance of this house

is inviting and homelike. The living-

room has grouped windows to the front

admitting of the sunlight and direct view

to the street. The entrance is through

a neat Colonial porch with seat on each

side and entering through a vestibule into

a recess off the livingroom at the right

of which is a pretty reception room or

den. This room may be used for a music

room, back of which and separated only

by an open columned partition is the

stair-case to second story, made with the
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DKSIGN B 359

Broad Low Roof Lines and Wide Entrance

combination feature. The diningrooom
is back of livingroom and connected by

sliding doors. There is but one central

chimney, this has flues for kitchen and

heater in basement and also for fireplace

in livingroom.

The outside is finished with cement

stucco, the inside in hard wood, with hard

wood floors, good full basement under

the whole house. The piazza at side is

designed to be screened in for summer
use and glazed in for winter, making a

. PTCPT MA1J- UBPACY
IS O l O O O"

ST ItJOOP PI-AM
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Ceo. M. Kauffman, Architect

DESIGN B 360

A Small Square Cottage

fine sun parlor. There is a large attic brown or stained and the roof in a light-

space that can be finished in rooms at er shade of brown, the stucco walls may
small additional cost. The outside trim- be tinted in a light cream, with a water-

mings are designed to be painted in dark proof wash. Estimated cost, $4,500.

DINING- ROOM KITCHEN
112*13

LIVING ROOM
13 U 1 1 !

VESTE

FIR.3T STORV SECOND 5TORV PLAN
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DESIGN B 361

E. B. Rust. Architect.

Rustic California Bungalow

PLA*
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Arthur C. Clausen, Architect.

DESIGN B 362

Cement House with Sun Parlor
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-Chu. S. Sedrwick. Architect.

DESIGN B 363

Modern Design on Colonial Lines
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H
ONETTWELL QVSTEM
OF HOT WATER HEATING

Heats Rooms Quicker, Saves Coal, Operates

Dampers and Drafts Automatically
We have a valuable book to send you if

you are planning to install a hot water heating
system or if you are dissatisfied with your
present one. We want to show you why and
how the Honeywell system increases heating
efficiency 25 to 50%, why and how it saves

coal, saves work, saves worry and adds com-
fort that cannot be measured in dollars and
cents. Our book tells all the interesting facts

and proves every statement. Send us your
name today.

What It Is

The Honeywell System of Hot
Water Heating includes improved
methods of piping and certain pat-
ented devices to be installed in con-
nection with any make of boiler or
radiator to make the plant more
efficient, more effective and more
economical. The fact that over
100,000 Honeywell Systems are giv-
ing satisfactory service in all parts
of the United States, Canada, Eng-
land and in nearly every other civi-

lized country, in every climate and
under all conditions, is proof posi-
tive that the Honeywell System of
Hot Water Heating is something
worth having.

Quicker Heat
The Honeywell System in-

creases the speed of the water
through the pipes and radiators
The water comes back to the boiler
much more often, absorbing thou-
sands more heat units from a given
amount of coal. Every pound of fuel is uti-

lized to heat the water which in turn heats
the rooms through the radiators. There is

less waste, for less heat goes up the chimney.

240 Without Boiling
With the Honeywell System of Hot Water

Heating in your home you can heat the water
to a temperature of 240 without boiling. And
there will be a steady circulation through the
radiators even when the water is only at 85.

Honeywell Heat Gen-
eratorthe Heart of
the Honeywell System

No other system will give you such a wide
range of water heat.

When you want to shut the heat off give
the valve a sixth turn. The water will circu-
late in the pipes, but not in the radiator. On
coldest days the pipes cannot freeze. Then
when you want heat in the radiators, give
valve a sixth of a turn back and hot water
instantly enters giving you heat without

delay.

One-End Connections
The Honeywell System makes

possible one-end radiator connec-
tions easily fitted to any size radi-

atordoing away with return pip-
ing, saving room, saving the cut-

ting of floors, or weakening of

joists, and eliminating the possi-

bility of concealed leaks damag-
ing ceilings.

A Mechanical Brain
With the Honeywell System in

your home, the dampers and drafts

are automatically adjusted, even
better than could be done by a
human being. Itcannotforget.it
never fails to work. It gives you
a steady, even heat, any tempera-
ture you want, without attention

on your part. Night and day it

watches for you, instantly detect-

ing and regulating the slightest
variation from the degree of heat

you desire. You can sleep in a cool

room and wake up with the room
comfortably warm. You can shut
the heat down when you leave the

house for several hours and return to a
home that welcomes you with a pleasant
warmth.

Send For Catalog
There are many other advantages fully and

clearly explained in our catalog. Don't you want
to read all the factst The Honeywell System of
Hot Water Heating is simple and durable in con-

struction, easy to install and costs little. At least

send for our book to know liow efficient a hot
water heating plant ran be made. Address

Honeywell Heating Specialty Co.
129 Main Street, Wabash, Indiana
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Sitting-room in the home
of J. R. Fan!, Oklahoma.
Okla.

This Room has
Feature that

Will Interest You

You may not notice it at first

glance. In fact, visitors to Mr.
Pant's Oklahoma home do not at

first see anything unusual except
that the rooms are designed with ex-

cellent taste.

Soon they notice, however, that the walls and ceilings are different

from the ordinary. They do not present a monotonous expanse of

wall-paper, but an effective arrangement of panels, separated by decorative
^

strips of wood and attractively painted, giving a much more beautiful as

well as sanitary result. They do not show any unsightly cracks, so common
in plaster walls.

These walls and ceilings are made of Pure-Wood-Fibre Beaver Board and their

striking beauty is only one of 41 great advantages of this wall and ceiling material.

It is light, strong- and durable ; easily and quickly put up
by any one handy with tools ; resists passage of heat, cold and
sound ; is not injured by climatic changes, shock, vibration or

settling of building ; suits any room in any style of new or re-

modeled building; its unique pebbled surface is ideal for

painting.

BEAVER BOARD
PURE -WOOD-FIBRE

Walls 6 Ceilings

BEAVER
Trade BOARD Mark

Genuine Beaver Board has our registered trade-mark on the
back of each panel and sample. It has also a light-cream
color all the way through, that comes only by use of sanitary,
durable PURE WOOD FIBRE. Insist on seeing both trade-
mark and color before buying.

Write for free painted sample and illustrated booklet,
"Beaver Board and its Uses," giving full details.

Sold by builders' supply, lumber, hardware and paint deal-

ers and decorators. If not found in your town, write us.

THE BEAVER COMPANIES
Address all Correspondence

United States : 628 Beaver Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Canada : 728 Wall St., Beaverdale, Ottawa, Can.

Great Britain : 4 Southampton Row, London, W. C.
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modest about claiming immunity for

pink. There is quite an extensive range
of colorings and weaves and all are mer-
cerized. All of them are double width
and will doubtless meet the needs of a

good many people. While intended for

draperies, they are also available for pil-

low covers and other furnishings. They
average about a dollar a yard, but will

doubtless be cheaper after a while.

Something About Italian Linens.

Linens of all sorts are particularly dear
to the housewife, and she knows no keen-
er pang than to watch the decay of lu-r

treasures. For that reason she should
be interested in the Italian linens which
are now to be had in considerable vari-

ety. One New York house which im-

ports them points proudly to customers
who have had their linens in use for

twenty-five years, without a sign of a

broken thread.

These Italian linens are all hand woven,
grass bleached, innocent of chemicals.

The principal stock in trade is towels
and sheeting. The toweling is nearly
all of the huckaback variety, and of de-

lightful quality. Most of the separate
towels are fringed. There is a linen

crepe towel as well, also fringed. The

<L nd see how thc
ALDINE FIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires leas than half the
fuel and rives 86% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 16% given by all other gratea.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5608 Clyde Park Are. Grand R.pid.. Mich.

TO CLOSE OUT
the first edition of HOMES
OP CHARACTER we are
offering a few copies of this
$1 .00 best book of house plans,
for Stc postpaid. Only a few
left. Better send t4ay.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
Inc Architect

1243Willi.rn.oB BUU..CkT*kB.0.

toweling can be had by the yard in a

variety of widths and qualities. The
sheetings, too, are of beautiful texture.

The widths, however, hardly conform to

American standards, as there is nothing
between 72 and 107 inches. It must be
remembered that the double bed is un-
usual on the continent.

Prices are considerably in advance of

the ordinary article. Towels, 32x43, with
a five-inch fringe, with seven rows of

knotting, are $12 a dozen. At the same
price is a hemstitched towel, 28x44, also
a crepe towel, 27x45. Twenty-seven-inch
huckaback toweling is 60 cents a yard,
in a medium quality. Sheeting 70 inches
wide is $1.95, 107 inches $3.25, with a
finer quality at $4, and 45-inch pillow
case linen $1.50 a yard.
Another standard article is table linen,

also hand woven and grass bleached, fine

and heavy, at $4 a yard, with napkins
to match at $8 a dozen. A finer grade,
called serpentine linen, is $5 a yard, with

napkins, 28 inches square, $10 a dozen.

As compared with department store

prices, these sums seem large, but it is

to be considered that they are asked for

materials which will last half a lifetime.

If the initial outlay can be afforded, it

undoubtedly pays. It must be remem-
bered that all the continental countries
are becoming commercialized very fast

and that hand industries are bound to
die out, so that one may be in the way
of accumulating heirlooms.

Sensible Parlor Furniture.

For the average American family
sticks to the term parlor, and will have
none of the drawing room, the word or
the thing. For the parlor are extremely
comfortable sets of five pieces, a couch,
an easy chair, a large rocking chair and
two small arm chairs, in the modification
of the eared shape, which is known va-

riously as the Pickwick or the Sairey
(iamp, with mahogany frames, smoothly
upholstered in plain or striped olive ve-

lour. Or there are sets of the comfort-

able, overstuffed sort, with high back and

sides, known as the Chesterfield. Such
a set, of three or five pieces, is an admir-
able nucleus, about which may gather the

subsequent accumulations of chairs in

carved wood or willow.
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Use GLIDDEN'S STUCOLOR
( Liquid Cement Coating )

ALL cement, stucco, plaster, brick, stone and concrete
surfaces whether exterior or interior should be given

a coat or two of Stucolor.

It keeps them uniform in color by preventing the appear-
ance of ugly and unsightly blotches.

It is made in Bedford Sandstone, Colonial Buff, Pompeian
Buff, Pure White and a variety of practical shades.

It is not only splendidly decorative, but it also has remark-
able waterproofing properties.

Let us send you full specifications (including cost data)
and a free working sample.

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES:

BRANCHES:

Cleveland, Ohio

New York Chicago

Toronto, Canada

London

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

Our line of Colonial, Mission and
Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large
selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc., sent free on request.

If building or remodeling be sure and write us.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO. ILL.

Send for Free Book
"Art and Utility
in Decoration

"

by John Taylor, sketches by John Ednie.
Shows newest European ideas on interior
decoration. Just off the press: 32 pages:
splendid halftone reproductions of refin-
ished rooms, together with detailed descrip-
tion of wall coverings and furnishings.
Shows just how

Fab-Rik-O-Na
WovenWall Coverings
can be used In beautifying any house. They Include
Art Ko-Na Cloth, Kraft Ho-Na Cloth. Kord ho-Na,
Dyed Tapestry Burlap, uc. Positively lade proof ;

easy to apply ; easy to keep clean ; economical;
prevent cracked walls. The wide r.inge of colors
and tints affords a choice that insures pertect
harmony between adjoining rooms.

Writefor your copy note, trhile the matter is in mind.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
214 Arch St.. Bloomfield, N. J.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. The courtesie* of our Correspondence Department are extended lo all reader* of Ktith'i Magazine. Inquiries
pcrtainm to the decoration and furnishing of the home will be given the attention of an expert.

Latter* intended for answer in this column should be addressed to Decoration and F urmshinc Depart ment. and be accom-
panied br a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Such replica a* are of general in-

published in these column*.wifl be pu

Placing a Red Rug.

V. E. R. "I am accepting the invita-

tion of your correspondence department
by enclosing sketches of floor plans of a

new house and asking for suggestions for

furnishing and color scheme.
"The living room is finished in chest-

nut, beam ceiling and a four-foot wain-
scot. We prefer fumed oak or early Eng-
lish furniture for this room and ask your
advise regarding color of trim, walls and

ceiling, color of fireplace brick, and some
idea of gas and electric fixtures; also

rugs and draperies.
"The dining room is beam ceiling and

strip paneled below plate rail and finished

chestnut. Can we use oak furniture with
a rug with brick red as a predominating
color?

"What shall we do with the hall. Sec-

ond floor is finished white with mahogany
doors. It would be convenient to furnish

the guest room in curly birch and the

large bedroom with a brass bed. This is

not imperative however, and leave the

matter to your good judgment."
Ans. It is a pleasure to suggest decor-

ations and furnishings for so admirably
planned an interior. The living rooms
are ideal, in proportion and arrangement.
The chestnut trim will take on a soft and
beautiful color with a fumed oak stain.

When the stain is applied, stand over the

painter with a club and don't allow him
to rub it into the wood. It will be sure

to be too dark. Have him try it on some
corner first, till you get the right depth
of stain.

We like your choice of furniture, but
would advise the fumed oak for liviiu;

room and hall. There is a fumed finish

where the brown tone is slightly grayed,
that would be fine with the fumed chest-
nut.

In the dining room, if furniture is oak,

a brown oak stain could be used on wood
trim which would perhaps tone in better

with the furniture. There would be no
conflict between the red rug and the oak,
but it would be unfortunate to spoil that

beautiful southwest dining room, which
cries aloud for blues and greens. Can
you not use the coppery red rug in the

upstairs den, which* is a northeast room
and demands a warn treatment. With
wood trim painted a soft olive green, a

blended paper on the wall, blend of

greenish and coppery tones, with brown
wicker furniture upholstered in rich cre-

tonne to harmonize the hangings of same
at windows it would be delightful.

For the living room, a gray cloth in

grayish green is suggested, above the

wainscot with ceiling tinted greenish
ivory between beams. For hall a rich

tapestry paper in blues and greens, above
wainscot. Use ivory ceiling and blue

and green rug, plain green rug and hang-
ings in living room. In regard to use of

birch furniture in guest room with white
and mahogany trim, it would be a mis-
take. The birch can be used with a deep
cream wood trim, doors and all, and deep
cream and amber with light greens in

the' furnishing. The brass bed can be
used with the white and mahogany.

Treating a Columned Opening.

A. M. T. "My reception hall and din-

ing room are to be in the brown mission,
furniture and woodwork. All floors

stained a light natural color. Then, the

living room is furnished in mahogany
and I wanted the woodwork to be ma-

hogany also, but, as I want a colonnade
between the living room and the hall. I

don't see how I can bring the two stains

together on the colonnade. Someone sug-

gested using white woodwork in all the

rooms, but I don't want that. It has also
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It is the

interior furnishing

and finishing that makes
a house a house that makes

a home the most delightful place in

the world. Even more important than the furnishing is

the finishing of the woodwork.

The finest oak or the costliest mahogany, unless properly

finished with the right materials, will prove a poor invest-

ment. On the other hand, ordinary pine, where properly

finished, is both beautiful and attractive.

Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes

will develop the natural beauty of any woood costly mahogany, finest

oak, or ordinary pine. They emphasize Nature's artistic markings of

the grain, and never raise, obscure or cloud them.

Men who know wood finishing architects, builders, furniture, piano
and car manufacturers, etc., use Bridgeport Standard Wood Finishes in

preference to all others. They give a smooth, tough, elastic finish

that will stand the test of time without signs of wear or loss of beauty.

"MODERN WOOD FINISHING" Write for it.

This book was prepared by our corps of expert wood finishers. It

tells all about wood finishing and is illustrated with plates of finished

wood in natural colors. Every builder should have a copy of thi book.

Simply write the request on a post card and

we will send you the book by return mail.

WOOD FINISH
MILFORD. CONN

CHICAGO
PPW*1 .

i

r }
BOSTON
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been suggested to me to stain the wood
in the living room mission, too, but I

dr. n't think the brown stain i-> pretty with

the mahogany furniture. What would

you suggest?"

Ans. Replying to your letter of a few

days ago, would say that inasmuch as

your living room furniture is mahogany.
we should advise keeping to the original

plan and using a mahogany finish on the

woodwork also. If you are careful to

secure a dark brownish mahogany and
not a red tone to the sta4n, there will be
no want of harmony between this room
and the rest of the house.

A dark mahogany, penetrating stain

will give you a satisfactory result. The
columns of the opening must, however,

HOME BUILDERS SOME HELP
Beautiful homes characteristic homes are not ac-

cidents, but the outgrowth of careful planning. The
biggest help in the preliminary steps la obtained
from a good atchltect's book of designs and floor-

plans from which to cull ideas.

"DISTINCTIVE HOMES AND GARDENS"
give endless suggestions, covering evry phase of

building. No. 1 35 design*. $10:0 to $6000, $1.00; No.
2 35 designs. $6000 to $15000. $1.00; No. 3-Combin-
ing No. 1 and 2 $1.50. Stock plans priced in each
book. Descriptive circular sent upon request.

v in) |
in; in Com|>anp-

621 ROSE BUILDING CLEVELAND. OHIO

Helps on Bungalow Building
OfK ROOK, containing original, practlral and beautiful

Imtann fc<r bungalow*, rottaom and twi>-M<
mailed frw> to thow lnteni.t-.l in )>iiil<lini(. ('

graph* and floor plan* <lt-.iim-<1 l.y Icndinu arrl
Thl dmlirn book dpvoribm particulnrlv Hiinfiilown. rtc..

built from "rn-t to foundation with thi-'bcnntifnl an-l '-v. r

U-tinu R.-.l (Vrlar Hhinulo. \V.. have no plan* nor hook* to
II. mt KTf Dannfartnrcni of R-<t Ci-A.ir Sliinalo- and want

you tn know t'-in brantifvl ruti-rior Ixiililina pro<lu.
yoo build. 8-nd 2-<--nt utani). to rov-r mailing coi-i

RED CEDAR SHINGLE MANUFACTURERS' ASS'N.
494 Arcade Annex. Seattle. Wash.

be finished the same as the hall wood-
work and the casings also. Make your
break in the stain on the inner wall of

the living room.

A Color Scheme.

C. M. K. "Have a new 7-room house

nearing completion and would appreciate
suggestions as to color scheme for dec-
oration. The house faces south.

"What kind of wall paper would har-

monize? Would you have golden-brown
or warm tan for vestibule and living
room, with a slightly lighter shade of the
same color for dining room? No plate
rail in dining room, etc."

Ans. Your interior appears to be ex-

tremely harmonious and well thought out
as far as you have gone. We like your
plan of carrying brown and ecru tones

through the rooms, but in the southwest

living rooms we should modify these
warm tones by the use of a plain green
rug and green upholstery and hangings.
Let it be a lichen green, which is grayish
in tone, not a grass green. You will be

pleased with the combination. Such a

rug could be had in a Wilton velvet for

$40.00, but you would require a 10 by 12

size.

In the vestibule and on the stair we
would use a mixed green and brown car-

pet. A leaf brown grass cloth would be

lovely on the'living room wall, but if this

cannot be afforded then one of the soit

tapestry designs in leaf brown and ecru

shades, the same in hall. The ceiling tint

of ivory should extend through the cove
down to the moulding.

In the dining room the walls could be
in warmer, golden browns and yellow silk

or crepe at the windows. Living room
windows pale ecru scrim with a little fin-

ishing edge. The radiators should match
the walls as nearly as possible. We
should prefer amber or yellowish glass
for dining room light fixtures, and the

open bell shapes rather than the closed.

The finish of the lower hall woodwork
should be carried up to the head of the

stairs, and the break to white woodwork
made there. The painters are wroni; in

painting baseboard and stair on landing
white. It should be removed to \\

and refinished oak stain.
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More At-

tractive

Walls

Easier

Put On
and at

Less Cost

want every man and woman in this

country who owns or rents a home to

have a free sample of

UTILITY WALL BOARD
If you haven't had your sample, write for it today ask for the Utility Book of home interiors.

Utility Wall Board is a tough fibre board put together with two insulations of natural waterproof
asphalt all rolled under tremendous pressure into one solid, compact sheet and surfaced on both
sides with special moisture proofing. It is the only Wall Board made under this scientific

moisture proof process.

It is very tough and durable it will not crack or warp or shrink and it has a beautiful surface
for decorating or paneling.

Utility Wall Board takes the place of lath and plaster it is attached directly to the studding without any of the
dirt or muss of plastering. You don't have to wait for it to dry anyone can put it on, and it can be used not

only in building the new house but in making over the old Put it right over the old plaster if you want to.

It will last as long as the house stands and it costs less than lath and plaster.

Don't fail to write for the sample and booklet

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St., Chicago, 111.

THIS SUMMER
In your new bouse you'll want lots of Fresh Air

and you Won't want Flie.

Wide-Flung Casement Windows

properly screened will solve the problem. But

only when operated by our Patent Adjusters from

INSIDE the screens as pictured.

Postalize us today for our illustrated hand book.

It's invaluable to home builders.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58-175 North State Street CHICAGO
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Some Reflections on Left-Overs.

UST at present the public is

being exhorted with much en-

thusiasm to buy various manuals
of the art of using left-over food.

To an impartial mind these handbooks
seem to complicate rather than simplify
the endless problem of economy. In-

variably they presuppose the possession
of a store closet well stocked with all

sorts of sauces, condiments, preserves,
nuts and dried fruits. It is of course de-

lightful to have such an emergency shelf,

or closet, but for the family which must
calculate closely the margin of expense
necessary to keep it up is quite out of

the question. When it is considered
moreover that the leftover, however care-

fully prepared, is seldom as palatable t<>

most people as fresh food, does it not
seem as if the best way were to eliminate
the remnants?

It is perfectly possible to provide for

a family on a sufficiently generous scale

and have comparatively little food to

carry over from one day to the next, and
it is certainly the ideal way. The
French, who are past masters of eco-

nomical living, are adepts in the art of

providing enough and no more. Their

shops sell single portions of all sorts

of cooked food, and cuts of meat are
much more closely divided than with us.

If there is any food left over the mouth
of the soup pot yawns to receive it, and

nothing is amiss to that.

Until some one discovers an edible
animal about the size of a cat, small
families will be obliged to serve roast or
boiled meats a second or even third time,
but no special hardship is involved, and
he is a very unusual person who does

not enjoy an occasional dinner of cold
rare roast beef or lamb, while corned
beef and ham are both better the second

day. When a large piece of meat per-
sists until a third day, there is always
the joyous possibility of a pie, with a
rich crust and layers of raw potato thinly
sliced alternating with equally thin

pieces of meat, the whole well moist-
ened with gravy.

Exactness in Ordering.

Ordering by telephone, or through a

clerk who comes to the house is respon-
sible for a good deal of undesirable sur-

plus. The butcher naturally gives him-
self the benefit of the doubt in cutting,
and the four pounds ordered becomes
five and a half sent. If you see that the

available roast of beef is too large you
may change to lamb or veal, but he
sticks to his orders and beef it is. You
are always at an unfair disadvantage un-
less you stand in front of the counter

yourself. Then, too, most people are

hazy about the bulk of meat in a pound,
or the number of pounds in a particular
cut." The latter is almost impossible to

determine except by personal observa-

tion, as is also the relative proportion of

fat and lean. All these considerations go
to show the benefit of marketing in per-
son.

As to the quantity of food to be allowed
to each person, it might certainly le

determined by actual experiment in the

course of a week. The rule for catering
on a large scale is variously stated as a

third or a half pound of meat per head.

PIT meal, but this amount is influenced

by the other things served at the meal.
The lower cla^c^ who eat few vegetables
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ROCKBOARD A Substitute for Lath and Plaster

Rockboard immediately suggests a neat and beautiful
home with attractive decorated walls and artistic panels.

The use of this

board is very
economical and
will give the best

service.

If you intend to

finish the interior of

your bungalow, cot-

tage, attic or gar-

age write us for

samples and de-

scriptive literature

as to the methods

of applying and

finishing.

Any dealer can

furnish Rockboard.

An Attractive Rockboard Interior.

If you do not

know where to buy
it, write us.

THE JOHN LESLIE PAPER COMPANY
Northwestern Agents MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

T

"As essential as a bathroom or a kitchen sinkS\
" The best disease preventive I ever saw.'

'

"// removes all the fine dust.
"

' '

The greatest labor-saving device in the house.
' '

HESE are quotations from a few of the more than two thou-

sand home-owners who have equipped their houses, during
the past year, with the

TUEC STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

The TUEC actually makes the house germlessly clean. It not only re-

moves all the dirt and fine dust, carrying it through pipes to an air-tight ves-

sel in the cellar, but it removes all the stale, microbe-laden air, at the rate

of 300,000 cubic inches every minute, and exhausts it outside the building.

A touch at an electric button is all the effort required.

The TUEC has the endorsement of physicians because of its sanitary
value architects approve it because of its simplicity, efficiency and scientific

construction owners of public buildings and pri-

vate homes are enthusiastic over its convenience, de-

pendability and extremely moderate price.

The TUEC can be installed in any building, old

or new, whether wired for electricity or not.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY
10 Hurford Street Canton. Ohio

TUEC Companies in all large cities.
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and do not ordinarily have de>sert. rat i

great deal of meat, anl their food budget
i- relatively expensive. While m> t \\ .

families are exactly alike in the amount
..t i'. .od consumed per capita, each has its

fixed standard, which can IK- a-ccrtained,

and which varies little from week to

week. With this kept well in mind, it i->

an ea<\ matter to buy just enough.
It i-. of course, necessary to have a

margin, unless one lives in a desert. Tile-

unexpected guest may turn up. But this

margin can he secured by a liberal pro-
vision of vegetables, which can always
be utilized the second day with a mini-

mum of trouble. A very successful

boarding house keeper told the writer that

she found it good economy to have MI

perlatively good bread, as less was eaten
of more expensive articles.

Soups, puddings and other liquid or

semi-liquid articles of food should be ac-

curately measured. Make just enough
pudding to fill the required number of

saucers. Have a ladle holding one por-
tion of soup and measure the water, milk
and thickening in it. Measure the num-
ber of cups of coffee required for break-
fast in putting in the water. The coffee

will be better and the temptation to

warm it over will be removed. A grad-
uated glass measure is invaluable, and
one can be had marked for pounds as

well as for liquid measure. The average
cook book is written with the cup as the

standard measure, approximating to half

a pint. But in practice cups vary greatly
in size, and a tumbler is a more accurate

measure, as almost all tumblers hold
about same quantity. A tumbler to be
used in measuring liquids which may be
hot can be annealed by boiling it in cold

water, letting the temperature rise grad-
ually.

Cooking Fruit in the Casserole.

We hope that all of our readers are

sufficiently up to date to possess at least

one casserole. Of course there is a wide
choice in them, and it is quite possible
to pay a substantial sum for one in brown
or dark green, glazed inside and out, and
with a white lining, but it seems as if

one lost all the charm of the pretty
foreign fashion with these dressed up af-

fairs. The real thing is made of flower-

pot clay, of the same color inside and out,

although the inner surface is glazed, and
has a hollow handle jutting out sharply
at one side. They are to be had without
covers, and for the average family the

three-pint size is the most generally
-

iceable. Devotees of the Arts and Crafts
make covers for casseroles of elaborately
wrought copper, but the evenness of the

temperature is better maintained with
the thick earthenware covers which are
fitted to each size. One of the neces-

sities, as the casserole is brought directly
from the oven to the table, is a plate to

set it on, of some ware in harmonizing
color.

'

A plate of one of the En^li>h
wares which have an elaborate decora-
tion in brown is very good indeed, but
best of all is the brown Spanish earthen-

ware, coarse in texture and not unlike
the red clay in color.

While the casserole is principally used
for cooking meat or its combinations, it

is also the best possible thing in which
to cook dried or evaporated fruit. The
dried fruit should be soaked, but evapo-
rated fruit needs only to be washed, cov-
ered with cold water, to which the neces-

sary amount of sugar has been added, and
cooked, closely covered for four or five

hours, in a very slow oven. The same
treatment is excellent for a plain rice

pudding without eggs, for an Indian pud-
ding, or for a brown Betty. Two hours
is sufficient for most puddings.

A Butter Economy.

By the end of summer butter is al-

ready rising in prices, and it behooves the
housewife to look after leakages. One
way of saving butter is in making the
various sauces for meat and vegetables.
Instead of the time honored use of a

tablespoonful of butter and a tablespoon-
ful of flour, use a tablespoonful of lard

heated to boiling point and cook the flour

in this, later adding the seasonings and
stock or hot water. If the sauce is made
with water, a tablespoonful of butter will

be needed, but it must always be remem-
bered that the first tablespoonful in

which the flour is cooked contributes

nothing to the flavor of the sauce, but is

all absorbed. Lard is considered by
many cooks to take the flavor of the sea-

soning better than butter, and it is also
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GOING I! BUILD?
BftttllUHMMMjfl

I
F YOU aregolnffto build, remodel or
repair you can't afford to be without
on rblgr, new Catalog of Ml 11 work and
Building Material. It contains 3.000 i

fine Illustrations and 8.000 dollar-saving
bargains, on material that wexhip direct
to you at wholesale prlcesl Kvi-rvthinu
is IM id Hi' Ha M i 'I Second hand

I

Or old lumber; no wreckage. Don't pay
your local dealer 25% to S3>ti% more for
building material Get everything In
Lumber, Flooring, Doors. Windows,
Mouldings, Porchwork, Building Paper,
Hardware, Tlnwork and Paint from us.
direct and save money! Get also our
handsome Book of Modern Home Plans.

|

It's Free. H. B. MONGER, Pros.

Doors of All Kinds

at Wholesale Prices

Wearwell Paint
Perfect guaranteed house

paint
Kinple
gallon

I

I

I

1

For high class
hardware you
can't beat our
good s o r o u r
wholesale prices.

EVERYTHING IN LUMBER, FLOORING, DOORS,

WINDOWS, MOULDINGS, PORCHWORK,
BUILDING PAPER, HARDWARE,TINWORK AND

PAINT EVERYTHING SHIPPED DIRECT TO
YOU AT PRICES LESS THAN WHOLESALE!

Glazed Windows
of all kinds ready for
quick shipment.

2 light 53e up
4light59cup
12 light 67c up

1 light
Stall

I

27c
4 light
Barn
Sash
38c

'971

2FREE
BOOKS

We furnish
complete all
lumber, mill-
work, hard-

ware, spoutlnpr. paint
everything except ma-
sonry and labor to build
this 8-room house; plans
free. Ask for plan A135

Note the low prices
on items shown. Note
low price on all build-
ing material, etc., for
above house. Then
write us today for these
two FREEBOOKS. Let us
ehow you bow to build at
a wonderful saving on
everything you buy.

postal or letter will
bring these books
to you by return

mail. Ask (or

Catalog No.S3and Plan
Book No. 43.

Chicago
Millwork

Supply Co.,
613 S. Dearborn St.

CHICAGO

I

I

I

I
J

Make
Your Home Life
More Enjoyable

A Dean Home -Lighting
and Power System in your
suburban home will make
life more enjoyable, bring
to you all of the electrical

conveniences of the city and
make your work and that

of your wife much easier.

The Dean Electric Go's.

Home-Lighting and
Power System

should not be confounded
with the systems that are

merely an assembly of engine,

battery and dynamo, put together
to sell for a profit. It is practical,

economical, easy to install and re-

quires little attention.

Write today for further information.

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.
1012 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio

Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Power
and Switch Boards

"Look for 'Dean where Quality's teen"

I

I

_****
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very much less likely to burn. Another

economy of butter is the use of what the

government handbook on vegetables and
their cooking calls savory drippings. The
fat from fried sausages, bacon, ham and

pork and from roast veal and chicken and

veal, also uncooked poultry fat and pork
trimmings are tried out, care being taken

to prevent their burning, and while they
are cooking a small onion, a pinch of

summer savory and one of thyme, tea-

spoonful of salt and a little pepper are

added to each half pint. After the fat is

tried out it i> strained and used instead
of butter for seasoning vegetables. Too
many people do not realize the economy
of butter it is to have a good made gravy
with a roast. The art of making one is

very simple, and is adds nothing to the

cost of the meat, as it utilizes what a ser-

vant is pretty sure to throw away. Even
if the grown-ups do not care for gravy,
the children are pretty sure to like it.

If it has no other market it can be used
for sauce for spaghetti, which has been
cooked with cheese.

When you paint with Sherwin-Williams Paint (pre-

pared) known to the painter as

SWP
you get a paint that the largest paint organization in

the world is willing to stake its reputation on as be-

ing the best best in looks, best in wear, best for

preserving the life of the building.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS A
PAINTS & VARNISHES

HESS^FURNACE

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Co.. 629 Canal

Road. N. W., Cleveland. Ohio

We will deliver a complete heatinc
equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it durinc 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

TOO pay nothing. Isn't this worth (ooklnc
Into T Ooald wa offer such liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Haas Faraace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy t

We are makers not dealers and will
save you all middlemen!' profits. No room
for more details bare. Write today for free
48-pare booklet which tells all about It.

Yntr name tmd tuUrttt on m jett osrsf

Mf*. 717 Ticomm Bldg.. Cnlcigo

Build Beautiful Houses
It is really cheaper to be beautiful than ugly. Tour rep-

utation for taste depends mostly upon the outside of your
house. Most people never see the inside. The soft, rich,
velvety tones of

Cabot's Shingle Stains
make beautiful houses more beautiful, ujrly houses attractive.
and odeeiu commonplace houses. They are also cheap.
ea*y to apply, and guaranteed fast colors; and they are made
of Creosote.

'

the best wood-preservative known."

Sample* on wood and color-chart aenf on request.

Sole Manufacturers
., BOSTON. MASS.

Agent* at all Central Point*

SAMUFI CABOTOMIY1UC.L OrtDUl,

All YourWashing Made Easy 'Money Saved!
Uikr.Dr7rrtndUundr7Moi*-tllin*nldlMfa<id mwU In Tirlnin iliai ill III a Uf

wahii.door>qukk. Wtt*ihrr uobindranr*. WuUhoit f>m liun.lrr ,i..<|,aOlb*
rbint mod driat UM ckrtho*. Cnal, Wond or O>* for f<l. H.t *,!.! UtouMnd
u.,n drl.ihUd. Aloo..r -CMMttM" KlMtrto Wuhrr .lh our own a
pUnl lt7 Wrtacvr Urttmtf loaad oa o otkr niM-hm* nmipMcly iubdiT<d rolls

f wrincw by limply pu.h.n Wi.r.

iiic
All

I M*nr-o..r ci--lmita dcriea,
* auk* M uaninary to pus
fir* clMn la Jttit IS Btiaaamfiller, nrv wnncw WM!M( tub faU o< clotlM* pu _

CtMM* (lout of ordw; emanot U>r. * am* <toHcato bkriea. S.-T,,,U ,d
awM* l>dly DM It AppltaacM mxi la Tarioo* >|M* raiubU for R.id*oc,
ApwtaMBt Balldlncs H 4.1. nd In.titatioai. Writ* for Frw B.-k dMribinc

I Ihww Dryvrm, W.h.r. Wrinfrr. and l Irnalng R.rd> aod Urtrically dri*w
ndculM.twilroninf MadilDM. as1 laartila.i or eoaplti qulaiiati. Ju.tuk

tor SiHI t So. KUud >Ut wbiea nucaio* ipwUlly ioUrt*d io. Writ* tadmy.
AtMrmt mtarttt ojlcr.

| CHICAGO DRYER CO., _. _ _ SHANNON MFG. CO~
1 . - w-v-.. ._ ^. -.

Aw_*..T.rl,S.T.
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For Your Residence

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards -Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, IllinoisRichards-Roya 1.

A CEILING in Mod
e.
rn English style for

THIQ your library or Dining
* rllij Room, is one of many we

have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil-
ings in metal if desired, all differ-
ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- --Incombustible
Nothing better for a new building
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want. for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St., NEW YORK

ESTICrOUN DAT!ON
COAL CHUTE

Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening
<JT he heavy
steel hopper
catches all the

<J When not In use.

the hopper lies in

the bottom of the

chute body
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar
proof |Wilh
inch \viie slass 01

steel panel In door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
Huntington, Indiana
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SOHe MA M6AT THAT CANNA AT~ AND 5OM WOULD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W6 MA MAT AND W CAN CAT
SA LT TMe LORD B THANKIT

TABL OMAT
Desert for Dog-Days

By Beatrice d'Emo

CUP CAKE BASKETS FILLED WITH BERRIES AND WHIPPED CREAM.

|CE CREAM made of pure rich in-

gredients and flavored or mixed
with fresh fruit is one of the

most wholesome and nourishing
of desserts, and thanks to the greatly

improved freezes which are now sold at

prices to meet almost any demand it is

also one which can be easily and quickly
made. Homemade cream, provided the

best ingredients are used and the freez-

ing carefully done, should be far more
delicious than the confectioners' product
which is flavored to suit the generality
of tastes, hence is often under or over

sweetened, and as it is made in large
quantities the purchaser is not always
assured of its being absolutely fresh,
none of which objections holds for the
home kind.

An exceedingly good general recipe for

ice cream, one which can be used for

most any kind by adding the desired

flavoring or extra ingredients, is made
by heating one quart of single cream to

the scalding point in a double boiler, then

dissolving in this a level coffeecupful of

granulated sugar. Let cool, then flavor

to taste or add prepared fruit or nuts.

For any of the fruit water ices use
A pint of the strained fruit juice to a

pint of water and a pint of the clarified

sugar. If the mixture is made sweeter
than this it will not freeze hard.
A pleasant substitute for ices will be

found in frozen fruit, any kind of which.
after it has been picked over if berries,
or pared and stoned if the larger variety.

may be sprinkled thickly with powdered
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4m&
The pleasing and
attractive designs of

Heisey's

Beautiful

Table Silver

Knives, forks, spoons,

serving pieces, etc.,

rich in quality

and beauty,
correct in

fashion and good
taste, and harmonizing per-

fectlywiththe most daintily set

table, are always to be had in

1847 ROGERS BROS.

"Siher Plate
that Wears"

Our beautiful new pattern, Old Colony,
with its pierced handle and handsome
decorative work, is suggestive of simplicity

and quality. Appropriate for any time

or place, it is ideal for Colonial and

Old English dining rooms.

This silverware is backed by an actual

test of sixty-five years, and is guar-
anteed by the largest makers. For sale

by leading dealers everywhere.

Send for beautifully illustrated cata-

logue "V-35."

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Successor to Meriden Britannia Co.

MERIDEN, CONN.
KHVT rOKK CHICAGO

BAIT FRANCISCO

HAMILTON, CANADA

IJELLY DISH

393
CREAMER

393
SUGAR

Trade Mark

Glassware
together with its crys-

tal-like clearnessalways
makes the table invit-

ing and adds savor to

the food. Quality and

durability considered,

OLD
COLONY

TRADE H MARK

GLASSWARE

-393
ICHAMPAGNE
CLASS ...

Silver
Plate
that
Wears

is the lowest priced glass-

ware made. It is for sale

only by the best crockery
and department stores.

Write for a copy of our
"Handbook for the Hostess."

A. H. Heisey & Co.
Dept. 72 Newark, Ohio

CONDIMENT
SET
NO. I.

.'
-
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sugar, then put in the can of the freezer

which is then covered and buried in ice

and salt until serving time.

Now a word or two as to the attrac-

tive serving of the iced dainties. Large
fine oranges may have the tops cut off,

as shown in the illustration, the pulp

carefully extracted, then the cavity filled

with hard-frozen cream or sherbet, the

top replaced and tied on with baby rib-

bon of a contrasting shade. Cup cakes
turned upside down can have the centers

Fruit mousse may be made with any
kind of fruit that can lc reduced to a

pulp by being pressed through a sieve.

'I " make a quart of the mousse, .whip a

pint of rich cream until it is very
and put to drain on a turned-up sieve.

The liquid that drains through can be

again whipped to a froth. Obtain a cup-
ful of fruit pulp, which thickens with

powdered sugar to the same stiffness as

the whipped cream, then mix with the

cream, using a fork. Pack closely in a

CHILLED PEARS AND PEACHES WITH CAKE AND WHIPPED
CREAM.

scooped out and replaced by strawberries,

raspberries, sliced peaches or bananas
and French vanilla ice cream piled over

all, making a tasty variation of a short-

cake. Halves of peaches, pears or apri-
cots may be thoroughly chilled in the

freezer can, then laid in baskets made of

sponge or other plain cake which has
been cut in rounds or oblongs, the outer

part slightly coated with jelly, then pow-
dered with blanched and pounded al-

monds or desiccated cocoanut, and
whipped cream forced through a tube to
make a fancy border. Cantaloupes of
small size and good flavor may serve as

cups to hold vanilla ice cream. Large
peaches, dipped in hot water to remove
the skin, then turned hollow side up,
may be filled with French ice cream.

mold, cover and bury in crushed ice and
salt for four hours. A pretty effect may
be obtained by first lining the mold with
ice crea-m or water ice, then putting in

the mousse.

Strawberry, raspberry, currant or

peach whip is a delicate dainty made by
mixing a cupful of the fruit juice, ex-

pressed as for fruit ice cream, with half

a cupful of powdered sugar or a whole

cupful, if quite sweet desserts are liked.

Stir this into a pint of rich cream and
beat with an egg beater until light and
thick. Pile in sherbet cups or a large
.vrla^* dish and serve lady's fingers or
other plain small cakes with it. This
was a dessert much liked by our great-
grandmothers, and certainly has plenty
of merit to recommend it.
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Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Strong
Durable

.Economical

Twice Proved
. First by laboratory tests, second by

r
actual use, Samson Spot Sash Cord has

w proved from three to forty times more
'

durable than substitutes. Specify Samsoi
r Spot Sash Cord and insist on its use. Made
of extra quality cotton, scientifically braided
to equalize the strain, guaranteed free from
flaws.

The Spots Are Our Trade Mark
and Your Protection

For sale by hardware dealers. If your dealer
cannot supply you, order of us direct, giv-
ing his name. Write today anyway for

sample and our illustrated booklet No. 4,

showing various kinds ofSamson Cord.
A handy guide to buying.

Samson Cordage Works
Boston, Mass.

A REFRIGERATOR
Book FREE Tells How to Cut Expenses
If you will mail us your name and address we will send vou

a valuable book on HOME REFBIGEBATION. Every one should
read this book before buying a ret rigerator. It lays bare
secrets that have saved Inconvenience, Money, HEALTH, for
thousands. It
also describes

The Lifetime Refrigerator
The only refrigerator with snow-

white SOLID POBOELAIN food com-
partments, every corner BOUNDED,
lio refrigerator equals it in the ease
with which it is kept clean and its
contents wholesome and sanitary.
Greatest ice saver Built for a life
time service. Used exclusively in
America's greatest hospitals and fin-
est homes. Bend tonight for our
handsome and instructive book.
Places you under no obligations.

The Monroe Refrigerator Co., Station 6, Lockland, 0.

HESSMHOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

_ trated circular.

The Recessed MI-. -I HESS. 917 L Tacoma BUg., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet,

Even the Modest
Home Should

Have the Best

Varnish
While you're about it, get

the best job of varnishing
you can.

Berry Brothers' Varnishes

may cost a trifle more than
some but the ultimate econ-

omy in their use makes them
the least expensive finishing
material you can find.

Berry Brothers'

Architectural

Varnishes
They're made for every need in

the finishing of every class of

building.

Write for free booklet "Choos-
ing Your Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.

Established 1858
Address all correspondence to DETROIT

;troit, Mich., and Walker-
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Why Asbestos Roofing Has Become So

Popular.

|HK satisfactory result of building
construction is dependable to a

great degree upon wearing, fire

and water proof qualities and up-

keep of roofing. The selection of a roof-

ing which will not be too expensive in

price, and yet wear for years without

painting or graveling and furnish absolute

protection against fire and climatic con-

ditions, has always been a study of con-

siderable moment to engineers and con-

tractors. The list of roofing materials

manufactured to-day is a long one, and
some of them embrace excellent features.

Men experienced in roofing problems look

upon asbestos roofing as a natural pro-
tection against all destructive elements

because it is made of a natural mineral

that has already proved to be practically
indestructible by not being injured by
exposure to the elements for centuries;

and the wearing and elastic qualities of

the material are not deteriorated in pro-
cesses of manufacture, or preparation for

roofing uses.

Fire cannot get through an asbestos roof

from the surface: and from underneath,

only after the sheathing boards and tim-

bers have burned away and allowed them
to fall, the roofing being carried with

them. The saturated and cementing oils

cannot be drawn from asbestos roofing by
the heat of the sun, therefore it retains the

waterproofing oils indefinitely. In the test

which was recently made, the intense flame

of a blow-torch was held on a piece of this

roofing for nearly an hour without burning
or injuring the roofing any more than to

blacken it.

Owing to the increasing demand for a

cool roof, the white surface asbestos roof

is especially valuable where comparative-
ly low summer temperatures are desired

on the inside of the building. An actual

test made at a large Cleveland, Ohio,

clothing factory in the summer of 1908,
showed a difference of eighteen degrees
between a black and white surface roof,

the thermometers being suspended four

feet below the under side of the roof.

Amer. Car. & Builder.

Roughing of Cement Porch Floor.

The trouble which has been caused by
the scuffing of the cement porch floor

and the breaking up of its surface as

stated in the following communication,
is evidently due to improper mixture and

imperfect workmanship. We give in full

the correspondence that has passed on
the subject between this office and a

reader of KEITH'S.
Gentlemen:

I had a concrete porch constructed
about a year ago; the floor is red with
a border of gray around it. The surface
is now roughing up, the grains of sand

being quite distinct, and on the steps
some small surface cracks show. What
treatment would you advise me to give
the porch to counteract these two faults?

I am a subscriber for the magazine.
Ans. Without knowing definitely the

aggregate used in your floor or the meth-
od of mixing, we are unable to state

definitely the cause of such failure as you
state in your letter. If the aggregate
used in the wearing surface was weak or

dirty possibly it is that which is now
breaking down under continual wear. In
such case it would hardly be possible for

you to apply any thin coating which
would prove of any value to your floor.

Under those circumstances it would
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Residence of E. W. Twaddell, Devon, Pa. Roofed with Asbestos "Century" Shingles by E. S. Parson. Philadelphia.
Architect: and Simon Heister, Wayne, Contractor. From an Artist's Drawing

Fire
loss from inflammable roofs costs the property owners

of this country over Forty Million Dollars a year fires

that start outside the building, due to somebody else's hard

luck or carelessness. You cannot change your neighbor's
habits but you can guard against them. Roof with

Asbestos
"
Century

"
Shingles

"
The Roof that Outlives the Building

"

These Shingles are made of reinforced

concrete of cement reinforced in every
direction with interlacing asbestos fibers.

They are made by the "Century"
process, which distributes the asbestos

evenly in the cement.

Fire has no effect on Asbestos"Century"
Shingles. Neither cement nor asbestos

will burn. The Shingles do not crack in

the fire split, chip or warp.

The way to be sure of getting Asbestos

"Century" Shingles is to go to a respon-

sible roofer and ask fo>- them by name.

He can supply then in Newport Gray
(light gray), Slate (blue black), Indian Red
and Veneered Red (Indian Red face with

a gray back, cheaper than the solid red).

Write us for Booklet, "Roofing: A
Practical Talk," full of valuable pointers

for the man with a building to be roofed.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania
Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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MAXWELL'S
LAKESIDE

RUG BORDER

CEMENT Continued

Looks Like Hardwood

Costs
- As Much

A hardwood floor isn't worth what
It coats when you cover moat of it

with nitre. Here la the first really
good substitute for hardwood floor-

inga new kind of linoleum with a
surface irrained exactly like an oak

floor, mitred at the corners of the room
and handsomely varnished.

You buy it by the yard, lay it around the
borders of the room without nails or paste

and when your rug* are down everybody will think
you have an oak floor. Sanitary, non-slippery. Hand-
some enoiurh for the parlor and cheap enough for the

pantry. Very durable and can be revarnlshed. As it

is thin, you only need enouffh for the edir.es of the
room outside the rujr where the floor shows.
Thrw kin<l-Llicht?)ak. G..l.l-n Oak and Dull Oak.
If not carried In trk l>> ><rar Healer, icive UK hi* name
ml write u for Minnie*.

8. A. MAXWF.M. * CO.
Wall Papers Window Nlmdm Kuc Borders

llic.kl>n < hli aic<> Kan-.i- 4 II >

probably be advisable for you to remove
the top coating of the floor and resurface

it with a new and stronger mixture. To
do this successfully you should exercise

considerable care and precaution in order

that the new surface will properly bond
to the old base. This surface should not
be less than \ l

/t inches thick and the old

top should be chipped away sufficiently to

allow this depth.
In applying this wearing surface you

should thoroughly clean the surface upon
which it is placed, by first brushing with
a stiff broom and water, followed by a
weak solution of muriatic acid. All trace

of the acid should be removed by a hose
and the surface kept continually damp
until the top coat is applied. To insure a

good bond the old surface should be
coated with a cement grout having the

consistency of cream, and the top surface

applied before this has had an opportun-
ity to set. After the work has been com-

pleted it is advisable to sprinkle the sur-

face from two to three times a day, for a

period of at least 3 days, in order that
there may be sufficient moisture for the
concrete to set.

An All -Mineral Shingle Roof Permanently
Durable and Ornamental

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles are made of Asbestos (rock) fibres and Portland Cement, both
minerals. They are by nature immune to the destructive action of fire, water, acids, gases, chemical

fumes and climatic conditions. The longer they are exposed to the weather, the harder and tougher
they become.

J-M Transite Asbestos Shingles
are moulded under enormous hydraulic pressure into a homogeneous mass.

Shingle-, will not rot, crack or decay.
All shapes and sizes to meet all conditions. Colors: Natural

Gray, Indian Red and Slate.

Write our nearest branch for booklet

H. W. JOHNS - MANVILLE CO.

J-M Transite Asbestos

IU.f.ct.r*r. |

ASBESTOS ***~ ****-'**
Electrical Sap*U*. Etc.

Albany
Baltimore
B.~t..n
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati

n.-v..land
DnlUd
Detroit
Inilinnapnliii
KanM* City

Milwaukee
Minneapolis

Tirana
N.-w York
Omaha

PhllaHHphla
inch

Ban Francisco
Beattlo
KTTnals

For Cana.U-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNH-MANTILLX CO.. LntmtD
Toronto. Ont. Montreal. (Ju-. Winnipeg. Man. Vancouver. B. C.

Kftid'tlCt of .\frs. 1. J. Kirthrr. l.lanrr.

Covtrttt Tfith J-M Transite Asbettoi Shingles.
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Bishop Residence. Marblehead Neck, Mass.
Neponset Black Building Paper Used.

Are You Going to Build?

NEPDNSET BLACK
WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER

will keep your house permanently dry and free

from drafts. Costs only about $10.00 more
than rosin sized for the whole house and will

save at least a ton of coal each winter.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Mass., New York.
Washington, Chicago, Portland, Ore.,

San Francisco

TRADE MARK
Reg. U.S. Pat.Office

Canadian Plant:

Hamilton, Ontario

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing: department is at your disposal to advise
and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.
Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.

Roll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
Elston and Webster Avenues, CHICAGO

1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

The "BELNORD," New York

OAK FLOORING Used. Largest Apartment Build-

ing in the World

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately

And it holds your admiration permanently

q OWNERS and BUILDERS find it

a clinching argument to say "It's

Floored with OAK FLOORING."
It means that the tenant or the

buyer will be glad to pay 1 to 15

per cent more. In color, it is rich

and cheerful, and imparts an air

of refinement and elegance to a

home. It is the modern flooring.

C|
OAK FLOORING |" thickness by ji"

or

2" faces can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

CJ
OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

f" There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.

C| A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able work for any carpenter.

Cf Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and

selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
884 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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Cracks in Plaster.

VEN the best workmanship and
materials are not always a guar-
antee against cracks in a new
plaster ceiling. Settlement of

foundations and shrinkage of joists are

two insuperable causes. Where only
superficial hair-cracks result they may be

easily filled with plaster of Paris, which
will make them impossible to detect un-
der a subsequently applied decoration or

papering. But if the cracks are wide and

numerous, filling them is apt to make a

patchy ceiling and is besides a tedious
task. A better remedy is to stretch

cheesecloth over the entire ceiling, past-

ing it in the same manner as paper is

applied. Owing to the accommodating
elasticity of the cloth, both existing and
future cracks are covered, and the mate-
rial has besides an interesting texture
which asserts itself through the paint-

ing, where that method of decoration is

used. If the walls of the room have a
frieze and picture mould, the cloth can
be carried down the sides and its edges
hidden under the mould. Where a very
rough texture is desired a heavier cloth
can be substituted.

However, because a remedy has been
found, one should not be careless about
the causes of ceiling cracks. They should
be in mind when the frame of the house
is put up and guarded against, as far as

possible, by setting timbers and studding
in such a way as to reduce shrinkage to a

minimum. By this is meant reducing the

horizontal wood. Ordinary pine or

spruce will shrink about a half inch to

the foot across the grain ; therefore, as
little as possible should be used in that

position. The shrinkage of wood on end
is almost imperceptible. A well framed
house with studs running from sill to
roof and with ledger boards notched into
the studs, would require only the floor

beams on the horizontal. A poorly
framed house, such as contractor-builders

usually put up, would have short lengths
of studs end to end at each floor, with
two inserts of joists to carry the floor

beams in all about twelve inches of hor-

izontal timber with a shrinkage of half an
inch. This, in the whole height of the

house might run" into several inches and
no end of ceiling cracks. This careful

framing up is one of the differences be-

tween an architect's house and a build-

er's. Home Beautiful.

A very thin veneer of wood which is

backed with a suitable paper by a special

process and can be hung like wallpaper,
is known as "Filmwood." It comes in

figured mahogany, quartered oak and
black walnut, and may be finished either

in wax or in rubbed or polished varnish
if desired. It has been used with excel-

lent effect in paneling the card-room at

the Chicago Athletic Club and is an ex-

cellent material for panel work in living-

rooms, halls and diningrooms at a frac-

tion of the cost of wood paneling. Wall
Paper News.

Papering Rooms.

The quantity of paper required for a

room is calculated in various ways.
First, it must be remembered that a

roll of paper on which all prices and esti-

mates are given, measures, when the selv-

age is removed, l
l
/2 feet wide and 24

feet long. Although many American pa-

pers come in lengths half as long again
as this, and English papers 48 feet in-

stead of 24, the single roll remains the

standard recognized measurement for

wall coverings. A roll, therefore, con-
tains 36 square feet. By taking the

square feet to be covered in the room
and dividing by 30 instead of 36, the re-

sult will give the number of rolls re-
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Don't you like to surround yourself with the beautiful things of life flowers,

pictures, worth while books and all the little essential things that go to make up
the ideal home ?

For the benefit of those who know and care we have recently compiled a

catalog of stencils for decorating purposes.

These stencils have been designed by an experienced artist and decorator after

long study in Holland, Germany, France and Spain.

When used in connection with

Dutch Boy Painter White Lead
and pure linseed oil they are just the thing to give the finishing touch to the

painted walls they are the last word in decorative art.

The designs shown are simple rather than showy and they are made for those

who care for refinement in art.

To those who answer this advertisement we will not only send this catalogue
of over one hundred stencil designs but will quote a special price of 50 per cent

off the catalogue price.

Send at once for Dutch Boy Painter Stencil Catalogue No. KE 2.

National Lead Company
Stencil Department, 111 Broadway, New York City
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quired, with safe allowance for the \\

which will occur in cutting around win

dows, doors and mantel, and the amount
discarded from the end of each piece.
Another method is as follows : Assum-

ing a room to measure 14 feet x 12 feet,

and to contain two windows each 3 feet

wide, and one folding door 5 feet wide,
the perimeter of the room comes to 52

running feet ; with openings subtracted
it nets 41. Paper being \ l/2 feet wide,

twenty-eight strips will be required, to

which should be added about three pieces
to cover waste in matching the pattern
and otherwise fitting around the open-
ings. This makes a total of thirty-one
strips. Assuming the room to be 10 feet

high, a single roll will supply two strips,
and therefore sixteen rolls may safely be
counted as necessary for the room.

Finish Hardware.

The hardware field is bounded on the
east by artistic design, on the west by
solidity, on the north by variety and on
the south by despair. The despair comes
from the impossibility of making a choice
in such a bewildering array of splendid
material. It is the old trouble of the

donkey in the clover field there was so

much of it that he did not know where to

begin.

Cost. In an eight-roomed house one
can reasonably expend from $60 to $150.

M->t are well content with the $60 out-
fit. Solid bronze is expensive, but life

is possible without it. The manufactur-
ers have put such a finish upon cheap
goods that there is no trouble in trim-

ming a house of the size given for even
$40 and having good artistic material.

Butts or Hinges. It is hardly neces-

sary now to warn builders not to use a
butt that does not have a loose joint, so
that the door may be lifted off without

taking out any screws. Any other kind
would be hard to find. In Europe they
are probably still unscrewing their hinges
because Noah did it in his time ; in the
United States a door is lifted off in a few
seconds.
As already noted, doors more than 7 ft.

high should have three butts. Not less

than 4x4 in. is the common requirement.
A rather good hinge lately put on the

market has one side cut into the door

jamb in the ordinary way and the other
screwed on the face of the door. It is an
ornamental finish.

Varnish. You may ask what varnish

has to do with hardware, and the reply
is that it often has too much to do with
it. If hardware is put on before the var-

nishing it should be unscrewed to let the

painter get his work done. It is not only
easier for him, but better both for the ap-

pearance of the wood and the working of

the hardware. The Building Age.

Prepared Roofings look as much alike as two peas in a pod. The best place to

test their worth is on a Building: As a result there is no other one article in your
stock which you should be so careful about buying; nor is there any other article

that will more quickly undermine your business than an Inferior made Roofing that

will not give satisfactory results.

UNDERFELT ROOFING
is "Quality" and "Know How" from beginning to end and can't help but give Satis-

faction to the most exacting. It's a roofing that is known to every dealer who has

handled it as THE Roofing that can always be depended upon. Why? Because the

people that make "UNDERFELT", have made Roofiing
for 66 years and they know how to make it right.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY

Fargo

"THE HOME OF QUALITY"
700 - 712 South Fourth Street

MINNEAPOLIS Duluth
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In any home new or old

is place for

IDEAL WALL BOARD
It makes a wall far more durable

and attractive than plaster; costs less

and is more satisfactory in every way.
The decorative effects that can be
worked out with Ideal Wall Board are

almost limitless in number and variety.

Write for booklet, sample and name of local dealer.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO.
103 Railroad Street MARION. INDIANA

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made in Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs.,
NEN

CO
H
N
A
N
VEN'

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

" The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World*

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying has stood
the test for thirty years.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hcrmansville, Mich.

THIS FREE BOOK

Will Help
You

Because its speci-
fications are cor-
rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, i t s testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your

opinion by actual working test. We
want to prove the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels
of any woods finished with our Dye.
Judge for yourself the beauty of the

results obtained.

Johnson's
: Wood Dye

is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No
No
No
No
No
No

126 Light Oak
123 Dark Oak
125 Mission Oak
140 Early English
110 Bog Oak
128 Light Ma-

hogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-

ered Oak
No. 132 Green Weather-

ed Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's P r e -

pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K. E. 8

S. C. Johnson & Son.
Racine, Wit.

"The Wood Finishing
Authorities"
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Dust in Relation to Heating.

By Konrad Meier.

(Extracts From Paper Before Heating
Engineers.)

|T is a popular notion that steam
and hot water systems give a

different sort of heat. Engi-
neers would define this more

correctly by stating that various
methods of heating will produce different

air conditions. The old-fashioned de-

vices are still considered by many people
to be more wholesome, even though less

efficient than the modern apparatus, of

which it is often said that it does not

ventilate, the dead air and stuffiness

being attributed generally to the lack

of air supply incidental to heating.

Partly out of this idea has grown the

popularity of the indirect system, but
now complaints are heard, that through
heating, and even tempering, by stacks,
the air will lose its natural sweetness and

refreshing qualities. The recent tend-

ency to oppose plenum ventilation on the

part of the medical profession appears
to be the result of such observations.

Engineers themselves will have ob-

served, especially in public buildings and

schools, that even a generous plenum
supply will not always make the occu-

pants forget the desire to open the win-
dows. Heated but unoccupied rooms are

often found stuffy, even after long va-

cancy, when a slight amount of natural

ventilation should suffice to keep them
sweet. Everybody has noticed the sti-

fling air of ill-kept empty railroad coaches
which is not altogether caused by over-

heating, nor by previous occupancy. In
such cases the foulness of the air cannot
be due to lack of ventilation alone.

These circumstances would indicate a

cause of vitiation aside from the well-
known sources and explains in a measure
the demand for purer air which has

really arisen and become general only

with the introduction of the modern ways
of heating.

* * *

Dust, in fine, impalpable form, is the

most common medium for the dissemina-
tion of disease germs, dust on the street-.

in the air, on the floors of public build-

ings and in the carpets and draperies of

our own homes. And dust must be pre-
vented if we are to be really clean,

really sanitary.
In many of the larger towns the old

fashioned street sweeper has already
given way to the flushing tank which
washes the filth into the sewers instead

of sending it broadcast into the air to

poison and pollute.
The really sanitary air cleaning sys-

tem must be stationary and equipped
with an outlet for the exhaust of the foul

air entirely outside the building. A de-

vice which can be carried from room to

room, even though it may do fairly sat-

isfactory cleaning, can not remove the

really dangerous elements from the at-

mosphere of the house because it must
>f necessity exhaust the germ-laden air

back into the room. But a properly in-

stalled stationary system, with the ma-
chine in the cellar, and piping of not less

than 2 l

/2 inch diameter (sufficient to al-

low free passage for large volumes of

air and dirt) rising through the partitions
with inlets at every floor, with dust
chamber thoroughly air-tight and with

exhaust flue out-of-doors for the polluted
air, will give ample guarantee against
dirt and the bacteria that give birth to

the greater percentage of the common
diseases of the human family.
Not only the carpets, rugs and drap-

eries benefit from the regular use of the

stationary air cleaning system, but the

family clothing, furs, beds and bedding,
and every nook and cranny that would
bid defiance to the broom and dustpan,
all may be kept hygienically clean with

little effort and trifling expense by the
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^ *

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.

After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912

book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
iKistal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers af Steel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

TN these days of summer heat,
A

prepare for the chill ofan early
winterby installing anUnderfeed
Furnace or Boiler. Plan to cut your
coal bill next winter l

/% to 2$. ACT
NOW. Don't wait for the fall rush.
Write for FREE Furnace or Boiler
Booklet and fac simile letters from
users of

PECK Williamson

Cheap slack soft coal and pea and
buckwheat sizes of hard and soft coal,

yield
in the Underfeed more heat, cleaner

heat and more even heat than highest
priced coal burned in any other heater.

Coal is fed from below.
Fire is on top and sides, in
direct contact with the most
effective radiating surfaces.
In top feed furnaces fresh
coal blankets the fire, caus-

ing alternating chill and
overheat.

In the Underfeed, smoke
and gases pass up through
the fire, are consumed and
make more heat. The Un-
derfeed insures perfect com-
bastion. No smoke, no soot,
noclinkersandbutfewashes.

W. N. Chandler, University City, Mo., write*:
"My coal bills, ranging from $105 to $120 a season

until I installed an Underfeed, were reduced to $48
the first year; $44 the second and $56 the past severe

winter. I have no trouble whatever in heating my
house to any desired degree."

If you are about to build; if your furnace or boiler
is unsatisfactory; if you still depend on stoves or

grates write for furnace or boiler booklet, fac-simik-

testimonials, heating plans prepared for you by our
Engineering Department and estimate of cost all sent
FREE. Dealers alao write for our proposition.

\-WLLAMSON CO.

Send me FREE

Underfeed Boiler Booklet

(Inrflcmt. br X Book-
let you d*irc>

Address.

Name of my dealer
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searching nozzles of the stationary air

cleaning system, operated by the turning
of an electric switch in the wall.

Such cleaning as is accomplished by a

high grade stationary air cleaning
teni adds at least fifty per cent to the

"life" of a rug or carpet. The explana-
tion of this is to he found in the fact that

the powerful suction removes the myriad-
of tiny sharp edged particles that clinjj

like so many multiple-edged tools inside-

the very fabrics, and which no amount of

sweeping with brooms can dislodge.
The cost of operating a thoroughly

high class stationary vacuum cleaning

system should not exceed six dolla

year while the initial cost of installation

is moderate.

Effect of Vitiation by Heating.

The elimination of the ozone and what-

ever loss of oxygen may occur, probably
have no distinct and traceable effect on

health. They represent the general
drawback of indoor life, not serious in

itself, probably because we have long
since become inured to it. The situation

is different in regard to the contamina-

tion of the air by fine, dried dust, which
has become general more recently.

through prevailing methods of heating.
This may be clear if we remember, that

the old-fashioned tile oven, the ordinary
free standing, well-polished iron stove,

or the open fireplace depend on their

effect largely on radiation, and that the

heating surfaces are readily accessible

and apt to be clean. This cannot be
said of the hot-air furnace, nor of in-

direct stacks, nor of certain styles of

radiators, and least of all of the screened
direct surfaces.

While the public may have become in-

different to the immediate sensible effect

of dust contamination, because it is so

general, it is nevertheless a real nuisance.
The prevalence of chronic ailments of

nose and throat would indicate that we
are not immune to it. It is one of those
elements which have eluded the ordinary
air tests made with the idea of determin-

ing the need of ventilation. The quan-
tities are too small to be called a poison
often noticeable by odor. Under ex-
treme conditions, when steam is turned
into a dusty radiator or stack, the am-
monia may become very disagreeable.

Circulation incidental to heating keeps
a certain amount of dust in motion,
which would otherwise settle down, and
will therefore add certain elements to the

air we breathe.

As proof of this we need to call atten-

tion only to the visible tracks left by the

dust, on walls above radiators which are
sometimes deflected by shields, but
should be prevented in other ways. It is

by no means likely that live organisms
are destroyed to any extent by the ordi-

nary forms of heating apparatus. This

depends on higher air temperatures or
on steam itself. Furnaces, except in red-

hot condition, which is undesirable in

other ways, and radiators, therefore, can-
not be considered as sterilizers. They
merely dry the dust, stir it up and keep
it in motion while the heat is on. Con-

sidering this, we are forced to admit, that

heating increases the bacterial contents
of the air.

Favors Moderate Temperature of Heat-

ing Surfaces.

The safest way to prevent the chemi-
cal adulteration of air through decom-
posing of organic matter would appear to

be a moderate temperature of heating
surfaces. With clean surfaces and dry
air, acording to V. Esmarch and Nuss-
haum, there will be no vitiation with

temperatures up to 160 F., and none
to speak of until the surfaces are near
the boiling point. Under less ideal con-

ditions, where more or less dust is to
be expected, the temperature should be

kept down to about 160 F. or lower,
as a rule, excepting an occasional rise

to 180 F. during a cold spell as un-
avoidable and of minor importance.

Enameled Radiators Advocated.

For years we have enjoyed clean

plumbing fixtures, designed on hygienic
lines, and we have insisted on cleanliness
in many other ways, if only on general
principles. There is every reason why
we should insist on the same qualities in

heating equipment, which is now nearly
always on a decidedly lower plane in this

respect than other apparatus in one and
the same building. Enameled radiation

would be produced, if there were a

serious demand, while the better styles
of radiation are true and good in design,
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THE LONG LIFEWHITE ENAMEL
^^^B

AN intense pure white enamel finish. Will not show laps nor brush
~

marks. Send for Sample Panel and Free Booklet. Address
Pratt & Lambert-Inc.,12lTonawanda Street, Buffalo, N. Y. In

Canada, 65 Courtwright Street, Bridgeburg, Ontario.

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES 63 YEARS

$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled
mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Ga s

Grate $2.50 ex-
tra. Mantel is 82

inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-
umns as sliown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-
logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.

'REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS. MO.

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-
forms with architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"

Do not put this magazine aside until you have written for a copy of "Door Beautiful," a de luxe

book of handsome interior and exterior views of modern homes. It's free

MORGAN DOORS
are used in the best homes, specified by architects who take pride in their work, and sold by responsible

dealers everywhere dealers who do not substitute.

IWrite todayfor copy of "Door Beautiful." /f/"VO (~* A r\I
Look for tilts murk on the tt>p rail. IVlV-fIV*_>*! *

"pt ' OVlrrcr WiB3 USHKOSn, WlS.

SEDGWICK'S BEST HOUSE

a beautiful book of 200 modern homes costing: $500. to $6000. I have had many years ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price

$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." a new book showing 50 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small

ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK, :- 1135-K, Lumber Exchange. -:- Minneapolis. Minn.
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the\ arc u>ually false and cheap-looking
a- t" finish. 'I he be>t lini-h enamel i-

the most sanitary, and in its turn would

encourage proper self-assertive disposi-
tion in place of the unfortunate habit of

hiding.

Radiators >hould have fair spacing be-

t \\cen ICM.J.X i,, show the dirt and to make
it likely that it will be removed. They
should not be tucked away in corners.

More Rigid Restrictions for Electric

Wiring.

The city council of Minneapolis will

consider a suggestion for the extension

of the use of iron conduits for electric

wiring, to prevent mechanical injury to

the wires and to decrease the fire hazard.

It is proposed to require the conduit-*

for both open and concealed wiring in

the fire limits, and in a number of classes

of buildings, especially public and semi-

public buildings. Among other amend-
ments proposed are clauses providing for

revoking by the city council of elec-

tricians' licenses for just cause; require-
ment for steel fuse cabinets exclusively
to supplant wooden cabinets; provision
rtqr. automatic shutters on motion picture
machines to conform with similar man-

jdalory provision in building code; re-

vision ( .f other wiring regulations; re-

uirement that all electric signs shall be
Tinted entirely of metal and specifi-

ttion for porcelain Dockets on lamps
ear conductors of electricity. The la>t

ruviskm applies particularly to installa-

ons in bathrooms with the tile or mar-
ie finishing or floors, in which a person

especially liable to shock because of

TheONLYWAY is the

PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOe

Hangers and Fasteners re-

tail at 15c and 2Sc

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Ciaitr St. MUwiuke*. VI*.

standing on or near material- tending to

"ground" electrical current.- Imp. I'.ul

letin.

Gas for Country Towns and Farms.

In districts which are not readied by
i;as mains there has always been a great
demand for a transportable gas for light,
heat, cooking, power and all other pur-

- for which gas is used. In order to

satisfactorily meet this demand, a gas
must have the following qualities: It

must be efficient, non-poisonous, safe

from explosion, easy to handle, reason-
able in price, and especialy in such con-
densed form as to permit of easy trans-

portation.

All these qualifications are claimed to

have been met by the invention of Her-
man Blau, a chemist of Augsburg. ( ier-

many, who, after a long series of experi-
ments, invented what is now known a-

"Blaugas." Blaugas is a mixture "i

those hydrocarbon gases which, under

ordinary pressure and temperature, are in

a gaseous form, but which will liquefy
under high pressures and low tempera-
tures.

Blaugas is furnished under a high pres-
sure, therefore it is necessary to reduce
its pressure before it enters the service

pipes, which is done by reducing and

regulating valves. This produces, with-

out further artificial means, so-called

pressure gas, which is of very great value
for illuminating purposes and for use in

the arts. Because of its higher pressure
and great heat value, it is stated to be
the most efficient commercial gas known
for . illuminating, heating and cooking
purposes, one cubic foot of Blaugas giv-

ing approximately 80 candles in an in-

verted incandescent burner, whereas or-

dinary coal gas will yield candles with
a consumption of five cubic fleet. For
industrial purposes, where a uniform heat
of high temperature is required, we are

informed Blaugas has proved most effi-

cient, and is now used in this country
in a great many laboratories, factories

and industries.

Blaugas is shipped in steel bottles con-

taining from twenty to twenty-five
pounds of liquid gas. Each pound of

liquid gas will yield \2 l/2 cubic feet of

expanded gas. Imp. Bulletin.
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The Furnace of Few Joints
"

DUST PROOF AND GAS PROOF
The body of an ACORN FURNACE is composed of six )>*\

f. . i i i v^> Aurora, Illin

pieces, fitted together with deep cut joints. 3-

The joints are packed with asbestos and are gas tight. .* e

Simple and practical.

SAVE COAL J
Send me your booklet,

"Hints on Healthful

Heating."

Greater radiating surface and large air chamber
increase the volume of warm air, making / Name.
Acorn Furnaces -

'AMERICA'S VERY BEST"
Address

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

If You Have A Fire-

place

You can secure four times the usual amount
of heat by using a

Jackson Ventilating Grate
These grates each heat two or more rooms

on one or different floors in severest weather,
and they will heat an entire residence with
two-thirds the fuel of a furnace.

IP You HAVE No FIREPLACE you can se-

cure the effect of an ordinary open grate by the
use of a MAYFLOWER OPEN FRANKLIN. Many
people use them in preference to the ordinary
open fireplace.

CATALOG "K" shows the Ventilating
Grate. Send for this, and also for catalogues
of Mantels, Franklins, Andirons, or anything
else you wish in the fireplace line.

Edwin A. Jackson & Bro.
25 Beckman St., N. Y.

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device tc

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemingtoii, New Jersey, U. S A.

The Joys of Summer at Zero

\X7HEN you're planning that new house or going to
* v overhaul the old, take warning don't allow some
irresponsible contractor to install a balky heating sys-

tem on you. Insist upon

AOLINE

Write for our big book that gives a fistful of letters

from home owners who are enjoying the Moline System
and wouldn't change for love or money. It's written

especially for home owners, is not technical and tells

how cozy comfort in winter is the reward of those who
install our system. Write today.

Moline Vacuum-Vapor Heating Co.

Dept. C, MOLiNE, ILLINOIS
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

Are the Lumbermen Responsible for the

Increased Cost of Building?

The following comparison of building
costs now and ten years ago is so in-

teresting that we print it in full :

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 29, 1912.

Editor St. Louis Lumberman :

We are enclosing herewith a detailed

statement of the cost of erecting \.\\

houses in 1903, as compared with the

same houses in 1912, which shows an av-

erage cost in 1903 of $3,387 and 1912 of

$3,925.

However, part of this difference is tak-

en up by reason of the fact that in the

houses built in 1912 there was included

stone work on account of porch, which
did not appear in 1903; also cement floor

or porch ; and in the electric work the

estimate of 1912 included wiring entire

house, while in 1903 the same item sim-

ply covered an electric bell.

Referring the matter to one of our
other yards, our manager makes a

statement, as follows:

"Labor of all kinds is higher now than

ten years ago ; for instance in 1904, I let

carpenter work on a six-room frame

house for $375. I am now paying $475
for the same kind of a job. This is about
25 per cent advance ; and I think the same
will be true of other classes of labor,

from excavation up."
He further states that the lumber and

millwork is not over 25 to 30 per cent of

the cost of a modern house, and as the

selling price of material has not advanced
more than 2 or 3 per cent, it is not fair

to hold the lumber manufacturers or re-

tail dealers responsible.
The increased cost of the same class of

buildings that was being constructed ten

years ago is not as much as some agi-
tators would have the public believe.
The principal increase is in the cost of
labor and the added comforts that go
to make up the modern house. Ten years
ago we furnished material for a frame
house for $512, and duplicated the same

in 1'Ml. $521 less than 2 per cent m>re
than ten years ;i.

Y.'iirs trulv,

L. L. SEIBKL.
President Badger Lumber Company.

Itemized Statement of Cost.

By Badger Lumber Company. Kansas

City.
Two Houses.

1903

Carpenter work $1,170.20
Lumber and mill-

work 2,223.03

Stone work 482.85

Plumbing 530.00

I '.rick work 479.30

Shades 36.00

Furnace 240.00

Decorating 186.46

Plaster 404.85

trading 68.94

Painting 370.00

Cement work 210.00

Tin work 70.00

Mantels 91.00

Sodding 74. U.

(ias fixtures 72.00

Art Glass 60.15

Electric bell . 6.50

1912.

$1,400.00

2,300.00
*600.00

600.00

550.00

40.00

240.00

200.00
500.00

80.00

400.00

f400.00
80.00

100.00

100.00

120.00

60.00

$80.00

2)$6,775.44 $7,850.00

$3,387.00 $3,925.00

*Stone work now includes stone porch.

fCement work now includes cement
floor for porch.

^Electric work includes wiring entire

house.
The St. Louis Lumberman.

Double Glazing for Soundproofing.

An English builder has tried the plan
of double glazing windows in sick rooms,
studies, lecture rooms, etc., with a view
to excluding noise from without and with

notable success.
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THE NAT I BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Great Building Opportunity:
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For n. 00

The plans are medium priced, up-to-datehomes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-
thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.00 per year 20 cent* per copy
NATIONAL BUILDER,

362 Dearborn St., Chicago:
Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which

I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name_

City-

Street No..

Keith's. Aug.. '12.

"THE pleasure of living: in thecountry
* or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort Riving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing
the

1

TRfiLiCombination
iis^Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your insurance rates.
On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,
Factories, Churches. Schools, Colleges,
Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-
gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan
Attractive Proposition to Plumbert

.,..-.W ^ v;:",,

r

Carburettor under troud If "/.''.'

Machine in baxment

Properly Hung Doors
are an essential

of the Perfect Home

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges
Prevent creaking and binding.

They are equipped with

NON RISING PINS
Which never work out of the Joint. If you
want to know more, write for our Artistic

Booklet to Dep'fT.

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

Into New Quarters.

IK Winnipeg l-ranrli of tin- II.

\V. Johns-Manville Compam .

owing to their increasing bu-i

ness, have found it necessary t<>

move into much enlarged new quarters
at No. 92 Arthur street, Winnipeg.
They will occupy an entire six-story

anl hasement building.
* * *

Porch and Garden Furniture is tin-

unique booklet which we have received

from The Old Hickory Chair Co., Mar-
tinsville, Ind., in paper covers that capi-

tally reproduce the braided rush seats of

this furniture. The illustrations within

are most attractive and irresistible. The
line has been extended to embrace in-

terior country house furniture as well as

porch and garden, some of the pieces ri-

valing fumed oak or mahogany in work-

manship and design. Swing seats and
even summer houses are also built by thi>

company, the largest in their line in the

world.
* * *

The Carpenter Spring Shade is exten-

sively set forth in their handsome book-
let just received by us. There are numer-
ous illustrations showing this awning in-

stalled, also its practical operation. The
book is willingly furnished on request by
Geo. B. Carpenter & Co.. Fifth avenue.

Chicago.

SaveWon Fuel Bills
OUR MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN
make* it eujr for you to purchase

JAHANT SB} FURNACE
Have plenty of heat wherever and whenever
desired. You are Hire of satisfaction because
we Issue a 365 day Guaranty Bond. We sell

direct paying freight and saving you dealer's

profits. Install the Jahant yourself. We send
complete outfit furnace, pipes, registers,
etc.. with special plans, detailed instructions
and necessary tools.

Send for free furnace handbook.
THE JAHANT HEATING CO.

30 Mill Street Akron. Ohio

BUY YOUR FURNACE
$1O DOWN SlOAMONTH

Modern Closet Construction, issued by
the \Vatrous Co., Chicago, is a booklet of

more than ordinary interest not only to

architects and builders but to the ordi-

nary householder, as the differences in

old and new construction herein set forth

are plain even to the lay understanding.
Who has not suffered from the faulty ac-

tion of the old syphon-jet type of closet

plumbing? The Watnms Duojet will be

hailed with joy by the public. Read their

booklet and learn its advantages.
* * *

It is really surprising that so utilitarian

a subject as hardware, can be set forth in

such attractive shape as the new book-

lets and catalogs issued by the different

manufacturers present. Take for in-

stance the Sargent catalog devoted en-

tirely to union lock sets, a truly wonder-
ful specimen of design and press work.
In addition, they issue a separate booklet

devoted entirely to colonial designs for

special use in colonial houses, showing
not only door handles and entrance de-

signs but sideboard, bookcase and other

details. It would seem the last word
had been said till we turn to the dainty
booklet of the Corbin Co., with its chaste

press work in keeping with the refined

designs illustrated.

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.

in an artistic blue and gray booklet tell

us about Yale locks, with designs appro-
priate for colonial, Elizabethan and mis-

sion architecture.

The Prudential Heating Co., Akron.

Ohio, issue a new edition of their cata-

log of their Down Draft System of

Smokeless Combustion which is of inter-

est to all home builders.

* * *

The Biltmore Nursery, North Caro-

lina, also sends us their Hardy Flower

Garden, a catalogue so unique and at-

tractive as to be well nigh irresistible.
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C. E. Schermerhorn and W. K. Phillips. (Associate) Architects.

RESIDENCE OF MR. GEO. W. MASSEY, LAMBERTV1LLE, N. J.

A New Jersey Colonial Residence

By Watson K. Phillips

F those who intend building a

home could realize the impor-
tance of taking ample time to go
into the matter thoroughly be-

fore the contract is awarded, they would
save themselves considerable expense and

disappointment. The house illustrating

this article was not built until after the

plans had been studied by the client for

nearly a year.

The desire of the client from the be-

ginning to end was to have a distinctive

home rather than an impromptu house.

The owners were as enthusiastic when

the house was finished as they were the

day ground was broken. They had a

quantity of fine Colonial furniture and

the rooms were studiously arranged for

its accommodation. Each closet, the

dressers, location, size and arrangement
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..I \\ md" \\ - ;nil cl.M.r- were all given

pecial attention. The commie-inn t,, ,U

sign such a lu'ii>e for such client- \\.-i-

one to the liking of any architect, for all

interior arrangements were suggested l\

the clients hut the designing of the archi-

tectural forms was left exclusively to the

judgment of the architects.

The Colonial style was followed a-

closely as possible, consistent with prac-

tical requirements. The Imuse is con-

structed of up-draft re-pressed stretcher

red brick laid in Flemish bond. In order

to break the sharp line at the -n.und the

base was made of local granite with a

beveled water table. The entrance porch
is connected to the side porch by an open
terrace. The roof is of Vermont green
slate and the valleys, gutters, etc., are of

copper.

Upon entering the Colonial doorway, a

Hall in (he Maraey Residence.

Colonial Window with Fan Top on Stair Landing.

vista is at once obtained of the main

portion of the first floor. At the rear of

the hall a plain Colonial staircase leads

to the second floor and from there con-

tinues to the third floor. On the main

landing there is a beautiful leaded glass
window with a fan top effect which has

been designed in harmony with the main

entrance side lights and transomes. No
color was permitted in the design, the

effect required being obtained by using
different textures of white glass which
was arranged to set off the geometrical

design to the best advantage. Under the

staircase a toilet has been conveniently

planned. A secret closet is also provided
under the staircase for overshoes, um-

brellas, etc. Fixed seats (under which

radiators are concealed) have been pro-

vided on either side of the main entrance

door.

Particular consideration was given in

the plan arrangement for conveniently

entertaining guests. Instead of one large

opening, two smaller doorways were pro-
vided from the hall to the salon so as

to permit easy and free egress.

This finely proportioned salon is light-

ed with a massive Colonial chandelier.

The formal appearance of the mantel is

relieved by a well selected color scheme
of hand-made Moravian tile, each tile hav-

ing an individual tone and shape of its

own. It is to be noted that the radiators,

while not entirely concealed, are set in
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chases under the window sills in such a

manner as to be hardly noticeable. The
fine old carved sofa, Sheriton chairs and

tables, are heirlooms of the family.

The library and dining room are locat-

ed to the left of the hall, the former being
finished in quartered brown stained oak ;

the dining room is finished in birch and

The service portion of the house is in

some respects the most interesting of all.

A built-in refrigerator is provided in the

pantry arranged so that the ice may be

put in from the rear porch. A block tin

pipe coil is placed in the bottom of the

ice chamber and is connected to a private

drinking water line which is independent

HALL IN SIMPLE COLONIAL DESIGN.

cherry, stained to harmonize with the

mahogany furniture. The leaded glass

transome over the side board is enlivened

with a painted scene giving just the need-

ed touch of color. The fireplace facings
and hearth are of Moravian tile.

The floors on both first and second

floor are of the finest quality of selected

quartered white oak, each board showing
full flakes. The salon, hall and entire

second floor are finished in white enamel.

The doors are veneered with mahogany.

of the town water supply. Outlets con-

nected with this line are also provided
for the kitchen sink and main bath room

lavatory. The dresser has glazed doors

and adjustable shelves, one end being ar-

ranged as a table leaf closet. The cellar

stairs are placed so that they are ad-

jacent to both the main and rear portions

of the house.

The kitchen arrangements, which in

main were suggested by the client, have

been carefully studied and well thought
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out. The most interesting feature is

probably the large dresser at the end

which has doors that are really small

closets. The shelves are supported on

movable cleats so that they may be rai^-1

or lowered at will, thus providing tin-

maximum amount of shelf space. Every
housewife knows that dresser shelves are

seldom, if ever, arranged with regard t..

mark \\hioh would nccur had a \\nod >ill

been used.

The hot water circulating boiler i~

placed in a closet where shown on tin-

plan and is connected with an automatic

-a- water heater as well as with the range
hut water back.

The bed rooms being placed at the four

corners of the second floor, have each twc.

THE FINELY PROPORTIONED SALON WITH SUPERB CHANDELIER.

what they are to contain. Instead of the

movable cleats supported on ratchets,

metal plugs, such as are used in book-

cases, could be used to advantage and at

trifling extra cost. The zinc lined knead-

ing board and the bread and meat cutting
boards are novel features. Most hou-c-

wives find that the standard height of

2 ft. 6 ins. for the sink is too low. The
sink in this kitchen is set 3 ft. above the

floor. The window sill over the sink i<

of slate so that anything may be laid upon
it without fear of leaving an unsightly

exposures. The guest room, as shown in

the illustration, is furnished with Colonial

family heirlooms.

Each of the bed room closets has a

built-in clothes pole so that the clothing

may be hung in an orderly manner on

suitable hangers instead of on hooks as

is usually the case. By this means more

clothing may be hung in the closets than

by the old method. Most of the closet

doors have full length mirrors and sev-

eral have drawers for shoes, hats, etc.

The third floor contains three large airy
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FIREPLACE IN DINING ROOM.

bed rooms, a store room and bath room.

The space above is ventilated by a large

dormer on the rear so that these rooms
in summer are about as cool as those

of the second floor.

The house is warmed by a new type
of hot water heating system in which the

piping and radiators are decreased in size

and the water is forced by means of a

generator, to travel through the radiators

THE COLONIAL GUEST ROOM.
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The Kitchen DreMer with Adjustable Shelve*.

and back to the boiler at a more rapid

rate than in the usual method. A con-

stant and uniform temperature is main-

tained in the house regardless of the

weather conditions by means of a tem-

perature regulator. Two or more radiat-

ors are provided in all the principal rooms

so that the temperature of one room may
be reduced if desired, by turning off one

radiator without interfering with the

temperature of any other room.

The house i- amply lighted with both

and electricity, numerous ceiling and

bracket outlets being provided. The first,

second and third floor hall lights, in ad-

dition to being controlled by switches on

each floor, are also controlled by switches

in the owner's bed room. Pilot lights

which operate in
t
connection with the cel-

lar outlets are placed in the kitchen so

that one may quickly ascertain whether

the cellar lights have been left turned on

by mistake. An indicating switch out-

let is provided in the kitchen for connec-

tion to an electric iron. A similar outlet

is also provided in the sewing room for

connection to the sewing machine motor.

Outlets are provided on each floor for

connection to the vacuum cleaning appa-
ratus in the basement and switches are

provided on each floor to control the

motor.

This house which contains so many
comforts and a few luxuries, is thor-

oughly representative of the type of resi-

dences that are being built throughout
the country for the discerning few who
want houses that are in every sense a

home.
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Use of Colonial Antiques in a

Modern Interior

Photographs from Mrs. H. A. Breckenridge, Joplin, Mo.

HE collection of antiques in furni-

ture and ornaments is a fascinat-

ing and delightful occupation for

the fortunate ones who have

leisure and means. This pleasant pas-

time Was indulged in by the owner of

different places and the ornaments are

from all over the world. Some from old

Mexico, some from Copenhagen, em-

broidery from the Orient, and exquisite

rugs in the soft colorings that are only
found in the real antiques.

LIVING ROOM IN THE BRECKENRIDGE RESIDENCE.

these photographs, until her collection

finally grew to be the furnishings of the

interesting house here illustrated.

The beautiful mahogany and old wal-

nut pieces in these rooms are real an-

tiques and not reproductions. They have

been collected at different times and in

The entire house, including the sleep-

ing rooms, is carried out in this old Co-

lonial motif. The front entrance is

flanked on both sides by old lanterns,

genuine antiques, equipped with modern

electric lighting. The interior light fix-

tures were all made to order from original
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Detail of Front Door Showing Old Lanterns.

designs and are in the Colonial silver.

The very beautiful ceiling lights have the

old fashioned Muu-d l;mi|> oliiinm-y <>f >ur

ancestors in the center with rut ij.i--

pendants underneath and on the sides

The wall fixtures in the living rooms have

the same fluted chimney shades with ex-

quisite grape design of the old astral

lamps, hand-etched and cut. These rest

upon a silver base. In the dining room
and hall the ceiling lights are supple-

mented with side fixtures of electric-

candles in chaste design. Single candles

in sconces are placed on the full length
mirror of the stair landing.

The woodwork all through the house

is in the Colonial ivory white with ma-

hogany doors and with hand rail and

treads of the very finely designed stair-

case in mahogany. This fine hall has

the high openings of the Colonial interior.

the front door of mahogany in white

framing having a particularly symmetri-
cal oval of plate glass nearly the full

length.

ANOTHER VIEW OF LIVING ROOM.
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All the ceilings are tinted a pale cream,

with mahogany beams. The wall decora-

tion throughout is a Tiffany blend paper
in a neutral tone of gray.
This background is not only effective in

bringing out the antique furnishings but

gives the true Colonial atmosphere of

plain, neutral walls, light grey plaster

being the usual wall treatment of that

time.

ing room is furnished in old mahogany.
The pieces are very fine examples of the

Sheraton style the most beautiful of the

old styles.

The fireplace brick is grey, in harmony
with the walls, long and narrow, with

wide joints of grey mortar and on the

plain shelf stands a mantel clock, an "old

timer" of the last century. The comfort-

able fireplace chair is of the same period,

1
HALL SHOWING SPIRAL EFFECT IN STAIRWAY.

Two views are given of the living room,
one with a vista through of the dining
room and its French doors opening upon
a sun-parlor. Both living room and hall

are furnished with black walnut antiques,

the frames in the Empire style of the

early 1800's and upholstered in the origi-

nal black haircloth of that period. Some
of the pieces are done in a very beautiful

tapestry which contrasts effectively with

the highly polished old wood. The din-

when they made those chairs with high,

padded backs, which spread generously
for wide shoulders and in which a man

might lounge and take his ease. The

pediments suggesting division between

living room and hall are fitted with elec-

trical plugs for attaching any electrical

appliance.

This blending of modern comfort and

convenience with the feeling of old time

simplicity and tin- good old time styles,
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is a most u-iu it.u> ami Miivr-iul

achievement, of a hon

These resourceful home buiMn-

bought an old hou-c. o.mpleu-ly remodel-

ing it into this refined and charm in-

home of unusual and distinctive charac-

ter, and a most appropriate sett in :

their antique treasures. While it is true

that it is now possible to buy reproduc-
tions from the fine designs of the master

craftsmen of two hundred years ago that

are most satisfactory and hardly to be dis-

tinguished from the originals except by
connoisseurs, the possession of the origi-

nals themselves is as the owning of a

genuine Rembrandt or a very good copy.

Happy jx the possessor of a real old ma-

. built for >ome great -rami

ma.

vere of angle, high of back, dec-

orous in design,

Its spacious stretch was meant to

hold a row of eight or nine."

i at an angle to a fireplace or against
the wall in an ample hall as in our illu-

tration one of these sofas has a delightful

suggestion of old time dignity.

One cardinal point, however, should be

emphasized that collectors must be care-

ful to collect things of real .value, and

that a few really good piece^s
.will give

an air of distinction to a rodm that no

multiplicity of trifles or ornaments can

possibly do.

DINING ROOM FURNISHED IN SHERATON ANTIQUES.
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Home Grounds

and Gardens
' '

/ beseech you, forget not to informe yourselfe as diligently
as ma^be, in things that belong to gardening."

John Evelyn, 1 7th Century.

An Old-Fashioned Garden on a City Lot

Photographs by the Owner

HESE pictures are kodak snap
shots of a rambling old-fashioned

garden the "back yard" of the

handsome grounds attached to a

city home on a fashionable street in Min-

neapolis. The garden is walled in from

the street by a tall hedge of the Kinni-

kinick willow, while the vegetable gar-
den on the other side is separated from

adjoining grounds by a prim row of box-

elders. Still, the passers-by get tantaliz-

ing glimpses round the corners, of the

scarlet riot of Poppies and of blue corn

flowers, and Larkspur deeply blue, di-

vinely tall and fair of holly-hocks that

lift their crimson and white heads high
above the sheltering hedge, a confusion

of Yellow Day Lilies and Callendula,

Bergamot and Candytuft, Sweet Rocket
and Love-in-a-Mist. Not to speak of the

Bouncing Bets that make bold advances

to the blushing Sweet Williams across

the border. In the early spring there are

the Iris all along the border purple,

yellow, pale blue with dainty colum-

bine swinging their pink and blue and

purple cups on their slender stems:

"Dutch tulips from their beds

Flaunt their stately heads"

and blue Forget-me-nots peep about in

the corners.

There is a wire fence covered with

sweet peas, and a rustic gate, that lets

into this quaint little garden, and inside

the gate a queer little brick walk, very

narrow and uncertain as to its bound-

aries it must be confessed, but somehow

fitting in with the garden. The brick

walk was laid by the bachelor maid who
owns the garden, with her own hands, and

it ends at the big apple tree in the far

corner of the garden. Under the apple

tree, when its wide-spread branches are
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The Apple Tree in Bloom.

loaded with a |>iuk cloud of hi. ...in.

there are little -r\\ m^ bees and gay games
..I "bridge." I lie apple tree now a- bi-

a- tlu- barn beside it was plante<:

years ago a -mall sapling. So were the

birches in the front yard, now a brave,

beautiful group, and the -ilver leaf

maple near them. So were the clump-
of golden leaf elder, with their feath-

fnliage and -real masses of white

bloom ; and the white and purple lilacs

now tip-toeing to peep into the second-

>tory windows, and the syringa, with it-

starry sweets. You see they are all old-

fashioned things, but what a ''House and

Garden" it is! In the sheltered angles of

the hou>e ijrow lilies of the valley in rank

profusion, and later in the summer the

deep yellows of Callendula which is only
the modern name for marigold throw

their cloth-of-gold mantle across the lily

leaves. There are climbing roSes over

the grey stone of the house, and a scar-

A SCARLET RCHT OF POPPIES AND BLUE CORN FLOWERS
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STREET VISTA FROM THE VEGETABLE GARDEN IN THE REAR.

let honey-suckle that clambers up to the

porch roof. But not only are there flow-

ers there is a 7x9 vegetable garden and

out of this intensive farming come won-

derful Telephone peas, Country Gentle-

man sweet corn, early jewel tomatoes,

to say nothing of lettuce and radishes

which don't count. This is not the gar-

den of the man who

"For his money got : 1 peck of bulbs, 1 lot

of shrubs, 1 quart of well assorted

seeds.

He has his garden under way, and if he's

fairly lucky, say,

He'll have about the last of May, 1

squash, 1 radish and 1 pea."

Ah, no, this is a woman's garden, and

women have a "wy" with them. There
is a lot of work about a garden. Morning
and evening she hears that insistent call :

"Come into the garden, Maud!" but no

foolish swain is there awaiting white

muslin and a blue ribbon sash. No, the

flowers say: "\Veed me, water me, pick-

off my dead seed pods." The corn cries

"hoe me," and the beans, "string me !" Al-

The Larkspur "Divinely Tall and Fair."
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The Honeysuckle Vine on the Porch.

ways there is something to do, and a

wide-brimmed hat with green under the

brim which it must be owned, is floppy,

high boots and rubber gloves are the

vain adornments of the gardener. Some-

times one would rather stay on the porch
and read ; sometimes one's back aches,

and in spite of tin- rulihcr

finger nails are sadly in need of the mam
cure. One has to "spray" and "<l"iu lu-"

with compounds like whale-oil soap and

nicotine by no means violet or lavemlrr

water one has to dig up great, fat, dis-

gusting cut worms and learn to "squash"
them without a qualm.

But then, think what one can get from

this little square of ground of twenty by

thirty feet

"a garden full of bees,

Large dropping poppies and queen hol-

lyhocks,
With butterflies for crowns; tree peonies,

And pinks and goldylocks!"

And think of the sound sleep o' nights;
of the health and vigor sucked in from

mother earth and father sun ; of growing
one's own cut flowers and reveling in the

house filled with their color and fra-

grance; of picking your peas from the

vines instead of the grocery tub, and of

quietly remarking to your guest : "These

are out of my own garden !"

This is just an outline sketch, not a

working drawing, of what can be had in

the way of country out of doors and a

garden on a city lot and along with a

modern house.

Giving An Old-Time Atmosphere to a

Modern Cottage

By Arthur E. Marr

I'ST as there are types of men, so

there are types of houses, each

style appealing to its followers,

but there is one form that holds

charm for the multitude, especially that

vast multitude which spends its days on
stone pavements hemmed in with brick

walls, and that type is the one that

breathes of peace and rest, of quietude
that eases the mind and rests the body, of

the comfort that comes in a simple cot-

tage surrounded with a wealth of green
and bathed in air and sunshine.

It is of such a type that this article

treats, and it is to the unlimited thou-

sands that it appeals, for where is the

person who is not benefited by such en-

vironments, who does not at least occa-

sionally long for the freedom of rural sim-

plicity?
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The cottage, for such it really is, with

its six cozy rooms and laundry, is located

in one of the old picturesque towns on

the south coast of Massachusetts, and is

a two-story structure. It is modeled after

the old Cape farmhouse style, and is clap-

boarded and painted white with green
blinds. The roof line is carried on a long

slope in the rear to carry out the old-

of North Carolina pine. Beehive paper
was placed over walls and roof, and the

former then clapboarded with clear spruce
stock laid four inches exposed to the

weather at the top and graded to two
inches exposure at the bottom. The roof

was shingled with best quality clear ce-

dar. Three dormer windows give cheer-

fulness to the interior and attractiveness

A MODERN COTTAGE WITH COLONIAL ATMOSPHERE.

fashioned effect, and the chimney, to be

in keeping, is a huge affair, this effect

being produced by a false metal lath

frame covered with cement. Even the

windows adhere to old form, little quaint

panes of glass being employed in them.

Nor has the general setting been neg-
lected, the picket fence is in evidence,

and old-fashioned flowers, the beauties of

one hundred and fifty years ago, fill in

every available space. The frame is of

wood, good sound spruce, the wall boards

the same wood matched, and not over

six inches wide, and the roof boards are

to the frame, as does the porch with its

latticework columns. The porch floor

and steps are of two-inch Georgia rift

heart hard pine laid with open joints.

The entrance to the house is in the

center of front, and the doorway is digni-

fied by the addition of two full length

panel windows containing small panes of

glass.

The first floor has three rooms, coat

closet, china closet and pantry. There

is also a rear porch which furnishes addi-

tional covered space. The hall, as one

enters the house, is very attractive, its
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THE LIVING ROOM HAS A GOOD FIREPLACE WITH A WIDE BRICK HEARTH.

charm lying in the creation of the stair-

way. In order to use as little space as

possible a spiral staircase was used, and

the effect is extremely good.
All the floors on the first floor are

double laid, the under boards being spruce
covered with floor paper and the top layer

Georgia rift hard pine, and these floors

are all finished with two coats of best lin-

seed oil. The standing finish for the hall,

living and dining rooms is whitewood

painted. The kitchen and service por-

tions have North Carolina pine finish

treated with three coats of waterproof

coating.

The living room is twelve by sixteen

feet, contains three windows which illu-

minate it fully owing to their being placed
one on each outside wall, and has a good
fireplace with wide brick hearth. The
mantel over fireplace is perfectly plain,
and the white paint on this, as well as on
the balance of the standing finish in the

room, has been rubbed down to a satin

finish. The ceiling has a slightly warm
tint, just enough to escape the trying

glare of a harsh white, and the general
tone of the paper is soft and blending.
Across the hallway from the living

room is the dining room. This room i>

twelve feet square, contains plate rail,

and is lighted by two windows. The
white painted woodwork and ceiling have

been treated as in the preceding room.

Special care was taken in selecting a

paper which would not appear to reduce

the size of room as so many wall cover-

ings do when the figures are large and

the colorings strong. The border above

the plate rail is attractive with its quaint

design. So much depends on papering it

is a point which can be studied over long
and carefully, and the result will gen-

erally justify the labor. The effect of a

whole room can easily be quite spoiled by
a hastv or unwise selection.
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The kitchen is entered from the dining
room by passing through the china closet,

this latter place being well supplied with

shelves, cupboards, etc. It is also lighted
and ventilated by a window.
The kitchen is ten by fourteen feet, is

supplied with the usual kitchen fixtures

and contains two windows. In order to

story are double laid, lower layer spruce
covered with floor paper and top layer
clear North Carolina hard pine boards not

over five inches wide. The standing fin-

ish of the chambers is whitewood painted
white and rubbed down to a satin finish.

The bathroom has finish of North Caro-
lina pine treated with three coats of water-

DINING ROOM WITH OLD-FASHIONED SCENIC WALL PAPER.

save space the thirty-gallon copper boiler

is suspended from the ceiling over the

range. This room, as well as the balance

of the service portion, has North Carolina

pine wainscoting. The pantry is supplied
with shelves, cupboards and drawers and
contains a window. The cellar stairs lead

from the kitchen. The staircase leading
to the second floor, and there is a coat

closet located under the stairs, is simple
with three-quarter inch rail stained ma-

hogany. The second floor contains three

chambers and bath. All the floors on this

proofing. Tile has been used for the floor,

and its many excellent qualities more

than repay one for the expense. The tub

and lavatory are of enameled iron, which

is extremely serviceable and reasonably

inexpensive.

The front bedrooms are, one eleven by
twelve feet square, and the other twelve

by thirteen feet six inches. They con-

tain closet space and are both lighted

by dormer windows on the front and one

window each on the side.

The upper hall has been treated in an
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The Old-Fuhioned Spiral Stairway.

attractive manner. It gets light from the

middle dormer window, and there is a

long window seat which extends the en-

tire length of hall. Another desirable

feature is the petite stairway, a matter of

four or five steps, which leads from a

landing on the main stairway to the rear

of the hall. This arrangement of double

FIB5T

-tair> |>crinit> ca-y and <|uuk aooc

all portions of the second floor, and be-

sides affords a direct approach and exit

to and from the maid's room. There is

a closet space in the hall, and it serves

for a linen closet.

An interesting feature, and one which

ha> i^ivcn the utmost satisfaction, is the

>\>tcm of ventilation in chambers. Each

room, and also the bath, contains a twelve

!)\ sixteen inch register in ceiling. These

registers conduct the hot air into the

attic space, where it is taken care of by
means of openings placed at either end

of house. This simple arrangement re-

duces heat when necessary and also

keeps a constant circulation of fresh air

passing through the house.

1 he cellar has a four-inch concrete

floor, and is divided into laundry contain-

ing the usual set tubs, etc., coal bins and

furnace room.

The whole house, both inside and out,

contains the best quality of serviceable

. stock and was built for both comfort and

use; and the lavish display of flowers,

the simple varieties arranged in the most

informal manner, completes a home that

exemplifies to the fullest the true intent

of the word "home," a place where one

may forget the cares of the outside world

amid peaceful simplicity.

StCOMD FLOOQ PLAN
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THE
SMALL HOU5E

5ERIE6.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building has, after the manner of all the other costs of living:
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

Summer Cottages Costing Less Than $1,000

Photagraphs by Mabel Tuke Priestman

A REMARKABLE ACHIEVEMENT FOR $950.

two-story cottage for $950.00 is

a remarkable achievement, and

the quaint picturesque cottage of

lath and plaster shown is not only
beautiful on the outside but equally

charming inside. Its beauty is further

enhanced by its woodland setting, which

shelters it from cold winds in winter.

The cottage is built of frame and plas-

tered on the outside only. Very effective

are the wooden stripings which break up
the walls in a pleasing manner. The
double porch with its secluded balcony is

an interesting feature of the cottage. It
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COTTAGE NO. 2 IS ADMIRABLY PLANNED.

was planned for an outdoor sleeping
room. The woodwork is all stained

brown and the decorative fret ornament
around both porches adds a distinctive

note to the architectural features of the

cottage, which was designed by the

owner. A clever arrangement of heating

by steam has been planned along the

simplest and most inexpensive lines. The

cottage has sitting room as well as dining
room and kitchen on the first floor, and four

sleeping rooms on the second floor. The
walls are not plastered on the inside, but

the boards are stained a warm brown and

panels of fabric are stretched on the upper
walls. It will be noticed, on looking at

the illustrations, how everything has

been thought of to save expense. No

AC HOLLOW TILE BRICK AND RED TILE ROOF.
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attempt has been made to hide the brick

chimney, which extends through the floor

to the room above.

There is a quaint simplicity about the

dwelling that appeals to all who visit it,

and not the least interesting part is the

moderate cost of the cottage.

Plastering 100.00

Miscellaneous 200.00

$950.00
As the owner understands a good deal

about building, he was able to save ex-

pense by doing a considerable amount of

the detail work himself.

I'loor*

FLOOR PLAN OF COTTAGE NO. 1.

Lumber, including windows and

heating $370.00

Painting and staining 50.00

Mill work 45.00

Doors and screens 35.00

Building paper
'

10.00

Roofing 1 10.00

Hardware 30.00

34

Floor Plan of Cottage No. 2.

Cottage No. 2.

It is admirably planned, with its fire-

place in the center of the house, heating
the dining room, living room and library

equally. This plan allows the conven-

ience of three rooms, with all the advant-

ages of one large one. The walls are

constructed of hollow tile brick. The
roof was only covered with tar paper for

the first summer, but has been covered

with tiles since the photograph was taken,

bringing the total cost up to $2,000.

The cellar contains a printing shop,

which runs under the entire cottage. How
few people realize that it is not necessary
to spoil the artistic appearance of their

homes by having a show room for their

business. The owner makes a good living

out of his business, but there is nothing
to proclaim his occupation, although his

wife hangs out an ice cream sign to catch

the eye of the traveler.



I
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Some Beautiful Colonial Dining
Rooms

N choosing the furniture for the

dining room, it will be impossible
to find anything in the long run

that is either handsomer or in

better taste than one of the familiar Co-

lonial designs in mahogany. The Ameri-

can fashion of giving this wood a dull fin-v

claims the allegiance of most people, and

certainly it combines dignity and beauty
of tone as no other wood does. It is less

sombre than oak and it has a more aris-

tocratic tradition back of it. Add to its

merits that it is superior to all the chances

and changes of fashion and you have a

ELEGANT SILVER ON RICH. OLD SIDEBOARD.

ish is in direct contrast to the English
custom of highly polishing or varnishing
it. A dining room furnished with a repro-

duction of the Colonial set, shown in the

second illustration, would be distin-

guished and charming. Silver never

shows to better advantage than when

placed upon these lovely old sideboards

with their deep, rich color.

Mahogany dining room furniture

charter of aristocracy indeed. Even its

counterfeit, stained birch, is delightful,

although a clever eye can detect the dif-

ference in grain.

In the best class of shops can be found

a large variety of attractive pieces in dif-

ferent woods and which need only good
taste in selection and the exercise of judg-
ment as to values to accomplish an effect

that is extremely attractive.
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Colonial Dining Room Chair.

(. humleliers or center lights are no

longer used, except those of crystal which

have been restored in drawing rooms of

a formal character done in the French

periods. Should the light be electricity,

side lights hung on the walls in simple
and artistic dull-gilt fixtures are good.
These lights are shaded by small shades

in pale yellow or pink silk, or in cream.

Lamps on tables >h.ul<l not be over elab-

orate and look well with shades made of

l-lain china lk, j>laiu-<l. with a deep,

heavy silk fringe of the same color.

These shades can be made at home at

about one-half the price charged in the

shops ; but the fringe, Z l/2 inches in depth,

Millet be made to order, as it cannot be

bought in that depth, and in a variety of

colors.

Among the fabrics suitable for hang-

ings in Colonial dining rooms nothing is

richer in effect than Venetian red vel-

veteen. This is a beautiful color, and has

soft lights and shadows that make it

very decorative. This material comes in

a fine quality at $2.25 a yard. However,
there is another stuff used for the same

purpose, and which is much in fashion

just now and less expensive; it is mer-

cerized rep. This material is soft and

very silky, and difficult to tell from silk,

even in touching it. It comes in all col-

ors and hangs in heavy folds, and in a

good quality is $1.25 a yard.

MODERN DINING ROOM FINISHED Wn> 1ITE MAHOGANY.
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How to Build This Bungalow-

Cottage for $3,000
( Not including heating and plumbing)

HERE'S THE HOME FOR YOU.

O build for this sum such a large
and convenient house as is shown
in the photograph whose out-

lines are so pleasing and pic-

turesque, with a floor space of such di-

mensions and so well arranged, and with

the basement accommodations of a five

or six thousand dollar house is an un-

dertaking requiring careful planning and
close attention to construction cost. How
it can be done we shall proceed to show.

The problem of low cost is also greatly
increased by the bungalow character of

the dwelling and the consequent larger

ground space occupied. A bungalow is

commonly supposed to be the cheapest

type of dwelling; but quite the contrary
is the case. If there is a basement, the

increased size means a great deal more

excavating and mason work than for the

same number of rooms on two floors.

Roof surface too, is an expensive item in

construction, and this item is, of course.

proportionate to the ground space. Heat-

ing and plumbing cost more, because of

the longer runs required to cover the

ground. So that only the most pains-

taking study and careful planning could

achieve a home like this for $3,000.

In the first place the floor plan, while

providing unusually large rooms, brings

them together in such a compact, well

studied arrangement as to occupy a

ground space of only 37x41 ft. The ceil-

ings are of good height, the first story

being 9 ft. 5 ins., and the basement 7 ft.

6 ins. These heights utilize 10-foot stud-

ding on 1st floor with single header at

floor and double header plates on top.

The first floor utilizes joist of 12 and 14

ft. lengths, cutting to good advantage,

with 10, 12 and 16 ft. lengths on second

floor, and a few 18 ft. lengths over living

rooms. The roof rafters are allowed to

project showing exposed ends and form

the outside brackets under the eaves of
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roof, thus aolm-Miii^ a pleasing effect at

trifling cost. The rafter ends are left in

the rough and stained with white, water-

proofing stain.

Poured concrete is used for the founda-

tion and basement wall of 12 inches thick-

ness, and this is slap-dashed above grade
to give a good finish, and left in the nnt

ural grey.

The exterior is shingled to the root, and

the shingles treated with one coat of very

light brown creosote stain. The roof

shingles are stained a darker shade of

Havana brown. All the trims, including

porch, are painted white.

The chimneys are red paving brick, laid

up in brown mortar.

The side entrance also involves con-

siderable extra expense and this could

very well be eliminated if it were found

desirable.

The ten-foot wide porch upon two sides

is a great luxury in such a low cost house,
and is made possible by using simple

squared posts for pillars and the plainest
of 2 inch spindles set 2 inches apart.

The outside trim should be plain for

both head and jamb casings, made of ^
inch boards 3'/2 inches wide.

All the interior finish is of yellow pine,
and the floors are the same \\-.<>d of 4

inch stuff, lounged and grooved. Tin

door and window ca-iiiL;- >hoiild be of

3*/t inch boards, the edges simply beveled

off and guiltless of mouldings. The base-

board is finished on its top edge in like

manner, and beads and moldings must
be left entirely out. The result far from

cheapening the interior, renders it more
refined. In finishing the woodwork it is

planned to use a one-coat soft brown
stain in living room, dining room and

hall, with one coat of mission-lac applied
thin. This gives the effect of a shellac

\ ISECOTIP FLOOR run

\i

and wax finish at about half the cost, and

has the advantage of standing dampness.
It is intended to use an oak stain on the

floors of main rooms followed by a coat of

good floor varnish. The kitchen, pantry
and bath room floors to be treated with

a floor dressing which penetrates the

wood and protects it, so that it will resist

the action of water.

The kitchen woodwork is to be finished

natural, with two coats of varnish. The

remaining woodwork to have two coats

of white paint.

One of the several excellent tinting

preparations is suggested to be used on

the walls of the main rooms, leaving the

bed rooms in the natural white plaster.

By a judicious use of furni-hiiiL;-. this
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effect will be found pleasing, at least

while the plaster is unsoiled. A uniform,
neutral tint of grey or tan in living room,

dining room and hall will lessen the ex-

pense of the decorating and produce a

very refined effect if properly harmoni/ed

or contrasted with color in the furnish-

ings.

The fireplace facings and hearth are of

light brown brick with perfectly plain

frame and shelf of yellow pine.

The main essentials of the house only,
are included in the accompanying cost

schedule, which does not provide for

decorating, light fixtures or fancy hard-

ware, grading or walks.

Detailed estimated cost exclusive of

heating and plumbing but including fire-

places shown.

Excavating $45.00

Foundation, including cement
floor 310.00

Two chimneys, including three

fireplaces 203.00

Millwork and lumber . 1,005.00

Carpenter labor 503.00

Plastering, including materials

but not 2nd floor 275.00

Painting and staining 263.00

Hardware 61.00

Electric wiring 30.00

Miscellaneous, including plans.. 55.00

Total $2,750.00

Contractors profit, 10 per cent. . 275.00

Cost to owner $3,025.00

If plumbing and heating are figured to-

gether with fireplaces add

For plumbing $235.00

For hot air furnace. . 165.00

Total additional $400.00

Construction Details of the Home
Water Supply

N the past ten years great im-

provements have been made in

isolated water supply plants.

Where formerly water was forced

up, and distributed by gravity the pneu-
matic tank is now used almost univer-

sally. This system of air pressure has

now reached a high degree of perfection.

The illustration shows one of the best

of these systems, with its component
parts, consisting of pneumatic tank, water

gauge, pressure gauge, relief valve, one

pumping unit, one automatic starting and

stopping device for motor, line switch,

fuse blocks, pipe connections, fittings,

valves and bases necessary to complete
the outfit as shown .

This apparatus consists of one or more

large air-tight tanks and a pump to force

water (sometimes air also) into the tank

against the pressure of the air in the

tank. The air being compressed seeks

constantly to expand, thus keeping a con-

stant pressure on the water in the water

pipes of the house ready to discharge

under pressure very similar to the water

that comes from city water mains or a

standpipe or elevated tank. The air pres-

sure should be kept at the maximum,
that is about all the air that the tank

would hold if there was no water in it

at all. This keeps up the pressure until

practically all the water has been forced

from the tank into the service pipes.

That this may be done it is convenient

to have an air gauge to determine the

pressure and a water gauge to show how
much water is in the tank, similar to the
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SHOWING KEWANEE PNEUMATIC TANK WITH ATTACHMENTS SUITED
FOR FAMILY USE.

water gauge on a steam boiler. With
these and the necessary valves for con-

venient operation, including a valve to

turn either air or water into the tank.

as desired, any house with either well

or cistern, or both, may be made to pos-

sess all the comforts of a modern, sani-

tary house. An average family of six

persons in a house where water was sup-

plied to kitchen, laundry and bathroom

would require a tank of 300 gallons. Un-
der ordinary pressure conditions about

217 gallons will be supplied before it is

necessary to pump up again. This is

oyer four barrels of water and would

last the average family over two days.
If a greater capacity is needed it i^

better to install two or more tanks rath-

er than get one of very large capacity.
A large tank is hard to handle, expen-
sive to ship, more difficult to set up and

requires a larger opening to get it into

the basement. If the single tank needs

repairs, the whole plant is shut down,
which is not the case when two or more
tanks are used. A double-acting hand-

operated force pump should be used, de-

signed to pump either air or water and

should have brass linings and brass

valves. A pump may be operated by
windmill, gasoline engine, hot air engine
or electric power. The air pressure

gauge in use is brass faced of the Bow-
den spring type and the water gauge is

of glass with two brass gauge cocks and

rubber adjusting gaskets. On the suc-

tion pipe should be l^a-inch brass check

valve and a f^-inch brass angle valve on

the service pipe. A few minutes pump-

ing should be enough each day with the

hand force pump to keep the water sup-

ply full and the pressure sufficient to

throw a stream over the house.

The pressure gauge may be located in

the kitchen, if desired, where it can be

observed. The tank may be placed in

either the horizontal or vertical position,

in the basement or under, ground. It is

not likely to freeze and a pressure of

fifty pounds is equal to an elevation of

115 feet. Most towers for individual

plants are not over 40 feet, thus it is pos-

sible to maintain a much better pressure
for protection against fire.
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Principle of Operation.

\Yhen a receptacle is spoken of as be-

ing empty, it is ordinarily not empty at all

it is full of air. If we have an air-tight

tank with an opening in the bottom, and

force water into this opening, the air al-

ready in the tank, having no outlet, is

compressed. When the tank is half full

of water, the air which originally filled

the entire tank is compressed into the up-

per half and will exert a pressure of fif-

teen pounds to the square inch. If, now,
a supply-pipe is run from the bottom of

the tank, this air-pressure will force the

water through the pipe to a height of

thirty-three feet. This air remains in the

tank. It is compressed when more water

is pumped in
;
and expands downward,

pushing the water before it, when water

is drawn off.

In the tank the absorbtion of air by the

water is enormously increased. The air

is actually pressed into the water. The
water is as effervescent with air as soda-

water is with carbondioxide. The air

comes in contact with every particle of

water, and every particle of foreign sub-

stance is oxidized burned out. The

longer the water stands the purer it be-

comes.

Gasoline engines are furnished with

this system, of unusual economy, simplic-

ity and freedom from trouble in operat-

ing. In these engines water is always
available and a small stream circulating

through the jacket keeps the temperature

just right, protects the engine, deposits
no scale, makes no steam, takes no space,

requires no watching. The water is per-

fectly clean and can be used for any
purpose for which hot water is desired,

or it may be wasted, as the amount is

small and a few minutes pumping fur-

nishes cooling for an hour's run. When
the engine is used for other work, the

cooling water is drawn from the tank.

Drawing off the few pints of water in the

jacket, gives absolute protection from

freezing.

The following requirements constitute

an ideal water supply :

First It should not disfigure the land-

scape.

Second It should not be exposed to

extremes of temperature or the action of

the elements.

Third It should be so located that it

will not be a menace to life and property
in case of accident.

Fourth It should be practically inde-

structible.

Fifth It should be absolutely tight, so

that no dust, disease germs, or other for-

eign substance can get into it.

Sixth It should keep the water aerat-

ed, so that it will not become foul or stag-

nant.

Seventh It should have sufficient

storage and high enough pressure for fire

protection.

Eighth It should be compact, simple

and easy to operate.

We are indebted to the Kewanee Water Supply Co. for illustrations used in this article.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS

B 364 CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 365 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis
E. B. RUST. Lot Angeles. Cal.B 366

Design No.

B 367 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn.

B 368 WILLARD C. NORTHRUP. Winsum-Salem. N. C.

B 369 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio.

B 370 BUNGALOWCRAFT CO . Lo. Aneles. Cal.

Design B-364.

|HE first design we are presenting

to our readers in this i>-ue i- a

type of English suburban home,
constructed in part of brick and

stone and a considerable portion of the

exterior finished with shingles stained.

Cement could be used to good ad-

vantage on the exterior, but in this

design it was intended to use cement

shingles. The walls of the first story
around the main living room are carried

up in brick with stone trimmings, all oth-

er portions of the house being shingled.

The house is covered with a low, spread-

ing gambril roof, with two gables in the

front, a wide piazza entrance and an open
terrace continued in front of the living

room and connecting with a covered piaz-

za at the side of same. This house is

planned on a liberal scale, with large and

ample sized rooms arranged for comfort

and convenience. The central vestibule

entrance opens into a hall 14 feet wide,

with sliding doors opening on each side.

The left hand opening into a large living

room, 20x24 feet, and sliding doors open-

ing on the right into the dining room.

The main staircase leads out of the rear

of the main hall and at the left of the

same are wide sliding doors opening into

a large, one-story billiard room ; 20x26
feet. The living room connects with the

billiard room through the den. At the

right hand side and front of dining room
is a conservatory, with glazed wiii'l\v-

"ti three sides, making a beautiful place
t'< >v plant-.

The genearl size of the house, exclu-

sive of projections, is 36 by 64 feet, stand-

ing with the broad side to the front. In

the second floor are two large chambers

and two small chambers, a dressing room,

ample closets and two bath rooms. The
attic is divided into a large amusement
room and servant rooms. The entire

house is finished in a strictly modern way
with hardwoods on the first floor and

soft wood finish on the second floors.

The principal rooms on the first floor

have beamed ceilings. The ceiling

heights are low, the first story being 9

feet and the second 8 feet. It is estimated

that this house can be built complete, ex-

clusive of heating and plumbing, for $10,-

000, the cost can be very materially in-

creased or diminished, according to the

finish used and the materials that are

used for the construction.

Design B-365.

In this de.-ign we are fortunate in be-

ing able to show the house from a splen-

did photograph. Pictures from real life

are alwa\> > much nvre interesting, as

they depict the exterior in its actual and

absolutely true light. It is a home well

adapted for the southern states, having a

large, spreading Colonial porch extending
not only clear across the front, but around

on two sides. Looking at the floor plan,

one observes this same generous, free.
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DESIGN B 364
Chas. S. Sedgwick, Architect.

An English Suburban Villa

open style carried out on the inside as

well.

There are only three rooms on the

ground floor, short partitions separating
the beautiful living room extending
across the end of the house from the cen-

tral hall. The dining room can be closed

off entirely from the rest of the house.

Should it be desired to reach the front

entrance from kitchen without passing

through dining room, a slight modifica-

tion could be made in the arrangement
and passage opened from kitchen into

phone alcove.

This home is planned strictly as a

country residence or summer home. K.\-

cavation for basement is made under only

a portion of the house, where a good sized

vegetable cellar and laundry is provided.

For the exterior, narrow siding is used,
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11.. t only for the \\all-, but as a ca-in-

from the porch rail to the ground. The
interior is intended to be finished in yel-

low pine left in the natural grain. \.u

and rubbed to a dull finish.

Design B-366.

The follo\\ in- design is one of a fiw

bungalow nit niode-t in its j,u-

tenti.ius. with very simple treatment >f

riM.i". which is worked into a low pitched

gable in front as protection for the porch.

The outside is covered with shakes and

the home illustrated from photograph a>

actually built, is strictly that of a little

wc-tern cottage. It is built right on the

ground without basement, the house rest-

ing on a low brick foundation.

Using the western soft woods for the

interior trim and finish, including the

flooring, this little home is estimated to

cost, including fireplace, $1,800.

Design B-367.

Our next design is again in decided

contrast for it represents a large Colonial

design for a country home. It is planned
for a southern climate and was built as

such in Georgia. There was no require-

ment for a full basement which is not

provided in the plans, but it could be

easily arranged, of course, should this

house be erected in a cold climate. There

is a cellar under kitchen only.

The most striking feature of the house

is the circular porch in front supported

by six large fluted colonial columns. The
balance of the design is strictly in keeping
with the Colonial style of architecture and

this will make a very nice home for any-
one who favors the Colonial style.

The interior has been handled with lib-

erality as to the sizes of rooms and the

manner in which they open into one an-

other. The wide columned opening sep-

arating the reception hall from the living

room to the left and library opposite,

practically give one long sweeping room
across the entire front and yet each room

i- in a measure by itself. There is a dou-

ble fireplace serving the library and din-

ing room, with a fireplace in one of the

upper chambers making three in all.

Hardwood flooring is used on the tir>t

floor, with Georgia pine above and Geor-

gia pine is used as the interior finish,

thereby materially reducing the expense
which would be involved were the house

finished in some of the hardwoods. The
architect advises his estimate built as

described, to be approximately $10,000.

complete, including plumbing, but empha-
'sizes the fact that the house so built is

not intended for a cold climate where a

full basement and heating plant would be

necessary, as well as additional provision
for warm construction in the walls.

Design B-368.

Architect Willard C. Xorthrup, a for-

mer contributor to this section of the

magazine, has furnished this month a

design for a splendid stone city residence.

The stone work is laid broken range ash-

ler. The roof is covered with asbestos

shingles, a very durable product and now
obtainable in several pleasing colors, t'n-

fortunately the drawing of floor plan fur-

nished by the architect, merely designates
what the different rooms are without

their dimensions and did not mention the

sum which this house cost. We can,

therefore, merely say that from its gen-
eral appearance, that we presume such a

house containing 12 good sized rooms, in-

cluding two bath rooms and toilet addi-

tional, would cost around $18,000 to $20,-

000, completely equipped. A study of the

floor plans will show that the arrange-
ment of rooms is exceedingly good and

there are six bed rooms on the second

floor with opportunity of utilizing the

third story for at least three additional

rooms.

Design B-369.

The next design is a cottage rendered

by architect Newson, a modest home of
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DESIGN B 365

With a Large Colonial Porch

six rooms treated in an artistic manner
and with provision for the much called

for sleeping porch of today. The en-

trance from vestibule is into a little square

reception hall which opens directly into

both living and dining rooms. These

rooms are separated by a simple cased

opening. The sizes of all rooms are most

modest. The living room is the keynote
to this design in the interior arrangement
and has a splendid brick fireplace at the

front end, the chimney being built out-

side and thus giving more space in the

interior, every foot of which must be con-

served to practical use.

Design B-370.

We have not had a design from the

firm specializing the Bungalow craft arch-

itecture for some time, but are pleased to

present this month one of their attractive

homes built in Sunny California. It is

of pretty fair dimensions and provides

for three good sized bed rooms. There

is a stairway going to the attic up from

the rear hall, where will be found good

storage room. No basement is intended

and therefore no heating plant included

in the approximate cost estimate of $2,300.

B=iB
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E. B. Rut. Architect.

DESIGN B 366

A Five-Room Western Bungalow

>ED 1200/1
n'x nfe
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Arthur C. Clausen, Architect.

DESIGN B 367

A Southern Colonial Home
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WilUrd C. Northrup. Architect.

DESIGN B 368

Good Type of a City Stone Residence
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John Henry Newon, Architect.

DESIGN B 369

Sleeping Porch Is a Feature of

This Cottage
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Bunglowcrft Co.. Architect*.

DESIGN B 370

A California Bungalow

.

i
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You have all the electrical conveniences of the

city when your country home is provided with

The Dean Electric Company's
Home-Lighting & Power System

Any man can install this system without having had experience in electricity.

It requires no attention except to supply gasoline and lubricating oil. The cost

of operation has been reduced to the minimum. The chloride accumulator bat-

teries furnish power and light for 24 continuous hours without operating the engine.

The Dean Home-Lighting & Power System will light every room in your home
and furnish cheap power to operate a washing machine, food chopper, suction

sweeper, sewing machine, ventilating fans, or in fact anything that uses electricity

for power.
Write today for pamphlet explaining the Dean Elec-

tric Company's Home-Lighting & Power System

THE DEAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
1012 Olive Street, ELYRIA, OHIO

Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Power and Switch Boards

'

'Look for Dean where Quality 's seen
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THE COLOR SPECIFICATIONS FOR THIS HOUSE ARE
BODY S W P Gloss White A~~X SASH S W P Gloss White

TRIMMING S-W French Crown Green (light) ^~ 4. fc^ ROOF S-W Preservati veShinsrle Stain C-74

The whole atmosphere of this house is made doubly
attractive and kept so by the proper use

of Sherwin-Williams Paint SWP
SW P is the most durable and most economical paint that can be made. It is thoroughly
mixed and ground in scientific proportions pure lead, pure zinc and pure linseed oil,

combined with the necessary driers and pigments. It spreads easily and covers the greatest
number of square feet to the gallon. And it is made in 48 colors, as well as black and white.

OurNewPortfolio of Plans forHome Decorationcsent free on request)

will give you some decidedly valuable suggestions, not

only on a complete decorative plan for the outside of your
house but also for the general scheme and details of the

interior. It will be of help to you no matter whether

you are going to stain a chair, change the decorations of

a single room or paint or refinish your whole house, in-

side and out. It is a book of practical artistic sugges-
tion. We shall be glad to send it free for the asking.

SHERWIN -WILLIAMS
PAINTS&VARNISHES

( 629Canal Road, Cleveland, Ohio
Decorative

Departments:^ 116 West 32d Street (Opp. Gimbel's), New York City
( 1101 People's Gas Building, Chicago

Offices and Warehouses in Principal Cities
Address all inquiries to The Sherwin-Williams Company, Decorative Department, 629 Canal Road, Cleveland, Ohio
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DECORATION AND FURNISHING Continued

Cretonne Covered Clothes Poles.

The latest article to be covered with
urn- i- the clothes pole, kin-un t.

the trade as a customer. < >ne of

Dimple pattern is selected and the whole
thing, pegs and all, is covered plainly
with cretonne, pasted on, with only an

absolutely necessary use of tiny brads.

A curtain pole covered with cretmiiu-

and bracketed behind a door is useful for

holding extra blankets and the heavy
spread taken off at night.

Recent Designs in Couches.

Most of the upholstered furniture i-

made in the English designs of the cl;

Davenports and Watteau Tapestries.

A special style of davenport has been
de\ised in order to make use of the

l-'rench tapestries in designs of landscapes
and figures, a la Watteau. It has a rather
low curving back, framed in mahogany
or oak, with pillars at the front, and a

heavily tufted seat. This back is plainly
covered with the landscape tapestry,
while the seat and the whole outside of

the sofa are covered with a tapestry in

conventional design and exactly harmon-
izing in tone with the back.

William and Mary Furniture.

The sofa which was in vogue in Eng-
land in the last decade of the seventeenth

DAVENPORT DESIGNED TO USE WITH WATTEAU TAPESTRIES.

makers, showing more or less .wood.
Chippendale's Chinese chairs and sofas,
with low stuffed back and interlaced orna-
ment are exactly reproduced, and are cov-
ered in small patterned haircloth, gen-
erally green, or else in panne plush. Thi>

material, or tapestry, is generally used
for the English styles, the light colored
brocades and French tapestries being
suitable for the more elaborate furniture
of the French periods.
As a concession, presumably to Ameri-

can restlessness, the high backed arm
chairs, with projecting, "eared" sides are
now supplied with rockers, a set includ-

ing an arm chair, couch and rocker. A-
a matter of fact, a set of such weighty
pieces is rather overpowering. The chair

by itself is far more effective, when its

height and depth are contrasted with
lighter furniture.

century had a high back in either two or
three sections, each section sharply
curved. Sometimes the backs were of

cane paneled wood, sometimes they were

plainly upholstered. The turned legs
were cross-braced and arm and side
chairs were exactly like the sofa. In

fact, as is the case with much of the

classic English furniture, the sofa was
really made up of two or three chairs

joined laterally. This is the style of fur-

niture which is known as William and

Mary, and it is very dignified in effect.

It should be upholstered in leather or low
toned tapestries, and is emphatically fur-

niture for the large house.

The Return of Crewels.

It is many long years since crewels have
been in the market, and doubtless .even
the name is unfamiliar to many people.
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Did ou notice the unu.su aJi bea
crr2kin in

Take a good look more like a fine piece of furniture than a door, isn t it? That s true of every

MORGAN DOOR
Every one is a picture worthy of filling the most conspicuous and prominent place in any
house. Built for permanence will look as well after ten, fifteen, twenty-five years as it does today. That's

the kind of doors you want. And they are guaranteed with this iron-clad guarantee of perfect satisfaction:

"Every Morgan Door with the Morgan stamp on the top rail, which with proper
care fail* to give perfect satisfaction, will be replaced free of charge."

Learn all about them in "Door Beautiful," an artistic, illustrated, de-luxe book of authentic, essential

information for people about to build or remodel. Write today for free copy.

Wf"y MORGAN SASH & DOOR CO., "*: Chicago, U.S.A. "^.J
ARCHITECTS: Descriptive details of Morgan Doors may be round in Sweet's Index, pages 910 and 911.

Look for the Morgan Stamp on the top rail
Accept no doors without it

Morgan dealers do not substitute

4 Big Savings 400 Choice Pieces

COME-PACKT Furniture is of sec-

tional construction for three reasons

it cuts transportation cost to the lowest

rate cuts storage space to the mini-

mum cuts, therefore, the first or fac-

tory cost to you. BUT Come-Packt
also saves you absolutely two other big
costs the traveling man's salary and

expenses, and the retailer's profits and

expenses. Come-Packt goes straight
from our factories to your home. The
sum total of these savings is about
one-half the Dealer's price. (p)

Both in material and workmanship no

better furniture is made in America,
than COME-PACKT Furniture.

Quartered White Oak used exclusively
hundreds of designs eight finishes.

And back of every piece stands our

guarantee of one year's free trial;

your money back any time you say.

An honest offer ? Honest goods make
it possible. A trial proves it.

Our biz. beautiful catalog tent free the day

your request for it arrives. Ask for it today.

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO.
956 Fernwood Ave. Toledo, Ohio
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\\illiam Morris brought them into vogue,
and dyed them in wonderful colors at his

-h.| at IlamimTMnith. and it ha- al

been possible to import them from Kn--
laiul, but the fancy for them \\a- a tran-

sient one in this country. Now they are
sold again, coming in lovely tones of soft

color, and are commended to people who
\\ant to do effective work without t.., ,

much expenditure of time or eyesight.
Heavy linen is the best ground for tin-

work, which is most profitably done in

satin stitch without padding, outlining
the forms with silk in black or golden
brown. The designs chosen are of cour-e

conventional, and are of necessity of fair

size and free from petty detail. While it

can be done in self tones on a colored

ground, a background of deep cream is

the best thing to bring out the lovely
coloring of the wools.

Dendy Saddler for the Dining Room.

Dendy Saddler has managed to catch
the vanishing charm of the early days of

the nineteenth century in England, be-

fore the awful blight of the Victorian

period settled down upon her domestic
life. His pictures are charming in black
and white, still more charming in their

colored reproductions.
A recent importation is intended for the

diningroom chimney piece, three of the

prints being grouped in one wide ma-

hogany frame. The central print repre-
sents a group of men sitting over their

wine, the smaller ones at either side a

single figure, one of them being the old

butler, who figures in so many of Sad-
dlers pictures. It is difficult to imagine

a more agreeable bit of color to enli\en

a sombre room than this. The price is

00.

Various Trays.

For the short purse, which may not

a-jire to an oval mahogany tray, or one
-heffield plate, there are serviceable

affairs shaped like the mahogany ones,
with a bottom of light colored wood and
a substantial edge and handles of natural
wicker. Circular trays, entirely of

wicker, but strong enough to bear a con-
siderable weight, are Chinese and cost

only fifty cents in a twenty-inch size.

A picture frame which is made of

rather heavy molding, so that it stands

up from the glass as much as an inch, and
is of good proportions, can be utilized for

a tray, filling it in with a piece of cre-

tonne stretched over cardboard, backing
it with a piece of felt, and supplying it

with handles.

There is an oval picture frame of dark

wood, about seven inches long, which is

sold in New York department stores for

about thirty cents, which makes an ex-

tremely good small tray, when filled in

either with a bit of embroidery or a

Japanese stencil. For these small trays
the handles are not really necessary', but
if one knows anything about metal work
it is easy to make tray handles from sheet

brass or copper.
In making writing sets of cretonne or

brocade the tray is always troublesome,
but the difficulty is avoided by getting a

narrow picture frame, long enough to

hold the inkstand as well as the pens, and

filling it in with the material.

I "The Furnace of Few Joints
DUST PROOF AND GAS PROOF
The body of an ACORN FURNACE is composed of six

pieces, fitted together with deep cut joints.

The
joints

are packed with asbestos and are gas tight.

Simple and practical.

SAVE COAL
Greater radiating surface and large air chamber
increase the volume of warm air, making
Acom Furnaces

"AMERICA'S VERY BEST"

Healthful

taw.
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The illustration shows part of the

spacious living room in the sum-
mer home of a prominent United

States Senator.

This charming home is finished

from top to bottom with

UTILITY
WALL
BOARD

Other interiors of this and similar homes are shown in the handsome
new booklet that we want the privilege of sending you. You'll find

some ideas in it that will be helpful.

UTILITY WALL BOARD is a tough, durable fibre-board, that

takes the place of both lath and plaster. It is very easy to put on,
makes no muss or dirt, doesn't have to dry and once it is on it is

there to stay as long as the house lasts.

UTILITY WALL BOARD is moisture proof is not affected by
extremes of heat and cold will not warp or crack, and may be
decorated in any style desired.

May we send you the book and free sample?

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St., Chicago, 111.

WE'VE AMERICANIZED
The Good Old English Casement

Making it the ideal sash for your new home. From Kitchen

to "Sleeping Porch" every opening is 100 per cent window.

This "BULL-DOG'' is one of our three American Adjusters.

All about them in our hand book by return mail if you
postalize the

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.

58-175 North State Street CHICAGO
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor** Note. The courtesies of our Correspondence Department are extended to all readers of Ktith't Magtuint. Inquiriee
pertaining to the fincoralion and furnishing of the home will be given the attention of an expert.

Letter* intended for answer in this column should be addresscid to Decoration and Furnishing Depart ment. and be acconv-

panied by a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Such replies as are of general i*v>

tercet will be published in these columns.

Central Staircase.

F. D. K. Your book of 100 interior

decorations has given me many valuable
hints in the house I am about to build.

I send a rough sketch of house, and
will be most happy to receive a few MIL:

gestions on interior decoration. As you
see by plan, I am to have a central stair-

case. Have you any designs of a

handsome staircase either central or any
other design. Would the woodwork have
to be white in hall? The house exterior

is a small copy of Flagler's at Palm
Beach and is Spanish more than anything
else. The outside cement, and the roof

red tile. I am very anxious to get a pic-
ture of a hall and staircase that I saw
at the theatre, in a play, "Monsieur Beau-
caire." Can you tell me how I can get it?

I have forgotten the name of the actor,

but he was a nephew of Booth's. I am
not anxious to have the hall and stair

white as there is a great deal of direct

light in the hall and I think dark wood
much handsomer. The piazza in front is

15 feet wide and runs the entire length of

the house, the vestibule opens on the
main hall, with columns between. Thi-
hall and staircase I want the feature of the

house, can you suggest wood, etc? Would
a beamed ceiling be good and what shall

I do with the walls? The drawingroom
opens into the hall, and also into the palm
room. Would it be pretty in pink and

gray or what would you suggest? The
library is on the other side of the hall.

I have some very handsome carved

mahogany and leather furniture for it.

What wood would you suggest, and would
Japanese grass cloth be good on walls?
The diningroom is in the rear and I want
it in mahogany beamed ceiling and wain--

coting on walls and either tapestry or

grass cloth above. It opens into the palm
room with sliding doors. It has no room

over it, so as to give staircase plenty of

direct light. Please tell me if you think
this plan will make a pretty house. I am
very anxious to have shutters like some
1 saw in Florence, Italy, at the Wash-
ington hotel. They were of heavy wood-
en slates, and slid into the wall on roll-

ers. In the middle of the shutter was a

hinge and the shutter could push out and
form an awning. I have written to Flor-

ence, but can get no satisfaction. Can
you tell me if you know of such a shut-
ter or any way in which I could get
drawings and specification of same? I

am so much obliged as I am most anx-
ious to use them.

Ans. Regarding the central staircase,
we cannot supply you with any picture

showing such a stair. We know of but
one house in this city with such a stair.

Such an open well up through the center
of the house is quite impractical in this

climate, though it might answer in yours.
As to character of woodwork, that would
be governed by the style of the house.
With a Spanish exterior, if a large hand-
some house, a stairway of marble or con-
crete would be most in keeping. The
wall above the wainscot could be hung in

tapestry. The floor of such a hall should
be large square tile ; but the remaining
woodwork could be oak or mahogany.
The staircase you refer to in the play was
in a southern home and in white mahog-
any. Such a type of house would seem
more appropriate and more attractive in

your locality than the Spanish. Your
floor plan arrangement is very attractive

indeed, but costly. It seems impossible
to make suggestions as to decoration of

walls, and until the style and general
plan of the house is decided upon.

In regard to the outside shutters, they
do not seem in harmony with a Spanish
design. However, you have seen them
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Use Vitralite for White Rooms

WHITE ENAMEL

IF
you want the white enamel finish de luxe, tell your painter

and architect to use Vitralite, The Long-Ltfe White Enamel.
This beautiful, porcelain-like white finish is durable and

water-proof. May be used inside or outside, on wood, metal
or plaster, whether old or new, and may be washed indefinitely.

Vitralite is pure white and stays white
will not turn yellow, nor crack. It is eco-
nomical because it covers so much surface; is

so easy to apply, and will not show brush
marks. Write for the two

Free Booklets on Vitralite and
Decorative Interior Finishing

also sample panel finished with Vitralite. They
will interest you. Vitralite can be tinted to

any shade desired and may be rubbed to a dull

finish when the rich natural gloss is not

preferred.

On your floors and linoleum, old or new,
use "61" Floor Varnish. It is heel-proof,

mar-proof and water-proof. Will not turn

white, show scratches nor heel marks. Prove
this. Send for

Free Floor Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with "61." Test it yourself. Hit
it with a hammer. You may dent the wood
but the varnish won't crack. Pratt & Lam-
bert Varnish Products are used by painters,

specified by architects and sold by paint and
hardware dealers everywhere.

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert-Inc., 121 Tonawanda Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
In Canada, 65 Courtwright Street, Bridgeburg, Ontario.

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
ESTABLISHED 63 YEARS

r
L"~=i.

r
*pl.?;"
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and should know. It would be possible,

perhaps, through the American consul
at Florence to obtain the name and ad-

dress of the architect of the hotel, you
could then write him for a drawing of
that detail. You \v>ul<l have to pay for

it, of course, and it would take time.

You should also find out from the archi

tect the method of fastening into the wall.

The fastenings or grooves must be in-

corporated into the wall as it is built.

W. H. E. "\\'e are just about to begin
decorating our new home and would
much like to have some ideas and color

schemes for- livingroom. diningroom, re-

ception room and hall. Diningroom is be-

ing beamed in oak, hall oak, reception
and livingrooms in mahogany. Enjoy
my Keith's very much."

Ans. As no return postage for reply
was sent we are answering this inquiry in

the columns of the magazine. We regret
that so little data was given and no

diagram of floor plan, as any suggestions
must of necessity be of a general nature.

\Yith no knowledge even of exposures
of the rooms, we can only advise our cor-

respondent either to write again and sup-
ply the needed information or study care-

fully the answers to other inquiries and
the many suggestions given in this de-

partment.

Red Leather Chairs.

Mrs. J. S. "Inclosed find the plans for

my lower floor of house, and I want your
advice and suggestions in making and

decorating same, as I am of the opinion
your taste is excellent and your ideas and

suggestions new and up-to-date. I want
this place to be quite attractive. In my
diningroom I have a very pretty mission
set of furniture, and thought I would
make the woodwork to match furniture,

the seats of chairs are of red leather.

What would you suggest for wall pa-

pering and draperies? Will have a French

glass door between dining- and living-
room. The livingroom. as you set

very long, have a brick mantel in hall,

beamed ceiling in both rooms, with hard-
wood floors, have the Oriental rugs for

both floors. My furniture for livingroom
is mission. Would you carry it out in

mission, too. or would you white enamel
the woodwork and possibly the furniture.

too? Do you think it would look t...,

k'lary to have woodwork and furniture
white with the cretonne cushion s<

Have heavy ecru lace curtains for room,
but have not decided on wall paper or

draperies. If you could suggest anything
odd and effective would appreciate it.

What style of brick mantel would you
have made? Would you add the mission

lamps to it in any way?"
Ans. Your very nice floor sketch omit-

ted one point, viz. : The exposures of the
rooms. We have, however, in the red
leather diningroom chairs, a feature
which must be our starting point, as it i>

too prominent to be ignored. The wood-
work here should nearly match the furni-

ture and we would use a color schenu- i

red and green if it is west or south fac-

ing, making the green most prominent
and only enough red to keep the chairs
in countenance.
There should be harmony between

these two rooms, as the French doors
open between. They can be made most
attractive, but without definite knowl-

edge of exposures we cannot advise t<

advantage. We should not, however,
combine white woodwork with mission
furniture and Oriental rugs. Most cer-

tainly not paint the furniture, as its lines

are entirely unsuited to a white finish.

What you can do if you are desirous of

lighter effect, is to paint the woodwork
antique ivory, with small cap mouldings
stained brown. As this is a large room it

will bear a good deal of furniture and we
would add to the mission pieces, several

chairs and a table or desk in good wil-

low,. slightly stained a light brown and
upholstered in cretonne.

The brick mantel should be on plain
lines and of ecru colored brick. We think

your best way is to avail yourself of our
50-cent a room service, which includes

samples of all materials advised, with

prices and directions for use, at the same
time sending further information as to

exposures, color of rugs, etc.

Harmonizing Mixed Furnishings.

A. S. F. "For the past year I have
read with much interest your page in

Keith's Magazine, and think you will per-

haps give me some help as to my furni-

ture, also paper for walls.
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WILD'S
PARQUET
INLAID

LINOLEUM
Makes a clean, cheerful, refined kitchen, and is so easy on
the feet. It lightens the work and brightens the worker.
This beautiful wood grained Linoleum wears for years as
the patterns are inlaid and go right through. It is elastic, noiseless

and sanitary; is not easily stained; is kept clean with soap and water;
has no joints to collect dirt; is less expensive than hard wood; and
never needs refinishing.

The same high quality standards are maintained in manufacturing
WILD'S Plain and Printed Linoleum, Tile, Granite and Plank In-

laids, Cork Carpet and Battleship Linoleum. The trade mark on
the back is your guide and guarantee. Indicate your preference for

the best by asking your dealer for WILD'S.

Send for Folder "B" showing 26 patterns of WILD'S
PARQUET INLAID LINOLEUM reproduced in colon.

JOSEPH WILD S(a
366-370 Fifth ATC. New York

Established 1852

Steady, Even Heat On
Coldest Zero Days

Using Much Less Coal
Don't pass another Winter in a cold, unhealthy
house. Let the Honeywell System of Hot Water
Heating solve your heating problems. It costs
.ess to install; is more economical; more sightly;
delivers heat to radiators more Quickly and pro-
vides a range of water temperature (from 85 to
240 degrees) not found in any other system. Can
be used on any building, old or new in connec-
tion with any boiler or radiator. Saves cutting
floors, weakening joists, avoids ceiling stains
and unsightly pipes. The

H
ONE7TWELL SVSTEM
OF HOT WATER HEATING

makes your home comfortable,
even in severest weather. You
pay no attention to dampers an
drafts; these are automatically
opened and closed as temperature in

rooms requires. A degree higher or
lower that might pass unnoticed by
you is instantly detected and drafts

regulated accordingly. The Honey-
well System makes hot water heat-
ing more efficient economical satis-

factory. Our Free Booklet mailed
to your address. Write for it today!

HONEYWELLBEATING SPECIALTY (g.

129 Main St. Wabash, Indiana

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

I
Useful 364 days

in the year for Jt

light and one day

for the coal

man.

A Burg-lar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-

forms with architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"
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"Living Room. Indian rugs (blue

background i Mirrounded 1>\ imitation

hardwood pattern oilcloth. Sofa and
chairs walnut frames upholstered with

tapestry to match rugs. Mcoc lounge
green denim. Green curtains to book
i matching couch), organ walnut frame.
Table walnut. Desk, mahogany, white-

woodwork.
"Floor covered with straw matting

with small green figure on light back-

ground. Home-made mats with some
touches of red. Walnut furniture, lli.w

can I cover trunk and old-fashioned chair
and with what material? What kind of

paper would be suitable for walls? Wood-
work white.

"Matting, Japanese with figure brown
and background green and cream. In.n
bed enameled green, dresser mahogany.
Table enameled white, wicker rocker and
chair, rugs greens and browns, sewing
machine and trunk have covers of tan

cretonne, conventional design. Should
table match bed in color and sugi;e-t
covers for dresser and table, also wall

paper? Is wicker rocker best just nat-

ural color or enameled to match bed?
\Voodwork light and dark stone color.

"Bathroom. What is necessary at a

bathroom window besides sash curtain
when tub is directly under window? If

curtain, how long should it be and how
arranged? Would green brick pattern on
cream ground for walls, go with light and
dark stone colored paint? If not what
color should the paint be? Hall is dark.

Floor is covered with dark oilcloth (hard-
wood pattern) with runner of Brussels

carpet, wood and browns with narrow

green border. What should the paper
be?"

Ans. Your furnishings are certainly ?.

difficult proposition to harmonize. Some-
thing can be done by the selection of wall

paper. In the livingroom facing south
a wall paper in self-toned grays, a small

figure would be the best choice. Since the

rugs have a blue ground and furniture

covering to match, the box couch should
be recovered with some blue material
other than denim and bookcase curtain-
be changed to a lighter but dull blue, then

pushed back. Yes, the room seems rather
crowded. Either the sofa or the box
couch should be removed.

Room 2 could be much improved lo-

using a cretonne having much green foli-

age and some soft red flowers on a white

ground, but the pattern almost entirely

covering the ground. Upholster the old-

fashioned chair with this and make a

cover for the trunk, also put -orne of it

at window for side curtains. Use white

spread over walnut bed. Wall paper
light gray ground with chint/ figure in

n and old red.

Room 3. Do over the iron bed and
wicker chair a pretty brown. Leave the
table white, but have a cretonne mat near-

ly covering the top. Wall paper small
mixed patterns in light greens and tans.

Room 4. Paint over diningroom wood-
work deep cream. Wall paper golden
brown grass cloth. Curtain ecru scrim.

Room 5. The bathroom window should
have a roller shade. Repaint the wood-
work white, and use white tile paper on
walls. Hard woodwork should be white
and very light paper on walls. All the

ceilings will be best white.

Corner Fireplaces and Rugs.

R. R. "I enclose pencil sketch of liv-

ingroom and diningroom (city house, in-

side lot) showing location of corner fire-

places. These fireplaces will also be on
the second floor in two bedrooms.

"I would like very much to have your
idea of the best way to place rugs on the
hardwood floors of these four rooms so
as to look right at the fireplaces.

"It is intended to use all four of the

fireplaces for heating the rooms with coal
or natural gas.
"We would like to use large sized rugs

in the center of each room, but it throws
a corner of the rugs pointing towards the

fire, as shown at A, dotted lines.

"This seems objectionable. Can you
suggest any other or better arrangement
of rugs or floor covering for these four

rooms? If so I would be very glad to

have you reply by mail (postage en-

closed).
"Also please indicate on sketch proper

location for combination electric and gas
light fixtures in the living- and dining-
rooms. The main pieces of furniture for

the livingroom will be piano, center table

and medium sized sectional bookcase, all

mahogany finish. Would you use ma-
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window Shades
now made in three

popular priced grades
The original Brenlin Unfilled Shades hang at a mil-

lion and a half windows. From coast to coast they
are known as the finest shades made.

Where, however, there is need for shades of a lower

grade there has been an insistent demand for a

Brenlin Standard of quality in those grades. To
meet this demand we have now bought out two new
shades, making in all three Brenlin quality grades,

priced for the ordinary window (1 yd.x 2 yds. ) at

75c, 55c and 25c
(Except in the Far Went)

Brenlin Unfilled the original Brenlin should always
be used where length of service and attractive appear-
ance are first considerations. For this shade is made of
closely woven cloth without the "filling" that cracks and
falls out in unsightly streaks and

'

pin holes." Sun
won't fade it nor water spot it. It is supple not stiff, yet
always hangs straight and smooth and really shades.
Made in many artistic tones. For windows 1 yd.x2yds.,
75c. Special sizes and Brenlin Duplex white one side,
dark the other made to order at proportionate prices.

Brenlin Filled at 55c, and Brenlin Machine Made at 25c,
for windows 1 yd. x 2 yds. will be found by
far the best values in window shades at
these prices. Cut generously long, finished
with unusual care, and mounted on the
best rollers made.

Write for the Brenlin book
It shows actual samples of Brenlin in all

colors, and gives many helpful suggestions
for the artistic treatment of your windows.
With it we will send you the name of the
Brenlin dealer in your town. ('HAS. W.
BRENEMAN & Co., 2066-2076 Reading Road,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mail Orders

If no dealer
in jour town
can supply
Brenlin,
write UH and
we will sup-
ply you di-
rect. \\rsiit-
inf ac t <iril>
fill li n n '-

drt-ds of or-
ilrrt. by ninil

With Beaver Board it is easu to get the charm-

ing wall and ceiling effects shown by Reo. Mr,
Brehmer's study in his church at Rutland, VL

For sale by leading dealers everywhere.

These Beaver Board
users could not be in-

duced to return to un-

sanitary wall-paper now.

They know by experi-
ence the distinctive

beauty of paneled walls
and ceilings painted with the soft, warm
colors that are so effective on the re-

markable pebbled surface of

BEAVER 30ARD
PURE-WOOD-FIBRE Walls and Ceiling*

41 advantages of Beaver Board are de-
scribed in our free booklet, "Beaver Board and
its Uses" Write for it.

Sold by builders' supply, lumber, hardware
and paint dealers and decorators, in sizes to
meet all average requirements.

GENUINE BEAVER BOARD has our
registered trademark on the back of each panel
and sample. It has also a light-cream color

all the way through, that comes only by the use
of sanitary, durable PURE -WOOD-FIBRE.
Insist on seeing both trade mark and color

before buying.
THE BEAVER COMPANIES

United States: 629 Beaver Road. Buffalo, N. Y.
Canada: 729 Wall St., Beaverdale, Ottawa, Can.
G't Britain: 4 Southampton Row, London,W.C.

Mr. McLaren's home at Digby, N. S., is one

of many made more beautiful, sanitc'u and comfort-

able by Beaver Board walls and ceilings.
'
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hogany or weathered oak tini-Ii <>n base,
door and window trim?"

Ans. There is no other way to lay the

large rugs except as you have drawn
them. That is one drawback to a corner

fireplace. It is the last resort of a good
architect. \Ve agree with y>u in your
dislike of small rugs and would much
rather use the large one even at the disad-

vantage of turning under the fireplace
corner. It is usually cut off by house fur-

nishers under similar conditions. The ob-

jection to this is that the position of the
ru- cannot be changed.
We would never install combination

light fixtures. It is impossible to get good
designs in combination fixtures. In a

room the size of your livingroom, a cen-
ter ceiling light seems desirable for occa-
sional use when the room needs to be bril-

liantly lighted. The best designs now
show circular disks of brushed brass -et

close to the ceiling with a shower of four

or five lights depending from short

chains. In the diningroom, either two

lights hanging from such a plate or a

dome over the table. Aside from these,

side brackets are indicated in blue pencil.
In livingroom, one near where piano is

supposed to stand, another for a firoidc

chair for reading. There should also be
an attachment for a table reading lamp.
Inasmuch as the furniture is mahog-

any, we should advise a mahogany stain

on woodwork.

Restful Color Schemes.

W. H. F. "I enjoy your magazine
very much and have great confidence in

your decisions on interior decorations ;

therefore I am sending to you a rough
sketch of our floor plans, and would be

glad to get your advice as to paper, color

scheme, etc. Our climate and soil are

against the use of plaster and calsomine
interiors so all reference to walls will

have to be considered in paper and wood.
I desire no color used that has any effect

on the nerves save to quiet, if there is any
truth in the theory that we are affected

by such surroundings. Referring to the

sketch, you will see that I have indicated

the colors I should like to use, but am
open to suggestions and will be so glad
to have your help."

Ans. In regard to your own sugges-
tions, yellow would certainly be very
trying to the nerves in a southwest liv-

ingroom in your climate. There is, how-
ever, no reason why you should not use
warm golden browns and yellows in the

diningroom with the fumed woodwork.
We should advise the low-toned grey-
ish green for the livingroom with fire-

place brick of mottled green and ceiling
on the tone of the walls, but several

shades lighter. We would do the parlor
in a tapestry design in rather light self-

toned greys and the hall in a stronger,

grey grass cloth. As to floors, oak, of

course, would be much best, but if pine
is used, they should be treated the same
as oak.

The same objection holds in your color

plan for the second floor. Yellow would

certainly be garich in that south
chamber. We should do that room
in cool light greys ; you could, how-
ever, introduce a touch of yellow
together with dull green and rose,

in a band decoration on the grey wall,

carrying the same into rug and furnish-

ings. The little daughter's room opening
from it should be done in grey and rose,

the rose strongly predominant, as for in-

stance, the rug in all deep pink tones.

Dull blues are very restful to the nerves
and unless your husband is prejudiced

against blue at all, we should suggest
them rather than grey for his room.
There are excellent effects in these dull

blues for a man's room, as for instance, a

very small all-over tapestry design in two
tones of dull blue for the wall, which a

few feet away gives the effect of a plain
wall. The old ivory ceiling could have a

narrow decoration in dull blue running
round it. The fireplace tile of dull blue

or grey brick. The woodwork old ivory.
This would make a more cheerful room
than the grey, yet very soft and soothing.
It would be a beautiful background for

mahogany furniture, the oak could be
used also.

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
It a valuable rutde which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cuts howing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. $1. postpaid.

The Building of It"
M. L KEITH. 426 HcUfta BU( .. MINNEAPOLIS
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Use GLIDDEN'S STUCOLOR
(Liquid Cement Coating)

ALL cement, stucco, plaster, brick, stone and concrete

surfaces whether exterior or interior should be given
a coat or two of Stucolor.

It keeps them uniform in color by preventing the appear-
ance of ugly and unsightly blotches.

It is made in Bedford Sandstone, Colonial Buff, Pompeian
Buff, Pure White and a variety of practical shades.

It is not only splendidly decorative, but it also has remark-
able waterproofing properties.

Let us send you full specifications (including cost data)

and a free working sample.

The Glidden Varnish Company
FACTORIES:

BRANCHES:

Cleveland, Ohio

New York Chicago

Toronto, Canada

London

ESTICrOON DATION '

COAL CHUTE
<I Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening
tJThe heavy
steel hopper
catches all the

<J\Vhen not In use.
the hopper lies in

the bottom of the
chute body flThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar-
proof J\Vith '/4

inch wne glass or
steel panel In door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
88-98 Erie St Huntmgton. Indiana

Washes Like Tile with

Soap and Water
CJ Good taste and good health both decree
wall finishes in soft satin-like tints that are

cleanly, sanitary, healthful that will not
harbor disease germs like paper, that do
not contain poisons like lead paints, that

will not flake and peel like kalsomines
and other water paints.

Johnston's Dull Kote

Paint
is the ideal wall covering for any room in

the house. Not only does it give a most

charming restful appearance to the room
but it can always be kept fresh and clean.

And this makes it the most economical

finish you can possibly have. It comes
in 24 tints or colors that lend themselves
to the most tasteful combinations, with
stencilled borders where desired.

I Send for color card and be sure our
label is on every can you buy. At all

dealers, or

The R. F. Johnston Paint Co.
Pearl and Main Streets Cincinnati, Ohio
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HI HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS

The Value of Silence.

HIS is an age of self-expression.
In its wider sense this self-expres-
sion is the assertion of the rights
of the individual. We no longer

belong to classes ; we are individuals, each

wholly unlike any other, each demanding
the fullest possible expression of this in-

dividuality. The best sort of expression
is the development and cultivation of a

special talent or bent. It is one of the

admirable things about the present that

the number of square pegs in round holes
is steadily decreasing. That is not to say,
there are not individual tragedies, but
there is a steady gain in the number of

people, especially women, who have
found the work for which they are fitted,

and are pursuing it successfully.

But there is another sort of self expres-
sion, which is less laudable, and it is com-
moner among women than with men.
Too many of us have a fashion of utter-

ing every trivial thought which enters the

mind, without considering whether it is of

the slightest value or interest. With a

young girl, the ingenious charm of youth
lends a certain piquancy to this sort of

self revelation. With an older woman it

is simply silly, and it is the first step to-

ward the garrulity of old age.
Rut these pages are not concerned with

generalizations but with practical appli-
cations. Let us consider, for a moment,
the effect upon the household economy of

indiscriminate speech. We may imagine
a woman of an optimistic turn of mind,
one who sees the best side of everything.
even of minor calamities, with a keen
sense of humor, quick to praise and slow
to criticise. With such an one at the head
of a household, the evil of too fluent

speech is minimized, but, alas, such wom-
en are oftenest found in the pages of the
novel of manners, if indeed they were not
the product of a simpler age than ours.

Does one carefully analyze the preval-
ent habit of mind of the average woman,
it will be found to be one of discontent,
more or less definite, and not a divine dis-

content, either. There is a discontent
which is a salutary spiritual experience,
but it is discontent with what one is and
not with one's surroundings. Now it is

bad enough to be discontented with one's

condition in life, general or particular, it

is worse to be constantly giving vocal

expression to such an unpleasant state of

mind. And persevered in and made a

habit, this expression ultimately demoral-
izes the whole family, for every member
takes his tone from the mistress.

Just here is where the value of a habit
of restraining speech comes in. It is

hardly possible, in the difficult conditions,
in the horrible strenuousness of this par-
ticular period, to maintain an absolutely
contented mind. To do that one must be
more or less of a vegetable, endowed witli

an abnormally placid temperament. But
it is possible to learn not to voice one's
discontent. It may be a matter of weeks
and of months before one notes a sensible

improvement, but it is bound to come,
and to bring with it a very definite happi-
ness, not only in the acquirement of a

virtue, but in the changed attitude of

other people. For nothing is more trying
than an atmosphere of suspicion and re-

sentment, and such an attitude is the un-

failing response to continual complaint
and adverse comment.

Most emphatically is this true in the

case of servants. One's own make all<>\\-
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Continues to pour in from every part of the country, proving be-

yond question that all records for efficiency, service, simplicity, de-

pendability, economy and all-around satisfaction are being broken

by the

TUEC STATIONARY
Air Cleaning System

There is the evidence of more than two thousand satisfied home-owners
who added their names to the long list of TUEC users during the past year.
There is the evidence of scores of doctors, who are unstinted in their endorse-
ment of the sanitary value of the TUEC. Then comes the testimony of the

greatest architects, backed by the fact that they specify
the TUEC for their most important buildings, public
and private.

As this is being written nine hundred buildings are

being piped for TUEC Installation, and one more build-

ing is equipped with TUEC service every working hour
in the business day.

Out of sight in the cellar, it responds instantly at the touch
of a button in any part of the house, and silently, resistlessly
sucks every particle of dust and dirt through concealed pipes to
an air-tight vessel, exhausting the germ-laden air onto/ doors.

There is a TUEC perfectly adapted to the demands of your
building, whether it be old or new, large or small. whether it be
wired for electricity or not. It can be installed at any time and at
a price which is easily within your means.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY
ID Hurford Street Canton. Ohio

TUEC Companies in all large cities.

Writ* for onr booklr t, w
ten li.rir.-lr by Tl'KC ..., n.-r..

I . . " what the I'll i< do-

ing for thrm. Tl < Irt

you wh.it It w
put a Tl H 1

int..

ROCK-BOARD The Best Sustitute for Lath and Plaster

WRITE FOR A SAMPLE

Warmer and

stronger than

plaster.

The best Ma-

terial to use for

cottages, bunga-

lows and attics.

Any dealer

can furnish

Rock- Board.

THE JOHN LESLIE PAPER COMPANY
Northwestern Distributors MINNEAPOLIS
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ances. There is a substratum of natural

affection, and they say philosophically
that "It is mother'- ua\. .\..t so with
the stranger at the gate. She takes thini;-

at their face value, and she gives just
what she gets. If \<>\\ think over your list

of friends, you will find that those who
have least trouble with the ever-present
servant problem are those who are most
careful in speech, who are generous with

praise and reluctant to blame.
There are other considerations. Self-

expression of this sort is a form of ego-
ti>m, and egotism is always ill-bred.

Sooner or later, the ill-bred person de-

generates into the bore, and rinds herself

shunned. Moreover the reflex action of a

discontented mind is almost always the

production of a very real unhappiness, in

its possessor. Optimism is good for the

temper and the face alike. It is the open
sesame to popularity and the best cos-
metic known, while pessimism consistent-

ly pursued lands one in a moral ditch.

The Reverse of the Medal.

Still there is something to be said for

speech. It is not wise to bring on a nerv-
ous crisis by too rigid self repression, nor
is it the valiant part to be silent in the

presence of evil which calls for reproba-
tion. But acquiring the habit of silence

about trifles makes necessary speech so

much the more potent. It is not the nag-
ging mistress or mother who best knows
how to say the word in season to child or
maid. Many things are best ignored, but
there is a time when reproof is a duty
which may not be shirked, and it comes
with the best grace from the one with
whom chiding is a rare thing.

Anticipating the Spring Cleaning.
In the early days of spring, although

with most of us March is a winter month,
it is a substantial help, in the cleaning
which comes later, to begin on the closets,
and to go over the contents of the
bureaus. A definite knowledge of the ex-
tent and value of one's treasures is a

great help in the spring sewing. One may
discover in the bottom of the third trunk
from the end in the attic just the piece of
lace which will save buying a yoke for
one frock, or may be dyed for a guimpe
for another.

It requires courage to throw away any-

thing which has been trea-ured for a long
time, but it must be acquired, in the in-

terests of those who come after us, if not
of ourselves. Not until one acts as
executor of an estate, or knows some one
else who does, does one realize what an
awful burden the habit of accumulation

imposes upon the survivors. Better JM--
things on while they will be some good.
There is a woman in an eastern tate, who
-emi-annually airs all the clothing of a

step-daughter who has been dead nearly
forty years. Kach year the woolens are
a little more threadbare, the furs a little

more eaten, the muslins and millinery a

little more faded, but still the pious ta-k

goes on, and the doer is not alone. She i-

one of a great company of acquisitive and
timid souls.

There ought to be in every town a bu-
reau for the sale of second-hand clothing,
into which the leavings of well-to-do
houses could go, and so be passed on to

poorer people who, where such bureaus
exist, are only too glad to buy left-off

clothing and other household impedi-
ments. Your white elephant may seem
very desirable indeed to some one lower
down in the social scale. And could you
visit one of these bureaus, which are part
of the social betterment schemes in many
cities, you would be astonished at the

things which the thrifty poor value suffi-

ciently to buy for a trifle. Odds and ends
of trimmings, bundles of pieces for patch-
work or carpet rags, soiled hair ribbons
and neckties, all these are eagerly sought.
Hut to send absolute rubbish, torn lace,

tattered finery and broken china to these

pJaces is to do more harm than good.

Oriental Art in American Rugs is the
title of a very beautiful and superbly got-
ten up booklet issued by the Whittal rug
people, Worcester, Mass. Although the
white kid cover shows a bit of the desert
and rug laden camels crossing it, in illum-

inated colors, the rugs illustrated and de-
scribed are fabrics produced at the fa-

mous Whittal Mills, American reproduc-
tions of all that is best in Oriental art

and weaving, in artistic coloring and de-

sign. The illustrations bring out in full

the exquisite detail of the design, each

being comprehensively described on the

opposite page.
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The pleasing and
attractive designs of

Heisey's
Trade Mark

Glassware
together with its crys-

tal-like clearnessalways

makes the table invit-

ing and adds savor to

the food. Quality and

durability considered,

is the lowest priced glass-

ware made. It is for sale

only by the best crockery
and department stores.

Write for a copy of our
"Handbook for the Hostess."

A. H. Heisey & Co.
Dept. 72 Newark, Ohio

The
Brand
of the
Varnish

v

Is Even More

Important than

the Skill of the

User

Good varnish is the first

requisite of a good job.
Don't forget that.

Don't thinkyou can place

your order for the varnish-

ing of your new home, and
be sure of a good, economi-

cal, lasting job
Unless you see to it that

good varnish is used.

Berry Brothers'
Architectural
Varnishes

are the kind of good varnish to be sure of.

They meet every need of the home builder.

They are not too good for even the most

modest building.

Send for F-ee Booklet: "Choosing Your
Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
Established 1858

Address all correspondence to DETROIT
Factories: Detroit, Mich., and Walkersville, Ont,

Branches: New York, Boston, Philadelphia. Baltimore

Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco

Dealers : Everywhere
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TABLE OMAT
The Summer Salads

I

ALADS are particularly grateful
at this season of the year, though
there are many people who never
feel that dinner at any season is

complete without the salad. When sim-

ply dressed nothing is more healthful

like should be well washed, then drained

by being shaken in a wire basket or hung
up in a cheesecloth bag. A grain of sand
or an overlooked insect will spoil the best
made salad for the fastidious, and the
moisture from carelesslv drained leaves

SALAD IN BEET TUUP CUPS AND RUSSIAN SANDWICHES.

than a salad, and it is only the fruit -al-

ads with very rich dressings that can
be held responsible for a mistaken preju-
dice conceived by some as to their di-

gestive harmfulness.

Any ingredient for salad in the way of

lettuce, endive, chicory, escarole or the

will ruin the flavor of the finest dressing.
Xone of the leaf salads should be cut, but

pulled apart or broken in pieces with the

fingers. If oil is used it must be the best,
otherwise substitute melted butter or

cream, and in fact when one is uncertain
of the tastes of one's guests it is advi
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THIS FREE BOOK
Will Help

You
Because its speci-

fications are cor-

rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, i t s testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your

opinion by actual working test. We
want to prove the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels
of any woods finished with our Dye.

Judge for yourself the beauty of the

results obtained.

Johnson's
Wood Dye

is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Ma-

hogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-

ered Oak
No. 132 Green Weather-

ed Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak

No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's Pre-
pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book- ^
let Edition K.E. 9. V
S. C. Johnson & Son,

Racine, Wis."
The Wood Finishing

Authorities"

The Old
Colony Pattern
A Colonial Design of

True Simplicity

This new pattern combines the

dignity of the older craftsmanship

with the beauty that is the result

of modern skill and improved

methods. The pierced handles and

the unusual finish grey, with

bowls, tines and bevel edges of

the handles bright are distinctive

features.

1847 ROGERS BROS.

"Silver Plate
that Wears"

is the only brand of silver plate

with an unqualified guarantee that

is backed by the actual test of 65

years. It is not only the heaviest

grade of silver plate, but our fin-

ishing process makes it the most

durable. Sold by leading

dealers. Send for illustrated

catalogue "W-35."

INTERNATIONAL
SILVER CO.
Successor to

Moriden Britannia Co.

MERIDEN. CONN.

NK\V Y..KK SAX FHAM-ISCO

CIIK-ACII HAMILTON, CANADA

The World's Largest Makers

of Sterling Silver and Plate.
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able to omit the oil, as many persons <li-

like it, no matter how excellent tin-

quality.
* * *

The three popular dressings are May-
onnaise, French and Boiled. With any
of these for foundations an endles-

riety can be made by adding flavoring and
other ingredients. An excellent recipe
for a stiff mayonnaise is as follows : Beat
the yolk of a raw egg just sufficiently to

break it. then add a saltspoonful of salt

and a pinch of paprika or cayenne, and.

very gradually, beating all the time, a

dressing if the flavor is liked. Chopped
olives, red peppers, capers, onion. pickU-cl

gherkins or parsley may be added to

cither of these dressings for a variation of

flavor.
* * *

French dressing is made by beating to-

gether three tablespoon fuls of oil with

two of vinegar, using salt and pepper to

taste, also a pinch of sugar, if liked. Tin-

can be used with orange or other fruit

salad, as well as potato, string beans, as-

paragus or other vegetables served cold
as salad.

CUCUMBERS AND TOMATO JELLY.

tablespoonful each of lemon juice and
cider vinegar. Now add, a teaspoonful at

a time, a half pint of olive oil, and scatter
in a saltspoonful of dry mustard. An egg-
beater may be used for beating, but if a
fork is employed remember to keep the
motion all one way or the dressing will

curdle. When very thick put in a dish
on the ice until wanted. Even if more
vinegar is preferred let this be added by
the guests at table, otherwise the mayon-
naise will not retain its stiffness.

* * *

For a cream dressing, uncooked, mix
two tablespoonfuls of lemon juice, one
tablespoonful of vinegar, a teaspoonful
of salt and a half a teaspoonful each of

sugar, dry mustard and paprika or a dash
of cayenne, then just before serving beat
in quickly a cupful of stiffly-whipped
cream. Three tablespoonfuls of grated
horseradish will greatly improve this

Boiled salad dressing can be prepared
and kept on hand for a month in cold
weather and from a week to ten days
during the summer. For it are required
a tablespoonful each of salt and dry mus-
tard, four tablespoonfuls of granulated
sugar, two tablespoonfuls of flour, five

tablespoonfuls of butter, measured after

it has been melted ; the yolks of four

eggs, one and one-half cupfuls of rich

milk and two-thirds of a cupful of vine-

gar. Cook in a double boiler until very
thick, stirring all the time until it begins
to boil, then remove from the fire and set

the saucepan in a pan of cold water and
beat thoroughly. A quarter of the recipe

may be made, but as this dressing is gen-
erally liked it saves time to make the

large 'quantity when salad forms part of

at least one of the daily meals.

Orange and endive salad is an attract-

ive-looking and delicious-tasting dish.
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For Your Residence Specify^

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards -Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, IllinoisRichards-Royal.

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

Our line of Colonial, Mission and
Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large
selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc., sent free on request.

If building or remodeling be sure and write us.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO, ILL.

You can make beautiful
walls with

Roberds Ideal Wall Board
Comes in sheets. All you do is saw it to proper
length and nail it on. Light to handle. Does not

tear, split or crumble. Easy to apply direct to stud-

ding or over plaster.

Takes paint or kalsomine as you wish. Makes a smooth, per-
manent wall or ceiling perfect for stenciling or paneling.

Once apply this board and you have no more expense. Never
cracks or chips. Cold-proof, heat-proof, damp-proof. Makes
your home more comfortable and more healthful the year
around.

Write for booklet, sample and
n- m of vour local dealer

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO.
103 Railroad Street MARION. INDIANA
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IF
TOO are going to build, remodel or

repair you oan't afford to be without
our big. new Catalog of Mlllwork and
Building Material. It contain* IMt

One Illiutralloni and t.OOO dllar-pavinu
bargain*. on material that ehi|iMrec<
to you at hol....l prle...
U brand nro , nt a mrk of Mcond haaa
or old luniiM-r; no wreckage. iHm't |y
yo.ir l"<-al dealer 0% to H% more for
building material Oet everything In
Lumbrr. KliMirlng, Ikx>r, Win.|m>..
Monlilinin, 1'iitrhwork. Building I'aper,
Hartlwaro, Tlnwork and faint fnnu U* .

direct and save monoyl <>! B|M> our
baniliM>nic Ilo-.k of >l<|pm HmeFlaua.|
IfcKree. H. . MUNOCK. Pra.

Doors of All Kinds Wearwell Paint
at Wholesale Prices Perfect guaranteed houae

Mngto
gallon

can* only

We hare
all kind*

of paint atpaint at
holesale
prices,

I

I

I

HARDWARE
For nltfh clan
hardware you I

can't beat ourl
good* or o a r

EVERYTHING IN LUMBER, FLOORING, DOORS,

WINDOWS, MOULDINGS, PORCHVYORK,

BUILDING PAPER, HARDWARE, TINWORK AND

PAINT- EVERYTHING SHIPPED DIRECT TO

YOU AT PRICES LESS THAN WHOLESALE!

Storm Sash
farm Deckle Windows

Save Their C*at !

CM! Bills-Keep
0.1 CoW

24 x 28

I

Light
$1.0.1
iM \ :io

X> I. Ik'lil

I. II

24 x 32
.' l.lKllt

iOo
Vrnu
lOo

i:\lrn

Our Caiilof Shows
All si/i-s with Prkes

S
$
971;

FREE
BOOKS

.Wefnrnlnh
complete all

lumber, mill-
work, bard-

ware, ppouUog. paint
reryllilng except ma-
onry ana labor to build
thli 8-room houaet plane
free. Auk for plan A135

Note the low prices
on items shown. Note
low price on all build-

Ing material, etc.. for
above bouse. Then
write tin to. lay for thee*
two FREE UOOKS. Letn
bow you bow to build at
a wonderful wring on
everything y<>u bay.

A postal or letter will
ring these book*
to you by return

til. A*k for
Catalog So.

and I'lan
Book No. i*.

Chicago
Millwork

Supply Co.,
613 W. 37th St.

CHICAGO

I

I

I

I

The endive stalks should be
separated and

well washed, then placed to form a bor-
der in a glass salad bowl, the orange being
piled in the center after it has been peeled,
divided into sections and the white mem-
brane removed. If the seedless navel

oranges are not obtainable the seeds nm-t
also be removed from the sections.

Sprinkle over at serving time a dressing
made by beating together three-quaru-r-
ui a cupful of orange juice, a quarter of
a cupful of lemon juice, a tablespoonful
of olive oil or melted butter, a tablespoon-
ful of sugar and a generous shake of

cayenne. All should be served very cold.

Tomato jelly and cucumber salad is

much appreciated by those who cannot
eat sliced raw tomatoes, because of the
seeds. To prepare the jelly cook suffi-

cient raw tomatoes in as little water as

possible to make a cupful, or canned to-

matoes may be used. Season while cook-

ing with two or three cloves, a bay leaf,

salt and pepper. Cook for ten minutes,
then add a tablespoonful of gelatine which
has been dissolved in half a cupful of cold

water, and strain into a bowl or mould
which has been wet with ice water. Let
stand for several hours, over night is bet-

ter still, then turn out in a salad bowl
and surround with thinly-sliced cucum-
bers, making a ring of stiff mayonnaise
close around the jelly. Decorate the top
of the latter with little points of cucum-
ber.

Cucumber and celery salad in tulip

cups made of cold boiled beets makes a

pretty supper dish. The largest-sized
beets- should be used and boiled until

tender, then skinned and allowed to cool.

The top of each is cut off and the center

scooped out with a teaspoon, then the rim
cut in notches to look like tulip petals.
The beets are then put to soak in vinegar
while the stuffing is being prepared. This
is made of equal amounts of cucumbers
cut in cubes and celery shredded in

straws. The beet cups are drained from
the vinegar and placed on the serving
dish, then filled with the cucumber and

celery, and crowned with stiff mayon-
naise. The heart leaves of lettuce and
semi-circles of beets are arranged to form
a border.
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Kraft Ko~na
ClcxtHunique,

delightful
wall effects,
Kraft Ko-Na
offers remarkable

possibilities. Durable

positively sun-proof.

Belongs to the well-known

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of woven wall coverings whicl
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, ;

Burlap, each of highest quality.

Handsome Book Free

"Art and Utility in Decoration,"
by John Taylor and John Ednie
both noted for their skill in pro.
ducing artistic interiors. Send no'v

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO..
X ' u -A - ! * Arch Street. Bloom!leld, N. J.

r/. S^ This Trade Mark on Back of Every Yard. Pat. applied !or.

The Highest Ideal
ever attained

in a woven
waH fabric

Send ix>r

Samples

Many styles of jrate and
mantels to choose from.

This Grate Does

Double Duty
It Combines Perfect Ven-
tilation With Economical

Heating

and, with the same amount of

fuel, burning any kind, will

pay for itself in three years in
increased heating efficiency.
Heats house in Fall or Spring
better than a furnace and
takes about half the fuel.

The Jackson Ventilating Grate
is as beautiful as the most artistic ordinary grate and
affords the same sense of coziness and cheer; but it

ventilates, not dangerously, with air drawn across the
room from door and window cracks, cold, but health-
fully with air drawn in from outside thru a fresh air

duct, circulated around the fire and sent into the room
thru the register over the arch, fresh but Warmed.
Gain comfort and save money by investigating. Any
mason can set it up from our Complete Plant Fur-
nished Free.

Send for Free
Ca talog of our wood
mantels, and irons,
and all kinds of fire-

place fixtures, a s

well as ventilating
grates, with explan-
ations, illustrations,
full information and
prices; also refer-
ence to users in
your region.

RDIHARY6RATE, VENTILATION

SHUTS OUT COLD AIR CURRENTS

EDWIN A. JACKSON & BRO., Manufacturers
25 Beekman Street NEW YORK

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing department is at your disposal to advise

and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.
Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place.
' We

invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturers

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
Eltton and Webster Avenues, CHICAGO

1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
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CEMENT

IXPKKIMKXTS which show the

value of white Portland cement
as a hard finish for interior pla-
ter have been made under the

personal supervision of E. J. . \lferrice,
foreman for the Interborough Rapid
Transit Co., New York City. Using Me-
dusa white Portland cement Mr. Alfer-
rice made a plaster slab, the mixture con-

>i-ting of 1 part cement and 2 parts clean
sand (if clear white is desired marble dust
should be used). This plaster was ap-
plied ^J-inch thick as a base, and the
surface was left rough enough to insure

good bond for finish coat, which was
made of 1 part cement and 1 part fine

marble dust and 10 per cent (of the en-
tire mix) of hydrated lime. This was ap-
plied in a thin coat and finished with a

steel trowel. This left a smooth, hard
surface equal to the best interior plaster,
at an approximate cost for the material
for the finish coat, of 12 cents per square
yard for every eighth of an inch in thick-

ness. Mr. Alferrice has been able to pro-
duce very beautiful marble effects usinjj
white Portland cement. The color effect

is produced by dipping silk threads int<>

the color desired and passing them over
the face of the slab after the final trowel-

ing. It is said that to insure clear line-

no attempt should be made to use the
trowel after the color has been applied.

Samples of plaster slab have been laid

up on the walls, roof and store room of
the Interborough Rapid Transit Co., New
York City. Mr. Alferrice used white ce-

ment all the way through this slab. This
seems hardly necessary. The same result

may be obtained by using gray cement
with 2 parts of clean sand for scratch
coat and a second coat of J4-inch thick
of 1 part white cement and 2 parts marble
dust, the finish coat applied as on the slab
described.

These experiments seem to open up a

new field of use for white Portland ce-

ment as an interior finish material for

the walls of churches, hospitals, school

.buildings, hotels and so on, as well as for

kitchens, laundries, bathrooms, swimming
pools and other places where a water-

proof white wall is desired. Concrete.
An over-coat of cement plaster fre-

quently makes an
%
old frame building not

only more attractive in appearance but
adds as well to its value in resisting fire

and in keeping out the cold. Such a cov-

ering is of particular value in the prairie

country in withstanding high winds and
severe weather. It is an inexpensive
method of making almost a new building
out of an old one. The cost of doing such
work varies considerably with the loca-

tion. It has been done as low as 69c a

yard in small towns where labor is cheap
and where the working day is long, and
it sometimes is as high as $1.15 a yard
in larger places where the workingmen
are better paid. The price in Minne-
apolis, for instance, is $1.00 per yard ; 85c

per yard is considered a good average
price.

Ventilation.

The question of proper ventilation is

an important one in concrete residences.
In other construction there is a consider-
able air leakage through the walls and
floors. Concrete, however, is wind-proof,
which is of advantage, but ventilation

must be provided in these buildings, if

they are to prove healthful. For inex-

pensive homes of concrete specially

adapted design for ventilation is essen-
tial.

"I am called upon to repair a concrete
floor on a porch. The floor is perfectly
level around the walls but at various

places in the center there are holes from
one to three inches deep. The owner
wants a new coating all over the floor

without taking out the old floor. How
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Residence of J. W. Rinehart, Youngstown, Ohio. Roofed with Asbestos "Century" Shingles by Dalzell Bros.
Roofing Contractors, on the specification of W. R. Leeworthy. Architect and Buildei both

of Youngstown. Reproduced from an Artist's Drawing

The
French or diagonal method is used in laying the roof

illustrated above, with very pleasing results. For residences,

churches and similar buildings this is a favorite way of applying

Asbestos "Century" Shingles
"The Roof that Outlives the Building"

A roof so laid is very light in

weight and inexpensive, since fewer

shingles are needed for a given area.

Yet it is so strong that it holds up
of itself when the roofframe is weakened
or destroyed by fire.

Each shingle is flexibly anchored to

the shingles beneath it by a copper
storm nail clinched through the tip.

It is a wonderfully efficient method
worthy of the remarkable qualities

of the Asbestos "Century" Shingles
themselves.

Ask your responsible roofer or

building contractor. He can supply
you Asbestos "Century" Shingles

give you a more attractive more ser-

viceable roof save you money. No
painting or repairs.

Write us for Booklet "
Roofing: A

Practical Talk" fullofvaluable informa-
tion for the man with a building to be roofed.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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am I to go about it to repair this flooi

ami put on a new top c<>

The best practice says that when a top
finish is to be put on a concrete floor,

the base of which is already hard, the
iini-h should be at least one inch thick.

The first thing to do will be to clean
tin- existing floor thoroughly. \>-\\

>hiuld go over the floor with muriatic
acid and water in a solution sufficiently

strong to eat off all the foreign mat-

and etch well into the old concrete. The
-.-it or grainy places in the floor should
be carefully chipped away. The acid

should be washed off thoroughly with
clean water as soon as it has done its

work. The floor should be well wetted
before the new floor is put on.
This should be a mixture of 1 :2 cement

and sand, which is well graded, with

clean, hard grains, and it should be well

pressed into the present floor, but, at the

same time, you should not do any more
troweling than is absolutely necessary to

get a good finish, because troweling will

bring the finest particles to the top and
will not make a good wearing surface.

Concrete.

Concrete Radiators and Moist Air.

A recent German invention is a con-
crete radiator for steam or hot water
heat which was exhibited in different

shapes and constructions last year at the

Hygienic Exhibition in Dresden. It im-

proves the sanitary condition of our liv-

ing rooms by supplying together with the

heat the moisture needed for the system
of every human being who stays for

lengths of time in a heated room.
The radiators are manufactured by

pouring a mixture of cement and sand
into special gypsum moulds, or iron cast-

ings. They can be made in all colors and

shapes. The thickness of the walls is

about } in. The -pecific gravity of the
concrete material is low and in conse-

quence 10 square feet of radiator space
weighs only 20 kg., which is hardly more
than half of the weight of iron radiators.

The advantages in a sanitary view is to

prevent the formation of dry air in a

heated room. The cencrete radiators are

porous, allowing moisture to go through.
They heat more quickly and cool off more
slowly than the iron radiator. They do
not rust and can therefore be connected
to hot water heating. Notwithstanding
these advantages the concrete radiator

costs very much less than the iron radia-

tor.

The tests made with this radiator in

different testing laboratories proved the

superiority of them over the iron radia-

tors. Refrigerators and radiators, the ex-

tremes of household equipment, can both
use concrete to good advantage. Cement
Age.

Where Quality Counts
There is no part of the house that is more exposed to the weather than the Roof.

Whatever you roof with, it must be of the Best to successfully combat the different

elements.

UNDERFELT ROOFING
is made to withstand any kind of weather and it does it, because it has the QUALITY
behind it and it is MADE RIGHT !

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"DIAMOND MACK" QUALITY

700-712 South Fourth St.

Duluth MINNEAPOLIS Fargo
"Diamond Mack" Quality
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Buildings that Heat, Cold and Sound Cannot Penetrate

That's the type of building which sells and rents quickest and brings highest prices,
because it's the only comfortable kind to live in and the saving in fuel more than

offsets the additional cost of the building. Such houses can be built by using Key-
stone Hair Insulator. The cost of thus lining an ordinary eight-room dwelling is

about thirty or forty dollars.

Keystone Hair Insulator
is the most efficient insulator, because it confines the greatest amount of dead air, which,
as you know, is the secret of insulation. Being made of a thick layer of cleaned and sterilized

cattle hair, securely fastened between two layers of strong, non-porous insulating paper,
it contains innumerable dead air cells which defy the passage of heat, cold or sound.

KEYSTONE will not pack down or settle; will not dry out and split; will not rot or

attract moisture; and will not carry flame. It is absolutely inodorous and vermin-proof.

Write nearest Branch for Samples and Booklet.

H. W, JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos and

Magnesia Products

Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas

MARK
Detroit

Indianappli*
Kansas City
Los Angeles

Asbestos Roofings, Packings, Elec-

trical Supplies, Etc.

Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Orleans

New York
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

For Canada:-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED.
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg,

San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
Syracuse

uver. 902

Y.M.C. A., Vacation Lodge, Chernfl>Uk, Va.
Neponset Prostate Roofing Used.

Are You Going to Build?
Here is a roof that is durable, fire resisting,

extremely attractive and moderate priced.

NEPDNSETPROSLATE ROOFING
is made in two colors, dark rich red or green,

plain or with a hexagonal pattern. Just the thing
for bungalows or cottages.

Outlasts shingles easy to ap-

ply no nails exposed.
We shall be glad to tell you

more about it if you care to know.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

TRADE MARK E&t Walpole, Mass.

Reg. U.S.Pat. Office Canadian Plant: Hamilton, Ontario

NEPONSEIPRODUCTS
i DOWN DRAFT-

;ODOWN:
tiOMONTHH-
'WRITE TODAY"

Our monthly payment plan
makes it easy for anyone to

have the best heating system
made. We sell the

Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace
$10 down and $10 a month

We guarantee: Saving of one-
half on your fuel bills; plenty of

heat and thorough satisfac-

tion. We make the guar-

antee legally binding, and

give you 365 days in which

to verify our statements.

Buy Direct We Pay Freight

You can install the Jahant
Down-Draft Furnace your-
self. We send complete outfit

furnace, pipes, registers, etc.

with special plans, full direc-

tions and the necessary tools.

Send for Free Book giving
valuable furnace information.

TheJahant Heating Co.
30 Mill St., Akron, O.

Furnace Builders for over 30 year*
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Uses of Varnish Removers.

HKRK is an idea in some quarters
that remover is useful only for

the destroying of old paint and
varnish. It has, however, many

household and other uses which stimu-
late the demand upon dealers.

It is unexcelled in the care and clean-

ing of old brushes. A brush properly
broken in is much more satisfactory than
a new one, but when it becomes clogged
and stiff, a good soaking in neutral paint
and varnish remover will restore it to its

original usefulness.

It is a great cleaner for porcelain bath

tubs, tile floors, or other similar surfaces.
A half pint of neutral remover in a pail
of water will greatly simplify work of
this kind. For quickly removing enamel
or painted letters or decorations from
windows it is unexcelled. Putty around
windows is also easily softened when the

glass is to be removed.
Printers and lithographers have found

it invaluable in cleaning type, presses and

lithographic stones. Spots from clothing,
hats, gloves, carpets, etc., also quickly
disappear with its use.

Cuts the Cost in Half.

A foreman painter for the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company at a convention of
master car painters said : "The cost of

removing paint and varnish with remover
is about one-half of what it is to remove
with scrapers, as near as we can arrive
at it."

He further stated that the average cost

of removing paint and varnish from a pas-
senger car by the old method of burning
and scraping was $88.60, and that the
same work is done with remover for

$42.70, a saving of more than one-half.

In addition to the money saving feature
the finished work is far more satisfactory.
The ingredients in the neutral remover

.u
rive it the greatest penetrating and cut-

ting qualities. It contains no lye or car-

bon bisulphide, is absolutely harmless to

wood, hands, or fabric, and does not affect

coats of refinish in any way.

Made in Two Forms.

For some time this neutral remover has
been made in two forms. The regular
liquid, and the heavy liquid that stays
soft twenty-four hours.
The now almost universal use of paint

and varnish removers, in place of the old-

fashioned, dangerous and laborious meth-
ods, has developed a greater demand for

the special heavy or thick article.

This combines all the excellent quali-
ties of the regular liquid form, but being
made heavier, it is ideal for use on up-
right or overhead surfaces, panel work,
etc., as it will not run. It will remain
soft, or can be removed within twenty-
four hours or more after it is applied.

Painters can "double up" with this

heavy remover. They can flow it on, and
let it work while they are doing some-

thing else. Put in on in the afternoon,
and take it off the next morning if de-
sired. It can be flowed on just like a var-
nish ; it will not spread, and a hair line

can be traced if necessary.
The practical efficiency of the stand-

ard brands of neutral removers is ac-

knowledged throughout the trade. At
the same time it should be remembered
that their use involves no possible dan-

ger to the grain of the wood, to the sub-

sequent coats of paint or varnish, or to

the life and health of the workmen
which these laws now make a more im-

portant consideration than ever before.

Paint and Oil Dealer.

Keeping a Waxed Floor in Good
Condition.

Go over the floor once a week with a

mixture of equal parts of turpentine,
sweet oil and vinegar, using a soft cloth.

Polish after this with a clean soft cloth,
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Give Your Painter Pure Linseed Oil
As well as Pure White Lead

THAT
old saying, "You can't judge paint in the pail," is perfectly true when there is

no sure way of knowing what the paint was made of

It isn't true, though, when you talk about "Dutch Boy Painter" made-to-order paint,

because you know precisely what that contains. That's the kind the painter prepares from

Dutch. Boy
Wliite
Lead

Dutch Boy
Linseed

Oil

Both are pure. The linseed oil is supplied to the house owner in our one and five-gallon

cans, sealed at the spout, and guaranteed by the "Dutch Boy Painter" trade-mark to be just

as it was pressed from the flaxseed. The painter mixes the lead and oil in proportions to suit

the conditions of each job as he finds it. Besides knowing what it is, he knows what it will do.

Paint of that kind put on early this Fall will dry hard before the rough weather comes and

protect your property from its ravages. Another thing that kind of paint will do is beautify the

interior of your home and make it more attractive for the shut-in life during the cold weather.

Ask for Our Painting Helps No. 6/5
which will give you some convincing facts and information. These helps include our stencil book with a

hundred choice designs for high-class decoration, from which you may order at half the art-store prices.

New York
Cincinnati

Boston
Cleveland

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
Buffalo
San Francisco

Chicago
St. Louis

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.. Philadelphia)
(National Lead & Oil Co.. Pittsburgh)

,
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HOME BUILDERS-SOME HELP
Beautiful home* -characteristic homes are not ac-
cident*, but the outgrowth of careful planning. The
biggest help in the preliminary *tep* 1* obtained
from a good architect'* book of design* and floor-

plan* from which to cull idea*.

"DISTINCTIVE HOMES AND GARDENS"
give endle** *ugge*tion*. covering evrry pha*e ol

building. No. 135 de*ign*. tlOCO to $6000. $1.00; No.
2 35 de*ign*. $6000 to $15000. $1.00: No. 3 Combin-
ing No. 1 and 2 $1.50. Stock plan* priced in each
book. Descriptive circular ent upon request.

-cTho Iv in
j |

in; 11 1 Compaq? -

CLEVELAND. OHIO

hand hammered copper
ware hasan intrinsic value

with all the commendable
virtue* of service and

beauty. The exclusive designs wrought in fine copper of'ex-

quisite coloring, give it a rare value greatly appreciated by
the lover of beautiful and harmonious room surroundings. I

i* ponible to select ornamental as well as useful things for the

living room, the dininir room, the library or den. Our free

book will aid you in making selections.

THE KORO KRAFTS SHOPPE. 8625 Suprior AT*.. CkreUsJ. Ohio.

Save Coal
time and useless labor and pet

more heat. Easy to do if you install the /

No noise, no air-vents. Turn off any de-
gree. No pump* or automatic return
valve* "no more pretttirt iftan In tour Ita-

k'Nlt and iml at timple." Interesting
reading matter free.

JHolme V.cnam-V.por Heatkf Co.^,
Dept. "C"

Air Moistener
Filled With Water. l~9* tfc. Air Richt

i When placed oat of ilfht on the berk
of anjr steam or hot water radiator. It

I prcrraU faraitw* shrlnilnj. piaaoi
warplni. vail paper erackiaf aa4fsavM

Anyone Caa Attach It
Monejr ^fund^i if B0t ..tUfartonr af-

ter 50 dy- trial. (Inter now or write for Tn Booklet.
Sa* M*sf.cUriac Co.. DpL K. S5 S. Park A.. Caic.o

which may be wrapped around a floor

brush.

Blistering of Paint.

There is a house here that has been

painted every two years for the la-

years and the paint blisters and comes off

from foundation up to about four feet

from ground. It seems as though the

paint will not set in the wood, although
the same timber is used in the siding up
to the gable. What is the cause and

remedy Tor this?

r It would have been much better if you
had sent some scales of the blisters of

which you speak. We would then be in

a better position to tell you the cause of

the trouble. It may be that the priming
was ochre, or some other soft, gummy
priming; or the house may have been

primed with inferior material
;
and the

lower part of the building being exposed
more to the dampness than the upper
parts, it would naturally peel off. As you
describe the work, it is not the fresh paint
that blisters, but the cause is in the prim-
ing coat, and the fresh paint when ap-

plied, only causes the under coats to lift

up. If only four feet on the lower part
of the house blisters, you can burn off

that part and then apply for a new primer
a thin coat composed of 2

/$ turpentine and
*/3 raw oil, with sufficient driers. This
will penetrate the wood and whatever re-

mains of the old coat.

Painting Over Kalsomined Walls.

I have a room to paint the walls of
which are kalsomined red with aniline

color. I want to change them to a light
brown or yellow, and would ask if you
know of any sure way of stopping the
red from striking through.

Shellac cannot be relied upon to give

you a good foundation, and it would be
unwise to put white lead and oil paint
over any other coating. If you should
use another kalsomine of a different color

the red would almost certainly show
through. The best thing to do is to wash
off the old coat of kalsomine and varnish
the walls, after they dry out, before put-

ting on your new coat. This involves

considerable work, but it will pay you in

the end. From Dutch Painter "Prob-
lems."
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THE NAT I BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Great Building Opportunity:

0012
complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-

thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.0O per year 20 cent* per copy

NATIONAL BUILDER,
362 Dearborn St., Chicago:

Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which
I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name.

City,

Street No..

Keith's, Sept.. '12.

The "BELNORD," New York

OAK FLOORING Used. Largest Apartment Build-

ing in the World

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately

And it holds your admiration permanently

q OWNERS and BUILDERS find it

a clinching argument to say "It's

Floored with OAK FLOORING."
It means that the tenant or the

buyer will be glad to pay 1 to 15

per cent more. In color, it is rich

and cheerful, and imparts an air

of refinement and elegance to a

home. It is the modern flooring.

q OAK FLOORING f" thickness by 1J
1 or

2" faces can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

<J
OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

(| There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.

4| A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-

able work for any carpenter.

Cf Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and

selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
884 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
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Heating, Lighting and

Plumbing
D

An Electric Lighted Farm.

|
AST Friday the installation was
completed at the farm home of

Adolph Peterson, south of the

city, of what is claimed to be the

first up-to-date complete system of elec-

tric lighting on a farm home in this coun-

ty. The system consists of a dynamo,
switchboard, batteries and a gasoline en-

gine to run the dynamo. The engine, it

is said, is required to run but two hours
to operate the lights needed. The elec-

tricity is stored in the batteries, and is

only drawn upon as occasion requires.
After the initial cost of the equipment i>

met, it is stated that the expense is less

than the use of kerosene. Mr. Peterson
has twenty-two lights installed in his

house, barns and silo. The dynamo is

useful in many ways about the farm, as

the current can be employed to separate
cream and do many other things requir-

ing power. "The batteries yield a steady
white light, without the reddish tint often

seen. Exchange.
* * *

In view of the present craze for open
windows and open air schools, the fol-

lowing extracts from the brilliant speech
of Prof. William J. Baldwin before tin-

New York Chapter of the American So-

ciety of Heating and Ventilating Engi-
neers will be found of interest and value.

The speech was occasioned by the pro-

posed new building code for New York

City, which contained no provision for

ventilation of buildings except by the

windows.

Ed. Note. We have space for only a

portion of this interesting speech, as re-

ported in Heating and Ventilating Maga-
zine.

"There was no heating and ventilating

magazine forty years ago." began Mr.
Baldwin. "In 1859 a ventilating system
was installed in the Capitol at Washing-
ton, which is still running. The centri-

fugal fan in this installation has a 13-ft.

wheel with wooden blades.

"Sheet iron stoves were in use in the
New York City public schools as late as

1880. Today the ventilating apparatus in

New York's school, in my judgment, is

better than any system that I know of.

"The tendency of the present time is

to call ventilation by open windows
'natural' ventilation. Previous to about
1880 there was nothing but natural ven-
tilation in the schools of New York. The
death of Miss Gibbs, a prominent school
teacher of those days, who died of ma-
larial fever attributed to natural ventila-

tion, caused a hue and cry and drew at-

tention to the almost entire lack of ven-
tilation in the New York public schools.

"Systematic ventilation is not new, and
it has been hashed and rehashed from the
time of the building of the Parliament
houses in London by Sir Christopher
Wren to about 1880 without any material

progress being arrived at. About 1880,

however, not only New York, but all the

great cities of America, came to the con-
clusion that the schools, at least, should
be systematically ventilated, and the

progress of the art from that time to the

present has been systematic and in the

right direction, because there were maga-
zines which then began to give particular
attention to this subject, particularly The
Sanitary Engineer.-

"Since 1880 the progress of the work
has been recorded and encouraged, and
until quite recently the heating and ven-

tilating engineer thought that he was ar-

riving at something like a state of per-
fection.

"A London manufacturer, however,
who made weather-cocks and chimney-
tops, discovered that systematic ventila-

tion was 'a joke,' and he issued expensive
pamphlets under the guise of being re-

ports of Royal Commissions, to show that

the effort made in the improvement of

ventilating in closed spaces since the time
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^-J

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.
After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof
absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
costal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers of Steel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

Now is the Time to Prepare for

Your Winter Heating

WHY burn money in excessive coal

cost? The Underfeed will cut

your coal bill l
/z to J$ every winter.

In the coal bin
the Underfeed effects its first saving, for it per-
fectly burns cheaper grades of hard and soft coal

coal which would smother fire in other heat-

ers thus saving $2 to $3 on every ton.

Smoke and gases
which represents a waste of 25% to 40% in top-
feed heaters, pass up through the fire in the

Underfeed and are consumed. Result more
heat, clean heat as well as cheap heat no

smoke, no clinkers and but few ashes. In

Underfeed
coal is fed from below; fire is on top and sides in

direct contact with the most effective radiating sur-

faces. In ordinary or topfeed heaters, fire is on
the grates far removed from the heating surfaces.

Don't waste good money
patching up your unsatisfac-

tory heater or installing an in-

ferior one. Get an Underfeed;
it will soon pay for itself and
then save you money the rest

of your life.

A. M. Trenholm, Rockford,
111., wrote May 27, 1912: "Dar-

ing the eight years I have used
the Underfeed Furnace,! saved
more than $50 each year in

fuel besides keeping my house

thoroughly heated during the coldest weather. The
furnace is in just as good condition as when new."

Fill out coupon below for descriptive Furnace

or Boiler Book and testimonials enthusiastically

endorsing Underfeed economy and efficiency.

Free Heating Plans and Estimates Prepared for You
by our Engineering Department. Write TODAY.

Cat-Oat View of
Underfeed Furnace

?k-WILLIAMSON CO.
Send me-FREE-
Underfeed t

Name

Address.

.Name of my dealer
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of Sir Christopher \Yren was an entire

failure, and that the only way to secure
fresh air was by 'natural means and In-

chimney-tops and weather-cocks.' His
method of louvred windows and weather-
cocks might do for southern Europe, but
I am of the opinion had he lived in Can-
ada or the northern states of America
that he would have slightly modified his

opinions and not have sent his literature

over here.

"When the speaker was a boy in the
old-fashioned school houses of more than

sixty years ago, there was nothing but
natural means for ventilation. These
means, however, we could not use in cold

weather, and I remember distinctly that
we not only put sand-bags along the
lower edge of the outer door, but that we
put listin around the cracks of the doors
and windows, and frequently stuffed the

keyhole to keep out the wintry blast

(there were no rubber weather strips in

those days).
"Advocates of systematic ventilation

conceived the idea of admitting fresh air

through an especially prepared opening
and of placing some kind of heating sur-

face in the opening. It was crude at first,

but it developed, and will still develop, if

the desire to return to primitive methods
will cease.

"Natural ventilation is no ventilation.

Systematic ventilation has some pretence.
It, at least, provides means of admitting
air to a building other than through key-
holes or at the door threshold, and it

leaves the windows so that they can be

opened, provided the apparatus is prop-
erly designated. In this respect syste-
matic ventilation is as good as natural

ventilation, and it has the advantage that

if you do not like your bread buttered,

you can leave the butter off and eat the

bread dry.
"In the matter of hospitals, it probably

has been shown that more recoveries take

place under canvas or on screened porches
than in the hospital wards, and this fact,

if it is a fact, in all cases, will justify the

physician in putting his patient out of

doors or in removing the window sash,
but the same methods cannot be applied,
at least to schools in crowded cities.

"A child can be taught in the open air.

if the child is properly clothed for it, and

it may be the little brain is capable of a

greater effort, but little children who have
laid aside their wraps and who have wet
feet and moist clothing cannot be edu-
cated in a shelter tent, nor can sufficient

fresh air be admitted to an ordinary class-

room containing forty children in cold

weather through open windows. It would
not only cause the children discomfort
and suffering, but it would cause sickness

and inflammatory troubles, and perhaps
death.

"The condition for the school room and
the condition for the hospital are entirely
different problems and should receive en-

tirely different treatment. The amount
of air required under the law of the state

of New York for schools cannot be ad-
mitted by open windows in cold weather.

"Ventilation by open windows is a very
old subject. I believe, however, that ap-
paratus can be constructed that will ven-
tilate a building without requiring the

opening of windows. I am of the opin-
ion, though, that all apparatus should be
so constructed that the opening of the

windows would not destroy the balance,

so as to meet the objections of the natural

ventilation agitators."

The Other Side.

Physical tests of the air comprise the

use of the thermometer, hygrometer and

barometer, together with estimates of the

cubic feet of air supplied and removed in

a given time by mechanical means. With
them are often combined automatic regu-
lators, such as the thermostat. As these

tests imply the use of instruments of pre-

cision, the results of which may be stated

in terms of mathematical or graphic terms,

they are naturally impressive to the minds
of those unaccustomed to observe the

more subtle and delicate phenomena of

the human respiration and circulation.

Hence the advocates of the ventilation

of hospitals and schools by "systems"
which preclude the opening of windows
adduce impressive figures to prove the cor-

rectness of their views. But, on the other

hand, experiments are being gradually
accumulated which tend to place direct

observation of the respiratory and cir-

culatory mechanism upon an equally defi-

nite basis.
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$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled

mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Ga s

Grate $2.50 ex-

tra. Mantel is 82

inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-

umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-

logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS. MO.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

Strong
Durable

Economical

Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Both
Architect and
Owner

Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing
the

tfTRfiyCombinationi\^^ Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,
Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,

Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan
Attractive Proposition to Plumber*

'M'

if Carburettor under ground
! I nilIll I

Machine in basement

This Handsome $OO
Fireplace Complete OO
Complete and ready to install.

Includes Andirons, Wrought Iron
Fender and thefatnousColonialHead
Throat and Damper. Selected face
brick , choice ofeitherrough orsmooth
texture in many colors. Complete
with working plans, ash trap and
color for mortar. Size 6 ft. wide, 4 ft.

6 in. high to shelf, 9 ft. to ceiling.

Write for Portfolio
or FREE Booklet

Send 25c in stamps for our hand-
Home and instructive portfolio showing
many <lilTiTi'iit ilcMKn* in tircplaci-. <>r

write n todav for our booklet. "Home
and the Firfvlace." FKKK.

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO.
I ; :.; W. 12th Street Chicago. Ill
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

The "Disappearing" Kitchen.

|N one of it- monthly report- the

California State Board of Health
comments as follows upon what
has come to be termed the "<li-

appearing kitchen :"

One of the problems of modern city

growth is the condensation of the lar^e.

comfortable, family country homes of our
forefathers into homes 10 ft. x 12 ft. x 50
it. piled eight, ten or more high and
flanked on either side by similarly con-
densed homes. These houses can have

light only from windows in the front and
back sides, and occasionally the diffused

light from an air shaft. The only front

yard is the fire escape ; the only back yard
is a narrow porch, and the limited air

space made usable by an aerial clothes

line. Under these conditions it is to be

expected that disappearing beds, gas
mantels and other similar devices for

economizing space will be popular. To
meet this demand has come what might
be termed the disappearing kitchen. Ju-t
as the spacious, well ventilated old bed-

room, with its wide-chimneyed fireplace,
has been superseded by the small, illy-

ventilated room which serves in the added

capacity of sitting room by day, so the

great, open, cheerful kitchens of old are

being superseded by the twentieth cen-

tury kitchenette. Limited facilities for

cooking and serving meals mean limited

range of foods which may be considered
for the table. Through invention and
clever application of the scientific prin-

ciples of food preservation this limit has

been gradually extended until the tin-can

dietary may be made to cover nearly all

the ordinary demands for proper food,
but the cook must know her trade or the

family will severally suffer. It is probable
that the "disappearing" kitchen plays a

large part in the present-day prevalence
of many diseases and functional disor-

ders, especially of the alimentary canal.

Building Age.

Why Buildings Cost More.

Replying to your- of recent date as to

"why" the high cost of building in these

days, when the lumbermen are being

charged with all kinds of high crimes, I

want to give you some figures showing
just where the "high cost" comes in.

This is a concrete case. The house was
erected in this city (Lexington, Mo.) dur-

ing 1911, and is an eight-room modern
house. The contract price was $3,700. . If

this house had been erected in this town
26 years ago, when I first went into l>u-i-

ness, or if it had been erected in the coun-

try last year on a good Lafayette county
farm, which has been doubled and many
times trebled in value in the last ten

years, the following items of cost would
not have been added to the original cost

for the reason that most of the items were
not then a part of a home or would not

now be a part of an average country
house :

To original contract $3,700.00

By difference in excavating all of

basement instead of cellar only 25.00

By extra on brick foundation by
reason of excavation entire

basement 75.00

By heating plant instead of

stoves bought as furniture. . . . 250.00

By sewer connection (none used
in country or 26 years ago in

town) . .".

"

50.00

By gas pipe and connections

(none used in country or 26

years ago in town) 25.00

By electric fixtures and wiring
instead of coal oil lamps 175.00

By bathroom outfit, not in use

generally then or on farm now 250.00

By six closets built in house in-

stead of wardrobe bought at

store 150.00

By kitchen cabinet and china

'cupboard bought at store 80.00

By sub-floors in house not for-

merly used 70.00
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A CEILING in Modem English style for

I ||fr> TIJIC Your Library or Dining
Lllvl!* 1 rllo Room, is one of many we
have appropriate for residences. Others for
Parlors and Bedrooms. Beam ceil- .

ings in metal if desired, all differ- ^
ent from those commonly seen in
commercial buildings.

Sanitary- --Incombustible

Nothing better for a new building
or for remodeling an old one. Cata-
logue at your desire.

OUR TILE BOOKLET
shows just what you want for the
walls and ceilings of the Bath and
Kitchen.

NORTHROP, COBURN & DODGE CO.
33 Cherry St., NEW YORK

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO,

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

Make
Your
Walls

Washable
You can wash your

walls if you have deco-

rated them with Lowe
Brothers' Mellotone.

Where paper or calso-

mine is used the children

leave marks of their hands on

walls that cannot be cleaned.

Every accidental touch leaves

an unsightly scratch or mar.

And these annoyances must

be endured until soon it is time

to 'decorate" again.

But the modern way is to use

LOWE BROTHERS'

the most beautiful of all flat wall finishes.

Its colors, "soft as the rainbow tints,"

are adapted to the most artistic decoration.

Mellotone is also washable, sanitary

and fadeless, and does not easily scratch

L or mar. Your decorator can supply you.

^ Get These Valuable Free Books

Ask your local "High Standard"

I^K , 4^ dealer about Mellotone. If you

y^^ ilon't know him we will tell you

^ who he is. Let us also send you
our books "Homes Attractive

from Gate to Garret,
' '

and

"Harmony in Color" (Mello-

tone) both free. Write today.

THE LOWE BROTHERS
COMPANY

465 E. Third St.. Dayton, Ohio

Boston, New York,

Chicago,
Kansas City

LOWE BROTHERS,
Limited.

Toronto, Canada
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By hardwood floors, finishing.

etc., extra cost Over pine floor 60.00

I'.y extra size of porches, for-

merly not large or at all neces-

sary' 150.00

By extra cost of hardwood in-

terior finish and oak stairway. 40.00

rxtra hardware, front door

locks, etc 25.00

By veneered front door and art

glass side lights 40.00

By boxing and paper on outside
of house, including work 85.00

Total $1,550.00

Total cost of extras in this house not

absolutely necessary to its construction,
and which would not have been neces-

sarily added to the cost of a house 26

years ago, or to the farm house of today,
$1,550, deducted from the original con-

tract, leaves $2,150 as the cost of this

same house without the above deduc-
tions.

I think the above answers the question
as to the high cost of this particular
house ; and this example is but an illus-

tration of what are facts in all modern
house building. I. R. Moorehead, in

American Carpenter and Builder.

Gutters.

The question of gutters on a house has

long been a perplexing one to both client

and architect. Our ancestors seem to

have done without them and to have been
little disturbed by the damage done to

paths, grass and flower-beds when the

rain poured from the roof. We moderns,
in trying to avoid this, have invented all

sorts of contrivances to carry the water

along the roof to the leader. Of these
the standing gutter and the hanging gut-
ter are the best known. In an ordinary
house that lays no claim to distinction

either of these types will serve the pur-

pose, but the truth is, they are both most
inartistic. The hanging variety, as a rule,

is made of galvanized iron or copper and
is at best a flimsy-looking affair that hides
whatever crown moldings may be on the

eaves, and that conflicts, by reason of its

downward pitch, with the horizontal roof
lines. The standing variety is built in

on top of the eaves, generally on the roof

boarding, though sometimes let int> the

rafters t<> further conceal it- ugliness.
I'nless exceptionally well constructed it

rots out in a short time, being much af-

fected by continual thawing and free/ in 14

of snow and ice in the gutter. \\ lu

many disadvantages can be charged
against these two most employed types of

gutter it seems strange that the really
best kind one that has been known for

a long time should not be more gen-
erally used. We refer to the simple V--

shaped hanging gutter built up of two
boards screwed together. It may be hung
level to conform with the architecture,
as the necessary pitch is secured by lay-
ing a scant strip inside at the bottom of
the V; and it may be made something of
a feature by having fine wrought iron or
cast copper brackets to support it.

Besides being artistic, this V-shaped
wooden gutter has the advantage of

being able to wear out, if wear out it

must, without damaging the house. If

one board goes before the other it may be
easily replaced.

Not only may the gutter be of wood,
hut even the leader or downspout. This
is built in the form of a much attenuated

rectangular box rabbeted together and
screwed with brass screws that will not
rust. Where leader and gutter join over-
head the connection must be of metal ;

in hammered copper or lead these con-
ductor heads make very decorative feat-

ures for which old Knglish houses offer

many beautiful prototypes from the
Tudor throughout the Georgian periods.
House Beautiful.

Rendering Cellar Walls Water Tight.

Mix clear. Portland cement as thick as

heavy cream and brush it thoroughly in

all the crevices of the wall and then be-
fore it gets dry put about one-half inch
of clear cement mortar over it with a

trowel ; it will stop the trouble.

Filling the hollow space behind the
base board a foot deep with cinders
mixed with a little cement and water in

the proportion of, say, 10 to 1, makes a

good fire stop. Sand mixed with cement
in the same way or mineral wool answers
an excellent purpose.
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That Bungalow
which you intend to build thisSprinjj
will need the soft, artistic tones of

Cabot's Shingle Stains
to make it harmonize with its surroundings.

They are for shingles and all other exterior wood
work, and preserve the wood thoroughly from de-
cay and insects. 50% cheaper than paint, 100%
handsomer, and any intelligentboy can apply them .

Smdfor sample! of Stained Wood and Circular!. Fret

Inr* Sole Manufacturers
, inc., BOSTON. MASS.

Agents at all central points. Woodruff Leeming, Architect, New York

All YourWashing Made Easy 'Money Saved!
IG washings finest laces to heaviest woolens dried in our "Cbltago-Franfl" Combined
Clothes Dryer and Laundry Stove-^illustrated here and made in various sizes dries a big

ndoors quick-. Wet weather no hindrance. Waste heat from laundry stove heats the drying
binet and dries the clothes. Coal, Wood or Gas for fuel. Have Bold thousands. All
cis delighted. Also our "

Chicago-Rapid
" Eleetrie Washer with our own exclusive

tent Safety Wringer Release found on no other machine completely subdivides rolta
of wringer by simply pushing lever. Also Automatic Conveyor our exclusive device.

Automatically conveys clothes into rolls of wringer makes it unnecessary to put
fingers near wringer. Washes tub full of clothes pure clean in just 10 minutes.
Cannot get out of order; cannot injure even most delicate fabrics. Servants and
maids gladly use it. Appliances made in various sizes suitable for Residences,
Apartment Buildings, Hotels and Institutions. Write for Free Book describing
the-e Dryers, Washers, Wringers and also Ironing Boards and electrically driven
and gas heated Iron ing Machines. Single machines or complete equipments. Just ask
for catalog No. KUand state which machine specially interested in. Write today.

Address nearest office.

CHICAGO DRYER CO., _ _ SHANNON MFG. CO
.::> So. Wabuh Are., Chicago, 111. 124 Lrxington Ave...wTork,X.T.

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

yon pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
into? Could we offer such liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels In service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will
save yon all mlddlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

Your namt and addrttt on * Pott card
urnfficimi.

Hfmm, 717 Tacom* Bldg.. Chicago

Sewage
Disposal

for Country Homes

Without Sewers

Health and self-respect demand that dangerous, re-

pulsive cesspools, etc., mutt go. The Ashley System will

provide scientific and safe sewage disposal at moder-

ate cost. Write for illustrated Manual on Sewage
Purification and Disposal for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.

108 Armidm Ave.. Morgan Park. 111.

If "Crescent"
SASH

FASTENER

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made ia Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. 1VES CO., Mfrs.,
NEV H

N
A
N
VEN-

MALLORVS
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device cr

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm In any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular If your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Remington, New Jerey, U. S A.
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

III-'. < >ak Flooring 1'ureau ha\r
-ottni ut a -co-lid editi-

their small but compreheii-u i-

booklet on < >ak Mooring, which
is full of valuable information to build
IT-. It tells how to arrive at the amount
of flooring required, all about handling.
la\in-. -craping and flushing. It i- to

be had for the asking from The Oak
Flooring Bureau, Detroit. Mich.

* * *

Although Keith's Magazine is devoted
nire especially to the building of homes,
the catalog we have just received from
Love I.ros.. Inc., Aurora, 111., is of such

high order and -o superbly gotten up as
t> merit special comment. Modern Store
Fronts i- the title of the large catalog,
bound in imitation white vellum, with
raised lettering and a delicate cover etch-

ing which is a true work of art. It is

tilled with illustrations of the line of

goods manufactured by this firm.

* * *

Catalog 22 of the Conn. Telephone &
Electric Co., Meriden, Conn., presents
the latest and most improved designs in

interior telephone apparatus, with illus-

trations and list prices of the different

types of instruments. Specifications for

installing an. . jntained in an appendix.
This very complete catalog is of great
interest to all builders.

* * *

The Kewaunee Co., Kewaunee, Wis.,
send us their catalog of Laboratory Fur-

niture, which includes a complete line of

everything required to equip educational

institutions, also Domestic Science and
Domestic Art School-, with the latest

first-class furniture and fixtures. The
catalog will be sent free to any one in-

terested in these specialties.
* * *

Among the specialties of the H. \V.

Johns-Manville Co. are the Frink Reflect-

ors, set forth in their catalog. Modern
Store Illumination, illustrating designs
and giving prices.

We have received from the publisher-.
Fredk. J. Drake \ Co.. Chicago, a new
hook on Modern Illumination, It* Theory
and Practice, by llor-tman and Tou-K-\ .

The authors, who have published -evcral

valuable work> on practical -cientilic -ul>-

jects. have ^i\en here a handbook of

practical information of great value to

architects, contractors and electrician- a-

well as interesting to all users of electric

light. The chapter entitled Practical

Considerations, will appeal specially to

many outside of trained electricians. The
volume is handsomely bound in dark

green flexible covers and contains J75

pages of interesting matter. Price $2.00.

* * *

The Geo. B. Carpenter Co., Chicago,
have just moved into their own fine new
eight-story building, and are prepared to
do a larger business than ever in their
line of Marine Hardware and Yachting
Fquipment, Rubber Goods, Tents and
Camp Furniture, and many other special-
ties for each of which they issue catalogs.

* * *

The B. O. T. specialties in high grade
Plumbing Fixtures, the company's head-
quarters in Minneapolis, Minn., are very
handsomely set forth in their new catalog
just received. The B. O. T. trademark is

the guarantee of superior excellence.

* * *

The Detroit Heating & Lighting Co.,
I )etroit. Mich., publish a real book Light
for Evening Hours in which is set forth
the advantages of their new method of

producing gasoline gas for town, village
and industrial lighting plants, as well as
club houses or any consumers who re-

quire private plant-.

* * *

The Reznor Co., manufacturers of Gas
Heating Stove-. Mercer, Pa., have a book-
let of decided interest to home builders,

describing and illustrating their product
in its variou- type--, with the improve-
ments in construction attained by long
experiment and improved machinei
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Properly Hung Doors
are an essential

of the Perfect Home

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges
Prevent creaking and binding.

They are equipped with

NON RISING PINS
Which never work out of the Joint. If you
want to know more, write for our Artistic

Booklet to Dep'fT.

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.

If you own or are going to build

a CEMENT BUILDING
you should have our

Book on Painting and

Waterproofing Cement
It contains color plates of beautiful

Cement Houses and shows how to

improve their appearance. It tells

HOW TO MAKE A

CEMENT FLOOR LOOK
LIKE AN OAK FLOOR

SENT FREE
to property owners, Archi-

tects, Contractors

and Builders

otherwise price is 10 cents

THE OHIO VARNISH CO.
8664 Kinsman Road CLEVELAND, O.

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World"

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning
and kiln drying has stood
the test for thirty years.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hermansville, Mich.

endforthe

ALDINEFIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5609 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapids. Mich.

HESSMUOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker fin ished in snow-wh it e , baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

Tli<>Kfc<vMe<l si--l HESS. 917 L Tacoma Bid*., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

TheONLYWAYUthe
PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hunger re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-
tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Center Si. Milwaukee, Via.
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Pay No More Tribute
to the Planing Mills!

The use of Gordon-Van Tine Certified Plans does away with

"made-to-order" expense. Forget that we save you from $25
to $100 architect's fees on each Gordon-Van Tine Certified Plan.

That is a mere incidental. The paramount consideration is the

big saving on the Building Material which our Certified Plans

insure when you buy your supplies from us, also the variety and

beauty of our

Exclusive Designs in Doors, Windows and
Mi IIwork at "Stock" Prices Specified
for Houses, Cottages and Bungalows in

ordon-Va

Our Plans Conserve Your Profits

Our staff of Architects and our Millwork Designers have for years worked
together on the problem of producing unusual and beautiful architectural

effects without leaving the contractor at the mercy of planing mills.

All odd sizes and special designs in sash, doors and millwork called for in

our Certified Plans are made up by us in immense quantities and sold at

extremely low prices.

Local Mills Can't Compete
With Our Big Plant

To duplicate at the local planing mill the special and exclusive styles of

millwork, etc., specified in a Gordon-Van Tine Certified Plan, would increase
the cost of the various items from 50 to 75 per cent.

No planing mill can compete with us on price.

Take stair work as an illustration:

A flight of stairs that has heretofore cost the carpenter or contractor
from $75 to $90 can now be purchased from us, machine-finished, com-
plete and ready to set up, for from $30 to $40. The same percentage of

saving is offered on our entire line of building materials.

GORDON-VAN TINE COMPANY
America'* Largttt Independent Building Material Concern
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Local Mills Can't Compete
With Our Big Plant!

Exclusive Styles Produced in
Immense Quantities

As fast as new styles of millwork come into vogue, we add them to our

regular stock. Thus, by making them up in thousand lots, we save on the

cost of production and you get the saving. No other concern in America
offers such a vast variety of styles or can duplicate our prices.

Cost-to-Complete is Certified on Plans
We employ experienced contractors who co-operate with our architects in

determining the actual cost of material to complete each home, per our
Plans and Specifications.

Each plan shows the certified cost of Millwork and Lumber, based on
Gordon-Van Tine prices. We guarantee that the cost of materials will not

exceed our estimate. Our Certified Plans and Building Material Prices save

the public a million dollars a year.

Send Coupon for Plan Book and
Building Material Catalog

Our 1912 Plan Book offers a magnificent collection of attractively designed

houses, cottages and bungalows.
The only plan book extant that conserves the profits of contractors on

homes in which special designs in sash, doors and millwork are so lavishly

specified. Every plan a Certified Plan.

Ask for a copy of our latest Build-

ing Material Catalog, which saves an

average of 50 per cent right straight

through the list of 5,000 bargains.
Put our Certified Plans and the re-

sources of our great Building Mate-

rial Plant to the test.

Quality and satisfaction guaranteed,
or money refunded.

In sending for Plan Book enclose

]0 cents to pay postage and mailing.

USE THIS COUPON !

GORDON-VAN TINE COMPANY
623 Federal St., Davenport. Iowa

Please send books checked below to

Name-

Town-

State .

Occupation
PLAN BOOK CATALOG

623 Federal Street, Davenport, Iowa
(199)
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NEW BOOKLETS AND TRADE NOTES Continued

> ience an<l Practice Combined in

Waterproofing" i- the title .if a In -klet

received fnun tin- Trn--cd Com;
Co., Detroit. Mich., explaining their pr< >d

net Trus-Con Waterproofing I',

and containing direct ions i also

specifications for contractors.
* * *

Circular S C of the Chicago Faucet Co.
covers the fixtures manufactured 1>y this

firm in a specially neat, handy and pleas-

ing manner. \Ve all know what an an-

noyance faucets that don't "work" can be
and the excellent quality of the special
features here illustrated is self-evident.

* * * *

We are in receipt of an interesting

catalog from the Conrey Davis Mfg. Co.,

Shelbyville, Ind., who thus make our ac-

quaintance as manufacturers of first-class

furniture for offices and hotels. The
pages of this catalog show good work-

manship and good design.
* * *

Heating systems are of perennial in-

terest to home builders. The atmospheric
system of steam heating stands in a class

by itself. The booklet of the American
District Steam Co., Lockport, N. Y., de-

scribes their system and shows how by
its simplicity of installation and opera-
tion it is adapted to all classes of build-

ing, residence as well as public.

Minn., who compliment- Keith'- Maga-
/ine with hi- arti-tic catalytic. Mr.
I laker will be pleased to correspond with

any home builder contemplating land-

scape features >r shrubbery planting, and
i> also prepared to furni-h superior bed-

ding plants.
* * *

The ingenious booklet The Fly Out-
de sent out by the \\at-<>n Screen

Manufacturing Co., Jamestown, N. V..

is one of the best pieces of advertising
we have seen. The very realistic cover
shows a window completely equipped
with shade, curtains and even to the
cushions on the seat beneath, and be-
tween the parted draperies a tiny, actual
screen with two flies outside. Inside the

booklet, the Watson twentieth century
method of screening is set forth.

* * *

The Northern Pine Manufacturers' As-
sociation has begun monthly issues of an
attractive little publication which they
call the Pine Cone, which is sent free to

all interested in white pine, on request.
The aim of the publishers is to impress
upon the building public that the old

favorite building material is still pro-
duced in quantities ample for all de-

mands. A question and answer depart-
ment, or information bureau, is included
in the contents.

The "merrie month of May" brings
forth the florist and landscape gardener.
A new aspirant for favor among these is

Harry Franklin Baker of Minneapolis,

TO CLOSE OUT
the first edition of HOMES
OF CHARACTER w ar
offering a few copies of this

$1 .00 beat book of house plans,
for SOt postpaid. Only a few
left. Better send tecar.

JOHN HENRY NEWSON
(lac.) Architect

1243Williim.on Bldf ..CUTe

A garage should be built to exclude
all dampness, as moisture will cause
much labor to keep the brasswork clean,

and will also corrode part of the machin-

ery.
* * *

The Hydrex Felt and Engineering Co.,
Xew York, issue a circular describing
their products of Waterproof Felts,

Huilding Papers, Roofings, Paints, etc.,

and most attractively illustrated. Sent
' >n request.

SEDGWICK'S IIKST HOI SF.
PLANS"

a beautiful book of 200 modern homes costing $600. to $0000. I have had many yean ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price
$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." a new book showing 50 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small
ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. .-.. 1135-K. Lumber Exchange. -:- Minneapolis. Minn.
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ENGUSH TIMBER WORK ON A PLASTER HOUSE.

By Charles E. White, Jr., M. A. I. A.

HY is it some houses give us a

thrill of joy when we look at

them, others producing a feeling

of depression ;
real annoyance

oftentimes, hard to describe, but no less

surely felt? Why does one house seem
to have an air of refinement about it,

while another thrusts itself boldlv t"< .r-

ward and demands our attention so in-

sistently that it seems to stand out rudely

from it neighbors?
\Ye may notice the same thing in

houses that we observe in persons. One's

personality, pleasing or displeasing, is no

stronger than the personality of a house,

which is bound to affect the observer in
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in- way or another 14 i\ ini; him a

oi pleasure or displeasure, as the

may be.

When an unattractive house is new,

fresh from the hands of the painter*-, it

may look inviting to the layman who has

not been trained to understand the differ-

ence between a good or a bad design, but

once let the new look wear off and the de-

The difference betueen a well de

ami a hou-e poorly designed i-

sometimes very trifling, yet the variation

in re-ult is remarkable. Taking two

hou^i-x with the same floor plan, tw.> <K

signer- ini^ht build them side by side and

tiny would be so totally different in ap-

pearance one would not suspect them a-

having the same arrangement of rooms.

THE CHARM OF WIDE SIDING. PAINTED WHITE. WITH BRONZE-GREEN SHUTTER*
(Note the Simple Entrance Hood.)

sign comes out in its true colors, under-

stood by almost every one. A dull, unin-

teresting design proclaims itself as such

to everybody. Though not always aware-

just what is the matter, almost every

passer-by can tell that something

wrong with the house. There is some-

thing lacking or something has been ap-

plied to the design which produces a di>

pleasing result, and the beholder makes
the involuntary comment. "I wouldn't
want a house like that."

( )ne designer, by merely locating doors

and windows in an artistic way, might

get a result successful from every stand-

point, while the other, less skillful, might
Commit so many blunders in the arrange-

ment and proportions of his doors and

windows a- to spoil the exterior appear-
ance of his house.

Windows have tremendous importance
in the design. The way they are grouped

their width and height, and the

amount of solid walls surrounding them
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PLASTER HOUSE WITH CASEMENT WINDOWS WELL GROUPED IN PAIRS.

all contribute to the result. Prospective
house owners will do well to examine

windows in the attractive houses in their

neighborhood with the idea of discover-

ing just what it is that proves so charm-

ing in the design. (Fig. 1.)

As a general proposition single broad

windows look better than single narrow

window's. The latter look well in groups,
but when isolated a narrow window usu-

ally presents an unattractive appearance.
For houses of moderate size single win-

dows about 3 feet wide and 4 feet 6 inches

high usually look pleasing. Frequently

(in a living room) the width is increased

to 3 feet 6 inches or 4 feet. Many small

houses have windows 5 feet or 5 feet 6

inches high and they are apt to be out of

proportion on a small house, looking less

attractive than shorter windows.

The best looking windows do not have

one large sheet of glass in the upper light,

with a large sheet in the lower. The up-

per light should be cut up into small

panes, especially in small houses. The
divisions between panes can be of wood,

or lead or metal bars can be used.

Blinds have a more decorative value on

a house than many think. Old-fashioned

houses in eastern and southern states, so

often painted spotless white, invariably

have bronze green blinds. Though orig-

inally intended for strict utility, blinds or

shutters have come to be recognized in

modern work as pleasing in appearance,
and many architects use them to add color

to the design. Houses painted white are

quite ghastly in appearance unless there

are green blinds at the windows to give
a pleasing contrast with the white paint.
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Green trellises applied here and there- al-"

do much to make a design more intere-t-

ing.

At no spot in the house is good design
so necessary as at the front entrance.

The most noticeable place in the house,

an entrance dt>or produces immediately
an effect, good or bad, according to the

skill of the designer. AN a general tiling

one will be safe in having a simple door-

way with a little porch, reached by as few

Meps as possible. Often, merely a simple

hood, supported on brackets extends over

the entrance to shield the doorway from

wind and weather. (Fig. 2.) Well de-

signed, such an entrance is very engag-

ing. More and more achitects are plac-

ing the veranda away from the front of

the house and the result is very success-

ful. With a porch entirely across the

front a house is depreciated in appearance
and windows are darkened. A porch

placed at one end usually looks well and

mak'.'S possible a good \iew i'r. .m frMt

win<l<>\\ B.

Frame houses are covered with a va-

riety of different materials. One can

choose almost any kind if finish with the

a -MI rance that the result will be plea-in-

when the materials are used understand-

in^!}. ( 'ement plaster on wood laths or

metal lathing makes an excellent exterior

i. .at in- i~.r any house. As cement lacks

color it is always wise to paint window
frames and cornices some pretty shade of

green or brown some color that con-

trasts well with the grey of the plaster to

"warm it up." That is one reason why
"English-timber-work" houses are so at-

tractive .

\Y(M.<1 siding, wide or narrow, is at-

tractive when stained or painted! If sid-

ing is used, stained, try putting the

boards on with the rough side out, as

rough surfaces take stain much better

than smooth surfaces. Siding is most at-

TmHmaJft <9 Walton. JlrchHtth.

BROWN SHINGLES AND GRAY PLASTER MAKE A PLEASING EFFECT.
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Frank Lloyd Wright, Architect.

WIDE PLASTERED EAVES ON A WESTERN HOUSE.

tractive, usually, when it is mitred at the

corners, no corner boards being used.

Shingles are excellent for exterior cov-

ering. They take stain beautifully and

are as durable as any other wooden cover-

ing. Shingles look best mitred at the cor-

ners (using no corner boards). A sort

of rustic appearance is given to the build-

ing when shingles are used in this way.

(Fig. 4.)

Not the least important part of the

house design is the cornice, for a well-

designed cornice will do much toward

promoting the ultimate effectiveness of

the building. On a Colonial house the

cornices should be daintily moulded, but

in many other styles plain boards are

practical and attractive for cornices. Of-

ten, a simple board along the edge of the

roof is all that is necessary, and a hang-

ing gutter of galvanized iron gives all the

finish required. In this case the gutter
should be applied practically level, for a

hanging gutter with as harp slope is very

distressing, making the edge of the roof

look as though it was out of level. There
is really no reason why a gutter should

have so steep a slope. Water will run

through a gutter readily when it is almost

level.

Whether overhanging eaves are used

or eaves without overhang, there need be

no difference in the resultant success of

the design. Just now, in the West, most

houses are built with an overhang of

three feet or more, and a cornice treated

in this way is very good looking. On the

other hand, eastern architects continue to

use roofs with very slight overhangs and

the result is quite pleasing. WT

hen eaves

overhang one must be careful to build

them securely or they will sag. A roof

overhanging 3 feet or more should have

plenty of projecting timbers to support
the weight of the roof.

On plaster houses it is well to continue

the plaster surface up under the eaves as

well, for plaster is a durable material used

in this way and makes a good appear-

ance. (Fig. 5.) On houses covered with

siding or shingles sheathing is usually ap-

plied under the eaves.

Color makes a great difference in the

appearance of any house so after the
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house i> built the exterior color should

lioscn carefully, t.. av.iil -p. -ilin^ the

effect. I'.adly chosen colors have ruined

many a house which would, other

have been very attract!

White house- with green blinds are al-

moxt always pleasing. Houses with an

exterior covering of shingles or rou^h -id-

in- can be stained golden brown or olive

green with good effect. Houses treated

with Knglish-timber-work should have

the wood trimmings stained or painted

nut-brown or bronze green.

Red is a difficult color to use in paint.

Some of the soft shades of Indian red look

well on a roof, but brilliant shades of red

are not attractive. As a general thing

colors that are soft (not strong or vio-

lent) are more pleasing than any others.

Greens and browns harmonize perfectly

when the right shades are chosen.

side walls with a screen roof, or vice versa,

are good combinations. Yellow -hould

be used sparingly.

Good taste houses are in evidence

where, a- well as bad taste houses.

The wise house owner will do well to ex-

amine all the new houses he can reach,

studying carefully their good points that

he may understand just wherein they are

successful. Then he can apply the in-

formation to his own problem. Good
ta-te houses are always in good taste.

They never go out of style, nor do they

depreciate in looks (-i> the years go on.

Old houses that are most admired today
were good taste houses from the begin-

ning. That is why they remain so pleas-

ing today in spite of changing styles and

fancies.

The Modern Kitchen
By Kate Randall

IHE modern kitchen, white and

shining, lined with convenient

cupboards and drawers for every-

thing, is a most fascinating place.

It may be an electric kitchen, with no end

of labor-saving devices, beautiful, but ex-

pensive, and only possible for the fortu-

nate few, or it may be simple, the aver-

age kitchen of the comfortable home, and

with this we are chiefly concerned. In

either case it must not be too small, par-

ticularly if there is no butler's pantry.
The much exploited kitchenette is apt to

be a stuffy place. There must be room
for air and sunshine and a sweep of breeze

now and then. Once we thought a kitchen

must necessarily be in the rear, but now
when there chances to be a fine view at

the back the kitchen is more often in front,

with an entrance at the side into an or-

derly green yard, with picturesque wicket

and artistic fence. Kverything as spic

and span as the drawing room entrance.

The ideal kitchen is in an L with win-

dows on opposite sides here the ventila-

tion can be perfect and space secured for

a comfortable seat in an undisturbed cor-

lu r. where the worker may Hiatch a mo-
ment's rest with book or needle work.
< ienerally, where economy is not a great

factor, the walls and ceiling are of white

tile and the floor of hardwood, though I

have seen several kitchens where the floor

was also of the tile, like the bath room,
but many complain that these floors are

cold and hard and tiring to the feet,

though very nice rubber mats come to

lay before the sink and range where there

is the most standing.

Under broad windows i- the sink

porcelain with hygenic wood stone drip

boards. The walls are lined with -la--
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cupboards and below these drawers and

low tight cupboards for supplies of every
kind.

Drawers with removable tin linings for

bread and cake are very nice, though
there may be an ice box, a cooler is in-

valuable, it is generally built in a corner,

is about 2y2 feet square and reaches from

floor to ceiling, inside there is a netted

opening in the floor and in the ceiling, so

small table with glass top is a very great
convenience. It may stand beside the

flour and spice cupboard when baking is

in process or it may be moved near the

range when needed. Brass handles at

each end add to its convenience. When
there is no butler's pantry, only the buffet

kitchen, the glass cupboards should stop
about 18 inches above the small lower cup-
boards, leaving a shelf the whole length

THE MODERN KITCHEN-WHITE AND SHINING.

arranged that a constannt current of fresh

air passes through. The shelves are of

netting and everything thoroughly hy-

genic, a most convenient place for food

that does not need ice. Another tall cup-
board is just the width of the ironing

board, which is hinged against the back.

When the door is opened and the board

let down, a plug for the electric iron is

exposed. One of our illustrations shows
a built-in hood over the gas range. This

has an air outtet into the chimney and af-

fords perfect ventilation when cooking. A

and width of these cupboards. This is a

very nice arrangement in serving, provid-

ing plenty of shelf room for the dishes as

they are removed from the dining room.

The lack of shelf room is often a serious

objection to the buffet kitchen.

Do not build too small a pantry. In

many fine houses, where money has been

lavished on the front of the house, the

pantry was small and inconvenient. Al-

most every one regrets this later when

changes are so expensive.

The simplest kitchen may be made very
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attractive. lUue and white are alwa\ - tin-

prettiest colors. A wainscoting of alpitu-.

painted white, and woodwork of the sanu

color. The walls above also painted a

light blue, with linoleum to match. Small

plate racks, with a narrow shelf abovi-

and below, for the blue and white platters

and plates, bowls and pitchers constantly
in use, are a pretty decorative feature.

The most fascinating blue and white jar-.

ral.iiu-t-. *"ld at all priri-. are less expi-iK

than the built-in cupboards. For

thi.Ni- \vh.i dislike the chipping of enamel

ware, the aluminum ware is ideal. It i-

expeni\c at first, but with care will last

a lifetime. Does not burn on and has

no end of virtues. The blue and white

plaid linen dish toweling makes nice cur-

tains. If one does not care for long cur-

tains, a short valance, some 18 inches

A BLUE AND WHITE KITCHEN WITH ALUMINUM UTENSILS.

labeled for all sorts of sugar and spices,

may be had for a very small price. I have

also seen a yellow and white kitchen that

was very pretty. White woodwork and

yellow walls ami dishes of the pretty
white lined brown ware that is so popu-
lar just now. If you cannot have gla--

cupboards, make the doors of wood, but

have them so arranged that one may
stand at the sink, wipe a dish and put it

at once into its place in the cupboard.

Many steps and many motions are econ-

omized by this arrangement. Cooking

deep, is a pretty finish for the tops of the

windows. Japanese towels are very

pretty used in the same way. Kitchen

aprons may also carry out the color

scheme in blue and white checks. If one

will give a little thought to the building

and furnishing of even the simplest

kitchen the daily drudgery may become a

pleasure, if not almost a work of art. It

is not so much what we accomplish in

this world, but the joy in the doing, that

ci >unts for happiness, and -where this joy
is lacking life is largely a failure.
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Some Types of Modern Design
in the East

From a Summer Note Book

NOVEL CONSTRUCTION IN MOST ATTRACTIVE FORM.

HE vacation traveler taking a

leisurely trip through eastern

Massachusetts, finds many inter-

esting examples of the newer

types of domestic architecture in the

homes, ranging from modest comfort to

stately elegance. Especially in the sub-

urban districts, one finds charming dwell-

ings, picturesquely located, sometimes

among lofty elms or century old spread-

ing oaks, sometimes near a rocky coast

with the mystery and charm that water

always lends.

The house shown on this page is one

of these. Located at Bar Harbor, Me.,

on a picturesque and rocky coast, it pos-

sesses in addition to its charm of situation

the interest of an unusual and novel con-

struction. Our view is of the rear side,

but the front faces the bare, surf-washed

rocks and the dark green of the firs, while

afar off the coasters go sailing by, and

the dories of the fisher folk. Large se-

lected field stone some of the boulders

so immense they might have been the

doors of some cave dweller are com-
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AN AIR OF DUTCH STURDINESS IN THE CAMBREL ROOF AND SNUG DORMERS.

hined with silvery, native birch logs, in a

construction as novel as it is attractive.

The high, steep-pitched roof, with its

boulder chimney >. gray as the boulders

below, rises among the trees like some
mountain chateau. The unusual place-

ment of the many windows with their

multitude of small panes and framing of

rough, unsurfaced boards gray stained, i-

a most distinctive feature.

Our frontispiece show> an exceedingly

interesting suburban residence, the home
of Dr. Jacques, at Lenox, picturesquely
located among the Berkshire Hills \

Mass. ( me can easily sympathixe witli

the choice of an English prototype for

this situation. Not only i- it natural for

American work in general to seek inspira-

tion in the beautiful styles ,.f the Tudor

period, but it was felt at once how admir-

ably this background of beetling hills

covered with its dark trees, would bring
into relief the design so frankly borrowed
from the older English countrv hou-e-.

The native stone, too. with its red. brown
and yellow coloring, so admirably com-

posed with rough cast cement of a grey
ish white and roof shingle stained a

darker grey is wonderfully effective in

this setting. The feeling of English de-

>ign is strengthened by the luxuriant

growth of ivy on the walls our Ameri-

can ivy, the Englemann Ampelopsis but

quite as effective as its English rival.

Such an exterior surface is ideal for this

permanent decoration of vines, inasmuch

as there is no necessity for painting or

renewing and consequent destruction of

ears of growth. This house is not a

ropy, but an adaptation of English coun-

try house architecture, and the excellent

handling of its horixontal lines, the cen-

tralixation of the windows and the effect

of proportion and symmetry throughout,
have resulted in an example of eastern de-

-i^n well worth study. Nothing, perhap*.

o-uld be farther removed in style from

the house we have just been considering.
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The house on Clinton Road, Brookline,

Mass., has several interesting architect-

ural points, features which developed out

of the peculiar sloping site, as the front

enters from the street level, from which

the ground slopes sharply down. The
rear portion of the house is designed to

meet this lower level, and contains the

cellar, laundry and other service portions.

The secondary roof over this portion,

breaking into the main roof and following
its lines, is very pleasing.

The exterior is simple, but dignified,

and charms by a certain directness of

style. The long slant of roof in front is

relieved by well proportioned dormers,
and the pergola character of the porch
adds grace. The plain broad surfaces of

natural grey cement and the grey shingles
above are set off by the green blinds and

green roof. The beauty of shingles in

these eastern coasts is largely due to the

effect of the salt atmosphere, which turns

them to a delightful silvery grey that is

a charming contrast to the green blinds

so prevalent. A small detail of this de-

sign deserves mention, viz., the manner
in which the architect has handled the

matter of gutters. These neces>ar\

evils, usually a blemish on the building,
are here made to seem really a pleasing
bit of detail, with the exception of the

waste pipe carried down the cement col-

umn of porch, where it is really a defect.

This well balanced house, costing $8,000,

is an encouraging example of what may
be done by the man of moderate means.

One illustration shows a house in Ded-

ham, Mass., near Boston. There is an air

of Dutch sturdiness in the gambrel roof

and close dormers that hug it tight, with

a decided Colonial character to the white

entrance. The siding of the first story
is painted a light grey. The shingles
weathered to a silvery tone and the roof

shingle almost black. In its trim com-

pactness it is a typical eastern house.

Illustrations of eastern types of dwell-

ings would be incomplete without the ce-

ment house, which though not perhaps so

. B. Stralton, Architect.
HOUSE ON CLINTON ROAD. BROOKLJNE, MASS.
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universally prevalent as in the we-t. ha> window- relieve- tlu- --therui-e -i- \i-re

many fine examples and is growing more surface. The chimney-, tin.- foundation

and more in favor. wall, also the underpinning "i" the porti-

The illustration -how- a -lately and coes are of grey brick, while the cap- --i

dignified composition, a home in Milton, the curbs, the steps and the porch c..l

Mass., a Boston suburb noted for beauti- unins are finished with granolithic, oun-

ful homes. po-ed of white cement and white marble

Gtotft Ingroham. Architect.

THE ARCHITECT HAS FOLLOWED ONE HARMONIOUS IDEA.

The architect has followed one har-

monious idea, instead of patching to-

gether a motley of different effects, as is

so often the case in stucco construction.

The eye rests with pleasure on the rea-

sonable wall spaces of plain cement, in-

nocent of decoration, but sufficiently and

effectively relieved by the green shutters

and the porch projections. The simple
cornice molding above the second story

dust. The roof has acquired the soft grey
of shingle left to weather in that section.

These are but a few instances of the trend

of suburban architecture in the east,

which increasingly shows more and more
attractive and successful housing devel-

opments that contrast conspicuously with

the ordinary and hopelessly common-

place aspect of most of the eastern towns

of fifty years ago.
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Home Grounds

and Gardens
' '

/ beseech you, forget not to informe yourselfe as diligently
as maybe, in things that belong to gardening.

-John Evelyn, 1 7th Century.

October in the Vegetable Garden

(HERE is very little fall planting
to be done in the vegetable gar-

den. The gardener who must

plant something can find plenty
of outlets for his surplus energy among
the shrubbery and perennial flowers, as

well as the bulbs. The experimentalist
can afford to try fall planting of potatoes
and garden peas. The main essential to

success is a well drained piece of ground.
In the hotbed and cold frame sow cab-

bage, cauliflower, corn salad, lettuce, rad-

ishes and spinach.

Chicory should be dug now for salad,

and stored in the cellar.

"A stitch in time saves nine." Cut and

burn the diseased plants and weeds and

give the garden a house cleaning, and

next spring the work will be cut in half.

October is a good month to set out rhu-

barb plants and to make an asparagus
bed.

Lift some plants from the parsley bed

and plant in a soapbox. If it is kept in a

light, warm corner in the cellar, it will

provide garnishing throughtout the win-

ter.

Cut sweet corn and place in shocks.

The ears will thus be protected from frost

and continue to mature.

Earth up celery in sand to bleach it and

make a crisp, tender stalk.

An Interesting Garden Bed

The many instances of imitation in the

vegetable world are worthy of observa-

tion. An interesting garden bed could

be made by planting only these strange

varieties resembling other members of

the vegetable kingdom, animal and ma-

rine products, and. in some cases, even

manufactured articles.

Vegetables that imitate some sorts of

fruit are quite common, the tomato and

gourd families supplying numerous ex-

amples. Beside these the lemon cucum-

ber, garden lemon and blackberry lily
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all follow, more or less closely, the char-

acteristics of the original fruits. The
dozen varieties of tomatoes that belong
to this class include peach, plum, cherry.

pear, Burbank preserving, apple and cur-

rant. The majority of the types men-

tioned include both yellow and red sort-.

M.^t of them grow in clusters of ten or

more. They are all interesting and the

edible kinds are useful both raw and

cooked, as well as for pickling. Probably
the more valuable of these are the peach

I lu- long vine, with slender -terns and

delicate foliage, covered with hundred-

of small red "currants" in loni; "-trn

i- both decorative and curious.

Among the gourds and gooseberry,

pear, lemon, apple and orange all possess
>< une real or imagined likeness to the fruit

after which they are named. The lenn>n

cucumber is a still closer copy of it>

namesake. In size, color, shape and gen-
eral appearance, both cut and uncut, it

i- \ery like a lemon. In addition to its

BLACKBERRY ULY (Seed Pod.).

and plum tomatoes. The dull peach-like

surface of the former, as well as its color,

size and shape, shows a remarkable simi-

larity to the peach itself. The flavor is

sweeter and the skin tenderer than in any
other tomato. The yellow plum variety
is frequently seen in grocery stores, but

the red plum is more rare. These, like

the cherry and pear tomatoes, are very

productive.

Kurbank preserving tomatoes belong
to the small red type. The clusters some-
times resemble bunches of grapes. They
have less acid than the common sorts.

The currant tomato is for ornament onlv.

value as a curiosity, this cucumber is an

excellent table vegetable. The seed clus-

ters of the "blackberry lily" so exactly re-

semble ripe blackberries that they would

deceive both camera and beholder, if the

habits of the plants were not known.

This plant renews itself each year, crop-

ping up in most unlikely places, even be-

tween the stones of the path, so persistent

is it. The garden lemon, another of these

so-called fruits, is a round, yellow, melon-

like vegetable, with a more acid flavor

than a muskmelon, but similar to that va-

riety. It is used canned, pickled, pre-

served and in pies.
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THE SEPTEMBER CORNFIELD.

Fall-Bearing Strawberries

I have already called attention to the

wonderful coming true of the dream of

an ever-bearing strawberry, an event

\yhiqh may well be called the most impor-
tant recent development in the possibili-

ties of
v home ganjfening. I saw vines

loaded with*gfeen and ripe berries in a

garden among the foothills of the White
Mountains last September and I can

readily believe that farther south one

could pick ripe berries from such plants

in October or November. Every owner
of a garden should plan to set a few of

the new varieties like Francis, Americus

and Pan American, which are now offered

by many of the nurseries. Clarence \Yeed

Munro.

The Decorative Mullein

It is well known to landscape gardeners
that many American plants are grown in

Kurope for decorative purposes to a much

greater extent than they are here. The
fact that people are not so used to seeing
them leads to a greater appreciation of

the real beauty so many common plants

possess. Everyone knows and probably
most people hold in a sort of unrealized

contempt the common mullein. Few peo-

ple would be likely to consider it a plant

of decorative value, yet one of the most

striking features of a snug summer home
seen in the White Mountain region last

summer was a single mullein stalk stand-

ing in the lawn alone not far from the

cottage. Its great woolly leaves at the

base with the straight ribbed stalk, sur-

mounted at the top with yellow blossoms

and brown seed pods, made a picture that

caught and held the attention. One who
>a\v this plant was likely to carry away a

keener appreciation of the possible dec-

orative values of some of our commonly
overlooked plants.
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Good Places in Houses for Closets

H> Mar\ H. Northend

|O one who knows the conve-

niences and comfort of many
closets it seems strange that so

many architects of the present

day make little or no provision for tlu-ni

in their designs. Even more inexplicable

perhaps is the way in which the inhabit-

ants of these modern closetless, cupboard-
less houses manage to maintain even a

semblance of tidiness.

There was some excuse for the lack of

closets in many of the old-fashioned man-
sions of Colonial days. Built perfectly

square and divided into four primly rec-

tangular rooms and a long straight hall

on each floor, there was little room left

for cupboards of any description unless

the space between the walls was utilized

for this purpose. Modern builders can-

not be so easily vindicated, however,
since their departures from the uncom-

promising style of their predecessors have

been accompanied by the introduction of

jogs and alcoves eminently suited for

closets, but too frequently allowed to re-

main merely wasted space.

Although cupboards are much more

easily arranged when a house is being
built than after it has been completed, it

is possible fortunately to add many con-

CHINA CUPBOARD IN DINING ROOM.
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venient little closets even in an old house.

Odd corners and jogs may be admirably

adapted to meet the needs of the house-

keeper, and in many cases beauty, as well

as practical utility, will be the result of

judicious transformations along that line.

The expense of making such alterations

is seldom large and their value from the

ably in style from cupboards of more
modern design.
Most of the old-time china cupboards

were built across a corner of the room,
thus taking up but little space and at the

same time affording excellent place in

which to display one's fine china and

glass. The buffet pattern seems to have

WALL CUPBOARDS IN WINDOW SHAPES.

standpoint of convenience alone is as a

rule far greater than their actual cost.

Perhaps no type of built-in closets is

more commonly found today than the

china cupboard. Recommended by its or-

namental character, as well as by its use-

fulness, this has come to be looked upon
as a most desirable dining room feature

and its popularity is constantly increas-

ing. Even in old-fashioned houses built-

in china closets are often to be found, al-

though they usually differ quite notice-

been a great favorite in those days and

with good reason. Grace and conve-

nience were well combined in this style

of closet and its simple decoration and

finish was always in harmony with its

surroundings.
The modern reproduction of the old-

fashioned buffet is a good example of

what a china closet should be. The up-

per shelves, usually four in number, are

protected from the dust by means of glass

doors. These may be either plain or or-
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namental, according to the '\MIIT'- per-

sonal tastes, but the most attractive cup

boards have tiny leaded panes. The low-

er part of the buffet is enclosed by
wooden doors supplied with brass kn<>)>-.

lock and sometimes ornamental hin

Such a china closet is nio-t effective when
finished in white corresponding to the

woodwork of the room and used in con-

junction with mahogany furniture of an

old Colonial style.

Wall cupboards are much more com-

mon, and appropriate for that matter, in

dining rooms, where no particular period

is followed in the furnishings. There are

many different styles from which to >e-

lect and often a distinctive type will be

suggested by some unusual architectural

feature of the roof itself. Then, too, the

position which the closet is to occupy will

frequently have an influence on its design.

For instance, a jog in the wall may leave

just sufficient space to insert a small cup-

board, or certain lines in the shape of a

window may be repeated in a set of china

closets built in on either side. Super-
fluous decoration should be avoided, for

it must be remembered that cupboard-
are primarily for use rather than orna-

mentation. Grace of outline is desirable,

however, and the beauty of a simple, well

designed china closet adds much to the

attractiveness of any dining room.

Although somewhat less pleasing to the

eye, kitchen cupboards are quite as neces-

sary as the more ornamental china clo>-

etv It is in the kitchen that the busy
housewife most appreciates convenience

and here a set of cupboards built in the

proper place may mean the saving of

many steps. A most satisfactory ar-

rangement was hit upon by one clever

woman and its adoption would doubt Ic--

prove a blessing to many others.

On either side of her kitchen sink

built a broad shelf, underneath which wa-
a drawer and a good-sized closet. A shelf

was built in each closet, several inche-

t'r. -in the top. and on the-e were kept

kitchen -oap. hra-- poli>h. -tove blacking

and similar articles. The space beneath

the -lu-Ki-- ua- utilized for kettles and

pans, while the two drawers above the

closets were kept for dish towel- ar.d

kitchen cutlery respectively.

Within easy reach above the sink ua-

constructed another cupboard with dou-

ble doors. In this were three long

shelves, on which were arranged the

Miialler pieces of tinware and the cooking
dishes. Everything had its place and it

was an easy matter to put things in order

when dish washing was over.

Unfortunately the sink is so situated

in some kitchens as to make such ar-

rangement as has just been described im-

possible. In such cases a good substitute

may be contrived by building a large cup-
board across one corner of the room or

in any other place which may prove most

convenient. This should be provided
with glassed-in shelves for kitchen ware,

while the lower portion may contain

drawers for towels, soap, etc., or be made
into a small closet and used for flour or

kettles.

A laundry closet is also essential to the

convenience of a home. If possible it

should be large enough to contain the

ironing board and clothes horse. In ad-

dition to this there should be sufficient

room for either drawers or shelves at on

side, where laundry supplies, such a-

soap, starch, bluing, clothespins, etc., can

be kept.

Kven a very small space is large enougn
for a broom closet and it is a convenience

well worth having. The only equipment

necessary for such a closet is a generous

-upply of hooks on which to hang the

brooms, mops, duster-. bru>hes and du-t

pans which go to make up every woman's

cleaning outfit.

Not even the living room of a hoii-c

should be without closets, for there are

always games and magazines to be
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ORNAMENTAL GLASSED-IN CUPBOARD OVER MANTEL.

stowed away when not in use. Some
rather unusual cupboards are occasion-

ally introduced, as in the case of one

home, where the man of the house con-

trived an ornamental glassed-in cupboard
above the mantel in which to display his

highly prized golf cups. Not content

with a single example of his ingenuity he

proceeded to cut into the partition be-

side the open fireplace and made a neat

little closet for kindling wood.

Clothes closets hardly need to be men-
tioned as absolutely necessary in every
well ordered home. It is the exception
rather than the rule, however, that even

a new house contains a cedar closet for

storage purposes. The few home build-

ers who have been wise enough to pro-

vide a closet of this sort have found them

far more convenient than cedar chests,

since the clothing may be simply hung
up and left with the knowledge that no

moth will ever touch them. In building

a closet of this sort red cedar should be

used for ceiling, floor and walls in order

to make it absolutely moth proof. This

is, of course, rather expensive, but the

value of such a closet is correspondingly

great and in the end the investment will

be sure to prove well worth while.
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THE
SMALL HOUSE

5E&IE5.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these day* when the coat of building has. after the manner of all the other coata of living-

mounted skyward idea* for email, low coat yet convenient and comfortable home*, are peculiarly acceptable. With thii

thought in mind, a aeries of article* under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year In RUTH'S

An Artist's Home in Massachusetts

By A. E. Marr

IN this day of high cost when
about everything has taken pro-

digious jumps skyward, except

perhaps salaries, the building-

proposition has not been backward in

following suit. Nevertheless, it is pos-

sible today, notwithstanding high prices
and architects' estimates, to really build

and own a home, substantial and at-

tractive, at a very low cost.

I am going to show by photographs
and floor plan and state plainly just how
it was accomplished.
The house is of frame construction and

is covered with best quality shingle-.

Care was taken to preserve the large

trees for a setting, and the house was

carefully planted among them. The win-

dow treatment is both unique and attract-

ive, small squares of glass being em-

ployed throughout the house. The en-

trance is simple, and has a low seat.

On entering the bungalow, one steps
into the living room or studio. The artist

owner designed this room principally for

his work, and the entire front of house is

devoted to it. it being about eighteen feet

by thirty feet. The floor is rift North

Carolina hard pine, and the standing fin-

ish is the same wood, stained walnut and

rubbed down with wax to a satin tini.-h.

Windows occupy a goodly portion of the

outer walls, and make the room ex-

tremely light and cheerful, while a large

one at the north side gives an excellent

light. The walls are plastered, being fin-

ished rough floated, and the ceiling has

exposed rafters, with the spaces between

them sheathed. Especial care was taken

to have both rafters and cross beams of

extra heavy stock, and this one item al< me

gives an air of strength and solidnes> to

the interior. Nor is this merely an effect,

for this treatment is but an indication of

substantial construction. All beair.s and

exposed ceiling woodwork were tinted a

si til smoke color, to tone down the raw

wood, as well as to give an idea of age.

IVrhaj>- the most striking feature in

this room, aside from its general har-

mony, is the six-foot fireplace. A liberal

hand was used in its construction, and

this one feature give- an air of comfort-

able homeness. and invites the visitor to
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linger and rest in front of its cheerful

blaze.

The gallery is an interesting feature,

since it shows the utilization, in an espe-

cially attractive manner, of what would

otherwise have been lost space. It is

about ten feet by eighteen feet and serves

as a most convenient extra chamber.

Small squares of glass were employed
here, following the general scheme of

windows throughout house. Simplicity
was the keynote, and the furnishings de-

note that fact plainly. Antique furniture

was used with good effect. This room
also bears indications of the owner's per-
sonal interest, as evidenced in the heavy

VIEW OF THE HOUSE TAKEN FROM THE SIDE AND REAR.

The dining room, leading from the liv-

ing room, is eleven feet six inches by
fourteen feet, and has floors and standing
finish the same as the living room, except
that the woodwork was stained a slightly

darker color. The walls are covered with

a two-tone yellow covering and the ceil-

ing is tinted to blend. A large bay af-

fords sufficient light, a fireplace cozy
cheerfulness. The built-in buffet was

carefully handled and its simple plainness
is very pleasing.

hanging light in center of room, the own-

er having planned and made it from

heavy chain and hammered copper.

Beyond the dining room is the cham-

ber, a room about twelve feet by fifteen

feet six inches, with floor and standing

finish of same wood as the preceding

rooms, except that the wood trimmings
were finished with white enamel. The

walls are papered with gray-blue grass-

cloth and the ceiling has been tinted just

enough to harmonize.
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THE UVING-ROOM.

The service portion of the house con- eleven feet, the usual pantry and cup-
tains the kitchen, a room ten feet by board spaces, and also a shed or storage

THE DINING ROOM.
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room some nine feet by ten feet in size.

This latter room is an' excelelnt feature in

a house of this small size, since it serves

admirably for the storing of the number-

less little things which collect.

A noteworthy feature connected with

this room is the ventilation scheme. Slat-

ted and screened openings were finished

in the walls near the eaves, while glass

serves to exclude cold in the winter. The
floors and wood finish in the service por-

accomplished at a very small cost by one

using judgment and good taste, at a cost

that by many would be considered im-

possibly low, nor should the prospective
builder allow discouraging estimates to

deter him. This article proves conclu-

sively what really can be done and rep-
resents actual facts.

The Cost

General carpenter work $1,373.00

Plumbing 250.00

tion are hard pine, while the walls in the

kitchen are painted a yellow tint, oil paint

being used in order that the walls might
be easily washed and kept clean.

The ceiling had the same treatment of

oil finish, except in white, and much
stress should be laid on this feature of oil

painting. Every housewife will readily

appreciate the ease with which the maxi-

mum of cleanliness can be observed with

a minimum exertion of labor.

The structure represents what may be

Painting 50.00

Papering 12.00

Electric wiring 50.00

Screens 1 5.00

Furnace 200.00

Carpentering and brick work in-

stalling furnace 100.00

Digging cellar and stoning up. . . 50.00

$2,100.00

Architect's commission (10%}.. 210.00

Total cost . . .$2,310.00
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Deim No. OeMn No.

B 371 CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. Minneapolis. Minn. B 374 WILLARD C. NORTHRUP. Win*on Salem. N. C.

B 372 E. B. RUST. Lo Angele.. Cal. B 375 Courte.y of the UNIVERSAL PORTLAND CEMENT
B 373 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn. B 376 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis

B 377 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio

Design B 371

The size of our bungalow design is 41

feet 6 inches breadth and 24 feet depth, it

is designed in the half timber and cement

style that is very appropriate for a one-

story bungalow. The height of outside

studs is 10 feet with double sills and plate-.

The first floor is set up 2 feet above the

grade, thus keeping the low appearance -< >

much desired. There is good space on the

second floor for finishing a good room or

two and leave good storage space. The es-

timated cost, exclusive of heating and

plumbing is placed at $2.500, this figure

does not include any finishing on second

floor.

The plan calls for a good sized living

room, dining room and kitchen and two bed

rooms with a convenient bath room.

At the left hand corner is a wide liberal

entrance piazza, this can be screened in if

desired and also glazed in during the win-

ter months, making a fine sun parlor.

The exterior cement may be stained with

a waterproof wash green, brown or light

buff and the roof shingles stained red.

brown, or green to suit.

Washington fir may be used for finish

and also for floors stained brown. The

mantel will look well laid up in rough sewer

or vitrified brick. The walls to be rough

plaster and tinted. The wood work to be

very simple, doors made low and on line

with the windows.

Design H >~:

"Multum in parvo" may be well applied
to this design, containing as it dor

arrangement of all needful living r n-

with many conveniences on one floor in a

ground space of 30 feet by 37 feet exclusive

of porches. The combination of brick with

shingle is nearly always successful, and in

this case makes a pleasing exterior. The

foundation is of concrete and the hou>e i-

set low and close to the ground as a bun-

galow should be. The porch floor is ce-

ment. The interior floors are of oak.

stained and waxed, the remaining finish is

of pine stained and varnished, except in

kitchen and bathroom where it is enameled.

There is a paneled wood wainscot in liv-

ing and dining room and built in buffet and

and fireplace. The estimated cost exclusive

of heating plant is $2,000.

Design B 37S

To bring a substantial and dignified ex-

terior xuch a- the design above shown, with

a floor plan covering 40 feet by 25 feet

exclusive of porches, into a cost price under

$5,QOO is something of an achievement.

The interior comprises a large living

room the entire depth of the house, well

lighted and with ample fireplace. On the

other side of the center hall are arranged

the dining room, kitchen and service quar-

ter-. The second floor possesses a mag-
nificent family bedroom, with three other

chambers beside. The exterior is of very

rough coat pebble dash cement with shin-

gle roof. The openings are well balanced

and the porch massive. The flower 1

beneath front windows give relief to the

severity of the design. The approximate
roxt of this houxe j> placed at $4,400.
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Chas. S. Sedfjwick, Architect.

Design B 371

Half-Timber and Cement Bungalow
Design B 374 door is generous, having the colonial fan-

A shingle house in semi-colonial design, top with side lights, and the shutters add

The squared columns made decorative by to the colonial feeling. Otherwise this a

sunk panels on their faces. The front modern house with well planned interior.
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The ground space occupied is JS feet 1>\ 32

feet including parches. The reception hall

has an ample fireplace. The same chimney

permitting a smaller fireplace in the little

parlor or den on the right. This KM.in

opens through sliding doors in to the din-

ing nx>m with large swelling hay. occupx
-

ing one entire end of the room. A fire-

place also is provided here, this house being

built in the south, but could IK? omitted if

de^red. A toilet and butler pantry with

l>a age between are provided on first Moor.

On the second floor four bedrooms are pro-

vided, three of them equipped with fire-

places, with bath conveniently reached from

all. The front chamber is projected out

over the porch to gain increased space.

The combination of much white trim with

brown stained shingles gives the exterior a

cheerful aspect. Approximate cost of this

house, including basement and plumbing. i>

$5.500.

Design B 375

This house is an exact reproduction of

the prize model shown at the International

Congress for prevention of tuberculosis.

The entire building, walls, floors, partitions
and roof are of the poured concrete with

an insulating board bedded in the center of

the walls to form a continuous dead air-

space. The door and window casings are

"t metal and all room corners and angles
are curved. There is no interior pla-trr

ing, the cement being left just as it is freed

from the forms and brushed with a tint.

The floors are smooth cement, the bath-

room floor sloping to a central drain over

which the shower is placed. The entire

roof is utilized as open air sleeping rooms.

with the central solarium as shown on tin-

floor plain, used for a sewing and sitting
room. The walls are broken by many
nient windows, most of these equipj>ed with

awnings, and with its white walls and red

cornice and flower boxes presents a striking

appearance. The first floor consists of a

reception hall with circular staircase also

of cement. Kitchen and large living room

28 feet long. <MK- end being used a- din-

ing room. Central bet \\een i- a !.

hooded fireplace. The arrangement for

garbage, ice and coal are compart and

closely planned. The cost of the house was
about the same as for frame construction

|lial sp;i

Design B 376

This design has created a great deal of

favorable comment where erected. The
foundation and j>orch piers are of cobble

stone, walls of cement plaster and the ex-

terior in every way produces an artistic and

refined effect. The interior plan is also

very attractive. The magnificent stretch

clear across front of house, including cen-

tral hall: the reception hall on right and

living room on left of same and the col-

umned archway connecting dining room

with living room, make an interior that is

unusually attractive.

There is a full basement under the entire

house and hot water heater provided. The
finish of the principal rooms of first floor

is oak or birch ; balance of house, pine, pop-
lar or cypress, painted or stained.

Cost. $6,800: width. 46 feet: depth. Js

feet 6 inches : height of basement, 7 feet :

first story.
{
> feet 5 inches; second story.

8 feet 3 inches; -econd story rooms full

height.

Design B 377

This design occupies a ground width of

but 22 feet, with space for the usual living

rooms. The vestibule opens into a small

hall from which recessed stair- ascend and

a kitchen pantry is contrived under their

rear. The kitchen conveniences are well

arranged. ( )n the second floor three bed-

rooms and a bath are provided, the IKM!-

rooin being planned with reference to space

for the bed, a matter often overlooked bv

designers. The exterior is of rough-sawn

lap siding with shingled roof. The pro-

jection of the middle chamber makes a

pleasing break in the lines. The founda-

tion is of brick and a pent-roof shelters the

l>orch. Estimated cost. $2.599.
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E. B. Rust, Architect.

Design B 372

A Brick and Shingle Bungalow
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Arthur C. CUucen. Architect.

Design B 373

A Well Balanced Cement House
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Willard C. Northrup, Architect.

Design B 374

A Shingle House Built in North Carolina
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Courte*y Universal Portland Cement.

Design B 375

A Unique House of Poured Cement

in Virginia Highlands

I
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Design B 376

On the Popular Long Horizontal Lines

HO POOTI MAUL DCCCPTICn COOn
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John Henry Newon. Architect.

Design B 377

A Frame House for a Narrow Lot
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Pay No More Tribute
to the Planing Mills!

The use of Gordon-Van Tine Certified Plans does away with "made-to-order" expense.

Forget that we save you from $25 to $100 architect's fees on each Gordon Van-Tine Cer-

tified Plan. That is a mere incidental. The paramount consideration is the big saving on

the Building Material which our Certified Plans insure when you buy your supplies from us,

also the variety and beauty of our

Exclusive Designs in Doors, Windows and Millwork at "Stock"

Prices Specified for Houses, Cottages and Bungalows in

Our Plans Conserve
Your Profits

Our staff of Architects and our Millwork Design-
ers have for years worked together on the problem
of producing unusual and beautiful architectural ef-

fects without leaving the contractor at the mercy of

the planing mills.

All odd sizes and special designs in sash, doors

and millwork called for in our Certified Plans are

made up by us in immense quantities and sold at ex-

tremely low prices.

Local Mills Can't Compete
With Our Big Plant

To duplicate at the local planing mill the special
and exclusive styles of millwork, etc., specified in

the Gordon-Van Tine Certified Plan, would increase

the cost of the various items from 50 to 75 per cent.

No planing mill can compete with us on price.
Take stair work as an illustration:

A flight of stairs that ha* heretofore cost the

carpenter or contractor from $75 to $90 can
now be purchased from us, machine-finished,

complete and ready to set up, for from $30 to

$40. The same percentage of saving is offered on
our entire line of building materials.

Exclusive Styles Produced in

Immense Quantities
As fast as new styles of millwork come into

vogue, we add them to our regular stock.

Thus, by making them up in thousand lots, we
save on the cost of production and you get the sav-

ing. No other concern in America offers such a

vast variety of styles or can duplicate our prices.

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 627 Federal St., Davenport, Iowa
America's Largest Independent Building Material Concern

Cost - to - Complete Is

Certified on Plans

We employ experienced contractors who co-oper-
ate with our architects in determining the actual
cost of material to complete each home, per our
Plans and Specifications.
Each plan shows the certified cost of Millwork

and Lumber, based on Gordon-Van Tine prices.
We guarantee that the cost of materials will not

exceed our estimate. Our Certified Plans and Build-

ing Material Prices save the public a million dollars

a year.

Send Coupon for Plan Book and

Building Material Catalog
Our 1912 Plan Book offers a magnificent collection of at-

tractively designed houses, cottages and bungalows.
The only plan book extant that conserves the profits of

contractors on homes in which special designs in sash, doors
and millwork are BO lavishly specified. Every plan a
Certified Plan.
Ask for a copy of our latest Building Material Catalog,

which saves an average of 50 per cent right straight through
the list of 5,000 bargains. Put our Certified Plans and the
resources of our great Building Material Plant to the test.

Quality and satisfaction guaranteed, or money refunded.
In sending for Plan Book enclose 10 cents to pay postage

and mailing.

,
USE THIS COUPON!

1

GORDON-VAN TINE CO.. 627 Federal St., D.vmport. low.

Please send books checked below to

Name

Town

State

Occupation

PLAN BOOK
[]

CATALOG
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No 428. China *1 7 7C
Closet fit***
Dealer's Price $42.00

No. 385. Dining Table,
48-inch Top

Dealer's Price $47.00

7C
' J

No. 100.

Diner .

6 for $16.00
Dealer's Price $4.50
each

No. 429. 9
Buffet *A

Dealer's Price $42.00

Choose from 400 "Come-Packt" Styles

Pay Half Furniture Store Prices!
We have supplied more than 30,000 American homes with beautiful Come-Packt "Mission," "Col-

onial" and "Bungalow" Furniture in finest Quarter-Sawn White Oak at half the prices usually asked at

Furniture Stores, for furniture not its equal.
How is it possible for us to offer this tremendous saving, without sacrificing quality? We will tell you.
Come-Packt Furniture is shipped direct from the factory in completely finished sections ready to assemble.
Only a few screws, (sent with furniture) are needed to put the sections together the holes are already bored.
Thus with the aid of a screw drioer, you save at least half your furniture money and get better, stronger, more cor-

rectly designed and handsomely finished furniture than the retail dealer can offer. Come-Packt Furniture, shipped in

compact crates, takes a lower freight rate and uou aaoe the difference.

Shipped "On Approval" Money Back Any Time You Say
Isn't it worth while to investigate a wide-open proposition like this, which involves no r'ak, insures a big toning and

better furniture P
Our large FREE Illustrated Catalog is a Furniture Exposition in itself. Don't buy a dollar's worth of furniture until

you get it.

You'll Like \@SSm] in Your Home
It's honest all through Quarter-Sawn White Oak your choice of eight shades. Sections completely stained and

waxed. There are over 400 correctly designed Mission and Bungalow pieces shown in our big catalog also six other
money-saving housefurnishing departments. Rugs and Floor Coverings, etc. Every article is sold on our aUolule guar-
antee to please you or return your money. No matter where you live we can save you half. People of means and taste
have learned this discriminating buyers from smallest towns and largest cities send repeat orders the wonderful suc-
cess of Come-Packt Sectional Furniture is due as much to the QUALITY as to the great saving.

Write today for this splendid big catalog Mailed Free

COME-PACKT FURNITURE CO., 1056 Fernwood Ave., TOLEDO, O.

$10.25 $11.75 $19.50
Dealer's Price $17.50 Dealer's Price $25.flO Dealer's Price $38.00
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while enamel at its l>i--t is hardwood

painted, and must infallibly wear off. in-

volving a more or less expensive pr<

to put it into good condition. It is worth
while considering this point before de-

ciding upon enameled furniture.

Both maple and enamel need a wall of

solid color and reasonable depth of tone,

but of the two the maple looks much bet-

ter in a room of no special color, where
the wall paper is negative. On the other

hand, white enamel is the better choice

for floral papers with a white ground
and a good deal of pattern. And it is the

only possible choice for most l>lui-

schemes.

Maple is worth considering on another

ground. It is almost the exact tone of

the natural wicker furniture. A bed and
bureau of maple, chairs and a table of na-

tural wicker, a green or rose wall, a self

toned rug and a flowered cretonne and

you have a charming bedroom scheme.

Toning Down.

I heard of someone who covered a

number of couch pillows with flowered

silk and found the effect unpleasantly
bright, while the silk soiled very ea-iK

So she gave each pillow an additional

cover of pale gray dress net, to her great
-ati-faction, also to the mystification of

some of her friends who could not find

that particular tone of flowered silk in

the shops.
The same principle is applied in t he-

net covered cretonne pillows shown ev-

erywhere this summer. But very few of

them are successful for the reason that

the cretonne used has not enough char-

acter to be effective when toned down.
And here is a suggestion for the net

bedspread, which is so often a disappoint-
ment when used over a lining of plain
color. Use a white or cream colored

lining, and in most cases the cream color

is the best choice. Then ornament this

lining with a square made of strips of

the cretonne used in the room, about five

inches wide and mitered at the corners,

arranging it so that a margin of about
the same width is left between it and
the edge of the bed, and lay the net

spread over it.

Glidden's

Concrete

TT RKALLY protects concrete floors
*

against wear and abrasion. It

really prevents the formation of cement
dust. It really prevents the absorption
of moisture, oil, grease, etc. It is also

splendidly decorative, being made in

Light Drab, Dark Drab, Terra Cotta,

Tan, White and Transparent and it is

better than paint for wood floors.

Write us for color card and free

sample.

The GliddenVarnish Company
Makers of the Best Concrete Finishes in the World

FACTORIES : Cleveland, Ohio Toronto, Canada

BRANCHES: New York Chicago London
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. The courtesies of our Correspondence Department are extended to all reader* of Kritfi'i Magazine. Inquiries
pertaining to the decoration and furnishing of the home will be given the attention of an expert.

Letter* intended for answer in this column should be addressed to Decoration and Furnishing Department, and be accom-
panied by a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Such replies a* are of general in*

t will be published in these colu

Coloring Cement.

H. L. N. : "We have a bungalow of

two bedrooms on first floor and three on
second floor. Would like to finish the
walls of halls and all rooms on second

floor, so as not to have them papered
the first year. I thought of using Ochre
in the plastering to stain the walls a soft

buff. This plastering to be put on
smooth so walls can be papered in the
future. Can you give me a formula on
what quantity of ochre to use in plaster-

ing, say for room 14x14, also can you
stain cement for porch and pantry floors.

What color for wall paper would you
suggest for dining room gray and white.
24x16 with south and west exposure, in-

stead of green and gray, as I have used
both.

I am changing the hardware on bed-
room furniture and bookcase, shall I have

glass knobs or brass?"
Ans. This correspondent enclosed

postage for reply by mail, but failed to

give address. We are therefore replying
through columns of our Decorative De-

partment.
In regard to tinting of plaster in bulk

for interior walls, it is seldom successful,

being in the majority of cases patchy,
and uneven and off shade. It is very dif-

ficult to make a good even tone by ino>r-

porating color with the wet plaster.
Should you desire, however, to try the

experiment, the proper buff tint may IK-

obtained by using French ochre in the

proportion of from four to ten pounds of
the ochre to one hundred of plaster, ac-

cording to the depth of color desired
The cement for porch and pantry floors

could be colored green by the use of
Crominus Oxide, in proportions of 5 to
8 per cent of the weight of the cement.
Or you can get a red color by the use
of red oxide of iron in the same proper-

tions. Or you can use one of the water-

proof cement stains, of which there are

now several excellent ones manufac-
tured.

In regard to paper for southwest living
room, we should certainly use one of the
cool colors. Both green and gray are
now so artistically blended and shaded
that a positive tone of either is not neces-

sary. We can suggest nothing so good
as a paper in blended tones of either

green and gray or blue and gray.
If the bedroom furniture is mahogany,

then glass knobs would be the preferred
choice

;
if Circassian, walnut or oak then

we should use brushed brass.

An Ohio Farm House.

R. F. H. "Am enclosing plans of

house. The house is to be built on a farm
and I hope to plant plenty of shrubs,
trees, etc., around the premises. What
tint would you suggest for the exterior?

"I expect to shingle the lower story and
-UK-CO the second. Roof to be of shingles.
"Am thinking of using best grade cy-

press shingles.
"Porch, wall, rail and columns to be of

field stone or 'hard heads.' Floors of ce-

ment.
"Haven't definitely made up my mind

whether to finish the second floor in pine
or to spend a little extra and make it

brick or cypress. What is your opinion
of wall boards instead of plaster? If it

is satisfactory I should like to use it on
account of the expense saved as well as
for the reason that it would permit me
to occupy the house sooner."

Ans. Your plans show a compact and
well arranged house and your own ideas
of general treatment seem to us good and
well considered.

In regard to exterior color scheme :

Since many shrubs and vines are to sm-
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Beauty
q/ltfe

IlsTheBeauty
intAe

Home

** There is a keen pleasure in

possessing beautiful woodwork.
It gives refinement to the home. It is

the setting that makes things look right
the tell-tale of the owner's taste and judg-
ment.
And you know the appearance of woodwork is as much

a matter of the finishes used, as of the skill in applying it.

Whether inexpensive pine or birch or the costliest oak or

mahogany, the use of

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD
WOOD FINISHES

results in woodwork of unusual attractiveness and beauty. For
BRIDGEPORT STANDARD Wood Finishes never cloud, ob-

scure or raise Nature's markings of the grain. They give a smooth

transparent finish which develops and emphasizes the natural beauty
of the wood.

They last longer than other finishes. That is one reason why piano manu-

facturers, car builders, architects, etc., use them in preference to other brands.

BRIDGEPORT STANDARD Wood Finishes are practical easy to apply-
sure in results. That is why the skilled wood finisher uses them.

Write for Our Book,
" MODERN WOOD FINISHING."

This book was prepared by our corps of experts. It contains valuable non-technical ad-
vice on wood finishing. Every home builder and home owner should possess a copy. A post
card will bring: it. In writing;, please mention your dealer's name.

The Bridgeport Wood Finishing Co.

New York

NEW MILFORD, CONN.
Chicago Boston

Mil II
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r. .und the house, we would suggest
ply oiling the cypress shingle- of side

\\.ilU with a green roof stain and the

j^ray stucco of upper story, the back-

ground for the shrubs and vines would
In pleasing. If preferred, a light brown
-tain onild be used on wall shingle.
With the cement floors and grey boulders
we- would paint the trim green.

In regard to substitution of wall board
for plastering, we think in your climate it

can be safely done. The important tiling

would be to make sure of a warm, tight
wall. We should think this could be done

by the use of interlining as flaxlinum. \\ \-

should hesitate to use wall paper on the
wall board, and think your safest course
would be to tint. The paneled effects

are very attractive.

We should advise pine painted white
for the second floor. Though cypress
tained might be used in the stairway
and family room. In the kitchen wood-
work is best either painted or varnished
natural. The oak floors can be stained or
not as you prefer. The stain makes them
prettier, but wears off before doors, etc.

They can be finished either with wax or
one of the good floor varnishes, such as

Mar-not or Liquid Granite. There is not
much choice between these finishes. Birch
or maple floors can be either waxed or
varnished. We should prefer brick for

fireplace facings.

Flemish Oak for Livingroom.

J. L. O. "My livingroom will be 34

by 17 and across the front of the house.
I intend to have flemish oak panels and
woodwork with brown tinted walls and

ivory ceiling and furniture flemish oak.
Would my diningroom look well if I had
white panels and plate rail with delft blue
between and mahogany furniture or
would the diningroom finished in green
with mahogany furniture look better with
the flemish livingroom?
"IJetween is a small hall that I thought

I would finish in white and mahogany.
"Living- and diningroom will be rough

plaster."

Ans. Touching the diningroom finish

since the room does not directly open
from the livingroom, it can be treated
with the white paneled woodwork, ma-
hogany doors, mahogany furniture, and

ran hi- furnished in di-t-p rich blue, but not

delft blue, rug and han^in-- The wall

can be rough plaster tinted i\ory. or a

decoration in blue and greens on an iv< >r\

ground, above the plate rail. The hall be-

tween will be correct as you suggest. We
think you will be better plea>ed with a

fumed oak finish and furniture in living-
room rather than anything so dark and

heavy as flemish. The ecru tinted walls
and ivory ceiling would be excellent with
such a finish.

Wall Board for Remodeling.

W. W. II. "I am remodeling a cot-

tage. I wish to remove the inner wall on
west side and throw hall and room to-

gether, making a large livingroom. This
room has two closets on each side of

chimney. I want to build in bookcases

here, and put casement windows across
front on south side of room to give light.

There is only one window in this space
now. Then build stairway on east side

of hall and finish rooms in attic. This
house is ceiled throughout with wide

plank about 9 inches wide and painted.
I'm anxious to know how I can fix these
walls without papering, and as little ex-

pense as possible. I have sonre rooms

papered and they crack and are so unsat-

isfactory. We have no paper hangers
here that really understand the hanging.
I thought of tacking laths on the ceiling
and plastering, but saw wall boards ad-
vertised in your magazine and thought
they might be cheaper. Which would you
prefer?"

Ans. Your plan for remodeling cot-

tage is very good. We would suggest
starting the stair back of the middle of

the hall with a landing and turn half way
up, as only a narrow passageway would
be left with a straight run of stair the

length of the hall. This will leave a fine

open space in front to open into the liv-

ingroom. Make a row of five casement
windows across the front. Why not make
a sun parlor out of the small room be-

side porch, with glass doors opening on

porch. The closet spaces will make ex-

cellent bookcases. Do not run shelves

way up, but let the top shelf about 6 feet

up be broader than the others and a place
for flowers or bric-a-brac.

We think wall board would solve the
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Mr. E. L. Tunis of Baltimore, Md., has fount
leaver Board walls and ceilings admit variety o
lesign to suit any room in the house.

BEAVER
BOARD At Memphis. Tenn.. is the bungalow of P. /?.

Ftiedel in which is this and other strikingly
beautiful Beaver Board rooms.

Mr. H. G. Lewis of Beaver Falls. N. Y., built

this Beaver Board billiard-room in his attic

quickly and economically.

Mr. E. ft. Knoll of Boston. Mass.. has made
his kitchen more sanitary as well as attractive with
Beaver Board walls and ceilings.

Always in Good Taste Always Practical and Convenient

THESE
are among the greatest of the forty-one reasons why Beaver Board

is rapidly displacing all other wall and ceiling materials. They apply to any
room in the house they apply to any school of architecture.

They apply to any type or size of building, cottage, bungalow, mansion, resi-

dence, store, office, garage, school, theatre, church, warehouse it matters
not what new or remodeled.

BEAVER BOARD
PURE-WOOD-FIBRE WALLS AND CEILINGS

The panel treatment can be
varied to suit all possible artistic

requirements.

The unique pebbled surface offers
the widest range for originality and
beauty of design and color in paint-
ing.

In all cases you have the practical
advantages of a material that is

light and yet strong; very durable;
easily handled, cut, fitted, put up
and decorated; economical; resist-

ant to heat, cold and sound ; highly
sanitary; and free from the cracking,
checking, and deterioration of

plaster and other materials.

Send for free illustrated booklet
"Beaver Board and its Uses" and
for details of our free designing
service, very helpful in planning,
estimating, etc.

5o/J fry builders' supply, lumber,
hardware and paint dealers and

decorators in sizes to

average requirements.
meet all

GENUINE BEAVER BOARD
has our registered trade-mark on
the back of each panel and sample.
It has also a light-cream color all

the way through, that comes only
by the use of sanitary, durable
PURE WOOD FIBRE. Insist on
seeing both trade-mark and color
before buying.

The Beaver Companies
United States: 625 Beaver Road. Buffalo. N. Y. Canada: 725 Wall St.. Bcaverdolc. Ottawa.

Great Britain. 4 Southampton Row, Rusaejl Square, London.
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problem of the wall- admirably fr you.
The December. 1'Ml. KEITH'S M \< , \

ZINK would ui\c \"ii information on tin-

use of it. It offer- a iMM.d -urfacc for

cither alabastine tint or paint.

We feel that all white wall- and wood-
work would be rather glaring in your
climate, especially with the increased

light from the new windows. We would
use a soft grey tint in tivingroofll and

hall, with green rug?, draperies and fur-

nishings.

C. A. J. We have bought a new house
in a new town. Will you kindly help me
to make it inhabitable. The woodwork
and floor have been stained a dark oak,
but floors are in a bad condition. I

would like kitchen, bath and pantry in

white and blue, woodwork white. Will
use linoleum on floors. I have a good
green rug and light one, would rather use
in bed rooms if possible. Also have brass
beds and oak furniture for bedrooms.
How shall I do the walls? We would
have to use paper and buy of a small local

dealer. I would like one bed room in

blue and one in yellow. I will buy rug
for the other room. My dining room and

library, or living room, furniture are in

weathered oak. I would like to make one
of the front rooms into a parlor and have
it pretty, but what furniture and rug shall

I buy for same, since the dining room and
other room would be mission and all

through the halls have wide openings.
Hall is wainscoated four feet. Can 1 u-r

some cloth to cover same, paper above. 1

want portieres between bed room and
southwest room. Other rooms I had
rather not have hangings. Would you
suggest some column effect, as openings
are plain and 6 ft. wide. The mantle is

same as woodwork with light buff brick.

Ans. We should not advise doing the

woodwork over, inasmuch as all your fur-

niture, including bed room, is in the oak
But try to avoid a dark and dingy effect

by the selection of wall papers. This will

probably be a difficult matter if they mu-t
be got from a small local dealer, as his

stock will consist of "Oatmeals" and im-

possible flowered and figured designs.
The freight on the paper for your walls
would cost but a trifle, not over a couple
of dollars, not worth considering as

again>t the -election, and no doubt be
more than off-el b\ the higher prices of

the local dealer. Do not try to "cover
over" the hall wainscoating, that is not a

bad feature; but the wall above it -hould
ha\e a very li^ht pale tan, in such a long,
dark, narrow ball, with cream ceiling. In

general we do not advocate drop ceiling-.

Dirt in the case of such small, xjuare
rooms with 10 ft. walls to drop the ceil-

ings to the tops of the windows, will take

off some of the boxy effect, as well as

lighten the rooms, for the ceilings should
be very light tones.

In regard to columned openings, such
an effect as shown in cut would be very
good between library and hall, but we
would not advise it in the other openings.
The built-in shelves could be lowered to

the blue line, but not more. By all means
avoid a columned opening between din-

ing room and library, as there are always
times when it is desirable to shut off the

dining room, either with double doors or

hangings.
You could have a pretty room even

with the dark woodwork by doing the

wall in a soft gray paper in a small tapes-

try figure, using one or two pieces of

furniture in Circassian walnut, which i-,

a very light grayish brown, and some

gray wicker furniture upholstered in a

rich blue, with a rug of plain deep blue

Saxony. You would then have a beauti-

ful room, yet in harmony with the rest of

the house. Such a rug could be bought
for you in 8-3 by 10-6 for $45.00, or a

plain Wilton velvet in that size for

$30.00. The bed room back of it could be
done with a blue wall using your light

rug, and the green rug in the other room
with a yellow wall, using a scheme of

green and yellow.
In the parlor there should be deep blue

portieres, well pushed back, but you want
the color note and the softening effect of

the drapery. The library and dining
room should have a color scheme of

greens and browns, light golden brown in

the dining room. The parlor could have
curtains of filet lace net, the living and

dining room pale ecru scrim, very sheer,
with a little finishing edge. The white
shades will do, though cream would be
better. The mantel and brick facings are

very good.
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OOMEBODY may make a

P Better Wall Board some

dayNobody has done it yet.

Utility Wall Board is a tough
fibre board put together with
two insulations of natural
water proof asphalt, rolled

under tremendous pressure
into one solid compact sheet

and surfaced on both sides

with special moisture proof-

ing. It is the only Wall
Board made under this scien-

tific Moisture Proof Process.

Utility Wall Board
takes the place of both lath and plaster It is very tough and durable

It is easily cut with an ordinary saw and is nailed direct to the

studding.
It will not warp, or crack, or shrink and may be decorated in any style desired.

Any one who can use a hammer and saw can put it on and there is none of the muss
and dirt of plastering You don't even have to wait for it to dry.

It is used in building the new house and in making over the old Put it on right over
old and cracked plaster if you wish The cost is less than lath and plaster.

We want to send a sample to every
home owner. Write for yours.

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St., Chicago, III.

WE'VE AMERICANIZED
The Good Old English Casement

Making it the ideal sash for your new home. From Kitchen
to "Sleeping Porch" every opening is 100 per cent window.

This "BULL-DOG'' is one of our three American Adjusters.

All about them in our hand book by return mail if you
postal ize the

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.

58-175 North State Street CHICAGO
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October Pickling and Preserving.

.MALL cucumber pickles must of

course be made in August or

September, but the bulk of the

pickling may very well be left

until the cool days of October, when the

materials are just as available as earlier.

One particularly good sort of pickle is

a close imitation of Crosse and Black-
well's chow chow, a delicious and expen-
sive Knglish pickle. Small onions, cauli-

flower, string beans and green tomatoes
are the materials needed, and the dress-

ing is made of vinegar thickened with
mustard. The seasonings are black and
white mustard seed and turmeric, and it

approximates closest to the original
when it is given a dash of garlic.

If you look at the output of the best

pickle factories you will observe that no
dark colored spices arc used. The ch<>\\

chow is yellow with mustard only,

chopped pickles are green, catsup has the

bright red of the ripe tomatoes of which
it is made. Save the spices for fruit cake
and plum pudding, or for spiced fruit,

and depend for flavoring upon onions,

peppers and garlic. Your product will

look better and be more digestible.
October is the time to do up grapes

in large quantities. Grapes are rich in

iron and in sugar, and are a valuable
article of food. Making grape juice is a

very simple matter and the cost is only
a fraction of that of the manufacture 1

article. Unless one has one's own vim--.
the small fox grapes have a better flavor
than most of the cultivated varieties.

The Catawba grape is available in quan-
tities in some parts of the country, and

-is beautiful in color and delicious in flav-

*& The green or partially ripened grapes

left late on the vines are the basis of an
excellent acid jelly to be eaten with meat.

Most preserved pears are insipid, but
the pear is admirable for taking the flav< >r

of other things. Coarse fleshed, rather

fibrous pears cooked for hours with their

weight in sugar and a large quantit

green ginger are hardly to be distingu-.
ished in either color or taste from Can-
ton ginger. And two-thirds pear and
one-third quince gives a preserve quite

equal to that made entirely of quince,
at much less expense.

The Household Dye Pot.

There are people who are successful in

dyeing on a large scale. They are the

people who write the testimonials about
the pale blue cashmere which, plunged
into the dye bath without ripping

emerged a rich red or a royal blue. It is

perhaps cynical to inquire if the silk or
cotton with which it was stitched took on
an equally deep tinge, or if there were not
various folds and puckers in which the

original color was quite apparent. Be that

as it may, such triumphs are not for all

of us, and if it seems desirable to dye a

really good material, it pays to rip it. ti-

the iast stitch and send it to a French

dyer of established reputation.
But the prepared dyes are invaluable

for a good many things, and are easily

managed. It is worth while to accumu-
late a lot of skirt braids ripped from col-

ored gowns, and to give them a bath of
black dye. Silk braids seldom take a

good black, but can be dyed another
color, or if faded restored to their original

brightness. The cotton trimming braids
used on children's clothes color well, and
so often do the clothes themselves.

*-.'>> .-'L
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have your dealer. show you
the three popular priced grades

Clever housekeepers have chosen the original Brenlin
Unfilled Shades for a million and a half windows.

Many of these housekeepers", however, have had a need
for one purpose or another, for shades of a lower grade, and
from them has come an insistent demand for a Brenlin stan-
dard of quality and uniformity in those grades.

Go to your dealer today and let him show you how we have
met this demand with two new grades of Brenlin Brenlin
Filled and Brenlin Machine Made making in all, three Bren-
lin quality grades, priced for the ordinary window 1 yard
wide x 2 yards long at

75c, 55c and 25c
(except in the Far West)

Brenlin Unfilled the original Brenlin should always be
chosen for every window where length of service and at-
tractive appearance are the first considerations. For this
shade is made of closely woven cloth without the "filling"
that so often cracks and falls out in unsightly streaks and
"pinholes." Sun won't fade it nor water spot it. It is supple
not stiff, yet always hangs straight and smooth, and really

shades. Made in many artistic tones. For windows 1 yd. x 2
yds., 75c. Special sizes and Brenlin Duplex white one side,
dark the other, made to order at proportionate prices.

Brenlin Filled at 55c and Brenlin Machine
Made at 25c, for windows 1 yd. x 2 yds.,will
be found by far the best values in shades
at these prices. Cut full length and fin-

ished with unusual care.

Write for The Brenlin Book Today
This book shows actual samples of Bren-

lin in all colors, and gives many helpful
suggestions for the artistic treatment of
your windows. With it we will send you
the name of the Brenlin dealer in your town.
CHAS. W. BRENEMAN & Co., 2066-76 Read-
ing Road, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mail Orders
If no dealer

in your town
can supply
Brenlin,write
us and we will

supply you di-
rect. We sat-

isfactorily fill

hundreds o f
orders by mail
every year.

For sale by leading dealers everywhere

'
Don't Pass

Lightly Over

Varnish Questions
With the rush and hurry to get

the new home completed you are

very apt to make the old mistake

of not giving enough thought to

the varnishing of the doors, floors

and woodwork.
It' s a costly mistake.

You can avoid it by knowing

Berry Brothers'
Architectural
Varnishes

And specifying them now at the

start then insist on their use.

Send for Free Booklet "Chooa-
ing Your Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
Largest Varnish Makers

in the World

Address all correspondence to DETROIT

Factories: Detroit, Mich., and Walkersville,
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The dyes are especially valuable in

renovating various furnishings. Mercer-
ized fabrics, which generally fade badly,
can be successfully dipped. Furniture

gimps are good subjects, but having a

cotton foundation, must be dyed twice,
once with cotton dye, once with silk. The
domestic linen taffeta has been success-

fully dyed olive, and as the fabric is prac-

tically indestructible, the process pays.
Another fabric which dyes well is the

figured petit point tapestry, which is all

AARRY rRAHKLin UKH
LAHDSCAPE GARDENER
MI n n CAPOLIS

NO matter how small your
grounds may be, they

should be laid out by a land-

scape gardener.

For out of town parties I can pre-

pare satisfactory plans if furnished

with a plot of the grounds and photo-

graphs of the buildings. My charges
for services are not as expensive as

most people imagine.

Write for booklet telling of my methods
and giving prices and descriptions of garden
material for autumn planting.

cotton. It goes without saying that the

surface of a liguri-<l material will not be

entirely plain, there will be a slight variu

tion in tint, but thi> i- not disagreeable.
It is well t> disi-har^f as much of the

color as po^iMc. l.y boiling the goods in

strong soap MuU. and tin- ol>r chosen
should be darker than any of the ton.

the fabric.

Economy of Time and Energy.

People who are responsible for the run-

ning of machinery make a study of econ-

omy of motion, saving time and increas-

ing efficiency, and this is part of the busi-

ness of housekeeping. The large kitchen

is out of date. The ideal is the kitchen-

ette with range, sink and table within

arm's reach from a central point. It is

worth while experimenting with the or-

dinary household processes so as to per-
form them with as few motions as pos-
sible. Keep platters, vegetable dishes,

plates which must be heated, in the kitch-

en. Have the butler's pantry so located

that it is a passage way from the kitch-

en to the dining room. A wheeled table

for removing dishes from the dining
room to the kitchen saves many steps.

Efficiency is increased by lessening fa-

tigue.
* * *

The Superior Electric Manufacturing

Co., Minneapolis, Minn., have favored us

with their new catalog of Electrical Dis-

tributing Apparatus, including Office and

House Switch Boards, House Cabinets,

their new Narrow Type Panel Boards

and Electrical Enclosures of all kinds.

All YourWashing Made Easy 'Money Saved!
r,110

wahlnr* finert lace* to beariert woolen* fried loour"fhl t .rrMKfa"Cerllfd
i' Dryer and Laundry Moie illustrated bar* an.l made In varioui i tee* drlee a Uf

a>lin,iln>r.i|uick. Wet weather DO hindrance. W**tebeat f[r.m laundry store beat* the dryiaf
cabinet and drle* the cluthe*. C-al. Wand or Oa* for f >el. Have (old thooamad*. AU

delighted. AIo <>..r Chhe KeM ** E.retrl* Waihrr with our own rxrlmlr*
I Salrlj Wrter Hrlea** fuund oa DO ether marhiue completely uh.liTiUe* roll*
of wringer by (imply pu.hing leTer. Al-> AaUeiail* (arejer- O..r eirlu.ite dtice.
Automatically coney> clothe* Into r4k of wrm.-.r makef it unnecawarr to pot
flnten nrar wrlnnr. Waahe* tub full of cloth.- pure clean In juit 10 minute*,
Cannot *t out of order; cannot Injure en mo.t detlrate fabric*. Se'raiiti and
maid, gladly OM It Appliaocn marf* la Tmri..u HIM auiuhl* for Rexdrace*,
A|..rtm.nt Rnildlnn. Hotel* aad In*tMationi. Write for Free Bk dewribiof
Ma* Dryer., Wa>hen, Wringer* and alM> Ir-.nin, B-iardi and electrically dnren

and (u heated Imnioc Machine*. Slnlemachlne< ..r complete equipment.. Ju.tuk
for catefcc So. K14 and ttete which machine ipecitlly intervted In. Write

AdJrt** nramt offiet.

CHICAGO DRYER CO^ _ _ _ SHANNON MFG. CO.,
1*4 UxbfMi AT_ Jl.wTerk, S.T.

today.
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!$971

^ai all lumber, m
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log of Mlllwork and Building Matt-rial.
It la the biijgest. brst mitt mnit com-
plete book of the kind ever published.
3.000 superb Illustrations and 8.000 ttnllur
suriiiy prices on up-to-the-minute bulld-
ng material of every kind, for every pur-

pose are shown H. B. MVNGER.
on Its 178 pages.

'

President

her. Roofing. Flooring. Doors. Window*.
Mouldings. Hardware, Paint, Tinwork-AII at Even
LESS Than Wholesale Prices. You Can Actually
Save From 33 'i> to M Per Cent.

Economy Rubber Roofing
1 Ply, 35 Lbs.

<fc 1 1 H
Guaranteed 5 Years ^ * * v

2 Ply, 45 Lbs.
Guaranteed 7 Years

3 Ply, 55 Lbs.
Guaranteed 10 Years

Rolls Contain 1O8 Sq. Ft.

Glazed Windows
of all kinds ready for

quick shipment.
2 light 59e up
4 light 64c up
12 light Tie up

1 light
Stall
Sash of building
29c hardware.^ You can't

Mi
g
rn beat our

*f
r
{J goods or

;*" our wholr-
4>*C sale prices

$1.35
$1.

Wewlll
furnish
c o-m -

p I e t e
.11 lumber, mlllwork.
hardware, spouting,
paint everything ex-

cept masonry and la-

bor to build this 8-

rooni bouse, and In-

clude plans free. De-
sign A13S.

2 Big Free

Books

3h

R^tf^f^f
, . . in

p I e t e
all lumber, mlllwork.
hardware, spouting,
paint everything ex-

cept masonry and la-

bor to build this R.

room nouse. and in-

clude plans free. De-

sign A101. Surely
this is a most tempt-
ing price for such a

Catalog and hand-
some illustrated Book of

Modern Plans shows
floor plans, etc. Tells you
how to save 33%% to 50%
on all Building Material.

Lumber, etc. Get these 2

bigr books at once today.

Quality, safe deliv-

ery and satisfac-
tion absolutely
guaranteed.

I

I

I

I

I
if

CHICAGO MILLWORK SUPPLY CO.
1421 Wet 37th Street ^^ '

. Chicago ^.
"

Write

Today
Get
Free

Books!

r
\ c*lc

VI ate

Ge*

YOUR home life will be

happier, your wife's
work will be lighter, and

your property will be pro-
tected against fire if you
equip your house with

The Dean Electric Go's.

Home-Lighting and
Power System

A thoroughly practical, economi-
cal and easily operated electric power
plant which requires little attention

and embodies ten years of exper-
ience in the building of electric

lighting and power plants.

With this system you can enjoy all of

the electrical conveniences of a modern

city home, even if you live out of range
of electrical current supply.

This system will light every room in

your house and operate electric labor-

saving devices, including vacuum clean-

ers, ventilating fans and washing machines.

Send today for Descriptive Circular

dealing: with safe, economical lighting
of suburban homes.

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.
1012 Olive St., Elyria, Ohio

Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Power
and Switch Boards

"Look for "Dean when Quality's teen"

Notice

to

Architects

The Dean Plant
dialilfx >mi to
ninke mort- corn-

plftc ami Mtk*i
factory plan*.
\Vritt- fur free
circular. i

\ WP"5-'
V(*?**^2l^
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MAT THAT CANNA 6AT~AND5OMe WOULD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W MA M ATAND W CAN CAT
SA LT TM LORD B TMANKIT

TABL OMAT
Preserving and Canning

By Beatrice d'Emo

i^ the season when the wise
housewife takes thought for her
winter table. False economy is

never more foolish than when
practised in putting up fruits and veget-
ables for winter use.. Well made pre-
serves and canned delicacies of home
manufacture are so delicious that it is

only the housewife who is sadly wanting
in judgment and foresight who will run
the risk of having her work go to naught
by skimping in the sugar, in the purchas-
ing of over-ripe fruit, or by over or under

cooking her ingredients. The hit-and-

miss cook who never measures or times
her cooking is seldom successful in mak-
ing preserves, however often she may be
able to turn out savory dishes for im-
mediate consumption.

Earthenware, porcelain-lined ware or

granite ware should be used for cooking
preserves, canned articles or pickles
never iron, tin or copper, which are apt
to be affected by the acids of the fruit or

vegetables. Whatever is used in preserv-
ing and canning in the way of utensils

must be sterilized by being dipped in

boiling water before using, and cleansed

by washing in boiling water after using;
and the least bit of neglected foreign sub-
stance is almost certain to cause mold and
fermentation in the preserves.

Fruit for preserving should be per-

fectly ripe, even to the point of softness,
but for canning should be a little green,
Granulated sugar should be used unless

other kind is specified. Vegetables for

canning should be as fresh picked as pos-
sible, for wilted stuff will be tasteless and

watery.
A gas or oil stove is the handiest to use

while preserving, but should be fitted

with iron lids so that the intense heat will

not directly affect the bottom of the cook-

ing utensil, for which reason the range or

iron cooking stove is really the best, al-

although it heats up the kitchen to an

uncomfortable degree. Asbestos lids,

with a wire network on one side, will also

be found useful to regulate the heat, and
an iron trivet will still further remove
the simmering sweetness from the danger
point.
Do not attempt to put up too large a

quantity of preserves, etc., at one time.

It will mean great fatigue and overheat-

ing to the cook, whereas if a dozen jars
of one kind be made in a day, then an-
other batch a day or two later, the extra
work will be scarcely noticed. Also buy
fruit or vegetables in small lots, so that

either can be picked over and cooked the

same day it is delivered. Cook fruit thor-

oughly before adding the sugar, then
there will not be so much wasted by being
skimmed off.
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The Beauty
of the Interior
depends as much on the finish as

on the plan. To be certain of

obtaining the right effect you must
use varnish that has been tested

and proved to give best results.

Lowe Brothers
"Little Blue Flag"

Varnishes
one for every purpose are the

embodiment of many years of

scientific varnish-making. They
are made from only the choicest

materials by the most modern

processes by varnish-makers of

long experience.
Your interiors will be above criticism

if you have them finished with "Little

Blue Flag" varnishes by experienced
workmen.

Get These Valuable Books
Let us send you "Homes Attractive

from Gate to Garret,
"
and "Harmony in

Color," both free. If you want plans
and color schemes for exteriors and in-

teriors send 25 cents for "Good Homes
by Good Architects.

"

The Lowe Brothers

Company
465 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Boston
Cnicago

Newr York
Kansas City

Lowe Brothers, Limited

Toronto, Canada
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I
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1847 ROGERS BROS.

"Silver Plate
that Wears"

is finisned orient. It COSTS

no rripre tn.an an^- of our
otfior patterns and
incnx, is sold temn a

') C f C ^*~J
f i

ico that" js backed
hy the actual test*

r (55Dre

Sold by leading dealers

Sond lor llluslrated catalog

"X 35"
INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.
Successor toMrndcn Britannia Co.

Meriden, Conn.

Latest
Maktrs ofSterling
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Remove the skin from peaches or to-

matoes by dipping them in boiling water,

using a perforated dipper.
For berries, cherries, currants or plum-.

use two cupfuls of sugar to a cupful of

water. For pears and peaches, a cupful
of sugar to two of water, this being also

correct proportions for grapes. The
sugar and water should be simmered after

the egg is added until no more scum
arises, and the amount- given are to be
used with one quart of fruit either whole
or cut up if pears or peaches. The small

fruits, if of the soft kind like berries and
currants, should be cooked in the jar, but

peaches, cherries, pears, quinces, crab

apples and apricots should be cooked for

five minutes in the syrup before being put
in the jars. The method is as follows:
Pick over the small fruit, but do not wash
unless sandy, when rinse with ice water
and stand in a sieve until drained dry.
Remove stones from cherries and plums.
Stand the jar on a folded cloth or a rack

placed in a well-scoured wash boiler, if a
steam cooker of proper size is not on
hand, and fill as full as possible with the
raw fruit, gently shaking them in place.
Pour cold water into the boiler until it

partially covers the jars about half way

A Long Handled Dipper Savea Many a Bum.

up will do then c.\er the Imilcr, set on
-t<.\ e and bring water to the boiling point.

preparing at the -amc time the syrup as

before directed. When the water around
the jars is boiling hot have the syrup boil-

ing hot also and pour into the jar. 1'ut

<>n the tops, but do nut screw down
tightly, and continue boiling for five min-
utes. Cut off heat or remove boiler from
the stove, take off jar lids, and if the jars
are not full to overflowing pour in more
boiling hot syrup or boiling water, then
screw on the tops as tightly as possible,

having previously dipped the rubber rini;-

if these are used in boiling water and

adjusted them. As soon as the tops are

in place, if the rubber rings have not been

used, seal with paraffin. The tops should
be kept in boiling water until it is time

to screw them in place, and the jars
should be rinsed with boiling water be-

fore they are stood in the boiler.

Plums require the same amount of

sugar as berries, but for peaches a pound
of sugar is used with two pounds of fruit

weighed after it has been peeled and cut

in quarters. The fruit is put in the sugar
as soon as the latter has been dissolved

with a few tablespoonfuls of water
about two to a pound and simmered
until clear and the syrup thick, then put
up as the berries. Sour cherries and cur-

rants require about a cupful more than a

pound of sugar to every quart of fruit.

Cherries should not be cooked very long,
as it will spoil the color of the fruit, there-

fore the sugar should be boiled with a

few tablespoonfuls of water for fifteen

minutes before the cherries are put in it.

then the fruit boiled in the syrup for five

minutes, at the end of which time they
should be carefully skimmed out, the

syrup boiled until it is thick, then the

cherries returned to it until thoroughly
hot, when they can be put in jars and fin-

ished in the usual way. (Juinces must
be simmered, after being pared and cored,
until tender. They should then be
skimmed ou^, the cores and parings added
to the water in which they were cooked
and simmered for an hour, then this water
strained, a pound of sugar allowed for

every pint of it. and boiled until the syrup
begins to thicken, when return the

quinces to it and cook until clear. Crab

apples are prepared in similar fashion, but
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Kraft Ko~na
ClcxtHFor

unique,
delightful
wall effects,
Kraft Ko-Na
offers remarkable

possibilities. Durable

positively sun-proof.

Belongs to the well-known

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of woven wall coverings which
include Art Ko-Na, Kord Ko-Na, and
Burlap, each of highest quality.

Handsome Book Free

"Art and Utility in Decoration,"
by John Taylor and John Kdnie
both noted for their skill in pro-
ducing artistic interiors. Send now.

II. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.,
214 Arch Street. Blootnfield, N. J.

This Trade Mark on Back of Every Yard. Pat. applied Jor.

The Highest Ideal
ever attained

in a woven
wall fabric

t.

Send ix>r

Samples

NONE
SUPERIOR

$1
POUND

Postpaid to any
part of the U. S.

OAKLAND'S^^
QUALITY

CHOCOLATES and BON RONS
are known from coast to coast as the purest, most

delicious candy ever eaten. For 25 years the

leading Exclusive candy shop in Minneapolis.

Holiday Novelties and Party Favors

JOHN T. GARLAND
36 South Fifth St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Helps on Bungalow Building
OUR BOOK. containing original, practical unit beautiful

designs for true bungalows, cottages and two-story resiliences.
FUBNISHKI) FHKK to those- interested ill biiiHini:. Contains
photographs anil floor plan-, dcsignc-il by leading architects.
This design book describ* particularly Huimal

built "from
warping and eve
We liave no pi

Keil ( . .1 ,, Slih
tiful exterior In;

stamp to cover n
KI:I> < i:n \ u

to foundation" with the beautiful, non-
lasting Kel Ce<lar Shliiu-le.
ns or books to sell, but are manufacturers of
Blew and want you to know nbont this beau-
Ming material before you build. 8end2-cent
ailing cost. Write, right now. to

,E M \M I \<H ICKRS' ASS'N
Annex, Seattle, \\ ;i-h.

KOKO
hand hammered copper ware has an
intrinsic value with all the com-
mendable virtues of sen-ice and

beauty. The exclusive designs
wrought in fine copper of exquisite

coloring, give it a rare value greatly

appreciated by the lover of beautiful

and harmonious room surroundings.
It is possible to select ornamental as

well as useful things for the living

room, dining room, library or den.
Our free book will aid you in making:
selections. Write for it.

THE KOROKRAFTS SHOPPE,
8625 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
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should not be pared or cored, merely sim-
mered until soft enough to be pierced
with a fork, then the water in which they
were boiled strained and the rest of tin-

process the same as for the quinces.

Apples, currants and plums jelly easily,
but raspberries, strawberries, cherries,

and sometimes blackberries, require apple
juice to be mixed with their juice before
the latter will jelly successfully. About a

third as much apple juice as fruit juice
is the correct proportion. For apple or

quince jelly cut up the fruit, but do not

pare nor core, then put in the kettle and
cook till tender. Pass first through a win-

sieve, then pour in the jelly bag. and let

drip without squeezing. Measure and to

every pint of juice allow a pound of sugar.
Mix and simmer for twenty minutes, then

pour in tumblers which have been steril-

ized and stood in hot water while beini;

filled to keep from cracking. When cold,

cover as for preserves. The skins and

pulp left in the jelly bag may be mixed
with a little water and strained again, as

much as possible being squeezed through
the bag this time, then sugar, allowing a

pint for a pound, and the cooking con-
tinued until jellying commences. This
will give a cloudy, but good jelly for layer
cakes. The apple juice for mixing with
other fruit juices should be strained but
not cooked with sugar. It can be pre-

pared as wanted, for apples are obtainable
at any time, but the juice being unsweet-
ened will not keep for over a day or two.

Red currant, black currant, blackberry or

grape jelly may be made by filling an
earthenware crock with the picked and
washed fruit, then placing the crock and
contents in a vessel of boiling water and

cooking until the fruit is soft enough to

be easily mashed. Crush with a wooden
potato masher, strain through the jelly

bag, add a pound of sugar to every pint of

juice and boil for ten minutes, skimmm-
off the scum as long as it rises, Some
economical cooks advise boiling the juice
before adding the sugar, skimming it well

during the process, then boiling without

>kimming after the sugar goes in. While
this produces good jelly, and saves the

material, the same clearness will not be
obtained as if the skimming was done
after the juice and sugar were combined.
When making jelly do not prepare

more than three pints at each boiling so

as to assure clearness.

Concord grapes cooked skins and all, as

above described, will make a rich deep
reddish-purple jelly. Catawba grapes
prepared in similar fashion make a deli-

cate champagne colored jelly of delightful

fragrance as well as taste ; why it is not
oftener made is singular. Niagara grapes
make greenish pink jelly.

Green gooseberry jelly is made the

same way as apple, and is a delicate green
in color. The berries should not be more
than half ripe. If for any reason the juice
of any of the fruits remains liquid after

being boiled with sugar for jelly, set the

glasses in the strong sunlight throughout
the day for three or four days in succes-

sion of possible, then if it still refuses to

harden properly turn into the preserving
kettle, melt, add a third as much strained

apple juice and boil until a little cooled
on a saucer assumes the desired firmness.

Do not attempt to make jelly without
a jelly bag, made from a square of well-

washed flannel sewed together to form a

triangular sack, which may be hung up
by tape loops or sewed to a wire ring.
The double boiler or cereal cooker will

be found of great service in jelly making;
so, too, is the perforated dipper, long-
handle spoon and regular dipper, which
will save the housewife many a burn or

face scorching.

SEDGWICK'S

KEITH'S

BEST IIOt'SK
PLAN'S "

beautiful book of 200 modern home* costing $600. to $6000. I have had many year* ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price
$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." anew book showing 50 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small
ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price fiOc. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio. 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK. -> 1 1 35-K. Lumber Exchange, -:- Minneapolis, Minn.

JJPRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable guide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cuts snowing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. $1. postpaid.

'The Building of It
M. L. KEITH. 426 McKawk Bldf . MINNEAPOLIS
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Morton Residence, Newark. N. J.

Neponset Black Building Paper Used.

Are You Going to Build?
The kind of building paper you use will

determine whether your home will be free from
dampness and drafts.

NEPONSET BLACK
WATERPROOF BUILDING PAPER

lasted 17 years under shingles and was absolutely

waterproof when the shingles were removed.

NEPONSET Black is many times
as effective as the ordinary rosin

sized paper and costs only about
$10.00 more for the whole house.
You can test this for yourself if you
will write us for our test circular.

F. W. BIRD & SON

TRADE MARK
Reg. U.S.Pat. Office

Established 1795
East Walpole, Mas*.

Canadian Plant : Hamilton, Ontario

Stained ivith Cabot's Shingle Stains.

Mulilenberg Bros., Architects, Reading, Pa.

50 cheaper than Paint
50V cheaper to apply
100 handsomer than Paint

This is only a part of what you gain by using

Cabot's Shingle Stains
They are made of creosote, nml thoroughly preserve
the wooil. Your own men can put, them on, or >ou
can do it yourself, if you arc back win-re there are
no painters. They give soft, transparent coloring
effects, that harmonize perfectly with nature. They
lire iiseil on all exterior woodwork. shingles, sidini.'.

clapboard*, or boarding. The original Crctvote,
genuine wood-preserving Stain*.

You can get Cabot's Stains all over the country. Send for free
samples on wood and name of nearest agent

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemist*
Boston, Mass.

1133 Broadway. New York 350 Dearborn Ae.. Chicmgo

The UNDERFEED Makes Money
For Its Owner

OU can laugh at an early winter by
installing your Underfeed NOW.
Don't delay. Write TODAY for

Free Furnace or Boiler Book and in-

formation where and how to get the
Underfeed.

The saving, every winter, of % to 73 in

heat expense by the Underfeed is due to

Three Vital Causes

Lower Coal Cost
Inexpensive grades of hard and soft coal which
would smother fire in other heaters, burn freely,
evenly and completely in the Underfeed saving $2
to $3 a ton producing more heat per ton than top-
feed heaters do with expensive grades.

T,_ A*xm*Gc**A FURNACESUnderieea BOILERS
Complete Combustion

Smoke and gases, heat units wasted in other heat-

ers, pass up through the fire in the Underfeed and
are consumed, saving 25% to 40 ', - Farther result
no noxious, health-destroy-

ing gases in your home.

Intensified Radiation
In the Underfeed Coalisfed
from below ALL heat is

utilized because the white
hot coals, on top and sides,
are in direct confacfwith most
effective radiating surfaces

-^entirely differentfrom or-

dinary heaters wherein the
fire is far removed from the
heating surfaces smoth-
ered and blanketed by the
fresh coal.

//. C. Laird, 400 Wettoeer /lee., Norfolk. Va., write* : "I
ttarted the winter with IS ton* of No. 2 Pea (Buckwheat
anthracite at $3.50 per ton. At

pretent
rate thit mill last

a* three yeart, my total coal bill being $17.50 per winter.

Before I had an Underfeed I spent $90 a winter. I DIVIDED
MY COAL BILL BY FIVE.'*

The Underfeed is adapted for large or small homes.
apartment houses, halls, churches, schools, etc. Installed
in unit or battery form. Property owners write for FREE
Book. Dealers write for our Sales Agency Plan.

Free Heating Plans and Kstlmatei Prepared for Yon
by our Engineering Department. Write TODAY.

E WITIIAlVKfiNPft 385 W. Fifth Ave.
pECK-mLLlAlTljUH tU.

Cat-Oat View of
Underfeed Furnace

CINCINNATI, o.

Send me FREE

Underfeed*""" 8"*
Boiltr Book

AJJress.

.Name of my dealer
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CEMENT

Metal Lath in Residence Construction

H. B. McMaster, in "Architecture"

|

HE following detail of a typical
exterior wall section used as the
basis for a specification for stucco
construction if followed carefully

will give one a building economical and

enduring in any habitable climate. Be-
fore starting to outline a specification I

should like to recall to the reader a phrase
used at the heading of all specifications

by Theodore Cooper, the bridge engineer
who designed the first Quebec bridge ; it

was something like this: "No specifica-
tion, be it ever o perfect, can be regarded
as in any sense a substitute for experience
and common sense."

Framing. - -
Flimsy construction in

framing is false economy. The best will

I

r

I

prove cheapest. The studs spaced at 12

inches between centers wherever possible,
should be run entirely from foundation to

the rafters without any intervening hori-

zontal grain in the wood. These studs
shall be tied together just below the sec-

ond story joists by a 6-inch board which
shall be let into the studs on their inner

side, so as to be flush and securely nailed

to them. This board will also act as a sill

for the second story joists, which in addi-

tion will be securely spiked to the sides of

the studs. At two points between the

foundation and the eaves, brace between
the studding with 2 x 3-inch bridging
placed horizontally but with the faces of

the bridging inclined in alternate direc-

tions in adjacent spaces. Modern fire

preventive methods should prompt one to

make provision for fire stops in walls be-

tween floors, particularly if wood lath is

used on the inside of the wall. One of

many methods that might be suggested
is shown by the accompanying cut.

All roof gutters should be fixed and
down-spouts put up before the plastering
is done ; the down spouts should be tem-

porarily placed about a foot from the wall
so there will be no break in the plaster-

ing where they are to be finally fixed.

Wood copings or rails for tops of para-
pets, balustrades, etc., are not so good as

cement for they may curl up, warp, check,
crack, and in various ways fail to dp what

they should keep water from getting be-

hind the plaster. This also applies to

brick chimneys which, when plastered,
should have wide and tight caps of con-
crete or stone to prevent water running
behind the plaster.

If only wood sills are used, they should
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Residence of Dr. S. A. Dunham. Buffalo, N. Y. Roofed with Asbestos "Century" Shingles by J. S. Hausauer,
Architect, and Jos. Spang, Contractor both of Buffalo. Reproduced from an Artist's drawing.

IS
your roof weather-tight for the coming Winter and Spring?
Now is especially the time to have it gone over and to get the

facts about

Asbestos
"
Century

"
Shingles

"
The Roof that Outlives the Building

"

Every year, thousands of property
owners have their broken-down roofs

replaced with Asbestos "Century"
Shingles

It's about the best investment a man
could make toward the permanence of

his building.
These shingles are made of cement,

reinforced with asbestos combined by
the special "Century" process and com-
pacted by hydraulic pressure.
They are absolutely fire-proof, wea-

ther-proof and time-proof. Light in

weight and permanent.

They cost you no more than you ex-

pect to pay for a first-class roof and

they need no painting or repairs.
Ask your responsible builder or roof-

ing contractor. He can supply you
Asbestos "Century" Shingles in New-
port Gray (silver gray). Slate (blue

black), Indian Red and Veneered Red
(Indian Red face with a gray back,

cheaper than the solid red).

Write us for Booklet, "Roofing: A
Practical Talk" full of valuable infor-

mation for the man with a building to

be roofed.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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project well from the face of the plaster
and should have a good -rip. either by U
ing placed with a downward slant or by
a groove rebated in the under side of the

sill near enough to its ed^e that it will not

be covered by planter. The drip is an es-

sential of good stucco construction that

cannot be sighted. It must be used to

prevent water getting behind the plaster.

Furring. Use painted steel rods or

painted crimped furring. One-quarter-
inch is best and it should not be over one-
half-inch at the most. This furring is to

be applied along the face of the studding
with galvanized staples.

Insulation. After the lath on the out-

side has been back-plastered the air space
may be divided by applying heavy build-

ing paper, quilting, felt or some suitable

insulating material between the studs, fas-

tening it by nailing wood strips over fold-

ed ends of the material. This insulation

should be so fastened as to clear the 2-

inch bridging, leaving the preponderance
of the air-space on the outside. Care must
be taken to keep the insulating material

clear of the outside plaster and to make
tight joints against the wood framing at

the top and bottom of the spaces and

against the bridging where the 3-inch face

intercepts.

Lathing. Before lathing, it is well to

apply one coat of paint or waterproofing
to the face of the studs where it will come
in contact with the plaster. Good con-

struction is not possible with wood lath.

Best results are gotten with the heaviest

gauge metal lath which should weigh not

less than three pounds to the square yard
and it is best to use the kind that will

give the largest key. It should be paint-
ed, also, to protect it until it can be ap-
plied and covered wtih the Portland ce-

ment plaster. The lath is fastened hori-

zontally over the furring strips at 12-

inch centers with 1J4 by 14-inch gauge
staples. The sheets when lapping be-
tween furring should be tied with No. 18

gauge wire and each sheet should be

lapped or locked with the adjoining sheet.

There should be 6-inch strips of metal
lath bent around the corners and stapled
over the lathing, unless the sheets of
metal lath as applied are folded around
the corners so as to secure a proper bond
for the plaster and prevent cracking at

the corners. In applying lath to the in-

-ide of a building
1 the sheets of metal

lath should be folded around the inside
o Tiiers to prevent the cracks which so
often develop there when wood lath is

used.

On the ceilings of bathrooms and kitch-
ens where occasionally exposed to steam
it i^ frequently seen that areas of plaster
will drop from wood lath for these rea-

son s.

The above might have been expected
because in every building there is mois-
ture which is absorbed by the plaster.
This moisture remains at the intervals

between the lath, but where it is over the
wood lath, it is sucked into the wood.
The moist plaster accumulates more
smoke and dust than the dryer portion
and the outline of the wood lath is

brought out in consequence.
The use of any material which has a

too great affinity for water may cause
trouble when plaster and especially stucco
is applied to it. It will pull the water out
of the mortar, then it will crack and disin-

tegrate.
The objections to wood lath are not

found in metal lath. The key is contin-

uous over the entire back of the wall ; it

does not absorb moisture; expansion is

due only to temperature, and plaster and
metal lath expand and contact equally un-
der like conditions.

It is very important when there is a

desire to save space to know the space-

saving value of the 2-inch solid metal lath

partition. Assuming the average room
to be 10 feet by 12 feet, or 120 square feet,

with 6-inch walls, and 10 feet 4 inches by
12 feet 4 inches or 127.4 square feet with
the 2-inch wall of metal lath and studding,
we find there is over 6 per cent more oc-

cupiable or rentable space in the building
with 2-inch partitions. Whether one is

lessor or lessee, it is fundamentally a mat-
ter of paying a certain price per square
foot for shelter. Therefore, the 2-inch

solid metal lath partition at less expense
increases the return on a building more
than 6 per cent over that where the 6-inch
wall is used.

It may not be so essential in the lower

priced residence that metal lath be substi-

tuted for wood lath on the interior but for

exterior work the reasons for th* use of

metal lath are multiplied.
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A Stucco
Uniform in Texture
J-M Asbestos Stucco, being composed of

Asbestic (which consists of ground asbestos

rock and asbestos fibres), combined with Port-

land Cement, forms an exterior finish which
is uniform in texture. This stucco also pos-
sesses elasticity, which prevents chipping, crack-

ing and crumbling.

J-M ASBESTOS STUCCO
dries with a pleasing gray-white effect that does not tarnish or discolor with age. Water or the most
severe climatic changes do not affect it. It can be worked in many texture effects. The covering
capacity of J-M Asbestos Stucco is greater than that of any other exterior finish. There is no sand in

J-M Asbestos Stucco to cause discoloration or prevent the proper setting of cements, as in ordinary stuccos.

J-M Asbestos Stucco weighs considerably less than other stuccos, spreads more evenly and can be applied
at a less cost of labor. It is the most weather-proof and fire-proof stucco on the market.

WRITE NEAREST BRANCH FOR CATALOG.

H. W, JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

Residence of Mr. J. 8. Stehlin. Long Beach. L. ..

Covered with J-M A>>beiitoH Stucco. Kirby, Peltit
& Green, Architect*.

Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo

Manufacturers of Asbestos and A ffi t**CT f*. C Asbestos Roofings, Packings, Elec-

Matnesia Products A5 H t S I U <J' trical Supplic. , Etc.

OhicaKO Detroit Louisville New York
Cincinnati Indianapolis Milwaukee Omaha
Cleveland Kansas City Minneapolis Philadelphia
Dallas Los Angeles New Orleans Pittsburgh

Ran Franc
Seattle
St. Lou!*
Hy rat-line

For Oanada:-THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED.
Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg,

For Your Residence

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, Illinois

Richards-Royal.
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The "BELNORD." New York

OAK FLOORING Used. Largest Apartment Build-

inn in the World

Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts yonr intention immediately

And it holds your admiration permanently

q OWNERS and BUILDERS find it

a clinching argument to say "It's

Floored with OAK FLOORING."
It means that the tenant or the

buyer will be glad to pay 1 to 15

per cent more. In color, it is rich

and cheerful, and imparts an air

of refinement and elegance to a
home. It is the modern flooring.

q OAK FLOORING 1* thickness by I}
1 or

2* faces can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub- floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

q OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

q There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.

fl A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able work for any carpenter.

q Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and
selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
893 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mick.

(I NUN I (..ntmu.,i

( .in -li-'iiM IK- taken that all trim be

plarecl the ]>n .per distance from the >tud-

dintf or furring \ -how its right projec-
tion after the plaster is on. It is a com-
mon mistake to all>\\ t<< little for the

lath and plaster, with the result that

moldings which should project from the

face of the wall are back from it or partly
buried under the plaster, thus missing the

effect desired. About \ l/2 inches should
be allowed fr the lath and plaster, mak-
ing sure that the projection of the mould-

ing to show when finished is not measured
in as part of this thickness.

The reliable inexpensive

cleaning device

BISSELUS
' "Cyco" BALL-BEARING A
Carpet Sweeper
Other cleaning devices come

and ffo, but the Bissell Sweeper
withstands all competition, al-

ways emenrinff with increased

prestige and a broader measure
of public favor. The reasons for
this are very plain and simple. The
Bissell Sweeper occupies a distinct field

of usefulness that no other cleaninjr device
covers, meeting a daily necessity of every
home that cannot be practically compassed by
expensive cleaning machines that arecumber-
some to use; and beyond this, the "Bissell"

irathera up miscellaneous litter that other de-
vices cannot pick up all of which is recognized

by housewives generally. The dirt and dust

problem has to be met every day in the year.
not periodically; and the Bissell Sweeper is the

only clean inK device which, on account of its

lightness and efficiency, is practicable to

use daily.

The very latest BALL-BEARING BIS-
SELL costs but $2.75 to $5.75. and will

last from five to fifteen years, according
to care given it.

For sale by all the best trade. Write
for free booklet, "Easy. Econ-
omical, Sanitary Sweeping."

Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co.
Grand Rapid*. Mich.

Kirlunivp Onr-
l-t HW.-'|PT Mann-

fartunr* in th

Air Moistener
Pill with water and hang on

back of any Radiator
Prevent* atr dr> nma. Make* It fit for
the luntt*. No doctor bills. Saves
furniture Hhrinkinu. piano wari>in.
wall paper cracking. Moner refunded

ra If not satisfactory after 30 dars free

Jf- trial. Order now. or write for free Booklet
*

Si,. Mfg. C*.. D,t. A. S8S S. Park AT... Cfcie...
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Best Disease Preventive

This Doctor Ever Saw

Read what the owner of this

beautiful and modern bunga-

low has to say about the

TIT IT* Stationary
1 U H v/ Vacuum Cleaner

KANSAS CITY, Mo., Jan. 25, 1911.

THE TUEC COMPANY,
Gentlemen: The Tuec Vacuum Clean-

er you installed in my residence eight
months ago has given absolute satisfaction.

It is the best disease preventive I have ever seen. From a sanitary viewpoint alone it is

worth many times the amount asked for it. It not only does the work of keeping the

house clean but prevents the accumulation of all unhealthful germs and is a constant

method of supplying pure air throughout the building, since it takes the dirt to the

machine in the basement and the impure air out through the chimney.
Yours very truly,

(Signed) DR. T. S. BLAKESLEY.
A Tuec can be installed in your home at any time and at little cost.

Write today for our beautifully illustrated booklet. No obligation involved.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY
10 Hurford Street CANTON. OHIO

Tuec Companies in all large cities. Tuec installations cctryithere. Estimates free.

Residence of Dr. T. S. Blakesleu
Kansas City, Mo.

ROCK-BOARD The Best Sustitute for Lath and Plaster

WRITE FOR A SAMPLE

Warmer and

stronger than

plaster.

The best Ma-

terial to use for

cottages, bunga-

lows and attics.

Any dealer

can furnish

Rock-Board.

THE JOHN LESLIE PAPER COMPANY
Northwestern Distributors MINNEAPOLIS
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PAIN

Color Scheme Important in Relieving the

Coldness of Gray Exterior.

|HE neutral gray of a concrete
house is the best possible back-

ground for the display of a one-
color garden scheme. In the first

place, the concrete itself can be slightly
tinted when it is being mixed, so that

it will be a cool bluish gray, a warm red
or a deep cream. It can be made to imi-

tate the local rocks in color sandstone,
limestone, granite or any of the infinite

modifications of soft and warm or hard
and cold gray rocks. It is needless to say
that the concrete must not be in any sense

a pronounced shade, but only merge
toward the tone of gray that will be the

most harmonious with the surrounding
country and with the flowers that are to

be grown near it.

Unless the concrete be mixed to a defi-

nite tone, it will be, when finished, a cold,

unsympathetic, trying gray, and for a

house of this type the predominating
color of the flowers should be yellow, for

yellow, like the sunlight, will warm the

coldest slate tones into cheeriness. Any
of the yellow climbing roses or the
orchid-like canary vine, trained over a

porch or pergola, or allowed to climb in

and out through a lattice against the
walls or around a window, will warm and
mellow the whole house, no matter how
cold the tone of the concrete may be or
how severe the lines of the building. For-

sythia, tulips, poppies, asters, daffodils,

nasturtiums, bush roses and many other

yellow flowers shine their brightest when
planted near the foot of'a concrete wall.

Flowers of the shades of blue or purple,
such as heliotrope, asters, Canterbury
bells, delphinium, stock, cosmos, wistaria,

clematis, are particularly effective against
a light gray greenish wall. White flow-

ers, such as daisies, chrysanthemums,

randy urn. climbing roses, can be planted
with good effect with the shades of violet.

Kxcharvge.

.Painting the House.

For those who wish to give their hou-i -

a fresh coat of paint, it may be interesting
to know that most architects have gen-

erally discarded the so-called "Colonial"
effect of yellow ochre with white trim-

mings, and that, for large h<>u>e>. plain
white lead for the exterior is more and
more in favor. There was a time, sa\ - a

writer in "House Beautiful," when white
for country houses was denounced as

"glaring" and "vulgar;" but architects,
who have no time to spare for sentimen-

talizing, and who remember the ivy, ger-
aniums and purple clematis trailing over
the whitewashed Italian walls, or the pas-
sion flowers and roses casting shadows on
white French and Knglish villas, know
well that no other color adapts itself so

well to stately and beautiful rural effect-.

For small cottages, especially where they
are near the street, and need to be made
as unobtrustive as pos.-ihle. the olive

greens once popular among architects

have been revived, with great advantage.
Guilders whose attempts to produce >oft

effects with emerald green or medium
chrome have not been crowned with suc-

cess, do not sympathize with the archi-

tects in this matter ; but a really good
broken green is one of the nio-t charming
and lovable colors that can be put on the

outside of a small house, well buried in

shrubbery. It is hardly neceary to say
that red cornices should be avoided.

I'.uilding Age.

Glue Sizing Saves in Painting Weathered

Surfaces.

Kvery one who has had to do with

painting old weather beaten boards, brick

and stone walls, knows it requires a va>t

amount of oil for the priming coat, uv.d
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THE COLOR SPFCTFICATTONS FOR THIS ROOM ARE
CKII.ING AND DROP S-W Flat-tone Cream
WOODWORK S-W Enamel Pure White

\VAi.i.-S-W Flat-tone Shell Pink
FLOOR S-\V Mar-not Varni.sh

The walls of this room are beautified and made

sanitary with Sherwin-Williams Flat-tone

They can be cleaned with soap and water, and they are just as

durable as they are attractive. Every painter can give you a Flat-tone

wall if you ask for it. I f you haven't decided on the color, our new

Portfolio of Plans for Home Decoration (sent free on request)
will help you. It is a decorating guide for you and your them. It covers tin- whole house, a single room or a small

painter as well. It will prove as helpful to you in painting a detail. Whatever your (tainting need, the portfolio shows
wall or staining woodwork and furniture as in decorating

1 an you the color :in<l tells you the Shcrwin Williams product
entire house. It is a book of artistic results and how to secure which produces it.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINTS &VARNISHES

Visit Our f 629Canal Road, Cleveland. Ohio

Decorative Departments- \ u6 West 32d Street ( Pp - Gimbel's), New York City
1 1101 People's Gas Building. Chicago

Address all inquiries to The Sherwin -Williams Co., Decorative Department, 629 Canal Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Offices and Warehouses
in Principal Cities
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two subsequent coats to do a good job.
Now a job that will last just as lony
look as well as three-coat work on old

buildings may be done with two coats of

oil paint, which will save, perhaps, half

the oil, at least one-fourth.

Make a size in the proportion of one

pound of ground glue to one gallon of

water. If the surface is very bad, use a

little more glue. Allow the glue to soak
in cold water over night or longer. Then
melt it in hot water. Have the water just
hot enough to melt the glue thoroughly.
If the water is too hot it destroys the

tenacity of the glue to some extent.

If the subsequent coats are to be in

light tints, stir in some whiting, enough
to show a little when brushed on. If it

is a brick wall that is to be finished in

red. use Venetian red instead.

Keep this sizing warm, and brush on
with a large brush. This will fill all the

small cracks, and two coats of oil paint
will make a good job.
A job done in this way will stand any

ordinary exposure just as well as three

coats of oil paint. The writer, during his

thirty years experience as a painter, has

always had good results by this method.

Why won't it stand? Because the moist-

ure will affect the glue, you say. Let me
tell you, if the work absorbs enough
moisture to affect the glue, the same
would destroy any oil paint also. No.
There is no danger of any trouble from
the glue. A first coat of glue sizing and
color will stand anywhere that oil paint
will. Furthermore, a coat of glue sizing
and color fills better than oil priming,
consequently a smoother job when fin-

ished. Amer. Car. & Builder.

Floor Waxing by Electricity.

New household uses for the electric

motor are being found one by one. This
time it is a machine for waxing the floor.

The apparatus, which has just been in-

troduced in Berlin, Germany, where it

was invented, consists of an electric mo-
tor, the bottom of which is formed by a

strong revolving brush. The motor is

connected with one of the electric light
sockets; the chambermaid takes hold of
the handle and moves the small motor
from one part of the room to another
until the whole floor is polished. The

if, <f course, applied before the pol-
i-liinv; begins. Thus the work can be
done iniu-h quicker, more perfectly and
without any effort on the part of the

i'pi-rator. Kvcry ni><k-ni Hat in Berlin is

being provided with one of these electric

floor polishers.
In the old-fashioned way the polishing

of hardwood floors requires much labor

and strength, for the floor has to be cov-

ered with wax, and this must be rubbed
with brushes until the wood is as smooth
as ice and shines like a huge mirror.

Blending Colors.

I have an inside job where I must blend
the colors, starting light at top and get-

ting darker further down. What is the

best method for doing this?

You should first lay off your wall in

three or four horizontal strips of equal
width. Then mix up as many lots of

paint as there are strips, each lot of paint
to correspond to the prevailing tone that

you wish to have shown on that strip.

The paint should be mixed about half oil

and half turpentine to prevent its setting
too quickly. Paint the top strip first and
then with as little lapse of time as pos-
sible paint the second strip, using, of

course, a different brush. Then with the

same brush used in the second painting
commence to work the color on the sec-

ond strip up into the first strip. This

may be best commenced by upward
strokes, carrying the brush from the sec-

ond strip up into the first. Later, hori-

zontal strokes will help to spread the

color evenly, and you can see as the work
proceeds just how much of this brushing
will be required. Proceed downward
with the other strips in the same way.
If the entire wall is stippled before the

paint becomes dry, the blending will ap-
pear much more perfect. Dutch Paint-

ers' Problems.

The preparation of the surface of old

interior woodwork for repainting at times

presents difficulties. The surface may
have grease upon it which is very difficult

to remove with soap and water. It may
be so hard and glossy that the paint,
when applied to it, will stand out over
the surface without flowing out. The
usual method of treatment is that of

washing with soap and water and sand
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Better Than Plaster and
Much Cheaper

Roberds Ideal Wall Board
is made of selected wood fiber with layers of waterproof, fire-

resisting, germ-defying binder between. It keeps out the
cold, keeps in the heat and insures a dry, moisture-proof
house at all seasons. Will not burn like plastered walls.
Can't check, crack or chip. Never crumbles.

It costs least in the first place. Costs nothing to apply you
do it yourself. Light to handle. Works direct to studding or
old plaster. In a few hours you can finish any room. Takes
kalsomine or paint beautifully.

Write today for booklet, sample
and name of your local dealer.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO.
103 Railroad St., MARION, IND.

Strong
Durable

Solid
Braided
Cotton,

EXPERIENCED
ARCHITECT
not need to be to

ASK YOUR DEALER
If he cannot supply you, order of us direct,

giving his name. Write today anyway
for our illustrated booklet No. 4. A

handy guide to buying.

Samson Cordage Works

If you own or are going to build

a CEMENT BUILDING
you should have our

Book on Painting and

Waterproofing Cement
It contains color plates of beautiful

Cement Houses and shows how to

improve their appearance. It tells

HOW TO MAKE A

CEMENT FLOOR LOOK
LIKE AN OAK FLOOR

SENT FREE
to property owners, Archi-

tects, Contractors

and Builders

otherwise price is 10 cents

THE OHIO VARNISH CO.
8664 Kinsman Road CLEVELAND, O.

COAL COST-
How TO REDUCE IT

REMEMBER
the big coal bills

of last winter? Coal prices
are higher this year. You

can off-set tliis increase, get more
comfort and avoid much labor
and annoyance if you equip your
furnace or boiler with

This automatic regulator controls
dampers and drafts detects and acts
on the variation of one degree, pre-
venting: over-heating: and fuel waste.

With the clock attachment you
can reduce the heat during: sleep-
ing: hours; and automatically increase
it to the day temperature, and by the
time you rise the Jewell will have the
house as warm as toast. Don't wish
your house warm in the morning:.
Buy a Jewell and have it so. Guar-
anteed efficient with any kind of heat-
ing: plant. Nothing: to wear out, will
last a lifetime.

Send today for the book "The House Comfort-
able" and folder with the whimsical story of "IMA
JF.WELL" Both will interest and surprise you.

^ Send postal NOW to ,

\ JEWELL MFG. CO., 19 Green St., Auburn, N.Y. \
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Saves Fuel Bills
Works Dampers
Automatically

Keeps Temperature Uniform

Here's the way to keep uniform
temperature In your home no matter

what kind ( heating system you may
have. It puts your heating system on a
thoroughly economic and efficient ha si-.

You decide on the temperature you want
in your home and the

[ONEYWELL
| 1 TEMPERATURE REGULATOR

keeps it at exactly that point. It works night
and day never sleeps never forget*. A
degree lower or higher which would pass un-
noticed by you. is instantly detected and th

dampers on heater noiselessly raised or low
ered as required. Clock automatic-
ally opens dampers In morning so
that house is wnrm when family is

rwuljr !> itrt up- By rvm Imilntr nt
n ounre of furl I* wantrd. I'ut one In

voor li-'iiir. and lile from the eon-
ml*n-e It will w>n |jr fr Itiwlf In

fuel ami Imbor Mved. It In pntct Irml \j
lmln>trnrtil>l<> wrirnarantrc It forw
yean. Write fur riu-tratiii b x>klet.

H
ONEYWELL
EAT I NO

$PECIALTY (nT

129MuBSir*t. . Ind

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

Our line of Colonial, Mission and
Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large

selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc., sent free on request.

If building or remodeling b sure and write us.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701 N. S.ng.mon St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

PAINTING AND FINISHING Continued

papering. This treatment i- u-ually sat-

is|";u-tor\ . hut at times is not as conven-
ient nor a- practicable as n mid hi- desired.

This leads tn the Mii^r-ti. m i another
method of treatment.

Nearly all paint remover- contain ben-
/ole which is a light solvent obtained
from coal tar. It has the property of

softening up paint, dissolving t<> ^mie ex-

tent the dried oil. and permitting the

paint to be removed by scraping.

If commercial benzole is brushed on a

hard painted surface and immediately
wiped off, the effect is to remove all the

grease from the surface and to cut the

gloss sufficiently so that when the paint
is applied over this surface, it will flow-

out smoothly, wetting the surface nicely
and giving good results. On compara-
tively soft paints, the ue of benzole is not

so desirable nor so necessary. These

paints can be cleaned with soap and water
and then usually there is no difficulty in

the further application of paint.

Our advice is that where other meth-
ods of cleaning are not found satisfactory,
the surfaces be sponged off with ordinary
commercial benzole. This benzole will

evaporate quite rapidly, and in a half hour
after the sponging has taken place, the
surface can be painted. The odor of com-
mercial benzole is not particularly pleas-

ing, but it soon disappears and is not un-

healthful. Dutch ! 'ainter.

HOME BUILDERS-SOME HELP
Beautiful homes characteristic homes are not ac-

cidents. but the outgrowth of careful planning. The
biggest help in the preliminary steps is obtained
from a good architect's book of designs and floor-

plans from which to cull ideas.

"DISTINCTIVE HOMES AND GARDENS"
give endless suggestions, covering every phase of

building. No. 135 designs. $10CO to $6000. 91.00: No.
2 35 designs. $6000 to $15000. $1.00: No. 3 Combin-
ing No. 1 and 2 $1.50. Stock plans priced in each
book. Descriptive circular sent upon request.

621 ROSE BUILDING
Compaq? -

CLEVELAND. OHIO
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$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-
hogany finished

mantel, beveled
mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas
Grate $2.50 ex-
tra. Mantel is 82
inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-
umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-
logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS, MO.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT "

FIREPLACES

MANTELS
Made from your own designs or designs sub-

mitted by us. No place in one's home lends itself

so strongly for a distinctive touch of individuality.

Write for
" Mantels With a Meaning" our

booklet of information.

BISHOP & GIFFORD, Baldwin, L. I. N. Y.

AVOLINE T($)r SYSTEAV
HEATING

Heats at Tea Kettle Pressure

That means less fuel and labor.

Heat fills eoery radiator at a turn

of the valve. No piping full

water or noisy air vents. The or

system for cozy comfort.

Five years ahead
:>f the times. Big

book on heating FREE. Write!

Moline Vacuum- Vapor Heating Co.

Dept. C, Moline, III.

HESSllOCKER
TheOnly Modern,Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

I HESS.917LT.comaBldg.. Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnace*. Frtt Booklet.

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing- department is at your disposal to advise

and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.
Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturer*

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
EUton and Webster Avenues. CHICAGO

1 123 Broadway. NEW YORK CITY
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Have a Home Like This

TELL
your painter and architect you want "61" Floor Varnish on your

floors, and Vitralite, The Long-Life White Enamel for all white effects.

"61" Floor Varnish will give you beautiful and durable floors that are

easy to take care of. They need only be wiped with a damp cloth to

thoroughly clean them. "61" ends the drudgery of constant cleaning.

"61" gives a finish that lasts on old or new
floors and linoleum is mar-proof, heel-proof
and water-proof will not turn white, show
heel marks nor scratches. It is the finish you
have been looking for. Prove it by sending for

Free Floor Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with "61." Test it Hit it with a hammer stamp
on it You may dent the wood but the varnish won't crack.

Also send for Free Booklet Decorative Interior finithine, on
home decoration and finishing. It contains many helpful hints.

If you want a white enamel finish in your
home to be proud of, use Vitralite, The Long-
Life White Enamel, on wood, metal or plaster,
old or new inside or outside. Gives a smooth,
porcelain-like gloss that is water-proof.

Vitralite Booklet and Sample Panel
finished with Vitralite, sent free, will demonstrate to you its

superiority. W rite for them. Vitralite is pure white and slayt

white will not crack nor chip. It is economical because
it spreads easily and covers so much surface.

Pratt & Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters, specified by architects and sold by paint
and hardware dealers everywhere. Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert-Inc. t2 1 Tonwanda St.,
Buffalo, N. Y. In Canada, 65 Courtwright St., Bridgeburg, Ontario.

The Long-Life
WHITE ENAMEL
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waste of fuel nece- maintain a

supply of hot water at all times; and t<>

the fact that the whole kitchen was
ed up in order to secure a little hot \\ a

ter.

Now all this is avoided by the installa-

tion of one of the "instantaneous" pa-
water heaters now on the market. S<>m-
of these are set up in the kitchen, some

right in the bath room. Both the auto-

matic and non-automatic types are manu-
factured in a variety <>t -i/i-s sufficient to

meet any requirements, from the average
small home or apartment to the lai

hotel or institution service. The rapidly

increasing sales are the best evidence of

the popularity of this class of water
heater.

There are also many practical and suc-

cessful basement, coal burning \\

heaters on the market. For use in resi-

dences, apartment buildings and small

plants, where it is desirable or necessary
to minimize janitor services, a water
heater made with a self feeding magazine
is found to be satisfactory and efficient.

Experience shows an ordinary family
will use from 100 to 120 gallons or more
water in 24 hours. The warm water for

domestic supply should average 150 to

150 degrees.

Hence a heater should be provided of

sufficient capacity to raise the amount of

water required per hour, from about 40

degrees in the winter and 60 degrees or

more in the summer, to a temperature-
high enough for lavatory uses.

It is both economical and very good
practice to have a storage tank from 5<i

per cent to 100 per cent greater capacity
than the water heater. Thus propor-
tioned, the hot water can be stored or ac-

cumulated at times when little water is

being used. The heater can be run with
a lower and steadier fire.

With a liberal storage tank, sudden or
unusual demands for hot water are easily
met, and without having to force the
heater. American Car and Builder.

Gills for Houses.

A physician living in Kansas City.
Mo., reports a remarkable illustration of
what he calls "gills" for supplying oxy-
gen to rooms which were poorly venti-

lated. Writing in the Medical Record,
he .states that in his household natural

gas is used for fuel and light, that this

gas has so little odor that its presence
is not readily detected, and that one night
the gas which had been lighted in the up-

per hall communicating with the sleep-

ing apartments \\as extinguished during
the night by reason of lowered pressure.

The pressure rose during the night,

filling the bedrooms with gas, but the

family slept comfortably until it wa>
awakened by a roaring noise, which was
found to proceed from the open gas jets.

The doctor praises the "bridge" that

enabled his family to survive this dan-

gerous experience by ascribing it to an

arrangement for ventilation which he had

adopted and called "gills," because it

supplies oxygen as do the gills of a fish.

The apparatus consists of "a yard
square of 6 l

/2 oz. drill or mu.slin sheeting
stretched and secured upon a light frame
or a summer screen to fill the lower half

of one window in each room." The doc-

tor enters into a scientific and correct ex-

planation of the modus operandi of these

gills, which is omitted here. It is >uf

ficient to call attention to this simple and
efficient device for ventilating sleeping
and living rooms during the cold winter
months an important and usually un-

appreciated preventive for colds and

pneumonia.
Not the least interesting feature of this

"discovery" is the fact that these "gills"
have been in practical use at our agricul-.
tural stations and in many well conduct-
ed poultry farms. The method has there-

fore been thoroughly tested.

An interesting invention, just placed

upon the market, is the Reliance Rotary
Chimney top. This improved chimney
top is manufactured by the Berger Man-

ufacturing Co., Canton. Ohio, and can be
used on every size and type of chimney.
Heretofore, chimneys have been subject
to annoying down drafts caused by sur-

rounding buildings. The Reliance hood,

extending below the chimney top and

encompa>-ing it on three sides, also re-

volving instantly with every change of

wind, entirely eliminates this nuisance.

Particulars will be furnished by the Ber-

ger Co. to anv one interested.
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SAVE
20% to 40%
On Lighting Fixtures

Send for our ciitiilnK rnntiiiniiiK '
1<>m-

plcto line of KHS and electric' I itrlii in

fixtures. All newest an<l most pmcticiil
e(|uipment. Photographic illustrations,
clear descriptions. Kasy to select.
Prices far Iwlow what you must pay

elsewhere. Safe delivery guaranteed.
Money back if not satisfactory .

No. 539. French Rf
aissance, two I

Murano stmclc. 15 1-2
in. diani. Height 21
1-2 in. OworBleotrlo.

, SAIGON* ALLEN
its.
^ HOME L.8GHT1NC

Established 1891

63 Exchange Street Lynn, Max.

IL< "Crescent

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made ia Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs.,
NE^OHNANVEN '

The

Window

Chute

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-
forms with architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"

Interiors Beautiful!
Entrances Halls and Stairways Living Rooms Dining Rooms Fireplaces. Each Interior

described with Notes on Decoration Planning Color Schemes Finishing Woodwork, Floors, etc.

250 SELECTED
VIEWS

HpHIS is a book which

will be found invalu-

able to the Homebuilder.

It is beautifully printed

with embossed paper
cover. 160 pages. Size

7^x10. Our third edi-

tion just off the press.

Price $1.

Keith's Magazine for a
i i

year and a copy of In-

teriors Beautiful," 52.00.

ONE OF THE ARTISTIC HALL VIEWS Send your order today.

pubidby
d M. L. KEITH, 426 McKnight Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

tiles.

Tile Floors.

|N recent years the old-fashiotud
tile pavement has ome into great
favor, particularly the large, dark
red squares known as Welch
To support such a flooring on a

house built of masonry is no great prob-
lem, for the necessary bed of concrete
rests securely on a masonry arch as some
form of terra-cotta construction. But
where a tiled conservatory or porch or

<liningroom is desired in a frame house,
how to support the concrete bed on which
the tiles are lai<l is a matter for consider-
able care. "It is best done by having
rough boards cut in between the floor

beams and resting on seven-eighth-inch
strips nailed to the sides of the beams.
The tops of these boards must be at least

four inches below the finished floor line,

and better still five inches, to allow of a

concrete bed of sufficient thickness. A
thin one would surely crack. The tops
of the beams should be beveled off to an

edge in the center. This is necessary for

two reasons ; it allows whatever moisture

may gather in the concrete, both while it

is green and during subsequent scrubbing
operations, to run off; and also it is much
better structurally, as it lessens the shal-

lowness of the concrete over each beam.

Where a tile floor is put into an old

building during alterations further care

must be taken to cover the rough boarding
and the beams with waterproof paper to

keep the moisture from discoloring the

ceiling below. No heed should be given to

builders who advise soaking the beams
with creosote as a protection, for the cre-

osote will eventually find its way to the

plaster beneath, whence its stain will be

impossible to remove. Where the tiles are
for an exterior porch under which there
is no excavating, it is best to build a
brick retaining wall as foundation for

the porch, fill the enclosure with sand,

bring it to a level and spread on it an
eight-inch bed of concrete for the tiling.
This all sounds troublesome, but one is

well repaid by the stability and perma-

nence of a properly laid tile floor. As to

its beauty, that depends on the selecting
of the tiles. Decorated ones are risky
and except for the famous examples such
as the Persians or the Moors once made,
there is greater beauty in good plain col-

ors that contrast, not harmonize, with
the walls. House Beautiful.

For Better Nails and Nailing.

To the Editor:
Toledo, Iowa.

I am thoroughly in sympathy with the

Better Building idea, having for years
stood for quality. To my mind there is

something more important than this door

business, which a good many of the bovs
seem to be getting wrought up over, and
that is, wire nails; or, as they ought to

be called, iron pins.

I always have and do still use the old

common cut nails for casing and finish-

ing; but better than that, I use the four-

penny cut nail for shingling. Brother
House Builders, when you are shingling

try this way : I always strike three lines

in shingling so that I can put down two
or three rows at once. I use four-penny
cut iron nails and drive them not over

five-eighths of an inch from the edge of

the shingles. I have a roof here, put on
this way either 25 or 28 years ago, I don't

just remember which, and the shingles
have curled but very little.

Favors Galvanized Nails.

Watertown, X. V.

To the Editor:

I have had a good many years' experi-
ence in repairing roofs, and it has often

been a wonder why architects will allow

contractors and in fact any one who has

charge of a building in process of erec-

tion to nail on shingles with three-penny
nails. In my work I find that the prin-

cipal reason for so many leaky roofs is

due to the use of three-penny wire nails,

which quickly rust off. leaving the shin-

gles loose with holes where the nails

were. Otherwise the shingles are sound.
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^^ dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.

After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking: system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
postal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers afSleel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

THIS FREE BOOK

Will Help
You

Because its speci-
fications are cor-
rect. Its list of

covering capacities

accurate, i t s testi-

monials true. It

gives you the benefit

of our expensive ex-

periments, and will

save you mistakes and

delay.

Free samples of John-
son's Wood Finishes

will be sent on request
that you may form your

opinion by actual working test. We
want to prove the Johnson merit.

You may also have on request, panels
of any woods finished with our Dye.
Judge for yourself the beauty of the

results obtained.

Johnson's

Wood Dye
is made in fifteen artistic shades, as follows:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak
No. 128 Light Ma-

hogany

No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weath-

ered Oak
No. 132 Green Weather-

ed Oak
No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green

No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak
No. 120 Fumed Oak

Endorsed by architects, builders and

contractors, painters and home owners
everywhere. Johnson's Wood Dye
makes the soft woods cypress,
red gum and others as artis-

tic and rich as expensive
hard woods. Never
raises the grain; easy
to apply.

Johnson's P r e -

pared Wax gives
that lasting polish
which your
clients are all

asking about.
Write for a Book-
let Edition K . E. 10

S. C. Johnson & Son,
Racine, Wi.

"
The Wood Finishing

Authorities"
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but have to be replaced i\ account of

these holes. The architect- -hould sp-

galvanized four-penny nail-, which will

not rust off during the life of the shin-

gles.

Casement Windows Popular.

Old Fashion Coming Into Use Better

Constructed to Keep Out Rain.

The foreign casement is steadily Crow-
ing in favor in American country home-.
Not only are architect- drawing it in their

new plans, but owners of long built,

double hung sash windows are putting in

their place the quaint casement of ro-

mance. The old name for window was
windore a door for the wind to pass in

and out. In our hot summer months they
ventilate a room better than do the

sashes that slide up and down. That
casements are more beautiful is the opin-
ion of many who compare them with the

charming clusters of diamond panes in

the Ann Hathaway cottage.
This preference extends to commercial

buildings where good ventilation, safe

window cleaning and the doing away
with the curtain and drapery nuisance
are appreciated. This is the recognition
of the utilitarian quality of a window
considered antiquated.

According to the sort of casement and

fastenings chosen, this revival may be a

blessing or a curse in the home. Where
the opening is six or seven feet high,
with sill upon the floor, it is called .1

French window almost universally used
in France and beautiful for any exit that

opens on lawn or veranda. Far less for-

mal is the shorter casement, set well

above the floor with upper part divided
to form a transom. It is perfectly adapt-
able to American outage- and bunga-
lows that claim no Fnglish prototype.

It would never have fallen into disfav-

or had it been sufficiently well construct-
ed to keep out the weather, builder- -a\ .

In the French casement, opening inward,
the rain entered at the bottom; in the
(ierman and Knglish style, opening out-

ward, it entered at the top. Anglo-Sax-
ons, more sensitive to domestic di-com-
fort than were the rest of Furope. got
tired of the nuisance. In-tead of setting
themselves to perfect the existing win-
dow, they invented another the double

hung -ash. This did keep out the rain.

but it -tuck when new and rattled when
old. So now the people are going back
to the casement again and are getting it

weather-tight.
This result is positive when the c

mcnt sa-h is of metal. All the earlie-t

casement- were lead. This construction

may be seen today in any of the old Kng-
lish manor houses. The scrupulou-
teenth century builders introduced the

wrought in.n ca-ement. still retaining the

leaded panes.

The cheaper wooden construction did
not come into vogue until 1700, and was
always more or less of a failure in point
of impenetrability. How well metal
works is shown in the Singer building.
New York, exposed to the worst that

wind and weather can do, is fitted with
3,000 metal casements, guaranteed weath-

er-tight by their Fnglish makers.

Metal casements can lend beauty and

security today as they did to the early
Fnglish residences, the Minneapolis club

being an example. They come for any
size opening, with simple handle that

closes and locks them, and an adjusting
rod holds them open at any angle desired,

rigidly and without rattling. Office

building windows arc bolted directly into
the steel constructional work, but the
same window may be inserted into stone
or wood, and in a new house or an old.

-Ex.

Popularity of Small House Construction.

Construction of modern homes to rent
and to sell at moderate prices is becoming
more and more a feature of the real estate

business in nearly every city in America.
It is readily noticed that this feature of
the business is of the investment nature
and that American cities generally are

vastly benefited by the real estate firms

who construct such homes. The real

estate business thus becomes a compo-
nent part of the work of developing a
whole city.

The homes constructed by real estate
firms in many cities range from one-story
dwellings with four rooms and bath, up-
ward. Those with six rooms and bath
and of one or two stories seem to be the
most popular in some localities.
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Many styles of grate and
mantels to choose from

A Cheerful, Open-
Grate Fire and a

Ventilating Warm
Air Furnace

are combined to secure
coziness, comfort, health
and economy in

The JACKSON

will pay for itself in three years by
giving four times as much heat as
the ordinary old-style grate from
the same amount of fuel. Not
only warms Directly by the fire in
the grate, but warms Indirectly
by drawing in fresh air from out-
side, warming it in the air cham-
ber surrounding the fire and send-
ing it into the room. Also heats
connecting rooms and also rooms
upstairs if desired. Any mason
can set it up from our Complete
Plans Furnished FREE. Better
than a furnace for Fall and Sprii g
more cheerful, less attention,

about half the fuel.
Sendfor Free CatalogKof Ven-

tilating Grates, mantels, andirons
and all kinds of fireplace fixtures
with explanations, illustrations,
full information and prices; also
reference to users in your region.
EDWIN A. JACKSON & BRO.

MANUFACTURERS
25 Beekman St., New York

Study this diagram and
you will see at once the
heating and ventilating
principle which makes this
grate superior to all others.

FOU N DATION
CHUTE

Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening
<J T h e heavy
steel hopper
catches all the
coal.

<]\Vlien not in use.
the hopper lies in
the bottom of the
chute body <jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar
proof J\Vilh V,

inch wire glass or
steel panel in door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
88-98 Erie St Huntington. Indiana

CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS THE ACCEPTED AUTHORITY
ON REAL BUNGALOWS

New edition "BUNGALOWCRAFT" Now Ready. 128 richly illustrated folio
pities showing the most artistic ami convenient bungalows, (running mostly from
Nl.MXi to $2.500) inside and nut. If you are thinking of building -mm or -nine da>.
\ou will get a lot of most valuable suggest ions from this new Ixiok of ItuiiKalou
Pl.iiis. It is the latest, most comprehensive, most practical. Copiously illustrat-
ed with photographic ami line cuts of REAL BUNGALOWS, large, clear floor

plans, inant.'ls, buffets, lighting fixtures, interiors, etc. Nothing jnst like it ever
published before. Price Sl.UI postpaid, which amount is reliateil when plan- are
purchased. Our Bungalows have given to Los Angeles and Pasadena world-wide
renown.

Smaller book showing 38 ideal small Bungalow Hornet,

inside and out, 25 cents, postpaid.

THE BUNGALOWCRAFT CO., 404 Chamber of Commerce, Los Angeles, California

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World'

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning:
and kiln drying; has stood
the test for thirty years.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hermansville, Mich.

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer such liberal terms
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will
gave you all mlddlemens' profits. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
8-page booklet which tells all about It

Your natnt and address on a fast card
is tufficitnt.

Hf, 717 Tacomm Blag., Chicago
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

III-. Ma>< >n Safety Tread Co., Bos-

ton, Mass., send us their booklet

illustrating and describing their

device for insurance against slip-

ping, on stairs, landings, inclined ways,
car steps, etc. The Mason Safety Tread
can be used upon stairs of any material,

upon old as well as new surfaces, is dur-
able and efficient.

The Norman W. Henley Pub. Co., New
York, publishers of a series of practical
hand books for the worker in concrete,
have just issued two books, No. 10 on

molding concrete flower boxes, jardi-

nieres, etc., and No. 11 on molding con-
crete fountains and lawn ornaments. The
author, A. A. Houghton, gives instruc-

tions for constructing and using new and

unpatented forms of molds for this work
easily put into practice, so that the home
builder may ornament his own grounds
with fine effect at slight cost and labor.

The work of making a concrete fountain,
heretofore supposed to belong only to the

professional worker, is here so fully illus-

trated and described as to be within the

skill of the average reader. The books
cost 50 cents each, respectively.

One would think there could be noth-

ing new in heating plants, with so many
excellent manufactures in the field, but
the Schwab & Sons Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., have put out an uncommonly at-

tractive booklet in delft blue and white,

introducing their new Gilt Edge Boiler

for Hot Water Heating. The booklet
describes and illustrates the new features

in boiler construction that have been
studied out by this firm, to increase boil-

er efficiency and economy of operation.
We commend the booklet to our readers.

The catalog shows a superior line of

goods, listed in a most understandable
and informing manner.

* * *

We are in receipt of the exceptionally
handsome catalog of the National Fire-

Proofing Co., manufacturers of Natco Hol-
low Tile. This large catalog, now in its

sixth edition, is bound in rich mandarin
blue covers of heavy paper, and contains

sixty-five large half tones of examples of
residence construction upon Xatco Hollow
Tile, supplemented by a variety of miscel-

laneous types of public and semi-public

buildings, together with blue print details

for this construction. Architect's specifi-

THERE MUST BE A REASON
WHY SHOULD THERE BE SUCH A GREAT DEMAND FOR

UNDERFELT ROOFING?
It can be depended on that's why! It's made of good material and it's made by
people who have had 66 years experience making roofing and they know How to

make it just right.

Don't take a chance with your roof. Select the Old Dependable Roofing
UNDERFELT.

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"DIAMOND MACK" QUALITY

700-712 South Fourth St.

Duluth MINNEAPOLIS Fargo
'Diamond Mack" Quality
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Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

***

Ft*

This Handsome $
Fireplace Complete
Complete and ready to install.
Includes Andirons, Wrought Iron
Fender and thefamous Colonial Head
Throat and Damper. Selected face
brick. choiceofeitherrough orsmooth
texture in many colors. Complete
with working plans, ash trap and
color for mortar. Size 6 ft. wide, 4 ft.
6 in. high to shelf, 9 ft. to ceiling.

Write for Portfolio
or FREE Booklet

Send 25c in stamps for our hand-
some and instructive portfolio showing
many different designs In fireplaces. Or
write us today for our booklet. "Home
and the Fireplace." FKRE.

COLONIAL FIREPLACE CO.
1777 W. 12th Street Chicago, ||i

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.
Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5610 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapid*, Mich.

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device ec

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey. U. S A.

""THE pleasure of living in the country
* or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a ga* engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing
the

TRyy Combination

i>^^ Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not Increase your Insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences. Stores,
Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,

Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today-NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan
Attractive Proportion to Plumber*

Carburettor under croud

Machine in basement
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Properly Hung Doors
nrr an r-ntil

of the Perfect Home

Stanley's Ball Bearing Hinges
Prevent creaking and binding.

They are equipped with

NON RISING PINS
Which never work out of the Joint. If you
want to know more, write for our Artistic

Booklet to DepV T.

The STANLEY WORKS, New Britain, Conn.

Save '/X/2 on Fuel Bills
OUR MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN
make* it cay for you to purchase a

B
JAHANT KB FURNACE

Have plenty of heat wherever and whenever
desired. You are sure of satisfaction because
we issue a 365 day Guaranty Bond. We sell

direct paying freight and saving you dealer's
profits. Install the Jahant yourself. We tend
complete outfit "furnace, pipes, registers,
etc.. with special plans, detailed instructions
and necessary tools.

Send for free furnace handbook.
THE JAHANT HEATING CO.

30 Mill Street Akron. Ohio

BUY YOUR FURNACE
$10 DOWN SlOAMONTHl

TheONLYWAYuthe
PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re*
tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof

Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue addrM

PHENIX MFG. CO.
041 Ctolir Si. M ilwiuke*. VU.

NEW BOOKLETS AND TRADE NOTES -Continued

cation- ami a table showing building
cost

as compared with other method- of con-

struction. \Ve acknowledge also from the

same company their very interesting and

attractive l>ook. The N'atco House, pri.

cents, replete with interest fn-in it- artistic

cover in color to the la-t page. The first

portion of the book presents a series of

designs for a small house to he built of

Xatco Hollow Tile, submitted in competi-
tion by well known architects. The com-

petition was given to encourage the build-

ing of a better class of small house- and

the cost limited to about $6.000. The de-

signs are not only artistically interesting

but meet the requirements of" the modern
home. The second portion of the book

presents further examples of houses al-

ready built of Xatco tile in different sec-

tions of the country and by different archi-

tects.
* * *

The H. W. Johns-Manville C'o. announce

that after considerable experimenting they
are prepared to offer a new form of a--

bestos shingles designed to fully meet the

idea of architects as to a more artistic as-

bestos shingle.
These new asbestos shingles will be a

full quarter inch thick instead of the edge-

being smooth and uniform they will l>e fin-

ished slightly irregular or rough.

Other advantages claimed for asbc-t< -

shingles are that they are weather-resisting,
do not require such heavy roofing timbers,

are not fragile, do not split, crack, or ex-

foliate when exposed continuously to ex-

tremes of weather, will not rot, corrode or

decay.
The manufacturers offer these new shin-

gles in such standard colors as Indian red,

slate and natural gray.

* * *

Catalog "H" of the Hughe- Co., I'itt-

burg, Pa., shows the new and attractive

specialties of this form in opal glass and

vitreous china bathroom and toilet fixture-.

Housebuilders will be interested in thi-

catalog and others which are to follow.

* * *

The Consolidated Expanded Metal Co.,

I'ittsburg, Pa., have favored us with their

handbook of design on "Steelcrete" a

system of reinforcement for concrete con-

struction for which they claim superior
merit.
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THE QUAINT TREE-LIKE PATTERN OF THE CARVED MANTEL.

A Massachusetts Home Modeled on
Rural English Design

By W. J. Freethy

HEN the average person contem-

plates building, it is usually with

the idea of erecting what has

been a visionary house, their

"castle in the air," so to speak. They
have in mind a well-defined arrangement
of the rooms, and very frequently positive

ideas of style, which the architect must

follow. Visions of houses they have seen

illustrated, houses at home, in the neigh-

borhood distant cities, or possibly recol-

lections of a trip abroad. English homes

are particularly domestic in character and

their style appeals to us, being suited to
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our climate and methods of living, ami

today they are largely a basis for main

good American t\

In the rural districts of Kn^land, re-

tired from the highways, one may often

see, perhaps over the well-o>ppi-d licd^i-.

charming bits of domestic architecture.

nament applied ; windows large and small,

some latticed, some leaded, all propor-
tii.ned to the rooms in which they occur

and with due reference to the outlook.

i i.irdfii- i^ay with flowers, lawns cut to a

naplike surface.

These are all attributes of such dwell-

THE "MAN'S" OWN ROOM.

Houses quaint in outline of roof and

shape of walls, due to constant additions

or the eccentricities of the owners ; all.

however, harmonious, attractive and liv-

able; some of plaster overgrown with

vines; some of brick, and many with half

timber work, there a real indication of the

construction, but with us, alas, simply or-

ings. The subject of this article, de-

signed by Robert Coit, an architect of

Boston, nearly approaches the description

above, except for such changes which
make it distinctly American in character.

The setting of the house is extremely
attractive, perched as it is on the hillside,

with large trees for a background, and at
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the end of a short, winding road. In plan,

the house is broken in shape, fitting the

lot admirably, and in this way following
the curve of the road, giving additional

variety to the outlook and a picturesque

exterior and roof line. It is long and

narrow, with the living-room across the

end having a south, west and northerly

exposure.
The entrance porch, placed at about

the center, is treated in half timber, with

panels of cement, as are the gables, the

piazza and the second story walls. The

porch opens into a vestibule and spacious

hall. From here glimpses are obtained

wall, forming a bay with seat, the arms
of which are sawed and make the ends

of well-filled bookcases.

From the living-room one may obtain

a glimpse of the den, through leaded glass
casement windows. The den, 10x11 in

size, is large enough for its purpose, and
is the "man's" room of the house.

The dining-room is simple, but well

proportioned, being 13x15, and octagonal
at the ends, with a large bay to the south

and a buffet next to hall. Here the early
sun enlivens the morning meal and stays

throughout the day. Here we have the

customary plate rail carried on small

of the den, living-room and dining-room.
The hall is finished in quartered oak, and
the stairs, in lieu of the ordinary turned

balusters, have balusters sawed in a sim-

ple pattern. The string boards are

paneled, and the posts have square sawed

tops and drops all serving to give the

staircase an attractive and distinctive air.

The walls are divided horizontally by a

chair rail, with brown burlap below and a

figured paper above in warm browns and

greens.

The living-room, which opens from the

hall, is thirteen feet wide by nineteen feet

long. The finish here is birch stained a

rich mahogany brown. The paper is a

richly figured green and the ceiling is

tinted in water color in a yellow tone.

The mantel here is quaint in pattern and

has panels of sawed overlay closely re-

sembling carving. At one end of the

room the windows are recessed from the

brackets, and below this the burlap has

been stained to match the dark oak finish,

while above a tapestry paper in old blues

has been used. The floors in these rooms

and hall are of quartered oak. Care has

been taken to obtain an ample china

closet, with well arranged cases for china,

and plenty of drawers and cupboard

space.

The kitchen and pantry, with large

entry, are all finished in hard pine with

painted walls. The back stairs allow the

maids to reach the third floor without dis-

turbing the rest of the house. The cellar

is light and airy, containing a large laun-

dry, with an entrance at grade to the

laundry yard. There is a brick store-

room, furnace-room, and ample space for

coal and wood. The second floor has four

family bed-rooms, and a large bath-room,

plenty of closet room, linen closets, etc.
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A Unique Club House for

Girls and Boys
By Mrs. Nixson Hopkins

/

A UNIQUE CLUB HOUSE FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

|HK widening of several streets on

the edge of a western city made
it necessary to take up a good

many feet of cement sidewalk.

In so doing the walks were broken into

pieces, which were practically uniform in

size. This material was piled along the

street and offered free to any one who
would haul it away. In fact it was

placarded to that effect.

A clever woman passing that way con-

ceived the idea of using these pieces of

broken cement as building material and

straightway had it taken to her own
premises. Further, she secured the trees

that were cut down when the streets were

widened.

Out of this combined material she

planned a club house for her girls and

boys. It consists of a large living room

with a good sized fireplace, a kitchen-

ette and a little dressing room.

The broken cement of the exterior is

put together with cement of the same col-

or that is natural. All of the window
and door casings are made of the limbs of

the trees, cut in half with the flat surface

against the house. And just off the mi-in

room, looking toward the tennis court,

are two rustic balconies. Besides a per-
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THE MAIN ROOM.

gola across the front of the house, there

is one running along the whole length of

the south side.

The roof is tile and the chimney is

brick. There is a fireplace on the outside

as well as inside the building. The out-

side one was designed for use in connec-

tion with the tennis court, which is situ-

ated to the right of the club house.

On several festal occasions the court

has been enclosed with canvas and a big
fire made in this exterior fire place, with

charming effect. Even as late as Christ-

mas one year, the court was enclosed and

two hundred poor children were enter-

tained here with a Christmas tree.

A wall running along the side of the

court on one side, merges with the wall of

the house. You enter the club house

from the garden, going under the pergola
which in time will be covered with grape
vines.

Inside, the rooms are roughly plastered

with the same rustic finish for doors and

windows that was used outside.

The fireplace is of stone with a log for

mantel shelf, supported on each end by
two more logs.

There are hardwood floors, and the fur-

nishings are in keeping with the general
character of the house. Indian rugs were

used for the floor of the main room, coarse

hangings for the windows, with chairs,

seats, etc., of wicker and mission furni-

ture.

A large rustic table in the center of the

room serves as a dining table when the

girls and boys are entertaining. The kit-

chenette and dressing room depart from

the text of the house somewhat as the

woodwork here is enameled white.

The club house is not only very attrac-

tive, but offers a suggestion for the use

of otherwise useless material.
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Windows and Window Seats

By Mabel Tukc Priestman

GOOD EFFECT OF SEAT EXTENDING FROM ONE WINDOW TO ANOTHER WITH SHELVING
ABOVE IN THE CORNER.

I

HE window seat is an excellent

opportunity for introducing a

decorative and convenient feature

into a room, especially when it is

successfully incorporated with the archi-

tectural lines of the house, but it is of

very great importance to take into care-

ful consideration the placing of window
seats when the plans of a house are being
made, as their success depends a good
deal on their construction.

Perhaps the most suitable room for a

window seat is the living-room; it seems

to give an inviting and cosy appearance
to the interior, and a suggestion of in-

formality that makes itself felt. The

lining-room, too, has a claim, for, on

occasions when the dining-r. ...m is being
used for a tea, the extra seating room is

invaluable; then the seat can always be

utilized for a display of blooming house

plants and bulbs, for in a room where the
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COZY EFFECT GIVEN BY CORNER WINDOW SEAT.

WHERE SPACE BENEATH IS UTILIZED FOR BOOKS.
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family gather- at lea>t three time- a <i

window pageant -ccm- particularly :i]>

propriate. Bulbs arc ine.\pcn-i\c ami

easy to grow, and from the appearan<

the lir>t bud until they finish blooming

are a source of interest and beauty, liulb-

should be Carted in the cellar, kept in a

cool, dark place and watered tun to three

tiling.- awa\ . and \vind>\\ -rat- are often

handy places for this purpi-e. BO it -eems

advisable to have them made like a box.

\ window -eat is the most decorative

when it is placed under one window and

allowed to turn the corner and extend to

another window; one of the illustration-

i- a -ood example of this; the design of

PRETTY WINDOW TREATMENT ON STAIR LANDING : SCRIM STENCILED IN RED AND GREEN FLOWER DESIGN.

times a week; in about six weeks they
should be relieved of their cover and al-

lowed to develop their roots in the cellar

for a few weeks, when they will be ready
for bringing into the light.

When planning for window seats do

not have them too high or too narrow,

and as they usually have a mattress-seat,

allowance must be made for the addition-

al height which this will give. M<>-t

houses have not enough room for stowing

the settle ends adds greatly to its appear-

ance with the wood-work running up
against the wall, and the shelving above

for books is unique. It was designed by
the mistress of the house and made by a

carpenter at a summer watering place.

The curtains, too, were made by the own-
er of the cottage ; they are only flowered

cheesecloth, but are exactly suited to the

simple furnishing of this living-room ; a

valance is always an improvement to the
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treatment of a window of this kind, and

the plain cover of the window sets off the

pillows in a way that no figured material

could have done.

Sometimes a window seat effect can be

given by a divan extending from the cor-

ner of the room and beneath the window ;

one of the illustrations shows how this

can be accomplished. The same chintz is

used for curtains as for the box couch,

bringing them into close relationship,

thus making an attractive corner and a

simple and effective window treatment at

a purely nominal cost, for the chintz was

only an eighteen-cent domestic one and

the couch and curtains were made at

home. In a bedroom there is always a

scarcity of chairs and extra seating room
is worth planning for, especially when it

can be combined with a roomy receptacle
for clothes.

It often happens that instead of a win-

dow seat, the space beneath the window
can be used to better advantage if shelv-

ing is put there for books ; sometimes a

bookcase beginning at the corner of the

room can be dropped when it reaches the

window, allowing for three shelves below

the sill and five between the wall.

How often we find the outside appear-
ance of a house has been marred by a

careless window treatment
;
there are so

many considerations to be taken into ac-

count that it is not surprising that this

sometimes happens, and it is well when

choosing an architect to decide on one

who has achieved a reputation for good
window designs and thoughtful placing.

A Bit of Spain Among the California

Foot-Hills

Home of Mrs. J. F. Fargo, Hollywood, Cal.

PAIN has furnished a large slice

of inspiration for our architects.

There are pseudo -- Spanish
houses without number in Cali-

fornia. Few, however, express the real

"feeling," as we so glibly say, of the

Moorish type in Spain in a more marked

degree than this home located among the

foothills of the San Bernardino range,
near Hollywood in California. True,
one looks in vain for the rugged wildness

that would be the inevitable setting for

those square Moorish towers and arched

loggias in Spain, for the dark groves of

ragged cedar and cypress, and the gloomy
shade of Manzanita thickets. For

though such a setting could be readily

duplicated in the San Bernardino, close at

hand, the immediate surroundings are

more pastoral and practical, while a two-

million dollar hotel soon to be erected on

the Mount of Olives nearby will still

further dispel the charm which attaches

to the style itself.

It seems a pity, for the house itself

breathes romance in every line. It takes

no great stretch of imagination to fancy
the sweet song of the bulbul in the rose

thickets, or the scarlet gleam of pome-

granites among the acacias and the palms.
Could anything be more alluring than

the overhanging of the small square tower

on the right with its conical capping of

red tile. Surely, Fatima's chamber is

there and from the latticed windows she

is striving to see the dust-cloud of her

brother's horses. And the quaintly hood-

ed entrance with its charm of broad

plain plaster above. It opens upon a

stone flagged terrace with enclosing rail-
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DETAIL OF MAIN ENTRANCE.

11114 <>f screen wood, ami t'nmi this terrace

i.nc step- up t\\" -teps upon the higher

le\el of the main porch or loggia, with it-

arcade of Moorish aivlu--. r.>i- hung and

vine wreathed. The arches are repeated

in the loggia of the second story, with

circular, latticed opening*, above, which
form the windows of the low-ceiled room.

l'i feet >quare, high up in the tower. The
second story loggia has been screened for

a sleeping porch, and what more charm-

ing chamber could be, than these r-.-e

hung arches overlooking the wealth of

-hrubs and palms and flowering plants,

many of them very rare, in the grounds
below. The pure white of the La Marque
rose twines among the rich garlands of

the golden Reve d'Or, hanging in grace-

ful clusters and wreathing the walls of

cream colored cement, while the dark

green of Knglish ivy lends its strengthen-

ing note to the red-tiled roof above. The
balustrades and trim of the openings are

a rich green.

THE OVER-HANG OF THE QUAINT SMALL TOWER ON THE RIGHT.
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HAS THE FLAVOR OF OLD CASTILIAN CHARM.

The entrance door opens straight into

the heart of the house, the big living room
40x22 feet, extending the full length of the

house. Here is a hooded fireplace, and,

the stairs ascending in the rear. From
the dining-room back of the living-room,
a pergola leads from French doors, turn-

ing at right angles and running to the

garage, a distance of 50 feet. Over the

pergola, the soft lavender of the Wisteria

is interlaced with creamy clematis and

the brilliant orange of the Bignonia in a

lovely riot of color. A large rose garden
filled with many choice varieties, adjoins

the pergola. The sweet scented honey-
suckle over the rear door fills the air with

the fragrance of its straw-colored flowers.

As we wander among all these charms,
we feel inclined to forgive the absence of

a true Spanish setting for this bit of

Moorish architecture, which despite the

lack of wild and rugged scenery, has still

the flavor of old Castilian charm. THE PERGOLA LEADING TO GARAGE.
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TUPiiiu

SMALL HOUSE

EDITOR'S NOTB. In these days when the cost of building has. after the manner of all th other costs of Hvimr
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption-"The Small House" will run through the year in KxiTH I

A House for Two Families

By Nelson Parmelee

RCHITECTURE is at its best

when it properly adorns and

meets the exigencies of condi-

tions as they exist. Here is a

case in point. Oak Park, a suburb of

Chicago, is particularly a home commu-

nity. Lying close to the city, with fine

transportation, the village (20,000 or

more inhabitants) is a tempting field for

apartment buildings. Hut apartments
are flats in Oak Park, and the municipal-

ity discourages them. Apartments do

spoil the community spirit. You know
less about your neighbor in a flat than in

the house next door.

Furthermore, a stone or brick front,

flat roofed apartment building is not good
architecture when placed in a street and

neighborhood of residences mostly of

frame construction.

Hence, there has been developed in this

suburb a type of apartment building of

which the accompanying cut and plans
present a typical example. And these

plans which give the second floor to one

family and the first floor to another will

no doubt interest a great many of the

smaller towns where building is to be

done as an investment, purely for rental.

The plans are self explanatory, but at-

tention is called to the two rooms in the

front with the entrance hall between, an

unusual arrangement for this class of

building and much less formal than usual.

The small front room is in this building

used as a library, but may be used as an

additional or emergency bed room.

The architect also calls attention to the

separate entrances, affording absolute

privacy and making each tenant respon-
sible for the care of the stairs, walks and

entrances. This every renter and owner
will appreciate.

As shown, the rear stairs extend from

the basement to attic. The entire base-

ment is excavated and ample room is af-

forded for a laundry and drying room,

two vegetable rooms, and one hot water

heating plant with necessary coal and ash

room. A toilet room is also provided for

the convenience of the laundress, or per-

sons at work in the yard.
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The attic is floored throughout. Two
servants' rooms are installed in the rear,

with a bath room conveniently opening
from a rear hall. A large, well lighted

and well ventilated store room is parti-

tioned off for each apartment.
The library, hall, living room and din-

ing room on each floor are trimmed in

and entrance floors are of tile and all

other places are of red oak, waxed and

polished.

Needless to state, the plumbing
throughout is of the most modern type
and hot water is provided from a small

tank heater in the basement.

Mr. Roberts, the architect, has made a

A HOUSE FOR TWO FAMILIES.

red oak and enriched with cornice effects

in the library, hall and living room, and

a beamed ceiling, buffet, and paneled side

wall in the dining room. All of the wood-
work mentioned is stained with dark oil

stains and finished with one coat of paraf-

fine wax rubbed in and polished.

The remainder of each apartment is

trimmed in unselected birch, stained and

varnished in the kitchen and its acces-

sories and enameled in bedroom and bath

room. The floors in the kitchen, pantry
and rear hall are of white maple; the bath

special study of suburban work and has

specialized in the development of cement

plaster as a material for exterior work
and ornamentation, and in later examples
has used cement ornaments with very

pleasing results.

Itemized Cost of House for Two Families

Mason work, including cement

floors and walks $693.00

Carpenter work, including lum-

ber, mill work and sheet metal

work 4,015.00
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. . Aoicrfa. ArthHecl

Oak Park. It.

SECOND FLOOR

Plumbing 586.00 Electric light fixtures 153.17

Lathing and plastering (interior Grading and landscape garden-
and exterior) 953.50 ing 1 15.00

Painting, glazing and finishing. . 387.00 Architect's fee (lO^o) 781.76

Conduit electrical work 140.00

Hot water heat 715.00 Total $8,539.13
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Home Grounds

and Gardens
' '

/ beseech you, forget not to informe yourselfe at diligently
as maybe, in things thai belong to gardening.

John Evelyn, 17th Century.

The Apple Tree for Small Grounds

By Charles A. Green

AM the friend and supporter of

every fruit that grows. I can see

in every variety of small or large
fruit something particularly de-

sirable for the season when it ripens, but

if asked to name one fruit more valuable

than another I should feel compelled to

name the apple.

The apple is a northern fruit. In fact

the strawberry, raspberry, currant, goose-

berry and pear are all northern fjuits.

They do not succeed as well in the south

as in the north. But the apple is par-

ticularly a northern fruit, and yet in se-

lecting the varieties of the apple for sec-

tions north of Rochester, N. Y., the ques-
tion of varieties should be considered.

No fruit has been longer used for food

than the apple. No fruit has been known
in song and story longer than the apple.

Charred apples have been found beneath

dwelling places of races long since ex-

tinct, dating farther back than history

goes.

I am asked to give a list of the va-

rieties of apples which a man may suc-

cessfully plant on a small place of from

one to ten acres. I find great pleasure in

having upon my place one tree each of a

large number of varieties. In this way only
can I become familiar with many varie-

ties, their peculiar growth and produc-
tiveness. Some of these varieties are a

disappointment to me. They have been

highly recommended for other states and

territories but they do not succeed very

well with me, teaching that with apples

as with many other fruits there are spe-

cial localities where certain varieties

thrive better than elsewhere. Thus while

the Jonathan in Missouri and many other

sections of the middle west is one of the

great apples of commerce, with me it is

insignificant in size and lacking in color.
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The Rome Beauty, while fair in >i/e, with

me does not get the fine color which it

secures in the west. Ben Davis in nn

Rochester orchard cannot compare with

those grown in Mi--<>uri in -i/e, growth
and quality.

On the other hand, varieties fmm the

northwest introduced by Peter M. Gid-

which produces 1,200 varieties of apple-,

there being a graft of different varieties

on almost every twig and 1 .ranch.

1 am asked to state how lonj^ it would

be before these apple trees would bear

fruit. Some of them might hear fruit the

first year planted. I have seen the Duch-

ree bear in the mu>erv, the tree not

FOUR-YEAR OLD BALDWIN APPLE TREE.

deon, of Minnesota, of which I had not

expected much, have done wonderfully
well in my orchard, and have astonished

all beholders with size, beauty and pro-

ductiveness.

The redrafting of apple trees is an in-

teresting pastime. Charles Downing had
one tree which bore fifty varieties of

apples through grafting. My friend, Lu-
ther Burbank, who is nothing if not be-

yond the ordinary, has an apple tree

being over six feet high, bearing from six

to ten beautiful apples. Bismarck and

Yellow Transparent bear fruit early.

Other varieties might come into bearing
in five or six years, while others, like the

Spy, might not come into bearing under

twenty years after planting.

While I would select a soil composed
of clay, sand and gravel for an apple
orchard if I had my choice. I have found

the apple succeeding on almost every fer-
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tile soil, including that very sandy. More

important than the character of the soil is

the site or location. I would pay twice

the price for an orchard located within

three to six miles of a big lake, like Lake

Ontario, than for an orchard twelve miles

distant from such a lake, knowing that

the influence of a large body of water

would be helpful. I would pay twice the

price for an apple orchard situated on a

hillside or hilltop than for an orchard sit-

uated in the valley or lowlands.

But where you have only a small plot

of land you need not inquire into its

adaptability. Go ahead and plant it, mak-

ing the soil rich enough to bear a good
crop of corn, potatoes or wheat. If the

soil is naturally wet, put in a tile drain

between the rows. If the tile are set di-

rectly under the trees the roots will be

apt to clog them.

A little pruning should be given each

apple tree each year. Severe cutting

away of large boughs is injurious, and
never occurs with the skillful orchardist.

Train the heads of apple trees low. It

makes easier picking of fruit, easier

spraying and pruning.

The Chimney Corner

By Edw. A. Jackson

HEN mantels are composed en-

tirely of brick or tile, it is desir-

able to have some metal work to

ornament and to protect the fac-

ing. For this use, nothing is so success-

ful or so useful as an ornamental hood.

Metal brackets, chandeliers and metal

ornaments applied to the face and edges
of the chimneys often add to the beauty
of the mantels but none of these seem to

be quite as pleasing as a metal hood,

which comes down over the fireplace

opening some six to eight inches and

which runs up over the top and sides so

as to give a graceful contour against the

facings. Most architectural ornaments

originated from some structural neces-

sity, and the decorative hood has its in-

spiration in the fireplace of earlier days,

when the hoods were absolutely needed

to collect the smoke and to help the draft

up the chimney.
In the primitive house, the fire was

built in the center of the room, and this

bonfire blazed or smoked at its own
sweet pleasure, the smoke and much of

the heat escaping through a hole in the

room. Later, the fire was built against a

wall, and the smoke crept up the side of

the room to an opening near the rafters.

But of course much of the gas and soot

covered all the walls and ceiling.

A hood was then designed to hang over

the fireplace, this being supported by
brackets, or in some cases by columns.

This hood was usually of stone, and was
of such a height and projection that a

group of men could stand around the fire,

beneath the hood itself.

This style of fireplace can still be seen

in the existing European castles built in

the fifteenth century.

The chimney was developed in the fol-

lowing centuries, so that the hood was

not so necessary. By chimney is meant

the tube or flue that runs from the fire-

place to the top of the house, as compared
with the previous plan of merely letting

the smoke escape through a hole in the

wall or ceiling.

The construction of the chimney con-

fined the smoke, secured a strong upward
current or "draft," and the fireplace was

gradually made smaller, and the hood
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ceased to be nece--ar\. Xi.w tin- tendem-\

is swinging the other way, and the de-

mand for large open tin-places makes

essary and appropriate the use of hoods,

with all their possibilities for decoration.

To the one who has a smoky fireplace

because of faulty construction, a hood i-

the simplest, though not always the he-t

remedy. If the fireplace flue is too small

for the fireplace opening, the hood i

the beauty of the fire as the blaze and

sparks pass into the throat.

While the firelight i> cut off by the

metal hood, there is little heat lost, as the

\\armth is quickly radiated by the metal

into the room. In fact, the modern l-'.n--

lish houses frequently have metal hoods

running from fireplace up to the top of

the mantle, so that the heat from the fire

and smoke will be sent into the room and

THE HOODED FIREPLACE-PRACTICAL AND ORNAMENTAL.

beneficial, as it reduces the size of the

fireplace and brings it into proportion to

the flue.

A safe rule is to have the cross section

of the smoke flue one-twelfth the area of

the fireplace opening. Less flue than this

will sometimes answer if the chimney is

straight and the flue is lined and is there-

fore smooth.

When the fireplace smokes, one can

easily test as to the efficiency of the hood

by trying a plain piece of tin, or wood or

cardboard at the top of the fireplace. Try
the smallest size that will keep in the

smoke as, of course, this shield cuts off

not lost up the chimney. This idea of

saving heat from the smoke, by means of

the metal hood can well be developed so

that the warmth saved will be used to

heat a room on the floor above.

When the draft is fairly good, and the

fire smokes only at the start before the

chimney is warmed, usually a blower, a

large flat piece of sheet iron, raised say
six inches from the floor by iron feet but

otherwise fitting the fireplace snugly on

all sides, will correct the draft so that a

permanent hood will not be needed. Or
the hood itself can be made so as to hang
in place only when it may be needed.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Design No.

B 378 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN, Minneapolis. Minn.

B 379 JAMES M. CONVERSE, San Antonio. Texas
B 380 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis

B 384 E. B. RUST.

Design B-378.

HIS design was built in Vir-

ginia about two years ago and

shows a modification of the Dutch

Colonial style. It is frame con-

struction with concrete foundation. The
roof and upper section are of shingles,

the first story walls may be of shingle,

siding or cement plaster as the builder

prefers. The porch cornice is extended

to form a belt course around the exterior,

and together with the slant of the second

story walls, is a pleasing part of the de-

sign.

The floor plan shows an interesting

departure from the usual placement of the

dining room, which here adjoins the re-

ception hall in front, with the pantry lo-

cated at the side instead of between kitch-

en and dining room, as commonly seen.

Space in front of the pantry is worked
into an attractive little flower alcove,

equipped with bench and shelf. The side-

board opens through into the pantry very

conveniently. The placing of the stair-

case allows a fine front hall which is

really another room. The small front

chamber on the second floor could be di-

vided into a sewing room and another

bath, if desired.

Oak is the finish of the first floor and

birch the second, with hardwood floors

throughout. There is the usual basement

with hot water heat equipment. The cost

of the house as built was about $6,000.

Design B-379.

This plaster cottage is designed prin-

cipally for use in a warm climate and the

Design No.

B 381 F. V. FREMMER, Cedar Rapids. Iowa
B 382 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio
B 383 CHAS. S. SEDGW1CK. Minneapolis. Minn.

Los Angeles, Cat.

construction is adapted to such use. The

design is for a frame house, using shiplap,

building paper, metal lath and cement

plaster on the exterior, with shiplap, can-

vas and paper on the interior. The roof is

of shingle dipped in creosote stain. The
wood window frames are stained, also the

wood bars of the outside screen, divided

in the center as shown. The front porch
and the pergola have cement floors. A
slight Spanish feeling is given by the

front entrance and the arched openings

upon the balcony. The general dimen-

sions have been kept as small as possible

and yet secure a floor plan roomy and con-

venient. Both living and dining rooms

are of good size, with entrance from the

hall secured to both bedrooms and bath.

Very comfortable rooms may be finished

in the attic with storage space. Or the

extra space could be fitted into an ideal

billiard room with but slight cost. It

opens upon a roofed balcony with open
sides. Built-in dressers are featured in

both bedrooms with built-in buffet in din-

ing room and china cases in kitchen.

Design B-380.

\Ye here show a very handsome cement

plaster exterior with unusually well ar-

ranged floor plan. As built in Illinois the

construction was brick veneer for the first

story and cement plaster in the second

with half timbered panels in the gables.

The half timber work forms part of the

window treatment and is a very pleasing
feature of the design. The broad, sub-

stantial porch with its arched balustrade

and the handsome chimney of quoined
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brick add distinction to the exteri. -r.

Many desirable features are included in

the interior plan, which provides a bath

on the first floor adjoining tin- lil>:

which could be u>ed as a bedroom if de-

sired. Here we have again the dining

room placed on the front, an arrangement
now becoming popular. The five cham-

bers on the second floor are of good size,

with good provision made in each for

placing the bed.

The house has full basement with con-

crete walls and a grade entrance. Hot
water heat is provided, and there is good

storage space in the attic.

The finish of the first floor is intended

to be oak or birch with oak floor, second

floor pine or poplar, painted or stained.

The dimensions are : width, 39 feet ; depth,
37 feet 6 inches. Basement height, 7 feet

6 inches. First story, 9 feet 6 inches.

Second story, 8 feet 3 inches.

Approximate cost, $5,200.

Design B-381.

This house, in semi-bungalow design,
was built in Cedar Rapids, la., at a cost of

$5,000. There is a full basement under

the whole house with heating plant. The
floor plan is quite comprehensive, includ-

ing a bedroom on the first floor, with

three chambers and a sleeping porch
above.

The exterior is rendered interesting by
the four-foot projection of the upper story

all around, to balance the slant from grade
of the basement walls.

Design B-382.

A very good treatment of a design for

a two-family house, giving the appearance
of a single dwelling. The grouping of the

windows in the bay and gables and the

details of the trim give it interest.

The arrangement of the floor plan in

first and second stories is practically the

same, except the bay on first floor living

room, which is offset by a large alcove

from second floor living room. The bed-

room and bath arrangement is good, they

being secluded M<>m the other portions of

the apartment-.
There are separate heating plants, with

good attic and basement space. Thi>

li.'iisc can he built for between $3,500 and

$4.500.

Design B-383.

The type of building which we are il-

lu-trating is a residence designed for a

Canadian city. The exterior is carried up
with brick to the line of window sills and

above this point it is finished in cement

stucco.

The total width of this house is 56 feet

8 inches and total depth 34 feet 8 inches.

It is estimated to build this house for

$10,000. There is a broad terrace across

the front with tile floor and a central

porte-cochere entrance.

The arrangement of the room and the

general plan throughout is unique At

the right of the central hall is a large liv-

ing room 14 feet 6 inches by 33 feet, with

broad fireplace in the center, the chimney

projected and showing on the outside. At

the left of the hall is the dining room con-

necting through a spacious pantry with

the kitchen in the rear, also connecting
with a large screened piazza at the rear

that is 16 feet by 17 feet. Above this

piazza is a glazed sleeping porch connect-

ing with the second story chambers, and

below the piazza is a garage, entered from

the rear.

Design B384.

California is the home of the bungalow,
and this design was built in the outskirts

of Pasadena. An attractive use has been

made of clinker brick for the lower half

of the porch columns and the chimney
in the rear. Attention to detail, has giv-

en interest to the exterior, such as the

broad, single panel of the front door, with

its wrought iron straps for the hinge

plates and the novel, cresent shaped glass

above. The continuous flower box under

the hood in roof is a happy device for

breaking up its great length.
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A. C. Clausen, Architect.

DESIGN B 378

A House in Semi-Dutch Colonial

J
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June* M. Convert*. Architect.

DESIGN B 379

Plaster Cottage Designed for Southern

Climate
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DESIGN B 380

A Cement Exterior of Handsome

Appearance

SECOND FLOOR PLAN.
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F. V. Fremmer. Architect.

DESIGN B 381

Design in Semi-Bungalow Style
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John Henry Newson, Architect.

DESIGN B 382

Design for a Two-Family House
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OMM. S. Sedcwick. Architect.

DESIGN B 383

An English Villa
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E. B. Rust, Architect.

DESIGN B 384

An Attractive Bungalow Design
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Conducted by ELEANOR ALLISON CUMMINS. Decorator. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Holding Your Rooms Together.

HE fashion of having all the

rooms of the first floor of a

house so connected that for dec-

orative purposes they are prac-

tically one. is a modern one and essen-

tially an American one. With such a

floor arrangement, the problem is how
to hold the rooms together by the choice
of a color scheme in which no room shall

be inharmonious with the others. The
best way to do this is by the choice of

the same neutral tint for all the walls of

the first floor, having it sufficiently warm
in tone for the rooms which have no di-

rect sunshine, using it in the upper halls

as well, reserving positive colors for the
bedrooms which are isolated by doors.
Of these neutral tints there is quite a

choice. There is an extensive range of

golden browns, and there is nothing
more satisfactory, as they combine ad-

mirably with almost everything except
the violet shades. A golden brown with
the merest suggestion of green is espe-

cially good. Then there are tan colors,

yellow rather than reddish, and that tone
between gray and brown which is called

coachman's drab. A dark shade of this

applied to a rough wall, or in a rough
surfaced paper, is one of the best pos-
sible backgrounds for prints and some
sorts of bric-a-brac.

One speaks, from force of habit, of the

importance of warm tones, but we are

beginning to understand that there is

beauty in cool tones, that the north room
in cool grays and blues may have a deli-

cate and distinctive charm. This being
the case, there is no reason why the
small house should not have the benefit
of the light gray walls, which add so
much to apparent size.

But. whether gray, brown or tan, a
series of connecting rooms should be in

practically the same tone of color, so
that the eye is not distracted by abrupt
changes. Then each room can have its

secondary color scheme, in which some
one of the positive colors finds a place.

If with neutral walls and uniform
woodwork elsewhere the plan for your
house embraces a more or less formal

drawing room, with white woodwork
and walls and furnishings in delicate col-

ors, something must be done to soften

the sharp contrast. This is most easily
done with portieres, either double faced
or in pairs, and hanging from a pole set

just below the door frame. As a matter
of fact the formal drawing room is best

adapted to the house in which the rooms
are definitely separated by doors, and is

always a little out of place in the other
sort of house.

The Arrangement of Furniture in Ad-

joining Rooms.

Too many people arrange furniture

only with reference to the room in which
it is placed, without thinking of its ap-

pearance from the next room, which is a

loss to both rooms. It does not matter
so much when the connection is by a

single door, but is of great importance
in the double parlors separated by slid-

ing doors so common in city houses.

With these rooms it is desirable to dif-

ferentiate them as much as possible.

They are more easily managed when of

the same size and nearly square. Then
one room can focus around a central

table, in the other the furniture be ar-

ranged around the walls. But never du-

plicate center tables in adjoining rooms.
Too often the front room is abnor-
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BIG NEW BUILDERS'
CATALOG-FREE

Order All Millwork Staples and Specialties
Direct from Gordon-Van Tine Co. Save 50%

The great new Building Material Catalog we have just issued fairly bulges with

bargains for carpenters and contractors.

Over 5,000 money-saving offers on staple items in Millwork and specially designed
styles, meeting every possible requirement of the builder.

Over 152 solid pages, each packed with high grade materials at prices that defy
competition.
We guarantee highest quality, prompt shipment, safe delivery and satisfaction or

agree to refund every dollar and pay the freight both ways. Write for your catalog

today and save 50 per cent.

Where Can You Beat These Prices on Staple
Items of Building Material?

White Pine Doors 2 ft.-8 in. x 6 ft.-8 in. 1% 4 panel
Strktly "A" Quality, each $1.79.

Yellow Pine Doors 2 ft.-8 in. x 6 ft.-8 in. 1% 5 panel
Strictly "A" Quality, each $1.95.

Windows 4 Its. 1% glazed 10 x 22 SS-each 72c.

Windows-2 Its.-1% glazed-16 x 22 SS-each 63c.

Storm Sash 2 lts.-lV& glazed 16 x 22 SS-each 65c.

Storm Doors. Glazed and Painted, 2-8% x 6-9 1>*. each
$1.71.

Yellow Pine Base Moulding, size 13-16 x ZV- in. per 100
lineal feet, 83c.

Lattice, per 100 lineal feet, 30c.

Yellow Pine Cove Moulding, per 100 lineal feet, 30c.

Outside Window Frames complete, for 10 x 202 It.,

each $1.18.

Why Pay the Planing Mills to Make What We
Carry as Regular Stock?

We offer at a mere fraction of usual "made-to-order" prices an immense variety of new style,

specially designed Doors and Windows, Casement Sash, Stair and Porch Material, China Buffets,

Mantels, Grilles, Consoles, Colonnades, French Windows, Doors, etc., etc.

Why not use our immense facilities, get all your "Special" material at regular "stock" prices,
save money and prevent exasperating delays?

Get the Big Catalog! Put Our Prices, Quality
and Service to the Test!

More than 100,000 splendid homes have been built from our Millwork and Building Material.

Every item in all these buildings was ordered direct from the Catalog. Hundreds of the most

prosperous and progressive Carpenters and Contractors in the United States buy exclusively from us.

The saving to our customers is over a million dollars a year.
Let our catalog help swell your bank account. Write for it NOW.

GORDON-VAN TINE CO., 631 Federal St., Davenport, Iowa
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mally long. The salvation of such a

room is a grand piano with its keyboard
to the windows and tilling the best part
of the front half of the room. Then a

small couch or a group of chairs can IK-

placed in the angle of the piano and the

remainder of the room is practically re-

duced to a square. If a sofa is placed
in such a room it should be set at an

angle with the wall and not repeat the

long line of the piano. Far better rele-

gate it to the rear room and have in its

place one of the high backed, winged
arm chairs and a short settee on the

Chippendale order.

Furniture of Varying Heights.

You can never furnish a room effec-

tively with pieces of nearly uniform

height. Even tables should vary in ele-

vation. You want one height for writ-

ing, another for bric-a-brac, still another
for the small table which holds a lamp
at the head of a couch, and the greater
the variety the pleasanter the impression.
A tall cabinet of some sort does wonders
for a room. After many years, the writ-
er recalls with pleasure an extremely
simple room, with little in it but low
bookcases and a few chairs, with a tall

mahogany secretary between two win-
dows, with some good china behind its

glass doors and a vase of pink cosmos

standing on its dropped flap. No mod-
ern desk is half so comfortable or con-

venient, or has half the charm of the old-

fashioned secretary, and a very good one

may be had for no great sum if one
knows where to look and understands
the resources of the man who "does
over" old furniture.

The Value of Heavy Curtains.

People always say that lace curtains
"furnish so." Perhaps, but they are not
in it with heavy curtains, hanging
straight to the floor, with or without a

valance. When the woodwork of a room
is of poor design, the heavy curtain di>-

guises it effectively. When it is good in

style and color a well hung curtain will

set it off cleverly. You can tone up a

negative looking room wonderfully with
curtains of plain color in one of the tones
of the carpet or of the furniture cover-

ing. Many of the furniture tapestric-

and hnnadcs seem a little conspicuous
for their original purpose, but are most
effective for hangings. So, too, with

many of the cretonnes and printed lin-

i-n-. Expense is another factor, as not

very much material is required for a

straight hanging well pushed back.
The making of a heavy curtain at

home is a distinct saving, as you will

discover by figuring out the items of

the upholsterer's estimate. Little skill

is required beyond careful measurements
and getting exact right angles at the cor-

ners. As for the workmanship it is easy
to improve on the upholsterer, who does

everything by machine and never presses
edges. A detail which improves the look
of the curtain is attaching it to the rings
by small sewed on "drapery hooks" in-

stead of safetypins. Never pleat a cur-
tain before attaching it to the rings.

In choosing patterned curtains, care
must be taken to have them either less

or more striking than the other figured
material in the room. If the pattern of
the curtain is large, the furniture cover-

ings and carpet should be either plain
or nearly so. On the other hand, cur-
tains of block printed chintz require the
foil of strong color and bold design else-

where in the room.
Some of the best looking curtains are

made by choosing a plain fabric and bor-

dering it with the stripes of a printed
one, or else using the tapestry or cre-

tonne borders, which are finished on
either edge. For such curtains, in any
but very fine houses, heavy, double width
colored linens are admirable, with the

border set directly on the edge, and a

finish of an openwork gimp. Their cost

is from seventy-five cents to a dollar

and a quarter a yard, and one width is

enough for the two halves of the curtain.

Block Printed Furnishings.

Block printing is as easily done as

stenciling, and its effect in detail is much
better, as the spaces of the design are

so much smaller. It is eminently satis-

factory for small articles, cushion cov-

ers, borders and short curtains. The
various raw silk fabrics, pongee, tussah,

rajah and other Oriental silks are ex-

cellent grounds, and it is greatly im-

proved by a run outline of silk surround-
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Finish Your Home In White

ENAMEL

WHEN
you build or decorate, tell your painter and archi-

tect that you want Vitralite, The Long-Life White Enamel
used in your house. It will give a smooth, porcelain-

like gloss without laps or brush marks. It is water-proof
-

on wood, metal or plaster old or new work inside or outside.

Vitralite is pure white and stays white "61" Floor Varnish is heel-proof,
will not crack. It costs no more mar-proof and water-proof. Send for

than inferior enamels, as it is so easy
to apply, and covers so much surface.

Write for the two
Free Booklets on Vitralite and
Decorative Interior Finishing

also sample panel finished with Vitralite.

They will interest you and demonstrate

the superior qualities of Vitralite.

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert-Inc.. 121 Tonawanda Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
In Canada, 65 Courtwright Street, Bridgeburg, Ontario.

Free Booklet on Floor Finishing
and Sample Panel

finished with "61" and test it. You
may dent the wood but the varnish

won' t crack. Pratt & Lambert Varnish
Products are used by painters, specified

by architects and sold by paint and
hardware dealers everywhere.

D
FIOORVARNISH

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
ESTABLISHED 63 YEARS '"."i/*".

8
.?;"
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ing the forms of the design. A single

design can be varied almost endlessly

by "the use of different combinations of

color for the printing and by the choice

of the outlining thread. A Mudy of the

French block printed chintzes will give
one good ideas for combinations "i color.

Doors, Open or Closed.

Most rooms have more doors than they
need, and even when they are conven-

iently located and good looking they arc-

something of a problem.

When a door is kept closed all the

time it is easy enough to treat it as a

part of the wall space and hang pictures
or draperies against it. The writer re-

calls a door between the end of a grand
piano and a low bureau, with elaborate

brasses, used for holding music. At the

top of the door hangs a good-sized print
framed in much the same tone as the
door. Below this is a square of Oriental

embroidery in dull blues and pinks and

golden brown whose lower edge meets
the top of a large architectural photo-
graph standing on the floor. The ar-

rangement is admirable in color and

gives interest to an otherwise dull corner.

The closed door, which must be opened
occasionally, is a good place for the dis-

play of some fine Oriental rug, of small

size, which seems a little too delicate for

the floor, or for one of the bits of em-

broidery or tapestry which the European
traveler is apt to bring home. A wrought
brass tray, or one of the South Kensing-
ton reproductions of old brasses or silver

is a good thing to hang against a door,

as is one of the big copper trays that the

IX L ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

"ThRne.t Milled

Flooring in the World"

One important feature is

'.- the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air (oning
and kiln dryinjr ba* stood
the tct for thirty year*.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Addres*

Wiicontin Land & Lumber Co.

Mrrmaniville. Mich.

devotee <-i An* and Crafts delight- in.

None of tlic-e things interfere with the

opening of the door in case of need.

When a door is kept open permanent-
ly there seems to be no good reason why
it should not be treated as a part of the

structure of the room and furniture be
set against it. At the present moment
the writer faces a large single door which
has been adjusted at such an angle that

it screens the light from the head of a

nearby couch. Standing against it is a

small mahogany table with drawers and
leaves, on which are an Oriental cabinet
of inlaid wood, a kaga candlestick in red
and gold and a vase of the same ware,

generally filled with scarlet and white
flowers. On the floor at one side of the
table is a Japanese jar in red and blue
and on the upper part of the door hangs a

photograph in brown tones of one of

Rembrandt's heads. The whole effect is

extremely good.

This door is stained a brown tone.

Against a white painted door stands a

round mahogany card table, with its half

raised and resting against the door. Here
are silver candlesticks, a blue and white
china bowl and the picture is a water-
color of flowers, a mass of blue and pink
larkspur.

White Oriental Lamps.

So many of the Japanese lamps and

lampshades are mere parodies of Occi-
dental work that it is a pleasure to come
across something which is the product
of the native taste. One feels quite sure

that a lamp of ivory white porcelain with
the typical Geisha shade all spotless
white, except for its lacquered ribs orig-
inated with a Japanese who had not come
in contact with modern ideals. A similar

lamp, which might approve itself to the

common taste better, has a bowl of tan

colored porcelain and a shade of grass
cloth of the same tone, with brown ribs.

It is shown in close association with fab-

rics in dull blue and golden brown.

Lamps with these pale tinted shades light
a room far better than those with high
colors and large patterns. Occasionally
one finds an exquisite Geisha shade in

white and pale gray tones, just redeemed
from insignificance by the black ribs.
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IJOVy would you like to have a copy of the book which contains the original of this handsome* *
illustration, greatly enlarged, besides many other views, both interior and exterior, of classy.

nodern homes ? This plate is a reproduction of a page in "The Door Beautiful," an artistic book of

MORGAN GUARANTEED
PERFECTHARDWOOD DOORS

full of straight, common-sense information about home building, and clear, convincing illustrations
to explain the text. We are giving a copy of this book free to every prospective builder who asks
for it. May we send you one ? Your name on a postal, with request, will bring it. Write today.

MORGAN SASH & DOOR COMPANY, Dept. B3, CHICAGO, U. S. A.

MORGAN COMPANY
Oshkosh. Wis.

MORGAN MILLWORK CO.
Baltimore, Md.

ARCHITECTS: Descriptive details of Morgan
may be found in Sweet's Index, pages 910 and

"Mission" or "Colonial"
Direct from Factory

We have supplied more than 30,000 of America's
best homes with handsome Come-Packt
Furniture. The public has been won by
its beauty of design, solidity, fine finish

and sterling worth.

Shipped in finished

sections, easily assem-
bled. Sold under Mon-
ey-Back Guarantee on

Guaranteed Furniture
at 50% Saving
full year's trial. Factory-to-home plan and

in packing and freight explain
the astoundingly low prices. Note the

splendid bargains shown here.

Made of quarter - sawn
White Oak, handsomely fin-

ished. Immense variety of ex-

clusive designs from whichi
to make your selection.

Our Big Art Catalog Mailed FREE
Over 500 pieces of Come-Pnc-kt Furniture acc-urntcly illustrated and described.

Send today. Buy furniture the "Come-Packt" way nave jobber's and dealer's profits. W $1 0.25
Dealer's Price $TT COME-PACKT FURNITURE COMPANY. 1156 Fernwood Avenue, TOLEDO. OHIO Dealer's Price $28
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor's Note. T!M courteaie* of our Correspondence Department are extended to all reader* of Ktilh'i Magazint. Inquiries

aininc to the decoration and lurnnhmit of the horn* will be riven the attention of an expert.
Letters mtendfd for answer in this column should be addressed to Decoration and Furnishing Depart ment. and be aceom-

a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return postage will be answered by mail. Suck replies as are of general in-

be published in these columns.

filled, stained and waxed or varnished,
same as hard wood. Do not think of

using several small cheap rugs on the

floor of such a room. They are never
in place and unsuitable. They are fit

only for bedrooms. You can get two
summer rugs of the green woven wire

grass or some of the porch Crex rugs.
Paint your table and benches a warm

medium green, also the wicker chair and
the Morris chair. Upholster them with a

cretonne in strong, rich colors, red and

green predominating. Put the benches
each side of the fireplace and cushions
of red Colonial denim. Make your win-
dow curtains of cream cheese cloth and
draw them back with little red cord and
tassels.

Use the brown linoleum on the bed-
room floors on the old kitchen floor.

Paint the wall up four feet, brown, and
the wall above the ceiling, deep cream.
Put your new maple floors in the bed-

rooms, with two pretty rag rugs on each
and do all you can to overcome the ceiled

walls, by dainty curtains and beds.

The wall board of the attic bedroom
can be painted any desired color and
decorated.

A Brown Oak Finish.

A. B. B. "My husband and daughter
object to brown oak finish. Can you sug-
gest a color scheme for both wood work
and walls, especially for the living- and

diningrooms. The objection to oak fin-

ish is founded not only on the dark dis-

agreeable color itself, but because it has
become so conventional in this neighbor-
hood."

Ans. You are not at all limited to a
brown finish. People choose that large-

ly because they have miscellaneous fin-

ishings and it is the best harmonizer for

a lot of different things. For the two

For Ceiled Walls.

J. T. H. "Would like to have you send
me color scheme for walls, rugs, curtains

and furniture in summer home.

Referring to living room with South-
east exposure, which was originally
10x20 feet and which we are extending
to 20x20 feet as shown on sketch. Thi-
room is to be used as diningroom also.

It is finished in pine ceiling and stained

soft brown. It will have beamed ceiling.
Do you think brown stain will be too
somber? It has large common red brick

fireplace which we want to color to har-

monize with the surroundings. Would
like idea of window arrangement.
Had thought four windows, as shown

on sketch, overlooking lake, advisable
but do not know what to do for window
on South exposure, outlook of which i^

very pretty."

Ans. We would paint the exterior of

the cottage light brown, cream trim and

green roof. Porch floor light yellowish
brown. The brown stain of the ceiled

walls of livingroom will need much re-

lief in the remaining treatment. The
spaces between the ceiling beams should
be painted cream color. The red brick
should stay as it is. You cannot paint
rough, red brick satisfactorily.
We advise making the large single

window on the south, into French doors,
with French doors to correspond oppo-
site, opening on porch. These should be

painted white, also all other window sash.
A group of three mullioned windows on
the lake side, high enough to allow of a
rustic settee under them, would then give
you a well balanced room as to open-
ings and enough light to overcome the
brown walls.

As to floors, a hard pine floor answers
very well for such a cottage; it can be
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Use Old-fashioned, Made-to-Order Paint

Good, old-fashioned, white lead paint is like the architecture of

the ancients hard to improve upon. House-owners who want that

kind of paint have often been disappointed, simply because either the

white lead or the linseed oil was not pure. To prevent paint failure

we offer you

Dutch Boy
Wit it e

Dutch Boy
Linseed

Oil
and

Both are pure. We make no second grade of either. The lead comes in our

steel packages. The oil comes in "Dutch Boy Painter" cans, one and five-gallon

size, sealed at the spout, pure and clean as it came from the flaxseed. There can

be no uncertainty about these ingredients. They don't need testing. The reliable

painter brings them to your building and with due regard to the conditions he finds

he mixes them into "Dutch Boy Painter" made-to-order paint.

The paint is equally effective when you wish to fortify your buildings on the

outside against the rigors of the winter and when you decorate the interiors for the

better enjoyment of winter life indoors.

Let us send you our "Painting Helps 6/7"
They are packed full of facts every house owner should know about

painting and decorating. Included in these
"
Helps" on decoration is

our catalogue of 100 beautiful patterns for wall stencils, from which you
may order at sreat reduction from art store prices.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York Boston Buffalo Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland San Francisco St. Louis

(John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.. Philadelphia) (National Lead & Oil Co.. Pittsburgh)
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room- \"ii mention, a bog green stain

would be attractive and it has a bunga-
low character. Some regard must be paid
to that, a mahogany finish for instance.
i- not appropriate to a bungalow, al-

though some people use it. It is only
allowable in a bungalow if the furniture-

be old mahogany odds and ends in a

dark, dull finish and then the woodwork
must be dull and dark also.

Another finish you could use would be
a silver grey stain. This is not at all

as its name would imply, a light col-

ored finish ; it looks more like oxidized
silver. Much depends on the character
of your furniture and rugs. If the furni-

ture is oak. then we advise the bog green
stain, which is green with brown shades
in it, brought out by the grain of the
wood. If you happen to have old ma-
hogany, it would be in tune with the
silver grey stain. There are several man-
ufacturers of these stains. Send for their

samples and see which you prefer.

Wall Treatment for Heavy Furniture.

H. L. H. "Enclosed are crude plans
of my house which I submit to you for

help in decorating and furnishing.
"The woodwork below is the S.-W.

Early English finish
; wood, chestnut ;

floors, oak in a natural finish ; fire place,
a red brick with a plain dark wood shelf
on top.
"The livingroom has a beamed ceil-

ing. The rug is a Whittals Anglo Per-
sian rug in a Bokhara design and the
two small rugs are the same. Davenport
fumed oak and tan leather cushion. a

rocking chair in black leather, rest of

furniture in fumed oak. Piano is a Hun-
garian walnut, curtains cream net. Din-

ingroom has a five-foot paneling finished

with a plate rail, a dull brass dome with

green and white art-glass shade, dark

green Kalliston rug with a darker green
border, net curtains in cream, furniture

Early English. A few old dishes in dark
blues.

"Would portieres be suitable between
the two rooms, of silk velour, the dining-
room side of dark green and the side to-
ward the livingroom a dark rose to blend
in with the rug? If not, suggest.
"Would you suggest silk over-curtains

for these rooms?

"1 also have a large brass jardiniere in

Ktfyptian design and old brass andirons
and candlesticks ( heirloomM for the fire-

place ; walls ot the lower floor, hall and
bathrooms are white Alabastine, no sten-

ciling. The radiators are all painted a

dull black and electric fixtures are all on
the square design and shades of frosted

glass except where designated different."

Ans. l-'irst let us say that the main
trouble with your interior, is the treat-

ment you have given the walls. Your
furnishings are good even handsome,
but they are heavy, severe and bear no
relation to each other. Your white walls
are the worst possible setting for such

furnishings as you describe. Over-drap-
eries and windows of green velour, would
not help, only intensify the discord and
severe contrast. Were it not that red
is a trying color for a livingroom, we
should advise you to keep your white

ceiling between the beams and use paper
on this wall and stairway in a self-toned

design of soft shaded reds. This would
harmonize with your red Bokhara rug,
red brick, tan and black leather and gold
picture frames. Then with portieres of

dull old red in opening and your brasses,

you would have a room of cheer and
warmth, as a N. W. room should be.

Another great blemish is the black

radiator, remove that finish and bronze
it. We would change the hall lantern

for something in pierced brass, get rid

of the green and white. No over-draper-
ies at the stair window, let it be as in-

conspicuous as possible.
The diningroom could be made very

attractive, but the green and white is all

wrong for a N. E. room. Do over the
wall above wainscot with Flat-Tone Old
Gold, and the ceiling the same. Have a
decorative frieze, fall leaves. Get a yel-
low dome, instead of the green and white
and line the red portieres with green and
blue and dull yellow cretonne. Cushion
the window seat with the same cretonne.
You won't know your room, it will be so

pretty.
We can only touch on the upper floor;

the wall tones of the den should be much
stronger, dull brownish orange instead
of buff and ceiling dull yellow. The
scrim curtains might be stenciled in

browns and yellows, the seat cushions
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Beautiful Floors

Are Easy to Have
when you use the right fin-

ish. Waxed floors are the

finest, and the one wax
which produces the richest,

most beautiful and most

durable finish is Old English

Floor Wax. That's because

contains more of the hard, imported, solid waxes. They make Old English cost us

rnore,_but they make it go farther and last longer than any other wax you can buy /
This finish will not show mars nor scratches, will not become sticky and will
not collect dust. It lasts. X T"*

Old English Floor Wax brings out all the beauty in your floors, furniture or wood-work and is very easy to apply. A 60c can will do a large room. Prove it for yourself.

Send for Free Sample and Our Book
"Beautiful Floors, Their Finish and Care.

"
Tells about

Finishing New Floor*
Finishing Old Floors

9.ardw,ood Floor*
Pine Floors

Cleaning and Polishing
Care of Waxed Floors
Finishing Dance Floors
Kitchen, Pantry and
Bathroom Floors

Finishing Furniture
Interior Woodwork
Stopping Cracks
Removing Varnish, etc.

f
S A. S. Boyle

,'' Company
S Send Booklet and

f
* Free Sample so I can

'
try Old English Floor

Wax at home.

Name.

THE A. S. BOYLE CO, IM
&2aaMSr Address .

My dealer 11

The Latest Ideas in Home Decoration
A FREE Correspondence Service

TO the subscribers of Keith's Magazine is offered the service of our Expert Decoration Depart-
ment in planning a decorative scheme for any room in your home or for several rooms. This
service should prove very valuable to you, especially where strictly up-to-date decorators are not

accessible in your home town. We make this a free service as one of the advantages open to the

subscribers of KEITH'S MAGAZINE, the recognized authority on Building and Decorating Artistic

Homes. Subscription, Two Dollars a year.
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warm golden brown. Keep the room in

browns and yellows. The azure wall of

S. E. bedroom is very trying. You must
soften it with window draperies of cre-

tonne in pastel blues, rose and dull

greens, using same for bedspread and
Furniture covers. The N. E. room for

mahogany would be delightful with soft

pale tan walls, bordered all around with
decorative band in darker tan, dull pink
and green, dull pink at windows and ru^
in deep shaded old pink.

Floors and Woodwork.

L. M. T. "I am going to build a new
house this summer like the enclosed

plans and I want to ask your advice about
the interior finish ; shall build facing the

east. I want to finish the first floor in

oak, with oak floors in main rooms and
hall, maple floors in pantry and kitchen,
five cross-panel doors of quarter-sawed
oak will be used. On the second floor

want to use oak finish, maple floors and
the same kind of doors, etc."

Ans. We should advise a fumed
brown stain on the woodwork of hall and
den, including stair. If the natural oak
is preferred for living- and diningrooms,
the finish would be shellaced and var-

nished, then rubbed. Keith's Magazine
will give you information on all these

points. The oak floors in the rooms with
natural finish should be left natural also;
in the hall and den we should stain them
slightly. In regard to color scheme for

walls, etc., such a scheme should con-
sider the furnishings. As we have no
information concerning these, it is im-

possible to advise. In a general way, it

is better to use dull blue or greyish green
with light oak woodwork, than brown .

Concerning your proposed plan of the
same light oak finish for second floor,

we think it would be unfortunate. Noth-

ing is harder to deal with by the decor-
ator than a natural oak finish. No furni-

ture will harmonize with it except the

light oak and the effect of all those heavy
five panel oak doors would be severe and
ugly. There could be none of the grace
or daintiness of furnishing which is de-
sirable in sleeping rooms. The oak finish

might be used in the owner's room, but
we should advise white painted pine on
the balance of the second floor.

Regarding the difference of cost in

hardwood or a soft wood finish,

would say that here in Minneapolis we
find that today there is not anywhere
near the difference in the cost of these
woods as heretofore. This is owing to

the fact that good quality of white pine
commands a very high price. Either
birch or oak is quite plentiful and where
millvvork is run special to order, the mill

will charge very close to the same price
for turning interior finish in good quality
and white pine, as they would for birch.

Oak finish will cost a little more than
birch. I think in the long run that birch
finish is the most desirable where econ-

omy is particularly desired. Maple is

a good choice for the second floor.

A Bungalow Living Room.

E. S. C. "We are building a story and
a half bungalow and would like your val-

uable ideas as how to paper, finish, and

carpet the livingroom."

Ans. Following out the line of treat-

ment indicated by your letter, we sug-

gest either a soft, dull green burlap for

the wall, or one of the tone and tone

papers in a small all-over design in dull

greens having almost the effect of a plain
wall.

We would suggest a Doone art rug,

showing a center of dull greenish grey
with a conventionalized floral border
about 18 inches deep, in green and dull

red. This rug would suit the bungalow
character of the room excellently and the

wicker furnishings. The latter we would

prefer unstained, in the natural wicker,
but would uphojster with an American
imitation of an English cretonne at 50
cents a yard, showing strong, but not

glaring shaded greens and reds in a very
close pattern on a white ground. The
design covers so closely, that very little

of the ground is visible. The same cre-

tonne should be used for side draperies
over plain white scrim, at the windows.

This would give you a very delightful

bungalow livingroom ; a finishing touch
would be one of the electric reading
lamps with a wicker-covered standard
and wicker shade lined with gay cre-

tonne.
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OOMEBODY may make a

jif
Better Wall Board some

dayNobody has done it yet.

Utility Wall Board is a tough
fibre board put together with
two insulations of natural
water proof asphalt, rolled

under tremendous pressure
into one solid compact sheet

and surfaced on both sides

with special moisture proof-

ing. It is the only Wall
Board made under this scien-

tific Moisture Proof Process.

takes the place of both lath and plaster It is very tough and durable
It is easily cut with an ordinary saw and is nailed direct to the

studding.
It will not warp, or crack, or shrink and may be decorated in any style desired.

Any one who can use a hammer and saw can put it on and there is none of the muss
and dirt of plastering You don't even have to wait for it to dry.

It is used in building the new house and in making over the old Put it on right over

old and cracked plaster if you wish The cost is less than lath and plaster.

We want to send a sample to every
home owner. Write for yours.

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 Fillmore St., Chicago, 111.

ILe "Crescent" FASTENER

Strong and .J^flt* 4 \

Finely ^T/h^Jt '

Finished.

Made ia Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs,
NE^O

H
N
A
N
VEN>

~
>\OLINE ? SYSTEM. A

HEWING

WILL BE THE BEST INVEST-
MENT YOU CAN MAKE. USE IT
IN YOUR NEW BUILDING. SEND
FOR INTERESTING READING
MATTER. "No more pressure than

in your tea kettle and just as simple."

mOLINE VACUUM-VAPOR HEATING CO.^

Dept. C. Moline. 111.
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Rugs for Living- and Diningrooms.

E. C. VV. "All woodwork in hall. li\

ingroom and diningroom is red oak stain-

ed to weathered oak shade. Hall has
northwest exposure and is well lighted,
with oriel window and ordinary window.
We have planned having all of tlu--i-

rooms tinted in buffs, tans and l>m\vn-.

white ceiling no break in any wall ex-

cept in diningroom, with plate rail.

What would you suggest? For rup we
plan on having mixed green and brown
centers with greyed green borders (all
small rugs, largest 9x6), with weathered
oak finish and furniture in all of the>r

rooms, reddish brown brick for fireplace,
will the effect be too somber? What
would you suggest for color for window
shades? Exterior of house is red brick

veneer with natural stucco on second

story. What for window and sash and
trim inside and out? Need casement
windows in livingroom and diningroom
be curtained?"

Ans. We advise tinting hall an old

gold color with ecru ceiling; livingroom
a soft tan or ecru, with lighter shade
of same on ceiling. Diningroom rich

shade of dull blue below plate rail with

pale green wall above, ceiling same.

I 'late rail >h>ul<l be set high on line with

top of doors.
We an- \rr\ much opposed to small

rugs in living- and diningroom^. They
are never in plan. \\ <. should certainly
advise one large rug in livingroom. A

nv made to order 9x14 feet wide
would cost about $35.00 and he worth a

do/en >mall rugs. We -hould choose
brown and green for thi> rug. We would
have diningroom rug a body brussels,
>i/e S-3 by 10-6 about $25.00 in blues and
-reeiis mixed. For hall a Miiall Shawmut
rug 7x9 feet, $25.00, in golden browns,
would be ideal.

Do not have colored shades for electric

lights unless they are the fine Tiffany
glass. If this cannot be afforded get
plain ground glass. If there is to be a
dome in diningroom, that might be a pale

green and blue.

The shades should be reddish brown
outside and cream inside with reddish
brown trim.

The casement windows need thin scrim
or net drawn on small rods, top and bot-

tom, the rods placed on the sash. Sam-
ples of wall tints, curtain materials, will

be furnished for 50 cents. Rugs to match
and harmonize sent on approval if

charges are paid both ways.

All YourWashing MadeEasyMoney Saved!
B CtoikM Orjtr and Uundrr Mor-UliMtntodhm and mU In Tarknu iia-dri* * blf
wwhlndoon quick. Vw.Ur Dohindnor*. Wa*tohat from laundry .toxb.tndrTln

drU. U> cMb*. Coal. Wood or Ou for fuel. Hat* cold thouuadt. AU
dclishUd. AlM>o..r "

unl ttaf.ly Wrfaw fel

ndry tov beati UM drrlni
Ha> told thoutand*. AU.

Hrtir,, WaUrr with oar own rla.lr
-fond oa DO othr machim touipUUly fubdi.id*. rolls

glad); OM It. AppllaocM mad* to Tuioat 111*. suiubl* for R^idracw,
MBt Balldlnn. Bntri* Md lutMMkMi. Writ, for . Buok dcr.b,n

g UMM Dryvn. WMlwn. Wriafw* nd l lr-nm R.rd> >n<l Uctrlcallj dr.rwi
and IMhUd lmnmc Mcbl. 81alMMhtn.oroampMialpiMa*>. Ju.tuk
tor catalog So. KUand Ua* which maclUn* ipwiUIy mUrastod to. Write today.

Addrmt mrarrtt cjhv.
CHICAGO DKYER CO^ a. SHANNON MFG. CO- I
WO Ito. WakMh An, rktMfl*. III. IS4Uilata. A.<l.T.rk,>.T.

BUILD A DISTINCTIVE HOME
Regardless of the cost your home may be built from a distinctive design
characteristic of you of a necessity it will be beautiful. "Distinctive
Homes and Gardens "

give all possible assistance by showing countless

examples of what is good, covering every phase of building. No. 1 35 de-

signs, $1000 to $6000, $1.00; No. 2 35 designs, $6000 to $15000, $1.00;
No. 3 Combining No. 1 and 2, $1.50. Stock plans priced in each book.

THE KAUFFMAN COMPANY 62 1 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable ffuide which every owner should
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

correct construction. Tells bow to avoid mistakes. SI. postpaid.

7he Building of It"
M L KEITH. 426 McKm( it BU( .. MINNEAPOLIS
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Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately
And it holds your admiration permanently

q OWNERS and BUILDERS find it a clinch-

ing argument to say "It's Floored with OAK
FLOORING." It means that the tenant or

buyer will be glad to pay 10 to 15 per cent
more. In color, it is rich and cheerful, and
imparts an air of refinement and elegance
to a home. It is the modern flooring.

q OAK FLOORING |" thickness by 1J" or

2" face can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

q OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

q There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.
q A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able work for any carpenter.

q Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and
selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
893 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

home
builder can

have well var-

nished wood-
work.

First: Make up your
mind to have none but

Berry Brothers' Varnishes
used.

Then: Get a compe-
tent painter to use them on
all floors, doors and wood-
work.

ON'T accept

any substi-

tute and don't

wait until the last

minute.
Get the varnish prob-

lem off your mind early

and avoid the mistakes of

"eleventh hour" decis-

ions when your house is

nearly done.

Send today for free

booklet "Choosing Your
Varnish Maker."

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
DETROIT

Factories- Detroit, Mich., and Walk-
erville, Ont.
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11 HOUSEHOLD ECONOMICS Ml

The School Child's Nutrition.

HE November number of Keith's

Magazine reaclu--> <>ur readers

just as the children are get-
the full swing of another year's

work. Never in the annals of edu-

cation was school work so inexor-

able in its demands as it is now in these
times of transition with their continual

pressure of new methods and their con-
stant enlargement of the scope of edu-
cation by the addition of new subjects.
This being the case, is it not worth while
to consider whether the children upon
whom this heavy strain is placed are ade-

quately nourished.

Adequate nutrition is one thing for an
adult and another for a child. In an
adult the processes of waste and repair
are in equilibrium. All that is necessary
is to balance the outgo of tissue by suffi-

cient nutriment to repair the waste.
With a child tissue waste and body-
building go on side by side. The needs
of both processes must be supplied.

Just here is a danger. We hear a

great deal, much of it true, about the

excessive consumption of food. Much
criticism of this sort is just. As a rule,

Americans of the more prosperous
classes are over-fed. Those whose cir-

cumstances enable them to lead a leis-

urely life eat too much and exercise too
little. Witness the increasingly gener-
ous proportions of many of our women.
But very few children eat too much.
Even the excessive craving for sweets
is a symptom of a real physical need.
The problem in feeding the child is

to achieve a diet of all around nutritive

value. He must have meat, of course,
in moderate quantity, but he must not

depend upon this alone for energy and
tissue building. Cereals should form a

large part of his diet, with abundance of

vegetable fats. Few children will eat fat

meat, but butter is a good substitute and
the vegetable fats are available in the

form of olive oil and various cheaper
forms, such as peanut and cotton seed.

Highly concentrated foods, which
make great demands upon the digestive

organs are not for children. Nor is the
child likely to feel sufficient enthusiasm
to Fletcherize his food. He must eat

and the process should be made as easy
as possible. For this reason a well
cooked cereal with plenty of milk and

r-ugar is a better breakfast for him than
its equivalent in whole wheat bread.
Theoretical modes of feeding may be ex-

cellent for the adult, but they require,
like most other cults, an exercise of the
will which is not to be expected of a

child. Give him plenty of palatable food,
well cooked and easy to eat, and you
need have no fears for the result

As various forms of carbohydrates
must form a large part of the child's

food, it is important to ascertain what
sorts of cereals and flours are richest in

nutritive elements. Of cereals nothing
is any better, if so good, as old fashioned

oatmeal, not rolled oats, and not steamed
cooked. Such is the vogue of the easy
way that it is not always possible to get
real oatmeal, but if the grocer does not
have it it can always be had at a feed
store. Cooked slowly for several hours,
on the back of the range, or in a fireless

cooker, it is a delightful contrast to the
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Your country or suburban home will

be as well equipped as any city home
if you will install in it

The Dean Electric Company's
Home-Lighting & Power System

This is the safest, cleanest, most economical and easiest operated home-

lighting system that we ever placed on the market at any price.

Any man can install the system without any previous experience. No
attention is required, except to supply lubricating oil and gasoline. The
storage batteries furnish power and light without operating the engine.

Write today for pamphlet explaining the system and make
the first start towards modernizing your home and mak-

ing the work of yourself and wife much easier to perform.

The Dean Electric Company
Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Power and Switch Boards

1012 Olive Street, ELYRIA, OHIO
'

'Look for Dean where Quality 's seen
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insipid cercal> ordinarily served. If you
want a practical illustration of the nutri-

ti\r value of the real thini; in the way .-i

oatmeal you have only to consider the

splendid showing, mentally and ph\ -i

cnlly of the Scotch nation, whose stapl-
food it has always been.

Another nutritious breakfast food is

made from whole wheat meal. Dr.

Wiley gets whole wheat and grinds it

himself in a coffee mill, cooking it slowly
for at least five hours. The flavor is dif-

ferent from oatmeal, the nutritive value

as great. The expense of oatmeal por-

ridge and of whole wheat mush is much
less than that of the steam cooked

cereals, a consideration of importance in

these days of high prices.

Either the wheat meal or the oatmeal
can be made the basis of quite a variety
of warm breads, cakes and puddings,
whose nutritive value is far greater than
if they were made from ordinary white
flour. !*-..

Children are like old people in one re-

spect. They need food often. The
writer happens to know of two kinder-

gartens drawing their scholars from the

same neighborhood and from the same
class. In one of them a lunch of crackers

and milk is given in the middle of the

morning session, and the improved ap-

pearance of its pupils, as compared with
those who do not have a lunch, is very
noticeable. For older children a lunch
in mid-forenoon is seldom practicable,
but they should be encouraged to eat as

soon as they get home from school in

the afternoon. It is worth while spend-

ing a few minutes every day to insure a

provision of wholesome food ready for

three o'clock.

What Shall Be the Dinner Hour?

Theoretically the child, who must go
to bed early, ought to dine at noon.

Practically in places where the custom
is to dine at night, a custom undeniably
beneficial to the adult part of the family,
either the child must dine at night or
two dinners must be cooked, a state of

affairs at once troublesome and expen-
sive. The happiest solution is a compro-
mi>e, to give the child enough substan-
tial food during the day to break the

force of his appetite and to set the dinner

hour not later than six o'clock, so as to

allow a sufficient interval for digestion
before bed time. After all such things
are very much matters of habit, and

many people have dined at night all their

conscious lives without the slightest in-

jury.
If a child must have his dinner at

night, his school work ought to be so

planned that he need not study in the

evening. Better far that he should put
in an hour's work in the morning. The
hour or two after the night dinner should
be devoted to reading, to games, to

handicraft or merely to conversation, all

of which are helps to digestion. It goes
without saying that the menu, when chil-

dren share the night dinner, should be a

simple one. Reserve the elaborate dishes
at your command for festive occasions
or for the midday meal on Sunday. It

is quite likely that the adults of the

family will be none the worse off.

FIFTY-EIGHT YEARS

Wolff QUALITY Plumbing Goods
Manufactured by

L. WOLFF MANUFACTURING CO.

Plumbing Goods Exclusively

CHICAGOMAIN OFFICES
601-627 W. Lake Street

Denver. Colo.
I rcnton, N. J.

SHOWROOMS
111 N. Dearborn Street

BRANCHES
Omaha. Neb.
Minneapolis. Minn.

Dallai. Trxai
Roche.ter. N.Y.
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Would Not Take $1,000

for the TUEC in This Home

A prominent business man
concurs in his wife's estimate of

the value of the

TUEC
Stationary Vacuum Cleaner

Here is his statement:

THE TUEC COMPANY,
GENTLEMEN:

The cleaner which you installed in my house has given entire satisfaction.

My home has fifteen rooms and it takes fifty feet of hose to go to the
farthest corners, but the TUEC works equally well at every place.

I recently overheard my wife remark to some guests: "We have a

splendid vacuum cleaner. I would not take a thousand dollars for it if I

could not get another. It is really worth that much to the home." To
this statement I fully concur. Yours very truly,

(Name on request)
A TUEC in your home would quickly pay for itself. It keeps the house clean without any hard work

and saves sixty per cent of the wear and tear on carpets, rugs and furnishings. It can be installed at any
time and at small cost.

Write today for illustrated booklet. No obligation involved.

369

10 Hurford Street
THE UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY

Tutc Companies in all large cities. Installations made anywhere.
CANTON, OHIO

fRobinson Electridight
Ss InYourOwnHome!

HEALTH, VIGOR, LIFE THRU LIGHT
Only 2c to 4c for a life-pulsing, invigorating, vital-

ity-strengthening Electric Light Bath in your own
home taken just as conveniently with this Robin-

son Electric Light Bath Cabinet as you would step

into and out of a bath tub. Enter the cabinet turn

the switch and the myriad rays of light infuse your

whole system with a new, lasting feeling of real life.

Makes a New Being of You
Gives you all the benefits of the Turkish bath with the

tonic effect of electric light rays in addition a natural health

preserver, for Light is Life. Cleanses and keeps the skin

clear, the body full of vigor, the brain quick and active.

A Free Book, handsomely illustrated, giving complete information

about Life Thru Light, and describing in detail the wonderfu

Cabinet is ready to be sent to you. Be sure you write for it a postal

card will do today.

Robinson Electric Mfg. Co.,
408 Robinson Bldg., TOLEDO, OHIO

ROBIHSON ELECTRIC U6HT BATH
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TABL OMAT
Potatoes in Divers Guise

By Beatrice d'Emo

I
HE expression "She does not
know enough to boil a potato"
is usually applied to some one

altogether ignorant in culinary
matters, but in point of fact many people
who call themselves good cooks have not

arrived at that knowledge. To boil a po-
tato so that it comes to the table a snowy,
feathery-looking ball, ready to break

apart at the touch of the fork, implies con-
siderable wisdom in matters domestic ;

also the potato itself must be good, not
too young, if it is desired mealy, and not

throwing out sprouts, for in the latter

state the starch of which the potato is

largely composed has commenced to

change to sugar, and as it is the starch

expanding during cooking which causes
the tuber to grow light, it will be readily
understood when this element disappears
to a considerable degree no form of cook-

ing will make the potato mealy, hence

sprouted potatoes, if they must be used,
should be mashed, made into croquettes,
salad, soup, or used in some way when
seasoning will conceal the sweetish taste

which comes when the sugar replaces the
starch.

To boil a potato to perfection peel, if

old, and scoop out the eyes with the point
of the knife, then soak in coldj water for
an hour. If the potatoes are new, wash
and rub with a stiff brush, theft scrape off
whatever skin remains but do not soak.

For either, have the water boiling and

slightly salted, but after putting the po-
tatoes in do not boil fiercely, but keep
just at the bubbling point for thirty min-
utes small potatoes will cook in twenty
minutes then drain off the water, sprin-
kle with salt and cover closely, setting
the pot at the back of the stove for three

or four minutes, giving it a little shake
once or twice. Serve at the end of that

time, for no potato will remain feathery
if allowed to stand any time after it is

done.

Boiled and baked potatoes leave the

seasoning to be done at table, and the

simplest form of potato flavored while

cooking is when the tuber is mashed
after being boiled, then milk, or prefer-

ably cream, butter, salt and pepper add-
ed.

Potato Cassolettes are a kind of stuffed

croquette, and are suitable for an entree
or a luncheon dish. Prepare sufficient

mashed potatoes to make one and one-
half pounds in weight, or about three cof-

fee-cupfuls. Melt two tablespoonfuls of

butter in a saucepan and add the pota-
toes, which must be freshly mashed, stir-

ring until very hot, when put in a table-

spoonful of cream, a teaspoonful of

chopped parsley, salt and white pepper
to taste, and last of all the well beaten

yolks of two eggs. Stir until the eggs are

set, then remove from the fire and allow
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Residence of Alfred Dupont, Wilmington, Del.

Neponsel Waterproof Building Paper Used.

Are You Going to Build?

NEPQNSET WATERPROOF
BUILDING PAPERS

are good enough for the best houses, low priced

enough for the most modest. Everyone will-

ingly pays the slight difference in cost over rosin

sized, say, $10.00 when told

why. We will be glad to tell

you all about it if you are in-

terested enough to ask.

F. W. BIRD & SON
Established 1795

East Walpole, Mass.

Canadian Plant: Hamilton, Ontario
TRADE MARK

Reg. U.S.Pat. Office

FIREPLACES
MANTELS

Made from your own designs or designs sub-

mitted by us. No place in one's home lends itself

so strongly for a distinctive touch of individuality.

Write for
" Mantels With a Meaning" our

booklet of information.

BISHOP & GIFFORD, Baldwin, L I. N. Y.

les

-you can hang them now
at every window
From the million homes where the original

Brenlin Unfilled Shades are known as the most
beautiful and durable shades made, there has

come a repeated demand for a Brenlin standard

of quality in shades of lower grade for less

important windows.

Go to your dealer today and let him show you how
he can supply this demand. He now has Brenlin in

Three Grades

priced at 75c, 55c and 25c
(except in the Far West)

for windows of ordinary size (1 yd. x 2 yds.)

Brenlin Unfilled the original Brenlin should al-

ways be used where length of service and attractive

appearance are first considerations. For this shade
is made of closely woven cloth without the "filling"
that cracks and falls out in unsightly streaks and
"pin holes." Sun won't fade it nor water spot it. It

is supple not stiff, yet always hangs straight and
smooth and recllu shades. Made in many artistic

tones. For windows 1 yard wide x 2 yards long, 75c.

Special sizes and Brenlin Duplex white one side,

dark the other made to orderat proportionate prices.

The two new Brenlin grades, Brenlin Filled at
B5c. and Brenlin Machine Made at 25c, for windows
1 yard x 2 yards, will be found by far the best values
in shades at these prices. Cut generously long and

finished with unusual care.

Write for the Brenlin
Book Today.

It shows actual samples of Bren-
lin in all colors, and gives many
helpful suggestions for the artistic
treatment of your windows. With
it we will send you the name of the
Brenlin dealer in your town. ('MAS.
W. BRENEMAN & Co., 2066-2076
Reading Road, Cincinnati, O.

For sale by leading dealers everywhere
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to cool. Make into balls about the size of

a child's fist and flatten the top.
Sweet potato souffle is a sweet dish to

be served as a dessert. It is very deli

if eaten as soon as baked. Melt three

tablespoon fuls of butter in a very clean

fryingpan. Do not let it cook long

ed cinnamon or nutmeg t<> t.-i-ti-. tin- beat-

en yolks of three eggs and, last of all, fold

in the whites of the eggs which have been

whipped to a froth. Bake in a deep pud-
ding dish for twenty minutes in a medi-
um oven and serve at once with a sauce
made by cooking together a cupful of

CUTTING POTATO BALLS FOR CASSEROLE COOKERY.

enough to grow dark, but as soon as it is

liquid stir into it three tablespoonfuls of

flour; rub smooth, then add half a cupful
of hot milk and half a cupful of mashed
sweet potato. Stir with the fork until all

is smooth and thick, then take from the
fire and stir in three tablespoonfuls of

granulated sugar, a pinch of salt, powder-

sugar with half a cupful of water until

quite thick, then add three tablespoonfuls
of sherry, if there is no objection, and a

teaspoonful of lemon juice. Another sauce
which goes excellently with the souffle is

simply rich cream made very sweet with

powdered sugar and flavored with either

grated lemon peel or nutmeg.
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Don't Make Your Painter

Do a Machine's Work
You're not fair to your painter if you

ask him to mix your paints. He has to

do it "by guess;" and when the colors

are a little "off," or the paint does not

have the proper wearing qualities you
blame him
But he's not to blame; you are to

blame, for not supplying him with

"The Paint of Performance"

in which the constituents have been
blended by the most perfect paint-mak-
ing machines; in which the color is al-

ways uniform; which has been tested and

proved to give perfect satisfaction.

In the Interior, use

the most beautiful flat wall finish. It is wash-
able, sanitary and durable, and the colors,
"soft as the rainbow tints," harmonize with
any decorative scheme. Send for color cards.
Write For Booklets on these and other High

Standard products. There's a Lowe Brothers
paint, varnish, enamel and stain for every
purpose.

THE LOWE BROTHERS COMPANY
465 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Boston, New York

Chicago

Kansas City

I
V
'

v

\
.......

:

The Old

Colony Pattern
PHE very spirit of Colonial

L days is typified in the Old

Colony pattern. In addition

to the quality and simplicity

that were characteristic of the

old-time designs, it- possesses

the poise and beauty that result

from skill and experience joined

with modern methods.

1847 ROGERS BROS.
"
Silver Plate
that Wears"

is backed by the world's largest

makers with an unqualified

guarantee which an actual test

of 65 years makes possible.

It is not only the heaviest grade
of silver plate, but our finishing

process makes it the most

durable. Sold by leading
dealers. Send for illus-

trated catalogue

INTERNATIONAL
SILVER CO.
Suo-.-^sor lo

Meriden Britannia Co.

MERIDEN. CONN.

The World 'i Large* M.'k<-r

of Sterling Silver and Plate.
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Comparative Cost of Frame and Non-

Combustible Materials.

|OME very interesting figures on
the comparative cost of frame
and brick dwelling houses are

presented in the recent report of

the Committee on Fire Protection of the

Chamber of Commerce of the city of

Boston. The conclusion of the commit-
tee was that the slightly greater cost of

brick, which averaged a little less than
10 per cent more than frame construc-

tion, was fully offset in a few years by
the reduced cost of maintenance and in-

surance, as well as by the greater comfort
and durability of the house. The report
states that when lumber was cheap and
brick more expensive than it is at the

present day, the idea became general
that the cost of brick as compared with
frame was almost prohibitive and this

continues, although the conditions have

changed so radically that the cost is now
but little more, while the ultimate cost
is less.

The purpose of the investigation was
to encourage the use of brick and non-
combustible interior construction for the

purposes of fire protection, and this form
of building was very strongly urged by
the report. Bona fide bids were secured
from five different contractors of good
reputation on the cost of the construc-
tion of dwellings of brick, wood, cement
and hollow blocks, the houses to be the

same in every particular except the outer
walls. Bids were secured on a modern,
eight-room house, of good design and
excellent arrangement, such as is fre-

quently built in and about large cities,

and on these the bids of the five contract-
ors varied comparatively little, and so
the average was taken as a fair test of
the practical cost, the contractors includ-

ing their profits in all cases. The aver-

age paid for the various types was as

follows, the second column showing the

percentage of excess cost of each type
over the clapboard type:

Clapboard $6,759.95 .0

Shingle 6,868.80 1.6

10-inch brick wall, hollow. 7,372.48 9.1

12-inch brick wall, solid.. 7,641.00 13.0

Stucco on hollow block.. 7,187.65 6.3

Brick veneer on hollow
block 7,483.16 10.7

Stucco on frame 6,952.90 2.9

Brick veneer on boarding. 7,226.44 6.9

Brick veneer on studding. 7,153.98 5.8

Concrete Problems from Cement Age.

Question. We have a reinforced con-
crete floor on top of a wooden floor with
two layers of tar paper under it. The
top coat is 1 ^2-inch thick of a mixture of

1 part cement to 2 parts sand. Some
of the surface three weeks old is still soft

and it is easy to scrape off the top to a

depth of J4~inch. My foreman thinks it

was finished too wet. What do you be-

lieve is the trouble? C., Minnesota.

Ans. We should like to have you
supply more information as to the con-
crete floor which has proved a failure.

From the information you give us, any
one of several things may have caused
the trouble. A snap judgment would be
that the cement is dead or it certainly
should have set up in three weeks. Too
much water might have something to do
with a temporary retarding of the set-

ting, but in the length of time which you
mention, the excess of water should have

disappeared, and even this should have
a tendency to make the concrete strong-
er, as it aids in the crystallization of ce-

ment. Then again, the soft concrete may
be due to the fact that the sand which

you used was very dirty. If it contained
a great deal of loam or other soft mate-
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Artist's Drawing of the Residence of W. F. Harrah, Miles, Michigan. Roofed with Asbestos "Century" Shingles
by H. A. Newman, Chicago, Architect, and Grand Rapids Sheet Metal and Roofing

Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, Roofing Contractors.

Asbestos
"
Century

"
Shingles

"
The Roof that Outlives the Building

"

People are using a lot of
Veneered Red Asbestos "Cen-
tury" Shingles.

Heretofore, a red roof has
been an impossibility for many
buildings e specially for
moderate-priced dwellings. It

cost too much in proportion to

the rest of the house.
With these Veneered Red

Shingles, you can have a red roof
at practically the same cost as a gray
one.

These Veneered Red Shingles

have an Indian Red weather sur-

face backed up with gray com-

position. They are made of the

"Century" asbestos-cement com-

position, by the famous "Cen-

tury" process. Strong, fireproof,

permanent never need paint-

ing or repairs.

Your responsible roofer or building
contractor will get them for you. Ask
him.

Write us for Booklet, ''Roofing: A
Practical Talk" full of valuable informa-
tion for the man with a building to be

roofed.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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THE WASHABLE
WALL FINISH
This if the age of sanitation. Science and

Economy clasp hands to fight disease. The
batteries of

protest
are trained on germ-

ratrhing wall coverings kalsomines and
wall paper. They INVITE disease to stay,
are IMPOSSIBLE of renovation and should be
removed before redecorating.

Johnston's
Dull Kote Paint

solves the problem of artistic, sanitary, beau-

tiful walls that seldom have to be
*
'done over.

' '

Every room in the house can be made dis-

tinctive, original, adaptable, with the soft-

toned decorative shades of Dull Kote Paint,

producing a finish like undressed kid rest-

ful and charming.
Dull Kote walla can be washed like marble and
re as hard M tile. They're durable and economi-

cal. In a word. Dull Kote is the greatest factor
in the new era in home decoration.
Get color card and "Problem of the Wall" from

your dealer or

The R. F. Johnston Paint Co.
Pc.rl aad Main St.-. CINCINNATI. O.

$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled

mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our
" Qu een" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Gas
Grate $2.50 ex-

tra. Mantel is 82
inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-
umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in

workmanship, style and finish and
arr maile in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-
logue Fr Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

CEMENT Continued

1227 OliT. Str.t ST. LOUIS. MO.

rial, or fine du>t, this would prevent the

binding qualities of the cement getting
in their work. Again temperature may
be at the bottom of the matter.

A Green Color to Concrete.

Question. I should like information
as to a mineral color which will impart
a green shade to concrete, the color to

be mixed with the concrete and not ap-
plied after the concrete has set. Do you
know of any green color which can be
used in this way and which will give a

permanent color? J., Illinois.

Ans. Decided greens are something
of a problem in cement work, used as

you propose. Green color can be ob-
tained in concrete, but a permanent green
cannot be had at any where near so low
a price as other colors. A mixture of

Prussian blue and chrome yellow will

give you a green, but whether or not it

will give you a strong enough green
when used in quantities that may be

safely used without threatening the

strength of the concrete, is a question.
Most of the green colors are not stable

when mixed with cement. A chromium
oxide undoubtedly may be used with

good results, but we think it cannot be
used to any great extent for the purely
commercial reason that it is not a com-
mon color.

HESS<WURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
prices and wait for our pay while yon
teat it during 60 days of winter weather .

The entire outfit mast satisfy yon or
yon pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Oonld we offer such liberal termi
If we didn't know that the Mess Furnace
ezceli In errlce, simplicity, efficiency,
economy?
We are makers not dealers and will

Bare you all middlemen!' profits. Ko room
for more details here. Write today for free
-page bookie* which tells all aboot It.

'ISSSK^tSf KMT MM* M** mJJmt MS /M* c*rJ
Mto $+9 in&eitmt.

^&S3SX* Htm*, 717 Ttcom* BI4g.,C*ICg*

Air Moistener
Pill with water and hang on

back of any Radiator
PrerenU air drmeaa. Makes it fit for
the lungs. No doctor bill*. Bares _
furniture shrinking, piano warping.
wall paper cracking. Money refunded Wr rnet
If not satisfactory after 10 days tree $>
trial. Order now. or write for free Booklet
Sir. Mt( . C... D**. A. 5S5 S. Park Are.. Cfcicmg.
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Not a Joint, Seam, Crack or Pore in ^v

J-M Sanitor Seats
They are moulded in one solid piece under heavy hydraulic pressure from specially

treated indurated fibre. There are no sections to come apart no bolts, braces, screws

or nails to work loose no pores, cracks or crevices to harbor disease germs. They can

not crack, split or warp. Seats made of this material have been in continuous service for

more than twenty years and are still in good condition.

Are furnished complete with fittings in mahogany, oak and white enamel finishes.

Only an expert can detect them from wood.
Write nearest Branch for Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers of Asbestos

and Magnesia Products ASBESTOS
Asbestos Roofingi, Pick-

ings, Electrical Supplirs.Etc.

Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati

Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Los Angeles

Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Orleam
New York
Omaha

FOR CANADA

Philadelphia
1'iU-l.urgh
San Francisco
Seattle
Si. Louis
S.\ racuso

1210

THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHXS-MANVILLE CO.. LIMITED.

Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancouver.

FOUN OATION
COAL CHUTE

<J Protects the

uildmg just
where most
needed above
the opening
T h e heavy

steel hopper
catches all the

<J\Vhen not In use.
the hopper lies in

the bottom of the
chute body <jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar-
proof |Wilh V,

inch wue glass 01
steel panel In door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
88-98 Erie St Huntington, Indiana

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

Our line of Colonial, Mission and

Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large

selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc., sent free on request.

If building or remodeling be sure and write us.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO. ILL.
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The Trouble of Cracks in Ceilings.

(From Experience* of Builder in Amer. Cor.

and Builder.)

IXTENDING over a period of

sixteen years, I have been asso-
ciated with many interesting ex-

periments to find the cause and,

perhaps, the remedy for cracked ceil-

ings. In many cases considerable ex-

pense has been incurred by the contract-

ors in order to assist the architect t->

solve the problem. The result of the

most elaborate experiments impressed
me as only deepening the mystery, for

some of the ceilings on which most

money was spent turned out the worst
of all.

No Trouble With Gypsum Plaster.

I had better here explain that I am not
now considering the patent plasters on
the market, which have been designed to

supercede the old-fashioned lime and hair

mortar. I readily admit that the use of

these reduces the above defects to a mini-
mum.
Therefore confine my remarks to the

ordinary lime and hair mortar, still in

general use.

A few years ago I settled in a district

where sand is not available. All build-

ing and plastering mortar consists of
ashes and lime ground in a mortar mill.

The ceiling mortar is in the proportion
of about three of ashes to one of lime,
that for walls about four or five to one.

Plasterers in many districts would be

surprised to learn that hair is practically
an unknown quantity in these places.

Experience has proved to me that it is

not absolutely necessary, though I still

believe it is somewhat desirable.

Without attempting the details of my
experiments I arrive at the conclusion
that cracked ceilings are chiefly due to
the free use of learning sand. Only in

rare and isolated cases is it perfectly
clean and all grit. . I know the plasterers'
intense dislike of sharp sand, and their

passion for the kind as much like soil as

possible, for in their own expressive
phraseology, it "spreads like butter."

Work can be carired out with greater
ease and rapidity when the inferior kind
is used. Not to seem unfair to them, I

allow that unless plenty of lime is used

plastering with sharp grit sand is most
laborious, and a man must work very
hard indeed to show good results. It

must also be remembered that where
clean grit sand is not easily procurable,
the same can only be obtained at consid-

erable cost; it must either be imported
or local sand must be washed. This can

only be done where a good price is paid
for the work.

To obtain the best results at the cheap-
est price in districts where sand is costly.
I would advocate the use of good, clean

ashes in the proportion of two or three
to one of lime, with clean, long hair

added, after removing mortar from mill,

and worked in with a rake. I have know
cases where the hair has been thrown
into the mill a few minutes before the

grinding is completed, but it is obvious
that it must be considerably broken by
the grinding process, and this being so,

the object for which it is used is thereby
to some extent defeated. It is, however,
a simple matter to learn the best way of

mixing it ; a few handfuls thrown into a

pan will be a sufficient test.

Domestic ashes and flue dust are more
objectionable than cheap sand, and
should, therefore, never be used. Those
supplied by railway companies, colliery

companies, or other large works give ex-

cellent results.

With this material, as with all lime
and hair mortar, it is essential that a

good key should be allowed in all lath-
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If You Are Building, You Should

Have This

PORTFOLIO of

WOOD PANELS
on

FREE
T shows

panels of ac-

tual wood just
how your wood-
work and floors

will look when finished with Johnson's Wood Dye, Pre-

^^^ pared Wax and other finishes. It also gives full specifica-
tions and instructions so that any good painter can successfully do your work.

In this portfolio the Johnson wood dyes are shown on oak, pine, cypress, birch,

gum, chestnut, maple, etc. It will give you many helpful decorating suggestions.

Johnson's Wood Dye
is a dye in every sense of the word it penetrates deeply into the wood, bringing out its natural beauty
without raising the grain. It dries in thirty minutes and does not smudge or rub off. It is made in six-

teen beautiful shades, as follows:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. HO Bog Oak

No. 1 28 Light Mahogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany
No. 127 Extra Dark Mahogany
No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Brown Weathered
No. 132 Green Weathered

No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green

No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 1 78 Brown Flemish A
No. nO Fumed Oak J

Also Get This Book Free!
Is Just Off The Press

You will find it particularly useful if you are contemplating

building, if you are interested in beautiful interiors, if you
want to secure the most artistic and serviceable

finishes at least expense. This book is full of valu-

able information to everyone who is interested

in this line. We will be pleased to mail you

1 Mill

building.
Please send

FREE Port-
folio of Wood

Panels and 1913

Booklet, Edition K.
E. 11.

a copy upon request.

Please Use The FREE Coupon

S. C. JOHNSON & SON /
Racine, Wisconsin ^

"The Wood Finishing Authorities" ^p

Name

Add) ess
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ing. A case is mentioned above where
the latl) were lapped at joints, and

though this is very common on cottages,
it is not good work.

About Linseed Oil.

Linseed nil is best in its raw state for

exterior painting and. in fact, many
painters use it for interior work. When
raw, the oil is extremely clastic and will

expand and contract with any kind of

surface on which it is used ; wood, brick,
metal or stone. Raw oil is also very
penetrating, save when the weather is

very cold, when it will become viscid.

The penetrating properties of raw oil

enable it to reach down into the pores
of all porous materials used in building,

forming little root-like connections with
the materials on which it is applied.

Boiled linseed oil is the name usually
given to oil which has been heated to a

temperature of at least 250 degrees Fah-
renheit, with or without the addition of

dryer. Boiled oil is not as elastic as raw
oil and is little used for exterior work.
For interior work, however, much is used
as conditions are less severe. Then, too.
the boiling causes the oil to dry mucli

quicker, which is particularly desirable
for interior work.

The possibilities of obtaining pure
boiled linseed oil are very slight and
much of it sold under this name is really
raw oil, to which a cheap benzine dryer
is added. This gives the oil the proper
color and drying qualities of boiled oil.

The adulteration, however, is detri-

mental to the durability of the oil.

Pratt & Lambert's Varnish Talk.

Origin of the Name Jap-a-lac.

The name of Jap-a-lac is inseparable
with that of the Glidden Varnish Co.
While riding in a sleeper fr.m St. Louis to

Cleveland about twelve years ago F. A.
Glidden thought of the word Jap-a-lac as
a synonym of Japanese lacquer, and that
then the possibilities of developing an
immense field for colored varnishes came
to him. Up to that time colored varnishes
had been made in only a small way, but
as a result of the thought, the new child
named Jap-a-lac, and deriving its name
from Japanese Lacquer, was born at the
Glidden plant a short time later, and from

the first it was found to fill a large and

ever-growing field of usefulness.

Additions have been made to Jap-a-lac
from time to time so that today it comes
in twenty-one colors.

Covering Capacity of Calcimine.

One pound of dry calcimine will cover,
when mixed, approximately as follows:

Smooth painted boards, 60 to 80 sq. ft. ;

smooth unpainted boards, 50 to 75 sq. ft. ;

rough unpainted boards, 25 to 40 sq. ft. ;

soft unpainted bricks, 25 to 40 sq. ft.
;

hard unfinished bricks, 40 to 65 sq. ft. ;

stone, 25 to 40 sq. ft. Some shop rec-

ords, carefully kept, show that one gallon
of calcimine will cover 270 sq. ft. on aver-

age hard plaster walls, 180 sq. ft. on
bricks, and 225 sq. ft. on wood. It was
also shown that an average workman,
using a 5-inch calcimine brusji, coated in

one hour 22 sq. yds. of rough wall
; 38

sq. yds. smooth wall ; 20 sq. yds. of brick

wall ; flat surface, 40 sq. yds. ; ceiling,
from step ladder, 25 sq. yds.

To Prevent Water Color from Drying
Too Quickly.

Add a little flour paste to the kalso-

mine, beating it well into the mass, or

mix the paste with the coloring that is to

go into the kalsomine, if any is to be
used. The paste will retard the water
color a reasonable time and allow of more
deliberate application when the air is too

warm. Paint and Oil Dealer.

Finish for Black Walnut.

The easiest and most satisfactory finish

for black walnut is obtained by applying
a coat of boiled linseed oil to the pre-

pared wood best when hot. Allow this

to stand for some ten minutes then wipe
the surface clean with a flannel cloth and
allow it to stand over night. Upon the

oil, place a coat of thin shellac, and then,
when this has hardened over night, sand

lightly with fine sandpaper and apply
several coats of a good floor wax. Floor
wax is in paste form similar to shoe pol-
ish and its manner of application is simi-

lar to that used in applying shoe polish,

unless, perhaps, less of the wax is used.

Too much wax will leave ugly chalk-like

spottings. A very thin application is suf-

ficient.
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thousands jestify
that the

UNDERFEED
Cuts Coal Bills

*

'-TWO THOUSAND owners of Under-
feed Furnaces or Boilers are listed

in booklet "Underfeed Boosters." Write
for it then ask any of the 2000.

Let us also send you testimony of 300 Underfeed
users in Binghamton, N. Y., 60 in Ft. Wayne, Ind.,

and others. EVERYWHERE Underfeed results

are the same adequate, clean, even heat at a sav-

ing of 'X to ; ;,
the usual cost of coal.

Williamson
UnderfeedFURNACES

THE
PECK

.BOILERS
In the Underfeed, fuel is consumed like a candle-

Coal is fed from below and burns from the top down.
Smoke and gases pass up through the fire and are

consumed, converting into useful heat the enor-

mous chimney waste of heaters of other types.

Hottest coals in topfeed heaters are on the grates, far
removed from radiating surfaces, whereas in the Under-
feed fireis on topin direct contactwith the most effective

radiating surfaces. Every heat unit generated is utilized.

The Underfeed produces more clean, even heat per ton
of the cheaper grades of coal, than topfeed heaters pro-
duce with most expensive giades.

Saves Over Half
Fred T. Kcrtyon, 13 RooseveltA Oe. , Binghamton, N. Y. , writes:" We heated eight extremely high rooms the entire winter at a

coslof $22.80, whereas previously we heated a six-room house

with a top-feedfurnace at an expense of $47."

Harmon Hoffman, 2408 Smith St., Ft. Waune, Ind., in-

stalled his Underfeed seven years ago. "Haven't spent a cent

for repairs," he nrites. "I have an

eight-room house and always heat it

with about $20 worth ofslack coal.
"

Adapted for large or small
homes, apartment houses, halls,

churches, schools, etc. Installed
in unit or battery form. The
Underfeed is sold by a leading
dealer in most cities and towns.

Write for free book, free heat-

ing plans and estimate of cost;
also let us tell you where you can
get your Underfeed. Cat-Out View o f

VnderfeeJ Furnace

^-WILLIAMSON CO. ^im^o.
Send me FREE

Name

Address.

.Name of my dealer

P. F. Friedel of Memphis, Tenn.. shows in BEAVER
this interior how beautifully Beaver Board walls n /r\ji i rvand ceilings can be designed and decorated. D\JAl\L/

BEAVER BOARD
Pure-Wood-Fibre Walls and Ceilings

You can make your home
more attractive by building
new walls and ceilings within
the old rooms quickly and eco-

nomically with Beaver Board.
Get free suggestions from our Designing

Department, nail panels over the plaster of the
old walls, or to the studding of new rooms.

Paint the beautiful pebbled surface don't
cover with unsanitary wall-paper.

No more repapering or replastering; room
warmer in winter, cooler in summer, great
durability and permanence. Appropriate to any
room in any kind of building, new or remodeled.

Sold by builders' supply.lumber, hardware and
paint-dealers, and decorators, if not found in
your town, write us.

Write for free illustrated booklet "Beaver
Board and its Uses," giving full and complete
information.

THE BEAVER COMPANIES
United States: 631 Beaver Road. Buffalo, N. V.
Canada: 731 Wall St., Beaverdale. Ottawa
Gt. Britain: 4 Southampton Row. RussellSq.London

"r / T. Jacques, Mapievood. Mo., put
Denver Hoard over old fluster with mor*
beautiful 01 veil as more durable results.
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Wall Stains, Cause and Cure.

If a stain shows through the calcimine

when dry, coat the stain with a size made
from one ounce of sugar of lead and one

quart of soft water.

The walls and ceilings of many public

buildings, churches, etc., are often seen

stained, and if you have a contract for re-

calcimining such places, it would be well

to look up the roof and have it repaired
first of all.

On cheap work stains may easily be
covered with paper.

Small creosote stains in plaster may
be covered with some leaf metal.

Usually a coat of oil paint, flatted, will

Ltop a water stain, but a heavy coat of

varnish is better.

There are many remedies, some of

them cures, for water stains. Two coats

of flat paint is usually recommended,
while some advise zinc white mixed with
varnish. Shellac does not appear to do.

Some say that a coat of hot lime wash,
followed by a coat of varnish, is effective.

Small water stains on a ceiling may be
treated with powdered lime mixed with
alcohol. Coat the spots with this, and
when the size is dry go ahead with the

calcimining.
Water stains on a sand finished wall

may be coated with oil paint thinned
with benzine. Turpentine is better than
benzine for the purpose, but is costlier.

Shellac also might answer, but its cost

is in the way.
A water stained ceiling may be treated

thus: If the ceiling has old stuff on it,

remove same and make clean. Shellac

the stains with white shellac, made thin

with grain or denatured alcohol. If no

varnish has been used on the ceiling be-

fore then varnish it all over, using ceil-

ing varnish thinned with benzine, though
turpentine is preferred. Stir in about a

pound of pulverized pumice stone or

plaster to the gallon of varnish. Or take

powdered fresh lime and mix up with al-

cohol ; paint the spots with this. When
the spots are dry, go ahead with the cal-

cimining.
If there are some stains darker than

the rest, thin up some of the varnish and
add a little dry zinc white. But this will

be unnecessary unless the stains are very
dark, and the ceiling is to be white. If

the calcimine is properly made and ap-
plied it will cover a quite dark surface.

If shellac is applied over a stain it

ought to have at least 24 hours to dry in.

This in order to allow the alcohol to es-

cape, otherwise it would come through
the calcimine and stain it.

One of the best stain killers is zinc sul-

phate. It is to be mixed with water,

making a saturated solution, and apply
two coats of it, allowing the first coat
time to dry. After the second coat has
dried apply a coat of shellac.

Aniline stains should be treated with
an alkali. A coat or two of fresh lime

wash is good. Make the lime wash
heavier than ordinary whitewash, and
when it has dried remove it by scraping,
then wash off with sponge and water,
and finally size with vinegar, to neutral-

ize the alkali. Treat weak aniline stain

with clear lime water, which is the water
on fresh slaked lime after standing until

settled. Weak sal soda or ammonia
water also does. Ashman Kelley, in

Paint and Oil Dealer.

Kraft
Novel texture, durable, ,un-proof this newest

Wiggin Creation is distinctive for unique, effective

wall decoration. Kraft Ko-Na is of the famous

FAB-RIK-0-NA
line of highest grade woven wait coverings, which
include Art Ko-Na. Kord Ko-Na. etc. and the finest
quality Fast Color Burlaps. Send for booklet ol samples
mentioning goods desired.

. I. WlCSiri MM Cfl.. 214 te IT, ItMMnni. I. J.

77U Tmde Mark on back of every yard. Patent appliedfor.

ever attained
in a woven
wall fabric
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For Your Residence Specify^

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards-Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, IllinoisRichards-Royal.

A. G. C. Fletcher, Architect, New York

Artistic, Economical and Reliable
If you have had bad results with the kerosene-
oil shingle-stains, don't condemn all stains.

Cabot's Shingle Stains
have stood the test for over twenty-five years in all

parts of the world. Thousands of people have used

them, and hundreds of unsolicited testimonials have
been received, showing that they look better, wear
better and preserve the wood better than any other
exterior colorings.

Samples of colors on wood with catalogue sent free

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Sole Manufacturer.

141 Milk Street, Bo*ton, MUM.
Agents at all Central Points.

Sewage
Disposal

for Country Homes

Without Sewers

Health and self-respect demand that dangerous, re-

pulsive cesspools, etc., must go. The Ashley System will

provide scientific and safe sewage disposal at moder-
ate cost. Write for illustrated Manual on Sewage
Purification and Disposal for Country Homes.
We also provide Sewage Disposal for Institutions,

Schools, etc.

Ashley House-Sewage Disposal Co.
108 Armida Ave., Morgan Park, 111.

BUY YOUR. FURNACE
$1O DOWN S10AMONTH

Our monthly payment plnn of gelling direct
-.m-~ Mm the dealer's profits and charge* for
installation. The

Jahant Furnace
with the patented "Down Draft System" is

Ix'st for residences, schools*, hotels, elmn-hes.
fie.. IteeaiiM* it delivers plent> ofhr.it where-
e\er .-iiid whenever desired at a Having of 1-3

to 1-2 in fuel hills. Install tin- Jahant \our-
elf. We send complete outfit, freight pre-
paid with >|*M'ial plans, detailed Instruction!
and all neee -ar> tools for installat ion. Satis-
faction gunranteed or tnoiie> refunded.

Write for free illustrated book-

THE JAHANT HEATING CO.
30 Mill Street Akron, Ohio

Save '/X/z on Fuel Bills
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House Heating Boiler Rating.
A Committee Report.

|HE individual members of thi>

committee have been . working
systematically on the question of

rating house heating boilers, and

though we are now only reporting prog-
ress we are not giving up this important
matter. While we have not been able

to get the boiler manufacturers as a

whole to agree on a standard for testing
and rating house heating boilers, we be-

lieve in some cases they have come t< <

the conclusion that their catalogue rat-

ings are, to say the least, excessive for

Nw Typ of Damper for Heatint Apparatus.

house heating conditions. If members
want to satisfy themselves on this point,
all that is necessary is to ask a boiler

manufacturer if he will guarantee the

ratings shown in his catalogue, provided
the boiler is operated under house heat-

ing conditions as now generally accept-
ed, and you will probably find that he
will advise you not to expect the boiler

to carry the catalogue's rating unless you
fire oftener than once in eight hours in

severe weather. The committee believes
that while house heating conditions vary
some, they are fairly accurately defined,
and we have offered the following as con-
ditions under which house heating boil-

ers should be operated, and the boiler

under these conditions should be exe-

cuted to carry the ratings which the

boiler manufacturers claim for them :

First. That the boiler should be fired

only once in eight hours.

Second. That it should not be neces-

sary to burn more than four pounds of

anthracite coal per hour per square foot

of grate (coal containing at least 12,000
B. T. U. per pound).

Third. That in figuring the amount
of direct radiating surface which a boiler

should take care of, each square foot of

direct steam radiating surface will emit
250 B. T. U. per hour, and each square
foot of direct hot water radiating sur-

face will emit 190 B. T. U. per hour.

The committee believes that if this

standard was universally adopted it

would be equally fair to all manufac-
turers. What we ask of a manufacturer
is that his boiler will, under house heat-

ing conditions as definitely defined, take
care of the amount of surface which his

catalogue claims. Heating and Ventilat-

ing Magazine.

Where to Place the Expansion Tank.

The space selected for the location of

the expansion tank is usually in the at-

tic. As the setting of most expansion
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New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^-* dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.
After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal construction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912
book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
costal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers af Steel Roofing
and Metal Shingles in the World

520-540 Culvert St. CINCINNATI, OHIO

These 2 Great
Books Will Reduce

Your Building Expense
If you i>lan building, remodeling or repairing now

or later you should get in touch with us for our
t actory-Dircct-to-You prices on Lumber, Millwork,
Flooring, Porchwork, boors, Tinwork, Mouldings.
Hardware. \\ indows, Paint everything for erect ing
the bent kind of a house, barn or out-buildinu.
Everything we ship is absolutely new. clean. <-ri-|.and not a stick of wreckage in our stock. \Ve guar-
antee highest quality, safe delivery and satisfac-
tion, so you take no risk whatever. We can save
you 25 to 33 1-3 per cent on all kinds of building ma-
terial. Write today.

Economy Rubber Roofing
1 Ply, 35 Lbs. tt 1 f ft

Guaranteed 5 Years ^* * A W
2 Ply, 45 Lbs. $ \ O C

Guaranteed 7 Years ^ ****
3 Ply, 55 Lbs. e 1 fi ffc
Guaranteed 10 Years H* * w W

Rolls Contain 1O8 Sq. Ft.

STORM SASH

l$971;
Wewlll
rurnl8h
c " in -

p 1 e t e
all lumber, mlllwork.
hardware, spouting.
paint everything ex-

cept masonry and la-

bor to build this K-

room bouse, and In-

clude plans free. De-
sign A13S.

Form Double Windows-
Save Their Cost in Coal

Bills Keep Out Cold

24x28
2 Light
$1.05
24x30
2 Light
$1.11
24x32
2 Light
$1.20

Vents 1 Oc
Extra

Our
Catalog

Shows all Sizes with Prices

BIG BOOKS
Mailed to YOU !

Our new 176-page Catalog
furnlrt No. 33 of S.uuU Bargains inv^^Wc o m - Lumber, Millwork. etc.. is

p I e t e ready for you. Shown 5.000
all lumber, mlllwork. illustrations and gives our
hardware, spouting, low prices. Mailed r'KKK to

paint everything ex- you. Our handsomcl> illu-
cept masonry and la- t rated Plan Book No. 43 show-
bor to build this x. Ing 50 fine views of modern
room nouse. and In- homes, barns, garages, etc..
elude plans free. De- mailed to \ou u|m receipt
Blgn AlOt. Surely of only lOc to cover postage.
this Ih a moat tempi- Both big books are mone>-
Ing price for such a savers. Learn how to build
cozy home. at just about HALF what ><>u

figured on. Learn our
method of dealing llrec to >ou. Kememlx'r, w

guarantee sat isfact ion on evervthing.
Write a*today a letteror poetaL Specify

^ books by above numbers.

CHICAGO MIILWORK SUPPLY CO.
1421 W. 37th Street

Chicago, - Illinois

Have a Home of Your Own
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"THE pleasure of living In thecountry
or small town to greatly enhanced

by a few city conveniences, the moat
nsetssary and comfort giving of which
U a Satisfactory G. Supply.
Cm* to Lisht with.
CM to Cook with.
Ga* for Laundry purpo*-:
G* to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a vine for

pumpinu and other purpoin.
You can have all thow c>nvenienc-

cheaply and automatically by installingE

rTRWU Combination

iii^Gas Machine
FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not Increase your Insurance rate*.

On the market over 40 year*. More
than 15.000 in use in Residences. Storea,
Factories. Churches. Schools. Colleges,

Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today-NOW a post-
IM: !

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Strwl

Detroit, Michigan
Attractive Proposition to Plumberi

Ibcaia* is bawsMat

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of come interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing department Is at your disposal to advise
and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.
Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it. and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturers

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
EUton and Webster Avenue.. CHICAGO

1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY

HEATING. LIGHTING AND PLUMBING -Continued

tanks iv d<me during the ^pring and sum-
mer months, when the space under the

is suffocatingly lint, it seems to be
the most anti-freeze spot imaginable, de-

pute the warning that patches of day-
light are noticeable in several places un-
der the eaves, for Jack Frost to approach
as easily as did Old Sol. During a win-
ter like that of l')l 2, when the thermom-
eter was making one low record after

another, a few house owners here and
there let the fire go out for a number of

hours, and the expansion tank connec-
ts m was frozen. The percentage of

such cases, compared with the total in-

stallations of hot water heating outfits,

is, of course, trifling, and far more an-

noying than damaging. To do our share,

however, in preventing, if possible, the

occurrence in even a single building, we
are temporarily putting out a tag on each
hot water boiler, which reads:

Caution.

Expansion tank should not be set in a

cold or exposed place. If the pipe lead-

ing to the tank freezes the system will

be sealed and this will likely cause break-

age of boiler or radiators, because of

pressure created by expanding water.

Ideal Heating Journal.

New Type of Damper.
A new type of damper for use in con-

nection with warm air furnaces or other

heating apparatus has been designed by
W. J. Moreland, of Mottville, N. Y., and
is shown in the accompanying illustra-

tion. The aim of the inventor is to pro-
vide a form of damper by means of which
the furnace draft may be carefully gov-
erned, the damper being especially adapt-
ed for operation in parts of the house
remote therefrom. The invention pro-
vides complete control of the fire from
direct to reversed draft, with one chain

running to rooms above; and provides
relief from dust and gas when joints in a

stove or furnace become imperfect from

long use or any other cause. The con-
struction is simple and does away with
the ordinary check and other dampers.
Heating appliances can be manufactured
as cheaply with this improvement as

without. The engraving shows a side

view, partly in section, representing a

furnace flue equipped with the invention.

Heating and Ventilating Magazine.
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The Jackson Ventilating Grate
will make your fireplace a perpetual pleasure. Burns wood, coal or
yas. Unlike the ordinary grate it produces an even temperature
thruout one or several rooms, and gives four times the heat of the
ordinary grate. Its special feature is a fresh air pipe which draws
pure air from outdoors and sends it heated into the room, while the im-
pure air passes up the chimney. Perfect ventilation is thus assured.

SEND FOR OUR FREE BOOK "K"
It tully explains the principle of the Jackson Grate, shows the numer-
ous styles and jives tull information with prices.

Special catalog of andirons and
fireplace fittings mailed on request

. A. Jackson & Bro., 25 Beekman St., New York

SP!ES
Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Strong
Durable

Economical

The best that
we can make after forty

years' effort

Spot Cord is guaranteed by the Sam-
son Cordage Works to be free from
imperfections of braid or finish, and it

will jast longer than any other device for
hanging windows.
Our trade-mark on the label is Samson and

the Lion in any color. The Spots in any color are
our trade-mark on the cord, used by us for
eighteen years to show, after the label is re-

j

moved, who guarantees the quality of the
j

cord. You recognize either of these marks
by the design, not the color. Do not be mis-
led by imitations.
Spot Cord is for Bale by most hardware deal-
ers. If your dealer cannot supply you. or-
der of UB direct. girinK his name. Send
for sample and our illustrated book-

let No. 4.

Samson Cordage Works
Boston. Mats.

Don't Neglect Your Roof
A roofing to withstand the weather elements must be made of the very best ma-

terial and made RIGHT. The better the Quality, the longer the life of the roof and
less repair expense.

UNDERFELT ROOFING
is made right made by people who have been making roofing for 66 years. Under-
felt has the Quality. Every article entering into its make-up is selected with the great-

est care. That's why Underfelt has become so generally known as THE OLD
STAND-BY ROOFING.

If you pay less for Roofing than you would for UNDERFELT ITS WORTH LESS

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"Diamond Mack" Quality

700-712 South Fourth St.,

MINNEAPOLIS
FARGO ASSOCIATED HOUSES DULUTH

"Diamond Mack" Quality

SEDGWICK'S BEST IIOT'SE
PLANS"

a beautiful book of 200 modern homes costinsr $500. to $6000. I have had many years ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. Price

$1.00. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." a new book showing 50 up-to-date designs, all

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a small
ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For $1.25 I

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGWICK, -:- 1135-K. Lumber Exchange, -:- Minneapolis, Minn.
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

Put in the Vacuum Riser Now.

1IK time to do it is when the

heating plant i> installed and the

heating contractor should make
it part of his job.

Let him get the owner to let you put
in the vacuum riser pipe after you have
the contract signed for the heating job,
and are ready to begin the work.

There isn't a woman in the United
States who, once having heard of va-

cuum cleaning, does not at once make
up her mind to have a cleaner in her

home at first opportunity. Every man
knows it is a convenience his wife should

have, and if he had to do the daily drudg-
ery of sweeping, lifting and dusting, he'd

have one tomorrow.

Every architect will be glad to join

you in recommending to his clients the

advantages and the saving which result

from at once installing the vacuum riser

while you are putting in the heating out-

fit, or while the building is in process of

erection or being remodeled. It's such a

sensible thing to do. It's like a friendly

tip to the house owner, and will be so

regarded. Ideal Heating Journal.

A New Use for Mineral Wool.

In every well-built house provision
should be made against rodents. Tin
has proven cheap and effective for this

purpose, if placed so that they cannot
work their way between studding and
floor joists. The first step in this process
is to extend the floor boards against the

outside sheathing, or if it be a brick

house against the bricks, carefully cut-

ting the boards around all studding.
Those floor boards where they project
should be covered from stud to stud with
tin turned up one inch and thoroughly
tacked to sheathing and studding. But
where salmon brick or any other light,

porous brick may be bought for $4.00 or

$5.00 a thousand it would be about as

cheap to fill in between the studs with
a half dozen courses of brick laid in mor-

tar. This has the advantage over tin of

forming a very efficient fire stop.
Better than either of these mouse

-tups, if the owner will stand the ex-

pense, is to fill all spaces in outer walls

or partitions with mineral wool. This
offers considerable sound and heat in-

sulation as well and burns slow enough
to discourage an ordinary fire.

Where partitions are set on the floor-

ing or on a sole piece, a continuous strip
of tin two inches wider than the studs

should be set under them and tacked

down.
These precautionary measures make

no showing for the money spent on

them, and require close inspection while
in progress, but they do much to in-

crease the comfort of the inhabitants.

Home Beautiful.

Hand Power Elevators.

The installation of hand power ele-

vators in many different classes of build-

ings and for many different purposes is

becoming more and more common. In

the larger private residences hand power
elevators are installed as trunk lifts and
for carrying baggage, furniture, and
other bulky or heavy articles up and
down stairs, not only in order to save

time and strength, but to save walls,

floors, ceilings, stairs, etc. In many
homes the installation of a hand power
elevator to be used as an invalid lift is

necessary because some member of the

family is unable comfortably to walk up
and down stairs. For use as an invalid

lift, the builder must be very careful not
to make a mistake in the selection of

the outfit which he will install, because
an inferior outfit is not only dangerous
and unreliable, but it is a perfect nui-

sance in every way in which it ought to

be a convenience.
The most improved type of hand pow-

er invalid lift is not only strong, dur-

able, easy running and quiet, but it is

fitted with an automatic brake, which
makes it absolutely safe.
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No drafts to harm baby
No rattling windows No sticking

1 sash
In the house that is equipped with the

HIGGIN
All-Metal Weather Strip

A bronze channel sliding
1 on a zinc tongue. By

scientific test proven to be two-and-a-quarter times
as efficient as next best.

Time-proof Storm-proof Dust-proof
A Higgin agent will estimate on weather-stripping

your home. No obligation. Write today for booklet
THE HIGGIN MANUFACTURING CO.

310-330 Eat Fifth Street Newport. Ky.
Jfanttfacturers offamous Higgin All-Metal Screens Steel or
copperframes. Solid bronze wire netting. Metal channels.

fitted anywhere. Catalogfree.

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-
forms with architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"

WE'VE AMERICANIZED
The Good Old English Casement

Making it the ideal sash for your new home. From Kitchen
to "Sleeping Porch" every opening is 100 per cent window.

This "BULL-DOG'' is one of our three American Adjusters.

All about them in our hand book by return mail if you
postalize the

CASEMENT HARDWARE CO.

58-175 North State Street CHICAGO

fend for the

and see how the

ALDINEFIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% griven by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.
Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well aa

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
56 11 Clyde Park Ave. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Helps on Bungalow Building
OUR BOOK, containing original, practical nn<t I.eaiitiful

desiunn for true bmiKalowi. cot taw* anil two-stor> mldenOM,
FURNISHFD FRKE to those interested iii buildiiiK. Contain*
photographu anil floor plan*, dcsiuncil l>> leailiim architect*.
Thia design book dcMrlbM particularly Bungalow*, etc..

built "from crest to foundation" with tin- beautiful, non-
warpin anil everlast int; Kel Colnr Shingle.
We have no plani or nook* to ncll. but art- manufacturers of

RH! < i-lnr Shingle* ami w;uit >ou to know almut tliis l>ean-

tiful exterior ImiHiiiK material before ><ui Imilil. Send2-cent
stamp to cover tnailinu <.<!. Write, riirht now. to

i I:D\IC MiiNi.i.i: M \M r\rn IM:K-' LB87I
I'll A re;i<le Annex, Seattle, \\.i-h.
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If you own or are going to build

CEMENT BUILDING

you hould have our

Book on Painting and

Waterproofing Cement
It contains color plates of beautiful

Cement Houses and shows how to

improve their appearance. It tells

HOW TO MAKE A

CEMENT FLOOR LOOK
LIKE AN OAK FLOOR

SENT FREE
to property owners, Archi-

tects, Contractors

and Builders

otherwise price is 10 cents

THE OHIO VARNISH CO.
8664 Kinsman Road CLEVELAND, O.

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO.

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS Continued

A manufacturer with win mi we are ac-

quainted has installed four of these out-

fits in the homes of four brothers, one
>f whom is a well known banker of New
York City. I he elevator installed in the

hankcr's residence in New York was the

la -t of the four installed and in placing
the order for this invalid lift the banker

stated that as a result of his experience
with these elevators which had been in-

stalled in his brothers' homes, he would
rather have one of these improved auto-
matic brake invalid lifts than any elec-

tric or hydraulic elevator ever built, even
if the hand power elevator cost as much
as the electric or hydraulic elevators, be-

cause not only is the hand power ele-

vator referred to safe, but it is perfectly

dependable because of its extreme sim-

plicity ;
there is no fear in the mind of

the passenger that something may go
wrong and the elevator go out of busi-

ness while he is suspended between
floors.

Hand power elevators to be used in

cellars, garages, etc., frequently meets
all requirements at a materially less cost

than would the installation of power ele-

vators, and the maintenance cost of the

hand power elevator, if of good design,
material and construction, is practically

nothing at all.

A good dumb waiter or hand power
elevator, properly installed, is a great
convenience; a poor one is a nuisance.

National Builder.

A porous glass for ventilation is being
made in France, the holes being small

enough to exclude dust and drafts.

HESS^^ LOCKER
TheOnly Modern, Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white. baked
everlivstinK enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang outside. Send for illus-

trated circular.

HESS. 917 L T.co. Bid... Chic**.
Medicine Cabinet ilaktrt of Stttl Furmaett. Fr~ BooUtt.
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BUTTF3
IINSURE I

PERFECTLY HUNG DOORS
Friction is eliminated by the

steel bearings, and the door swings
smoothly and softly without creaking
or binding. These butts have

NON-RISING PINS
which will not work out of the joint.

Write for artistic and instructive

booklet "Properly Hung Doors."

KEEP WARM
With this Mechanical Memory

Save Coal Too

DO
NOT trust your

own sense as to the

right degree of heat
'in the house. How often
have you let your house become
overheated so you had to open
the windows or let it drop to a
sudden chill !

These heating worries with damage to
health and pocket can be avoided when
you re-enforce your heating plant with

Department "T"

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.

It Is a simple, economical device, easily attach-
ed toany furnace or boiler. Jfore than human In
senltlve feeling and exact automatic action.
It will automatically open or close tlie drafts
on the variation of one degree.

It saves fuel lot of It saves the endlest
rou tine of furnace attention, and there's no telt-

)ng how many colds and doctor's bills It pre-
vtnts. With the clock attachment you can re-

duce the heat during sleeping hours to Increase
in the morning when you want it.

Don't trish your house warm In the morning
buy a Jewell and have It warm.
Ton will like to read the Interesting story of

the Enchantress. "IMA JEWELL" Send for It

and for our booklet "The House Comfortable"
Both FREE. Address

JEWELL MANUFACTURING CO..
19 Green Street, Auburn. N. Y. -^

MALLORY'S
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device tr

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, atone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey. U. S A.

TheONLYWAYiithe
PHENIX WAY.
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture

Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-
tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Center St. Milwaukee. Wli.

Before you build or remodel,

investigate

Roberds Ideal Wall Board
The modern finish that comes in sheets all

ready to be nailed to the studding. It not

only gives you more beautiful interiors but it is

also much less expensive than lath and plaster.

Affords the utmost protection against heat,

cold, fire and water. Easily applied.

You can not do a job of plastering without dam-

aging the floors but you can use Roberds Ideal Wall
Board at any time without removing the carpets.

Write for booklet, sample, testimonials

and name of our agent in pour locality.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO.
103 Railroad Street Marion, Indiana
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

E HAVE received from Sampson
& Allen, Lynn, Mass.. an unu-u

ally helpful catalog
1

called Home
Lighting, illustrating the lu

and best ideas in lighting fixtures. The
attractive cover page shows a hon^-
abln/.e with yellow lights set amid the

dusky blue shadows of trees and an even-

ing sky. Both gas and electric fixture-

are shown, as well as combination and
the styles are of a high order of chaste

and refined design. The firm will furnish

plans and specifications for lighting the

house.
* * *

The Chamberlain Metal Weather Strip
is an equipment that few up-to-date
houses are without. It is an investment
that pays in lessened fuel bills and gener-
al comfort. Their catalog shows the fix-

ture and method of operation, with many
illustrations of its use. Detroit, Mich.

* * *

Modern Methods of Heating Water is

the new catalog of the J. Le Mott Iron

Works Co., New York, illustrating and

describing the Tobey, Efficient, Security
and Economic Steam Water Heater^.

also the Sunray Tank and Iron Heaters
manufactured by this firm. As nothing
in house building is more essential than
the hot water supply, builders will be

particularly interested in the contents of

this catalog.
* * *

The Drake Marble and Tile Co.. Min-

neapolis, Minn., send us a handsome cata-

log showing many interesting designs in

Architectural Wood Mantels. Details of

size and finish accompany each illustra-

tion together with a price list, to assist

the purchaser.
* * *

The booklet sent out by the Clay Prod-
ucts Exposition Co., Chicago, 111., will at-

tract attention, showing a handsome red
brick dwelling on a grey ground. The
object of the booklet is to interest the

public in the second Annual Exposition
of Clay Products, to be held in Chicago
in February and March of 1913. The
new architectural contest is expected to

be even more interesting and helpful than
that of last year and will be a feature of

importance.
* * *

Built-in-Baths is a small bu dainty cat-

alog sent out by the J. Le Mott Iron

Works, New York, illustrating their Sol-

id Porcelain Baths. Their beauty and

completeness make these baths ideal fix-

tures.
* * *

The Spectrum for September, Sherwin-
Williams Co., has the usual charm of this

little publication, which we have come to

expect as a matter of course. We look
with pleasure to the receipt of this dainty
brochure, so artistic in its infinite variety.

* * *

The Latch String is the attractive little

booklet sent out monthly by The W. S.

Tyler Co., Cleveland, O., manufacturers
of ornamental bronze and iron. The
booklet gives the range and variety of

their work.

CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS THE ACCEPTED AUTHORITY
ON REAL BUNGALOWS
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TO BE ESPECIALLY COZY THE FLOOR OF THE 1NGLENOOK SHOULD BE AT
LEAST A FOOT BELOW THAT OF THE MAIN ROOM.

The Fire on the Hearth
By Helen Lukens Gaut

FIREPLACE not only creates an

atmosphere of cheer, but of art.

Studio, music-room, den, moun-
tain cabin, family livingroom, all

seem incomplete without a fireplace.

When the world is cold and dark, and

dripping and miserable, nothing reaches

so deep into the heart as the hour when

the flames on the home hearth sing and

laugh and frolic, like happy thoughts lib-

erating joy and tipping shadows with

splendor. Almost as eloquent of good
are the warm, silent, glowing coals,

wrapped in phantom breath of gold and

grey. The man who is tired, and the

man who is tired or worried, invariably
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THE BRICK DEEPLY REVEALED BY THE POINTING.

feels contentment when he sinks into an

easy chair and stretches his limbs toward

the gladsome hearth. With a pipe, a

newspaper, a confiding wife's hand, and

perhaps a baby's laughter near by, what

more of rest and comfort can a man de-

sire. A crackling fire on the hearth is

a good entertainer when one has guests.

It inspires best stories and anecdotes, and

the silences that would otherwise be

awkward, are made golden by the witty

sparkle of the fire.

A fireplace has always been more or

less attractive as an architectural feature

of a room, but in recent years more

thought has been devoted to its design.

and the chief aim of the home-builders

of today, is to have a mantel that will

harmonize with the finish and furnishing
of the room in which it is built. In the

Kast, wood mantels are extensively used,

but one rarely sees them in the West.

There, houses are of widely varying types
and of widely differing material and con-

struction, and almost invariably the man-

tels, in design and material, are made a

definite part of the theme.

In bungalows, and in houses that tend

toward rusticity and Orientalism, one

finds splendid conceptions in fireplaces.

Here, free rein is given ideas. Timber-

work, in heavy shelves from four to ten

inches in depth, and huge bracketing and

block effects that meet the ceiling beams,
is combined with great water-polished

cobblestones, field stones, klinker and

other kinds of brick, and if the size of

the room will permit, these mantels are

from ten to twelve feet in width, and

extend from floor to ceiling. (See frontis-

piece.) To support a mantel of this size

however, the dimensions of a room
should be at least sixteen by thirty. If

made of brick, good effect may be ob-

tained by building niches or recesses in

the masonry, one on either side of the

krrate, and large enough for a bronze vase

or statue. Bricks are made in many
sizes, shapes, colors and finish, including
both rough and smooth, and the best plan
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for the house-builder who is designing
his own mantel, is to visit the display

rooms and make selection. In the brick

mantel there is chance for every clever-

ness of combination and arrangement, for

the methods of putting brick together are

unnumbered. White pointing and black,

rough and smooth are popular. Some-

times rocks and brick extend far forward

from the pointing. Sometimes the point-

ing is made a prominent feature of the

masonry, and again it is so carefully exe-

cuted and colored it is not noticeable. A
hand-made tile with rounded edges has

recently been put on the market. This

tile is especially designed to use with

brick, the edges holding those of the

brick in such a way that no mortar is

necessary. The effect is clean and rich.

Four or five kinds of brick can be used

in a mantel with excellent results if the

design is good ; rough klinker for the

body, smooth cream for fire-box and

hearth, smooth red pressed brick for the

rollock, and black burned brick for a

panel above the shelf, the whole topped
near the ceiling by timberwork, stained

black, or dark brown in imitation of oak.

Cobblestone mantels usually show an

irregular face, owing to the natural vari-

ation in size and shape of the stones. If

white water-polished stones are used, the

larger the stones the better, especially if

placed at the base. Such a mantel has

great charm, particularly if the face is

broken by black iron trim, as, for in-

stance, a quaint iron door opening into

a small rock cupboard suitable for wines

or jewels or the family bible, or by mass-

ive wood mantel shelves stained black.

When built of stones of uniform size, the

stone mantel sinks to the commonplace,
and is entirely without individuality.

Big stones and little, weathered and worn
and staunch, set one to speculation of

their past, the big past before they were

caught and caged in mortar by man.

There is considerable variation in the

color of cobblestones, ranging from white

to dark grey that is almost black, and

ELEGANTLY EQUIPPED INGLENOOK CASED IN OAK.-MANTEL OF ART TILE.
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^. 'im-tnne- "iic finds them shcddin

glittering of mica that is mo>t attrartur.

For a huge mantel extending from i\r
to ceiling, excellent results arc obtained

by combining rough red klinkcr with tin-

white stones, putting a few in group-.
and e\|x">in^ the cud. rather than side or

face of the brick. Good features for

such a mantel are six by twelve cement

shelves, one extending from one side to

lining wood and tile. The latter are to

und in the shops in wondrous vari-

etv of color and material. fmi>h and work-

man shij). and they can be made to meet

any scheme of decoration harmoniously.
In the best up-to-date shops mantels of

tiles are usually set up for exhibition and

suggestion, while clever designs in the

form of photographs or drawings, show-

ing combination and arrangement, will be

WHERE THE SPACE UNDER THE STAIRWAY IS UTILIZED FOR THE INGLENOOK.

the other, with two shorter ones placed
at odd intervals and positions. The rol-

lock should be of brick, also the fire-box

and hearth. Sometimes cobblestones

weighing several tons, and requiring con-

ciderable engineering to get into posi-

tion, are used in the best mantels of

this type.

In rooms where there is no intimation

of rusticity or Orientalism, but daintitu---

and art and richness of finish, such as

ivory, mahogany, oak, etc., one finds

splendid mantels of pressed brick with

hammered copper trim, or mantels corn-

shown, so that one may more easily de-

side on the appropriateness of a certain

one.

The ingle-nook fireplace is always at-

tractive, suggesting comfort and Bohe-

mianism. and sometimes the space under

a stairway is economized for this purpose
with artistic results. A frame for an in-

gle-nook, usually some timberwork or lat-

tice, or carved wood scheme, calls for

originality, as do the built-in seats, boxes,

cupboards and furnishings. If large

enough for two or three easy chairs, an

ingle-nook is far more satisfactory than
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one with only a built-in seat and a book-

case. To be especially cozy, the floor

should be at least a foot below that of

the main floor.

A western woman who has several fire-

places in her house, has the outer edge
of every hearth raised three inches, or,

in other words, there is a tiny wall of ma-

sonry, on which at regular intervals are

iron posts four inches in height with

rings at the top, through which are

stretched black iron chains. This 'fence'

performs three pleasing charities it is

good to see, is a comfortable foot-rest,

and it prevents ashes, coals, etc., from

straying into mid-room. A convenient

feature that should never be left out is

the built-in wood-box. A box seat ad-

joining the fireplace, and containing three

apartments, one for paper, one for kind-

ling, and one for log wood, is an untold

comfort. If built against the outside

wall, this box seat should be fitted with

a door through which wood can be

shoved from without, thus eliminating
the muss usually made by carrying it

through the house. Another good scheme
is to have a trap-door cleverly fitted into

the oak floor in front of the hearth, under

which, within easy reach is a roomy
wood box. A first class carpenter can

make a trap door so perfectly it will be

almost invisible, and even if it does show,
a small Turkish or Indian rug will hide

the secret.

Probably one of the most unique fire-

places ever built is to be found in a

stone cabin at Pine Crest, in the San

Bernardino mountains in California.

Founded on a five by five block of ma-

sonry, it stands in the center of the room,
and has four openings, so that the glow
and cheer of the fire radiates in every di-

rection.

A Home-Like House
By A. E. Marr

F THE homebuilder is fortunate

enough to secure the services of

the architect who combines with

practical durability the rarer qual-

ity of getting the absolute most out of the

sum invested, some truly astonishing ef-

fects can be produced, and really at com-

paratively small cost.

It is with such a type of house I am
now dealing, and the following details

and illustrations are intended to, perhaps,

smooth the way for some intending home

builder, in order that he may more readily

attain results that were only achieved

after many houses had been built with

pencil and paper, and many questions

asked and answered.

It was the determination of the owner

that the interior should receive the ut-

most consideration, second only to the

soundness of the structure. The result

is indeed most satisfying. The house is

two and one-half stories and shingled.

The second story has a slight overhang
and is topped with a half story, which is

a rather more pronounced overhang,
these features giving both floors good
room space. The roof line on the front

is carried down and forms with the aid

of three massive concrete pillars the

piazza or porch. The chimney, com-

posed of cut stone, with its attractive

plainness, adds character to an already

pleasing design. The house frame is of

best quality spruce timber, of thorough
construction and boarded in with

matched spruce boards.

On entering the house, after passing
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through the vestibule flanked on either

side by coat closets, one passes into the

reception hall, which is about 14 by 20

feet. This room serves as the in

room, has quartered oak floors, carefully

selected and matched grain, and finished

in oil and rubbed to a dull gloss with

wax. The standing finish, including tin-

four foot wainscoting, is of white wood,

around it, and whereas thi> treatment

has sacrificed some room space, yet the

open well effect is really most attractue

The walls are papered with a two-toned

gray covering, and the hangings are

velour of a raspberry shade, and the

wood finish, windows and hangings are

similar to the hall below. The opportu-

nity to utilize this high ceiling effect has

THE RECEPTION ROOM IS ALSO USED AS A MUSIC ROOM.

covered with a delicate gray enamel.

Four windows occupying the entire end
of the room give a volume of sunlight
and air. These windows are made more
attractive by means of leaded glass, and
the two center ones are full length and
serve as doors.

The ceiling has been treated in an in-

pcnious manner. Rather, I should say,
there is no ceiling, since it is finished as

an open \vell, permitting of a balcony on
the second floor, extending entirely

been further taken advantage of by sus-

pending a massive chandelier in mid-cen-

ter.

On the right of the hall is the living

room, which is about 16 feet square. This

room has a quartered oak floor, stand-

ing finish of black cypress, stained ma-

hogany. One entire end of the room is

devoted to a bay, which contains three

large windows. The walls are covered

with green cartridge paper, and the ceil-

ing is finished in a soft gray color. The
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THE ROOF LINE ON THE FRONT IS CARRIED DOWN AND FORMS. WITH THE AID OF THREE
CONCRETE PILLARS. THE PIAZZA OR PORCH.

window hangings are of Java cloth, green

ground with orange figures. A good gen-
erous fireplace, which occupies the

greater portion of one side of the room,

completes a very homelike and attrac-

tive effect.

The study leads from the livingroom
and is about 11 by 14 feet, and owing to

the very wide entrance is really a part of

the livingroom. The floor, standing fin-

ish, paper and hangings are identical

with the livingroom. The windows oc-

cupy one entire end.

The diningroom, which leads from the

left of the hall, is about 15 by 20 feet and

has a quartered oak floor, and is finished

in black cypress with a 7 foot 6 inch

wainscoting, stained mahogany. Five

windows afford ample light and ventila-

tion. The ceiling is finished with beams

and the exposed wall and ceiling space

is covered with gold leaf. The hangings
in this room are of a coarse texture blue

cloth, and a built-in china closet and gas

log fireplace complete this room.

The kitchen is about 11 by 15 feet, and
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SECOND FLOOR

PLAN
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has a floor of rift Georgia hard pine, and

has standing finish, including paneled

dado, of hard pine.

The second floor contains three cham-

bers and boudoir, as well as very gener-
ous closet and dressing room space. The

principal chamber, with its annexes, oc-

cupies one entire end of the house. The
bedroom itself is about 16 by 18 feet, has

tically 14 feet square. They both have

hard pine floors and closet space. One
contains a fireplace, has whitewood fin-

ish stained mahogany, and is papered
with a delicate yellow covering. The
other chamber is finished in whitewood

painted white, and the walls are covered

with rose paper, and the hangings are of

rose color.

THE LIVING ROOM SHOWING BAY WITH ITS COMFORTABLE WINDOW SEAT.

hard pine floor, with standing finish of

whitewood painted white. The paper is

a delicate blue and white, and the hang-

ings are of white cretonne with blue fig-

ures. The boudoir, which leads from

this room, is about 8 by 12 feet, and is

finished the same as the chamber, ex-

cept that it contains two windows and

is enriched with a cheerful, comfortable

fireplace. The balance of space at this

nd of the house is devoted to a large

closet.

The two remaining chambers are prac-

The half story above is divided into

three rooms, two chambers and a den ;

the floors and finish being hard pine.

The cellar has a cement floor, is eight

feet in the clear and contains a finely

equipped laundry, some 12 by 18 feet in

size. The balance of the space is devoted

to a preserve closet, toilet, and two coal

bins, holding respectively fifteen and

twenty tons, and the furnace room.

A convenient feature in this hous.e is

the clothes chute, which drops from the

hallway near the linen closet on the
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THE FINISH OF THIS CHAMBER IS WHITE ENAMEL WITH
PAPER IN BLUE AND WHITE.

second floor down to the laundry. Two
excellent features are that all the closets

contain windows, and the chimney bases

have iron doors, permitting the removal

of the ashes from the fireplaces above

as well as of the accumulation of soot

from the chimneys.

The Cost.

Excavation and foundation $1,000

Carpentering 3,572

Painting and glazing 518

Inside plastering 580

Plumbing 520

Electric wiring 128

Gas piping 50

Screens, Higgins' 204

Stairs 475

Hardware finish 78

Furnace, hot air and hot water . . 475

Total $7,600

Architect's commission, \0% 760

$8.360

TAPESTRY PAPER IS USED ABOVE THE WAINSCOT OF OPEN PANELS.
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For the Girl Who Wishes to Make
Her Bedroom Attractive

By Una Nixon Hopkins

GRAY WALLS AND GRAY FURNITURE; DECORATIONS OF PINK POND ULLJES AND GRAY-GREEN LEAVES.

OTHING delights a girl quite so

much as an attractive bedroom.

It is her sanctum sanctorum.

Here she dreams dreams and sees

visions. Certainly it should be as beau-

tiful as possible.

Though beauty is of great importance,
the bedroom first of all must be well

lighted and carefully ventilated. And a

good deal of restraint in furnishing is

necessary to make it altogether sanitary,
room in which one sleeps must be sim-

ple in order to be hygienic. Very few

pieces of furniture are necessary for such

a room, to make it pretty and comfort-

able, but these articles must be care-

fully chosen.

The most vital things from the beauty

view-point are the color scheme and the

decoration, together with the general ar-

rangement of the room.

The girl who can draw and paint has

the distinct advantage of the one who
does not in "fixing up" her room. On
the other hand there is a good deal in

the way of decoration that one may ac-
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PINK WALLS AND CREAM ENAMELED FURNITURE. OUVE GREEN RUG.

complish without any technical knowl-

edge of art. Stenciling, for instance, is

comparatively easy and very effective.

The rooms pictured are an illustration

of what may be done with stenciling.

Designs for this work may be purchased
at low cost, and only care and neatness

are necessary to manipulate them.

The first sketch shows a room which

to begin with had no features. As the

girl who was to occupy it wanted places
for putting things, a cupboard was built

on either side of two windows with a

seat between them. The corners of these

cupboards extend upward and terminate

in standards for electric candle stick-.

The wall of the room is tinted a vcrv

light gray, with a still lighter tone above
the picture mould where it is almost
white.

The woodwork, also gray, is a shade
darker than the wall, and the furniture.

including bed, dresser, chairs, etc., very

nearly match the woodwork.

A conventional design pale pink

pond lilies with broad gray-green leaves

is stenciled above the picture mould,

and the same motif is used on the bed

valance, of white scrim. The valance at

the window is buttonholed across the bot-

tom with pink silk floss, a long and short

stitch alternating. This gives just a sug-

gestion of pink, for to repeat the sten-

ciled frieze on the valance would bring
the two decorations too close together.

One sofa pillow on the window is of

gray linen stenciled in the lily design ;

the other two are plain and of rose

color.

A dull rose colored rug practically cov-

ers the floor. A gray thread in the warp
gives a grayish sheen to the rug in cer-

tain lights.

This room which seemed a bit plain
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and almost old-fashioned to begin with,

is now quite up-to-date and charming.
In the second sketch the prevailing

color of the room is pink pink is always
a great favorite with girls.

The walls below the picture mould
are pale pink, while above a tint of cream

color has been used which is identical

with the ceiling.

A graceful frieze is here stenciled with

Very simple is the stand at the head

of the bed, yet besides the shelf for the

row of books at the top, there is a large

compartment below, large enough, in

fact, for my young lady's best hat, how-
ever much befeathered and beflowered it

may be.

Cream colored curtains daintily sten-

ciled relieve the pink walls; this same
curtain material being used for bed-

ROOM IN BUFF AND BLUE WITH A FIREPLACE.

the flowers in pink and the stems in

greens.

The woodwork is cream color as well

as the furniture.

Relative to the furniture : A bed of

good design was purchased along with

some chairs to match and the other pieces

were made at home. An ordinary pine

table was the beginning of a very pretty

dressing table. A mirror was first added

to the table, then the detail was made -to

match the bed as nearly as possible.

spread and pillow-sham. Both spread
and sham are finished with a deep hem-

stitched border.

A few prints showing tones of pink,

with white mats and enameled frames,

furnish the pictures for the room. A
bowl of pink roses, when they are in sea-

son, adds very much to the decoration of

the room. It is doubtful whether the

decorative quality of flowers is entirely

appreciated, for many a room, which oth-

erwise would be commonplace is most
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charming when flowers of tin- ri^ht color

are arranged in an artistic manner in tin-

right place.

The rug here is an olive green, tin-

border being of a deeper tone than tin-

center.

The room with the fireplace has buff

walls. Buff is a cheerful color for a bed-

room, especially if the room is not on the

sunny side of the house.

Woodwork and furniture here arc

painted a very deep cream color, while

the tiles of the fireplace are a variable

dull blue. -

These tiles supply the keynote for the

tones of blue used in the stenciled decor-

ation beneath the picture mould, and on

the bed-spread and curtains.

The pictures in the room are blue-

prints. They were made by the girl her-

self and touched up with water colors.

The picture over the mantel is a portrait

of a friend, snapped with an ordinary
camera enlarged and blue-printed.

There are tall brass candlesticks on the

mantel, a small bas-relief and a bowl of

blue flowers to carry out the color

scheme.

No doubt the mantel shelf is the most

sinned against place in the average room
which contains a fireplace. This is un-

fortunate, for a cluttered mantel will ruin

the effect of a whole room. But it is

always -.noli a temptation to put just one

more thing on the mantel.

The rugs here are cotton, blue and

cream color, hand-woven. In the rugs

again the blue of the mantel tiles has

been repeated. On the end of each rug
is a wide border of solid blue which

seems to hold them down and give the

room character.

The bed-spread of buff linen is sten-

ciled in blue. And at the windows are

white muslin curtains with side curtains

of buff linen bearing the blue stencil.

As none of the rooms under considera-

tion were large it seemed wise to keep
the wall surfaces plain with the excep-
tion of the slight stenciling for to break

up small wall spaces with decorated pa-

per tends to make rooms appear smaller

than they are in reality. Besides, figured
wall paper to some people becomes very
tiresome on a bedroom, however beauti-

ful it may be.

Also, when it is desirable to extend the

apparent space of a room, it is well to

avoid too strong contrasts of color.

Therefore, in these rooms, the walls,

woodwork and furnishings were largely

kept in the same key.

Treatment of Reception Halls

By Margaret Green leaf

HE hall is often called the index

of the home. There is, however,

much of truth in this, as here

one may form very definite ini

pressions of what the remainder of the

house will have to offer.

In many of the modern houses of mod-
erate cost the entrance hall and recep-
tion-room are one, and if the house is

planned with a small vestibule, which

can be fitted with coat hooks and possi-

bly a narrow table with mirror above,

it will be found to fill all the necessary

requirements of an entrance hall.

For receiving one's friends the hall

when combined with the reception-room
and living-room is delightful. The real

hospitality of the home is at once ex-

tended, and the guest is welcomed in the

family circle. For the stranger within
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our gates a less intimate place of waiting

is more desirable, but where something
must be sacrifice! and it is a question of

a small hall and a small reception-room
as against the larger single room, experi-

ence teaches us the latter is more to be

desired, particularly if, as we have stated,

the vestibule can be introduced in the

plan. The decoration and furnishing of

such a room must retain something of

the formal dignity which the hall re-

quires.

Dainty or frivolous color schemes are

quite unsuited to such rooms as we de-

scribe, where the architectural detail is

colonial in character, or the standing
woodwork is treated with white enamel,

the wall coloring, while it may be lighter

in tone than that which would be used

with such a background.
There are various designs in hall pa-

pers that are lovely with white woodwork
in a colonial hall, the best and newest

being those with pale gray leaves and

flowers on a white background. The ef-

fect is soft and light, for the design

closely covers the background and the

delicate tints of the gray are misty .and

cloudlike.

There are few more decorative assets

than one of the large Empire sofas, of the

sort denominated swan neck. The real

antiques are rare, and very expensive,
but reproductions are attainable. The
best shape has arms which spread out

at a wide angle. Set at an angle to a fire-

place, or, in a long, wide hall, against
the side of the staircase, one of these

sofas has a delightful suggestion of old

time dignity.

It is found that mahogany, cherry or

birch furnishings do not adjust them-

selves readily in an oak-finished room,

although the oak may be treated in a

way that makes the tone practically a

part of the side wall treatment, that is,

by reproducing some color shown in the

design of the wall covering in the stain

used for the standing woodwork.
The oak woodwork stained green will

assist the effect and provide an attractive

setting for either mahogany or oak furni-

ture
;
or the oak may be stained silver

grey in tone and given a dull natural

finish. This has a weathered effect, and

when soft grays, old blue, or green figure

in the color scheme the combination is

very charming.
The various shades of rick, dull and

dark brown show well on oak, and may
be with care brought into the wall treat-

ment in the same manner as described

for the green and gray stains. With a

dark wood finish, the wall must show

softer, graver shades of color. For in-

stance, if the exposure of the hall is

northern, a shade of yellow tan or deep
cafe-au-lait should be selected in prefer-

* ence to the strong, clear sunlight yellow,
or the shade known as colonial ; though
either of these would be well suited to

a reception-room proper. Old rose or

pastel pink, turquoise or pale blue, apple
or nile green are also colors which must
be entirely eliminated from the selection

made for the hall and the reception-room
combined.

A soft shade of mulberry red, either

light or rich and deep in tone, dull old

golden brown, or any of the various

shades of green from olive to Empire

may be used.
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Home Grounds

and Gardens
"/ beseech you, forget not to informe yourselfe at diligently

at maybe, in things that belong to gardening.

John Evelyn. 17th Century.

Hints for the Indoor Window Garden

By Tarkington Baker

|N the selection of plants for the

window garden begin with

bulbs. These bloom most suc-

cessfully for the amateur. Nar-

cissi, tulips, hyacinths, crocus, scillas

these and many others may be potted
this month. Pot as soon as possible and

set the pots in a dark corner of the cel-

lar where the temperature will not rise

above forty-five degrees, or bury them
out-doors beneath six or ten inches of

earth or sawdust. Here let the pots re-

main until root growth completely covers

the ball of earth in the pot. Then bring
them gradually to the light.

Narcissi should be allowed ten weeks
for rootings, although the tender vari-

eties root very well in six. Among the

best hardy narcissi for forcing are Golden

Spur, Emperor, Empress, Sir Watkin,
Barrii conspicuus, Princeps and Horse-
fieldi.

Hyacinths may be flowered in water

.jars or in pots of soil. Use five-inch pots

for good-sized bulbs and place one in

each pot. In potting, permit at least one-

fifth of the bulbs to show above the sur-

face of the soil.

In potting tulips, set from three to

six according to size in a five-inch pot.

Good soils, for potting purposes, may
be secured in most gardens and cultiv-

ated fields, but the best is prepared by

cutting thick sods, piling them up, and

allowing them to rot. A compost heap
so formed should be allowed to stand

at least six months, so as to have it well

rotted. Where this is impossible the sod

should be thoroughly broken up and

shaken out, so as to secure and retain all

the fibrous parts possible. The only part

to be discarded is the heart or crown,

which is likely to grow again under fav-

orable conditions.
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In the culture of ferns indoors, clean

foliage is the first essential. Shower the

fronds frequently, making sure that the

water is of the same temperature as the

atmosphere of the room in which the

plants are grown warmer if anything.

Fight scale, one of the most common and

most troublesome pests in fern culture,

by rubbing it off with a brush or rag

Nephrolepis exaltata, var. Whitmanii,
Whitman's fern.

Nephrolepis exaltata, var. Piersonii, Pier-

son fern.

Nephrolepis cordata, var. compacta, kid-

ney or sword fern.

In situations where there is good light

but no direct sunshine, abutilons will do

well and healthy plants of these are gen-

CHINESE PRIMROSES, MARGURITES. BEGONIAS. CYCLAMEN. AND
FOLIAGE PLANTS IN A SUNNY WINDOW.

dipped in whale oil soap suds, or kero-

sene emulsion. Kill the green aphis with

nicotine, either in solution or by fumi-

gating with dust or tobacco paper.

The best ferns for pot culture indoors

are the following:
Adiantum cuneatum, maidenhair fern.

Lygodium japonicum, climbing fern.

Nephrolepis exaltata, var. Bostoniensis,

Boston fern.

Nephrolepis exaltata, var. Scotti, Scott

fern.

erally in bloom. Other plants suitable

are begonias, primulas, fuchsias, swain-

sonias, ferns, palms, and, in fact, nearly

all foliage plants except those with highly

colored leaves.

In making out the list of plants for the

indoor garden, determine, among other

things, what the average temperature of

the room is at night during the winter.

If the temperature falls to fifty degrees,

select the following list :

Senecio or parlor ivy ; English ivy ;
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,
or climbing fern, mauramlia :

a/aleas, chrysanthemums geranium v
(. hinese primroses, Paris daisies or

Marguerites, camellias, cinerarias, vio-

lets, cyclamen, ardisias, carnations, sweet

:il\-sum. palms, auracarias. euonymu-.
and pandanus.

Water when the plant* require it. And

plant^ re(|iiire water when the soil is

dry enough to he slightly powdery when
rubbed between the thumb and finger-.

If through accident or neglect water is

withheld too long, set the plant, pot and

all. in a ve^-i i water, and let it remain

STAND OF CHINESE PRIMROSES. A "STAND-BY" FOR
THE WINDOW GARDEN.

If the temperature is sixty degrees at

night, the following list may be used:

Asparagus in variety, smilax, coboea

scandens, madeira vine, senecio mikan-

ioides, Japanese hop, fuchsia, maher-
nia odorata, lobelia, mesembryanthe-
mum. abutilons, browallias, begonias,

petunias, bouvardias, heliotropes, Chi-

nese hibiscus, swainsonia, geranium-.
cupheas and richardias.

until hubbies cease to rise. Be sure the

water is the same temperature as the

room.

Jardinieres should be thoroughly
scrubbed and scalded every few weeks,
or they become sour and cause the plants

kept in them to become full of earth-

worms. They should be sunned occas-

ionally, in addition to the scrubbing and

scalding.
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I 11 T r*THE .

SMALL HOUSE
5ERIE5.

EDITOR'S NOTE. In these days when the cost of building has, after the manner of all the other costs of living
mounted skyward ideas for small, low cost yet convenient and

(
comfortable homes, are peculiarly acceptable. With this

thought in mind, a series of articles under the above caption "The Small House" will run through the year in KEITH'S
MAGAZINE.

An Artistic Little Home in

Minneapolis

HERE are two cities in the United

States noted for the unusual mer-

it of their small houses Pasade-

na, Cal., and Minneapolis, Minn.

Wide apart in situation and climate, they
are surprisingly near together in the treat-

ment of their small houses. True, the

bungalow type, so perfectly adapted to

the needs of the California climate, is

more ubiquitous than in Minneapolis,

though even in the latter city there has

come to be a decided sprinkling of this

type of house
;
but the same artistic appli-

cation of simple design, the same intelli-

gent use of material, the same careful

study of balance and harmony and rhythm,
characterizes the more modest homes of

either city, and renders them distinctive

of their kind.

The example chosen for this last num-
ber of our Small House Series is one of

these Minneapolis homes, and it illus-

trates, in a marked degree, that sincerity

and lack of affectation before alluded to,

while at the same time it is full of interest

and charm. It shows, too, a wise choice

as to site, and a felicitous adaptation of

design to situation. This is a "wooden"
house despite the concrete craze, but it

has none of the "toothpick" style that for-

merly prevailed in frame houses of low

cost. While not a bungalow proper

having a well arranged and commodious

second floor it suggests that style in the

wide slope of the roof with its deep eaves,

and in its general treatment. The spread-

ing roof shelters the living porch on the

south and constitutes one of the economic,

as well as artistic, features of the con-

struction. Deep dormers in the roof per-

mit an excellent second floor, well lighted

and spacious, while relieving the great

expanse of roof line.

The exterior construction is of the

simplest, consisting of cement basement

walls carried up for the foundation above

grade to form a water table.

The chimney is cement with capping
of red brick. Rough surfaced siding is

carried around the first story to the win-

dow sills, where a belt course enlivens the

exterior.

Above this shingles are used, and

stained a soft, reddish brown, which on
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EJtfin H. Haiti. ArchiM.

the rough surface has the texture of vel-

vet. Even the trim and the roof boards

have the same brown stain, giving a homo-

geneity most desirable in a small house.

Color relief is given by the dark red roof

and red brick cap of the chimney, the

black window sash and the brilliant bloom
of the flower boxes.

As will be seen by the floor plan, the

house is of no mean dimensions, being 29x

45 over all. The interior provides every
essential of modern comfort, including a

great living room with that acme of home

life, a famous fireplace, ample porch and

chambers, good heating and plumbing.
This has been attained and the cost kept

down, by reducing hall and stair space to

a minimum, limiting the number of open-

ings always a source of expense at the

same time providing ample air and light

by the judicious placement and by an in-

terior treatment of detail which rigidly

excludes all superfluities and frills. The
wood work inside is of fir, finished with a

j

OtOOU JlflDL Hi!
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brown stain and finished with a coat of

wax.

Great simplicity of detail has been used,

and not a molding or member appears

throughout. The baseboard and the cas-

ings have the edges slightly beveled, and

that is all. The mantel shelf is a plain,

heavy slab of fir. But the effect is won-

derfully pleasing and in harmony with

the design.

The example of the small house here

given shows what can be done in secur-

ing an artistic, complete, satisfying home
at a small outlay of money, when both ar-

chitect and client can free themselves

from traditional forms and reduce con-

struction to the essentials of good design.

Cost Items.

Foundation and chimney $620
Millwork 495

Plastering 282

Hardware 84

Electric wiring 70

Painting and finishing 284

Carpenters' labor 920

$2,855

Contractor, 10 per cent 285

$3,140

Heating and plumbing contract. . . . 642

$3,782

T is seldom, indeed, nowadays
that a house of any pretensions
to completeness is not furnished

with what is termed "hardwood

floors," but the great variety of woods
now used under this term and the equally
varied methods of treatment of these

woods furnish material for endless dis-

cussion. Shall the floors be of oak or

birch, beech or maple, or hard pine?
It is not so very long since oak was the

only wood thought of for hardwood
floors. People thought it was the only
correct thing. But within a few years

many new and surprising effects have

been developed from other hardwoods or

combinations of them, such as maple and

the birch and beech woods from Michi-

gan forests.

For dark rich effects oak has no equal.
The houses of our English ancestors were
of oak and in some cases even their sa-

cred edifices and the test of time shows

them after a lapse of several hundred

years remaining sound, sometimes out-

lasting the stone and brick with which

these structures have been repaired.

Maple is very dense and hard and takes

a beautifiul polish. Its light cherry col-

oring is most effective where light color

schemes are used and for bedroom floors

is par excellence. With but a protective

finish applied some maple is almost ivory

in tone and is a perfect background for

dainty boudoir rugs in soft colorings.

An upstairs maple floor is recalled, which

was in such perfect condition as to occa-

sion remark, having been finished with

floorstain two years before and not since

touched except the ordinary dust. Truth

compels the further explanation that the

finish had three months in which to hard-

en perfectly before a foot trod upon it.

Beech and birch are used considerably
and they not only answer the demand of

durability, but are susceptible of a beau-
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til'ul finish and will recci\r a \arir!

color stains. A birch floor really de-

mands a stain, as its natural shadii

so varied as to produce an unplca>an:

striped effect if laid alone, unless more

carefully selected and matched up than

usually happens. Mahogany stains seem

best adopted to it.

1 leech takes an excellent walnut stain.

and will also receive a green flemish

tinge, making it appropriate for use with

the almost universal green color scheme-

now in vogue.
None will deny that the wearing qual-

ity is of prime importance, hut that need

not interfere with bringing out the special

beauty possessed by the woods them-

selves beauty which lies in the grain.

the texture, the surface appearance, the

natural shading of the natural woods and

the effects produced by color treatment

in various ways.
The first thing, of course, is to be sure

your flooring is of the best quality of it-*

Kind and too much stress cannot be laid

on unhurried finishing. With the end al-

most in sight it is so hard to wait to get

into the new house where it looks all

right. But to have a permanent finish to

our floors we must have time. The wax
or varnish should be put on in thin even

coats and allowed to thoroughly harden

before a second coat is applied. Two
weeks is not too long to allow for the

finishing of the floors, though it is often

allowed but three or four days. The wax
finish for floors gives a rich even surface

and is not more difficult to maintain than

other finishes. Oil is not to be thought
of where beauty is a consideration. It

darkens the floors, holds the dust to it

and has no finished surface.

In varnishing, the foundation i> either

a "filler" or a "sizing," and the use of

one or the other depends on whether the

wood is open grain or close grain. Of

the more common wo, ><U the open gr.ir.i

are hard pine. oak. a-h. chestnut, walnut,

butternut, mahogany and rosewood.

The close grain woods are white pine,

maple, cherry, cypress, birch, redwood.

whitewood. and satinwood. If the floor

is of open grain wood it should first \>s

treated with a paste wood filler, to fill all

the pores and thus leave a smooth -ur

face for the varnish. If the varnish were

applied without a filler first having been

rubbed into the wood the varnish would

sink into the pores and present a pitted

surface. For close grained woods a

sizing should be used instead of a filler,

and this si/ing is made of two parts of

turpentine to one part of hard drying var-

nish.

To wax a floor that has been cleaned

and dried, first give it a coat of any ot

the good prepared "foundation" mixtures.

After the first coat of wax has been

rubbed smoothly over the floor and has

been allowed to dry the second coat

should be applied. The great danger is

getting too much wax on the floor, for an

excess will result in blackened patches

and the accumulation of dust. After the

second coat is dry go over it with a

weighted brush wrapped in a woolen

cloth, and rub always with the grain of

the wood. This forces the wax down in-

to a natural position, whence it may be

dislodged with the greatest difficulty. A

floor so treated ought to last a year with

proper care. As for the daily cleaning,

remember that the wax should never be

touched with water. Grease spots may
be removed with a little turpentine.

White marks and dullness, caused by
accidental spilling of water on wax. may
be eradicated by rubbing the places with

a warm woolen cloth. For the rest the

wax floor should be rubbed with a

weighted polisher and always with the

grain of the wood.
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Designs for the Home-Builder

CONTRIBUTING ARCHITECTS
Design No. Design No.

B 385 GUSTAVE W. AEGERTER. St. Louis. Mo. B 388 JOHN HENRY NEWSON. Cleveland. Ohio

B 386 ARTHUR C. CLAUSEN. Minneapolis. Minn. B 389 KEITH'S ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE. Minneapolis

B 387 BUNGALOWCRAFT CO.. Los Angeles. Cal. B 390 W. E. COOLBAUGH, Los Angeles. Cal.

B 390 CHAS. S. SEDGW1CK. Minneapolis. Minn.

Design B-385.

X A.\OTHER column, reference

is made to the competition by
well known architects and
architectural draughtsmen for the

prizes offered by the National Fireproofing
Co. for the best designs for small houses

built of Natco Hollow Tile, the cost not

to exceed $6,000. The design here shown,
drawn by Architect Gustave W. Aegerter,
received honorable mention in this con-

test, and is one of those showing unusual

merit for artistic exterior while meeting

every requirement in respect to conveni-

ence and excellence of floor plan.

All the walls, including basement and

interior partitions, are of hollow tile.

While no attempt is made for a strictly

fireproof house, this construction insures

much greater fire resistance than ordinary
frame.

The usual hardwood interior finish and

floors is provided for, with hot water heat

and open plumbing.

Design B-386.

This design is in marked contrast to the

preceding one. It is the regulation square
house of frame construction, with exterior

of wide and narrow siding. It is the kind

of house many people choose on account

of its economy of floor space and con-

struction.

It shows a well arranged floor plan,

with living room of extra size 15x30

running the entire depth of the house.

The front entrance is directly into this

living room, and the stairs are placed

midway, and are open half way up. This

partly open staircase opposite the fire-

place gives opportunity for an interesting

architectural effect. The dining room is

placed in front and the service part of the

house is well arranged.
The porch has a cement floor, the inter-

ior floors are birch and maple, with oak or

birch trimmings.
The basement walls are 7 feet 6 inches.

First floor, 9 feet, 5 inches, and second

floor, 8 feet, 3 inches. The basement

walls are concrete and the house is set

close to the ground.
The estimated cost, including hot water

heat and plumbing, is $4,000.

Size, exclusive of porches, 31 feet, 6

inches by 31 feet.

Design B-387.

The bungalow illustrated this month is

one of the new almost flat roofed cozy

looking houses which have become ex-

tremely popular on the west coast and in

fact are getting more and more popular

throughout the country. It would seem

at first glance that in a climate where

there is heavy rain and snow the roof

would be subject to much leakage, but

this has not been proved to be the case,

as the prepared roofings have been

brought to such a standard of perfection

that there is no danger whatever from

this source and as the rafters are thor-

oughly braced by pieces of studs from

the bearing partitions, no amount of snow

will cause the roof to sag in the slightest

degree.
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The average cost of thi- house in

Southern California is $2300; back <

with cellar and furnace and with warm
\

construction, the co-t will probably run

up about $500 higher. A*- tin- re i> a good
air space between the ceiling and tin-

roof the hou>i i- a cool in the summer
as any other construction. Thi> bunga-
low is 30 feet front by 44 feet deep, ex-

clusive of the front porch which is 8 feet

by 24 feet.

The side walls are covered with shake-

set 8 inches to the weather; the porch
work and chimney are of dark burnt brick

pointed with colored mortar and the roof

as suggested above is of almost any of the

prepared sheet roofings.

The cost given covers electric wiring

and fixtures, plumbing, gas fitting, paint-

ing, staining, finishing, hardwall plaster-

ing, tinted throughout, screens, and in

fact completes the house for occupancy.
The living room has oak floors, a hand-

some mantel and commodious fireplace

with bookcases built in the buttresses on

either side of the opening which leads into

the dining room which also has oak floors,

a handsome mantel and commodious fire-

place with bookcases built in the but-

tresses on either side of the opening
which leads into the dining roonv which

also has oak floors. This room has a

beautiful built-in buffet, paneled wains-

coting with plate rail, etc. The bedrooms
are of good size with large closets and

there is a linen closet conveniently lo-

cated. The kitchen is fitted with every
convenience and the screened porch is

large. The breakfastroom is small but

light and cheerful and has its own china

closet. It could be used for a sewing or

maid's room if preferred.

Design B-388.

This design is planned with reference

to eliminating all but strictly necessary
cost. It comprises five rooms of good
size with stair, bath and front and back

porches. Separate hot water heating

plants are provided, and a laundry in each

basement.

The construction is frame and the ex-

terior of siding. The basement walls and

foundation are concrete. It is intended to

use hardwood for the finish of main floors

and pine for the balance of house with

floors of birch or maple.
The ceiling height in basement is 7 feet,

6 inches ; first floor, 9 feet, 5 inches ; sec-

ond floor, 8 feet, 3 inches.

The estimated cost, including heating
and plumbing, is $6,000.00.

Design B-389.

This design combines the comfort and

spaciousness of a two-story dwelling with

the low lines and bungalow form so allur-

ing and popular. This handsome resi-

dence was built and the cost of $6,000 is

extremely low for such a beautiful home.

The exterior construction is of cement

plaster and shingle, with massive porch

pillars of concrete. The cement wall ex-

tends to the ground level. The long slope

of the wide spreading roof is broken by
dormers which light the second floor and

projecting over the porch give increased

space. There is besides, a very good stor-

age attic ; yet the low lines are preserved
in a most skillful manner.

The admirable floor plan speaks for it-

self. A second bath could be arranged in

place of the small bedroom on the right.

The first floor includes a servant's dining

room, den, and library or sun parlor open-

ing upon a cement terrace.

The basement is provided with every
convenience. The first floor ceilings are

9 feet, 5 inches ; second floor, 8 feet, 3

inches. The finish is oak or birch, with

white enamel above.

Design B-390.

This is a low cost bungalow design
with concrete foundation, chimney, front

porch and fireplace inside of cobble-

stones. The side walls are of shakes,

stained. The roof is shingle. The finish

is soft wood throughout, stained and
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Courtesy of National Fireproofing Co. Gustave W. Aegerter, Architect.

DESIGN B 385

Design for "Natco" Hollow Tile

waxed, except bath and kitchen which
are painted or varnished. Oak floors are

intended in main rooms with beamed ceil-

ing and paneled wainscot in dining room.

A disappearing bed in living room wall

is provided.

The cost, including plumbing for

kitchen and bath, is estimated at $1,200.00.

Design B-391.

Our illustrated bungalow has a front-

age of 42 feet and a depth of 36 feet over

the piazza. The height of the story is 8

. feet, 6 inches, which allows the use of

outside studding 8 feet high. All rooms

are on one floor. The roof is low with a

wide reach of cornice and no attic space

SECOND
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DESIGN B 386
ArthurC CUucen. Architect.

A Commodious Square House
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DESIGN B 387
The Bungalowcraft Co., Architect*.

A Low Rambling Bungalow
for use. It is designed to have a basement
under the main part of the building. One
central chimney providing flues for heat-

ing apparatus, fireplace in the living room
and flue for kitchen. There are two bed

rooms located on the rear, one in each

corner, well lighted and ventilated. The

living room and dining room open to-

gether and also open onto the wide front

piazza with French windows. There is a

convenient sleeping porch opening back

from the piazza on one side, connected

with one bed room and the dining room.

The exterior is covered with wide drop
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John Henry New*on. Architect.

DESIGN B 388

Design for a Double House

siding of cedar or fir and stained. The

striking feature of the exterior is the

boulder wall carried around the piazza
with heavy boulder piers on each corner

supporting the roof and pedestal on each

side of the teps for flower vases. The

piazza floor is of cement concrete. The

roof is shingled and stained red and all

trimmings painted white. The floor is of

fir and inside finish, doors, casings and so

forth of fir and stained with dark Mission

oak color. The walls are plastered and

tinted or papered. The estimated cost is

$3,500 exclusive of heating and plumbing.
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DESIGN B 389

A Two-Story House with Bungalow
Lines
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W. E. Coolbmuth. Architect.

DESIGN B 390

A Low Cost Bungalow
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Chas. S. Sedgwick, Architect.

DESIGN B 391

A Unique Bungalow

KITCHEN _ BATH KM
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Beaver Board has not only giren Mr. J. R.
Font of Oklahoma City, Okla.. beautifully de-
signed walls and ceilings, but has made the rooms
warmer in winter and cooler in summer.

Beaver Board walls and ceilings add beauty as
Jell as sanitary wholesomeness to bedrooms. This
one is in the home ofMrs.Seuerns.Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Bring the Purity of the Spruce Forests

Into Your Home
HE use of pure-wood- fibre Beaver Board
will give you walls and ceilings that are

clean and wholesome as the spruceas

forests whence the fibre comes.

BEAVER BOARD
PURE-WOOD-FIBRE WALLS AND CEILINGS

Besides their sanitary excellence. Beaver Board Walls and Ceilings have many other

great advantages, for residences and commercial buildings of every kind, new or remodeled.

They do away with the unwholesome-
ness of plaster and wall-paper, and are
durable, economical, and very quickly and
easily put on new walls or over the cracked
plaster of old ones.

Their tastefully arranged panels have a
pebbled surface that takes paint admirably
and produces pleasing and artistic color
effects.

The cost is low, construction easy, satis-

faction sure.

Sold by builders' supply, lumber, hard-
ware and paint dealers and decorators in
sizes to meet all average requirements.

Trade Mark
GENUINE BEAVER BOARD has our

registered trade-mark on the hack of each
panel and sample. It has also a light-
cream color all the way through, that
conies only by the use of sanitary, durable
PURE WOOD FIBRE. Insist on seeing
both trade-mark and color before buying.

Write for free illustrated booklet,
"Beaver Board and its Uses" and for
details regarding our free designing
service, very helpful in planning, estimat-
ing, etc.

THE BEAVER COMPANIES
United States: 632 Beaver Road. Buffalo, N. Y. Canada: 732 Wall St.. Beaverdale, Ottawa.

Great Britain: 4 Southampton Row, Russell Square, London.

Bearer Board transforms attic space into com-
fortable rooms as in the home of H . S. Lewis,
Beaver Falls, N. Y.

This handsome Beaver B'tard dinint-raom is
in the home of Geo. W. Kleiver. member of a
prominent architectural firm in Chicago.
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;il u vi-. M, ,r even for all the \ear. It

i- at it- bc-t in a country hou-c. n-cd

only in tlu- warm months, and for a guest
r< - -in at that. Far better edge the white

walls with a no-ega\ harder of blue rib-

bon- and pink rlower-. carrying it around
each wall and repeat the color- in 01

tuo piece- of chintx covered furniture and
in -ide curtain- and valance- at the win-

d<>\\ I,

The Essentials of Bedroom Furnishings.

First the bed. or beds. The tendency
i- to low headboard-, and -nine of the

be-t looking bed-, wooden or metal. ha\ .

head and footboard the same height.

Very often an old bedstead can be tran

formed by cutting down the headboard.
Tin- i- easily done by shortening the leg-
and knocking out one or two of the con-

necting boards. The piece of metal
which receives the -ides of the bed must
al-o be readjusted. It i- astonishing how
one of the old-fashioned bedsteads with
an abnormally high headboard can be
transformed in this way. and very often

objectionable, glued on ornaments can be
concealed by the pillow-.

The writer is inclined to think that the

effect of the room is better with a double
bed than with two single ones, but it is

quite hopeless when the two beds are of

more than single width. The person who
cannot adjust him-elf to a three-foot bed
needs to have a room to himself.

The proper place for the double bed is

with its head against the long wall of the

room. If the room is wide enough a

couch may stand at the foot of the bed,
otherwise the space is best left vacant.
On the other hand, the single bed lo. >k-

hest with its side t.. the wall and its head
toward the windows. Occasionally one
sees a bed standing corner wise between
two windows. Such a position may be

necessary, but nothing can be uglier. If

you must -ave room in that way. dis-

pense with a bedstead and substitute a

draped couch.

Bureau or Chiffonier.

Nothing is so -atisfactory as a bureau
of the right height and of generous width,
with a large mirror, standing between
two windows. It holds less than a chif-

fonier but its adaptation to limited quar-

ident. It- dehciencie- ma\

upplemented by cl..-et drawer
. ered box under a window, or, if

there i- room, by a chiffonier in -ome
other part of the room. I'.ut do not have
a bureau and a chiffonier, both with at-

tached mirror.-. It make- the room
ge-t a furniture warehouse. Without a

mirror the chiffonier is a dignified chest
of drawer-. With the mirror it i- a de-

vice for the saving of -pace. If you want
a -econd mirror get a chiffonier with a

circular or oval mirror, remove the stand-
ards and hang the mirror over the man-
tel-piece.

I -"or the small bedroom occupied by one

person the best effect i- to be had by u--

ing a small dres-ing table, with an at-

tached mirror and a chiffonier to hold
clothes. The dressing table gains very
much by having a chair of its i >wn.

When such chairs are bought specially

they have low backs, about half the com-
mon height. A common chair can be
transformed by having its back cut down,
padded and covered to match the seat.

Bedroom Tables and Chairs.

< >ne must have a bed side table, prefer-

ably in two stories. A very good looking
bit of furniture is made from a square
wooden washstand. such as are common
in second-hand shops, and seldom bring
more than fifty cents. Remove the top.

paint or enamel the legs and cover both
-helves with cretonne, carrying it plain-

ly over the sides. It will have the ad-

vantage of standing firmly, while nio-t

tables of that size wobble.

The best bedroom writing table is a

hinged and bracketed shelf under a win-

dow, with a stool before it. The sill will

hold a tray for pens and ink and a blotter

with a pocket at one end for paper can be

fastened to the shelf. When not in use
it is dropped down against the wall below
the window and is out of the way.

F very bedroom ought to have one com-
fortable chair, easy chair or rocking chair.

The ideal thing for a large room is what
i- called the grandfather's chair, made
first by I leppelwhite. with extremely
high back and winged sides. Failing
that, a stuffed chair discarded from the

living rooms will make a brave -how in

a cretonne slip cover. .Another desirabk-
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SARGE U

TO
equip a house from cellar to

attic with dependable hardware

seems costly. But consider right-

quality hardware as a permanent in-

vestment and the expenditure is

actually small.

Sargent Hardware is an investment

for all time.

Sargent locks and trimmings on all your
doors add beauty to your architect's deco-

rative scheme. They also afford absolute

protection to the investment in your home.

For convenience, investigate our master key

plan, one key that fits all the locks in the

house, on outbuildings and the padlocks on

the garage, auto boxes, etc.

On your request the Sargent Book of Designs
will be sent free; also the Sargent Colonial

Book illustrating patterns of this period.

SARGENT & COMPANY
151 Leonard St., New York

gent cylin-

padlocks

give absolute

security to all

outbuildings.
A dependable

portable Sar-

gent lock foi

automobiles,

motorcycles,
etc.
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thing is a chair of about half the ordi

height, suited t> those emergencies of the

toilet which demand a lowly position. A

capital chair for this purpose is a hi^h
hacked >plint piazza chair, upholst
and with its legs cut off.

The Bedroom Screen.

A folding screen of some sort is a nec-

essity, if the room must be used for dress-

ing as well as sleeping by two persons,
and may be either of the cretonne of the

furnishings, of green or brown burlap, or
be merely one of the effective Japanese
ones, which can be had in colors to match
almost any scheme. The designs are the

typical ones of cherry blossoms or chry-
santhemums, the frames substantial,
either black or natural wood, the cost, for

the five-foot height, about $4.50. Some
very artistic ones have panels in mono-
tone, white, grays and black, and fit into

almost any room. For a small room, the

wardrobe screen with its railed top of

swinging pegs, is useful.

When a screen is covered to order a

recent idea is to have the two side panels

entirely of a figured material while the

central one is of plain colored linen or

denim for two-thirds of its height, and of

the figured material for the remainder.

When the washing apparatus can be
concealed behind a high screen it can be
of the simplest sort, and there is no more
convenient washstand than a deal kitch-

en table, enameled white, and with a

shelf fastened between the legs about a

foot from the floor.

Bedroom Pictures.

Too often the bedrooms are filled with
the pictures which have grown shabby
downstairs, or have been replaced by
newer ones. Better have no pictures at

all than such survivals. As a matter of

fact, if the wall is good in color and sur-

face the pictures may very well be limited

to one above the bed and another at the

chimney piece, if there is no mirror.

One of the most satisfactory picture-
to hang over a bed is one of the circular

Madonnas, of which there are several \>y

Botticelli. The Meyer Madonna, by Hel-
bein. is another appropriate one, both in

form and sentiment. For the over-mantel

nothing is any more satisfactory than a

landscape, cither a watercolor or a n
ductinn in color.

Particularly suited to a bedroom, in

delicate colors and dainty in all its ap-

pointments, are some of what one may
call costume pictures. A good many such
have been published of late years, often

reprints from magazines, and most of the

picture stores have an assortment. Some
of the work of Gari Melchers in this line

is specially interesting. As a rule, pic-
tures of this sort should have white mats
and narrow gilt frames. When pictures
in Mack and white are used on a white,
cream or gray wall, they look well framed
in a narrow band of enamel of the domi-
nant color in the room, rose, scarlet, or
blue.

The bedroom is the place for family

photographs, if one must have them in

evidence. They are not specially decora-

tive, as a rule, and the most satisfactory

disposition for them is to put them in oval

frames of varying sizes and group them
on some section of the wall, placing one

specially cherished one in a cretonne
frame on the dressing table.

Cotton or Woolen?

I have not said anything about the floor

covering. Most modern houses have bare

floors and rugs. There are substantial

advantages in the painted floor, which
can be scrubbed at need, and two or three

small rugs at bedside and bureau are

quite sufficient. Shall they be woolen or

cotton? The cotton rag rugs have been

tremendously boomed, they are cheap and
at worst inoffensive, while in the hands
of a clever weaver they rise to the level

of works of art. But like all cottons

they smut easily and they are hard to

wash satisfactorily, as too often some one
color will fade or run, and a general din-

giness results.

There are some rugs on the market
which are woven of woolen rags in abso-

lutely fast color, and will be made to

order to suit any color scheme, without
additional cost. Naturally they cost

more than cotton, but they are practically
indestructible and a very good invest-

ment. They are to be recommended to

people who want rugs of permanent val-

ue, yet cannot afford the initial outlay for

( >riental rugs.
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Coal Bills Cut More Than
in this home.

THE
UNDERFEED

J. C. Garland, Dubuque, la. home pictured

above, knows from experience the Underfeed
reduces heat expense % to ?3- He writes

"For nine years my Underfeed has given perfect
results, even when temperature was from 5 to 25
below zero. Coal costing me $4 a ton gives just as
satisfactory results as hard coal costing me $9."^ His Saving $7O

As Mr. Garland heats 11
rooms, three halls and two
bath rooms with 14 tons of $4
coal, his saving each winter
averages $70.
Two thousand owners of Un-

,derfeeds are listed in booklet
"Underfeed Boosters." Write
for! t; also, for testimony of 300
Underfeed owners (hard coal
users) in Binghamton, N. Y.,
and 60 (soft coal users) in Fort
Wayne, Ind.

DID IT.
T N both Underfeed Furnaces and Boilers, coal is fed from
A below and burns from the top down. (See illustra-

tion. ) Smoke and gases pass up through the fire and are

consumed, converting into KJ/// heat the enormous chim-
ney waste of heaters of other types.

Hottest coals in top-feed heaters are on the grates, far removed
from radiating surfaces, whereas in the Underfeed fire is on top in
direct contact with such surfaces. All heat is utilized.

_
Underfeed heaters (warm air Furnace, hot water or steam

Boilers) produce more clean, even heat from cheaper grades of
hard or soft coal, than top-feed heaters produce from most expen-
sive grades Let us prove it.

Write for FREE Book
Let us tell you where you can get your Underfeed and how to

obtain free heating plans and estimate of cost.

The Peck-Williamson Co. 385 W. Fifth Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio

Send me FREE-Underfeed 0.'"..*?"'

Name Address

Nune of my dealer

two fieatyour Aouse

US yoes

Before you build or remodel,

investigate

Roberds Ideal Wall Board
The modern finish that comes in sheets all

ready to be nailed to the studding. It not

only gives you more beautiful interiors but it is

also much less expensive than lath and plaster.

Affords the utmost protection against heat,

cold, fire and water. Easily applied.

You can not do a job of plastering without dam-

aging the floors but you can use Roberds Ideal Wall
Board at any time without removing the carpets.

Write for booklet, sample, testimonials

and name of our agent in your locality.

THE ROBERDS MFG. CO.
103 Railroad Street Marion.

One-third of Your Coal
Goes Out the Window

The sliding space between the snsh and frame of an aver-

age window is equivalent to an opening of 14 square inches
through which the heat goes out and the cold comes in.

HIGGIN
All-Metal Weather Strip

senls these openings nir-tight and dust-tight, without Inter-

Jering with the sliding of the snsh. It stops the rattling of
the windows, prevents drafts and insures uniform tempera-
ture in every part of the house. It is invisible and inde-
structible. Never requires attention or repairs. There is a
Higgin strip for every opening.

The money you save on your
fuel bill pays for It.

A Hlfwin Ai_-.-Mt will put! mate on
wi'inht-r stri lining your honii* without
obligation. Writo for booklet.

The
Hliitiln Manufacturing Co.

310-330 E. Fifth St., KEWPORT, KT.
.I/,. iif-K-i,, <-. rs ffamous Itiggtn All-Mrt-
nl >rr-,-i> .----.>// or ('"/I/XT f'rttmrs,
Bronze Wire X,-tti>i;/. M,-t.,l Channel*.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS
ON INTERIOR DECORATION

Editor'* Note. The cnurtaain* of our Correspondence Department are extended to all reader* of Ktith'i Magazine. Inquiries
pertaininc to the decoration and furnishing of the home will be riven the attention of an expert.

Letter* intended for anawer in thi* column should be addressed to Decoration and Furnishing Depart ment, and be accom-
panied by a diagram of floor plan. Letter* enclosing return poatace will be anawered by mail. Such replies a* are of general in-

I will be published in these column*.

leather and the rugs. We think a daven-

port in Craftsman style with 1

cushions of the Spanish leather would be-

better than tapestry, all things consid-

ered. The hall would be excellent in one
of the new irridescent paper- -howing
red, green and bronx.e shading- mixed
and blended. The red and white rug
would be difficult to place here, however,

though the one with blue in it could be
used up by the bookca-

Your idea for the diningroom i- very
good and we would -uggest the Berk-
shire frieze illustrated in the April i

of smaller type. Curtains of apple green
Sundure would be a good choice here.

The white woodwork is all right for

second floor and for upper hall ; the break
can be made at the head of the stair-.

The wall of the upper hall could be pa-

pered with a pale tan grass cloth. We
would advise u-ing the tan and green
and rose border rug in the southwest
bedroom, with the Toona mahogany and
a pale green chambray wall paneled
round with a narrow rose banding.
There is a charming Madras white, with
narrow stripe, of pink rosebuds and

green leaves, for this room. In the pink
and gray room let the white woodwork
be slightly grayed and one of the gray
and rose paper- described in the April
number, used on the wall. The curtains

could be plain, pink Sundure over very
sheer plain white scrim.

Finish of Woodwork.

I. H. H. "We are building a new home
and while we have a good architect \v

would like to have your advice in re_

to interior woodwork. Will encl-e

drawing of lower floor. We have furni-

ture for the drawing room, which is ;

wood. The livingroom to be furnished
in "fumed oak" with Spanish leather

Rugs to be Harmonized.

A. M. H. "Am enclosing -ketches of

south elevation and first floor plan.
"Furniture for livingroom and hall.

fumed oak with Spanish leather in brown-
and greens. Have no couch or daven-

port. Would you advise getting this in

Spani-li leather, oak with leather seat and
cushions, or all tapestry? Have a Wil-
ton rug 10x10 with two 60-inch rugs a

perfect match in dark green with small

pattern in tones of brown outlined in

black. Also have a 12\ (
> body bru-

in a lighter green and tan with touch of

black and deeper green border. A
Axminister Oriental red and white pre-

dominating a smaller rug of similar de-

sign but in blue. Would like to u-e

the-e rugs but could get one new one.

Thought of using the nx!2 Brusscl

diningroom. The walls above plate rail

with landscape frieze (autumnal forest i

and deep cream ceiling. The green Wil-
ton and smaller rugs in livingroom. but
don't know what to use on walls of tin-

room."
An-wer Taking up first the question

of the exterior, if a white trim is desired,
then we would make the board siding a

light cigar brown and use brown brick
for foundation wall. The plaster -ection
a deep cream and the trim cream rather
than pure white. The roof shingles
-hould be a lighter brown. The shades
should be cream.

In regard to color of interior walls, in-

astnuch as the oak and Spanish leather
demand a -tnmg wall, we would use on
the livingroom a paper in dull sage green
in a self-toned conventional design. Such
a paper has the effect of a plain wall.
but i- not so bald. A- this room i- well

lighted, it will bear such a wall excel-

lently well and it will be in harmony
with the green shading of the Spanish
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YOU ARE VITALLY

INTERESTED
in the kind of wood finishes the painter

spreads on the wood work in your home. If

you would avoid the possibilty of

having the job done over or of ruin-

ing your wood work, insist upon the

painter using

Bridgeport Standard Wood
Finishes.

In the development of handsome colors

in the treatment of various grains and tex-

tures in different hard and soft woods in

adding to the preservative character of our

finishes, and giving not only beauty but per-
manence Bridgeport methods and materials

have come to be recognized as standard by
architects, builders and painters.

Another feature of Bridgeport
Standard Finishes is the ease and

economy with which they may
be applied and the certainty of

satisfactory results where the simple
directions are carefully followed.

It is astonishing what beautiful and

inexpensive decorative effects may now be
secured on all woods ranging from

ordinary pine, cypress or chestnut, to

the finest oak or mahogany.
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davenport, chairs, table, etc.. t.. n:

The diningroom furnished in mahoL;
The livingroom to have beam ceiling.

Now what I want to know is how shall

we have the woodwork stained in these

rooms?"
An>wer. Inasmuch as you desire the

upper hall woodwork to be white enamel
and the lower hall appears to receive n

direct light, we are tempted to ad\i-r

white enamel for the lower hall also with

a wall decoration of gray landscape pa-

per. On the other hand the hall and

livingroom opening from it would prefer-

ably receive the same finish. On the

whole the latter is probably the best,

though we dislike the "patchy" effect of

so many different finishes. The parlor
or small drawing room with its rosewood
furniture must surely be finished in

ivury, and the diningroom in white
enamel. If the fumed oak furniture de-

scrihed be used in livingroom. the wood-
work could be antique ivory with cap
moldings of fumed oak.

Either white enamel of flat white is

always a good choice for sleeping rooms.
Let it be white for the room finished in

mahogany, but decided cream for the

bird's-eye maple. The room with the Cir-

cassian walnut should be an oyster white

showing a decided gray tinge.

Cottage Wall Treatment.

R. A. Y. "I am always very much in-

terested in the "Interior Decoration"
section of your magazine. Would you
kindly give me suggestions in the re-

decorating of our little home?
"At present we are living in a little

four-room house, and we selected our
few pieces of furniture with a view to

utilizing it in our new home a few years
hence. My idea is to keep the rooms sim-

ple and plain, and the decoration of the
wall- and woodwork inexpensive.
"The diningroom and livingroom are

dark green paper with moire ceiling and

Georgia pine woodwork, floors painted
yellowish tan. Kitchen was dark green
kalsomine, which I have had refinished a

liglu gray.
"The bedroom I have papered a light

yellow with white enamel woodwork and
furniture the floor painted tan and rag
rugs. Curtains white muslin with flower

border to match cretonne on window seat

and rocker."

Answer. Replying to your recent fa-

vor, you are quite right in thinking the

dark green altogether a mistake for \--nr

rooms. In the bedroom, however, it

would be a great improvement to paint
the floor a dark water green. The white
woodwork and furniture need something
to tone them up. If the cretonne has a

lot of green in it, the effect of green, yel-
low and white will he very pretty.
The diningroom being northeast, gray

is not so good a choice, as a pale, warm
tan for the walls and lighter shade for

ceiling. A frieze with rose color would
be excellent, but should be a more con-
ventional design than apple blossom, to

harmonize with Mission furniture. Since

part of the woodwork in diningroom i>

already stained brown, we would by all

means treat the rest of it to match. We
would much rather have a woven rug
made from the old carpet than try to use
it in the way you suggest.

In the livingroom the ecru walls and
brown woodwork would be excellent as

these rooms open together. We would
have the same ecru ceiling and would
then emphasize the greens in the rug, in

all the other furnishings, door draperic-.
chair seats, cushions, etc., and especially,

repaint the floors dark green.

Suggestions for Hall.

C. H. D. "I enclose sketch of first

floor of our home. We intend to get
same papered this spring and would like

to have your suggestions for parlor and
hall as to what would be suitable, sub-

mitting samples if possible.
"The stairway mantle and woodwork in

hall and parlor is of oak golden oak.

The floors hardwood and tiling on mantle
in hall olive green, in parlor white. In

the diningroom the woodwork is mahog-
any finish, red paper. We now have a

green in parlor. What would you sug-
gest for paper, draperies, etc., also what
furniture in hall?"

Answer Replying to your inquiry, if

the red paper is to be retained in dining-
room, a paper of considerable strength
should be used in parlor, though not a

violent contrast like red and green. Tak-

ing into account the golden oak wood-
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OOMEBODY may make a^ Better Wall Board some

dayNobody has done it yet.

Utility Wall Board is a tough
fibre board put together with
two insulations of natural
water proof asphalt, rolled

under tremendous pressure
into one solid compact sheet

and surfaced on both sides

with special moisture proof-

ing. It is the only Wall
Board made under this scien-

tific Moisture Proof Process.

Utility Wall Board
takes the place of both lath and plaster It is very tough and durable

It is easily cut with an ordinary saw and is nailed direct to the

studding.
It will not warp, or crack, or shrink and may be decorated in any style desired.

Any one who can use a hammer and saw can put it on and there is none of the muss
and dirt of plastering You don't even have to wait for it to dry.

It is used in building the new house and in making over the old Put it on right over
old and cracked plaster if you wish The cost is less than lath and plaster.

We want to send a sample to every
home owner. Write for yours.

THE HEPPES COMPANY, 4504 FiUmore St., Chicago, III.

THIS CASEMENT is

A REAL COMFORT!
When open it's ALL window; not HALF a

window.
And there's no ugly joint in the middle to spoil

the view and prohibit artistic glazing.
To open and close it with this

HOLDFAST ADJUSTER
of ours is a positive pleasure.
Don't build without our handbook.

CASEMENT HARDWARE COMPANY
58-175 North State Street, CHICAGO
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Small

Silent

Sightly

is essential to the

modern toilet

The Pfau White-Copper Toilet Tank
is so small that it can be installed in space
that would be unavailable for ordinary
tanks of wood, enameled cast metal or

china. Yet it thoroughly flushes out the

largest syphon jet bowl or wash down
closet.

// works without noise. When the door

is closed the flushing of the toilet can not

be heard in adjoining rooms. To the

owner of a bungalow or an apartment
house this is of inestimable importance
The unrivaled beauty of the Pfau White-Cop-

per Tank makes it equally desirable for the

palatial residence or the modest home Its

(rrareful proportions, its shimmering whiteness,
immaculate, flawless and unchanging and its

inconspicuous simplicity, distinctively different

from the cumbersome toilet tanks in general
use, lend charm and attractiveness to the room
in which it is installed.

Before aelertinfr the toilet fixture* for your new
home or ordering a new tank to replace that unsightly,
cumbersome and noisy tank now in your toilet room,
end for our booklet. "A Thin? ot Beauty." If your
plumber doe* not handle the Pfau White-Copper Tank
write ua, mentioning his name and we will tee that
you are supplied. Booklet on request.

THE PFAU MANUFACTURING CO.
Mentor and Hiuton St.. Cincinnati. O.

H'orWj laifal Manufacturtn of Tailtt Tank* and SMC*

\\ork also, we think ;i paper sh >\\iiiL,
r

blended tone* "i golden tan with hints

(if (lllll olive green Would be tile

choice and we \\uld carry tlu- >umc pa-

per through the hall. < Hive green ru--

and draperies would be in harmony,
hall seat cushioned in plain olive green
corduroy or veb
The only furniture -ii-geMed f. r small

hall is an oak talde for card tray or a

gentleman's hat. with a mirror above fur-

nished with hook-. I'- >~sibly a hall chair

with high back.

Mrs. (i. M. Knclosed please find

stamp for reply also floor plan of an old

repaired lion

Would like color suggestion for wood-
work and walls. The walls to be painted
in living room and dining room.
The living room has a southwestern

exposure. The furniture in the living
room is mission black.

Ans. You omitted an important detail

in your description, viz., the character of

the woodwork, whether hardwood or pine

painted. Since you ask "color sugges-
tions for woodwork and walls," we infer

the woodwork is to be painted. Inas-

much as the living room furniture is so

severe, it is advised to reconsider the de-

termination to paint the walls, as a paint-
ed wall is hard and cold and taken in con-

nection with black mission furniture,

would give a severe, unlivable effect. If

the woodwork can be stained, it is best

to use a soft brown, but brown paint is

inferior looking for interiors and if paint-

ed, a soft dull green is preferable. With
this, use a two-toned, self-figured desi-n

in a textile or fabric paper in greyish
tones and make all your furnishings

green, such as rug, draperies, etc. The
same paint or stain is advised for dining
room woodwork, with walls painted a

lichen green. The kitchen woodwork
should be white. The lower four feet of

the wall can be painted Delft blue and
the upper wall and ceiling white or cream.
The woodwork in all the bedrooms
should be white and the walls papered
in pretty, light colors. The back bed-

room with north light and rosewood

table, could have paper with cream

ground and narrow banding of pink roses

running round ceiling angle, top of base-

board and down corners.
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If You Are Building, You Should

Have This

PORTFOLIO of

WOOD PANELS
on
ac-

FREE
T shows

panels of

tual wood just
how your wood-
work and floors

look when finished with Johnson's Wood Dye, Pre-

pared Wax and other finishes. It also gives full specifica-
tions and instructions so that any good painter can successfully do your work.

In this portfolio the Johnson wood dyes are shown on oak, pine, cypress, birch,

gum, chestnut, maple, etc. It will give you many helpful decorating suggestions.

Johnson's Wood Dye
is a dye in every sense of the word it penetrates deeply into the wood, bringing out its natural beauty
without raising the grain. It dries in thirty minutes and does not smudge or rub off. It is made in six-

teen beautiful shades, as follows:

No. 126 Light Oak
No. 123 Dark Oak
No. 125 Mission Oak
No. 140 Early English
No. 110 Bog Oak

No. 128 Light Mahogany
No. 129 Dark Mahogany
No. 127 Extra Dark Mahogany
No. 130 Weathered Oak
No. 131 Bromn Weathered
No. 132 Green Weathered

No. 121 Moss Green
No. 122 Forest Green
No. 172 Flemish Oak
No. 178 Brown Flemish

No. 120 Fumed Oak

Also Get This Book Free! /
Is Just Off The Press

You will find it particularly useful if you are contemplating

building, if you are interested in beautiful interiors, if you
want to secure the most artistic and serviceable

finishes at least expense. This book is full of valu-

able information to everyone who is interested

in this line. We will be pleased to mail you

I ani

building.
Please send

FREE Port-

folio of Wood
Panels and 1913

Bookjet, Edition K.
E. 12.

a copy upon request.

Please Use The FREE Coupon Name

JOHNSON & SON
Racine, Wisconsin

"The Wood Finishing Authorities" ^p
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Storing One's Goods.

1IKRK are few families in which
at SOUK- time or other the- n-

>ity of breaking up and storing
the household effects does not

arise. In most cases it is the exigency i

a lifetime and has to be met without any
asxi-tance from previous experience.
At the best, storage is a matter involving
considerable expense, but this item can
be much reduced by judicious planning.

The Matter of Insurance.

< >ne point which is not understood gen-
erally, and which has sometimes led to

serious loss, is that the fire insurance

companies will not generally assume
risks on g Is which are not stored in

fireproof warehouses. The compara-
tively -mall number of these fireproof
warehouses keeps the rates of storage up.
but there is no escape except by taking
the risk of losing the insurance in ca-r

of fire. Ami -toring with one of the-v

companies involve?- employing their van-
a- well.

Another detail, equally important, i-

the notification of the insurance company
of the removal of goods from house to

-toraye. A ^. .ol many people have lo>t

all their earthly posse-- ions by neglect

ing this precaution.

The Problems of Storage.

These details well in mind, the first

consideration i- what to store. Courage
is required to discriminate between the

permanently valuable of one's goods and
the worthless. The line needs to be drawn
most often in the case of carpets andrui;-.
The bedroom carpet or matting which
looks quite presentable after several

years' use is too apt to merge from stor-

age in a condition such as to preclud
ever being used again. If it is cleaned
before being sent it will probably be dam-
aged beyond recovery in the process, if it

is sent dirty the moths will get it. Far
better to send all floor coverings not

above suspicion to an auction room. It

has happened to the writer to know a

number of people who have sold their

goods at auction and she has been aston-
ished at the ready sale of carpets and
often pretty poor specimens at that.

There is a certain class of the population
to whom a carpet, especially Brussels or

tapestry, is one of the outward and visi-

ble signs of respectability and its mem-
bers are the people who buy secondhand

carpets.

Carpets and rugs in good condition

should be cleaned thoroughly before be-

ing sent to storage. If the cleaner takes

them from the house and delivers them
when done at the storage warehouse you
-ave cartage charges. On the other

hand, you have no opportunity to do any-
thing to protect them from moths. It is

more satisfactory to have them returned
to you and to roll them up separately,
u>in^r an abundance of red pepper or

something equally disagreeable to the

moths. Each rug or carpet should be
rolled up separately as a single moth in-

fected rug will ruin all the rest of a roll.

Mattings deteriorate, especially the

different sorts of grass weaves. It may
pay to store them for six months, but

not for a much longer period. Km a

good, clean. Oriental matting is worth

keeping and should be wiped clean, as

well as shaken, and the roll sewed up in

burlap.
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Identified: The Perfect Door
There's extreme satisfaction in the assurance that you will never have

occasion to regret a deal of such real importance as purchasing the doors
and woodwork for your new or remodeled home. That's the kind of satis-

faction that goes with every

MORGAN GUARANTEED
PERFECT

HARDWOOD DOOR
Morgan's iron-clad guarantee to replace every imperfect Morgan Door (handled with proper
care) makes your purchase absolutely safe.

"The Door Beautiful," our large free book, is full of artistic pictorial suggestions for

building approved styleand lasting durability complete satisfaction into modern homes.
Get the book from us and get Morgan Doors from your dealer. All dealers who value

their reputations sell Morgan Doors. You'll know them by the "Morgan" brand
on the top rail. But send your request for "The Door Beautiful" now.

Morgan Sash& Door Co., Dept. B 3 Chicago, U. S. A
MORGAN COMPANY MORGAN MILLWORK COMPANY

Oshkosh, Wis. Baltimore, Md.
ARCHITECTS: Descriptive details of Morgan Doors found in Sweet's Index, pp. 910 and 911.

FIFTY-EIGHT YEARS

Wolff QUALITY Plumbing Goods
Manufactured by

L. WOLFF MANUFACTURING CO.

Plumbing Goods Exclusively

MAIN OFFICES
601-627 W. Lake Street

Denver, Colo.
Trenton. N.J.

CHICAGO
BRANCHES

Omaha, Neb.
Minneapolis, Minn.

SHOWROOMS
1 1 1 N. Dearborn Street

Dallas. Texas
Rochester. N.Y.
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In deciding what to keep and what to

send to be sold, it is well to make a care-

ful estimate of the comparative co-

storage and replacing, deducting from
the latter item the probable selling value.

When you apply this test you will proba-

bly find that most of the kitchen uten-
siN will go to the auction room. Nor will

it pay to store for any length of time the

vast assortment of odds and ends whu-h

accumulate in most households. One
may well reflect at such a time on the
-mull number of things that are either

really valuable or indispensable, and on
the kindred truth that there is sure to be
someone to whom her rubbish will be a

treasure. The valueless things have a

place and a use in one particular house-
hold scheme, but the chances are one in

a hundred that such a scheme will repeat
itself, and it is hardly worth while keep-
ing them on such a remote possibility.

The Actual Packing.

Naturally one packs for storage much
as one packs for any other removal with
this difference that the goods may not be

unpacked for many months, and that it is

desirable to get them into as small a com-

pass as possible. Moreover personal pos-
sessions, clothing and one's small belong-

ings seldom go to storage, which makes

things somewhat simpler.

Perhaps the most important point of

difference is in the necessity of protect-

ing stuffed furniture and bedding from
the dust. With a sufficient supply of

papers, string and burlap any intelligent

person can do this as well as a profes-
sional packer. The entire surface of

stuffed furniture should be covered with

layers of newspapers pinned and tied in

place, and a burlap covering sewed on.

Naturally the j furniture should be as

clean as possible and a dusting of white

pepper is not amiss in case a moth might
lurk forgotten.
The same treatment should be given

the mattresses. A simpler way is to ar-

range to have them made over a few day-
before your goods are taken out of stor-

age, so that you begin housekeeping
again with them in perfect condition.
Blankets should be washed and the easi-

est and safest way to packing them is in

the tarred bags, which are sold in depart-

ment stores to pack bulky artu le> in. A
sprinkling of camphor may make a--ur

ance doubly sure. Pillows >hould be
cleaned before being -torel. tied in bun-
<lk-> of two or four and sewed up in bur-

lap.
With polished furniture it will be suffi-

cient to wind rolls of paper around all

the exposed parts, holding them in place
with string. If old comforters are avail-

able they are admirable for protecting
the upper parts of chairs, sofas or tables.

A feather pillow wadded securely into an
unstuffed chair will protect its inner sur-

faces effectually. The professional pack-
ers do this in more shipshape fashion
than the amateur, but not more effi-

ciently, given an abundance of packing
material and of string.

It is worth while, with a view to reduc-

ing the storage space required, to study
ways of using all the interior space of
furniture. For instance, a tabouret
turned upside down will hold a lamp of

moderate size nicely, the spaces around it

being filled with paper or small soft arti-

cles, such as the contents of the piece
bag. A large picture with a deep mould-
ing can have the space from the glass to

the outer line of the frame filled up with
smaller pictures.
Books should be packed in a good

many small boxes, rather than in large
cases, and the storage people will bless

you if the boxes are provided with han-
dles of iron, leather or rope. Small books
of no special weight may very well be

packed in the cartons of heavy corru-

gated paper in which packages of cereals

are packed. The grocer generally throws

away such things, but will save them if

he is asked. They are equally useful for

small pieces of bric-a-brac, little pictures,
and a great variety of small things.
To sum up:
Make sure of complying with the regu-

lations of the insurance companies.
Have your things clean before you

store them.
Pack as closely as possible.
Don't store rubbish.

Does Preserving Pay?
These pages will be read while the

early autumn fruits are still in the mar-
ket. It may be a question whether it
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You wouldn't de-

liberately choose to

have a bad job of

your varnishing
would you?
Then you must insist

upon having good var-

nish used.

The safest way is for

you to insist upon

RERRY
l-ROTHERS

VARNISHES
The market is so full of poor var-

nish that even a painter with the best

of intentions can be fooled.

Our label is both your protection
and the painter's.

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd.
Established 1858

Factories: Detroit, Mich., Wai kerville, Ont.

Dealers : Everywhere

All the Electric Light
and Power you want

You can illuminate every room in

your country or suburban home,
operate your water pump, suction

cleaner, sewing machine and many
other electrical devices with

The Dean Electric Co.'s

Home-Lighting &
Power System

This system brings to you all of

the electrical comforts of the city.

Protects you against danger from oil

lamps. Cuts down your insurance

cost. Makes the work of yourself
and wife easier.

Write today for literature and
learn how cheaply a good plant can

be bought, and how easily and

economically it can be operated.

THE DEAN ELECTRIC CO.
1012 Olive Street, ELYRIA, OHIO

Manufacturers of Electrical Apparatus, Power and
Switch Boards

"Look for Dean where Quality's seen"

The Dean Plant

enables you to make
more complete and

satisfactory plans.
Write for free circu-

lar.
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pays to put up -lu-li things as str;i\\

ries and ra>pberr to make
rant jelly. The former a i to

"working" and the .^iit of knowing at

ju^t what -tiiLx of ripeness currant-

sure to "jell" is not given to everyone.
But the fruits of late summer and i

autumn can generally he bought cheaph
in quantities and are easily preser
and the saving over even the cheap- -t

grade of canned fruit is a sensible one.

The writer has had occasion lately to

ure out the cost of homemade jelly and it

\\a- a fraction under ten cents a gla--.
with the Woman's Exchange charging
twenty-five cents for the same thing.

Doing things for one's self there is al-

ways the chance of a bargain, getting a

basket of peaches or pears below cost on

Saturday night.
And apropos of pears, there are some

of the coarser varieties which are rather

flat and tasteless when used by them-
selves, which are excellent in combina-
tion. Pears have the quality of retaining
their shape no matter how long they are

cooked, also of taking any flavor stronger
than their own. By using a large quan-
tity of green or crystallized ginger and
their weight in sugar you can cook pears
into a sweetmeat hardly distinguishable
in -in Canton ginger.

Again, if two pounds of pears are added
to one of the far more expensive quince,
and fruit and sugar cooked until they are

dark red. it will be impossible to tell

either from taste or looks which is which.
For this purpose a pear of rather coarse

texture is far better than the sweet apples
so often used.

The Limitations of Strength.
Since muscular strength is not the her-

itage of the educated woman who must
do housework, she must husband her re-

and do hard things in an <

way. And how much easier this is if it

i- thought of at the beginning, if the ar-

rangements iif the house are so planned
that things can be done with the smallest

;lle expenditure of effort. This in-

volves the whole question of the plan-
ning and equipment of the kitchen. I-

not the j^reat popularity of apartment
li.-u^e life largely due to the ease of doing
housework in the tiny kitchens? It is

:i)le to do cooking efficiently with the
minimum of movement, and a large part
of the heavy work of housekeeping is

eliminated at the start. The gas range
and the central hot water supply are Mill

further helps. Other points not al\v

attended to are adjustment of sinks, tubs

and closets to the height of the average
woman, the installation of ash shoots and
dumb waiters, and of speaking tubes.

\Vhy is it not possible to instal in the

private house of modest pretensions the
convenient speaking tube and door open-
ing arrangement of the apartment house?

Certainly it would save endless running
up and down stairs on needless errands.

Another convenience costing but a

trifle, if put in when a house is built, i-

an elevator running from the cellar to

the top floor. It should be large enough
to carry a trunk and the openings on the

-vcral floors should be at the floor level.

An elevator would seem to be an essen-

tial in a house four stories high, when all

the floors are in use, but it is quite a rar-

ity. An important point in connection
with installing a dumb waiter is to see

that the weights are heavy enough to al-

low of its being readily stopped when
heavily loaded, as serious accidents have
resulted from the downward rush of a

dumb waiter. A check at each stopping
point is also essential.

CALIFORNIA BUNGALOWS THE ACCEPTED AUTHORITY
ON REAL BUNGALOWS

, l:l N(, \I.n\\rKAFT" Nov.
pagm showing tli. iu.~i .irli-lii- tin. I ii>n\o>i*-iit I n.

II.u> to rj..\n> in-ri. .,u I out. If -
, u nri- thinking c

>< u will gvt a lot of ii. .-i valuable Murgtirtlons from
I l in-. ! . th- li.t.^t. mot < omimill*a<Te. o* P
<l with photognii.hir an. I line <-ut of RKAL BITS

lilr illu-tnit.-l folio
Uow*. (running motlv from
liuiMing noon or some day.

bis new bonk of lluiiralnw

r floor. .

plans, mant.-l*. Luff. t-. lighting flilurvx. interior*. -t<-. Nothing jut like it erer
rotated when plan* are

.. . . _____
I .,r.|..h.-.l u-f.T. IT p il.00 postpaid, "I. . alMBl i-

parrhmed. Oar Bungalow* have given to LM Anajele* ai World-Wide

Smaller book thowing 38 ideal email Bungalow Home*.
uuide and out. 25 cenU, postpaid.

THE BUNGALOWCRAFT CO., 404 Chamber of Commerce, Lo Angele*. California
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Tested and Ap-
proved by the
United States
Government.

REGAL SASH CORD Guaranteed to
wear in any cli-

mate for more than
twenty years.

T> E sure that your architect specifies and that your contractor uses REGAL SASH
-*-^ CORD for your windows. It is the only sash cord made that carries an absolute guar-
antee as to PERFECT FINISH, because it is the only cord that is made on the latest

improved braider.

Perfect finish is the most important requirement of reliable sash cord. With it

your windows will work as if on ball bearings, if the window is hung in a frame that does

not bind. Imperfect cord will stick and cause great annoyance. Therefore use Regal
Sash Cord and be sure of perfect finish and satisfaction.

We guarantee Regal Sash Cord to wear for 20 years, and the United States govern-
ment tests prove that this guarantee is very conservative. We will gladly furnish copies of the govern-
ment tests upon request.

REGAL SASH CORD is plainly marked Regal Brand. Another sure mark is

the TWO BLUE STRANDS in the cord itself. They are joined together and make a spiral line of

blue around the cord. No other cord is marked in this way.

Ask your dealer for Regal Sash Cord or send to us for samples.

PURITAN CORDAGE MILLS, Louisville, Ky.

r

Thornton Wood Residence, Troy Alabama
Neponset Proslate Roofing Used.

Are You Going to Build?

Take time to find out about what materials

to use. Meanwhile consider the good points of

NEPDNSET
PROSLATE ROOFING

Attractive, durable, fire resisting, no nails ex-

posed, easy to lay, beautiful

dark rich red or green, plain

or with hexagonal pattern,

moderate priced. CJAre you in-

terested? Write us for particulars.

F. W. BIRD & SON

. BIRD ^

NEPONSETDonni irTQ

TRADE MARK
Reg. U.S.Pat. Office

Established 1795
East Walpole, Mass.

Canadian Plant: Hamilton, Ontario

Stained tvit/i Cabofs Shingle Stains.

Mulilenberg Bros., Architects, Reading, Pa.

50 'r cheaper than Paint
50'' cheaper to apply

100 handsomer than Paint

This is only a part of what you gain by using

Cabot's Shingle Stains
They are tnmlr of crro-utr. ami llmrmiKlily |.n -< TM-
the wood. SoUT Own men <MM put them on. or >ou
can do it yourself, if >'>u are buck when- there an-
no painters. They pive soft, traii-pan-nt coloring
effect*, that harmonize perfect!) with nature. Thc>
are uwil ,111 all axterior woodwork, sliiiik'les. -.Mint:.

claplxianN. or boarding. The original Cn
genuine wood-prewrviiiK St;tins.

You can get Cabal's Slains all over the country. Send for free
samples on itood and name of nearest agent

SAMUEL CABOT, Inc., Manfg. Chemists
Boston, Mass.

1133 Brodwy. New York 3SO Dearborn Ae., Chicago
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S0*e MA M6AT THAT CANNA AT~ AND SOW6 WOULD CAT TMAT WANT IT

BUT W MA MAT AND W CAN AT
5A LT TM LORD B TMANKIT

TABL OMAT

Christmas Frolics and Fancies

By the Table Chatter

(Illustrations by courtesy of McCall's Magazine for December)

HE Table Chatter, after long ab-

sence is back at her old post
catering for the readers of

Keiths Magazine. Right heartily
she wishes all her readers a Merry Christ-

mas and a Happy New Year!

frolics; in Santa Claus and stockings; in

Christmas trees and plum puddings ; in

evergreens and red candles
;
in the chat-

ter of uncles and aunts ; in the days and

days beforehand, when the children are

going round full of their "secrets."

Chrutmaa Plum Pudding.

The Table Chatter believes in Christ-
mas, and in spelling it without an X. It

is a day to celebrate gladness, the Birth
and not the Cross. And if we can't

spend time to write the word in full, we
don't deserve it. Yes, we believe in

Christmas
; in the good will and gladness

of it ; in the charming fancies and super-
stitions; in the Christmas carols and

Potatoes in Holiday Style.

But we do not believe in the abuses of

Christmas, the travesties upon the real

spirit and meaning of the word. Surging
in and out of the seething crowds, striv-

ing to get something cheap, yet showy,
to pay back last year's vases and card
cases.

No let us go back to the day of simple
gifts, of a blue sugar dog and an orange
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Oak Flooring
Beautiful -:- Economical -:- Durable

Attracts your attention immediately
And it holds your admiration permanently

q OWNERS and BUILDERS find it a clinch-

ing argument to say "It's Floored with OAK
FLOORING." It means that the tenant or

buyer will be glad to pay 10 to 15 per cent
more. In color, it is rich and cheerful, and

imparts an air of refinement and elegance
to a home. It is the modern flooring.

q OAK FLOORING thickness by li" or

2* face can be laid over old floors in old

homes, or over cheap sub-floors in new
homes at a very low cost. It is cheaper
than carpets or Pine Flooring.

q OAK FLOORING laid forty years ago in

public buildings, after very hard service, is

still in good condition. For durability,
OAK is the best.

q There is a solid satisfaction and lasting

pleasure in the substantial and dignified

appearance of OAK FLOORING.

q A carpenter or handy man can lay OAK
FLOORING successfully. It is very profit-
able work for any carpenter.

q Any truthful landlord will advise that OAK
FLOORING is a splendid investment.

Nothing else will increase the renting and

selling values like OAK FLOORING.

Write for booklet

The Oak Flooring Bureau
893 Hammond Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

The Charm of

Colonial Silverware

The quaintness and simplic-

ity of olden times find expres-
sion in our

"
Old Colony

"

pattern. Added to these

qualities is the finish that

results from present day skill

and methods. The design

possesses individuality in a

marked degree without re-

sorting to over-ornamentation

or sacrificing its purity of

outline. Like all

|84J ROGERS BROS.
"Silver Plate that Wears"

it is made in the heaviest

grade of silver plate and is

backed by the largest makers

with an unqualified guaran-
tee which an actual test of

65 years makes possible.

Most Popular for Gifts

The unvarying quality and

richness of design make
1847 ROGERS BROS, silver-

ware especially favored for k

gifts. Buy early while j
yourdealerhasafull li' e. m

Sold by leading dealers.

Send for illustrated cata-

logue "Z- 35."

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO.

MERIOEN, CONN.

NRW YOKK
SAN FKAV. i^. .>

ClIU 'Aliil

HAMILTON,
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in the children's stockings; of a flower or

a bon-bon for the friend

Ah, me! perhaps we have lost the road

back, even though we search with t<

* * * *

But now the Table Chatter must con-

cern herself with the Christmas dinner,

before which even the Tree hows in obei-

Moce.

Not for us the Christmas dinner "of them
hii^ hoteU.

Where they change plates, and let ye live

on smell-."

table decorated entirely \\ith holly her-

ries and the shining L;reen is a perfect
success.

A very simple hut effective decoration
is a mirror in the center, with tufts of eel-

ton hatting lightly surrounding it. This
is sprinkled with diamond dust and

gleams like snow. Select choice sprays
of holly with many red berries and lay
about the snowy shores. In the center
stand a low silver dish filled with red

holly berries, or a tall one with red carna-

tions bending over and reflected in the

mirrow below. Lay a piece of holly at

V ^ >-S

Santa CUus Cake.

First of all, if you want a real success,
stick to the good old-time dishes for your
menu the roast turkey or goose, the

cranberry sauce, the cold slaw with
cream dressing, the mince and apple pie.
the plum pudding and if you are a gen-
uine Southerner of the old school, you
will top off with a foaming egg-nog and
black fruit cake. Mow you will feel af-

terwards, is not my affair.

Keep your salad and fish course, your
ice cream and bon bons, for other occa-
sions: they do not "belong." The only
innovation we may permit, is perhaps to

allow you to serve your cranberries as a

sherbet, because the red, frozen juice, in

the tall, slender serving glasses, is such
a pretty adjunct of the Christmas table.

For. of course, your table must glow with
red, red ; all must be brilliant with silver

and glass and red and green. Holly, of

course; there is nothing better, and a

each plate, and when the turkey comes
in let him wear a sprig between his folded

wings.
If you should be the lucky possessor of

your grandmother's old silver epergne,
you are in the height of fashion. Place it

on a centerpiece of drawn work or I'.at-

tenberg lace over scarlet silk or sateen,
on the white damask. Fill the bowl with

poinscttia blossoms, and put red candles
in the low-spreading branches. Have
shades made of thin rice paper over red,
on which are painted holly leaves with
round holes cut out showing the red un-

derneath for the berries. The effect as
the light comes through will be inde-

scribably soft and brilliant.

A charming and novel decoration to

hang under the chandelier, is a bunch of

snowballs, made with cotton batting, fas-

tened to stems nf tine wire, and powdered
first with starch or toilet powder sprin-
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FIREPLACES
AND

MANTELS
Are the ones that give the home that distinctive

touch of individuality. They are made to please.
We want you to know what we are offering you
so write for our booklet "Mantels with a Meaning."

BISHOP & GIFFORD, Baldwin, I, I. N. Y.

HPHE pleasure of living in thecountry
A or small town is greatly enhanced
by a few city conveniences, the most
necessary and comfort giving of which
is a Satisfactory Gas Supply.
Gas to Light with.
Gas to Cook with.
Gas for Laundry purposes:
Gas to heat water for the bath and

other uses.
Gas to operate a gas engine for

pumping and other purposes.
You can have all these conveniences

cheaply and automatically by installing
the

ombination
'Gas Machine

FOR ILLUMINATING AND COOKING

Will not increase your Insurance rates.

On the market over 40 years. More
than 15,000 in use in Residences, Stores,
Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,

Hospitals. It will Pay You to investi-

gate. Write us today NOW a post-
card.

DETROIT
HEATING & LIGHTING CO.

362 Wight Street

Detroit, Michigan

A ttraclive Proposition to Plumber*

Carburettor under* round

Machine i basement ".

rit

la the bigyrtt. beat and
pletc book or the kind ever publlslie
3.000 superb Illustrations and 8.000 <(..//

taving prices on up-to-the-minute bull
tng material of every kind, for every i

pose are shown H. B. MVNGER.
on Its 17 pages. Preside

di hit

ber. Hoofing. Flooring. Doors. Windows.
Mould. oas. Hardware. Paint. Tin work All at Even
LESS Than Wholesale Prices. You Can Actually
Save From J3X to 5* Per Cent.

Economy Rubber Roofing
1 Ply, 35 Lbs. C 1 1 Q

Guaranteed 5 Years ^ * * ^
2 Ply, 45 Lbs. C 1 3 5

Guaranteed 7 Years *P *%*
3 Ply, 55 Lbs. & 1 O
Guaranteed 10 Years ^ * ** w

Rolls Contain 1O8 Sq. Ft.

Glazed Windows
ef all klnda ready foi

quick shipment.
2 light GSr up
4 light 7 7. up
12 light ,:;, up

1 light

I

We will
furnish

ni -

p I e t e
all lumber, mlllwork.
hardware, spouting,
paint everything ex-

cept masonry and la-

bor to build this 8-

room house, and In-

clude plans free. De-
sign A13S.

Stall All kinds
Sash ofbulldlng
34c hardware,

i n-, You can't
beat our
goods orBarn

47c ile prices

8.000

|$969?
ish

.
I e t e

all lumber, mlllwork.
hardware, spouting,
paint everything ex-

cept masonry and la-

bor to build this s.

room nouse. and in-

clude plans free. De-

sign A101. Surely
this Is a most tempt-
ing price (or such a
coxy home.
CHICAGO MILLWORK SUPPLY

CO.__

Catalog and hand-
some illustrated Book of

Modern Plans shows
floor plans, etc. Tells you
how to save 33%% to 50%
on all Building Material.

Lumber, etc. Get these 2

big: books at once today.

Quality ,safe deliv-
ery and satisfac-
tion absolutely
guaranteed.

,

I 1 .' I Wet 37th Street
. Chicago

Write

Today
Get
Free

Books!

c
.s*e

..;
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TABLE CHAT Contmued

kled thro' a perforated box, and then
diamond dust. The sideboard, too, imi-r

be decorated, with small Christ ma-
in pots, and wreaths hung in the panels.
The Christmas plum pudding the

grand entree is not the bugaboo many
housekeepers fancy it. It is easily made
if one has a good practical recipe, and

may be made days beforehand and kept
for months afterward. It is just as good
as ever when steamed up, and eaten with
a foaming sauce. No nicer or more ac-

ceptable gift, moreover, can be sent to a

friend who perchance cannot compass a

plum pudding, than a smaller one when
yu are making your own, in a new tin

melon mold, wrapped in white tissue

paper, tied with red ribbon and a holly
spray stuck under the ribbon.

* * * *

An ingenious hostess is planning a fun-

making Chirstmas plum pudding for her
Christmas dinner, which is so good you
shall have the benefit of the idea. A
large mock pudding is manufactured
from brown cambric, much the shape of

a huge orange, and in segments like the
divisions of an orange. These segments,
one for each person in this case there

are sixteen are held out in shape by a

pasteboard lining inside, on the sides of

the triangular division only, and lightly
stuffed with cotton, so it will push to-

gether, and not be a stiff, round ball. A
small ring is sewn top and bottom of the

wedge, and when all are ready a cord is

passed through these rings, drawing
them in position. Inside each wedge is a

trifling gift with a quotation appropriate
to the recipient, and these are made as

witty and mirth-provoking a- pi>il>lr.

A hunch of h-'lly i> "tuck in the top, and
the pudding is brought in with great

ceremony and eclat. The hostess merely
unties the string, and slips out the

wnlges until each is served. When they
have all been inspected and enjoyed, the

real Christmas pudding is brought in.

And here follows the recipe for it, pos-
sessing the great merit of being awfully
good and yet not too rich to be eaten.

English Plum Pudding.

Mix \ l

/t pints grated bread crumh>.

soft, not dried, 1 pint chopped suet, \ l
/2

cups seeded raisins and the same of cur-

rants, YI cup sliced citron, 1 scant cup
brown sugar,

l
/2 teaspoon salt,

l/2 grated
nutmeg, S eggs, 2 even tablespoons flour

moistened into a thin batter with milk,
1

.. glass brandy, in the order named.
Put in a close covered buttered mould,
and boil or steam four hours.

* * * *

If perchance you are to perform the

gracious rites of Christmas hospitality by
a Christmas supper instead of a dinner,

lay your table with a cloth of red linen,

the brilliant Oxford red used for shirt-

waists. Now let the candles be white,
with red shades, and the china white also.

Let the table gleam with cut glass and
clear crystal glass, and the center piece
of lace over shining white satin, with cut

glass vase filled with scarlet blossoms.
Then when a wood fire glows on the

hearth, and red gas and candle shades
make a soft, rosy brilliance, the smell of

fir and balsam perfumes the air. nothing
is wanting but a gay group of Christmas
carolers and the Spirit of Christmas ai

ihe window.

NONE
SUPERIOR

POUND
Postpaid to any

part of the U. S.

GARLAND'S^^
QUALITY

CHOCOLATES and BON BONS
are known from coast to coast as the purest, most

delicious candy ever eaten. For 25 years the

leading Exclusive candy shop in Minneapolis.

Holiday Novelties and Party Favors

JOHN T. GARLAND
36 South Fifth St., Minneapolis, Minn.
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Mansfield Residence of Mr. Fted
T. Briitor.

This House Is

Always Clean
Spick and span from cellar to attic

and never needing housecleaning, this

attractive home is one of the three

thousand modern residences that owe
much of their livableness to the

TUEC STATIONARY
VACUUM CLEANER

More than a year after it had been installed the owner of this home wrote
us an unsolicited letter stating that the TUEC in his cellar had more than ful-

filled every expectation on his part and every claim of ours.
Out of sight in the basement, with ample piping extending to every part of the house

the TUEC silently removes all coarse dirt and also the fine, powdery dust and microbe-
laden air. It can be operated in any part of the house by simply pressing a button. It

consumes very little power and requires no attention or up-keep expense.
The TUEC is the most efficient and economical system of vacuum cleaning. It can be

installed at any time in any building, old or new and with little inconvenience to the

occupants.
If you are sufficiently interested in your home to be a reader of this magazine

you -will be very glad to see our handsome booklet, copy of which will be sent you
on request. Write today.

THE UNITED ELECTRIC CO.
10 Hurford Street .... CANTON, OHIO

If you own or are going to build

a CEMENT BUILDING
you should have our

Book on Painting and

Waterproofing Cement
It contains color plates of beautiful

Cement Houses and shows how to

improve their appearance. It tells

HOW TO MAKE A
CEMENT FLOOR LOOK
LIKE AN OAK FLOOR

SENT FREE
to property owners, Archi-

tects, Contractors

and Builders

otherwise price is 10 cents

THE OHIO VARNISH CO.
8664 Kinsman Road CLEVELAND, O.

Send for Free Book
"Art and Utility
in Decoration r>

by John Taylor, sketches by John Ednie.
Shows newest European ideas on interior
decoration. Just off the press: 32 pages:
splendid halftone reproductions of refin-
ished rooms, together with detailed descrip-
tion of wall coverings and furnishings.
Shows just bow

Fab-Rik-O-Na
WovenWall Coverings
can be used In beautifying any house. They include
Art Ko-Na Cloth, Kraft Ko-Na Cloth. Kord Ko-Na.
Dyed Tapestry Burlap, etc. Positively lade proof ;

easy to apply ; easy to keep clean ; economical;
prevent cracked walls. The wide" range of colors
and tints affords a choice that insures perfect
harmony between adjoining rooms.

Writefor yuurcopy note, \rhiltthtmaitrr iin mind.

H. B. WIGGIN'S SONS CO.
214 Arch St.. Bloomfield, N. J.
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Dusting of Cement Floors.

HI-", fact that so many of the ce-

ment floors in our reinf<

concrete buildings today cau-<

worry to the architect, con-

tractor, owner and tenant, by the surface

dusting otY with slight wear, thus becom-
ing a menace to machinery, emplo\r-
and stock, ha> necessitated a study of the

cause of this trouble.

Upon investigation it will be found,
first that the most serious cases are on
floors above the basement, which fact

would lead us to believe that the concrete
has not had proper conditions for the

thorough crystalization of the cement.
This to a certain extent is true, for the

basement floor has been in contact with
the damp ground, and. not being exposed
to heat and air both below and above, ha-
not had a chance to dry out so rapidly.

On the more exposed upper floor-.

however, the drying out is much more
rapid, the top dressing being especially
affected and thus being given a tendency
to become soft and crumbly.
There is another cause, too, for this

dusting, and that is improper troweling,
such as over troweling, or troweling
while the initial set of the cement is tak-

ing place. For by troweling, a suction i-

formed that disturbs the particles, which
-

injurious as the breaking up of a

bond after it has formed. Lack "f pp.
tection of floors in cold weather, and tin-

freezing of the surface, will also cau-<
this top dressing to scale and dust off.

There is. too, a general cause of this

trouble in the use of sand, not carefully
inspected, in jhat in the troweling, for-

eign substances are brought to the >ur
face that will not incorporate, and pre-
vent the thorough bonding of the sand
and cement.
To overcome this difficultv. contract-

>r- have frequently had to take up large
-urfacc- of floor and relay, and then find

the same trouble, and generally end in

condemning of the cement used.

It is with the intent to bring some of

these facts to the notice of users of ce-

ment in general, and one of the success-
ful remedies for this trouble, that

goted this letter, As an operator I have
made many floors hard and crystal-like
at very small cost, that otherwise un-

doubtedly would have had to come up
and be relaid, by the simple method of

applying a cement coating in liquid form.
This hardens these porous surfaces hard-
er than the floor itself, and in addition,
makes them impervious to water, uni-

form in color, and prevents staining or

disintegration from the dripping of oil

on them. C. T. B.

Cement frequently has several shades
of color after it is dried. To make a

building uniform in color wash the entire

surface with cement made by mixing two

parts of Portland cement and one part
of marble dust with sufficient water to

reduce it to the consistency of white-

wash, and apply with a whitewash brush.
\Vet the wall before applying the wash
and keep it constantly wet during the
work. This is decidely important, as the
wash will not adhere to a dry wall.

Cement and Engineering News.

Smoothing Porch Posts.

I have built a concrete porch, using a

mixture for the concrete posts which
w.i- too coarse. The result is that the

l">-t- haven't the smooth finish which

they should have. Can I go over these

posts with a fine cement wash and get a

smooth surface? S., Wisconsin.
There is no reason why you should not

use a thin cement grout, applied with a

brush, to the pillars, unless the pillars
are very rough. If they are very
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Vincent Methodist Episcopal Church, Nutley, N. J. Roofed with Asbestos "Century" Shingles by the late Olive
Newcome Elliot, Architect, and the Republic General Contracting Co., Contractors both

of New York City. Reproduced from an Artist's Drawing.

Asbestos
"
Century

"
Shingles

"
The Roof that Outlives the Building

"

When your roof begins to

leak, it means just one thing
It is getting worn out, and

ready to go back on you.
Don't stop with patching it up.

Replace it with Asbestos "Century"

Shingles.

A permanent roof. Good for

all time no painting or repairs.

See your responsible roofer or

building contractor about it

and see him soon.

He has a lot of roofing to do
with these Shingles. The sooner

he knows about your plans the

better care he can take of you.
Remember the name Keas-

bey & Mattison's Asbestos "Cen-

tury" Shingles.

Write us for Booklet "Roof-

ing: A Practical Talk." It is full

of valuable information for a

man with a building to be
roofed.

Keasbey & Mattison Company
Factors

Dept. G, Ambler, Pennsylvania

Branch Offices in Principal Cities of the United States
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rough, then the grout w >uld. -f course,

not fill up the depressions, in which
case you should make a thin mor-
tar ami apply the mortar with a wooden
float. Do not trowel the Mirface an\

more than is absolutely necr--ary. l><

cau-c if y>u do there is a likelihood that

your coating of thin mortar will crack.

Whichever way y.u fill the pillars, great
care should be taken in curing the grout
and mortar. When this has been applied
and the mortar has taken its initial set,

wrap the pillars in burlap or some such
material and keep them wet for several
t\;i\>. Thi> should be done to avoid

checking and cracking.

Simple Test of Cement.

What simple test can be made on ce-

ment without employing laboratory
methods and apparatus? Some cement
has been received here, and is now on
the market, which is not up to the stand-

ard, and it is necessary to give some test

to the cement shipment before the ce-

ment goes into the work. S., Nebraska.

Briefly, the best way to test cement
without laboratory apparatus is to make
the cement up with water in such a way
as to form a pat about 3" in diameter and
about Yi" thick in the center, tapering it

to nothing at the edges. This pat should
be spread out on glass and the cement
and water permitted to dry out, keeping
the pat from sun and wind. The be-

havior of the cement can be watched
from all sides, in this manner. If the
neat cement and water set promptly and
do not crack or blister in curing, it is a

fairly good indication that the cement is

all right. You must understand, of

course, that this is merely a rough test

and where any considerable quantity of

cement is to be used, a laboratory ex-

amination is an economy.
Concrete-Cement Age.

Dampness in Basements.

Many cellar floors now made of Port-
land cement concrete are giving trouble,

owing to the permeating moisture. They
are continually damp and, owing in part
to the constant evaporation from their

surface, they are cold. Such a condition

may be remedied by the application of an
oil-mixed mortar coat to the surface of

the old floor. He fore attempting to lay
the new wearing Mir face, the old floor

should be scrubbed thoroughly clean and
should he made thoroughly wet. The
bond between the old and the new work
will be improved if the old surface be

r-'iighened with a stone hammer. A
\\a-h composed of 1 part of hydrochloric
acid and 5 parts of water may be used to

clean the surface. This will dissolve

some of the cement from the old work,
leaving the aggregate exposed. The acid

solution should be left on not longer than
half an hour, when it should be com-

pletely removed with clean water. The
surface should then be brushed with a

wire or stiff scrubbing brush to remove

any particles of >and which may have be-

come loosened because of the dissolving
of the cement.

A mortar composed of 1 part of cement
and 2 parts of sand and containing 5 per
cent of oil will be sufficiently non-
absorbent for the new wearing coat. To
strengthen the bond it will be well to ap-
ply a wash of grout, made by mixing ce-

ment with water to the consistency of

cream, before laying the oil-mixed mor-
tar coat. For the ordinary basement floor

a 1-inch layer of mortar will prove of

sufficient thickness. It will be necessary
to keep the new mortar damp for at least

one week in order that it may attain its

proper strength.

It will be well, if the underlying soil

is very wet, to lay a 6-inch foundation of

sand, cinders, broken stone, or gravel,

compacting these materials well by tamp-
ing. In addition it will be of advantage
to employ drain tiles in this porous foun-

dation, leading them to a sewer if pos-
sible. On top of the foundation should
be laid a 4-inch layer of concrete mixed
in the proportions of 1 part of Portland

cement, 2 l/2 parts of sand, and 5 parts of

broken stone or gravel. Before the con-
crete base has hardened, a top or wear-

ing coat of mortar mixed in the propor-
tions of 1 part cement and 2 parts of sand
or stone screenings and containing 5 per
cent of oil (2

l/2 quarts per bag of cement)
should be laid. This top coat, because of

ites non-absorbent character, will give

perfect protection from underlying mois-
ture. Canadian Engineer.
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AT LAST!
A Practical, SMALL Refrigerating and

Ice-Making Machine for Domestic Uses

We are now prepared to furnish the Audiffren-Singrun Refrigerating Machine in

sizes to meet the requirements for cooling refrigerators, cooling drinking water, and mak-

ing ice in residences, apartment houses, hotels, hospitals, office buildings, restaurants,

factories, etc.

That this machine has long since passed the experimental stage is proven by the fact that over eight
hundred of them are in daily operation in Europe, many having been in use for five years without repairs.
The refrigerant cannot escape, so recharging is never necessary.

Audiffren-Singrun
Refrigerating Machine

has no joints, valves, gauges or stuffing boxes, and no connections to leak. Any-
one can easily operate it. All that is necessary is to keep this machine supplied
with water and power. And it can be operated by electric motor, gas or gasoline
motor, steam, oil or hot air engine, or any other available power.

It is cheaper to use this machine than ice. It keeps food in better condition,
due to the lower temperatures and dryer air produced. Does away with the
slime, dirt and unsanitary conditions caused by ice. It is absolutely safe.

Write our nearest Branch for Catalog No. 50

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Albany
Baltimore
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago

Toronto

Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Detroit
Indianapolis

Kanxas C'lty
LOB Angeles
Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis

New Orltans
New York
Omaha
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

San Francisco

St. L
Syracuse

For Canada: The Canadian H. W. Johns- Manrille Co., Limited

Montreal Winnipeg

Royal

Royal

DO
YOU
WANT
THE
BEST?

Round Hot
Water Heater.

Sectional Steam and
Water Heaters.

MANUFACTURED BY

HART & CROUSE CO,

UTICA, N. Y.

80 Lake St., Chicago

OUR BOOKLET ON

Pergolas and Garden Accessories

Might be of some interest to you

Send for Catalog G-27.

Our designing department is at your disposal to advise

and assist in developing a pergola feature for the garden.

Upon application we will submit you a sketch of a pergola
to suit the space that you might select for it, and with it

the cost of furnishing the same ready to set in place. We
invite correspondence.

HARTMANN-SANDERS CO.
Manufacturers

Koll's Patent Lock -Joint Columns
El.ton and Webster Avenues, CHICAGO

1123 Broadway, NEW YORK CITY
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P AINTIN G FINISHING

Some Painting Pointers.

AKKFUL tests have shown that

three coats of paint, properly
mixed and applied, give a better

result than two coats of paint
made heavy enough to hide as well as the
three coats do.

Two coats of paint, not too heavy and
well brushed out, will wear better than
two heavy coats not well brushed out.

White paint used on exterior work will

not wear as well or as long as tinted or
colored paints. Doubtless the pigments
effect this improvement.
White paint that was in rather bad

shape, exterior, at the end of three years,
stood beside red and green paint that
was in good condition at the end of that

period. To get the best wearing job on
>ut>i(le work use colored paint.
An Knglish painter with years of ex-

perience says that in his country they al-

\\ays shellac knots on top of the priming
0-at of paint, and they never show
through.

It is sure that there is no oil today or
in sight that will satisfactorily take the

place "i linseed oil in paint.
China wood oil is being used success-

fully by the varnish makers, but on ac-
o-unt of its flatting quality it is not

adapted for oil painting.
Imitation turpentine spirits are being

used with some success in certain forms
of work, but on account of their lack of
solvent action they are not perfect sub-
stitutes for the real gum turpentine.
For outside priming paint wood tur-

pentine is even better than the gum
pn.duct. for it penetrates better. This is

the solvent that is destined eventually to

take the place of gum turpentine, and
only its odor now stands against it.

The priming coat must unite with the
structure of the wood and form a bond
of union between paint and wood, if it U

to hold and wear well. Hence the prim-
ing must penetrate well.

The character of a wood must deter-

mine the kind, of priming that is to be

given it. Some woods require more tur-

pentine in the coat, other woods, on the
other hand, demand a greater power of

penetration in the primer, hence benzol
is used here in place of turpentine. Other
woods, again, may do very well with

only raw oil in the primer, with little

lead.

Benzol being a paint remover, it must
not be used in any but the priming coat.

Some advise applying benzol to certain

woods, and the priming coat, it also con-

taining some benzol. The priming coat
in this case must be applied at once after

the benzol.

Treating Old or Soiled Floors.

Soiled Waxed Floor. "The floor has
become sticky and streaked with gray
from dust." Take a bunch of No. 1 steel

wool, dip it into turpentine and rub off

the floor carefully, wiping off the old
stuff with cotton waste as you remove
the wax. Then apply a fresh coat of
wax and polish it. It may be neces>ary
to apply two coats this way.

Worn Maple Floor. "A floor having
had three coats of white shellac varnish

begins to show wear." Then renovate
it every two or three weeks with a very
thin coat of white shellac. Remove stain

spots with benzine or turpentine. If

very bad, then remove the shellac with
varnish remover, after which apply shel-

lac varnish or wax. as desired for a finish.

Paint and Oil Dealer.

Paint to Prevent Moths.

Question I have built a store room in

the basement of a house, to keep winter

clothing and other articles in. The floor,

ceiling and half of the side walls are
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Use Old-fashioned, Made-to-Order Paint

Good, old-fashioned, white lead paint is like the architecture of

the ancients hard to improve upon. House-owners who want that

kind of paint have often been disappointed, simply because either the

white lead or the linseed oil was not pure. To prevent paint failure

we offer you

Dutch BoyWHite
and

Both are pure. We make no second grade of either. The lead comes in our

steel packages. The oil comes in "Dutch Boy Painter" cans, one and five-gallon

size, sealed at the spout, pure and clean as it came from the flaxseed. There can

be no uncertainty about these ingredients. They don't need testing. The reliable

painter brings them to your building and with due regard to the conditions he finds

he mixes them into "Dutch Boy Painter" maJe-to-orJer paint.

The paint is equally effective when you wish to fortify your buildings on the

outside against the rigors of the winter and when you decorate the interiors for the

better enjoyment of winter life indoors.

Let us send you our "Painting Helps 617'
They are packed full of facts every house owner should know about

painting and decorating. Includi-d in these
"
Helps" on decoration is

our catalogue of 100 beautiful patterns for wall stencils, from which you
may order at sreat reduction from art store prices.

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY
New York Huston Buffalo Chicago Cincinnati Cleveland San Francisco St. I.miis

(John I . Lewis & Bros. Co.. Philadelphia.) (National Lead & Oil Co.. Pittsburgh)
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PAINTING AND FINISHING Continurd

Imilt of wood (pine). The other half

brick.

In your next issue please recommend
something to paint the inside of this

room with that will keep out insects,

something that will be permanent.
Answer It is probably moths that are

to be guarded against. I have just read

in an agricultural publication a letter

from a woman who tells how she di<l

with a moth infested house she had
moved into. She simply applied paint

liberally in the closets where she hung
clothes, and painted the floors of same,
and filled all cracks with paint. She
states that it rid the place of moths.

Moths do not like paint. Any kind of

paint will do for our Louisiana friend's

basement room, assuming that the place
is dry. In cities furs are stored in re-

frigerated rooms. Moths don't like cold.

Tar or camphor balls they laugh at.

They will not eat cotton, hence articles

wrapt in cotton or muslin will be safe.

It is not the moth, but the larvae that do
the eating. Keep the moth from deposit-

ing its eggs and there will be no damage
done. I have no faith in tar as a paint
for this case. Just good white lead and
oil paint, stopping all cracks with putty,
is all that is required.

A. Ashmun Kelly.

Fireproof Paint.

Mix
together

4 Ibs. asbestos powder,
1 Ib. alummate of soda, and 1 Ib. lime.

Stir in 3 quarts silicate of soda. Tint
the mixture with any desired coloring
(mineral preferred) ; then reduce with
water to the proper consistency for ap-
plication.

Imitation Fumed Oak Stain. Boil 4
oz. catechu in 6 pints of water ; let it

cool; then strain and apply. < >m- coat.

\Vlu-n dry, a solution of bichromate of

potash, 4 oz. to 6 pints water. But tin-

catechu alone will give a good effect.

Walnut Stain on White Pine. Wal-
nut hulls make a good stain. Or 2 oz.

privit berries in ]/* pint of ammonia
water. (Standage.) But burnt umber
i mostly used. Or Vandyke brown for

a deeper stain, and umber and burnt
sienna mixed for a certain shade of wal-
nut.

Wax Polishes.

Wax polish is simply beeswax thinned
more or less with turpentine. It must
be thinned to enable the workman to

spread it and polish it. But if made too
thin it will not polish welk A condition

approximating that of soft butter is about

right. The best results come from a thin

application of the wax, and plenty of

hard rubbing.
Close grained woods especially de-

mand thin wax polish. Open grained
woods will take a thicker wax. The tur-

pentine serves to thin the wax so that

we can the more readily spread it out
on the surface of the work, leaving a

thin coating, after which it evaporates.
Rosin is sometimes added to the wax, to

harden it, and paraffin also; but neither

is necessary or desirable.

Wax polish may be prepared by shred-

ding some yellow beeswax in an earthen

lx>\\l. which place in another vessel con-

taining hot water, and place same on the

stove; be careful about the fire. When
the wax has melted you may add turpen-
tine to make it as thin as you wish,

though it will thicken upon becoming
cold

All YourWashing MadeEasyMoney Saved!
TUO WMbinrv-Bnect lace, to Dearie* woolen* 4ri*4 In a" Cloth** Dryp and Uundry Mot- illiutrUed her* Bod I

wnth Indoor* quick. Wrtw*eU>Fr no hindrance. Watte heat
made In rariott* lle* ilrte* a bl
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cabinet and drie* the clotbe*. Coal, Wood or Oa* for fur l Have *old thoooud*. AU
Mr* delighted. AUo o..r Ch*no*nBM " UoMrtt WaUr with our own ncio*lr,
patent kafcty Wrinr ErtMar-found on no other BkiAlne-rotnplefaly (uhdlride* rolta

of wnacer by limply pu.h.nf lever. Aln AnlemnW I ea<ryer-our eirluiire dric*.
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AoartBWot BalMlnr*. H.4el* and ImUtatton*. Write for Pree Book dewribinf
thew Dryer*. Wa.ber>, Wrlnfer* and alw Ironlnf Board* and electrically driroa
dcaheat^lrt>ninachlne*. Sin(lemaehiae>or o^npleteeqalpoMnti. Juituk
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The Problem
of the Wall
is the title of an attractive

booklet about interior

decorations how to

treat the walls of every
room in the house to se-

cure the most beautiful and

appropriate effects. It tell about

Johnston's Dull Kote Paint

the wonderfully beautiful and washable
finish now so extensively used in the

homes of all classes. It contains color

card and illustrative suggestions. It de-

scribes its sanitary, economical, and dur-

able qualities; its advantages over wall

papers, kalsomines and other finishes.

Get it from your dealer (free) or

THE R. F. JOHNSTON PAINT CO.

Pearl & Main Sts. CINCINNATI, O.

SMFSON
SPOT SASH CORD
Solid
Braided
Cotton,

Strong
Durable

Economical

Both
Architect and
Owner

profit by specifying Samson Spot Sash
Cord. The owner has a cord that will
outwear any other material many times

'

over and will prevent the annoyance and
expense of breaking window cords. The
architect has the reward of a pleased client.
'an be distinguished at a glance by
the "Spots on the Cord" Our Trade Mark
mooth and firm, guaranteed free from rough

,
places. For sale by hardware dealers,
your dealer cannot supply you order of us
"irect, giving his name. Write today any-j
ay for sample and our illustrated book-
let No. 4, showing various kinds of
Samson Cord. A handy guide

buying.
Samson Cordate Work*

Boston. Mass.

High Grade Mantels
and Fireplaces

Our line of Colonial, Mission and
Standard Mantels is the most complete in

the country, All goods are guaranteed
as to quality. Our large new catalogue,

showing also brick mantels and a large
selection of fireplace fixtures, consoles,

colonnades, etc., sent free on request.

If building or remodeling be sure and write us.

CHAS. F. LORENZEN & CO.
701 N. Sangamon St., CHICAGO. ILL.

BUTT
(INSURE

PERFECTLY HUNG DOORS
Friction is eliminated by the

steel bearings, and the door swings
smoothly and softly without creaking
or binding. These butts have

NON-RISING PINS
which will not work out of the joint.

Write for artistic and instructive

booklet "Properly Hung Doors."

Department "T"

THE STANLEY WORKS
NEW BRITAIN. CONN.
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Heating, Lighting and

Plumbing
D

Hints For Household Users of Electricity

By Charles K. Farrinv,rt>n.

LKCTRK ITY is used in the

household these days for many
varied purposes. In addition to

the electric light, electric fans,

vacuum cleaners, and numerous forms of

cooking apparatus are found in main
homes. Fyw \>f it> users have any idea

of its properties, however, and many have
a fear of it, where no fear should exist.

There are also some who from a lack of

knowledge take an opposite view
;
and

often treat the apparatus connected with
the source of electrical supply without
due care.

I have seen people afraid to touch an
insulated wire, such as is often used to

connect a table reading lamp with a con-

necting plug or socket. If the insulated

ring of such a wire is not injured, it

i- impossible to feel any sensation what-

soever, let alone a shock. To prevent
injury to such wires they should never be
allowed to "kink," or bend at too great
an angle, for such treatment injures the

covering, and so breaks down the "insu-

lation" which is so essential. When such
wires become worn from constant use it

i- l>est to renew them. The expense i-

small.

Another class of people fear to install

electricity in their houses for fear of fire.

I'.ut, if electricity is distributed from a

well designed and properly installed sys-
tem of wiring, there is no danger.

The Best Methods of Wiring a House.

There are in addition to other methods,
two which stand pre-eminently the best
as regards safety. One of these is to en-
close the wiring in a pipe. This is an
excellent way, for if at any time in the
future it is necessary to use new wire, it

may be inserted in the pipe without the

trouble and expense of removing floors,

walls, etc., which would be required with

the other usual methods \<> rats or
mice can injure the insulated covering
of the wires thus enclosed and the great-
est degree. of safety is obtained by its

use. No danger of fire is attendant with
such protection.
Another very desirable method is to

use a wire coil covered on the outside
with what is known as "steel armored"

covering. This again protects them from
attacks of rats and mice, and surely
guards the insulation. Such wiring is

especially nice to use when an electric

lighting system is being installed in an
old house, for it is very flexible, and can
be run in any desired direction with no

difficulty. Again, as in the "pipe" meth-

od, there is no danger from fire.

It is important to have all wires,

switches, etc., of a large enough capacity
to carry safely the required current for

the number of lights, fans, etc., which
are connected with them. Such matters
-h< >uld be carefully looked into when
planning, and the owner should decide
beforehand what he will need.

A competent electrical contractor

should alone be employed. In some
places laws have been passed, and in

others they are being formulated, making-
it necessary for electricians to pass an
examination to determine if they are com-

petent to install electric wiring for light-

ing or power, or in fact any purpose
whatsoever. But even with such a con-

tractor it is necessary to have a distinct

understanding how the wiring is to be

put in, for as I mentioned before, there

are a number of ways it may be done.

What a Householder Should Know Con-

cerning the Care of Electrical

Apparatus in His Home.

There are a number of points which
each user of electricity should know
about.

Each member of the household should
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The

Window

Chute

A Real Window A Perfect Coal Chute

Useful 364 days

in the year for

light and one day

for the coal

A Burglar-Proof, Air-Tight Window which con-
forms with architectural lines. Looks best and is

best. Write for booklet giving full description.

Holland Furnace Co.
Department "K" HOLLAND. MICH.

"Holland Furnaces Make Warm Friends"

JACKSON
Ventilating Grate

'T'HE only open grate that warms and brings in out-

door air, and takes out the air of the room that is

impure. It is a constant and perfect ventilator, having a
fresh air supply on the principle of the hot air furnace.

Will heat rooms on two floors if desired, and will bun.

coal, wood or gas. Keeps fire from fall to spring. Made
in many patterns, to fit any fire-place. Catalogue No. K
shows styles and prices. May we send you a copy?

Special Catalog of Man tels, A ndirons and
Fire-place Fittings, sent upon request.

E, A, JACKSON & BRO,, 25 Beekman St., New York

New Roofing

Discovery
Works Wonders in Beautifying Home !

For Simplest and Grandest Homes

/^HARMING Moorish beauty and
^*

dignity of appearance of Metal

Spanish Tile gives an air of distinction to

the home graced by this wonderful new
and practically indestructible roofing.

It has taken home builders of America

by storm, for it is the modernization of

the wonderfully beautiful roofs of historic

Spanish edifices.

The art of making this roofing, left

behind by fleeing Moors driven out of

Spain centuries ago, until 1910 could

not be made practical for the modern

home, despite its alluring beauties.

After years of experiment, we have hit the

solution. That is why today we are able to

offer American homes the amazing attractive-

ness of

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost

no more than common roofing, yet mean tre-

mendous economy it needs no repairs and out-

lasts several ordinary roofs because of its prac-

tically indestructible metal constmction.

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and

lightning proof.

Easy to apply. No soldering, no special tools any
ordinary mechanic can apply it. Interlocking system
by which tiles dovetail into each other makes the roof

absolutely water tight and provides for expansion and
contraction perfectly summer and winter. It is guar-
anteed non-breakable.

HOME-BUILDERS Simply send us today the
dimensions of your building and we will tell you by
return mail exact cost of all material. Our new 1912

book on beautifying the modern American home by
use of Metal Spanish Tile is yours for the asking. A
postal will bring it. Address

The Edwards Manufacturing Co.
The Largest Makers afSleel Roofing
and Metal Shingles In the World

520-540 Cuhrert St. CINCINNATI. OHIO
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kii..w how to turn off the entire suppl
of electricity from the house. A -

to do this is generally located at the point
where the meter i> pl.u ed. Thi- i- u-u

ally in the cellar. Whenever the house
is left unoccupied for even one niijht tin

supply of current should be cut off. It

takes but a minute to do so.

It is the poorest economy to use old

lamps. Often I find people using lamp-
which have become blackened from con-
stant burning. The amount of light an
old lamp will give is much less than that

which a new one will. Many companies
supplying electricity exchange old lamp-
for new ones at intervals. While it costs

them money to do so. their patrons do not
become displeased with the electric light,
as they are almost sure to do if old lamps
are burned. The above applies to lamps
with "carbon" filaments, which are now
being largely replaced by lamps with
metal filaments.

Many installations have a lamp and

porcelain shade suspended by flexible

wires from the ceiling. Never under any
circumstances attach such wires to any-
thing made of metal. Often I find people
who desire to move such a lamp in order
to have the light it gives in a slightly dif-

ferent place. Let me give the following
example which may be considered typi-
cal. An occupant of a hotel room desired

to have a lamp suspended in such a man-
ner as has just been described moved a

few feet in order that he might read with
comfort while lying on a lounge. He did

so by fastening an iron hook in the ceil-

ing, and twisting the wires around it.

In time the installation at this point be-
came worn off, and the bare wires touch-
ed one another, with the result that they
melted, and allowed the lamp and shade
to fall upon the reader, narrowly missing
his face. If the lamp had struck him
in the eye, a serious accident might have
occurred. I have known the wires lead-

ing from similar lamps to be attached to

metal beds and like accidents to occur.
In addition to the danger from the fall-

ing lamp and shade, a "short circuit" is

formed where the wires melt; and the

danger from fire is great. It is important
for the householder to know what a "short
circuit" is. Briefly, whenever the elec-

tricity is not allowed to travel on its reg-

ular path, it can return to it- -our.

a shorter \\ay. a "short circuit" is formed.
In the instance of the falling lamp, the

current did not pa--* throttgn the lamp,
but took a more direct route back to the

dynamo. Whenever this happens an
"arc" or flame is formed, and inflammable
material may easily be set on fire by it.

But if care is used in purchasing only the

best wire, fixtures, etc., and also if they
are handled in a proper manner, no such
accident can take place.

Never place inflammable material
around an electric lamp. A favorite

method of some people to subdue the

light is to cover the lamp with tissue

paper. Many fires have been started in

this manner. It should be remembered
that considerable heat is generated when
an electric lamp is burning, and that

when this is confined (as it is when the

lamp is covered tightly) it will cause any
material not fireproof to ignite. The
light should be reduced by using a lamp
of smaller candle power. Ordinary sizes

are sixteen, thirty-two and fifty candle

power. But others are now made which
will "turn down," that is, the degree of

li.^ht may be varied.

Fires have been occasioned by leaving
the current turned on an electric iron

when it is not in use. To prevent this,

the writer advises that an ordinary switch

alone should not be used to turn the elec-

tricity on and off an electric iron, but
that a removable "phjg cut out" or
"screw plug" be employed in addition. It

should be remembered in this connection
that unlike an electric light which shows

by the illumination that the current is on,
or an electric fan which moves whenever

electricity is supplied to it, and lets the

user know that it is in operation, an elec-

tric iron does not show the eye of the

user that any electricity is passing
through it. Therefore the flexible wires

connecting the supply "plug" or electric

light socket with the iron, should always
be entirely disconnected in addition to

turning off the ordinary switch. It is

best to disconnect all heating apparatus
in this manner, for it must be remem-
bered that any apparatus which does not
show visibly that it is in operation,
should be carefully handled.
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$28.60
For this elegant,
massive selected

oak or birch, ma-

hogany finished

mantel, beveled
mirror 18x36,

"From Factory
to You"

Price includes our

"Queen" Coal
Grate with best

quality enameled
tile for facing and
hearth. Ga s

Grate $2.50 ex-
tra. Mantel is 82
inches high, 5

feet wide. Furnished with round or square col-

umns as shown in cut.

Dealers' price not less than $40.00.

Central Mantels
are distinctive in workmanship, style and finish and
are made in all styles Colonial to Mission. Cata-
logue Free Will send our new 100-page catalogue
free, to carpenters, builders and those building a
home.

CENTRAL MANTEL CO.
1227 Olive Street ST. LOUIS. MO.

No. 875V2.

"REPUTATION AND QUALITY
COUNT"

COAL COST-
How TO REDUCE IT

REMEMBER
the big coal

of last winter? Coal prices
are higher this year. You

can off-set this increase, get more
comfort and avoid much labor
and annoyance if you equip your
furnace or boiler with

IBs
HEAT

CONTROLLER
This automatic regulator controls

dampers and drafts detects and acts
on the variation of one degree, pre-
venting over-beating and fuel waste.

With the clock attachment you
can reduce the heat during sleep-
ing hours; and automatically increase
it to the day temperature, and by the
time you rise the Jewell will have the
house as warm as toast. Don't wish
your house warm in the morning.
Buy a Jewell and have it so. Guar-
anteed efficient with any kind of heat-
ing plant. Nothing to wear out, will
last a lifetime.

Send today for the book "The House Comfort-
able" and folder with the whimsical story of "IMA
JEWELL" Both will interest and surprise you.

Send postal NOW to

JEWELL MFG. CO., 19 Green St., Auburn, N.Y.

FURNACE
We will deliver a complete heating

equipment at your station at factory
price* and wait for our pay while you
test it during 60 days of winter weather.
The entire outfit must satisfy you or

you pay nothing. Isn't this worth looking
Into? Could we offer sucb liberal terras
If we didn't know that the Hess Furnace
excels In service, simplicity, efficiency,
economy T

We are makers not dealers and will
save you all middlemen!' profit*. No room
for more details here. Write today for free
48-page booklet which tells all about It.

Ycur name and address on a Pott card
it sufficient. ,

-

' Mfmm. 717 Tacomm B/etg.

Save Coal
time and useless labor and get

more heat. Easy to do if yqu install the"i

No noise, no air-vents. Turn off any de-
cree. No pumps or automatic return
valves "no more pressure than in \our fea-

and Just at simple.
"

Interesting
reading matter free.

Moline Vacuum-Vapor Heating C
Dept. "C"

Moline - Illinois

ILe "Crescent" FASTENER

Strong and

Finely

Finished.

Made iii Iron,

Brass and

Bronze Metal.

88-Page Catalogue Builders' Hardware Free.

The H. B. IVES CO., Mfrs.,
NE^OHNANVEN>

TheONLYWAYuthe
PHENIX WAY,
Screens and Storm Sash
are as easily hung or re-

moved from inside as

you would hang a picture
Hangers only, retail at lOc

Hangers and Fasteners re-
tail at 15c and 25c

Our Specialties: Rust Proof
Fly Screens for Good
Buildings.

For Descriptive Catalogue address

PHENIX MFG. CO.
048 Ct Dt.r Si. Hilwsuke*. Vis.
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SPLINTERS AND SHAVINGS

Brick Veneer.

BRICK veneer house has some

advantages and many disadvan-

tages. Among the first are-
thai it can be constructed more

cheaply than one of solid brick: that an
air space is provided between the brick

and the sheeting, thus making the build

ing cooler in summer and warmer in win-

ter; that a protection is afforded again-!
fire from adjoining buildings; that paint-

ing is not a necessity, and its appearance
makes it look well to an investor, espe-

cially one who is not familiar with build-

ing construction.

A new building, brick veneer, is satis-

factory in many ways. A provision i-

generally made to support the weight of

the walls, the window frames are made
one inch wider to allow for the air space,
heavier sheeting is used, and there is

good opportunity to apply easily and

quickly the metal ties or clips that ought
to be used every fifth course to tie the

brick work to the sheeting, and there is

no excuse for the courses not to be level

and the corners p*lumb.

Among the disadvantages of brick ve-

neer are: It is deceptive; it does not

support any of the constructional part*-

of the building; it does not afford any
protection from an interior fire, and the

cost of repairing any such damage would
be materially increasing. Veneering an
old frame house is generally an unsatis-

factory job for many reasons. At tin-

time of erection no provision was made
to carry the extra weight, as in a frame-

building the weather boarding and fram-

ing is carried to the outside of the base-
ment or cellar walls. Then the buildim;
has settled in parts and angles and cor-

ners are out of plumb, and the bricklayer
has his own troubles. He is also forced
to nail his clips to the sheeting, and as
this is an awkward job for him the num-
ber used is liable to be greatly reduced.
If a stone window sill is used, the weight
is too much for a single brick course,

and the result is either a cracked sill <T

a badly settled one. Then the cutting out
of the old sill and sub-sill and making a

good job require con-iderable time on
the part of a carpenter, and in a majority
<>t cases the results are not satisfactory.

Clay Worker.

The Wide Mortar Joint in Modern Brick

Work.

The mortar joint, as a factor in the

production of a beautiful brick wall, has
not received the consideration in the past
which its great importance warrants, and
it is with a view of inspiring a greater
interest in this important detail that the

writer respectfully presents the follow-

ing discussion.

With the narrow mortar joint which
has been in vogue in this country in the

past, the composition of the mortar and
the finish of its surface are, from an
aesthetic standpoint, of little moment;
with the rapidly increasing use of the

wide mortar joint, they become matters
of vital importance.
One has but to look about him to see

numberless instances where the mortar

joint has well-nigh ruined an otherwise

good piece of brickwork.

Composition of the Mortar.

For narrow joints, a mortar made of

fine sand, cement and lime answers all

the requirements fairly well. For a wide

joint, such mortar is wholly unsatisfac-

tory; it is soft and pasty, squeezes out
f the joint before it is set (due to the

weight of the brick), smears the face of

the wall and usually ruins the work.

Mortar for a wide joint, that is to say
H of an inch or more, should contain a

liberal proportion of fine pebbles known
to the trade as "grit," good coarse sand,
Portland cement, a small amount of lime

putty (or hydrated linfe), and whatever

coloring matter is desired.

Bricklayers who are accustomed to

the use of fine mortar only, almost in-
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For Your Residence Specify

Richards-Royal

House Door Hangers

Because

they embody all the essential features of perfect door hang-
ers. The adjustment in both hanger and track, the ball

bearing journals, wood lined covered

track and noiseless operation, mean
satisfaction to you.

For Sale by Leading Hardware
Dealers Everywhere

Richards -Wilcox Mfg. Co.
Aurora, IllinoisRichards-Royal.

MALLORVS
Standard
Shutter Worker
The only practical device ec

open and close the Shutters

without raising windows or

disturbing screens.

Can be applied to old or new houses, whether brick, stone

or frame, and will hold the blind firm in any position.

Perfectly burglar proof.

Sendfor Illustrated Circular if your hardware dealer

does not keep them, to

MALLORY MANUFACTURING CO.
251 Main Street Flemington, New Jersey, U. 5 A.

Helps on Bungalow Building
OUR BOOK, containing or

designs for true bungalows, co
FUBNISHKD FREE to tin)-.' il

photographs anil floor plans.
This dosign hook describ.

built "from crest to found;

final, practical ami beautiful

warping ami everlasting Kfl Ci-dar Sbliiirl<>.
We have no plans or book

H"<l < olar Shingles ami want
t iful exterior b

ttagpx and two-story resiliences,
terested in building. Contains
U-signeil bv leading architects.
l>art:ciilarl> Bungalows, etc.,"

with the Ix-autiful. non-

fll. hut are manufacturers of
i to know alxnit this U-aii-

il before >ou build. 8end2-cent
stamp to cover mailing cost. Write, rikrlit no
RED CEDAR SIIIMil.i: M\M I \( II HTUS'

494 Arcade Annex, Seattle. \\ .i-b.

Q Protects the

building just
where most
needed above
the opening

heavy
steel hopper
catches all the
coal.

^When not In use.
the hopper lies in

the bottom of the
chute body <jThe
door locks auto-

matically either
open or closed
Strictly burglar-

proof JWith Y,

inch wire glass or
steel panel In door

Write for circular and address
of nearest dealer.

MAJESTIC FURNACE Co
88-98 Erie St Huntmgton. Indian*
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variably object to the wide mortar
j

often claiming that brick cannot be thu>

laid economically. Experience has

shown, however, in the case of hundreds
of structures erected with a wide mortar

joint during the last three years, that all

difficulties vanish with the use of proper
materials and a proper method of mix-

ing. Moreover, it has been thoroughly
demonstrated that brick can be laid with
a wide joint of proper mortar quite as

rapidly and economically as with a nar-

row joint ; in fact, much testimony goes
to show that the wide joint is the cheaper
of the two.

Color of Motar Used.

Generally speaking, we strongly rec-

ommend that the mortar joint be finished

as follows :

For red or brown brick with cream

gray mortar, the joint should be "rough
cut flush" ; in the case of the dark brown-
ish red mortar, the joint should be "raked
out" to cast a shadow.

Experience has shown that a rough cut

mortar joint is very undesirable with

gray brick, as the brick and the joint
are so nearly the same color and texture
that the wall loses character and looks
like a monotonous cement surface. The
joint should, therefore, be raked out tr

cast a shadow and accentuate the joint.

With bricks of the golden group, un-
less a distinctly white joint is used, there-

by setting out each brick distinctly, the

joints should be raked out as in the case
of the gray brick.

Generally speaking, we recommend for

"Tapestry" or other similar rough tex-

ture bricks of the red or brown colors,

a cream gray mortar mixed as per
formula "B." For bricks of the gray
colors a very dark gray mortar mixed ac-

cording to formula "K;" and for brick-
of the golden and tan colors either the
cream gray mortar "J" or the dark gra\
mortar "K." American Car and Builder.

Tile Floors.

In recent years the old-fashioned tile

pavement has come into great favor, par-
ticularly the large, dark red squares
known as Welsh tiles. To support such
a flooring on a house built of masonry i-

no great problem, for the necessary U-<1

of concrete rests securely on a masonry
arch as some form of terra-cotta con-
traction. But where a tiled conserva-

tory or porch or dining room is desired
in a frame house, how to support the con-
crete bed on which the tiles are laid is a

matter for considerable care. It is le>t

done by having rough boards cut in be-

tween the floor beams and resting on

seven-eighths-inch strips nailed to the

sides of the beams. The tops of these
boards must be at least four inches below
the finished floor line, and better still five

inches, to allow of a concrete bed of suffi-

cient thickness. A thin one would surely
crack. The tops of the beams should be
beveled off to an edge in the center.

Where a tile floor is put into an old

building during alterations further care
must be taken to cover the rough board-

ing and the beams with waterproof paper
to keep the moisture from discoloring the

ceiling below. Where the tiles are for

an exterior porch, under which there is

no excavating, it is best to build a brick

retaining wall as foundation for the

porch, fill the enclosure with sand, brin^
it to. a level and spread on it an eight-inch
bed of concrete for the tiling. This all

sounds troublesome, but one is well re-

paid by the stability and permanence of a

properly laid tile floor. House Beautiful.

Northfield Mixer.

About two years ago a Western bridge
builder devised a light batch concrete
mixer for his own use, which worked so

satisfactorily that it was put on the mar-
ket as the Northfield mixer by the North-
field (Minn.) Iron Co. Its use has been
extended from concrete to mortar, >ur

facing and plaster. The Great Northern

Bridge Co., of Minneapolis, recently or-

dered 10 of these mixers after a trial of

one on two jobs under different foremen ;

the Fargo Bridge & Iron Co., of Fargo,
N. D., sent in a repeat order a short time

ago, and builders in Ohio have purchased
a large number on rush orders, some of

them directing the mixers to be sent by
express, something which is not so ex-

traordinary as it seems at first because
the mixer is not heavy. Cement & Eng.
News.
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THE: NATI BUILDER
362 DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO
Offers this

Great Building Opportunity:

00complete plans witn
estimate of material
and price . . . For

The plans are medium priced, up-to-date
homes. The front, side and rear elevations
with floor plans and details drawn to quar-
ter-inch scale, are on a

LARGE SUPPLEMENT
36 x 24 inches

Plans Drawn to Scale the Same as
a Regular Blue Print and You

Get One Every Month
A complete bill of materials with an accurate
estimate of cost accompanies each plan.

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES
It was planned by Chicago Architects,

who rank high as designers

It is of moderate cost and the outside is of
Plaster Work, now so popular.
Besides this, each number has other houses
of low cost, including a Beautiful Bungalow
with plans.
The writers, selected by Architect Fred T.

Hodgson, Editor, cover the entire building
field.

Send in the coupon and you may find some-

thing new and good for the new home you
are planning.

$2.OO per year 20 cent* per copy

NATIONAL BUILDER,
362 Dearborn St., Chicago:

Put ME down for one year's subscription, for which
I enclose $1.00 in money or stamps and THIS COUPON
which is good for $1.00 credit on the order.

Name

City.

Street No..

Keith'a. Dec., '12.

BUY YOUR FURNACE
$1ODOWN $10A MONTH

Our monthly payment plan of wllinu dlreet
nave* >oii the dealer'n profit* and charge* for
inatallation. The

SJahant Furnace
with the patented "Dim n I>rnft s> Htem" i

lie-t f,, r reMdeiu-e*. -, I I*, hotel-. < l.ur. hi-.
eti-.. I.eeau-e it deliver* |dent> of heat where-
ever and whenever desired at a mtving of 1-3
to 1-2 in fuel I, ill-. In-tall the Jahant vi.ur-
wlf. We wnd c-omplete oiitflt. freiKht pre-
paid with -iieeial plann. <letailed in*tnu-t 1011-
ind all neretwary toolnfor inMallatlon. 8ati-
faction guaranteed or money refunded.

Write for free illustrated book-

THE JAHANT HEATING CO.
30 Mill Street Akron. Ohio

Save '/ato
1

/* on Fuel Bills

HESSMUlLOCKER
TheOnly Modern, Sanitary
STEEL Medicine Cabinet
orlocker finished in snow-white, baked
everlasting: enamel, inside and out.
Beautiful beveled mirror door. Nickel
plate brass trimmings. Steel or glass
shelves.

Costs Less Than Wood
Never warps, shrinks, nor swells.

Dust and vermin proof, easily cleaned.

Should Be In Every Bath Room
Four styles four sizes. To recess in

wall or to hang: outside. Send for illus-

______^_^ trated circular.

The Recessed s ieel HESS. 917 L Tacoma Bldg., Chicago
Medicine Cabinet Makers of Steel Furnaces. Free Booklet.

'end for the

and see how the

ALDINE FIRE PLACE will heatyour house.

Requires less than half the
fuel and gives 85% of the heat
uniformly into the room instead
of 15% given by all other grates.
Burns any kind of fuel.

Keeps fire over night.
Requires no special chimney

construction.
Made for old houses as well as

new.
Satisfaction guaranteed or

money returned. 60,000 now in
use.

RATHBONE FIREPLACE MFG. CO.
5612 Clyde Park Are. Grand Rapid*. Mica.

IXL ROCK
MAPLE AND
BIRCH
FLOORING

" The Finest Milled

Flooring in the World"

One important feature is

is the wedge shaped
tongue and groove

which enters easily, drives

up snug and insures a per-
fect face at all times with-
out after smoothing, an ad-

vantage that is not obtained

by any other manufacture.

Our method of air-seasoning:
and kiln drying: has stood
the test for thirty years.

ASK FOR IXL 1912
Address

Wisconsin Land & Lumber Co.

Hermaiuville, Mich.
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New Booklets and Trade Notes

- seldom that siu-h artistic ami
attractive publications come to

our table as the books and cat a

log of designs sent to us by the

National Fireproofing Co., Pitt.-!

Pa., manufacturers of Natco Hollow Tile.

The two publications are individual in

character. The Natco House, with its

charming cover in color, being devoted

principally to the presentation of a series

of designs for a small house, to be built

of Natco Tile, the designs having been
submitted in competition by well known
architectural draughtsmen.
The competition was given to encour-

age the building of a better class of small

houses, the cost being limited to $6,000,
Natco Tile the material to be used in con-
struction. To say that these designs are

of unusual interest and artistic merit, as

well as meeting the requirements of dura-

bility and practicability, is very moderate

praise. Keiths Magazine will take pleas-
ure in reproducing some of these designs
in future issues.

Part of this book, as also one entitled

Fireproof Houses of Natco Hollow Tile,

and How to Build Them is devoted to

illustrations of houses which have been

completed from this material during the

past year, and are but a few examples of

many hundreds.
* * *

The Wagner Manufacturing Co., Cedar

Falls, la., send us their catalog No. 12,

illustrating their specialties in Door
Hangers and Tracks, with prices for the

different sized openings. The several de-

tailed parts are shown and their working
described.

Stainless Cement Company to Abandon
Present Plant.

The Blanc Stainless Cement Co., of

Allentown. I 'a., has ^uspended business
at its present location. The company
made white cement and was organized
seven years ago by I. Maxwell Carrere,
brother of John M. Carrere, the famous

New York architect. The Allentown

plant to make white cement was an ex-

perimental undertaking from an arti-tio

standpoint and it i>> the intention of the

company to establish a new and larger

plant at a point closer to raw material.

Mr. Carrere. who is a graduate of the

Columbia School of Mines, is satisfied

that with the development of the indus-

try the white cement will largely displace

plaster on account of its superior quality
and cheapness.

\Ye have received from the Wiggins
Fabrikona Co., Bloomfield, N. J., samples
of their new wall fabric Shadow-Kona.
This beautiful hanging is a lighter and
more flexible fabric than burlap, and the

shades of color are extremely soft, blend-

ing harmoniously with the soft tones of

fumed oak or pleasing contrast back-

grounds. Their particular feature is a

slight glint of gold running through the

fabric, which while not in the least gaudy
or showy, lightens up a dull interior and
adds interest. Samples sent on request.

The Keystone Varnish Co., Brooklyn.
N. Y., send us their latest word on wash-
able wall finishes, which they have
named Keystona. Homebuilders will

find their booklet describing this and
kindred manufactures of interest.

The Ironite Co., Chicago, claim great

superiority for their product Ironite

flooring, designed for special use in fac-

tories, warehouses or garages, and other

places where heavy wear is encountered.

* * * *

. The United States Radiator Co., De-
troit. Mich., send out a booklet with a

fetching cover, showing a young mother

warming the baby's feet at one of their

radiators. The text is further illustrated

by unusually dainty and beautiful half-

tones, and presents the subject of proper
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NOT JUST AS GOOD BUT POSITIVELY THE BEST AT THE PRICE!

UNDERFELT ROOFING
The Old Reliable, Moderate-Priced Roofing

T TNDERFELT ROOFING is the product of sixty-six years of practical experience^ in the manufacture of Prepared Roofing. Its present High Standard has been
obtained through Merit alone. It's a good honest made roofing That's all!

McCLELLAN PAPER COMPANY
"Diamond Mack" Quality

700-712 South Fourth Street

MINNEAPOLIS
DULUTH ASSOCIATED HOUSES FARGO

BUILD A DISTINCTIVE HOME
Regardless of the cost your home may be built from a distinctive design
characteristic of you of a necessity it will be beautiful. "Distinctive
Homes and Gardens "

give all possible assistance by showing countless

examples of what is good, covering every phase of building. No. 1 35 de-

signs, $1000 to $6000, $1.00; No. 2 35 designs, $6000 to $15000, $1.00;
No. 3 Combining No. 1 and 2, $1.50. Stock plans priced in each book.

THE KAUFFMAN COMPANY 621 Rose Building, Cleveland, Ohio

Interiors Beautiful!
Entrances Halls and Stairways Living Rooms Dining Rooms Fireplaces. Each Interior

described with Notes on Decoration Planning Color Schemes Finishing Woodwork, Floors, etc.

250 SELECTED
VIEWS

and

'T'HIS is a book which

will be found invalu-

able to the Homebuilder.

It is beautifully printed

with embossed paper
cover. 160 pages. Size

7 l
/2\\Q. Our third edi-

tion just off the press.

Price 51.

Keith's Magazine for a

year and a copy of "In-

teriors Beautiful," $2.00.

ONE OF THE ARTISTIC HALL VIEWS Send your order today.

fl. L. KEITH, 426 McKnight Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
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NEW BOOKLETS AND TRADE NOTES -Continue*1

heating facilitu-- in a forceful manner.
The little history of the vari-n- -\-inn^

of heating and comparison of their nu-th

ods and results is both interesting ;m<l

instructive. Sent on request.
* * *

The same company also sends us sev-

eral attractive booklets setting forth tlu

United States Vacuum Cleaners, with an

especially dainty one entitled. How jlo

Buy a Vacuum c leaner with text fur-

nished by Carl D. Bushnell, Mechanical

Engineer. It presents the important
principles of vacuum cleaning in a lucid

and comprehensive manner. This series

of fine booklets is sent to any one desir-

ing them on request from Dept. A, United
States Radiator Co., Detroit, Mich.

i rment I MI" i- the title of an inter-

r-tmg little puMiration devoted to the in

terests of the country contracior, the

farmer, the home owner and the smaller
ii^er of concrete, which ha- ju-t been
launched by the Chicago Portland
ment Company, Chicago, 111. The ma,or
portion of the first issue of this little work
is devoted to "The Farm of the Future"
and in connection with the matter i- to

l>e found illustrations of concrete models
of varioii> buildings usually found upon
an up-to-date farm. The cover design is

particularly interesting, being printed in

colors and representing three men at

work in laying a cement walk leading up
to a country mansion which oc apies a

portion of the background.

An illuminating booklet is issued by
the C. A. Dunham Co., Marshalltown,
la., called Purchaser's Guide. It dis-

cusses, in the form of a conversation be-

tween an architect, his client and a sales-

man, every point, pro and con, concern-

ing radiator traps, their functions and
faults, or in other words : First, What a

Radiator Trap is For in a Heating Sys-
tem, and Second, Things to Look for and

Things to Avoid.
* * *

The October Spectrum, in a cover of

the new mulberry shade now so popular,
shows its accustomed up-to-dateness in

keeping in touch with the latest ideas

and fancies in house decoration. The
color plate in the center of the booklet,

showing a mission library in green, is a

felicitous combination and use of their

Flat Tone tints.

The clever satire at the end, which

they reproduce from the Harvard Lam-
poon, adds spice to the issue.

The "Imperishable Silo," manufactured
from patented vitrified clay blocks, is the

subject of an interesting pamphlet sent

out by the National Fireproofinj; Com-
pany, Fulton building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Silos constructed according to directions

j;iven within the covers of this little work
are substantial and durable and are guar-
anteed for a period of two years against

any and all loss or damage which may be
due to the cracking or breaking of the

silo as a result of ensilage pressure or

from the silo being blown down or dam-
aged by winds, except damage to the

roof. Among the descriptive text are

suggestions as to size of silo to select and
there is a table showing sizes and capa-
cities of silos of varying diameter.

* * *

The Pittsburg Air-Tight Metal Door
Sill Co. announce a new threshold de-

vice, made of Solid Drawn Brass. Sam-
ples will be sent prepaid, upon request.

Pittsburg, Pa.

BEST IK)! Si:
PLANS"SEDGWICK'S

beautiful book of 200 modern home* costing $500. to 90000. I have had many yean ex-

perience in planning houses, cottages and buildings, well arranged, well constructed and
economical to build. If you want the BEST RESULTS, consult a man of experience and
reputation for GOOD WORK. This book gives plans, exteriors and descriptions. PHce
Sl.OO. "BUNGALOWS and COTTAGES." a new book showing 60 up-to-date designs, til

built from my plans, pretty one-story bungalows and cottages. If you want a smalt
ECONOMICAL HOME, don't fail to send for one of these books. Price 50c. For ii.tt

will send you BOTH BOOKS. Church Portfolio, 25 cents.

CHAS. S. SEDGW1CK. -.- 1135-K. Lumber Exchange. -> Minn. .pc. .

KEITH'S
PRACTICAL HAND BOOK
Is a valuable guide which every owner shou
carry with him on the job. Illustrated with

cuts showing correct construction. Tells how to avoid mistakes. *1. postpaid.

'The Building oi
M 1. KEITH. 426 Me Kn,fklBlU MINNiAPCiJ.
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